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CORRIGENDA . 

. Page 16, line 4 from bottom, for" 527" read "526". 

" 23 " 7 from top, for ,. defination" read "definition" . 
. ',f 193 ,,8 from bottom, for "Tungoo" read" Taungoo". 

" 207 " 32 from top, for "Belladona" read "Belladonna" . 
. " 224 " 8 from top, for "magisterial" read "magistral H, 

" 250 ,~ 23 from top, for "renowed" read "renowned". 
" 262 " 2 from top, for "exaggel'ted" read "exag-

gerated" .. 
" 280 " 28 froIl). top, for ., which" read .. muoh ". 
" 286, penultimate line, for .. either" read "ether". 
" 287, line 31 from top, for "implicity" read "implioitly". 
" 298 " 10 from bottom, for "and research" read "and 

seoondly Researoh ". 
" 300 " 15 from bottom, for "weired" read "weird". 
" 300 " 5 from bottom, fO'r "Pharmaooppoeial" read 

" Pharmaoopceial ". 
" 302 " 24 from top, for "Asafetida , . . (27)" read 

" Asafetida (3) ", 

" 302 " 11 from bottom, for "Santonnum . (3)" 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

read " Santoninum .. (27)". 

302 footnote, line 4, f01' "complaint" read "oomplaints". 
303, line 22 from bottom, jrY/' "Sodii-phospas" ·read " Sodii-

phosphas ". 
304 " 17 from top, 101' "oarcarae" I'ef!d "cascaroo", 
305 " 4 from top, j01' ., camporae" read "oamphorm". 
315 " 4 from top, j01' •. developes" read "develops". 
317, last line, for "Balea-Liq" read "Beloo-Liq'~ 

320, penultimate line, for ., Ohemists to . whom" read 
" Chemists whom ", • 

327. line 18 from bottom, '101' "U rotropin" re(ld ". U rotl'O
pine" , 

327 " 13 from bottom, fo'l' .. Bactrophage " t'ead " baoterio-
pkage ". . . , 

354, lines 24 and 25 from bottom,jor" (Here I beg 
Allopaths)" substit1ltte,· in continuation of 
previous sentence, "preparation they greatly 
difier in q ua.lity from those things used by 
Allopaths ", 
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Page 357, line 19\from top, delete "of ", 
" 385 .. 17 from bottom, f(jf co to" before Dehra Dun read 

"in". 

" . 
" .. 

" 

394 .. 27 frpm top, f(jf "Ammonia" read "Ammonium", 
409 .. 2 of Appendix I,/(jf "bp" reaa "up", 
409 .. 9 of Appendix I, f(jf ~ "Advanced depote" t;ead • 

"·Advanced depots OJ. : . 

409, Appendix If, heading of column '2, iOr "Number' of~' 
idents" read "Number of indents ", 

431, line 37 fr()m top, f(jf "bar" read "bl!-rk", 
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REPORT OF THE DRUGS ENQUIRY 
COM~IITTEE, 1930-31 

PART I.-REPORT 

SECTION I,-INTRODUCTORY 

CHAPTER J 

Gene," of the Committee 

On the 9th of March 1927, the Hon'ble Sir Haroon Ja:ft'er 
moved a ReI!olution in the Council of State "recommending to {be 
Governor-General in Council to take immediate measures to control 
the craze for medicinal drugs by legislation for standardization of 
the preparatIon and sale of such drugs." He pointed out that 
the- market was being flooded by many unscrupulous traders with 
drugs and chemicals of defective strength and impure quality and 
that potent remedies like sera and vaccines were being freely sold 
to the public, without their quality being tested, and "boosted up 
by so.called unsolicited testimonials from non-existent indivi. 
duals." He characterized· the practice as a grea.t menace to the 
public health and called for the prompt intervention of. the State, 
by the -institution of efficient safeguards, to ensure the quality 
and the authenticity of the medicinal preparations offered for sale 
to the public. The Hon'ble Sir ManeckjiDadabhoy was for
urging the Provi?,cial Governments to take . the requisite . steps 
to remedy the eVil and proposed an' amendment to that effect: 
The discussion that followed revealed a general consensus of 
cpinion in favour of a comprehensive check on the sale and manu
facture of drugs in this. country. including the standardization" of 
drugs and the assay of sera and vaccines. The necessitr for the 
introduction of some sort of control over the import 0 Patent 
medicines and their advertisements also found strong. support. 
Major-General T. H. Symons, the then Director-General, Indian 
Medical Service, among others, expressed concurrence with the 
view that steps should be taken to see that the drugs manufactUred 
or sold in India should be "standardized in Bome form ot other," 
The Council of State eventually adopted the Resolution in the 
following terms:- . 

" This councii recOmmends io the Governor-General in Councilio 1irg~ 
all Provincial Governml!nts to take 8uch steps as may be necessary 'to control 
the indiscriminate use of medicinal drugs and to legislate for the standardiza
tion of the pteparation and for the sale of such drugs. 
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2. In'the Legislative Assembly, the demand for the control of 
adulterated drngswas insistently pressed by Lient.-Col. H. A. J. 
Gidney. On the 4th of September 1928, he went so far as to 
move lor leaye to adjourn the House for the consideration of what 
he described as the gigantic quinine fraud. He stressed the fact 
that India was par e.rcellence the dumping ground for eYery 
nriety of quack medicines and adulterated drugs manufactured 
in all parts of "the world and that her markets were glutted with 
useless and deleterious clrugs sold by unqualified chemists, who 
were themselves a public danger, and pleaded strongly for the 
immediate introduction of a "Food and Drngs Act" and a 
"Pharmacy and Poisons Act" to eradicate the existing evils. 

3. The commercial community testified to their profound sense 
of 1he gravity of the situation by the institution of prosecutions 
against certain fraudulent Yend0r:' of dru.,O'S and chemicals in 
courts of law in 1921, which, howeYer, did not meet with much 
success. Their formal protest against the uncontrolled sale of 
inferior and adulterated drngs and their demand for necessary 
legislation found expression in a letter which the Secretary of the 
Indian Merchants' Chamber of Bombav addressed to the Govern
ment of India on th.e 3rd of May 1928. The letter stated that 
"'the attention of the Committee of this Chamber has been drawn 
to the practice followed b:r a large number of chemists and 
druggists in India of stOcking drugs of inferior quality for sale. 
This has affected the pharmaceutical industry to a great extent. 
Some of the manufacturers, who do not possess a properly equipped 
laboratory and who can hardly be ~lled manufacturers, are turn
ing out inferior qualities for purpose of increasing their sale. 
This is calculated to do ~t harm to the industry which is still 
in its infancy and will bring it a bad name in course of time. 
The progress of the pharmaceutical industry will be greatly 
l:.ampered unless some measures are immediately taken to deal 
with malpractices prevalent in business. In every civilised 

·cpuntry, .the sale of foods and drugs is controlled by law; but. 
here in India, there bein/!, no such restriction, the dealers in drugs 
are able to stock any quality they like. That there is considerable 
demand in India for the cheapest kind of drugs is generally 
admitted, and for this reason my Committee are of opinion that 
the introduction of a Food and Dru/!,s Act in this country would 
be desirable from the point of view of both dealers and consumers. 
8S some continental and English firms are known to make a 
practice of wilfully adulterating. their goods - for shipment into 
India in resronse to trade demands for such goods." 

4. Public opinion also expressed itself in no uncertain or 
equivocal terms. Medical and scientific journals of undisputed 
competency and authority took up the Question in all earnestness. 
In the Indian j[edir-al Gazett~ of 1921, Major-General Megaw 
drew the picture of India in lurid colours as "a land of qua!!u. 
QU&cktraders, quack medicine mongers, etc." The lful.ianand 
EtJIf,.rn Druggist and the Ph.armace"ti~al Jo",.,,,,l of England lent 



tlJeir warm support to th«: agitation. Leading newspapers llke the 
Statesm(ln and the Civil and IIfilital'Y Gazette vigorously cham~ 
pioned the need for legislative interference' to protect the masses 
from the perils of the situation. The Medical Research Workers' 
Conference, held as far back as ITecember 1926, passed a Resolution 
drawing the attention of the Government to the urgent necessity 
for an organization to standardize the drugs issued by the Medical 
Stores. In their next annual session, the Conference reiterated 
their demand for standardization in an amplified form including 
in its scope not only the drugs issued through the Medical Stores, 
but also the testing and standardization of drugs in common use 
and the setting up of a laboratory for this purpose. The discussion 
at the Sixth Annual Session of the Conference of December 1928 
centered round the question of the na.ture of such a laboratory. 
and its location, and the Conferenee ultimately adopted a Resolu~ 
tion recommending the appointment of a committee of experts to 
investigate the feasibility of the formation of a laboratory for 
.the standardization of drugs and to examine the question in. all 
its bearings with a view to defining the scope of such an institution 
and, if possible, expressing the op}nion as to the suitability or 
otherwise of the Central Research Institute at Kasaulifor its 
location. The presidential address before the Medical and 
Veterinary Section of the Indian Science Congress, held at Lahore_ 
in 1927, all!O contained! a strong appeal for energetic 'steps to 
counteract the evil of spurious drugs. 

5. In response to this volume of opinion-representative of all 
shades of thought, medical, commercial and lay-the Government 
of India, on the 8th of March 1929, addressed a letter to th.El. 
Local Governments explaining .the nature' of the problem of drug 
control and inviting their views OJ! the sugge.stion of appointing 
a smail ad hoc committee to explore and define the scope of the 
problem with reference to actualities and to make reco.mmenda
tions as to the measures which were necessary to arrive at a 
satisfactory solution. The majority of the Local Governments 
agreed to the appointment of the committee. Thereupon, the 
Government of India, Department of Education, Health and 
Lands, issued the following Resolution, dated the 11th of August 
1930, appointing the present committee:-

No. 1637.-In pursuance of a. Resolution which was adopted by the 
Council of State in March 1927 J. recommending the Governor-General in 
Council to urge all Provincial uovernments to take such steps as may be 
possible to control the indiscriminate use of medicinal drugs and to legislate 
for the standardization of the preparation and for the sale of' suCh drugs, 
the Government of India, after consulting and with the approval of Local 
Governments, have decided to appoint a small. committee to explore and 
define the scope of the problem, and to make recommendations as . to the 
measures which should bl! taken. . . 

2. '.l'he tenus of reference to the Committee will be 'as follows:-. 
(1) '.l'o enquire into the extent to which drugs and chemicals of impure 

quality or defective strength, particularly those recognized by the British 



:rhal'macoI?ooia,. are impo~te~, manufactured or sold in British India,. and 
the necessity, m the public mterest, of controlling such importation, manu-. 
factUre and salo" and to make recommendations; 

(2) To report how far the recommendations made in (I) may be 
extended to known and app~~d medicinal preparations other than those 
referred to above, and to. medlcmes made froll1 indigenous drugs and chemi
cals; and 

. (3) To enquire into- the ;necessity of legislation to restrict the pro
fession of pharmacy.to duly quahfied persons, and to make recommendations. 

3. The Committee will be composed as follows:-

Clw.irlllan. 
1. Lieut.-Col. R. N. Chopra, lII.A., 1Il.D. (Cantab.), L.B.C.l'. (London), 

K.B.O.B., (Eng·)1 I.M.S.,. Professor of Pharmacology. Sl'hool of 
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta. 

Member,. 
2. ·Rev. Fr. J. F. Caius, u., Pharmacologist at the Haffkino 

Institute, Bombay. ~ . . 
3. Mr. ·H. Cooper, PH.C., p.o.s., of Messrs. Smith Stanistreet &; 

Co., Ltd., Manufacturing Chemists, Calcutta. 
4. Maulvi Abdul Matin Chaudhury, K.L.A. 

A Secretary whose name will be announced later. [Mr. C. Govindan 
Nayar, B.A., B.L., Barrister-at-Law, of tbe Madras Judicial Service, and 
Under Secretary to the Government of Madras, Law (Drafting) Department, 
~as subsequently appointed Secretary.] 

4. The Committee will have ihe power to co-opt members when neces
sary. It will visit imponant cent-res in the Pl"Ovinces and will 'take evidence. 
on tbe questions stated in the tenus of reference. It will also issue a 
questionnaire to selected persons and bodies. Persons who desire to be called 
as witnesses or to receive copies of the questionnaire should apply in writ
ing to the Secretary of the Committee, care of Lieutenant-Colonel Chopra, 
I.M.S., tbe Chairman of the Committee, School of Tropical Medicine and 
Hygiene, Calcutta, giving their full names and addresses, together with 
a brief memorandum of the points in regard to which they desire to' give 
evidence. It will rest with tbe Committee to decide what oral evidence 
Dould be taken. 

CHAPTER II 
The aim and scope 0/ the Enquiry 

6., The terms of reference to the Committee embodied in 
Resolution No. 1631 of the Government of India, consist of three 
distinct heads, namely, (1) control over drugs and chemicals recog
nized by the British Pharmacopreia, (2) control over (a) known 
and approved medicinal preparations other than those recognized 
by the British Pharmacopreia, and (b) medicines made from 
indigenous drugs and chemicals, and (3) control over the profession -
of pharmacy. To clarify the position, a few words as to hoW' the 

. terms of reference have been interprflted by th~ Committee would 
not seem to be out of place. 

7. The :first head does not give i-ise to much difficulty. It may, 
however, be mentioned that the British Pllarmacopreia·, now 
extant, was prepared so long ago as 1914 with the result that mauy 

• British' Phannacopcpia is a publication by t·ho General Council of Medical 
Edut'ation and Registration of the United Kingdom under the statutory authority 
of the Mc'liil'al Art .. lS5S (21 & 22 Vil't c 90) and the Medil'al ('ouncil Act, 
1862 (25 & 26Vicl. c. 01) .. 



of the drugs which have since receiv"ed'recognition are not included 
in it. It follows that, strictly speaking, th~ enquiry under the first 
head of reference should be confined to pharmacopreial medicines. 
This would exclude the consideration of many well-known dnlgs, 
such as emetine, arsphenamine, carbon. tetrachloride, etc., which 
would undoubtedly find a place in the future" editions of the British 
Pharmacopreia. Almost the entire body of what are commonly 
called biological products, such as vaccines and sera, some of which 
are covered by the Therapeutic Substances Act, 1925, would also fall 
out of the purview of this head. Similar is the case with organo
metallic compounds, such as'the organic ·preparat.ions of arsenic 
and antimony. 

8. The second head of reference is, however, very.wide ancl 
comprehensive and is calculatid !o taUe in all the recogni~ed 
chemicals and drugs inclusive of biological products and organo
metallic compounds which are not covere(l by the first head. The 
words" known and approved" apparently correspond to the expres
sion "known, admitted and approved" JIsed in the exemption 
clause of tIle Schedule to the Medicines Stamp Act, 1812. The books 
of reference recognized under the " known, admitted and approv
ed " clause of the Medicines Stamp Act include the British Pharma
copreia (B.P.), the British Pharmaceutical Codex (B.P.C.), 
.. Pharmaceutical Formulas" (P.F.), the "Pharmaceutical Journal 
Formulary" (P.J.F.), the Chemist and Druggist":piary, Martin
dale's "Extra Pharmacopreia ", and Squire's" Companion to 'the 
British Pharmacopreia." The formulre published in these !ire 
accepted as "known, admitted and approved" and wj.1l, therefore, 
be comprised in the description "known and !ipproved" in the 
t~rms of reference to the Committee. . 

9. Then there are others of which the composition is either kept 
secret, or, though disclosed, cannot be regarded as approved. These 
will not legitimately fall within Hie categOl'y of "known and 
approved" medicines. But they have such sway and popularity 
that our treatme~t of drugs would lack in compl~teness if we failed 
to deal with them. Question No. 9 of our questionnaire was direct
ed to an enquiry in regard to them and a large mass of evidence hs 
accordingly been collected. 

10. The expression "Indigenous drugs" is generally us~d in 
the wide Bense of including .not only those drugs. which were origi
nally natives of, or which' belonged naturally to, India, but also 
those ",'hich have b~n introduoed into India and have become 
completely naturalized. Hence,the.. term may be taken as being 
practically equivalent to drugs which grow or ar~ oultivated in 
India.. Such drugs may be used both in the pharmacopreias of th~ 
vilrious Western countries and in the .indigenous systems (If t~eat
llIent in India. That fact does Jiot make any di:fference in its 
interpretation: 



11. Of the medicines made from indigenous drugs, some ar~ 
included in· the British Pharmacopreia •. Some are compre
hended by the expression "known and proved medicines." 
To the extent that they are included in the British Pharmacopreia. 
or fall within the descript~on " known and approved" medicines, 
they are covered by the heads of reference 1 and 2 (a). Then 
there remain those drugs and medicinal preparations of indigenous 
character which do not fall under either of the above groups, such 
as those generally used in the indigenous systems of medicines in 
vogue in India. 

12. The result is that the heads of reference 1 and 2 taken 
together exhaust al1 the chemicals and drugs in use in th~ different 
systems of medicine in force in India. Thus, the object of the 
enquiry is primarily to investig~te -.into the necessity for the control 
of the drugs recognized by the British Pharmacopreia,whether 
indigenous to India or not, and. then to examine to what -extent 
the recommendations in -regard to them may be extended to other 
chemicals and drugs, which are either known and approved (irres
pective of their indigenous charac~er) or are indigenous in the 
restricted sense referred to above. 

13. The third branch of the enquiry relates to pharmacy. In 
its modern sense "pharmacy" is applied to the act of preparing, 
preserving and compounding medicines according to the prescrip
tions of physicians. The profession of pharmacy as understood in 
England includes two distinct classes of persons between whom it 
is necessary to discriminate-the ordinary chemists and druggists, 
and the superior pharmaceutical chemists with high qualifications 
in botany and chemistry and allied subjects, who are conversant 
with the properties of drugs and are competent to detect adultera
tions and impurities in them and to perform analysis of all kinds. 
In its wider sense the business of a chemist and druggist consists 
in keeping open shop for buying,· preparing, compounding, dis
pensing and vending drugs, medicines and medicinal compounds. 
Pharmacy is still in its infancy in India and the profession has 
not been organized or placed upon any definite basis. The question 
of restrictinO' the profession of pharmacy to qualified p~rsons and 
the laying d~wn of the qualifications, statutorily or otherwise, will 
fall under the third head. 

14. Consequent on a request made to them by t]le Government· 
of Bombay, in their letter No. 7964-D, daten the 2nd August 1930, 
the Government of India expressed the new that the Committee 
should examine the question of amending the Bombay Prevention 
of Adulteration Act, 1925, 80 as to make it applicable to drugs as 
w~ll, in case the Committee had no objection to such a course, and 
had time to consider the matter. The Committee agreed to do so. 

15. The compliance with the request of the Government of 
:Bombay does not materially widen the ambit of the enquiry. 
It does not brin.$ the control over foods within our purvieW\, The 
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request of the Government of Bombay merely amounts to a sugges
tion to consider the advisability of incorporating !Irugs along with 
foods in the DOIubay Prevention of Adulteration Act, so as to make 
the provisions relating to the latter applicablo to drugs also. There 
is no desire that the Committee should consider or examine the 
question of control over foods or the adequacy of the provisions of 
the Act to effectuate it. The result is that, notwithstanding the 
compliance with the request of the Government of Bombay, ·the 
scope of the enquiry .remains unchanged and is confined to a con
sideration of the control over drugs and pharmacy. 

CUAPTEIt III 

Importance oj the Enquiry 

16. The term 'drug' covers an enormous .field of. human 
enterprise. From remotest times man has looked to.. this source for 
remedies to alleviate his ills. The evolution of drugs is traced to the 
desire of .man to seek means to overcome personal dIscomfort and 
disease. In course of time· the knowledge of drugs and with it their 
number and use have gradually increased: The number of" those 
introduced, bymoc1ern experimental methods has been particularly 
large. It is too late in the day to hark back to the period when the 
decoction from a few herbs or the juice of a fresh plant served the 
purpose of . a drug. . The progrllss of the world has created a 
necessity for more elaborate drugs which have come. to stay. 

17. For the production of p~re drugs, high scientific attain~ 
ments, expert knowledge and intense application are necessary. 
This' is 'not a work for the amateur. What would lood to mere 
financial lOss in other concerns would, in the case of drugs, take 
a 'beavy toll of human life. In all civilized countries, the greatest 
care is taken for the preparation of drugs accor~ing to established 
standards, and authoritative publications are issued as guides. It 
follows that it is the duty of the State to ensure that drugs are only 
produced under the very best conditions. The importance of 
obtaining pure drugs of proper strength and quality cannot be 
()verestimated. 

18. There always has been, and certainly there still is among. 
certain people, a feeling that, wherever man has settled, nature has 
provided a remedy for his disease, if only it could be discovered. 
What a number of tentative trials must have. been made-many 
with 'distinctly unpleasant results, and some, undoubtedly, with 
fatal results-before man attained to his present sta.te of know
ledge! Although modern science has opened' up new sources of 
remedies, reliance is still placed to a great extent upOn' plant life 
for the supply of drugs; Many are collected from their original 
wild sources, the forests, plains and bills of .allparts of the world. 
These sources are obviously uncertain as seasons vary, and sometimes 
a particular plant; very common in a certain distdct, disappears 



gradually.for no apparent l'eason. To counteract this, plants for 
which there was \\ large demand began to be cultivated. ..Research 
also showed that proper cultivation improved the properties of herbs 
and inc.reasedtheir active principles. At the present time, many 
of the medicinnl plants are carefully cultivated and a great deal of 
scientific study has been bestowed on the subject. There are, 'of 
course, some which, owing to their universal distribution, their 
rapid reproduction and the paucity of demand for them, will never 
repay the cost of cultivation. 

19. Drugs, even after collection, offer further problems. They 
must be dried and prepared for the market with the greatest care 
and attention; Carelessness in this operation will result in the 
dest-ruction of their properties, either by fermentation, overheating, 
or otherwise. The next process of storage requires equal care to 
avoid deterioration. They may develop fungus or undergo subse
quent fermentation or be attacked by insects. Drugs are not ready 
for use even after proper collection, drying and storage. Active 
principle!'!, when required Q,' such, have fu be extracted and prepa
rations, such as tinctures, liquid or solid extracts, pills, powders, 
etc., have to be made before that stage is reached·. Here again, 
absence of care and proper attention requiring experience, skill and 
scientific knowledge, will prejudicially affect the activity of the 
product. 

20. Another group of drugs known as chemicals offers entirely 
different problems. Many chemical compounds are produced by . 
natural processes at ordinary temperatures an'd pressu:res by' plants. 
'To artificially produce similar compounds, the chemist has, how
ever, to resort to powerful reagents such as strong- acids and alkalis, 
large variations in temperature and pressure, distillation, . fusion 
and many other drastic operations. Many of the products of the 
chemist are similar in action and composition to· natural com
pounds, but are clieaper to produce. Other chemicals belonging to 
the inorganic class are produced from natural minerals, sometimes 
by very simple processes and at other times by complicated ones. 
Defore these can be used for medicinal purposes, a certain amount 
of purity and freedom from admixture with other Rubstances is 
necessary for the prevention of harm. ..Standards. of purity have, 
therefore, been laia down for such chemicals. 

21. Then there ar.e comparatively recent remedial agents 
obtained by various chemical operations, mainly from coal tar, as 
well as other products obtained hy more or less complicate·d pro
cesses of synthesis. '£here are also ·the so-called ·organo-me~allic 
compoumls which form 8 powerful and important group. These 
compounds have to be prepared with extreme care, as many of them 
'Would be positively dangerous, if not fatal, unless_they are in a 
state of absolute purity. Packing and storage ·pf these compounds 
have to be dope under special conditions to avoid ~eterioration or 
to prevent ihe· Rubstance becoming definitely poisonolls. 
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22. Biological products, such as vaccines, sera,gland pro'ducti1, 
etc., form another group of remedial agents., They require even 
greater apll an~ more eX'pert ~~e~tifi.c k~o.w~dge t~ any other 
type 0' preparation used In medICine. LIVlllg bacterJa-,the cause 
of some of the most deadly disease~are the'" raw material" from 
which these are produced. The slightest error or"'carelessness on 
the part of the operator preparing them may result in incalcu
laDle amount of harm. :rhe collection of the material has to be 
made under very strict supervision to ensure that the animals froIQ. 
which it is obtailled are not in any "fay diseased. The, active 
principles, many of which. have not }:leen identified or isolated, are 
so delicate that any mistake in the preparation would 'destroy them 
and render the product inert. Efficient'control over the manufac
ture of such products was considered to be so impo';rtant. that ,the 
Medical Research Committee in England requested the Government 
in 1916 to take stepsfor the exercise of it. The absence of any con
trol was said to be 'a source 01 very grave danger.to the country.' 
The Health Committee of the League of Nations illvestigated the 
question of control and laid down univer~l standards for some of 
them. ,. Definite agreement between various nations was reached 
with reference to seven of these products, and provision was made 
for the preparation and preservation in some State. institutions of 
an international standard of referellce. Great Britain assumed res
ponsibility for Insulin. In England, the manufadure. of these 
products ii1 controlled by the Therapeutic Substances Act of 1925 
and, in othe~ European countries and in the United States of 

• America, there is comprehensiv~ legislation. 

23. Drugs obtained by import may next .be 'dealt with. They 
f?rm by far the largest proportion, of those 'used liy the practi
tioners of the Western system!. ,A large nUmber of these substances 
cannot under present conaitiOlls' be prepared in India and the 
country instead of depending on its own resoUJ.'.ces for treatment of 
. the maladies. of its inhabitants has, therefore, to turn to extralleous 
sources. WIth the' spread of education and with the adoption of 
modern scientifi~ :t;nethod~ of t:eatmen~, the popularity of the 
Western. system IS In~reasIng dally and Import of drugs from abroa'd 
h~s receivea a great Impe~us of late year~. They chieHy come from 
ddferent European countrIes ana the United States of America but 
lately there has been a certain amount imported from J ~pan. 
Imported drugs are generally distributed direct by special agents, 
who are sometimes special representatives of the foreign. firms or 
agents of wholesale dealers already established in the country. The 
extent to which imported medicilles are used in· India may' b, 
gauged from the following tallIes. . 



TABLE No. I 
Drugs and lledicines (excluding Chemicals and Narcotics) imported into 1ndilloduring,D.ve years from 

, 192&-25 to 19.28-29. . • . 

Quantity. Value in rupees. 
Names of drugs 

imported. 
192'-~5. 'i ;1926--26 • .I192~27·II027-28·1 I 1925-2~. '\ 

. 
I 1928-20. ' il92'-25. 1926-'27. 1027-28 • 1928:"29. 

• 
.Aloes- cwt. 1,961 547 2.375 1.004 .. -37.218 . 12.394 ~ '67,792 ,25,343' !Included in 

drugs of 
I ether 

- sorts. 
Asaf<8tida- .6;335 2,n9 3.947 3,236 3,612, 3,77.005 1,86,64,2 .1,67,412 1,.1'4,532 2,08,343 

Cwt. \ . " 
Camphor- lb. 907.150 993,007 1 .. 401,695 il,3.73,73} 1,6U.356 23,02,563 21,47,341 ' 27.06.850 .25,,03,177 27,79,631 

Cocaine- oz. 747 1,334 551 \,!l57 il.,259 
, 

11;0&2 20~137 11,636 17,4122 18,476 

Cod Liver Oil- .. 014;1127, .66,857 75,638 90,602 : .. 1,50,99,7 1,22,733 99,435 1,30,796 
lb. , 

Morphia and 
Preparations 

1140 687 1,696, l,a11 iI.,800 47,447 0.64,312 U5,262 1,34,tH9 1,36,564 

of Opium-oz. 
Quinine and lm,3:l3 130,451' '119,567 ' u8.oa? 138,795 . 28.0S,~34 30,96,169 20,25.239 '23,42,186 24,47,675 

BaIts-- lb. 
Sari/jarilla .. .. .. .. .. 40,650 d3,185 24,321 37,307 .. 

an prepara· 
tions. 

Storax .. ilJ,762; 130,7,53 " '94,455, l!l0,8!l9 .. ! :81,566 34,297 28,9U .29,775 .. . . . 
Saccharine .. .. .. .. .. 29,012 :, . , . . . . .. 1,12,652 . , i 
Proprietary and '" .. .. . . ',' '25.00,303 24,.I5,232 27,29,22il 29,26,782 ' 42;83,867 

Patent Medi- . 
cines. 

. : . 
Other sorts of .. .. .. ... .. -87,88,836 Dl,SO,UO 1.03~03,590 1,14.311.·753 : 1.00;95,756 

Drugs and 
lIedicines. . 

Total .'. .. .. .. . . .. , 1,69,64,005 1,73,11,020 1,90,02,128 1,98,28,068 2,02.12,960 



TABLE No. II . 
Drugs and Medicines (excluding Chemicals and Narcotics) exported from India daring five years froni 

192~25 to 192~-29. • . ' 

192~~ •• 1 

. , 
Quantity. Value in rupees. 

Names of drugs 
esported. 

1924-2Q. r 1925-26.' 1926-27 1927-28·1 1924-26. I 1925-20. '1926-27. I 1927~28. I 19~8-29. 
Asatmtida- 9 64 65-1 . . .. 1,783 , 2,963 4,218 735 . . 
. owt. 

Camphor-- lb. 1,382 18 .. 100 " 1,425 80' .. 175 .. 
, '10 
~ 

bark 569,692 486,187 80,691 1,73.529 138,104 2,12.712 2,46,398 Cinchona. 43,468 90,002 78,02f 
-lb. 

.' 63.3. Galangal- cwt. 188 519 536 575 5,167 12,662 11,,915 14,996 12,850 , 
44,079 54,347' '50,702 2,96,091 

. 
Nux Vomica- 30,258 43,212 2,27',836 3,48,653 ' 3,27,858 3,03,208, 

cwt. 
,owt. ~i,99q 62,8Jt . 

. 
Sennll- 47,544 41),117 46,9115 10,74,678 8,93,0,52 8,93,052 9,48,812 8,60,208; 

Other sorllll of " .. , . .. .. 19,83~384 '2,22,711 24,03,426 20,11,689 29,06,142: 
Drugs. 

35 .. 87,425- 36,77,347 ' 37,10,220 T~tal Drugs .. .. . . , .. .. 34,53,367 41,60,988 • 
and Medicines. 

Tea dust for 3,239,98'7. 3,000,969 ,1,591,330 4,iI4,638 .. 4,90,644 5,50,?83 2,~,810 4,41,671 .. 
manufact\u'e 
of Caffeine-

lb. 
I' 
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24. In 1908-09, the value of drugs exported from India amount
ed to Rs. 15·5 lakhs against imports which amounted to 73·() lakhs. 
In 1928-29, the export and import values of drugs were respective
ly Rs. 41·6 and 202·12 lakhs. This would l>how th'e remarkable 
extent to which trade ~as increased and would, primeD facie, appear 
to represent a very,satlsfac~ory state of affairs:" A closer scrutiny, 
however, reveals that,the lmports are proportionately very much 
larger than the exports. This means that, while much raw material 
is going .out of the country, very considerable quantities of refined 
preparatwns manufactured in foreign countries are coming into 
India. Many of the imported drugs are standardized pharmacop<»ial 
preparations, such as ,galenicals and purified alkaloids, iIi many 

'cases manufactured from crude drugs which have been exported. 
Besides these, there'is a, large import of proprietary and paten~ pre
parations. A perusal of the import table shows that 'over Rs. 
100·9 lakhs worth of the former group under the heading of" other 
sorts of drugs and medicines j, and 42·8 lakhs worth of proprietary 
preparations were imported in 1928-29. Proprietary and, Patent 
medicines have shown a phenomenal increase during the last 
five years, i.e., from about ·~5·0 to 42·8 lakhs. The figure $howing 
pharmacopreial ''preparations and chemicals has risen f1l0m 81·8 to 
114·3 lakhs in 1927~2S, but showed a slight decrease. to 100·9 lakhs 
in 1928-29, probably due to the development of the drug industry 
in the country. Quinine and its salts ha.ve decreased from 28·08 
lakhs to 24·411akhs during the last five years. 

25. If we now turn to the export table (i.e., Table No. II) the 
outstanding: figures are under the },leading oi, ': Total drugs and 
medicines" which show a steady increase from Rs~. 35·8 to 41·6 
lakhs during the last five years. A perusal of this table shows that 
the :export of cinchona bark has been showing a decrease lately. 
Whereas in 1924, Rs. 2·12 lakhs worth was exported, in 1928-29. 
it was only O·iS lakh. ' , 

;26. The other source of supply of drugs is local manufac
ture. If ~me looks pack a few decades, one cannot help remarking 
the great advance made in this direction. The number of State and 
private hospitals and charitable dispensaries has increased enor
motisly and a. large number of private 'dispensing, establishments 
have been opened during 'recent years. Retail ~nd .wholesal~ drug 
.tor~s have sprung up in all towns. At the begmnm~ of thIS ce~
tury, there were only two or three firms manufacturmg dr.ugs III 

the whole of India; now Calcutta alone can boast of half a dozen 
large factories. Formerly, Q considerable proportio~ of this busi
ness consisted of diluting solid extracts of drugs lmporte.i} fro~ 
Europe, but now most of the ~ru~s are, manufa.ctured ?-n th.HI 
country; few only of the drugs l~dlgenous to' .India were used In 

the 'manufacture of B.P. preparatIOns or galemcals, but now most 
o~ the firms use indigenous ~aw'materials. , 

: 27. No official statistics are availllble for drugs which are 
bei~(J' manufactured in India. The following table has been com

iled from the replies tci the questionnaire we have received and it propu.bly furnishes the most complete estimate so far prepared. 



North 
Behar Central west , United 

Designation. Assam. Bengal. Bombay. and Burma. Pro· Madras. Fron. Punjab: ' Pro· Totals. 
Orissa. vinces. .: tier 

Pro. vmcas. 
vincas . 

• 
a Tinctures and api· 200 83,500 38,000 .. , 300 .. 27,000 .. 4,000 .. 153,000 gallons. 

rituoua prepara· 
tions. 

b Liquid extracts .. .. 18,800 2,000 .. 120 .. 2,000 .. 290 . . 23,120 gallons. 

c Soiid extracts .. .. 7,000 1,750 .. ,: .. .. 600 .. .. .. 9,350 lb. , 
d Mineral acids .. .. 3,800 2,000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 5,800 tons • 

e Inorganic "hemi· .. 2,400 2,500 .. .. .. 7,250 ,' . .. .. 4,903 tons. 
cals. 

f Organio chemicals. .. .. .. .. .. .. 35 .. .. .. 35 lb. 

g' Alkaloids •• .. .. 5,800 .. .. .. .. ' .. .. .. .. 5,800 lb. 

11 Organo.metallic com· .. 27,000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 27,000 grammes. 

i 
pounds. 

Organo.therapeutics. .. 14,000 . " .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 14,000 lb. 

j Vaocines and sera. .. 350 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 3501itres. 

k Proprietary liquids. 150 27,000 8,000 .. 700 .. 500 .. .. f .. 36,350 gallons. 

Z Proprietary solids. 750 60,000 3,500 .. 1,30,900 .. 1,000 .. .. , . 196,150 lb. 
" 

m Other liquids .' 1,880 95,009 3,80,000 .. .. .. 17,900 .. .. .. " 494,780 gallons. 

ft., O~her B,olids .. 400 43,000 3,33,000 .'. .. .. 1,28,000 .. .. . .. 504,400 lb. 

• 



~8. From, whatever. standpoint we view, the suLject, it is 
ObVlOUS- that the collectlOn, manufacture anll distribution of druO's 
both ~holesale li\cndretail, has develop~d extensively in India~ 
Many Imported drugs are also converted Into galenical preparations. 
The figures at our disposal, however, are so very va!rue that it is 
quite impossible to classify them. I> 

29. ""Ve make no claim as to the accuracy of the following; 
bll:t, f~o~a _consideratio~ of the information at our disposal, we 
think It IS very doubtful If the total value of the drugs and medi
cines, excluding chemicals and patent and proprietary medicines, 
manufactured in India at the present time, would exceed Rs. 50 
lakhs.Thus, imported medicinal drugs exceed those prepared in 
the country to a very large extent. , 

30. ,1;he quality of medicinal drugs derived from both the sour
ces used to be good and above reproach until some years ago. They 
were manufactured exclusively by reputable and reliable firms, who 
did not allow their preparations to deviate from the standards laid 
down in the pharrnacopreias or other authorized publications.. Dur
ing recent years, there has been such loud complaint against the puri
ty, ,quality and strength of the drugs manufactured, imported or 
sold in India, that it has resulted 'in the 'appointment of this Com
mittee. 

31. 1'he question .of the pUl'it;y of drugs and the profession of 
pharmacy are inter-dependent. In early days in England, the phar
macists as a class were practically mere traders and retail dealers, 
in crude drugs of v'egeta:bleand animal origin. ""Vith the develop
ment of modern medicine and science, which has increased the num
ber of drugs and introduced newer methods of analysis and assay, 
the realm of pharmacy has also widened considerably. The model'll 
pharmacist of England has' an 'intimate knowledge of the chemical 
and physical properties of drugs and has the necessary knowledge 
and skill to deal with them which the modern ,requirements of 
science demand of him. He is also conversant with all the phases 
of development in preventive, and curative medicine. 

. 32. The important part which the pharmacists play in' rela
tion to drugs need no special emphasis. They are the custodians 
of drugs. They prepare and compound and sell them. On their 
efficiency depends the purity-of the drugs dealt with by them. Their 
relation to the IH'actice of medicine in everyday Efe is intimate. 
The busy physician, dealing in diagnosis and treatment, has no time 
at his disposal to dispense Ilia own medicine as 'he used to do ages 
ago; the wider scope of medicine as a science also makes it impos
sible for him to devote himself systematically to the study of 
pharmacy. In matters of drugs and dispensing, ther~fore, the phy
sician has to clepe:nd entirely on the advice and guidance of the 
pharmacist. The physician has sO~lletillles to use very potent drugs 
which require to be handled with most exact and scrupulous care. 
Skilful di:>pensing is essential for successful cure. 
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33: It follows tluit. the efficiency of persons engaged in the 
exerCise of the professIOn of pharmacy IS as important a,s the 
purity anti ('()uformity to proper standards of drugs and chemicals 
manufactured, importee! or sold iq. the country. 

CHAPTER IV 

Procedure 

34. Although,- as already indicated, the appointUlent of the 
Committee was the inevitable outcome of the pressure brought to 
bear on the Government from different quarters~ -the motives of the 
Government were questioned and the Committee itseU was viewed 
with Souspicion when 4t, was actually constituted. The distrust 
found expression in the columns of a section of the press. The 
appointment of the Committee unfortunately synchronized' with a 
period of intense political unrest in India. The grounds of sus
picion were actually voiced by some of the witnesses who surmised 
it to be a move on the part of the Government to counteract the 
Congress-campaign of the boycott of British druge. The fact that, 
it was constituted soon after the inauguration of the campaign to 
boycott British drugs, the (lelay of about three years in giving 
effect to the Resolution of the Council of State, and the alleged 
absence of any attempt on the part of the GoverIlment to develop 
or encourage, the drug industry in India in the past, were re'lied 
on in 'IUPPOrt Of this view. Intention to stifle the indigenous drug 
industry of India and to restrict the Indian market to Bl.'fitisJi drugs, 
to tlle exclusion of those of other foreign countries, was openly 
attributed to the Government. The financial stringency and the 
supposed 'unrepresentative character of the legislatures were stressed 
to 'show that the appointment of the COUlmittee at this juncture 
was highly inopportune and ill-advised. The Committee are, how. 
ever, glad to be able to report that this opposition and hostility was 
deservedly short·lived and merely represented a transient phase 
which speedily gave way to generous and whole-hearted co~operation 
from every section of the public and of the medical profession in' 

'particular. Soon after the Committee l>egan to function, its tl'lU~ 
objects and persp6~tive made themselves felt and disarmed oppo. 
8ition. The unfounded suspicions happily vnnisheil without leaving 
any trace of bitterness behind and the greatest harmony and the 
most perfect understanding and confidence have ever since continued 
to chara'cterize, the relations of the Committee with the public. 

35. 'l;'hough the Resolution appointing the Committee was 
notified On the 11th of August. 1930, the Committee could not 
88semh'le before the ~st ofOctob~ 1930. There was som~ dela,y 
in the appointUlent of the Secretary who took ~harge only On that 
!late. Bl,lt,.alI tMs was not allowed to hinder or postpon!'l ~he 
preliminary work of the Committee. A large amollnt of· corre·: 
8pondence was carried on by the Chairman with the ohject of gaining 
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information calculated tQ thrQW light on the work 'Of the CQm
mittee. The careful preparation 'Of the ques1tionnaires for eliciting 
evidence, on which the success of any Collllll!ittee must depend, was 
alsQ prQmptly taken in hand by him in the midst 'Of his 'Other 
'OnerQUS duties. In this task, he was assisted by 'One 'Of the members; 
Mr. Cooper, whQ interested himsellf in the work 'Of the Committee 
IQng. before he fQrmally joined it. Several sets 'Of questi'Ons extend
ing 'Over the entire field 'Of enquiry were framed, s'Ome general in 
character, while 'Others c'Oncerned the different professiQns exclu- " 
sively, such as the medical pr'Ofession, manufacturers ·'Of drugs and 
chemicals, importers and dealers and dispens,ing chemists. The 
Chairman kept himself in" touch with the other members, Reverend 
Father Caius and Maulvi Abdul Matin Chaudhury, and 'Obtained 
their approval t'O the questions prepared by him in c'OllabQration 
with Mr. COQper. There were 38 questions iIi all and! as many as 
1,963 questionnaires were issued during the peri'Od that preceded 
the 1st 'Of Oct'Ober 1930. Some 'Of them were deSipatched early in 
September. The prQmptitude in the preparation and despatch 'Of 
the questi'Onnaires facilitated the course 'Of the enquiry greatly. 
FQr 'One thing, it enabled the Committee to start 'On its tour early 
in Oct'Ober as the witnesses had by then sufficient time t'O study the 
questi'Ons in all their aspects and bearings and formulate their 
answers and pr'OPQsals. ' 

36. The entire C'Ommittee f'Ormally set to work 'On the 1st 'Of 
Oct'Ober 1930. Questi'Onnaires were distributed far and wide and 
no e:lfQrt was spared to reach the largest number of individuals an'd 
bodies interested in the pr'Oblem with a view to ascertain every 
view P'Oint and tQ leave no avenue unexplored which would tend to 
the satisfactory soluti'On of the difficulties which confronted the 
C'Ommittee. AI~rrther 2,180 questi'Onnaires were issued in India, 
including the Native States, tQ medical men and instituti'Ons (official 
and nQn-official), Councils 'Of medical registration, State Medical 
Faculties, Medical Faculties of Universities, Chemical Examiners 
tQ G'Overnments, Customs and Excise authorities, Directors" of 
Public Health, Railway Medical 'Officers, Public Analysts, medical 
jGurnals, Ayurvedic physician!'!, Unani hakeems, <lrug manufac
turers, chemists and dru~gists and members 'Of the Central and . 
PrQvincial legislatures. The Mlilitary DirectQrate at the Army 
headquarters and military medical 'Officers were speciaUy addresse!I. 
The response was gratifying. In all, 638 replies were received, 
namely, 104 from Madras, 85 from Bombay, 123 from Dengal, 90 
fr'Om the United Pr'Ovinces, 68 fr'Om the Punjab, 39 fr'Om Bihar and 
Orissa, 19 fr'Om the Central Pr'Ovinces, 16 frQIJ!. -Assam, 24 from 
Burma, 11 fr'Om the N'Orth-West Fr'Ontier Province,.ll fr'Om Delhi, 
2 fr'Om Baluchistan, 2 from Nepal, 3 from Central Indlia, 3 from 
Ajmer-Merwara and 38 from the Indian States. Of these, 527 were 
fr'Om the representatives of the medical professiQn, 74 from chemists 
and drng~ists, 38 from the manufacturers "of drllgs, 392 from 
'OffieialR and 246 from n'On-officials. . 
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37. The power to co-opt members in important ,centres enabled 
tlle Comnlittee to secure the 8ssjstance of experts speciallY qualified 
by local knowledge and expel'ienee to contribute to the solution of 
the problems which engaged its attention. The exercise of the right 
of co-optation Jllade it possible for the Committee to substantially 
complement its strength and representative character by ,including 

, therein eminent medical men and representatives of Indian manu
facturing firms. The gentlemen whose names are' m~ntioned below 
were co-opted as members of the COJUIDittee in their. respective 
stations. Each of ~hem, with the exception of one, furnished the 
Committee with a memorandum containing his ,views on the points 
investigated at the enquiry. The Committee acknowledge their 
indebtedness and gratitude tQ all of them for the extremely valuable 
and material assistance which they rendered at considerable personal 
inconvenience and self-sacrifice: ~ 

Jlaara, 

1. Rao Sahib Dr. U. Rama Bao, medical practitioner. 
2. A. Selvanayagam, Esq., M.P.S. (India), elected by the 

Pharmaceutical Society of India (Madras). 

LuckMW 

Dr. B. N. Vyas, head of th,e Department' of :rha~macology, 
King George Medical College. 

Lahore 
1. Colonel C. R. Bakhle, C.I.E.~ I.M.S. ,'} Elected by 

(Retired). , the Lahore 
2. Dr. B. J. Sahni, 'M.B.B.S., manufacturing Medical 

chemist. Union. , ' 

Calcutta 

l. Dr. P. Nandi, M.D., Professor of Medicine, Carmichael 
.lfedical College. 

2. S. Sen, Esq., H.SC., Factory Superintendent, MesSrs. Bengal 
Ul1emicaiJ. and Pharmaceutical.W orks, J,imitell. : 

, 3., Dr. R:artic Ch. Bose, H.B., of Doctor Bose's La;boratories, 
Limited. 

. ,', , Bombay 

1. Dr:' Ji~raj N. 'Mehta, M.D., M.R.C.P. (Lond.), ,Dean, S.G.S. 
Medical College (elected by the Bombay Medical "Union). . ' 

2. M. Venkat Rao, Esq .• I.P., of Powell & Co., Lamington 
Ronel (nominated by the Bombay Chemists' and Druggists' Associ~. 
tion) , , 

3 
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38. The COID)uittee,lleld, sittings, examined witnesses and visited 
the institutions as lllelJtioned in the subjoined table. The wit
,nesses wel'e untwn froID t!tmle to. whom the que:;tionnaires had been 
"sent. . 

":Provinoes. Places of Da tea of 
ai~tinga •. , :" ;~~ibtin~H'. 

Madra, •• Mudras .• :' i7tb, '18th, 

Bangalo:re. 

Viz.ga.
patam. 

'2:n,d an1 
. , ,26th , 

October •. 

20th I!.nd 21st 
Ootober. 

27th Ootober, 

The United Benares •• 
Provin~es' " 

3rd Rnd 4th 
'November. 

Gh.!lzipu~.lith Nonm
ber. " 

Luoknow. 7th' ./lnd· 8th 
November. 

Dehra Dun. 25th Novem
ber. 

Meerut ., 26th January 
.• ; 1931 • 

.Agra ..·27th and-28ib 
January. 

C.Lwnpore. 29th January 
Allahabad. 31st lanua.rv, 

The Punjab. Amritsar.. lOth and 11th 
',-November 

.1 "19311:-'''' 

J)engal 

'l'he ' N orth
Weat 
Frontier 

, Provrnoe'., 
:Bihar' and 
·OriNa. ' 

Rawalpindi, 12th and 13th 
November 
1930. 

Lahore .. 18th and 

. ::. " 

22nd 1I0v
ember. 

Caloutta .: 1st, 6th, 
,10th, 13th 
and 17thl 
18th 
Deoember. 

Dacca 8th Decem
ber. 

Pe8hRw~r •• Hth Novem· 
ber;, 

• • "Uith and l6.th 
Deoember,' 

Witnuse9 
'. examined~ 

qmoial. 

19 

4, 

10 

6 

13 

2. 
3 
9 

? 

17 

Il 

Il 

10 .' 

I Non· 
oftioial. 

Institutions visited. 

11 The King In'stitute of 

1 

8 

6 

/) 

3 

3 
2 

12 

9 

21 

49 

/) 

6 

.. Preventiv9' Med.ioioe • 
The Govemmllnt 
Medica.l RtoTes' and The 
Medical Cpllege. 

The InHan Institllte 01 
Soienoe. 

Th9 Medical College. 

The Benare. Raj Hospital. 
and The Hindll Univer-
sity. . 

The r:>piilm F&!l~ory. 

The Foreat Researoh 
Institute. 

L'h9 Amritsar Diatillery 
Rnd ,The Shndard 

,Chemic'11 Company. 
!JIe88f8. Jagat Singh, '" 

Sons. 

ThQ PunjalJ Ph3.rmaoellti
cal Works. The Day&
nand Ayurvedio College, 
The Factol'Y of Me!l8l'8. 
Jogat Singh & Bros • 
and the laboratory of the 
Chemical Examiner to 
Government'. 

The Bengal Chemical and 
Pharmaoeutical Worka 
Limited, The Govern· 
ment Test Bouae, 
Messrs. Smith StaIU
street & Co. Limited, 
Dr. :Boae's LI'bon.tories, 
Limited and B. It. Paul 
& Co. 

The Daoca !I aHonal 
Medioll School. 



-- -. j W~'m 
PlaceoB of nates of 

examined. " 
Proviuoe •• IIl.mntionB visited, IittingB. Biltinge. . ,Non. , 

, OJliOla.l'.1 offioial. 
" 

.I 

'fhe Central, N.gpar .. 3rd .Tanaar, , 2 
Provinces. 1931. 

Jabbalpore. 2nd ,Feb. 2 , 
nary 1\131. 

Jlomk, .. Bomba, .. 6th;9th, Uth 10 32 
and '13th , 
J.nuar, 
1931. 

PC/oDa 10tb lacuary Ii 2. -
. ,- . -0' 

11<31. 
AhmedBl:a.d, Uth Jannary 

1931. 
2 2 

Karacbi .. Uth alld 19th Ii 7 The Chemical :Analyeer's 
Jannary, Laboratory. 

l'elhi .. l)elbi .. 1I2nd and ~'th 8 12 The Reeearoh Laboratory 
Jannary. 'I, ' A. and U; 'l'ibbi College. 

" 

39. The Committee has thus recelvea a large mass of varied 
and voluminous evidence, both wl'itten and oral. It has heard a 
very wide range of opinions on both the medical and the com
mercial sides of the problems. BUrma was excluded' from ~he 
scope of the itinerary at the suggestion of the Government of 
India and Assam was not visited as the' Local Government stated 
that no advantage would be gaine,d by a villit to that province. 
The thanks of the Committee are due to the witnesses for their 
cordial co-operation and the readiness with which they placed at 
the disposal of the Committee all the resources of their knowl
edge. Many of them also favoured the Committee with special 
memoranda on certain specific aspects of the problem. ' 

, 40. The Committee desires to record its appreciation of the 
help it received from the Local Governments. The work of the 
Committee was materially facilitated by the excellent arrange
ments made to secure the attendance of the witnesses and to pro
vide accommodation for the office and the staff and, in sOme cases, 
of the Members of the Committee also. 

41. The Committee feels it only right to place on record that. 
the enquiry and the drafting of the report were conducted under 
great stress and pressure. The period of six months fixed by the 
Government of India did not bear any proportion to the magni
tude of the task or to the exten~ and the c()mplexity of the prob
lems which the Committee had to deal with. From the very 
commencement, the Committee had to race against time and under
take incessant tours in utter disregard of the strain and hardship 
caused thereby. But for the foresight of the Chajrman in settling 
and issuing the questionnaire, even before the' Oommittee had 
fOJ'mally assem'Lled, the period of six months w()uld have been 
undoubtedly exceeded. Much as the Committee would have liked 
to submit their report and the appendices attached to it in print, 
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the·Hnrltatiuns of tIiUe hav~ compelled it reluctantiyto ieavetbat 
part of the work unfinished and to present it in manuscript. In 
this connexion, the Committee regrets to state that the Chairman'lI 
illness which necessitated his taking leave for five weeks deprived 
it of the benefit of his guidance for that period. But, during this 
interval,the work was not allowed to be interrupted in any manner 
and his place was filled by the Reverend Father Caius. 

42. The Committee was fortunate in lIecuring the services of 
Mr. C. Govin4an Nayar as Secretary. lIis profound legal knowl~ 
edge and his vast experience of drafting work have been invalu
able and have materially helped us in the submission of the report 
within the fixed time. His efficient management of the office has 
greatly facilitated the smooth working of the Committee every
where. We wish to ·record our sense of high appreciation of 
the services rendered by him. To Dr. B. Mukherji, the Assistant 
Secretary, we are indebted for the ability, care and rendiness with 
which he discharged his duties. Mr. Haqiqat Rai, the Head Clerk, 
and· the other members of the staff also deserve our thanks for 
services of the highest quality rendered cheerfully and ungrudg
ingly under conditions of great lItrain and pbysical discomfort. 



SECTION II.-EXISTING LEGISLATION 

43. For purposes of administration,British India. is mainly 
divided into nine "Governor's Provinces "-the Presidencies of 
Bengal, Bombay and Madras alld the Provinces of Bih~r anc} 
Orissa, the United Provinces, the Punjab, the Central Provinces 
(to which Berar is attached), Assam and Burma-and. six Com
missionerships-the North-West Frontier Province, British Balu
chistan, the Province of Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, and the 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands. There are also 'Administered 
Areas' such as the Civil and Military stations of Bangalore, 
Secunderabad and Mhow controlled by British officers. It is pro'~ 
posed to make a brief survey of the state of the law relating to 
(1) the control of the manufacture, importation and sale of 
adulterated drugs and (2) pharmacy, in British .India as a whole 
nnd in the different subdlvisions comprised in it separately. Most 
of the other countries have realized the necessity for control over 
drugs and pharmacy and have legislation on the subject. It will, 
therefore, be instructive to examine the corresponding legislation 
existing in foreign countries and to note the distinctive features 
thereof. The Indian States do not appear to have any such 
legislation P • 

CHAPTER I 

D'l"U9' 
BRITISH INDIA. 

• 44. There is no enactment i()f the Indian Legislature which 
aims directly at the prevention of adulteration of drugs or which 
ensures their conformity to proper standards of purity and strength. 
The Indian Penal Code, the Indian Merchandise Marks Act, l889, 
nnd the Sea Customs Act, 1878, contain some provisions bearing on 
it. Intentional adulteration of any drug so as to lessen its efficacy 
Or change its operation or to make it noxious and the actual sale 
of any such drug are penalized by sections 274 and 275, Indian 
Penal Code, while the sale of a drug as a different drug or prepara
tion is punishable under section 276, Indian Penal Code. The sale 
of a drug, which is not of the nature,. quality or substance demanded 
by the purchaser, fraudul~ntly, :will also amount to cheating under 
section 415, Indian Penal Code. 

45. Section 487 of the Indian Penal Code, introduced by section 
3 of the Indian Merchandise Marks Act, is aimed at misbranding" 
and punishes a false mark upon a receptacle containin~ goods, in 
a manner reasonably calculated to deceive any person"as to the 

• For I Dritish Enactments' in force in Indian States and" the ' Adminis
tered Areas,' reference may be made to Mr. Macpherson's work on the 
subject recently revised and brought up to the 31st May 1929, by Mr. G. G. 
Hooper, I.C.S. 
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!dnd, nature or quality, unless absence of intention to defraud is 
established. Applying a false trade description as well as the 
sale 001' exposure for sale of goods with falile trade description, in 
the absence of reasonable care and bona fides, are punishable 
under sections 6 and 7 of the Indian Merchandise Marks Act. 'False 
trade description' :'is UIltrue description in a material respect as 
regards the goods to which it is applied. Section 9 of the Indian 
Merchandise Marks Act pl"ovides for the forfeiture of the goods 
in relation to which, the affences are committed. Section 17 dec
lares the existence of an implied warranty on the sale of marked 
goods. Goods with a false trade descriptioon are prohibiled from 
being brought into India by section 18 of the Sea Customs Acl; 
and, on importation, are liable to confiscation together with the 
levy, of pe.nalty under section 161 of the said Act. An implied 
condition that the goods sold shall correspond with the description 
is also imposed in every sale of goods by section 15 of the Indian 
Sale of Goods Act, 1930. The breach of the condition will entitle 
the purchaser to repudiate the contract and claim damages. 

46. ,1.'he Cantonments Act, 1924, . extends to a~l the Canton
ments in British India. It empowers the Cantonment authority 
to 'enter any shop or place and seize any article of medicine which 
is adulterated or different from what it is represented to be along 
with any:utensil 'used for preparing, manufacturing or containing 
it. If the Health Officer or the Assistant Health Officer is also of 
the same opinion, the article, if perishable, oould be :destroyed 
forthwith. In other cases, the owner or the person in possession 
of the article is punishable with fine and the article itself liable 
to forfeiture or destruction. 

47. The Poisons Act, 1919, the Op~um Act, 1878, and the 
Dangerous Drugs Act, 1930, though tlIey control the manufacture, 
importation and sale of certain drugs, do not exercise any precise 
bearing on the subject of adulteration or standards of strength.' 
They are designed to, meet excise and customs requi:t:ements and to 
prevent the illicit use of certain dangerous drugs. The Poisons Act 
merely regulates'the importation, possessi~n, and sale of poisons 
by tie issue of licences therefor. The OpIUm Act deal~ WIth the 
cultivation Qf the poppy .andthe manufacture, posseSSIOn, trans
port, import, export and the sale of opium. ,!he. Dangerous Drugs 
Act controls certain operations such as cultIvatIon, manuf~cture, 
possession, import, export, transhipment, and sale relatmg to 
danD'erous druD's as defined therein, in some cases imposing total 
prohibition and in others providing for r.ompliance with~ules I,\~d, 
terms of licence. The Sea Customs Act, 1898, and the IndIan TarIff 
Act, 1894, provide for levy of duties o~ goods, impor~e~ or exported" 
including fQods, drinks, 'drllgs, chemICals and medlcmes. 

48. The :result is that. mere adulteration of drugs is not, by 
itself prohibited throuO'hout Dritish ~ndia by any enactment .. 
Apart from t,1'6 rommiRAio.n of t.11e o:A'flTlce of "heat.ing, ailulterat.ion 
whieh relHlers the drug 'noxious' or 'lessens the e~racy' or 
, changes its operaiion' alone 'is contr()lled 'by the I~dlU~ Penal 
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Code. Nor iii the sale of a drug ,of insufficient strength or improper 
staJldani punishable (}therwise than 011 the basis of misrepresenta
tion and fraud. Theile expressions are vague and are of incon
clusive import. The baneful results of adulteration or defective 
strength of d~ugs may be slow and gradual in making themselves 
evident. The non-existence of fixed standacrds or methods of 
analysis, the ab"sence of any precise defination of adulteratiaD, 
the difficuUy of proof and the fact that intention or knowledge is 
of the essence of these offences, as well as of cheating, complicate 
the situation and render the, provisions ineffective in_ actual prac
tice. The offences are non-cognizable and no particular trained 
Staff or well-equipped organization or machinery is entrusted with 
the special duty of keeping vigilant watch over cases of infringe
ments of law and bringing the gui1lty to book. In penalizing 
false marks Imel false trade descriptions, the Indian Merchandise 
Marks Act and the Sea .Customs Act merely touch the fringe of the 
problem of misbranding which is hydra-headed. Strict proof of 
difference in tlie nature or quality of the goods or the falsity of 
the description is often beset with impediments. As pertinently 
pointed out by Mr. Niyogi of the Bombay Customs Department, 
the Acts do not go far enough as they do not in practice operate 
io prevent. the entry of incorrectly labelled preparations but 
merely require the alterlltion of the offending labe'l. which itself is 
of doubtful legality. Mr. Stewart, ,the CoUectl,lr of 'Customs, 
Bombay, has explained that the provisions for confiscation and 
levy of penalty are rarely enforced. The control is not thus 
strict 'lind evasion is easy.- The provisions have, therefore,. 
naturally remained practicalily inoperative. The Cantonments 
Act is also of limited scope and efficacy. Its provisions are 
equally vague and inadequate and are subject to similar infirmi
ties as those of tile Indi~q Penal Code. The Indian Sale of Goods 
Act, 1930, which is merely concerned with obligations of a' civil 
nature, and the other Acts already referred to &1'-6- wholly ineffica
cious in securing foods and drugs of the, opposite standard of 
strength, purity and quality. 

PROVINCES 

49. Although public health is essentially a provincial subject, 
foods and drugs have not attracted the attention of local legisla_ 
tures to the extent they deserve. Drugs. have fared worse than 
foods in this respect. The various Municipal Acts of the different 
Provinces, no doubt, contain provisions of, a general character 
dealing with the subject. Some of. them are elaborate, while others 
are meagre. They prohihit the sale or manufacture· of articles 
of food or drugs different in quality from that -demanded by the 
purchaser or which are unwholesome or ad'lllterate"d. Most 0'£ them 
leave patent and proprietary medicines and drugs used in indigen
ous systems of medicines severely alone'. Special, andcomprehen
sive Acts exclusively 'devoted to either or both foo'ds and ~rugs 
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'are of comparatively recent origin. Such Acts in most of the Pro
vince~ are ~n.odelled .on the English Food and Drugs Acts an~ 
contalll provl~lons WhICh more 01' less resemble each other. Even 
they h.ave faIled to take effect or improve the situation to any 
appr,eClable extent. The lack of definite standards and tests 
the wan! of skilled experts and the absence of weill-equipped 
laboratOrIes and the requisite facilities to work them have stood 
as insuperable barriers in their way. ' 

BENGAL. 

, ?~. ~he Bengal Municipal Act, 1884, applies to the mUnICI
palItIes III Bengal, other than Calcutta. It deals with foods and 
drugs· but does not treat them similarly. '.l'he Act confers powers of 
entry and inspection on the Ctlmmissioners or those authorized by 
them and enables them to seize drugs suspected to be adulterated' 
o~ deteriorated so as to [essen their efficacy, change their opera
tIon: or render them noxious. \Vhile the magistrate could order 
destruction of the article in the case of both foods and drugs, the 
infliction of fine on the person in possession is permissible in the 
case of foods only and not of drugs. '.l'here are provisions for the 
purchl\se of samples of food for analysis, but none such exists to 
pTotect the drugs offered for sale. The Director of Public Health, 
Bengal, has informed the Committee that, in the absence of stand
ards and machinery for the co[lection and analysis of samples of 
foods and drugs, the Act has practically remained a dead letter. 

51. T'he Bengal Food Adulteration Act, 1919, applies to the 
whole of Bengal, except Qalcutta, and is confined to foods. There 
is no such ad hoc legislation in respect of drugs. The Calcutta 
Municipal Act, 1923, applies to Calcutta only and deals with foods 
and drugs in a fairly comprehensive manner. It defines the ex
pressions 'adulterated 't and' misbranded'~ in relation to foods and 

• Sections 250 to 253 of the Bengal Municipal Act, 1884. 
t An article shall be deemed to be ' adulterated' in the case of drugs-

(i) if, when it is sold or exposed for sale under or by a name recognized 
in the British, German, American or any other Pharmacopreia which the 
Governor-General in Council, in consultation with the Advisory, Board, may 
specify by notification in the Gazette 0/ India, it differs from the standard 
of strength~ quality or purity laid down in the said Pharmacopreia, unless 
the standard of strength, quality or purity of such drug be plainly stated on 
the bottle, box or other receptacle, or 

(ii) if its strength, quality or purity falls below the professed standard 
under which it is sold or exposed for sale: ' 

Provided that, when any drug is not sold or exposed for sale under or 
by a name recognized in any Pharmacopreia and the standard of strength, 
quality or purity' of such drug is not stated on the bottle, box or other 
receptacle the drug sllall be deemed to he sold or exposed for sale under or 
by a i1al~e in the British Phal'macopreia or other t"ecognized standard 
[section 3 (2) (a) of tbe Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923]. 

:t All drults, the package or label of which bears any statement, d~ign 
or device regarding sucb drugs or the ingredients or suhstances contaIned 
therein as may be false or may mislead in any pm:ticular, shal! be, deeme,c1 
to be 'misbranded I • and a drug shall also be deemed to be mIsbranded If 
it is offered for sale ~nder the name of anotber drug [section 3 (42) of the 
Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923]. .. 
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drugs. The sale, manufacture and storage for sale of ' adulterated' 
or ' misbranded' drugs or drugs which are unsound, unwholesome, 
or unfit for human consumption are prohibited subject to excep-' 
tions in the case of the innocent addition of non-injurious ingredi
ents, the unavoidable inter-mixture of extraneous substances in the 
process of coIllection, and the sale of articles in accordanC'e with 
their patents. The sale or manufacture..of any unwholesome drug 
or any drug notified by the Local Government or of any article with 
a similar name is also prohibited, unless the conditions prescllibed 
in such notification are fulfilled. The Corporation has to provide 
for the inspection of drugs which are in course of.. transit or ex
posed for sale or in ibe process .of manufacture. There are provi
SiODS for the inspection, seizure, analysis and destruction of drugs 
which appear to be adulterated, unsound, _unwholesome or unfit for 
medicinal purposes and of utensils used for preparing or containing 

_ them which are of such a kindl or state as to render the drug unsound, 
unwholesome or unfit for' medicinal use. The Local Government 
may declare the normal constituents of any drug and determine by 
rules what deficiency in constituents or addition of extraneou8 matter 
will raise a presumption that the drug is not genuine or injurious 
to health. A Public' Analyst is to have regard to such. rules in 
certifying the result of his analysis. The duties of inspection, etc., 
devolve on the Health Officer or any person authorized by him in 
·this behalf. The Corporation, in conjunction with the Local 
Government, are thus prima facie armed with considerable powers 
for dealings with drugs, but here again the absence of specified 
standards is reported to be the stumblling block. The definition of 
• adulteration' in section 3 (2) (a) l)rovides for the specification of 
n pharmacopreia by notification in the Gazette. No attempt appears 
to have belln made to specify a pharmacopreia on account of the 
obvious difficulties with which the problem bristles. 

52. The Bengal Excise Act, 1909,* mainly deals' with the !icen- / 
sing of, and levy of duty on, excisable articles and not with the 
maintenance of their purity. It, however, punishes the admixture 
of any noxious 01" objectionable substance with any excisable article 
(which does not amount to -an offence under section 272, Indian 
Penal Q>de), as well as the infringement of any rule regulating the 
reduction of the strength of liquor. In actual practice, it is stated 
that the Excise Department exercises an indirect control upon tbe 
quality of the manufactured articles. Rai Sahib S.N.De of the Ex
cise Laboratory of Bengal stated that" according to the rules laid 
down by the Excise Department, the licensees should prepare their· 
products strictly adhering to the standard recipe laid down in the 
British Pharmacopreia in the case of B.P. preparations and- to the 
approvecl recipe in the case of other preparations and infraction of 

• Sections 49 I}nd 86 (9). 
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these conditions may subject the licensee to forfeiture of his licencl! 
and to all or any ~t the other penalties prescribed by law or ru[es." 

MADRAS 

53. There is no Act in Madras which deals with the mainte~ 
Dance of purity of drugs or of their conformity to standards. The 
Madras Prevention cif Adulteration Act, 1918, is concerned wholly 
with foods. The Madras City Municipal Act, 1919, and the 11adras 
District Municipatities Act, 1920, contain provisions for inspect.ion, 
.seizure, etc., only in relation to foods. The Madras ·Abkari Act, 
~886, punishes the mixture of any noxious drug or foreign ingre
dient with any intoxicating drug which is likely to enhance its 
actual or apparent intoxicating quality or strength. * That Act has 
.no application if the adulteration would nmount to an offence under 
.seotion 272, LP .C. 

BOMDAY 

54. The Bombay Prevention of Adulterat.ion Act, 1925t, deals 
with foods only. The Cit.y of Bombay Municipal Act; 1888 t, and 
the Bombay DistI'ict Municipal Act, 1901, deal with loods· in the 
same manner as the Municipal Acts of lladras. But, unlike the 
Madras Acts, these provisions inClude articles of medicine also 
along with articles of food in their scope. The District Municipal 
Act punishes with fine the owner or person in possession of unwhole. 
some or unfit food or medicine to which sections 273, Indian·l>enal 
Code, is not applicable, but the City Municipal Act levies fine for 
the possessio:n of unwholesome or unfit food only. T'here is no 
'provision for any satisfactory analysis. The City Qf Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1925, contain~ provisions similar· to those of th~ 
Bombay District Municipal Act. The Bombay Abkari Act, 1878§, 
like the Madras Abkari Act, penalizes mixture which affects the 
strength or quality of the excisable article and does not deal with 
its mere adulteration. 

THE U NJT1';D PROVINCES 

55. The United Provinces Prevention of Adulteration Act, 
1912, seeks to prevent the adulteration of foods and drugs. The sale 
to· the prejudice of the purchaser of any drug which is not of the 
nature, substance or quality demanded by him 01: the manufacture 
or sale of any drug which is not what it purports to be is penalized 
by the levy of fine which may extend to Rs. 100 for the first offence 
or to Rs. 500 for second or. subsequent offences. The innocent addi. 
tioD of' non.injurious in~redients, the unavoidable intermixture of 
extraneous substance in .the process of preparation and the adultera· 
tlon with non.injurious matter which is brought to the purchaser's 
notice by a label are all exempted from liabi[ity. Mere ignorance of 
the tnie nature of the article is not, however, recognized as ·8 

defence. Proprietary foods and medicines are excluded from th, 
"c:me of the provisions restricting sale and manufacture of drugs. . , 

• Section 57. t Sections 413-417. t Section 142. § Secticln 40. 



~6 .. the adminitltration of the Act rests mainly on the ' Local 
Authority' all defined in the Act. The Local GQve1'llment is em
powered to appoint Public Analysts and official Inspectors, the latter 
to procure samples and the former to analyse them on submission 
to them. The Local Authority may also authorize persons to pur
chase samples for analysis and report oy the Public Analysts. Pur
chasers of articles of food are also entitled to have samples analysed 
by the Public Analysts. The procedure for having articles analysed, 
is also specified. At the instance of either party, the court has dis
cretion to send the article of food or drug concenied to the Chem~cal 
Examiner to the Government for analysis and report. The Act 
appears to have failed in its purpose on account of t.he inadequacy 
of the penalties for habitual offenders and of the absence of .provi
sions prescribing the manner of the sale of. drugs and pharmaceu
tical preparatiolls and Ring standards for food and drugs. Most of 
the defects were cured by the United Provinces Prevention of 
Adulteration (Amendment) Act, 1930, although the fixation of 
authoritative standards for drugs was left unprovided for. It en
ables the Local Government to malee rules for determining the con~ 
stituents of foods and laying down standards. The penalty for 
manufaeture or sale of adulterated foods or drugs was enhanced. 
Restrictions on mixing foods and drugs with injurious ingredients 
with intent to sell and on the actual sale thereof, identical wi,th 
those contained in section 1 of the Food and Drugs (Adulteration) 
Act of England, 1928, were also inserted. The Local Government 
is empowered to require licences for the sale or manufacture of 
specified drugs. 

67. The United Provinces Municipalities Act, 1916, con
taills provisions for the inspection of places. used for the sale of 

. drugs, for the inspection and examination of any drugs therein 
and for the seizure and destruction of adulterated, inert, unwhole
some or noxious drugs, on the lines of the provisions contained 
in the Bengal Municipal Act, 1884. The United Provinces 
Excise Act, 1910,· punishes the admixture of any noxious or objec
tionable substance with any excisable article as well as the 
infringement of any rule regulating its ,strength or quality; 

THE PUNJAB 

08. 'fhe Punjab Pure Food Act, 1929, deals only with food. 
'l'he l'unjab Municipal Act, 1911, t gives power to the Munici
l)al committee to authorize any person to enter places used for 
the sale of drugs. and inspect any such article which may be 
therein. He may remove any drug . which he suspects to be 
~dulterat.e~ in SU(,~l a Dlan~er as. to lessen its efficacy 01' change 
Its operatIon or to render It noxiOUS and cause the owner to be 
brought belore .8 Ma~istrate for enquiry as to whether any offence 
h~8 been COlll1Ultte~ 1D res~ect thereof and for. orders regarding its 
dIsposal. TIle Punjab EXCIse Act, 1914, contams provisions similar 

• Sections 68 and 41 (2). t Section 150. 
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to those contained'in the United Provinces Excise Act, 1910, prohf
biting the admixture of noxious or objectionable substances with 
any excisable article, 'and regulating its quality or strength. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA 

59. 1.'he Bihar and Orissa Municipal Act, i922, contains 
provisions empowering the Commissioners or any persoll. autho
rized by them to enter and inspect drug shops and seize adul
terated, inert, unwholesome. or noxious drugs, similar to those 
in the Bengal Municipal Act, 1884. The Magistrate may also fine 
the owner or person in. possession. 

GO. The Bihar and Orissa Prevention of Adulteration Act,. 
1919, makes the. sale or manufacture of foods or drugs not genuine 
or belowtlre prescribed standard 01' diff~nt from the food or 
dl·ug demanded by the purchaser, an offence. It defines the 
expressions 'food,' 'drug' and 'not genuine' and provides for 
'fix:ation of standards by rules made by the Local Government. It 
enables a person authorized by a Local Authority * to purchase 
samples compulsorily and submit them for analysis to the Public 
Analyst t. Any purchaser of a drug may also do so. It embodies 
the procedure for having samples analysed. In the course of 
any enquiry before the Court it may send the drug concerned 
to the Chemical Examiner for analysis at its own discretion or 
at the instance of the accused, unless it has been already analysed 
by the Chemical Examiner. The Act does not apply to the 
bona fide sale of a drug in an unopened tin or packet in the same 
condition in which, it had been bought by the purchaser. The 
Dihar and Orissa Excise Act., 1915, contains provisions exactly 
similar to those of the Bengal Excise Act, 1909, as regards the 
admixture of any noxious or objectionable substance with any 
excisable article as well as the regulation of its strength. 

THE CENTRAL PROVINCES 

Gl. '1'he Central Provinces Municipalities Act, 1922, em
powers a municipal committee to authorize the inspection and 
seizure, after examination, of any drug intended for human con
sumption which is unfit therefor. If the drug is adulterated in 
such a manner as to lessen its efficacy or change its operation 
or rendh it noxious, the owner or person in possession may be 
lJUnished with nne which may extend to Rs. 100 and the article 
may be dealt with as the magistrate may think nt. Although 
t.here is provision for obtaining samples for analysis, the Act 
does not provide for the appointment of Public Analysts or of 

• In respect of any area other than a municipality or a Cantonment, the
Local Govel'llmellt may appoint any authority as Local Autllority (section 12) . 

. t In respect of any area til£' Local Gove1'Dment or tile ,Local Authority. 
WIth the approval of the Local Government may appoint a.ny person as 
;Publio Analyst (section 12). 
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suLmi~tlion of samples to them. The Committee is empowel'ltd. 
to make by-laws to regulate, by licence or otherwise, the manu
facture or sale of articles of food and drugs. The Central 
IJrovinces Prevention of Adulteration Act, 1919, deals only with 
food. The Central Provinces Excise Act, 1915, appears to con
tain no provision regarding the admixture of any noxious 
substance, etc .• with any eX1:isablearticle, similar to the provisions 
contained in the Excise Acts of the other. provinces. 

BURHA, 

62. The Burma Municipal Act, IS98,·' confers on the }[uni
'l'ipal Committee power to make by-laws to regulate the sale of certain 
sIJecifiecr drugs, either by rendering licences necessary or other
wise, and' to fix the hours and manner of transport within the 
municipality of the specified drugs and the places in which they 
may be sold or exposed for sale. tIt also contains provisions for 
the inspection by' any person authorized by the Committee of 
places for the sale or manufacture of drugs and for the seizure 
of adulterated articles similar to those in the Punjab Municipal 
Act. 

ti3. The Burma Food and Drugs Act, 1928, deals with foods 
and drugs and extends to such areas and kinds of drugs as may 
be notified by the Local Government. The sale of any drug 
which is different in nature, substance or quality from that 
demanded by the purchaser and the manufacture or sale of d·rugs 
which are not what they purport to be, are made offences. 
Allowance is made for the exceptions recognized in the Acts of 
other Provinces. It also contains provisions for analysis oif 
samples by Public Analysts on the lines of the other Acts. Public 
Analysts are appointed by the Local Government. The power 
to purchase compulsorily samples for analysis is given to the 
Medical Officer of Health of any Ioca,}. area,_ the Health Officer 
of any municipality OT cantonment, or any officer specially 
appointed by the committees thereof or by the Local Government 
or any person authorized by the said officers. A dealer in 
or purchaser of the article is also entitled to get it analysed. The 
J..ocal Government may make rules for prescribing the descriptive 
terms of labels and notices required by the Act. The ·Local Govern
ment haa power to make rules relating to the procedure for analysis 
and uetermining tlle quantitative and qualitative standards of 
,drugs and the limit :within which the mixture or abstraction of 
ingredients may be made without injury to health. 

64. The City of Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922,! (Burma Act 
VI of 1922), prohibits the sale, exposure for sale, or keeping for 
sale of any drug intended for human consumption or medical 
treatment' and the manufacture of any such drug which is diseased, 

• Section 142. t Sections 110, 111 and 111-A. l Sections 132-144. 



unsound, unwhdlesoniii iiI' unfit for huuian consumption. Th~ 
sale, manufacture and storage of any drug which has . been 
adulterated, is 'prohibited under sectioOn 1;j;j. Adulteration is 
defined in the Act *. The sale or manufacture of any· notified 
drug is also prohibited unless the conditions specified in the 
notlfioation are complied with.' _ 

Gu. '1'he Local Government may fu standards of quality, 
specific gravity and pl'lrcentage of constituent parts in respect of 
any drug and may declare what deficiency in normal constituents 
or addition of el>:traneQus substance will make it ·adulterated. 
In the caSe" of such standardized drugs, the sale, manufacture
and storage thereof s40uld conform to' the. requirements of the 
notifications. '1'he Act abo prohibits the sale, manufacture and. 
litorage of substitutes for specified drugs. Ignorance is 'no 
defence, while bona 'fide purchase under a warranty is- a good 
el>:CUse. Authorized municipal officers may inspect places for sale 
or manufacture of drugs and the utensils used for preparing or 
containing them. They may seiZe the drug if unsound, unwhole
some, Unfit or adulterated or if it is a s\lbstitute, or if it does 
not comply with specified conditions and the utensil, if it is of 
Buch a kind orin such state as to render any drug prepared, manu
factured or contained in it, unwholesome or unfit for medical 
treatment. Any authorized munil!ipal officer may also seize 
articles in the course of importation into or transport within the' 
city in contravention of the provisions of the Act. The seized 
articles may at once be destroyed with the consent of the owner 
or withollt it, if perishable, and those not so destroyed should 
be taken before a magistrate. The magistI'ate may order the 
destruction of the articles or their restoration to the owner with 
compensation, or' confirm the seizure and· order forfeiture to the 
Corporation. Condemned articles vest with the Corporation. TIle 
Act contains the procedure for getting samples of drugs analysed. 
A dealer in or purchaser of any drug may have it analysed by thl! 
Municipal Analyst. An authorized muaicipal officer may pur
chase samples compulsorily or seize them for purposes of analysis. 

, 
• A drug shall be deemed to beadultel'ated-

(i) if, when it is sold or exposed for sale under or by a name recog
nizcdiu the British Pharmacopooiu., it differs from the standard of strength, 
quality of purity laid down in the said pharmacopooia, unless the standanl 
of strength,' quality or purity of such drugs is plainly stated ou the bottle, 
box or other receptacle, or 

(ii) if its strength, quality or purity falls bolow the professed standard 
under' which it is sold or exposed for sale; . / 

. Provided that no adulteration" shall be deemed to have takeu place 
where-- . . . . • '..:' .. 

(I) the drug WILS unaVOidably nllxed With any extraneous matter 111 
the process of collection or preparation, or '. . 

. (ii) a~y matter o~ ingredient· not injurious t~ healt~ lias been a~ded 
thereto or lI11xed thereWith because such matter .01' mgredlent was reqUired' 
for the production or preparation th~reof a~ an article of comme~ in. a 
state fit for ronveyance or consumption, and not fr!,ud!llent~y to m.crea~e 
the bulk; weight· or me!lSure thereof 01' to conceal Its .1l1ferlOr quality,. It 
the vendor in the prescribed manner brought to the notice of the purchaser 
the fact that such matter or ingredient had been so - added or mixed. 
[Section 133 (2) of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922.] 
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66. In the Burma Excise Act, 1917, there are provisions 
prohibiting the admixture of any noxious or objectionable sub
stance with any excisable article, etc., similar to those contained 
in the United Provinces and Punjah Excise Acts. ' 

ASSAH 

67. The ,Assam Municipal-Act, 1923, contains provisions in 
rellpect of clrugfl which 'generally correspond to those in the 
Bengal Municipal Act, 1884. The Assam Municipal Act applies 
only to the, municipalities of Assam and is of as little practical 
UII8 8S the Bengal Municipal Act: 

68. The "Eastern Bengal and Assam Excise Act, 1910, contains 
provisions against the admixture with any excisable article of 
tloxious or objectionable 8ubstanees similar to those contained in 
the United Province", the Punjab and Burma Excise Acts. 

AUIER-MERWARA' 

- 69. The Ajmer-Merwara MunicipaJIities Regulation, 192.5, 
mak~fI ·it an offence to sell, to the prejudice of any purchaser, 'any 
dmA' which is not of the nature, substance or ql1'ality demanded 
by the purchaller or any drug which is adulterated in such a 
manner as to lessen its efficacy or change its operation or render 
it noxious. The innocent addition of any non-injurious ingredient 
to an 'article for its preparation or production in a state fit for 
earriage 'or conflumption aM tIle unavoidable mixture of extrane
ous matter in" the process of collection or preparation are excepted; 
The m~t'e ignoranee of the purchaser as to the ~rue nature of the 
article is not a valid defence. 

70. The Excise Regulation; 1915, which' applies to the Pro
vinces of Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, and British Baluchistan, no 
cloubt. Mntrols the import, export, transport. manufacture and_ 
sale of intoxieating liquor anel drugs, 'but it is deSigned to meet 
excise purposrs and does not deal with adulteration. . 

OUriR COUNTRIES 

71. Even in other countries, the importance of en~uring 'the 
ab80lute purity and the requisite standards of drugs in the .market, 
wall not prominently recognized until eomparatively .recent times. 
The-laws in force at present in America and the Dominions, s.how 
a marked advance over those in England. The mechanism of 
control set up by the former is, in many respects, elaborate anel 
the details thereof are fulil and comprehensive. The British 
Pharmacop<&ia. though the creature of -a Statute, has not been 
openly reco~nized ·aa layinJ!' down the proper standards and, tests 
in England, -while it· is afforded 'reco~nition in other countrieR. 
EXPOft.s are altoA'ether ,left untouched in Eng-land and the control 
of import!! affected by orders in councq is indirect and uncertain: 
Tllougb , the pressing need for draRt·ic legislation in reflpect of 



s? , 
pateIi.~ and proprietary me~icines was 'f~lt. so ~ong ago as, 1914, ' 
the BlU to contr~l them faIled to materIalIze, while Canada and 
certain other States have Statu.tes on the subject to their credit. 

THE UNITED KINGDOM 

72. In the United Kingdom~ the. idea underlyinO' the early 
statutes, the Adulteration o~ Coffee Act, 1718, the Adulteration 
of Tea .and Coffee. Act, 1124, the Adulteration of Tea Act, 1730, 
and the ~dulteratlOn of Tea Act,. 1716, was not that of protecting 
the publIc from fraud and the danger to health likely to arise 
from bad food supplies, so much as to protect the revenue from 
l~ss; and, although concern for the well-being of the community 
dId gradually creep into the statutes, it was not until the Bread 
Act,. 1836, ,vas passed, that the definite departure was made from 
the line of revenue protection to the line of protection of the 
~ealth of the community. This ultimately found full expression 
In the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1815 (38 & 39 Vict. C. 63)* .• 

73. The Food and Dru'gs (Adulieration) Act, 1928 (18 & 19 
Geo. 5 C. 54) is aconsolidaJing Act which substantially replaced 
previous enactments on the subject commencing from 1815. It 
deals with the manufacture, importation. distribution and sale of 
foods and drugs generally and of certain special- kinds of food, 
such as butter and margarine. 'We are mainly concerned with the 
provisions relating to drugs only. It penalized adulteration (with 
intent to sell) of drugs either by mixture with other ingredients or 
by abstraction of parts thereof, which affected the drug injuriously 
in quality or potency. The actual sale of drug so treated is also 
made an offence. The Act prohibits the sale of articles of drug, 
whether compounded or not, which are not of the nature, substance 
or quality demanded by the purchaser. This restriction does not 
apply to proprietary medicines or to patent drugs sup.plied accord
ing to the specification of patents in force, Addition of non
injurious ingredients for the production or preparation of a drug 
ns an article of commerce in a state fit for carriage or consumption. 
or in the process of collection, will l)e sufficient protection. Proper 
labelling is also efficacious in conferring exemption from liability. 

74. The Act does not set up any standards, of drugs. The 
British Pharmacopreia is not mentioned. Although the British 
Pharmacopreia has thus no Statutory or conclusive authority, the 
Courts will 'Prima, facie accept t.he standards therein as those to 
which' samples of drugs soM under B.P. names should. conform. 
The standards describedi in the British Pharmacopreia have thus 
for long received legal force through the provisions of tbe Food 
and DruO's' Act. though evidence is admissible to show t1lat the 
'descl'ipti;n .in' the Pharmacopreia is technically incorrect or tllat 

• Jblshul'y's Stlltutell of Englllnd. Volume 8, rn~e 84l. 
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more than one kind or qUliliiy of article are known in commerclS 
by the description given. The· door is thus, no doubt, oplln for 
the establishment of alternative standards, however difficult the 
proof of such may be. • 

75. Under the Act, the ultimate control rests with the Minis
try of Health or of Agriculture and Fisheries. The Local Autho
rities as defined in the Act· are in the first;. instance entrusted 
with the responsibility of enforcing· the provisions of the Act. 
If they fail to do 80 and the fa~lure affects the general interest 
of the consumer or of agriculture, the Minister con~rned can 
empower an officer to carry out the provisions. The responsibility 
includes the duty of appointing Public Analysts and 'sampling 
officen, tlle latter to purchase samples and submit them for 
analysis to the former anI! to initiate prosecutions on their report. 
Purchasers of drugs are also entitled to have them analyB~d by 
the Public Analysis and to institute prosecutions on their own 
account. In certain cases, the c~urt before which the proceedings 
are taken may refer the sample to the Government Chemist for 
fresh analysis and report·. Bona fide purchase under a w:ritten 
warranty will be a protection if the articles had been sold. as 
purchased and the warranty is pleaded within seven, days after 
the service of the summons. The giving. of false warranties anet 
labels with false description is punishable under the Act. The 
Act provides for a graduated scale of penaltills. The maximum 
ill fine of £100 or imprisonment for three months. The civil 
liability of the vendor under the Common Law or the Law of 
Contract is expressly saved. There is no provision controlling 
importation or exportation of drugs in. any manner. There is 
no central laboratory controlling th~ working of the Act. 

76. The Therapeutic Substances Act, 1925, founded on a re
commendation from the appropriate branch of the League .of 
Nations, provides for the regulation of the manufacture, sale 
and importation of therapeutic substances, the purity or potency 
of which cannot be adequately tested by chemical means. it 
exercises a much closer type of control than the Food and Drugs 
Act. It applies to vaccines and sera included in the schedule 
and other therapeutic substances which may from time to time 
be added thereto as coming under the. purview of the Act and 
requiring its application by regulations- made under the Act. 
The Act controls the strength, purity and quality of the substances 
manufactured by requiring that the manufacturer as well as the 

• (1) As respecte the City of London, the Common Counoil J 
(2).,as respects any other part of the administrative county of London. 

the Metropolitan Borough Council; . • 
• (3) as, respects a county borough, or a borough having a separate police 

establishment, or a borough \Vhich had according to' the Census of 1881 a 
population of not less than ten thousand, and which had on the .thirteenth 
day of August, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, and for the time being 
has, a separate eourt of quarter PlSSions, the eouncil of the borough J 

(4) as respects any other area, the county eouncil. [Section 13 of the 
Food and Drngs (Adulteration) Act, 1928.] 

5 
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premises on which, the manufacture is carried on shoUld be 
licensed. ,Thjs provision, does not apply to the preparation of a 
substance by a medical,practition1er for his own patients. or for any 
individual patient' of, anoth~r at the latter's request., The. Act 
tllso prohibits the import of such substance~ which do not, com
ply with the prescribed standards. .For the purpose of framing 
regulations and securjng uniformity of standards, a J oint Com~ 
l,l1ittee consisting of the Minister of Health, the. Secretary for 
Scotland and the Minister for Home Affairs for Northern Ireland 
is constituted with an Advisory Committee.' The regulations 
prescribe the standard of strength, quality and purity of the sub
siance, the units of standardization, the tests for determining 
whether the prescribed standards have been attained and the con
ditions of the licences. They may also prohibit sales otherwise 
than in specified containers and require labels with dates of 
manufacture and, if advertized or sold as a proprietary medicine or 
contained in such medicine, such accepted scientific nam~ or des
criptive name as is indicative of the true nature and origin of 
the substance should appear on the label. 

77. The licensing authorities under the Act are the Minister 
of Health in England and Wales, the Scottish Board of JIealth 
in Scotland and the Minister of Home Affairs in Northern Ireland. 
An' applicant for a licence must show that he has sufficiently 
good laboratories and a reasonably 'efficient staff for the manu
facture of the substances concerned. He is required to keep a. 
complete record of the manufacture of the different batches of 
each product and of the testing for potency and stet:ility of each 
ba.tch. The Inspectors visit .the different laboratories to see that 
the manUfacture is being properly carried out.' They buy samples 
of th'e different products which are for sale and make tests on their 
own account .. There is a central laboratory which carries out the 
independent tests for the Inspectors. It is the National Institute 
for Medical Research. Although the manufacturers are not under 
any legal liability to send samples from every batch of a product 
which they make to a central institute, they do' so in actual prac
tice in the case of some particular substances, such as pituitary 
extract. The functions performed by this Central Institute are 
(L) to prepare and maintain the stable standards for the substances 
for which these have been' defined in the regulations, (2) to issue 
these standards to the ma.nufacturers and importers concerned., 
(3) to act as expert referees examining samples of the scheduled 
Rubstan{'es taken by the Inspectors of the Ministry of Health in 
England (the Scottish Board of Health makes its own arrange
ments for the testing of samples in Scotland), and (4) to test and 
issue certificates in respect of every batch in the case of certain 
products such as thos'S of the Salvarsan group as a condition 
precedent to the putting of the batch on the market. The Act 
pe<nalizes the sale, manufacture for sale and possession of any 
substance in contravention of it as well as the breach of the terms 
of tbe licence or regulutions thereunder. 



,78. 1'he Dangerous Drugs Act, 1920 (dealing with hapit fOl·m.~ 
ing drugs), and the Poison and Pharmacy Acts have nQ direct 
bearing o.n the adulteration 9f foods and drugs. 

lHE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

79. Until 1906 there was no federal law relating to foods and 
drugs. Most of the States have their own separate laws. Some 
of them, like New York, have laws regulating the sale of patent 
and propriet:'Il. med~cines. The re~ult is that the laws are both 
State and :IS ahonal III scope. In several States, the laws follow: 
the general principles of the :Federal Act, but in some there axe 
material deviations. At present the control of foods and' drugs 
is exercised by the Federal Food and Drugs Act of 1906, as 
amended in the years 1912, 1913 and 1927 and by the Meat 
Inspection Act, the Tea Inspection Act and numerous other Acts 
relating to specific products. The provisions relating to drugs 
may be briefly summarized. The Federal Food and Drugs Act 
is designed to prevent the manufacture, sale or transportation 
of adulterated or misbranded Qr poisonous or deleterious drugs and 
medicines, among others, and for regulating traffic therein. The 
provisions of the Act apply to adulterated or misbranded drugs 
which have been shipped or delivered .lor shipment in inter-Sta.te 
commerce, or which are exported or offered for export to foreign 
countries, or which 'are being transported in inter-State commerce 
for sale or have been transported in inter-State commerce, or which 
have been received from a foreign country, or which are manu~ 
factured, sold or offered for sale in the district of Columbia, 
territories of the United Sta.tes or insular possessions. * Each 
State has complete control over inter-State commerce and drugs 
produced within its limits. ' 
, 80. The manufacture of adulterated or misbranded'drugs in 

, any territory or district of Columbia, the shipment of any adul~ 
terated or misbranded drug, out of. or into, or the delivery of any 
such article in original unbrOKen packages in, any State, territory 9r 
district of Columbia; or its sale in or export from the district of 
Columbia or the territories of the United States, is madepunishalble 
by the Act. Adulterated or misbranded articles in the course of 
transmission may be seized for confiscation by a process of libel for 
condemnation and may be destroyed or sold or' deliv8l'ed to the 
owner on his executing a bond to the effect that they will not be 
disposed of contrary to the provisions of the Act. 

81. The administration of the Act rests primarily with the 
Department of Agriculture, Food" Drug and InsectiCide Adminis
tration. The Secretaries of the Treasury, Agriculture and Com
merce Bre empowered to make rules and regulations for enforcing 
the provisions of the Act including the collec,tion of samples for 
examination, the methods of analysis, the procedure at the hearings, 
the standards for drugs, etc. The analysis should be made by or 
under the supervision of the Food, Drug and Insecticide 
Administration Department and, in the event of any violation of 
~he Act, the Secretary of Agriculture should certify the facts to the 

• Regulation 2 of, the Regulations, dated August 29, 1927. 



proper :United States Attorney who should cause appropriate pifo~ 
ceeding~ ;to be commenced and prosecuted in ~he proper ~ourts of 
the Ulllted States ~or the enforce~e~t of the penalties prov~ded in 
the Act. The maXImum pe~alty IS fine of 30U dollars or imprison
~ent for a term not exceedmgone year or both. The regulations· 
III force are those dated August 29, 1927. Proof that the articles 
,,:"ere so~d under a guarant~e given in compliance with the 12egula-
tIons wIll exempt a dealer III foods Qr drugs from prosecution. 

82. The Act recognizes the standards in the· United States 
Pharmacopreia and the National Formulary as officially. governing 
drugs. A Phaz:n8;Cop~ial or National Forlllulary drug is regarded 
as adulterated, If It dIffers from the accepted standard of strength, 
quality or purity and any other drug, if it falls below the professed 
standard of quality; but, in the former case, it will not be .treated 
as adulterated if the actual standard of strength, quality Or purity 
be plainly stated on the container. Drugs recognized in the United 
States Pharmacopreia Or National Formulary should be analysed 
by the tests laid down therein and other drugs should be analysed 
by methods prescribed by the: Association of Official Agricultural 
Chemists or. by methods sa.tisfactory to the Food, Drug and 
Insecticid,e Administration.' Misbranding' takes place if the 
label of a drug contains a statement, design or device regarding 
lhe drug or its ingredients or of their curative or therapeutic effec,t 
which is false or misleading. Imitation of, or sale under the name 
of, another article or the substitution of the contents of a package 
:with other material or the failure to bear on. the aabel a statement 
of the. quantity or proportion. of specified ingredients such as 
alcohol, etc., would also. amount to misbranding. 

83. No special supervising control is exercised over patent or 
proprietary medicines except as regards misbranding. It is ex
pressly mentioned in the regulations that statement of the formula 
is not required on the label except in so far as it may, be necessary 
to secure freedom from adulteration or misbranding. 

84. The Act embodies special procedure for dealing with 
imports. The e1!forcement of the provisions relating to imported 
drugs is under the local direction of the officers of the stations of 
Food, Drug and Insecticide Administration of the Agricultural 
Department. Collectors of Customs act as administrative officers 
in carrying out directions relative to the detention l exportation and 
destruction of merchandise and action under bond in case of non
compliance with the provisions of the Act. Merchandise will not 
be delivered to the consignee prior to report on examination wIess 
a bond for the value of the goods is given. If violatIon of the Act 
is disclosed a formal enquiry will be held after notice to the 
importer. If goods are to be refused entry, .the chief of the 
station will notify the Collector of it, who will call on the importer 
to export or destroy them in three months. ,The goods may be 
released in certain cases after relabelling or compliance· with 
stipulated conditions. The inspect,ion officer has to certify to the 
perfoI'mance of the conditions. If the goOl.1s are not "conditioned" 
within the period allowed, they will be exported 01' des~royed. 



~i'L,8 eoiiector wili report the fin~l action- taken to the chief of thE! 
t;tation. ' 

85. An article of drug intended for export i~ not adulterated 
or misbranded within the meaning of the Act if it is established 'by 
the shipper or exporter that the article is prepared or packed aecord
ing to the specifications or directions of the foreign purchaser and 
that no substance is used in the preparation or packing thereof in 
conflict with the laws of the foreign country to 'which the article 
is intended to be shipped. Such an article should be labelled so 
as to show that it is intended for export and is prepared or packed 
in accordance with the specifications or directions of the foOreign 
purchaser. If it is, however, sold or offered foraale for domestic 
oopsumption, it will be subject to the provisions of the Act regard
ing domestic sale. The Regulations permit the'import of aduler.ated 
foods or drugs for technical or restricted use under certain 
conditions. 

CANADA 

86. The Actin force in Canada is the Food and Drugs Act, 
1920. It defines ' adulteration' and 'misbranding' of foods and 
drugs on the lines of similar Acts in bther Colonies. Every drug 
is to be deemed to be adulterated if its strength, quality or purity 
falls below the professed standard under which it is sold or if, 
when exposed or offered for sale under a name recognized in the 
latest edition of the British Pharmaoopreiaor of any foreign pharma
copreia or in some generally recognized standard work on materia 
medica or drugs, it ,(liffers from the standard of strength, quality: 
or purity laid down therein. The British Pharmacopreia and the 
standards therein are specially recognized as, in the absence of any 
indication to the contrary, they will' govern every drug. The 
Governor in Council may make regulations prescribing standards 
()f quality and potency, defining official methods for biological 
testing in any laboratory, providing for licensing of manufacturers 
bf drugs, inspection of premises, equipment and technical qualifica
tions of the staff of manufacturers and requiring that portions of 
each batch of drugs should be tested in tIle laboratories of the 
Health Department, 01' that only approved batches should be 
imported or sold. Any person who by himself or his agent manu
factures for sale, or sells any adulterated or misbran-ded article of 
food or drug, is·guilty of an offence under the Act. Labelling as 
to • purity' is pro]libited: so also are misleading statements. The 
Act regulates the distribution of samples. 

81. The Council of any city, town or other municipality may 
appoint inspectors. The Governor in Council makes regulations 
prescribing the duties of Inspectors and for designating as Domi
nion Analyst any member of the technical staff already appointed' 
to the serviceB of the Department of Health. The Inspectors' are 
empowered to inspect and procure samples from manufacturers 01' 

vendorB or from consignments BOught to be imported into Canada 
and submit them to the Government Dejlartment which administers 
the Act for analysis by tne Dominion Analyst. Any' person may . 



,also 8ub~it ~amples to the Analyst for analysis; They may initiate. 
prosecutI?n III the, c!1se of adul,teratioit or misbranding. The Analyst 
should gIve a. ce!tlfica.te as to. ine .~dulteration and its injurious 
charac~er and ~t .IS open to the aggrIeved party to contest it before 
the Chle~ DOmInIOn Anal~st who. ~~y .again cause it to be analysed. 
~he cer;l:ficate of the Ch~ef DomllllOn Analyst ill final and conclu
SlVe. I roof that the artICle was bona fide purchased in the same 
s~ate as that in whic4. it was sold and,that the vendor could not 
kno.w of the adulteration or misbranding with reasonable diligence 
is a good defence. Either he or the prosecutor may in such a case 
lay inforlllation against the third party from whom the purchase 
was first made and .the court can decide on the entire merits of the 
case. 

8S. Articles of drug which are reported as adulterated or mis
branded by the Dominion Analyst may be seized and the Minister 
may declare them to be forfeited to the Crown. Materials used for 
purposes of a'dulteration may also be seized, analysed and treated 
similarly. . 

89. Canada has a Patent and Pro.prietary Medicine Act. * It 
applies solely to. remedies or prescriptions manufactured for. the 
internal or external use of man which do. not bear on the labels 
!Iond wrappers the full formula or true list of medicinal ingredients 
and proportion of each scheduled drug co.ntained therein, or are 
not manufactured in accordance with ~he name, composition and_ 
definition of a medicine referred to. in the British Phal'macopreia, 
the Co.dex Medicamentarius of France, the' Pharmacopreia of the 
United States, or any foreign Pharmacopreia approved by the 
Minister, the Canadian Forrpulary, the National Formulary' of 
the United States of America, Dr any formulary adopted by any 
properly constituted pharmaceutical associatio.n representing the 
Dominion of Canada and approved by the Minister; hence, pre
parations desig~ed solely fo.r toilet or veterinary. purposes are 
exempt from the provisio:qs of this Act. A numbered certificate 
of registration should be .procured for each ~edicine before it is 
imported into or offered for sale in Canada. The number should 
be printed on the wrapper and label. The registration need be 
made only once unless the name or composition or other charac
teristic of the medicine is changed; the. manufacturer has, however, 
to take out a licence to sell, every year. The registration certi
ficate is for identification only and has no reference to. the merits 
of the medicine. Any improper use of it in any advertisement is 
punishable and no medicine should be sold or imported which 
bears representations respecting certificates issued under any 
Canadian or foreign governments different from that allowed 
under the Act. At the time of applying for registration, the 

. manufacturer must name each medicinal ingredient used in his 
medicine and the purpose for which the medicine is designed. 

00. H any of the scheduled drugs are contained in the medi
cine, the manufacturer should also furnish' the Minister with a 

• The Patent and Proprietary Medicine Act, as amended on 7th of July 
1019. . • 

• 
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'Iworn'statement of the quantity of such. drug or drugs contained 
.in it. The preparation of any medicine containing any such, drug 
should be continuously supervised by a. pharmacist or a chemist 
,if 80 required by the Min,ister. •. . 

91. Proprietary or Patent' medieines containing (1) opium or 
its derivatives for internal use, or (2) cocaine or any of its salts 
or preparations or (3) alcohol in excess of the amount required/ 
as a solvent or preservative or which is not sufficiently medicated 
to make it unfit for use as a beverage or (4) any of the scheduled 
drugs in excess of the quantity .permitted by the Advisory Board 
,should not be manufactured, imported or exposed for sale. If 
it contains any of the scheduled drugs, the names thereof and 
the amount per dose, should be printed on an inseparable part 
.of the label and the wrapper. Patent or proprietary medicines 
represented 8S a cure for any disease or about which false, mis
leading or exaggerated claims are made on. the wrapper or label, 
or in any advertisement, are not permitted in Canada. Medicine 
intended for infants under one year of age sliould no~ contain any 
derivative of coal tar which, in the opinion of the Advisory Board, 
is dangerous to such children. Drugs should be der.ignated by 
their commonly used names. All proprietary or patent medicines 
should be put up in packages or bottles and the name and number 
as well as the manufacturer's name and address should be put on 
the label or wrapper. In order to enable a. manufacturer who is 
not 6 resident of Canada to sell his medicine there, he should file 
with the dl;lpartment the name of any person. or corporation in 
Canada as his agent. 

92; The Minister may' order any officer to obtain samples and 
the manner of obtaining and treating them r.hould be provided 
for in regulations made by the Minister. Sample-distribution is 
prohibited except in the case .of manufacturers or wholesale 
dealers distributing samples to the trade. Unlicensed medicines 
may be seized and ordered to be forfeited or der.troyed. Proof of 
sale in the same state as and when it was purchased and the fact 
that with, reasonable diligence the vendor could not have obtained 
knowledge of the improper character of the 'medicine iSR good 
defence. If steps are taken to bring the third party, from whom the 
purchase was made, before the court, it may decide .on the entire 
merits of the case. ...-

93. The Minister has power to 8ppoint' an Advisory Board .of 
wlaich the Chief Dominion Analyst or his assistant shall be a 
member. The Advisory Board has power to presCribe what shall 
be a sufficient medication of medicines, containing alcohol in excess 
of 2t per cent, to 'make them unfit for use 8s beverages and what 
Bhall be the maximum single and daily doses in the case of medi
cines containing any .of the scheduled drug-so The decision of the 
Advisory Board in all such cases will be.final. The Governor in 
Cou,ncil has power to make regulations to- give effect to the provi~ 
sioM of the Act and to add to or remove from the, flchedule, anv 
drug. -'... • 
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~4. ThIS Act goes further tuan the regulations in force in New 
York under which the applicant fol' ra certificate of registration of 
a patent or pl'Opl'ietary medicine'Js not required- to disclose the 
names of the ingredients thereof (other than the specified ones) 
unless called on t<i do so by the Commissioner Qf Health. 

AUSTRALIA 

95. Under section 51 of the Conimonwealth Constitution Act, 
1900-, Commonwealth "Parliament has power to make laws with -
respect to trade and commerce with other countries and among the 
States. l'he Commerce Trade Descriptions Act, 1905, was accord
ingly passed by the Federal Parliament. It prohibits the impor
tation of article~ used for food or drink or medicine as w~l as the 
export of certain specified articles' without a ' trade description' 
in accordance with the Act. Each State also deals with the inspec
tion and sale of food and drugs either under Health Acts or Pure 
Food Acts of its own. 

96. l'hePure Food Act, '·1908, of New South Wales was passed 
for securing the wholesomeness and purity of foods and drugs and 
fixing standards for them and for preventing deception and the 
sale or other disposition or use of articles injurious to health. It 
defines' adulteration' and' false description ' of an article of food 
pr drug and prohibits the sale o~ adulterated or falsely described 
food or drug. Mixing of food or drug so as to be injurious to 
health or as to 'increase bulk is made punishable by the Act. It is 
also an olience to sell food or drug so mixed or which is not of 
the nature, substance or quality deman<led by the purchaser. Drugs 
should comply with the description and tests prescribed in the 
British Pharmacopmia unless expressly excepted by a notiiication 
in the Gazette under the authority of the Minister. The sale of 
a food: or drug which is a mixture is allowed if the ingredients 
are pure and un<leteriorated Qnd it is labelled as ra mixture with the 
names of the ingredients. But such labelling is unnecessary if 
the article is non":injurious ana is not recognized by the British 
Pharmacopmia or if it is supplied under the orders of a qualified 
medical pl'actitioner. In the case of sale of a foo(1 or drug in a 
closed package to .an offirer, in contravention of the provisions of 
the Act, the person whose name appears on the la11el as the im- . 
porter, manufacturer or tIle packer, will be held to 11e guilty of 
an offence against the Act. ' 

97. The administration nnd enforcement of the Act is primil.
rily the duty of the Board- of Health, but by the direction of tIle 
Governor it may be left in any case to the Local Authority as 
defined in the Act. An officer having authority under the Act may 
enter any place and inspect articles of' food or dl"ugs kept for sale, 
storage, delivery, conveyance, or manufacture. He may remove 
samples for analysis or seille any article which appear~ to be in
jurious to health or unwholesome or unfit for use and any vessel 
('ontaining it. Any magistrate of justice may, after hearing the 
owner, confirm the seizure and order fodeiture ~nd destrllctioJl 
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of the article or restore it to him. Any officer has also power to 
purchase samples on his own motion or at the request of any 
person on payment -of the price thereof. They may forward -por
tioIl8 of it for analysis to an Analyst in accordance with ~he proce
dure lai~ down in t.he A~t. The Board may require any _,Council 
to submlt for analysls dunng each year not less than three samples, 
for each thousand persons of its population, of any article of food 
or drug specified by it on' the recommendation of the Advisory 
Committee 8S constituted by the Act. Analysts are appointed by 
the Governor who may make regulations as regards their quali
fications. A Council may also appoint Analysts with the approval 
of the Governor. The prescribed methods of analysis and appara
tus should be used. 

98: The penalty on conviction for an offence under the Act 
is ordinarily fine; but, if the adulteration is injurious -to health 
(;r if the offence is wilful or due to culpable negligence, imprison
ment up to six months may also be awarded. Articles of food or 
drug to which a conviction relates, may be ordered to be for
feited and they may then be disposed oi as the Board directs., 
The Board, on the recommendation of the Advisory Committee, 
makes reguqations prescribing standards for the composition, 
st-rength, purity or quality of any food or drug or for the nature 
or proportion of the substance which may be miied with it; pro
hibiting certain modes of manufacture or use oicertain appli
ances therein; and prescribing methods of analysis' and require
ments of labe1s, etc. The President of the Board has power to 
call on any person to produce any books of the nature of store 
records, or which deal with reception. possession, or delivery of 
any food or drug. if he suspects that he is in possession for sale 
or manufacture, of any article of food or drug in contraven
tion of the Act. Proof of bona fide purchase of food or dru~ 
under a guarantee in compliance with the conditions mentioned 
in the Act and sale in the same state as at the time of purchase, 
is a good defenee to a prosecution for adulteration or false 
description. On the recommendation of the Advisory Committee, 
the Board may cause any food or drug or appliance, which is 
advertised, to be examined and the Governor,. on the recommen
,lation of the Board or of a District Judge on appeal, may pro
hibit the advertising or sale of any' food or drug or applliance 
which is injurious to life or health or which by reason of its 
inactivit:v or inefficiency is useless for the advertised purposes of 
cure. The Act lloes not require proprietors or manufacturers of 
proprietary foods or drllgll which contain no unwholesome added 
ingredient to discloAe the trade formulre except in. so far as it. 
may he required by -the Act to secure freedom from Mhi.1teration 
or fallle (lescription. 

99. The Health Acts 1900 00 1922. Par.t VI. in force .in 
Qupenllland. contain provillions similar to thoAe relating to Food 
and Drugs in the Pure Food Act, 1908, of New Soutb Wale!!!. 

6 
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The Commissioner of Public .Health appointed by the Governor 
in,Council is, under the Minister, 'charged with the administra4 
t.ion of the Act. The Local Authorities should see to the execu~ 
t.ion of the regulations or orders of the Commissioner. Analysts, 
Inspectors and other officers are appointed by the Governor in 
Council. . 

THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

100. The laws in force in the Union until recently were old 
.and inadequate and were based on the English Act of 1875. The 
need for an up-to-date and uniform law for the whole union was 
long recognized and led to t.he passing of the Food, Drugs and 
Disinfectants Act of 1929. It consolidated and amended the 
laws for regulating the labelling and for preventing the impor
tation or sale of foods and drugs which are unwholesome or adul
terated or incorrectly or falseO.y described. The administration 
and enforcement of the Act vests in the Minister of Public Health 
and th,e Health Department; but Local Authorities are required to 
co-operate generally and the Minister may, on the request of a 
Local Authority, delegate to it the carrying out and enforcement 
of the Act and regulations within its area in respect of specified 
'articles. Adulteration and false description are fully defined and 
include. the ad(l.ition of any foreign substance or abstraction of 
any ingredient which affects its properties, the non-comp~ian~e 
with standards and misleading descriptions. The innocent removall 
of any substance or the addition of ingredients, which are not 
unwholesome, for preparation of the arti~e as an article of com
merce in a fit stat~ for carriage, consumption or US!! and the 1m

avoidable mixture of extraneous matter in the process of collec
tion or preparation, are permitted. In the case of drugs, the 
standards Qnd met.hods of analysis are those in the British Phar
macopreia or any official addendum as may be notified in the 
Gazette and for those not mentioned therein, they will be pI'e
seribed by regulations and, in default of such prescription of 
standards, commel'cial standards will prevail. The standards for 
food are those prescribed in the Act or by the regulations or by 
any other law governing the same. The sale of adulterated or 
falsely described food and dnIgs or those which are not of the 
nature, substance, quality or standard demanded by the I,lur
chaRer and injurious abstractions; admixtures and processes wJ.th
out disclosure· thereof are prohibited. Such disclosure is not 
necessary in the case of a mixture of drugs dispensed by a medical 
practitioner or a chemist and druggist or a proprietary or ,patent 
article sold in. the rondition required in the specification of the 
patent. Preservatives and rolouring matters should not be added 
to food unless permitted by the regulations. The importer, manu
facturer or packer of an article sold in a sealed original .pac~age 
is responsible, if it rontravenes the Act; but proof of det.erlOratIon, 
nftt'r it left his posRession, will exonel:nte him, although it may 
not relieve t.he seller. 



- 101. Analysts, pathologists and inspectors re(luirei1 for the 
ellf,!I'Celllellt of the Act are appointed by the Minister. The Inspec
tors are empowered to purchase or seize samples of suspected 
articles and submit them for analysis to the Analysts and Patholo
gists. The Secretary for Public Health may also authoriZE! in 
writing an Inspector to enter premises and inspect and seize arti
cles or records connected! with them for ascertaining whether they 
are unwholesome or adulterated or falsely described or whether 
any unauthorized process is adopted in their preparation. If after 
analysis and further enquiry by the magistrate the articles are 
found to contravene the Act they may be ordered to be forfeited 
or destroyed or otherwise dealt with as the court may direct in 
addition to the enforcement of the criminal liability incurred by 
the offender. 

102. In the ca~e of imported articles, the powers of an Inspector 
may be exercised by an authorized officer of the Department of 
Customs and Excise and there are special provisions for the ,deten
tion of consignments by the Comlllissioner of Customs acting with 
the concurrence of the Secretary for Public Health and for their 
sampling and analysis. If the articles are found to contravene 
the provisions of the Act, the Secretary for Public Health may 
order forfeiture or· destruction or return to the port.of ~ntry or 
shipment or allow conditional import or otherwise deal with the·m 
8S directed by the Minister. 

103. Legal proceedings under the Act should be instituted 
within GO days and, in the case of perishables, within 21 days of 
the date of sampling. A Local Authority duly authorized thereto 
by the Minister may institute such proceedings. Purchase under 
a warranty complying with the conditions B~t out in the Act is a 
good defence. Ignorance or absence of intention is not a valid 
answer although proof 01 care may be taken into account in assess~ 
ing the penalty. 'fhe Court lllay, of its own motion or at the request 
of either party, call for additional analysis by an analyst or patho
logist nominated by the court who may be a stranger if none 
appointed under the Act is availa~le. The Act confers wide powers 
on the Minister to make regulations prescribing the nature !lnd 
composition of articles of food and' drugs and standards of strength, 
potency, purity and quality or other property of any food or drug, 
the methods for manufacture and for analysis and the mode of label
ling, etc. 

NEW. ZEALAND 

104. The Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1908, was pas~ed in 
consolidation of the previous Act of 1907 with a l'iew to make better 
provision for the sale of food and drugs. Adulteration of an arti
.de is defined as (1) the addition or omission of any substance which 
diminishes its nutritive or beneficial properties or otherwise operates 
to the prejudice of the purchaser, (2) the mixture of any substance 
of lower commercial value and (3) the non-compliance with pre
scribed standards. The sale of food or drug which is adulterated 
(without giving notice of the adulteration) or misbranded orwhicA 



contains Bubstances contrary to the regulations is an offence. lhcep
tions may be prescribed by the- Governor in Council. Purchase 
of the article under .a warranty bona. fide is a good defence, while 
the fact that the offence was not wilfully or intentionally committed 
is no answer without proof of reasonable care. On conviction, in 
addition to the punishment of the offender by levy of fine, the 
articles of food or drug and the vessel, etc., containing them will 
be forfeited. 

10;;. The Act is administered by the Health Department. Ana
lysts are appointed by the Governor. Any Officer .as defined in 
the Act • may inspect any place -where there is any food or drug 
for sale and seize it if it appears to be unwholesome or deleterious 
to health. It may be destroyed if it is decayed or putrefied. On 
complaint by any person, the magistrate may release it or confirm 
the seizure. There are provisions for compulsory purchase of sam
ples by any officer for purposes of analysis of his own accord or at 
the instance of any person on payment of the prescribed fee. The 
Act embodies the procedure for s\lbmitting samples to the Analyst. 
The methods of analysis may be prescribed by regulations. The. 
magistrate may order independent analysis by another analyst. 
The Chief Health Officer may require information relating to food 
or drug to be made available to him if he suspects that any person 
is in possession of it for sale or manufacture for sale in breach of 
the Act. When food in connexion with which an offence is com
mitted is sold in an unopened package, the importer or manufac
turer whose name appears on it shall be deemed to have imported 
or manufactured it. 

lOG. Considerable progress has been made in following out the 
purposes of the Act, all the commonly used foodstuffs being standar
dized and the labelling of packages being controlled by regulations, 
which are revised and added to as the necessity arises. However, 
experience showed that the reputation obtained by an article as the 
result of advertising neutralised the attempts made to properly 
~uide purchasers by ensuring purity in quality and truthfulne3s 
ln labellinO". This was met by an amendment of the A~t in 1924 
which cont~ols publicity calculated to deceive a purchaser in regard 
to the virtues of an article of food or drug. 

CHAPTER II 

Pharmacy 

.ALL-INDIA AND PIIOVINCUL 

10i. The Indian le",islature has not passed any Act deat
ing with pharmacy. Th~ Indian Poisons Act, the ~ndian Opium 
Act and the Dangerous Drugs Act, no doubt, control the 

•• Officer' Dlt'ans an officer of the Dt'pal'tment of Public HeaItll or any. 
person np\Jointed "" Qfticer for the purposes of the Act by the Governor 
(lIectiOD 2). f 
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jnanutacture, saie, possession and imporll of certain drugs, but they 
have no relation to pharmacy a~ luch. The objects, which mainly 
underlie them, are the collection of duty and the prevention of 
illicit traffic in oonnexion with such drugs. 1'hey do not ensure 
that persons selling or keeping open shop for the retailing, dis
pensing or compounding of poisons and narcotics should possess 
a competent practical knowledge of their business. The licellces 
issued in certain cases make mention of ' chemists ' and ' compoun
ders " but no statutory enactment controls their qualifications. 
The Acts are administered by the Excise Department and so 
long as the official. concerned is satisfied that any person can be 
trusted to conform to the regulations and conditions of the llcen
ces, he is granted a licence and the necessity for the employment 
of a person qualified to handle and sell those drugs does not 
receive any manner of consideration. 

108. The dearth of legislation is equally striking In the 
Provinces. In some, there are Municipal Acts which contain 
provisions requiring the registration of shops for the sa.Ie of 
drugs and prohibiting the exercise of the profession by unquali
fied compounders. There are such Acts applicable to the muni~ 
cipalities of Bengal (Calcutta and the mufassal), Bihar and Orissa 
and Assam. 

109. Under the Bengal Municipal Act, 1884, shops or places . 
for the retail sale of drugs recognized by the British Pharma-· 
copreia, which are not articles of ordinary domestic consumption, 
have to be registered in the office of the Commissioners and a 
licence obtained from them.· Only persons certified by the Local 
Government under nIles made for that purpose could: compound, 
mix, prepare, dispense or sell drugs in any such shop or place. 
The sale of drugs used by practitioners of indigenous medicines, 
whether recognized by. the British Pharmacopreia or not, is 
exempted from these restrictions when such drugs are sold else
where than in a shop or place dispensing medicines of the British 
Pharmacopreia on prescription. The Municipal Acts of Bihar 
and Orissa and Assam contain similar provisions except that in 
the former the rule-making power for the qualifications of com
pounders, etc., vests with the· .Commissioners and in the latter, 
the sale of patent medicines is exempted from any restriction. 

110. The Caloutta Municipal Act, 1923, is also on the same 
lines, but more stringent in one respect, as it extends the res
triction requiring the registration and licensing of places for sale 
of drugs to those used by the practitioners of the indigenous systelll.s 
of medicine also, although the requirement that the vendor, 
compounder, etc., should be a properly qualified man is not- made 
applicable to such a case. This Act amplifies the rule~making 
power in detail. . 

111. It empowers tile Local Government to make rules pre
scribing an educational course for candidates for compounders' 
certificates and the fees for .the course regulating the examinatio)J 
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of c"a~didates, the s"ran~ of c~r~ificates and the l"egistration of 
certI~cate.s so granted, p?r~llthng persons having the requisite 
quahficatlO~ but not obtallllllg the certificate to compound" mix, 
prepare, "dlsp'ense or sel~ drugs. The rules may authorize the 
cancellatIon of any certificate so granted or the withdrawal of 
permission given to any person who is proved in the course of a 
judicial trial to have made a serious mistake through ignorance 
or carelessness in the compounding, mixing, preparing, dispen
sing or selling of drugs. 

112. Pursuant to statutory powers or, in their absence, in 
their administrative capacity, the Local Governments of these and 
other Provinces have made l'ules regulating the education, train
ing and grant of certificates to compounders. 'fhese rules pro
vide for the training of those who are commoniy called 'com
pouuders' and not of the superior class of pharmaceutical 
chemists who have scientific knowledge of the properties of the 
ingredients and of analytical tests. In Madras, however, a special 
course of training is given for such persons also in the Medical 
College. But, want of public support and encouragement by 
Governmeut has, in the opinion of the Pharmaceutical Society 
of India, resulted in the dearth of candidates for that course. 
Doctor Lakshmanaswami M udalial: of Madras also speaks in the 
same strain:-

At present, in this Prosidency, there are a class of persons' called 
chemists,and dl"uggists who are trained at the Madras Medical College and 
,who attain a high st~U1dard of proficiency in pharmacy. Although this 
class has been in existence for a large number of years, it has not attracted 
mllny candidates for the obvious reason that the openings have been few 
and that those who have passed out have not lllet with any encouragement 
.(lither from the GoverullIeut or from private concems. There is another 
class of l>ersolls called compounders, who arc tmined, by the Local Govern
ment, and this class j"cl"eives only ItIl elemental'S instruction in pharmacy 
and it cannot be said that they come up to the standard required. 

OTHER COUNTRIES 

113. Iu mauy of the other countries, the profession of pharmacy 
is restricted and the requirements for admission to practice are 
rigorous and stringent. 'With a view to eusure a high standard of 
efficiency, the pharmacist is made to undergo a loug period of train
ing aud is specially educated and qua1lified by examination to 
prepare and dispense medicines. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

114. '1'he profession is controlled by the Pharmaceutical 
Society of Great Britain. The society 'Was firlit founded iu Isn 
and it received a Hoyal Charter of incorporatiou in IS43. Chief 
among its' chartered objects are ' the advancement of chemistry 
and' pharmacy and the promotiou of a uniform system of educa
tion for persons practising the same.' The registration and 
general control of Pharmaceutical chemists and chemists R_nd. 
dru~ists was entrusted to the society by tIle Pharmacy Act, 1802. 
whi~h has been amended and extended in its operation by th~ 



subsequent Acts of 1868, 1869, 1898 and 1929. The Acts pro
vided for the registration of duly qualified pharmacists. It was 
wade an offence to use the titles of pharmaceuticall chemists, 
pharmacists and chemists and druggists without being duly quali
fied or registered. Registered pharmacists alon.e have the right 
to sell the scheduled poisons by retail. The business of a ,corpo
rate booy or of a deceased chemist could be carried on if it is in 
charge of a duly registered chemist. The society conducts the 
qualifying examinations for registratiOll under .the Acts and for 
membership on its rolls. Members of the medical profession are 
not entitled to be registered as chemists. The Act does not ex
tend to the business of a qllalified apothecary or a member of the 
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons or a whQlesale dealer in 
poison or apply to the preparation or sale of pat.ent medicines 
strictly 80 called, which are the subject of letters patent, n!lr does 
it refltrict the dispensing of prescriptionSl, not containing poisons, 
hy unqualified proprietors of drug stores. The dispensing of poisons 
otherwise than in a shop, as in a hospital, is not also affected by 
the Acts. 

AMERICA 

115. There are' pharmacy laws in almost all ~he States of 
America. In New York, for example, the twp classes of the'pr().. 
fession are recognized as distinct and separate--the pharmacists 
and the druggists-and none else are ordinarily permitted to deal 
in drugs and medicines. A Hcensed pharmacist can dispense, 
compound or sell drugs, chemicals, medicines, prescriptions or 
poisons in a registered pharmacy anywhere in the State. A 
licenfled druggist can also do so in a registered drug store, but 
only in a place of not more than one thousand inhabitants. He 
may he employe~ for dispensing, etc., in a registered pbarmacy 
arul al~() perform such duties during the temporary absence of 
the ~harmacist, except in, cities of m~re than one miUion inhabi
tants. Each pharmacist or druggist cannot have personal super
vision of more than one pharmacy or drug store at the same time. 
There are special provisions for corporations and executors to 
carryon the business of pharmacies and drug .stores. Physicians 
and store-keeperfl are allowed to compound medicines under cer
t.ain conditions in small villages which axe more than three miles 
away from a pharmacy or a drug stor~. 

CANADA 

116. In the provinces of Canada, there are similar laws. In 
Alberta, no person shall sell or keep open a shop for retailing, dis
pensing or compounding any of the specified poisons or drugs or· 
assume the title of chemist and druggist or pharmacist unless he 
is registered. Every place in which drugs or medicines are com-. 
pounded for sale, either by retai'l or wholesalle, should be under 
the immediate personal supervision and management of a pharma
ceutical chemist. The Act does not affect the privileges of legally 
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qualified medical practitioners. Medical practitioners are entitled 
to .be registered as pharmacists upon passinO' the prescribed exa
mination in the subjects of pharmacy' and m~teria medica. 

NEW ZEALAl'o'D 

117. The Pharmacy Act, 1908, consolidates the enactments re
lating to· pharmacy in New Zen'land. It creates a pharmaceutical 
society consisting of all tllOse who ar.e registered 'under the Act as 
phama.ceutical chemists. The society is governed by the Pharmacy 
Board set up by the Act. . The chief functions of the Board are 
(1) to cause the names of duly qualified persons to be registered, 
(2) to prescribe subjects for the qualifying examination of pharma
ceutical chemists with the approval of the Governor in Council, 
and (3) to control and conduct such examinations and grant or 
refuse certificates of competency. The holder of a certificate or 
diploma of competency as pharmaceutical chemist or homreopathic 
chemist from the Pharmaceuticall Society of Great Britain or of 
Ireland pr fr.om any College, Board of PhaI'macy or Pharmaceutical 
Society recognized by the Board, or a legally qualified medical 
practitioner, or anyone who has passed the examination and the 
apprenticeship prescribed by the· Board is entitled to be registered 
.as 8r pharmaceuticd chemist. The examination..:will be in the sub
jects of materia medica, botany, chemistry, practical chemistry, 
pharmacy and practical pharmacy and such other subjects as may 
be prescribed. The peI'iod of apprenticeship is three years and 
should' be under a registered chemist or chemist and druggist or 
homreopathic chemist keeping open shops for the compounding and 
dispensing of p,rescriptions. . 

, , 

118 .. No chemist's shop can be opened in the Dominion except 
under the charge and supervision, of ,a. reg!stered chemist as 'pro
prietor or manager. Registered chemists alone' ar.e permitted to 
use the' title of pharmacist, pharmaceutical chemist, pharmaceu
"tist, chemist and druggist, dispensing chemist or 'homreopathic 
cbemist, The Act does not apply to any wholesale dealer WllO 
supplies drugs and chemicals in tbe ordinary cQurse of wllOlesale 
Jenlinfl' or to the business of the sale of herbal or botanical medi-

c I . -ciI~es. It does not alsa app, y to such patent or proprIetary. or 
hom(N}pathic or other mecliC'ines or {'lH'mi!"als as 'are usually sold 
by grocers or sf,or.e-keepers; 



SECTION m.-:-THE ENQUIRY 

CHAPTER I 

Drugs of t,he British Pharmaoopreia 

119. We propose to examine in this chapter the extent to which 
drugs anjl chem.icals of the British Pharmacopreia which are of 
impure quality or of defective strength are imported, manufac
tured or solId hi India. This is the central problem in the enquiry. 
Little is known about it with any degree of precision. No syste
matic attempt has been made in the past to collect authentic 
information on the subject with the result that no literature or ,data 
throwing light on it with any degree of definiteness, upon which 
the Committee could proceed as a basis, waa available. The scanti
ness of reliable and accurate knowledge or materials selVed to 
shroud the problem with a mist of uncertainty and conjecture 
which was only deepened by its highly technicaJl character and the 
vagueness of the allegations. made by the protagonists on either 
,side. The difficulty in arriving at a satisfactory 8Olution is also 
enhanced by the 'fact that an exact estimate of the purity 'or 
strength of a drug with any pretence to accuracy can be fOJ)D.ed 
only after subjecting it to analysis-a process which may involve 
considerable labour and expense. The absence of experts and faci
,[ities for carrying out such tests and analysis rendered evidence of 
that description extremely meagre. The sifuation is further coin
plicated by the fact that certain drugs wiU defy even Qhemical 
analysis 80 that, in their case, detection by such means' is well nigh 
impossible. Messrs. Smith Stanistreet & Co., Limited, observed, 
in this connexion: "A good proportion of the imported drugs that 
are adulterated or are of weak strength are such that could -not be, 
by any chemical test, proved to be other than what they should be.' 
We refer to such things as Extract of Gentian, Liquid and Solid 
Extracts of Liquorice, Taraxacum, Damiana, Cascara and manv 
others; mixed powders, like Compound Liquorice Powder, provided 
there is a good proportion of the genuine artidle present, and such 
things as extractive, spirit strength, 8OIubility,_and 80 forth had 
been arranged. It would be very difficuH to give any proof that 
would satisfy a court of law that such a preparation was not what 
it 'should be; but any trained pharmacist would have no doubt 
whatever about its quality, and would promptly reject it." 

120. In the en.d.eavour to ascertain the existing state of affairs 
and to gauge 'the extent of inferiority of the drugs served to the 
public with a reasonable degree of exactitude, the Committee 
availed .itself freely of tlie evidence of Medical Experts Pharma
cists, Health Officers, Officers of the Customs department' Chemical 
Examiners and Analysts whose knowledge and experie~ce entitl~ 

7 
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them to speak with weight and authority. Although the evidence 
cannot be described as uniform in all respects th~ cumulative 
effect is decidedly unequivocal. . ' 

'. 

121. The written replies to the questionnaireS received from 
:Assam, the North-West Frontier Province,· and the majority 
of the Indian States of Western India disclosed· no complaint and 
testified to a sense of sa~isfaction with the quality and the strength 
of the drugs .9upplied in those provinces, while those from the 
Punjab and the Central Provinces delineated a totally different 
picture and contained an emphatic condemnation of the drugs 
in use in those provinces. Opinion is divided in Mahas, Bom
bay, Burma, Bengal and the United Provinces-that in the first 
three preponderating in support of the existing conditions, while 
the opposite view is dominant in the other two provinces. Classi
fying the views from a slightly ·different standpoint, we find that 
criticism emanates mostly from non-officials, as officials appa
rently obtain their drugs from the GoVtlrnment Medical Stores or 
from dealers of repute and standing. 

122. If the written replies create any doubt or vacillation, 
it is effectively dispelled by the· or~l evidence which is decisive 
in tone and character. The unanimity of opinion among the. 
witnesses, official and non-official, examined by the Committee 
is remarkable. All of them, with the exception of a few. denounced 
the present condition in no uncertain terms and called for stringent 
control over the manufacture, sale and importation of drugs. 
Only a sing-Ie dissentient voice was heard in each of the pro
vinces! o·f Madras, Beng-a.l and North-West Frontier, while 
there were two in the United Provinces. The force of this volume 
of oral evidence cannot be exaggerated. Further, oral evi~ 
dence which is subjected to some measure of cross-examination 
is by its nature entitled to greater weight than written replies 
to Il.uestionnaires. 

123. The Oommittee is aware that the experience of a majority 
of the witn{lsses is based on clinical results and is fully alive 
to the infirmities to which sucn results are subject. Mere fail
ure in action on a patient cannot be regarded as 130 safe guide in 
pronouncing on the quality or strength of a drug. The results 
are liable to be affected by several factors--overdoS8s, short 
dosao-e, erroneous mixtures with other ingredients and the pecu
liar °conditions and susceptibilities of the patients-all of which 
play '11.0 mean part and have to be reckoned with. Even after mak
ing the utmost allowance for all these considerations, the Committee 
cannot findite way to brush aside the ...effect of the, weight of the 
testimony in support or the deplorably unsatisfactory condition of 
the strength and purity of the drugs in use in India. Thetraining 
and opportunities of observation whicn the witnesses have invest 
their evidence with special value, 
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i~4. The conclusion based on clinicaJl experie~ce gathers strength 

from a consideration of certain circumstances s,Pokim to by some of 
the witnesses. l'he therapeutic effects of some well-known drugs of 
,roper quality and strength are so pronounced and characteristic 
that their absence cannot but give rise to legitim~te' suspicion. 
The variation of clinical results of drugs obtained from different 
firms cannot but be 6seribed to differences in strength or quality 
of the drugs. Doctor Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar has noted that 
"there are certain drugs sold in the market at rates. which are 80 

widely different that it is but reasonable to infer that the cheaper 
drugs are probably of doubtful quality." The issue of iwo qualities 
of the sa.p1e medicine, such as oil of eucalyptlls, both marked B.P. 
at different prices, mentioned by Major Clyde of Meerut, and of 
syrup of orange of' two grades, one of B.P. and the other not so 
marked, referred to by Colonel Higham of Bombay, are classical 
instances which speak for themselves. The former went so far as 
to say that with drugs such as quinine, cinchonalebrifuge, digitalis, 
nuxvomica, magnesium sulphate, cascara and ipecacuanha wine, 
one never knows the action from any given dose. There is evidence 
that some firms export goods which are described as specially manu
factured for India and these are said to be defective in quality 
and strength. The Sindh Medical Union observed: 

We have no means to ascertain the extent to which these dl'UgS are 
adulterated or are of inferior quality; but from the clinical experience we do 
feel that there are BOrne drugs of different effective value, It is a patent 
fact that BOme European finns that export drugs to India manufacture them 
sl)ecially for India. We cannot uuderstand what difference does it make 
when they are used in this country. The ostensible plea. is the climate which 
holds good for biological products; but for other drugs we feel that the real 
point is the J;heapness and the inferiority of the stuff they send for our 
consumption. European firms of countries, where their 'novernments protect 
their people by Speciaf Drugs Act, export to India, at til!les, drugs that are 
condemned by the authorities for their home consumption.' It is a pity that 
these Governmcnts allow firms to export drugs to India without any Stato 
control which they exercise in their own country. We have no requisite 
knowledge 'to judge their quality; nor are there institutions, public or private, 
who can help ns in the matter. We rely on the reputation of the firms 
that supply.us and the prices we pay/ both of which factors cannot be· always 
reliable. We also feel that high prlCes, specially of biological products, do 
not necessarily mean superior quality. ' 

. 125. Our co-opted colleagues' of Lahore also refer to this aspect 
in their memorandum: . 

It is well known that certain firms abroad manufacture drugs specially 
for the Indian market and in t·he absence of any control on the quality of 
drugs manufactured for export, these countries are able to. underselI local 
manufactures by lowering the standard of quality. This dumping of ·inferior 
quality goods has its repercussion on the quality of locally manufactured 
articles in that their quality deteriorates to keep pace'with the competitive' 
rates of these dumped goods. . 

126. The evidence is also replete with- instances of fraudulent 
practices in respect of drugs. 

, 121. Fortunately, evidence based on actual analysis of the' 
drugs .is not wan~ing. Many of t~e witnesses, especially Chemical 
E.ummers, Pubhc Analysts, Public Health Officers, and officers in. . . 



charge of Uustoms and Excise laboratories had analysed. cirugs in 
the course of their duties. Some of the chemists who gave evi-

. dence. h.ad also done' so. The statements inserted in the appendix 
~on~m the results of. analysis which the witnesses kindlJio 
furmshed to the CommIttee as well as the list of drugs condemned 
by the~. These show that a Jarge variety of drugs have formed 
the subject of accurate experimental analysis and observation. 
The statements .constitute depreS5ing reading and reveal a woeful 
tale. • 

128. Having regard to the seriousness and far-reaching 
character of the problem, the Committee felt it to be its duty 
to arrive at a solution within reasonable 'bounds of certainty and 
to exhaust every available resource in furtherance of that end. 
W·itha view, therefore, to supplement the recorded evidence and 
to test its accuracy, the Committee collected certain samples of 
drugs .at random from the different provinces of India and sub
jected them to analysis under the supervision of the Chairman 
and cine of the members, Mr. Cooper. The list of drugs analysed 
by the Committee together with the- results of the an.alyses is set 
out in the Appendix D of Part II. The resu1ts confirm the views 
of the witnesses in all their different aspects and reinforce the 
impressions previously formed by the Committee. Not only is 
adulteration common, but many a. firm sells packages which are 
considerably under-weight. • 

129. The evidence left no room for doubt that, in regard to 
adulteration, deterioration or tampering with the quality or 
strength of drugs,. very little distinction can be made between 
imported and locally manufactured medicinal preparations. Even 
some Qf the -preparations of the Government Medical Stores were 
called into question by some of the witnesses. Criticisms were 
levelled against cocaine hydrochloride supplied to the Civil Surgeon 
of Cochin. It was said that two kinds were received and that the 
cheaper type did considerable harm, while the better kind was not 
availaBle. The District Medical Officer, Anantapur,. reported that 
a few drugs, such as chloroform and purified ether, had to be 
returned under instructions from the officer in charge, as they were 
found to be unfit for use. Two .of the Medical Officers of the 
Government Hospitals found that tincture of digitalis prepared by 
the Stores were not above complaint. We have, however, no doubt 
whatever that the preparations of the Government Medical Stores 
are generally unexceptionable and of a very high order o~ excellence 
and purity. 

130. The Committee has considered the problem in all its 
aspects, and feels convinced that it is justified in coming to the. 
conclusion th'at the drugs· in the Indian market are not above 
reproach and that many of. the~ are of hnpure quali~y and de~ec
tive strength. The evidence pomts to the conclUSIOn. that the 

'traffic in such druO's is extensive and indiscriminate and that the 
strong language u:ed by some of the witnesses in ch.aracterizin~ 
~he ~ituation is by no means undesel'Ved or exaggerated. It IS 



not possible tq estimate the exact extent with greater precisiot1. 
Investigation of the reasons for the existence of this deplorable 
state does not fall within the province of .this chapter. 

CHAPTER II 

Known and approved medicinal prepa1'(Jtions 

NON-OFFICIAL (GENERAL) 

131. We have now to consider the extent to which ' known 
and approved medicines' other than those included in the British 
Pharmacopreia, mentioned in the se~ond head otreference to the 
Committee, are of insufficient purity, potency or quality and how 
the recommendations in relation to the control of drugs of. the 
British Pharmacopreia may be made applicable to them. It may at 
once be stated that these which may, for the sake of brevity, be 
called • non-official drugs' stand on the same 'footing in regard to 
the existing state of affairs as pharmacopreial drugs with the 
exception perhaps of biological products and' organo-metallic com
pounds. It follows that the extent to which such drugs 
(other than those specified above) of impure quality and insufficient 
strength are indiscriminately manufactured; sold or imported is 
the same as that of British Pharmacopreial drugs and the need for, 
and the methods of, control would also be identical. 

132~ The two() classes of medicinal preparations specified above 
stand apart and have characteristics of their own which neces
sitate differential treatment. The Committee consider that the 
question of control of these products is of great· importance to the 
progress of medical .science in this country, to the daily practice 
of medical practitioners in Indi,a. and to the safety of the public. 
The case of each may be examined separately. 

BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS 

133. The better known biological products are sera, vaccines, 
phages, hormones, and preparations of or from animal glands. 

134. The evidence before the Committee regarding biological 
products was divided. The majority of the witnesses (64 per cent) 
had no cause to find fault with them, but many of· them admitted 
that they used them to a very: limited extent .e.nd did not know 
very much about them. The remainder (36 per cent) found them 
to be defective and below standard and this group consisted of wit~ 
nesses who had tried them extensively and in ma:o-y cases had; 
actually tested them scientifically. 

'135. ,DoCtor P. A. Mathew,B.A., M.B.B.S., Acting Professor of ' 
Bio-Chemistry, Medical College, Madras, remarked: "lliological 
products suffer from the element of commercialism all over ~h;e world 
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abd' biological products themselves are only in the experiment~1 
stage. '1'0 quote <>nly one example: ThyrOid gland extracts tliftel' 
very much in potency in the difterent commerical samples and the 
standard' of potency ,is difterent for different companies. India is 
not particularly suffering from the sale of any spurious biological 
products and, until a definite and sufficient scientific knowledge of 
the bioll?gical products is available, it is a bit hard to say whether 
they are of proper strength at present." The Bombay Medical 
Union observed " that as far as biological products offered for sale 
in India are concerned there is no guarantee of purity, nor against 
loss of potency which may be due to the peculiar climatic conditions 
in India or the method of storage of these products in this country. 
We have sufficient reason to believe that, often enough, the 
biological products that are sold in the market are not of the proper 
strength." We are in entire· agreement with this view. 

136. The biological products offered for sale in India are derived. 
from two sources:-

(a) Those imported into India from foreign countries. 
(b) Those manufactured in this country. 

The products belonging to the first group are by far the largest 
pr9portion of those used In. this country. Most of these prepara
tions are manufactured by reliable firms of manufacturers having 
an established reputation. l'heyemploy a competent staff of bio
chemists and bacteriologists and the products are thoroughly tested 
by the firms themselves and by the drug control authorities, before 
they are offered for sale. Even such products have been found to 
be not up to standard on testing. lJoctor -Ukil, an experienced 
bacteriologist of Calcutta, stated in his evidence that he had occa
sion to test a number of therapeutic ser,a, imported into this country 
whose strength was much beloOW: the titre as mentioned on the label. 
Others have found that the vaccines met with in the market had 
detetiorated considerably. Certain gland extracts and preparations 
have also proved to be rlefectiveand faulty. Products ma,de from 
thyroid, parathyroid, liver, pancreas, adrenals, pituitary glands. 
etc., varied a great deal in their activity and in some cases were 
quite inert. Doctor V. K. Narayana Menon of the Bio-Chemical 
Department of the Medical College, Vizagapatam, found insulin 
prepared by reliable firms to be absolutely useless,- as much as a 
hundred units not producing hypoglycremic convulsions in rabbits. 
Several other experimental workers also had similar experience 
which they brought to the notice of the Committee. Tablets of 
gland extracts were .actually met with by some in a state of 
decomposition' and unfit for use . 

137. The variations in the activity of such products imported 
into India may be due to several reason,s. Firstly, the drug may 
not be up to the prescribed standard. Owing to the unprotected 
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j)Qndition of the Indian tnal'ket, the facilities~ and. th:etemptations 
for the salle of all kinds of inferior and qeteriomted products are 
many and irresistible. Some of the importers :dQ not hesitate to 
descend to the vile practice of getting hold of time-expired biological 
products from the European market and.importing them into India 
and selling them to dealers at a very cheap rate.Secondly,,~he pro ... 
ducts when sent out by th~ manufacturers may be perfectly, sound 
and up to standard, but may lose their; activity during transit· or 
Hf.orage~ . 

138. Deterioration may occur in biologica.l prodllCts. thro~gh 
one or more. of the following factors: ---' ' , 

(1) DeJeoti118 ,torag8.-This is avery. imp?rtant facto~ in • 
this country. It is an established fact that bIOlogIcal prepal'ahons 
and opotherap.eutic substances are 'adversely affected by ligb,t, heat _ 
and moisture. Light has been shown to alter the> optical activity 
which is related to therapeutic activity in say such a product as 
adrenalin. High temperature in the tropics is known to produce 
11 faint turbidity in the solutions and-a flaky or granular preei.;. 
pitate may be found in vaccines and sera even iIll hermetically 
sealed and sterile ampoules. Changes are also produced in liquid 
preparations, powders and tablets, whereby they alter their colopr 
as well as. taste a,nd smell. 

(2) Breakage, leakage, desiccation; . and putrefactiori may 
occur in these products during the period of transit and shipment 
from foreign countries to India. The preparations h.ave some
times to pa88 through zones of· very high temperature' which may 
affect their activity. 

(3) After long and defective storage, some of these. products 
may disAolve a tlortion of the container, or may themselves under
go autolysis. Roth these give rise to destruction of their active 
constituents and hormonic principles. 

139. M regards the second group of substances, namely, tJl-ose 
manuf~ctured in this country, the evidence goes to show that pro
ducts such as vaccines and sera have given entire satisfaction. 
They are, however, yet produced on a very small scale. Many of 
the practitioners preferred them to imported products and urged 
that biological products prepared in India are better than the 
imported products. The claims were supported. on three grO'Uilds, 
namely,- (1) that they were likely to be fresh, (2) that the animals 
nnd orQ'anisms from which they are made have lived under the 
R~me climatic conditions 8S those under which patients themselveA 
hve 8n~ (~) that they are proba.bly cheaper than those imported 
fromaoroad. , I ,I II'~!!--.II! 

140. We have discu88ed the possibilities of manufacturinlP 
these products fully elsewhere. We shO'Uld 'like to' draw pro~ 
minent attention to onesspeet in connection with their manufac~ 
ture. • At th~ present ~ime, there are onlyv,ery few manufacturin~ 
firIll/J In Indla, bl.J.t WIth the future extenSIon ,of the indust~y, of 



'Which there is every prospect, everything in rel!).tion to manufac
tUre will naturally assume impprtance. The difficulties to be 
tackled will then become pronO'UDced. We should, therefore, like 
to stale'thatthe manufacture of these products requires special 
care as the coriditions of ' temperature, pressure, desiccation, com .. 
binlttion . arid coriversionare' factors of decisive importance with 
regard' tolheir quality and quantity on' the e:liects they produce. 
Such . ,products are also liable, in the process of manufacture to 
bacterial contamination and they cannot safely be sterilized by 
,heat or by chemic;al, aget;J.<)ies, without seriously impairing their 
efficiency; They are often given not by the mouth, but by hypo.
dermic, intra-muscular, intrathecal or intravenO'lls injections. 
The purity, potency and authenticity are, therefore, matters of 
vital importance., These factors explain many of the contradictory 
findings With regard to the hormonal extracts. The necessity for 
stringent tests of these products can, tlierefore, be easily appre
ciated. The control as regards personnel and equipment of the 
manufacturer/! and 'the' check' by bio-chemical and biological 
assay's have to ,be eqllaUy strict. ' ' 

ORGANO-METALLIC COMPOUNDS 

141. Organo-metallic compounds are drugs in which' metallic 
elements occur as part of an organic nudeus. 

142., DUring recent years, a large number' of complicated 
organo-metallic compounds have been imported into the country, 
those containing arsenic and antimony forming a large proportion.' 
Some of these are also actually inanufactured' in India. Many 
of the witnesses complained that some of the organicoompounds 
of arsenic which they had occasion to use produced toxic effect 
and were therapeutically inactive. It was represented that. 
recently a large consignment of toxic arseno.-benzol compounds had 
been imported by a firm which had bought large quantities of the 
condemned product from the European market where it was 
declared unfit for sale. Specimens of this consignment were actually 
b~ught and, on test, were found to be unfit for use. 

143. Substances included in this group are synthetic chemicals 
of which the chemical composition of the main product is known 
but experience. has demonstrated that slight and unappreciated 
variations in the proc~s of manufacture may produce such varia
tions in .the properties as to render them higl1:ly toxic. The margin 
.between the therapeutic efficiency and dangerous toxicity is a·narrow 
one even in the case of the best preparations. Convenient labora
t.ory tests for their therapeutic. e~cacy are not yet availa.~le. 
The necessity, therefore. of rIgId standards to be appl~ed 
in the testinlP of thes~ bodies is evident. It has been shown 
t.llat sampleR "'of organic 'arsenic del'ivatives off~n contai~ toxir. 
impurities whioh are difficult to control chemically. Almos~ all 
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of these drugs are administered by intravenous injection. Biologi
cal tests to gual'antee that the toxicity of the preparations is not 
dangerously high. will, therefore, be needed in addition to the 
criteria of chemical composition which ~hall ensure that' the manu
facturer . does not correct unduly high toxicity of a preparation by 
lowering its content of therapeuticalIy active constituent or making 
a preparation'. resembling one of these products i~ its physical, pro-
perties but having no therapeu~ic action. . . 

144. Many of the witnesses who. could speak with authoritative 
knowledge pointed out the defects in purity and variations i~the 
potency of these substances. Doctor Napier of the Calcutta School 
of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, who has a large experience 
with the organic compounds of antimony prepar~d in this country, 
said about ureastibamine: "but there was undoubtedly, a distinct 
falling off in the quality of some of the preparations that passed 
through my hands. In the chemical laboratory in the School of 
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, a numba" of san;tples of ureasti
bamine were tested; these samples were made by various local manu .. 
facturers and were all reputed to be made according to Doctor 
nrahmachari'~ original formula, that is to say, they should have 
(·ontained about 3:j per cent of metallic antimony. Different samples 
were found to contain from 19 to 43 per cent of the metal. The 
toxicity and the therapeutic quality of the drug varies largely with 
the antimony contenfs, so that such variati()ns in the antimony 
(,outent might lead to very serious results, under-trea.tment on the 
one ha nd and over-dosage on the other." Lately, some of the. organic 
100m pounds of arsenic of the arsenobenzol series, which are much 
Illore toxic than antimony compounds, have also been prepared and 
are finding their way into the market. Some of these compounds' 
were tested in the Depar~ment of Pharmacology of the School of 
Tropieal Medicine and Hygiene and were found not to conform to 

. tests laici down by the National Research Council in England and 
/lOllle of them had very high toxicity. . 

145. Complicated compouItds of antimony as well as of arsenic 
are now being manufactured in India by anyone who may choOse 
to do so and these potent compQunds are put on the market without 
their strength being properly tested. Their standardization is left 
nt present entirely to private enterprise and to manufacturers. Ea'l:h 
maker is free to adopt his own conception of adequate standardiza
tion and there is no check whatever by the State. Any Oouarantee 
of pot.en('y and aut.henticit.y depends entirely on the firm eof manll
fae-t.urprs. The toxicity of each batch of such complicated and pl')ient 
compounds is carefully test.e~ in oth~r cou~tries before they,\ are 
alIo.wed to ~e so~d to the pl~~h<:. N~ lIcence IS granted to a.ny tir~ 
untIl the. hcensmg authOrItY'18 satIsfied that the personnel' and 
equipment of the firm. is qual~t.ativel;r and q1lantitatively efficient 
for tIle purpose for whIch the lIcence IS sought. In addition to this 
ficensing. 'system, samples of, finished' producf,ji are tested by' the 
labO;l'atones under State control. While" in' other countries very 

8 
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careful watch is kept over these potent compounds, the Indian 
public is entirely unprotected., The position indeed is discreditable 
to. the country a.nd is a source of great danger to the public. 

CHAPTER III 

AI edicinc8 made from indigenous drugs 

146. The term' indigenous drugs' in the se,~on.d head of the 
reference to the Committee has to' be construed as meaning drugs, 
which are cultivated or grown in India or the source and origin of 
whichis India and the use of which is confined to the practice ot 
the Indian systems of medicine or treatment as opposed to the West
ern systems. To ·the consideration of medicines made from- such 
indigenous drugs, it will be liseful to preface our remarks with a 
few words about the evolution of indigenous drugs. ' 

~ ,.- . 
147. In the first place, there are the drugs used in the an"cient 

Hindu medicine. In the Ayurvedic works, there is to be found a 
remarkable description of the materia medica as it was known to 
the ancient Hindus. The· Indian medicine was at its zenith in the 
early centuries of the Christian era and the knowledge of the 
Hindu physicians of that time in the domain of ihe drug therapy 
and toxicology was far in advance of the others. They made an 
immense study of the properties of every product of the suil und 
systematically devoted their attention to the study of disease and 
its' treatment with drugs. After the successive Greek, Scythian 
and Mahommedan invasions of India, Hindu medicine declined 
leaving a rich materia medica behind. With the advent of Muslim 
conquerors, the decline was even more ra,pid as the invaders brought 
with them their own healing' systems wnich were well advanced 
for that period. A study of the growth of Arabian medicine shows 
that it was in the domain of chemistry and materia medica that 
the Arabs added most to the body of scientific doctrine which they 
originally inherited from the Greeks. During the intimate contaet 
between the old Hindu medicine and the Arabian medicine which 
lasted for many centuries, there was a-great deal of intermingling 
and each utilized the materia medica of the other. With the 
depHne of .the Moghuls, the British rule was established and the 
Western system was introduced. It was primarily intended to give 
relief to those who came to administer 1he country j but, as there 
was no proper system of medical relief .at that time, the newly 
introduced Western system found its way among the people and 
was '-welcomed by them. It also brought with it its own materia 
medica and there was further intermingling and introduction of 
.new medicinal plants into the country. The combination of all 
drugs from these sources forms the' indigenous drugs' with which 
we are now concerned. 

148. Thus the term ' indigenous drug' includes the drugs use'd 
in the Western medicine' which grow in India as well as the drugs 



used in the indigenous systems of treatment. We have aireac:1y 
considered those belonging to the first group. Preparations made 
according to Western pharmaceutical methods from drugs used in 
the indigenous systems of medicine could also' be tre~lted in much 
the same way as pharmacopreial preparations so far as standardiza
tion is concerned. Such preparations are chiefly tinctures and 
extracts which can be tested for the purposes ~f control even though 
their active principles are not fully worked out. In consid~~ing 
• medicines made from indigenous drugs ' referred to in the second 
head of reference to the Committee, we will, therefore, confine 
ourselves to the control of drugs used entirely in the indigenoul'l 
Ilystems "of treatment. These drugs are prepared according to the 
formula! and methods generally accepted by the Ayurveda, the 
Unani or Tibbi and the Siddha schools of Indian medicine. Such 
drugs need necessarily to be considered by themselves. 

149. It is not our inten\tion to inquire into the value of the' 
indi~pous systems of medicine practised in India from the stand. 
point of science or from: the standpoint of art, nor is any such 
inquiry within the scope of the terms of reference to us. 'rhe 
Committee is not directly concerned with the therapeutic I!roper
ties of the preparations used in the indigenous systems either. The
extent to which indigenous drugs of impure quality or 'defective 
strength are manufactured and sold in British India and the neces
sity, in the public interest, of controlling such manufacture and 
sale alone fall within the purview of our inquiry. ·We. have been 
at pains to make this clear in view of the complaint of several of 
the witnesses in their evidence about the absence of any , Vaidyll. ' 
or • Hakeem ' on this Committee. 

150. The first thing to be ascertained is whether the drugs, 
single or prepared, of these systems are ever adulterated and, if 

, so, to what extent. Some of the witnesses have stated that the 
tendency for adulteration of drugs used by the practitioners of the 

. indigenous systems is negligible as there is no desire on the part 
of vendors of these drugs to adulterate them. I~' is stated that 
the motive to bring down the price, which is generally the induce
ment behind adulteration, is absent as there is no import and 
consequently no foreign competition. Assuredly such should be 
the case if the conditions had not altered considerably during recent 
years. In olden times the practitioner of these systemslfsed to c<11-
lect his own medicines and prepare them in his own house under 
his personal supervision. ,lIe knew how tQ recognize the medici
nal herbs he wanted and, therefore, made .no mistake. The prepa
rations inade from them were in: accordance with the instructions 
laid down in the old books and the chance of error was scanty. He 
had thus no occasion to thinK that his patients were getting medi- , 
cines of defective strength or of impure quality. But though 
• Vaidyas' ana • Hakeems' may prepare their own medicines 
even now, they unhappily are no longer their own collectors and 
flUppliers. Many of the medical herbs colleoted and supplied in 
these days a1'e not genuine. 
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151. It is well known that many of the plants mentioned In the 
old books are difficult to recognize and tlle description is not always 
a safe gui~e for ascertaining whether the specimens obtained are 
?f the particular d.rug described. 'rhe identification of drugs used 
1Il these systems WIth any degree of exactitude will remain a prime 
difficulty until certain prominent and decisive characteristics of 
each drug become established by research. No amount of verbal 
description of these drugs as given in the books will enable the 
expert botanist to identify some plants and parts which even in 
themselves do not invariably present the same characteristics. The 
reslllt is that there has been a good deal of confusion and many 
drugs ate being sold under different names and different drugr:; 
under the same name and even the learned kavirajs and hakeems 
cannot say with certainty which is the authentic specimen meant 
in the old texts. Entirely different herbs are being sold in different 
provinces under exactly the same name. Doctor Lakshmipathi, 
who has a great deal of experience in these drugs, emphasize9, this 
point in his evidence and stressed the importance of careful identifi
cation and proper classification of many hundreds of medicinal 
plants that flood the market and are being extensively used by the 
practiiioners of the indigenous systems. As the managing director 
of a large manufacturing firm of Ayurvedic medicines, he has had 
occasion to call for tenders for supply of different drugs for making 
preparations on a large scale. He met with very unsatisfactory 
results. Specilllens presented to him varied in their activity to au 
alarming extent and often did not represent the genuine article. 

152. Not only for the supply of raw materials does the modem 
vaid and lIakeem depend on others, but to some extent he also 
relies on them for tlle compounding of hi" prescriptions and the 
preparation of his medicine. Large firms manufacturing Ayur
vedic preparations have sprung up and there are also numerous 
Ayurvedic and Tibbi pharmacies in which prescriptions are dis
pensed. Since these Ayurvedic and Tibbi pharmacies and manu
facturing firms have come to stay, the Government, in the inter
est of the large majority of the population who use this form of 
medicament, have the right and duty to inquire into the strength 
and purity of their drugs and medicinal preparations. That every
thing is not what it should be is amply borne out by ~he evidence, 
written as well as oral, placed before the CommIttee by the 
practitioners of. the indigen?us syst~m~ of I?-edicine. It has been 
said by many WItnesses that Pansans sell.Impure and.adu1te~a~ed 
raw materials. Many of the herbs used III AyurvedlC medlClIle 
which are not procurable are substituted and spurious products 
which defy det~ction are sold. in the market. It is well-nigh 
impossible under the present Cll'cu~stances to p.rocure pure. and 
genuine raw materials: Very often, .lIl co~poundlIlg prepara.tlOns, 
certain ingredients w}ncll are no~, a~[\]labl.e III the marke~ are s~mply 
omitted and in some cases certum lllg'l'edlenhl not mentIoned III t.he 
texts at all are added.. 
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153. 'rhe condition of medicines used by hake~1hS is no better. 
A number of Tibbi practitioners who gave evidence bore telitimouy 
to this fact. The Baniahs or Attm's who stock these medicines keep 
old stuff which is often deteriorated and quite inert. In many 
cases, where genuine drugs are not available, some sort of substi
tute is sold. Herbs are not properly preserved or stored' and are 
often stale and are kept mixed with other herbs. It is alleged 
that even the best Tibbi dispensaries in India cannot reasonably 
claim the merit of absolute purity for their stocks, as even they 
have also to eventually depend on the Attm's who generally pur
chase the cheapest quality from t.he collect.ors for their supply. 
Another reason for the widespread adulterat.ion of drugs is to be 
found in the existence of the large number of quacks or charlat~ns 
who parade in the villages under the names of vaidyas and hakeems. 
They have not studied these systems properly or systematically and 
are, therefore, ignorant of the materia medica. 

154. 'WitneSf> after witness denounced the vegetable drugs sold 
in the bazaars which they said were very bad and often not what 
they were supposed to be. It is abundantly clear that not only 
the single drugs sold in the bazaar and used by the practitioners of 
the indigenous systems of medicine are of inferior quality and 
defective strength, but, 'as a consequence, the compounded prepara
tions are also far from being reliable. So deplorable is the state 
of these drugs that many of the practitioners of the indigenous 
systems of medicine have started using the 'Vestern medicines 
disguised in the form of their own preparations. 

155. There is another aspect of the question which should not 
be forgotten. Many of the practitioners in these systems use potent 
and toxic 'substances over which control is absolutely essential. 
Some of the witnesses cited instances of poisoning and of fatalities 
due to the indiscriminate use of potent drugs of unknown strength, 
which indicate the' grave danger the public run under present condi
tions. It has been said by eminent witnesses that if adulteration 
goes unchecked in the preparations of indigenous systems, the very 
object of controlling the Western medicinal drugs will be defeated. 

156. A very large proportion of the population, particularly in 
the villages and small towns, resort to indigenous' systems of treat
ment and, as pointed out by the Bombay Medical Union, it follows 
that, if any legislation is undertaken for insuring the purity of 
drugs, it should not be confined to drugs used by a small section of 
the population, namely, those resorting to the Western system of 
treatment only. Weare disposed to agree that legislation which 
aims at controlling the B.P. drugs without toilChing the drugs used 
in the indigenous systems will be truncated and lack in completeneSf> 
or' perfedi'onand t,hat, in conseq:ue~ce, the situation is undoubtedly 
such as to call for control. nnt lS the control of these drugs a 
~sibility? 
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157. The' Bomtay1Yfedical Union frankly stated that they had 

no suggestions to offer to improve the situation as they had practi
cally no knowledge of those systems of medicines or of their Phar
macopreia.· 'I.'hey,_ however, expressed the view that it should not 
be difficult or beyond the resources of modern science to investigate 
into the composition of these drugs and to standardize tests for 
their effectiveness as various herbs and drugs had been tested iu 
the past in Ind,ia, as shown by the reports of the Indigenous Drugs 
Committee, and are being tested here and in some of the continen
tal laboratories such as those of Germany and the United States 
of America. But the Drugs Manufacture Committee, to which 
a~arently reference is made by the Bombay Medical Union, re
cOl'ded it as their opinion that though the value of indigenous 
drugs not included in the British Pharmacopreia should be investi
gated it cannot be done until' an institute for the physiological 
standardization' of active principles of drugs is established. In 
their view, the establishment of suc.h an institute was a condition 
precedent to the tackling of the problem with any measure '(If 
success. 

. 158. Many of the 'Witnesses gave evidence showing the utter 
impossibility of such a control. Some of the indigenous practi
tioners .objected to it on merely sentimental grounds saying that 
there is something higher anq more vital in their systems which 
is inscrutable and. impenetrable by modern science _ and which 
~odern chemists cannot analyse and determine. We know what 
hold conservatism has and llOW slow we move when the question 
of sentiment is raised. Others reasonably contend that the mate
rials used by the indigenous practitioners are derived from every 

• source in nature, animal, mineral and vegetable, and in many 
instances the nature and. quality of the materials used is known 
only to the person who dispenses it. To control such materials ,by 
application of scientific principles would be a formidable task 
inde·ed. The composition of the majority of these drugs is not 
known and therefore standardization would not be possible in the 
same sense as with the Western medicines. Standardization pre
supposes a knowledge of the chemistry, the pharmacology and the 

. therapeutics of the drugs, which axe unknown in this case. Unless 
and until these drugs are investigated on scientific lines, control 
is not feasible. Tlie useful remedies should be separated from the 
inert and useless by a proper scientific study and the potent drugs 
should be analysed and standardized before any steps can be taken. 

159. Standardization would be even more difficult, if not impos
sible in'the case of compounded preparations which constitute 
nine~tenth of the total preparations in use. A dozen' or more herbs, 
of unknown composition, and metallic substances' are sometimes 
mixed together, and no two samples of the same'preparation are 
Auid t.o flo-ree in composition aA t.he direct.ions laid down in Ayurvedic 
books ar~ rarely followed. Evidence of notable hakee.ms also dis: 
closed the fact that ~here was no standard pl1~rmacoprela for U nam 
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medicines. Quarabadin, which serves this purpose,' is not- always' 
followed' by the hakeems. They often diverge from the original 
formulm and introduce their own changes. Pl'epa:tations made by 
different hakeems under the same name exhibit very wide variations 
fl'om each other. ' . 

160. As regards pureiy metallic preparations, control could 
perhaps be efficiently exercised. Doctor Neogi, Professor of Che
mistry, Presidency College, Calcutta, was engaged in the analysis 
of such preparations for years. He found that no two samples'.of 
the same preparation agreed in their composition even in colour. 
He hoped that a Board composed of chemists, medical graduatei1 
and eminent kavirajs trained in modern sciences would be able to 
evolve some method of standardization of these metallic ingredients 
of Ayurvedic medcines. The witness admitted that the metallic 
preparations of Ayurvedic medicines formed simply a proverbial 
drop in the ocean and that their analysis and standardization would 
not land us any nearer to the goal. 

161. It will be thus perceived that if standardization of drugs 
and preparations used in the indigenous systems is to be made the 
.ine qua non of their control, little help, if any, is to be expected 
from the Western scientists at the present time. rhe Zandu Pharma
ceutical Works, Bombay, who manufacture these preparations on 
the most up-to-date principles, maintain that no Western chemical 
test would be applicable to Ayurvedic preparations. As, however, 
the control has been insisted upon by many eminent witnesses and 
by such a body as the Bombay Medical Union, we investigated the 
possibilities of its being effected by other methods. We naturally 
turned to the practitioners of the indigenous systems, who could 
speak with inside knowledge, for thejr helpful suggestions. 

i62. Mr. K': Protab Sinha, Superintendent of the Ayurve,dic 
Pharmacy, Benares, while agreeing that control was necessary, 
suggested that in their 100b there were standard prescriptions and 
it ought to be quite possible from the physical characters of these 
preparations, .e.g., solubitity in water, turpentine and alcohol, to 
determine whether the things are genuine or not. Chemical tests 
couhl be easily worked out for the mineral preparations. Most of 
the other witnesses, however, were less sanguine. The considered, 
opinion of 'th .. staff of th. Government School of Indian Medicine 
;n Madras was that standardization and control was not possible 
under the present state of knowledge regarding these drugs. They 
said that if intensive research was carried out on these drugs with 
the co-operation of themists and pharmacologists, standardization 
and control might be possible in a period of fifteen years. Some of 
the other prominent vaidyas and hakeems' have als~ expressed 
similar opinions. 

163. The notable suggestions for improvement and some measure 
of control whic11 some of the witnesses made may be summarized 
as follows: To obtain pure raw material, it would be necessary ~o 



prohibit ordinary persons in the bazaar from selling medicinal 
he1'bs. Such sale should be strictly restricted to .qualified herbalists 
w~o should get t!leir training under learned vaidyas and hakeems. 
The shops selling drugs should be regularly inspected by inspectors 
well-versed in the knowledge of Indian medicinal plants. It was 
also -suggested fhat there should be collections of authentic drugs 
for purposes of reference and comparison. Gardens should be started 
for growing medicinal plants in various centres under the super .. 
vision of learned indigenous practitioners. Ayurvedic and U nani 
schools should l)e star~ed for the proper training of indigenous 
practitioners and only those persons holding diplomas from autho
rized bodies should be allowed to pr!lctise the healing art after due 
registration. Persons trained under such conditions, it is believed, 
will ensure the purity of medicinell they use. Some have gone so 
far as to say that Governme~t should issue licences to all sellers of 
herbs and drugs and all persons who compound medicines. . Any
. one found selling these drugs without a licence should tie punished. 
Inspectors should be appointed front among the indigenous practi
tioners and should have special knowledge of herbs and drugs. 
Special schools should be started for training manufacturers of 
drugs, and dealers who manufacturEl compound medicines should 
be obliged to employ them. 

. 164. Most of the questions involved in these proposals are beyond 
the competence and terms of reference to the Committee. To in
vestigate them fully will require experts who have a thorough 
knowledge of these systems and the conditions under which they 
are practised at present in India. 

165. The Committee, after careful consideratIon of the volumi
nous evidence on this question, and with special regard to their 

terms of reference, Can only come .to the following conclusions:-

(1) That many of the cru~e single drugs as well as the 
compomided medicines used in the indigenous systems of treatment 
and offered to the public for consumption are adulterated and of 
poor quality. 

_ (2) That, in .the interest of the majority of the public in this 
cquntry 'who use them, they should be brought under some cont.rol. 

(3) That, in the a bsenee of standards, these drugs cannot be 
controlled on the same lines as drugs·.ancl chernicals recognized 1y 
the British Pharmacopreia and otller western preparations. 

(4) That the drugs and preparations of indigenous systems. 
of treatment should be kept entirelyseparat.e at presenl. . 

(5) That, before any step can be taken to control .the purity 
of such drugs and preparations, the syst.ems of Indian medicine 
should organize themselves, by· ha.ving an uniform curdculum 
worked out for the i)lstnlCtion and training of the 'practitioners 
throughout the country. 
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'" '(6) That the practice of Indian medicines should be restricted, 
~o propllrly .. rained, qualified and Tegistered practitioners. - ," 

(7) That only persons with expert knowledge of these !!lystems 
can initiate steps to standardize the drugs and preparations they: 
use with a view to bring them under, control. 

CHAPTER IV 

Pa~ent and P1·oprietary medicines 

166. A I patent medicine' is a drug which is patented, or the 
name of which is patented; but usually and, less properly, any 
drug the manufacture and sale of which are restricted in any way, 
whether by patent of substance, name: label or the like 'or b'y secrecy, 
8S to the nature and method' of preparatidn.* 'Properly speaking, 
I pat~il~ m~dic.ine,' t~chnically so described; meims that which the' 
w,?rds express prima facie-medicine, the 'owner or'maker of which' 
has cibtiliD:ed l!'ltters pa~ent under the great' seal for ii, conferring 
on hini the exclusive right to make' or sell it. But, broadlyspeak~ 
iilg'; the. words are itOW applied to secret proprietary medicines or 
npl!trums. ~hey are not patented medicineS, and most :rrianu~ 
fact)1rers T!ily on tp.eir'secrecY fortheit protection. Sometimes 'the 
e)(pr~ssi<in I proprietary medicine " is 'confined to unofficial package' 
me~icine~ ,?f kno~ c.omposition, bearing tnide-inarked names, 'sold 
forthti p~rpose. of pre~cription and advertised only to the medical 
'prQfession, aRd • patent medicine' to unofficial package medicines of, 
~k~own compo~ition~ 'bea~ilig trade-marked names, and' advertised 
an4 sol.d 4irectly to the people for self-tl'eatment.· But, in question 
No.9 of ~he ques~ionnaire issued by the ,Committee an.d in' the 
answers of the witnesses, 'no such distinction is riuiintainedbetween 
the two. The expressions • patent' medicine' and I proprietary' 
medicine' 8re, on t~e other hand,. used indiscriminately, as though 
they weresynonYm0~s,. to apply to all non-officiaIpackagemedi
ciJ).es which are sold or advertised wherein a monopoly or proprietat-y" 
right js claimed, irrespective of the fact that, they: are advei:tislld 
to the puUic or to the medical profession or thai: their formulre_are' 
disclosed or kept .secret., TJlese expressions are used' by llS Hi·this 
gen.eral s(lnse.' . ' 

. 167: In one of the preceding chapterst, we have referred to that, 
class of proprietary and· patent medicines the formulre of which. 
hav& already found their. way into standard formularies OJ).' account, 
of their well-knoWn character and general usefulness. We observed, 
th~rein that they ,fall under the description of 'known and. 
app~oved ' medicines and as sUch should be subjected tathe salXl8 

;~,Th6 ,Century Dictionarr,',Volume 'y. 
.... "ir' " '. 

t (Thavte'r II of Se~ .. ti?~ III, 
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control as the Pharmacopreial drugs. The other class of patent an'd 
proprietary medicines of which the formulre are not either disclosed 
pr, though known, -have not received any' approval' remains to be 
dealt with. Of these, some are l·eputed household remedies such as 
Beecham's Pills, , Chameleon Oil, Cuticura, Eno's Fruit Salt, 
Evans's Pasilles, Mariani Wine, Mother Seigel's Syrup, Scott's 
Emulsion, Wincarnis, Zam Buk, etc. Speaking strictly, they 
cannot be regardtld as ' approved,' and they fall outside the purview 
of the description 'know,n and approved.' Our present purpose 
is to examine the necessity for establishing some sort of control 
over the man~facture, sale and importation of patent and pro. 
prietary medicines which are not • approved.' ' 

168. There are, no doubt', some witnesses like Mr. Chattopadhyay 
of the Scientific Supplies (Bengal) who would exclude kaviraji and 
hakeemi proprietary medicines from the scope of any proposal for 
control. But Mr. Selvanayagam, our co-opted colleague of Madras, 
is positive that" in the interests of the public the indiscriminate 
sale of proprietary medicines supposed to be made from Ayurvedic 
or Unani prescriptions containing potent drugs and poisons the 
formulre of which are not disclosed, should be brought unde!' con
t£ol." Even some of the witnesses like Doctor Naliniranjan Sen
Gllpta of Calc'!tta, who did not disguise their opposition to officiai 
interference of any kind over indigenous preparations had no objec
tion to control over indigenous proprietary !,emedies, if gross. abuse 
or positive dange:r is proved. Patent and Proprietary me'dicines witli 
secret formulre, whether indigenous or not, play such a~ important 
part in the life of ,the people of this country that our enquiry would 
be imperfect and defective and lose much of its value if we failed 
to bring ~hem within its scope. We shall, therefore, deal with 
patent and proprieTary medicines as a whole, irrespective of the 
particular systems to which they belong. 

169. in England, as the result of the persistent, e:fforfs of the 
British Medical Association and its journal in l'egara to patent 
medicines, a Select Committee was appointed by the Padiament in 
1914 to report upon the extent of the sale of patent and proPl·ietary 
remedies ana of the necessity for legislative interference to restrict 
or regulate it. The Select Committee held a public enquiry and 
found that there was an enormous traffic in such remedies which 
was highly 01jectionable and which constituted a grave and wide
spread public evil, and that the existing law was chaotic and 
inoperative. In the British Dominions and in foreign countries, 
several legal restrictions exist to control the distribution of patent 
and proprietary medicines. In India, not even a serious study of 
the extent to which such medicines have been used by the public 
has yet been made. There are, therefore, no authoritative data. 
available to the Committee, to start with, on the subJec~ of the 
jnq,l1iry: • 

• 



110. That a considerable business ill, patent and proprietary 
medicines is doue in India 'is obVious from the following figures for 
iwlJorted ai·j.icles:-

1927-28 
1~28-29 

RS. 

29,26;782 
42,83,667 

Accordillg tathe Bombay Medical Union, .Great Britain contributes 
to the import into India of proprietary drugs of the value of 23lakhs 
of rupees per annlllIl. Mr. Selvanayagam stated in his memorandum 
that" tIle Madras market is flooded with synthetic and proprietary 
drugs chiefly from Germany, Switzerland, Austria, etc." In addi
tion to the imports, the replies to the questionnaire admItted to the 
manufacture of 36,3,')0 ganons of liquid and 196,100 lb .• of solid 
proprietaries. These figures can represent only a small portion of 
the ... hole trade as they do not include the secret remedies which 
are being ruanufaclured aU over the country. Apart from foreign 
preparations, which are imported, a considerable number arc 
actually manufactured in India. . This is revealed by the fact that 
by far tlle largest number of advertisements in nearly all the 
newspapers aJ;e for this class of commodity. The advertisements in 
newspap~rs 'also testify to the extensive trade in both the Indian 
and the foreign products of this nature .. It may, therefore, be 
safely ass':lmed as an incontrovertible fact that they are imported, 
manufactured Bnd sold to a considerable extent an over India. 

17L The evidence on record is also to the .same effect. Nearly 
all the witnesses refer to the large and increasing sale of p~oprietary 
medicines with secret formula!. Doctor U. Rama Rao endorses the. 
view of Doctor Sidney Hillier that hospital and dispensary patients 
have squandered more money on quack reli'ledies than they would 
have paid for proper medical advice and treatment. That the 
Indian market is inundated with proprietary m~dicines, both foreign. 
and Indian, and that the pace at 'Which it takes place is alarming 
is the wail of medical practitioners, medical associations, laymen 
and ~ven of some of the chemists and aruggists wlio do l~rge busi
ness in 8uch products. Doctor Parulkar of Bombay, Captain 
Manecksl13w of Amritsar, Doctor Tirumurti of Vizagapatam; Major 
Sahai of Kohat, Doctor Ukil of Calcutta, the A.D.M.S. of Madras 
district, Doctor Phani Bhusan Mukerji of Patna, Doctor Noronha of 
Dangalore, Doctor Rodrigues of Karachi, Doctor Lakslimanaswami 
Mudaliar of Madras, the Bombay Medical Union, Mr. Sethi of the 
United Provinces, Messrs. B. K. Paul & Co., Calcutta, and Francis 
Medical Hall, Rangoon, are some of those who speak to the 
import, manufacture and sale of SUCA medicines in India on a 
wide scale. Lieutenant-Colonel Cook of Bhagalpore su~med up the 
position thus: II A glance at the trade returns of drugs and medi
cines (excluding chemicals and narcotics) in the sea-Dorne trade 
statistics of British India- will convince anybody of the truth of 
the statement that the sale of proprietary a,nd patent medicines is 

• See Chapter ,III of Section 1. 



increasing by leaps ~nd bounds" and that " the proprietary meiii
cines and other allied rubbish that aie. poured into, this country 
and made in thiscQuntry are increasingyearpy year," '.: 

172. As supply is ordinarily dependent on demand, the magni
. tude of the import, manUfacture and sale .of such medi.?ines may 
also pe taken as ,connoting the magnitude of their use and popu-
1arity ill.mong the public in India. The witnesses also testify to it 
in emphatic terms. Doctor Noranha of Dangalore stated that the 
sale is increasing and, that the public consume them voraciously. 
This leads up to the consideration of the main problem, whether the' 
trade in patent and proprietary medicines, which has assumed such 
dimensions and which appears to flourish and, gather strength.as 
time goes on, should pe .checked or regulated to any extent? In 
other words, is it necessary for the State to intervene and protect 
the public from the domination o~ these medicines in any manner? 
The answer would obviously turn on th.& further question whether 
such medicines serve any useful purpose in the scheme of life and 
their influence on public health is wholesome or beneficial. In this 
connexion, a correct understanding of the true reasons for the great 
hold which these mediciues have on the public will not fail to pe 
of immens.e help. . 

, 173. In the investigation of reasons to account for the acknow~ 
ledgell popularity of patent and 'proprietary medicines, the place of 
pride must be accorded to ingenious propaganda, clever, and 
attractive dissemination of their supposed virtues and wide' and 
alluring advertisements. 'fhe credulity and gumbility of ~he 
lUa~ses. especially when c. certain cures' are assured in utterly hope
less cases, can well be imagined. Perusal of the advertisements of 
.' cures' produces a great effect on patients who have tried treat
ment by medical men without success. Such patien.ts resort to any 
and every .drug that comes in their way. In an infinitesimally 
small number of cases spontaneous cures are also effected. ;Widest 
publicity is given to these and the preparations become invested 
with miraculous virtues. ~he reassurance of cure, the force of 
argument advanced to guarantee it and the certificates of persons 
said to have been cured which are all set out in advertisements make 
a deep impr~ssion, especially.on those with weak nerves. The: love 
of mystery and secrecy inherent in human nature, the natural 
disinclination and shyness t.o disclose details of one's illness especi
ally those involving moral turpitude, the peculiar temperament 
of the people who, high. and low, rich and poor, demand • something 
in Q bottle' for the treatment of every ailment and the poverty of .. 
the people who cannot afford to pay the doctor's bills or the :high. 
prices current for dispensed medicines, have all 'been .enlarged 
l.ipon as tending to self-diagnosis an~ self-medication by pa~ent 
anti proprietary medicines. The fact that a number of the~edrugs 
ha\e some' ~alue and are efficacious on account of their excellent 
~ombination and t.11e CirCtlU1stanre that tta medical practitioners 
frequently prescribe them are also urged in their support .. 



According to Doctor Frank Noronha of 'nangalore, the advance of 
endocrinology and vitaminolob"Y has given an impetus to ~l1e growth 
"f proprietary medicines. " 

174. Notwithstanding the usefulness of some, bf the patent and 
proprietary medicines, an overwhelming number of witnesses depre
cate the increasing sale 9.f proprietary medicines, particularly those 
with secret formulre. Not a. few consider such drugs positively 
harmful and believe that they are a ' serious !!:.nd increasing menace 
which is frequently fraudulent.' ~he question may be examined 

, from two standpoints, their effect on the people at large and on 
the medical profession in particular. Patent a.nd proprietary medi
cines in the field have extraordinary range and sweep. 'The 
Belect Committee o( the House 'of Commons on ~atent and l'roprie
tary Medicines classified these widely differing remedies thus (a) 
genuine scientific preparat~ons, (0) unobjectionable remedies "for 
simple ailments and (c) many' secret remedies making grossly 
exaggerated cla~m8of efficacy; causing irijury by leading sick per
sons to delay in securing medical treatment; containing in disguise 
large proportions of alcohol; sold for improper purposes; profes-

. ling to cure diseases incurable by medication.; or essentially. and 
deliberately fraudulent. The Committee found that ' ~he third 
Class (c) contained nothing which sprang fr()m therapeutical or 
medical knowledge.' The classification holds good for India also. 
It will be perceived that while there are valuable products, which 
may be said to extend the armamentarium of the physician there 
are also positively injurious and fraudulent combinations and be
tween these two' extremes there are products ,with :v~rying 
characteristics" " 

175. 'l'he mOtlt pei-functory studI 'of the advertisements 'a.nd 
pamphlets issued in connexion with patent and proprietary medi
cines will disclose 'fraudulent practices of a most a.bominable 
character.' Extravagant claims, grossly in excesa of those justified 
by the ingredients, are made without the slightest regard' for truth. 
The books entitled 'Secret Uemedies: what they cost and what 
they contain' and 'More Secret Remedies: what they cost and 
'."hat ,they contain' published by the British Medical Association 
have exposed the fraud ruthlessly. 1.'he results of the analysis of 
many medicines showed that they often contained cheap substances 
whkh had no medicinal effect. 'The cost of the ingredients bore 
no relation to the price· actually charged. That they are unneces
sary and act as. a drain on the national purse is stressed by 
Doctor PhaniBhusan Mukerjee of Patna. . 

176. The misery, breakdown in health and mortality that might 
follow the use of some of the patent and proprietary medicines 
cnullut possibly be overestimated. Doctor Maneckshaw stated that 
many European and Indian patients using them. came to griet. 
Doctol' Chaube of Delhi concede~ that ,the majority were of doubt~ 
luI value al~hol1g11 none had proved latal to his knowledge. The. 
Parliamentary Select Committee foun,d that much harm resulted' 
from ihe'use of such mediCines in-negative as well as positive ways, 
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A. patent llledicine might °be IJositively injurious and cause direct 
harm as some of the constituents mi~ht be potent and dangerous .. 
Many drugs which are good and efficacious jn skilled hands might 
hay~ the reverse ~ffect if handled by inexperienced people, such as 
alllhne drugs, headache powders and rem!ldies ~or sleeplessness. 
Some medicines :!night ~lso have the effect of masking the early 
symptoms of serious and grave diseas!ls and assuaging them for a 
short.period which. would result in delaying scientific diagnosis and 
heat~ent. Most valuable time might thus be wasted and investi-

. gation delayed until it is too late to do anything .. Some medicines 
are indirectly recommended for illegal purposes such as abortion. 
These are some of the main reasons for discouraging the use of 
patent and pr.oprietary medicines. . 

177. The production of such medicines prejudices the 'legiti
mate use of approved remedies and leads to what may be called 
, proprietary prescribing:' The practitioner is not left unaffected 
by the propaganda in furtherance of such medicin~s. Its action on 
him is in the nature of a ' compelling suggestion.' .The number 
and variety of such medicines • creates a feeling of uncertainty, 
lack of confidence in himself, fear of delay and the sense of not 
being up to date.' The practitioner has not often the strength of 
mind to resist the demand of the patient for a. .' new remedy.' 
Doctor Maneckshaw; of Amritsar denounces the medical man roundly 
and attributes 'proprietal'y prescribing' to his desire to find a 
short-cut for every cure, the rarer the better ; and the Chief Medical 
Officer of the B.B. and C.l. Railway describes the present-day 
doctor, as' mOl'e. gullible than the credulous public. 

178. The countenance given by some of the medical p:rocti
tioners to such medicines is nccounted for as being due to the 
uncertainty as to the purity and potency of most of the medicinal 
drugs for sale on the Indian market. Messrs. Smith, Stanistreet 
& Co. observe that proprietary prescribing is due to the desire to 
ensure getting something which is of definite standard and strength, 
while, if pharmacopreial preparations are prescribed, there is no 
l\llowing as to what will be given and the strong probabilit.y is that 
it will be below strength, or inert or possibly harmful. 
Mr. Wahnsby of the Planters' Stores and Agency Company, Dibru
garh, stated that most of the imported proprietaries have some value 
and that the medical 'profession pI'escribed t~em through fear of 
the drugs used in their prescriJ;ltions being inert or below strength. 
Mr. ManmathanathChatterjee of the Whitehall Pharmacy, Cal
cutta, attributed Jhe resort to. such medicines 8s being due to the 
ineffectiveness of th~' drugs used by dispensing chemists. 

179. The position of proprietary medicines with their fOl'lilUh~ 
disclosed is ethically sound. They are manufactured by firms of 
l'epute and their definite composition makes it possible for the 
clonscientious practitioner to judge for himself of their possible value 
as therapeutic agents. The physician, by prescI'ibing them, knows 
that his patient will l'eceive something which ~as been prepared 



wIth skill and accuracy and upon the p\lrity and efficacy of which 
he can depend. Proprietary prescribing is not, however, without 
its dr&wbacks:-

(1) The physician. prescribes a. drug under the name he re
members best and frequently drugs continue to be prescribed 
under their proprietary names long after pharmacopmial prepal'~
tions have .becolne available. Some remedies. for example, theo
brominm et sodii salicylas (theo-sodd-sal), widely advertised years 
ago 8a diuretin, are now occasionally prescribed under their pro
prietary names because physicians forget for the momen~ their 
real composition. 

(2) Another objection is the added expense in the purchase 
which is passed on to the ultimate consumer, the patient. The 
physician who, in writing a. prescription, calls for hexamine 
under the proprietary name U rotropin instead of under the official 
name, makes it necessary for his patient to pay nearly four times 
as much for the chief ingredient. Obviously, it is economic waste, 
as well al scientific fallacy, to prescribe drugs under proprietary 
names when they are official in the Pharmacopmia. 

(3) Proprietary mixtures are needlessly cOJUplex, and, if 
the patient requires a. certain remedy, it is har~ly fair to burden 
him thoughtlessly with a. lot of other things he does not need. 

(4) Proprietary prescribing tends to increase self-medication 
and may lead to the formation of a habit. Patients inay.come to. 
feel that it is essential for them to take some special drug, often 
very expensive, in order to maintain their health. More serious 
still, a patient, knowing what has been prescribed, will Tecom
mend the lame to a. friend _ whom, in his ignorance, he believes 
to be suifering from the same cOfnplaint as himself. It may be 
said that no patient should take any medicine except on a phy
sician's prescription, but for obvious reasons it is plain that the 
time will never come when such a -state of affairs will exist. The 
danger to the public of seU-me.;lication which begins through the 
prescribing for patients of proprietary medicines by physicians 
is serious enough to call for a careful review of prescribing by 
the profession. The evils of proprietary prescribing arise ;not 
from the mere fact of .the sale of Ii. drug under a. proprietary name, 
but from the circum~tances attendant on its distribution and its 
pV}lularization. 

180. Most disconcerting in this respect is1h& "ease with which 
It. preparation of indefinite composition or of-definite secrecy can 
Rtill be foisted on some thoughtless physicians who have riot been 
adequately trained in such fundamental subjects as chemistry and 
pharmacy, or who have neglected to keep abreast of progress in 
these basic sciences. Even admitting the plea of ignorance of 
chemistry and· pharmacy. which is but too common, Q physician' 
who uses a remedy the composition of which is kept secret, even in 
part, is not doing his duty to his profession or to his patient. 



181. TbeCommittee is satisfied that the traffic in secret medi
~iDes is ~normous and that the use of such medicines by the people, 
Iii extensIVe. The Committee feels no doubt that the consumption: 
~£ ,sec~et remedies is generally bound to cause incalculable harm 
and dlsastr?us resu.Its to the heaIth and welfare of the people. 
The CommIttee' considers that the characterization of the situa-' 
tion by some of the witnesses as ' a grave menace to tIle' public' 
health' is well merited, and, nothing but just. We are, however., 
~nxious to dispel one possible, misunderstanding. As we have' 
already: stated, we are aware that in the field of patent aildpro
prietary medicines there are several well-known simple and useful 
reme4ies of great value and that we are not aga:inst proprietary 
medicines 'as sUch~There are many' which 'are not only harm
less, but efficacious and,as mentioned by Lord Dawson of Penn 
in 'his speech in the House of Lords during the passage Of the 

.Proprietary Medicines' Bill, 'they had not only' a physiological 
basis for their efficacy, but also a -psychological basis. If a man 
found his symptoms set forth in .lurid print, which described a, 
massei:] attack by microbes on his entrails, and if he saw side by, 
side with that wonder.£ul picture a r~medy that was going to re
move it, to give a victory, 'over pain,. that ,inevitably would', if 
suitably advertized, have a gre'ater e:ffect in cure, than, the same 
ingredients ,prescribed under a prosaic prescription. Supposing: 
tLat was true, provided that a remedy was harmless, why should 
they remove tlle illusion? Therefore they must not neglect the 
psychologicaI basis of patent medicines.' But the difficulty is 
one of discriininating between the good and the harmful from 
among the multitudinous varieties which are on the market. No~, 
is the importance of the proper and dis~reet use of, such remedies 
by any means negligible.' ' 

~ 182. There are at present no laws in India to check or regulate 
the import, manufacture and sale of secret remedies except in 
so far as they contain lloisonous drugs, dangerous drugs, etc. In 
view of the conclusion reached by ua, it would follow that th<'1 
need for taking steps to check 'or regulate ihem is pressing and 
long overdue. ,There are, however; some who consider control ~,) 
be either impracticable or useless and are consequently in faVO\lr 
of non-interference. The Civil Surgeon of Hazaribagh is against 
control, as proprietary medicines with secret formulre are very 
popular and control would be unpopular and ine:ffective. poct.or 
Somerville of Tinnevelly does not want any scheme for control,' 
as proprietary medicines are usually harniless and there, is very 
little control in England. The' proprietor of New Medical Hall, 
Moulmein, is not unduly" troubled by such medicines. He saY3 
'allow tllem to go on as long as revenue comes' in' and has 
grent faith in the theory of the survival of the fittest. The Super
intendent' of' Central Jail, Hazaribagh, and the,Civil Surgeon, 
'Saugar, are of the same way' of' thinking. The,representative of 
the Edward Medical' Hall", Multa'n' Cantonment, has confidence 
in ille discr~tion of the public and 'would perinit t,he ,use of such 
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medicines by those who need and can afford to buy them. ;Me~sr8. 
J agat Singh & Brothers of Peshawar are for leaving things alone. 
Doctor Chaube of Delhi is of the same view as the use of such 
medicines is confined to the literate who' ought to know better 
and who should 'get their lesson' for their wilfulness. Lieut ... 
Col. N. S. Sodhi, I.M.S., of Lahore would wholly rely on the 
efficacy of educational propaganda. though. he is scep!.ical about 
its Buccess. The cheapness of patent medicines appeals to the 
Civil Surgeon, Allahabad. He would not on that account inter
fere with a large part of the trade. As regards those wlJich are 
fraudulent, the difficulty of handling the situation and the fact 
that they are rife in other 'countries scare him away. 'rhat a 
('(lntrol of HOme kind should' be exerci~ed over tIle import, manu
facture and sale of proprietary medicines in the Indian market, 
is the opinion of 95 per cent of the witnesses. We are emphatically 
in favour of control and would strongly condemn the policy of 
laullez fa ire advocated by some of the witnesses. As to the exact 
nature of the control which should be exercised over patent and 
proprietary medicines, there is some cleavage of opinion which 
will be examined in .Chapter VIII' dealing with the "Methods 
of Control." 

CHAPTER V' 
The profession of Pharmacy 

183. There is no organized and self-contained profes~lon of 
pharmacy in India in the sense in which it exists in other parts 
of the world. In this advanced age of systematization and method 
in every department of life, this may sound strange, but it is none 
the less literally true. The profession here is represented by a set 
of people known as compounders whose status, functions and duties 
are ill-defined and improperly understood. They carryon the 
compounding, dispensing and selling of drugs and chemicals from 
day to day. They handle drugs and poisons with the utmost ease 
and freedom and in many cases in ignorance of their properties 
and potency. They also, do work as dressers and laboratory 
assistants in some of the hospitals and dispensaries. Anesthetists 
and operation assistants are sometimes drawn from their ranks. The 
list of their manifold duties does not end there. In some· places, 
they pose as physicians and surgeons and acquire a position and 
income by no means inglorious or negligible. In respect of quali
fications justifying the role they fill, they have little Or none to 
boast of. Their standard of education is low and not mu<~h is 
expected of them by way of professional training. ~his description 
which is drawn with restrain.t and moderation will suffice to show 
how they differ from the pharmacists of the Western countries who 
are required to have a thorough knowledge of the science of phar
macy and of the manufacture and analysis of dnlgs. 

184. The Committee received and heard a large amount of 
.evidence about the character and quality. of th<e 'work turned ou~ 
by the compOlwders. It gained commendation from very few 
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witnesses only. Charges of inaccurate dispensing, deliberate dis. 
h?~esty, negligence, carelessness and lack of any sense of responsi
blhty have all been profusely levelled aO'ainst them .. Doctor Sahai 
o~ the King George Medical College, Lucknow, and Lieutenant
Colonel Sen of Cachar, among others, speak as though inaccurate 
dispensing is the usual rule. The former referred to concrete 
instances of mistakes like reading and dispensing 'Ext. Bellad. 
Liq.' for' Ext. ,Belre Liq.' with the unfortunate results attendant 
.upon .them. Major General C. A. Sprawson, Surgeon-General with 
the, Gover!lment of Madras, ascribed inaccurate dispensing not 
merely tQ Ignorance, but also to the dishonesty of the compounders. 
Doctor Venkatachalam Qf the Madras Medical College stated that 
'dispensing of less than the prescribed quantities of rare and 
costly drugs is common in some quarters as has been recently 
proved by examining test prescriptions containing, e.g., potassium 
iodide.' The misappropriation of costly drugs and their substitu
tion, by drugs of inferior quality or defective· strength by com
pounders is said to be a common experience of many medical men. 
The Civil Surgeon of Singhbhum had such experience withpotas
sium iodide and quinine mixtures. In a case mentioned by the 
Civil Surgeon of Monghyr, the, substitution or omission of drugs 
was due to the fact that the required ingredients h'ad run short or 
were not stocked. 

185'. Another complaint made against the compound~;s is "th~t 
they mix ingredients on guess work without taking the trouble of 
measuring or weighing the drugs. Specific instances of slipshod 
work are on record. The Civil Surgeon of Singhbhum had the 
remarkable experience of being supplied with 'pure water as quinine 
mixture. Doctor Krishnaswami of Vizagapatam speaks of quinine 
poisoning by over-dose, the putting of croton oil into a patient's 
eye instead of atropine on account of wrong labelling and the wilful 
ta.mpering with doctor's prescriptions by compounders in small 
hospitals out of spite or greed. These instances have been selected 
at' random, but their combined effect is crushing. 

186. The few witnesses who championed the cause of com
pounders did so faintly or half-heartedly. The view of the Chemists' 
and Druggists' Association, :Madras, that the men engaged in the 
profession satisfied the ordinary requirements for all practical 
purposes has to be read subject to the admission about the advan
tages of better training. The eulogies of the Civil Surgeon of 
Allahabad are neutralized by the prefatory reference to the limited 
education of the compounders. Out of 401 replies received in 
response to the questionnaire issued by the Committee, nearly 61·8 
per cent of the witnesses have reason to find fault with compound
ing. The percentage of the witnesses who gave oral evidence 
is 62·3. 

187. The weight of evidence is, lherefore, decisively ag:ainst 
the competency of the .pre~ent day compound.ers. We are c?nvlllced 
that acute dissatisfactIOn IS felt by the pubhc and the medIcal men 
all . over India in respect Qf the profession of pharmacy in general .. 
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and of the work of the compounders in particular. The reason £01 
this is not far to seek when it is remembered hQw intimately con
nected the profession is with the health and well-l>eing of the people 
at large. We have no doubt that the condition of the profession 
is deplorable and its degenerate state cannot be exaggerated or over
emphasized. There is no pretence at the cultivation of the science 
of pharmacy lZ8 Buck. Pharmaceutists of the Western type who 
are conversant with the science of pharmacy and are al>le to carry 
on the duties of manufacturing and analysing drugs have not 
received recognition as a class. 'rhe mere compolmders who 
mechanically carryon the art of dispensing have neither the general -
education nor the special training to befit them for the efficient 
discharge of their responsible duties. It' is no wonder that they 
are found wholly unequal to their work. The surprise is how they 
carried on thus far and how their condition and work failed to 
attract earlier notice or eluded vigilance and reform until no~. 
- 188. Investigation of the qualifications and training of those 

who carryon the onerous and arduous duties of a compounder tells 
a sad tale and affords ample justification for the gloomy picture 
drawn above. No definite and uniform standard of training and 
qualifications is enjoined by the State in the different provinces qf 
India. The whole system is in a state of chaos. In certain Pro
vinces, under the provisions of ,the Municipal Acts. ,all chemists' 
shops are obliged to- employ qualified compounders for the com
pounding, dispensing and selling of drugs. In these places, rules 
have been framed by the Local (lovernments concerned for the 
systematic training of the compounders in the medical schools or 
colleges or hospitals, as the case may be. In other Provinces, there 
are no regulations whatever; l>ut a class of compQunders are trained 
in the district hospitals and medical schools for the convenience 
of the Government and the Local Board hospitals. The training is 
usually for a period of nine months with certain exceptions. We 
set below the standards of qualifications obtaining in the different 
provinces of India so far as they have been available to us. 

BENGAL 

189. The training of compounders has l>een recently improved 
(July 1928). Previously. the student was required to undergo a 
course of study and instruction extending over a period of one year 
only. The present course includes a period of study for two years. 
The minimum. l>asic qualification has also been raised. 

Preliminary educational qualificationa.-Only those candidates 
who have passed the 'Matriculation Examination of a recognized 
Indian University, or an examination accepted by the Governing 
Bod,. of the State Medical Faculty of Bengal, as equivalent thereto, 
shall be admitted into the institutions authorized for the training 
of ~ompounders. 

Course of training.-The course of training is of 'two years' 
duration- • 

(a) The first year of training should be spent at some specified 
institution during which period instruction will lie given in materia 
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n;tedica! in reading prescl'~ptions and writing . labels from prescrlp
tlo~s,. ~~ the laws regulatmg the sale of poisons, in doses, incom
patIblhtIe~ an~ ~~e re?ognition of dru?,s and in practi?a~ pharmacy. 
In every 111stltUtlOll 111 the course of one year a ml1umum of 50 
lectures; 50 demonstrations and_ 100 practical classes will lie held. 
Every student should attend at least 75 per cent of the total nUIIJ.ber 
of lectures, demonstrations and practical classes held. This course 
of training will be followed by the first examination at which he 
must obtain at least 50 per cent of the total marks and not less than 
50 per cent 0:£ the marks allotted to the practical part of the 
examination. - _ 

(b) The second year oi training 'will be taken ·after passing 
the first examination and will consist Qf an apprenticeship for a 
period of one year ina chemist's or druggist's establishment, or 
hospital or charitable dispensary which· has already been duly 
recognized for this purpose or may hereafter be recognized Py the 
Governing Body of the State Medical Faculty of Bengal. The 
Governing Body will fix the number of apprentices who may be 
under training at anyone time in each establishment or institution. 

ASSAM 

190. No preliminary qualification is enforced. The period of 
training is for one ·year. Rules laid dQ-wn for the training of 
compounders follow those in force in Bihar and Orissa. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA 

191. Uules have been laid down for the grant of certificates to 
the compounders in October 1926. 

The course of training extends for a period Qf one year and the 
candidates are required tQ attend the training classes in certain 
specified medical schools and institutions approved by the Inspector
General of Civil Hospitals. The candidates should not pe less than 
17 years of age. 

The curriculum includes-
(1) Instruction ~n Materia .~edica, (2) ~rac~ical ~harma?y, 

(3) Reading ill Enghsh and wrlb~g,. from dICtatIOn, m Eng~lsh 
prescriptions and labels for prescrIptions, and (4) Compoundmg, 
mixing, preparing and dispensing drugs. 

MADRAS 

192. This is the only province where pharmaceutical education 
has been accorded some measure of consideration. There are two 
classes of people carrying on the business in drugs-the compounder8 
and the chemists and druggists. 

The compounders' course includ~s a period of study. for. nine 
months. The standard of minimum educational qualificatIOn 18 the 
passing of the IV Form examination, with a fair knowled~e .of t~e 
vernacular and ability to write a good hand. .The trammgls 
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imparted at a hospital or major dispensary. The course Includes 
instruction in I First Aid' over and above the items laid down 
below:-

(1) The equipment of a dispensary. 
(2) The British and metric weights and measures; the weights 

and measures of the apothecaries' system; the fluid, grain and the 
drop. ' 

(3) The British Pharmacopreia and its uses. The galenical 
pI'eparations (official-formulre) of the British and the Indian 
.l'harmacopreias, the doses of the most important Qf them, including 
the doses Qf all poisonous preparations. 

(4) The prescription; the label, the distinctive labels of 
poisons and ol drugs for external use, weighing and measuring of 
liquids and solids. Abllity to read any prescription and to explain 
the order of dispensing it. ,The importance of not altering, 
omitting, Qr introducing substitutes for any part of the prescrip
tion without orders from the prescriber. 

(5) The 'mi~ture: how dispensed, the sequence to be observed 
in mixing certain ingredients; incompatible ingredients, sometimes 
mtentional; chemical reaction, how avoided in certain mixtures; 
suspending agents in mixtures containing heavy insoluble salts 
or resinous tinctures; finishing and wrapping. 

(6) Emulsions: emulsifying agents, emulsification of special 
drugs and fixed and volatile oils and of balsams. 

(7) Draughts and drops: how dispensed. 
(8) Pills: to be dispensed as small as possible, characteristics 

of a properly prepared pill, excipients (hard, soft and liquid), 
special excipients, dusting powders, silvering, ~elatine coating and 
varnishing pills. 

(9) Powders: essential points in dispensing powders, powders 
containing volatile or deliquescent salts, and powders for lotions 
and injections, how dispensed. 

(10) Aromatic waters; extemporaneous preparation of. 
(ll) Decoctions, infusions: the iIllPortance of their :being 

freshly prepared. 
(12) Suppositories, pessaries and hougies: the necessity of 

adding wax tQ certain official suppositories. 
(13) Liniments an~l pigments: how dispensed. 
(14) Plasters and blisters: plaster shapes. 
(15) Ointments: guiding principles in making ointments. 
(16) Departmental. rules regarding the keeping of poisons, the 

dispensing 'of liniments and poisonous preparations. , • 

The qualifying examination ~der the technical examination 
Icheme consists-.of an oral and practical examination in the subjects 
prescribed in the syllabus above. 
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ThB Chemists and Druggists' courae.-The cotltSe of study and 
instruction is as follows:-

Basic !lualific-ation.-Ma~riculation ()r Seco:ndary School. 
Leaving .Certificate ;Examina#on. . 

1(irst yeo:" 0/ study .. -Botany, I?organic Chemistry (theory), 
Mater.la Medlc.a, Chemlstry (practlcal), Practical Pharmacy, 
PractlCal Chemlstry, Organic, ChelI!,istry (theory). 

Second year oj study.-Materia Medica. 
Chemistry (practical) fQr three months. 

FInal Examination in Theoretical and Practical Chemistry, 
Materia Medica and Practical Pharmacy. 

Apprenticeship-one year's attendance in a chemist and 
drug&,ist's shop at any time after the first year of study. 

It'will be seen that this training imparts a fairly good knowledge 
of the principles and practice of pharmacy and a chemist and 
(lruggist so qualified can be relied upon to undertake the responsible 
duties of a pharmacist. 

BOMBAY 

193. Qualifications/or compounders.-There are no regular rUles 
regarding the qualification and training of compounders. Only 
candidates who have passed the VI Standard of an Anglo-Vernacular 
school are eligible for entrance. 

The candidate is required to posses8-
(1) An intimate an~ minute knowledge of the cOlllposition, 

strength and doses of all drugs and preparations o:f drugs supplied 
to civil hospitals and dispensaries. 

(2) General knowledge of the rest of the British Phar1ll8-
copwia, specially doses. 

(3) The ability to read prescriptions and to detect doses in 
excess of those laid down in the British Pharmacopwia. The 
candidate must be able to state readily how much of each of the 
druO's (or of the preparations of drugs), of which the prescription 
is c~mposed, is in each dose of the mixture, pill, etc., as the case 
maybe. _ 

(4) A knowledge of the more elementary incompati!>i1ities. 
(5) Ability to compound drugs, correctly and neat~y make 

pills, powders, oin'tments, spread plasters, etc. ' 
• (6) An el~mentary k~owledge o.f the "Var,ious an~iseptics and 

dressings used III the surglcal practice of dlspensarles' such as 
c.al'bolic. acid, boric acid, percploride" of mercury, iodine, etc., the. 
strength in which' each is usually used and the. me~hods employed 
in making eachup.. . 
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(7) A knowledge of what dru~8 supplied to dispensaries are 
poisonous and an elementary knowledge of the antidotes to be 
applied in case of poisQniug by such drugs. 

THE UNITED PROVINCES 

194. In the United Provinces, a scheme for the training of 
compounders has been started since January 1928, in six different 
centres of the province, namely, Allahabad, Benares, Lucknow,. 
Agra, Meerut and Bareilly. The minimum educational qualifica
tion enjoined is a pass in the VIII Class of a recognized English 
Bchool and the training to be undergone is for a period of ten 
months. The syllabus includes a knowledge of or aC~laintance 
with tbe following ite~s:-

(1) Weights and measures and their signs employed, in pre-
8criptions--Metric system. 

(2) Compounding and dispensing. 
Preparation and dispensing of pills, tablets, lozenges, pastilles, 

capsules, powders, suppositories, bougies, pessaries, pastes,' oint
ments, plasters, jellies, mixtures, emulsions, applications. 

(3) Incompatibles--wit~ special reference to prescription 
making. 

(4) Doses of drugs and preparations of British Pharmacopreia. 
(5) Recognition of poisons--their doses, precaution in storing 

and dispensing them-Government regulations about cocaine" opium 
and alcohol. . 

(6) How prescriptions are written-prescription reading
abbreviations in use. 

(7) Ordinary bazaar medicines-their doses and uses. 
(8) Keeping of stock book, preparation of indents and method 

of storing drugs. 
(9) Hospital accessories--their names and uses. , 

(10) Surgical instruments--their names, method of cleaning 
and preservation. 

(11) Preparations of dressings and lotions. 
(12) Bandaging-methods of applying various kinas of 

bandages. 
(13) How to dress wounds and simple injuries. 
(14) Arrangl'ment and care of operation room-preparation for 

operations. 
(15) Sterlization and asepsis--working of high pressure 

sterilizer. 
(16) ,Elementary first aid-preparation and application <if 

poultices, fomentations, blisters, enema, taking of temperatme, 
pulse and respiration. • • 

• 
, THs PUN~,"'B " " . 

195. There is"-no'regular system of training for '~o~pounders. 
ProTiationers are recrurtgd from vme to time who, after satisfying 
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the requirements given belQW, are promoted to the grade of 
compounders. Before recruitment, the candidate's knowledge of 
English and arithmetic is tested by the Civil Surgeon. 

NQ examinati'an as to the educational requirements is necessary 
in the case ofa candidate who has passed the Middle School 
Examination. 

A probationer is promoted to 'the status of a fifth grade 
compounder after satisfying the Civil Surgeon that--

(a) he has an accurate knowledge of weights and measures; 
(b) he is able to compound neatly pills, infusions, decoctions, 

mixtures, etc. ' -
(c) he has a fair knowledge of the appearance and the doses 

of the drugs, especially poisonous drugs, according to ages; 
(d) he has a fair knowledge of dressing wounds ~nd of 

bandaging. , 
A fifth grade compounder may qualify for the EngliRh qualifica-

tion allowance on passing the following test:-
(a) Reading simple sentences of English prose. 
(b) Transcribing simple printed sentences of English prose. 
(c) Reading intelligently English prescriptions. 
(d) Working exercises in arithmetic in addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division. 
The standard qualifying for promotion to the fourth grade is

-Ca) a thorough knowledge of compounding in all its branches; 
. (b) an accurate knowledge of the appearance, doses and actions 

of drugs; , 
(c) a thorough knowledge of dressing wounds and bandaging. 

With regard to a fourth grade compounder's knowledge of 
English, the test is-

(a) ability to read intelligently and e:s:plain sentences of easy 
.English prose in the printed character, 

(b) ability to copy neatly and correctly a piece of ordinary 
English from the written character; . 

(c) ability to read and write intelligently English prescrip
tions; 

(d) a knowledge of arithmetic up to the rule of three. 
To qualify for promotion to'the third grade, tIle compounder 

mURt have a competent knowledge not only of all the professional 
subjects described ab9ve for the fourth grade compounders but must 
also be able-

• (e) to administer enemas, .to ~ut up' cas?s of simple fractme, 
extract teeth, and perfornt vaccmatlOn operatIOns. 

With regard to English '(],uaiifications, he must be able-
.. (a) to read fluently and intelligently a p~ce of ordinary 

English prose;' • 
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(ll) to write from dictation with a reasonable amount- of 
correctness; , 

(c) to read and write English prescriptions intelligently; 
(d) to do sums in arithmetic up to, and inclusive of, the rule 

of three. 
The standard qualifying for promotion to the second. grade of 

compounders shall include a thorough knowledge of the following 
subjects over and above those already described:-

(e) ability to diagnose and treat cases Qf ordinary diseases that 
apply for relief at dispensaries; 

(j) a knowledge of the' composition of the pills, mixtures, 
powders, etc., of the British Pharmacopreia. 

NAGPUR 

. 196. Compounders' course.-Candidates .for admission info the 
cOlllpounder class must not be under 17 years of age and must 
possess the following preliminary qualifications:-

(i) Ability to read and write fluently at least one vermicular 
language commonly spoken in these provinces. 

(ii) Passing of an examination not lower than the annual 
examination in Class "'III of an Anglo~Vernacular'Middle School 
of the Central Provinces Education Department 'or an equivalent 
examination of another Province. 

The course of study extends over a period of one y~ar. The 
candidates are required to attend a course of- lectures for three 
months in materia medica and pharmacy and practical demonstra-
tion in museum. ' 

Course of instruction-
(1) Practical pharmacy. 
(2) Reading prescriptions and labels and writing them in 

English from dictation. 
(3) Criticism of prescriptions !is to dosage and incompatibles 

and the action to be taken when a prescription is not understood 
or is dangerous. 

(4) The compouding, mixing, preparing and dispensing of 
drugs and the avoidance of waste. 

(5) Thl! preparation of antiseptic lotions and dressings. 
- (6) Bandaging, dressing ot wQunds, sterilizing of.' instru-
ments, taking of, temperature, training in ~rst aid; etc. ' 

'(7) The preparation of.returns, writing out registers and filing 
papers, etc. 

BURMA' 

Comp0lf,nd.ers' , course 

197. J/inimum basic lJualification.-I. Primary scnool exami
nation and examinati.on in English and arithmetic by theCi'9il 
~urge,on or Medical Officer of the hospital at which it is proposed 

11 . 



to hain them with a view to satisfy themselves that they possess 
the necessary knowledge of these subjects beyond those required 
of a candidate who has passed the primary school examination in 
order that they may be able to perform the duties required of a 
compounder efficien~ly. II. Anglo-Vernacular Middle School Exa
mination. 

Period of training.-One year in the Rangoon General 
Hospital and in a few of the larger hospitals of the province to be 
notified by the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals. 

A candidate for compoundership must pass in each of the 
following tests: - ... 

(a) Ability to read English prescriptions and the signs for 
weights and measures. . 

. (b) A practical knowledge of weights and measures and of 
the simple rules of pharmacy, such as the limit of weight for pills. 

(c) Ability to compound accurately and neatly a simple 
prescription for pills, a mixture, and an ointment written in 
English, the quantities of each ingredient being indicated by 
English signs. 

(d) A knowledge of the names and uses of the hospital 
necessaries in ordinary use in compounding. 

(e) Ability to recognize such drugs as are in most frequent 
use and to state the usually prescribed dose of each with a knowledge 
88 to wnich of them are poisons. 

(/) A knowledge of the names and uses· of such surgical 
instruments as those contained in a • pocket case'; syringe eathe-. 
ters and the like. . 

(g) Ability to apply properly three or four of the bandages 
in most frequent ,l!le and! to dress cleanly and neatly ulcers and 
simple wounds. . 

The candidate must also show an acquaintance with the 
composition of such medicines as are in most frequent use and 
ability to name tI,e drugs in the stock usually supplied to a main 
dispensary .which are classed as • Poisons' together with their 
doses. 

198. It does not require any great research to infer from tll8 
study of the above list that the advantages accruing from the 

.promotion of pharmaceutical education have not yet been suffi
ciently appreciated in India. The basic education is, in many 
.cas~s, disproportionately low. With the exception of a few pro
vinces, the actual course of training is also generally inadequate. 
It is grossly insufficient to equip ..,them to the proper discharge 
(If the responsible duties which fall on them. The superior class 
of pharmaceutists is practically ignored. The profession does not 
attract pupils of status and e~ucation. The re~uneration which 

. they receive bears no proporbon to the responSIble character of 
. their duties. The result is tlIat the profession commands little 
or no. prestige. If the needs of the country are· to be adequately 



met, a cbrrect conception of the true character of the profession 
anI! of its nature, dignity. and functions has to be brought home 
to the people in general. Public opinion must be 80 educated as 
to accord to the profession its proper place in the departments of 
human activities. It must be made impossible for persons with
out adequate training and qualifications to dabble with the profes
sion. A system of training and education suit.ed to the peculi!1r 
conditions of the country should be carefully devised 80 as to lift 
the profession out of the morass into whjch it is sinking deeper 
every day. 

199. The necessity for desperate remedies is accentuated by 
a consideration of the Jltate of the profession in other paits of 

·the world. Pharmacy has attained a very high standard of deve
lopment in most of the progressive countries. It is considered 
there to be an important branch of applied scjence. Systematic 
courses of training are imparted in colleges which are specially 
designed for the purpose known as ' Colleges of Pharmacy.' The 
subject forms a part of the curriculum of many U~iversities. The 
standard of education in some of the important countries ·of the 
West may be glanced at to gain a comparative idea of the training 
existing in India. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

200. There are two di:fferent courses of training for pharmacists 
-the Junior. course, 'the Chemist and Druggist ' and the Senior 
course, 'the Pharmaceutical Chemist.' 

A pl'elimjnary qualification of the standarq. of Junior Local 
Examination of Cambridge or Oxford or the Matriculation Examina
tion of the University of London is required hefore admission to 
a pharmacist's course. After'completion of a course of study at 
an approved institution of at least 440 hours in chemistry, botany 
and physics, the candidate will be allowed to sit for the prelimi .. 
nary scientific examination. He has then to serve an apprentice. 
ship and show proof that he has served for at least 4,000 hours 
spread over not less than two years under a qualified pharmacist 
in a pharmacy, hospital, dispensary or other approved institution. 
In addition, he has to attend a systematic course of study of' 720 
hours in pharmacy, p\larmaceutical chemistry, pharmacology and 
forensic pharmacy. He is then permitted to sit for his qualifying 
examination and on passing gets a 'chemist's and druggist's' 
diploma. .' 

Pharmaceutical Chernut'lJ Ercamination.-Aiter passing the pre
liminary scientific examination, the candidate is required to go 
through a period of training of at least 2,000 hours in a pharmacy 
or hospital. Attendance at an approved systematic course of at 
least 1,600 hours in botany, chemistry, pharmacology, pharmacy 
and forensic pharmacy is also enjoined. 

Degrees in pharmaceutical chemistry are also conferred' by 
Universities of London, Manchester, etc. These are recognized 
by the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain for purposes of 
registration.' . 



'Thus, it will be se!ln that the -candidate for the Course of' 
pharmacy now has to. undergo what is practically a two years' 
approved systema~ic courSe of training for the lower qualification 
and three years for the higher. Unjversity degrees are also open 
to him if he is a matriculate. 

THE UNITED SUTES-OF AMERICA 

201. In, the United States of America, there are no national 
o.r State laws to guide pharmaceutical education in a general way. 
There is a. voluntary organization known as the' American Asso
ciation of Colleges of Pharmacy" which was establiJ:;hed in 1900. 
This body is rjilsponsible for raising the standards of pharmaceutical 
education by voluntary co-operation 'with all the pharmacy schools, 
in the Federation. 

A candidate for admission into a college of pharmacy is required 
to possess at l,east {our years of high school work er its equivalent, 
The minimum course is of three years' duration, each year con
sisting of 32 weeks of college work with certain requirements as 
to credit hours and curricula. The minimum degree is Graduate, 
in Pharmacy (Ph.G.), which is eligible for registration, under most 

. State laws. 1'he degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist (Ph.C.) is 
giv!ln for a somewhat more advanced course and the degree of 
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy (B.Sc. in Phar.) is annually 
coilferred upon many students who take a longer and more difficult 
course. This degree is usually the minimum educational qualifi .. 

. cation for efficial, Governmental and State employment and for 
many positions in manufacturing establishments. Post-graduate 
courses leading to the degree of Master ef Science. in Pharmacy 
(M. Sc. in Phar.) and Doct04 of :Pharmacy ,(J:>har. D.) are also, 
available for those inter,ested in research work or who. intend to. 
enter the profession. ef' teaching. F~oID, 1932.' no student will 
be accepted for a course of less than four years' duration. Thus 
by 1936 the minimum course in pharmacy recognized in the United 
States will be that leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in 
Pharmacy. 

GERMANY 

202. ~he course of training for pharmacists in GeI:many is 
at present a,s follows: The futur~ pharmacist having attainel\ 
what we would call the • higher leaving certificate' standard" 
works as aD, apprentice (pra,ktik;ant) in th~ phlilrm,acy for byo years, 
during which time he must, in addition t,o gaining practical e~pEl~ 
~ience, ~ake ~imsel£ familiar with chemistry, physics and botany. 
TheD, QOmes the 'preliminary pharmaceutical examination ~ at 
the' coro,pletion of which a year of apprentic~ship will h~ve to. 
be served in an (apotheke.' 'fhen he goes through a University 
course which at present takes foul' semesters (six months), but 
is likely' in the near future to be extended by two further sessions. 
Lectures are taken on general and pharmaceutical chemistry, 
physics, botany and pharmacognosy, pharmacology and bacteJ:io~ 
logy. Practical classes in analytical al?-d p]larmaceutical chemis!:t:Y, 



toxicology and methods of sterilization and microscopic examination 
of drugs have also to be attended. ~hen the Pharmaceutical 
State Examination is held; following which the candidate has to
work for anoth!'lr two years in pharmacies until he receives hi\ 
f approbation.' This entitles him to the independent management 
of an f a~otheke.' 

The course of b,-ainirig and examination is uniform all over 
Germany. There is no degree of Doctor of Pharmacy but many 
graduate ail Doctor of Philosophy taking usually a further five or 
six semesters iupharmaceutical chemistry or Lotany or the natural 
sciences. 

203. It is not necessary to refer in dl!tai~ to the qualifications 
enjoined by the State in, other countries., In almost all the 
countries in the Continent of Europe, Italy, Norway, France, 
Swedeu, etc., dispensing is reserved exclusively to the qualified 
people and a very high standard of training is, maintained. In 
l:iwitzerland, almost all the Universities maintain a Chair in 
Pharmacy and a systematic course of training is given. In Russia 
also, a strict system of training has to be gone through bef-ore a 
pharmacist is recognized by the State and is a,llowed to practise 
a8 such. All pharmacies there are owned by the State and the 
pharmacista and their assistants are civil servants. Japan has 
already fairly advanced in pharmaceutical education and organiza
tion. In the far East, the Nanking Government has recently 
brought out a Chinese Phal'macopreia in one volume with definite 
standards to supersede the orthodox one in 52 volumes. The South 
American Republics and the Straits Settlements are also known to 
be pharmaceutically progressive. 

CHAP'l'ER VI 

/Jf etllods 01 contl'Ol 

204. A close study of the conclusions arrived at in the previous 
chapters of this part irresistably points to the pressing need for 
immediate improvement of the situation in regard to the profession 
of pharmacy in India and to the manufacture, sale and import 
of drugs included in the British Pharmacopreia as well as of those 
which are 'known and approved.' As described by. some of the 
witnesses, the situation is chaotic in the extreme and calls for. 
stringent measures to cope with it urgently. 

205. Tbe propriety of limiting freedom" in the interests of .. the 
public at large, by subjecting it to necessary cOl!-trol cannot be 
gainsaid. The claim for special and exceptional. meas1p'es for' 
strict control over the so-called f drugs of addictiOJl.' ~ or .habit
forming drugs 'as Indian hemp and opium has been .:recognized. 
The International Opium Convention signed or ratified, ~y every 
civilized nation in the world is directed against such drugs. The 

'maintenance of the purity and strength of other drligs is a 'jtuiti-
flable ground for gran~ of special protection. 



206. To the effective search of measures of controi, a carefui 
investigation of the true causes for the ~xisting condition of things 
will assuredly be a useful and illuminating prelude. The_,absence 
of efficient power$ of. control, the lack of proper safeguards and 
the inadequacy and ineffectiveness of the existing laws stand-out 
in bold relief in ~he forefront. The want of strong public opinion, 
the insufficient appreciation of the importance of the subject by 
all conoerned, the general backwardness and illiteracy of the people 
and their lamentable" dependence on foreign goods, have not a 
little contributed to the unsatisfactory character of the existing 
conditions. Of the latter, we shall give our views in Section IV. 
'fhe precise state of the laws has been exami~ed in Section II. In 
the words of Mr. M. N. Ghose, Chemical Examiner for Customs 
and Excise, Calcutta, th~ position may be· succinctly summed up 
thus-

The existing laws and the machinery for enforcing them are not 
adequate to deal with adulteration or other fraudulent practices, defective 
manufactures from carelessness or want of knowledge and too long storage 
whereby the efficacy of a drug is materially affected. 

207. Adulteration is generally the outcome of unhealthy com
petition to supply medicine at low prices. Under-strength in 
preparations labelled as poison is common, partly on account. of 
the paucity of qualified chemists cILpable of testing them and 
partly on account of the desire to avoid ~ntoward accidents .. Such 
is the case with preparations like tinctures of nux vomica, digitalis 
and the liquid extracts of ergot and belladonna. The deviclls 
adopted are many, namely, (1) removal of the characteristic princi
ple from essential oils (e.g., eugenol from oil of cloves, cineol 
from eucalyptus oil, santalol from sandalwood oil, menthol from 
oil of peppermint) i flavouring of the terpene. and sllsquiterpene 
residues with Buch substances as benzaldehyde, cinnamic aldehyde, 
terpeneol, geraniol, and sale as essential oils; and mixture with 
mineral oils; (2) adulteration of expensjve drugs such as cocaine, 
santonin, saccharine, quinine,' caffeine, potassium iodide and 
thymol, with Bubstances similar in appearance, e.g., cocaine wjth 
phenazone, aspirin, potassium nitrate, etc., santonin with boric 
acid; quinine with chalk, starch and other inert matter; potassium 
iodide with potassium bromide which is much cheaper; (3) use 
of inferior or damaged raw materials which are purchased at 
cheap rates; (4) use of preservatives permitting decrease in alcohol 
content, e.g.-, addition of carbolic acid, formaldehyde, salicylic 
acid (which are injurious in character); (5) importation of time
expired or stale drugs which are not saleable in the ,country of 
origin; (6) false and misleading labels as to quality and strength; 
and (7) adoptj6n o! fictitious names with the object of misleading 
the public. 

208. As regards the profession of pharmacy, theFe are practi
callv no restrictive laws of general application except certain per
fun~tory provisions in Mli.nicipal Acts of some of the Provinces 
relating to the registration and licensing of retail shops and' the 
employment of compounders. 
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209. Biological products and organo-metallic' compounds re
quire special care in their manufacture as regards personnel and. 
equipment, and their subsequent control by bio-chemical 
and biological assays. Equally great attention is required in 
regard to their import as they are peculiarly susceptible to defec
tive conditions of transit and storage. 

210. That the danger attending the use of patent and 
proprietary medicines calls for intervention cannot be doubted. 

211. Numerous suggestions have been offered by the witnesses 
in furtherance of the improvement of the situation. T~ough 
varied in details of secondary importance, they exhibit striking 
unanimity in respect of essentials.' Immediate legislat,iOR. and 
tightening up of the laws, conditionally or absolutely, is 
demanded by nearly all. Some of them would accord precedence to 
the preparation of an Indian Pharmacopreia and- the pasSing of 
an Act for the prevention of adulteration of. foodstuffs, while others 
would insist on regard being shown to the nascent· chemical and 
pharmaceutical industries of the country. The necessity for de
finite standards and tests for proper methods of analysis and for 
trained men and machinery to carry them out is stressed by all. 
Pharmacy laws to enforce registration .of manufacturers and re
tail vendors of medicines as well as of manufactories and places of 
retail sale and for the improvement of the qualifications of phar
macists and compounders, together with the establishment of 
institutions for their training, are strenuously demanded by 
almost every witness. Provisions prohibiting adulteration 'and 
misbranding on the lines of the Acts in force in the U nitedStates 
of America and England 8re generally recommended for accept
ance. Checks on imports and manufacture are stressed by many. 
That there should be a central contro1ling a.uthority anc;l labo~ 
ratory with provincial branches and ramifications :linked with 
it, is among the most popular of ,the proposals. The appointment 
of qualified, responsible and well-paid inspectors, to inspect manu

'factories and places of sale and to pick up samples for analysis, 
and of public analysts, to examine specimens submitted to them, 
finds general favouI": Cold storage and special protection for 
hiologicaland organo-metallic products and rigid control over 
labelling, the importation and sale of patent and proprietary medi
cines and the issue of advertisements commending them to .the 
pulllic, are almost universally advocated. These are soine of the 
main proposals. We are impressed with the imperative ,necessity 
of adopting a comprehensive policy and have examined every. pro
posal with the greatest care, with special regard to its practic'a-' 
bili~v .. We would formulate tlll~ .following scherit.t as the mORt 
(e:lInble one. • 

DnuGs 

212: The control should be confined' to such drugs as are' i~
eluded. in the DritiRh Pharmacopreia and other medicines of well
known therapeutic value. It is not feasible at this stag'e to imnose 
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or enforce,. similar control ~ver the other classes of indigenous 
medicines, al~hough it is eminently deliirable to have some sort of 
check as indicated in Chapter III .)f this Section. ;Evidence is 
almost uniform that the 1l0ntrol over pharmacopreial and 'known 
and approved' mediciJ?es should be central and should not be inixed 
up w~th that !or foods, as the l~t~er has to be adjusted to suit the 
peculIar reqUIrements and conditlons of the respective provinces. 
As o?~erved by th~ Bombay Medical.Union, in view of the peculiar 
condItIons of IndIa and of the fact that the assay and analysis 
of ~ru~s, chemicals and therapeutic substances would require a 
speCIalIzed study, the Pure Drugs Act would need to be an all
India Act~ while the Pure Foods Act can be passed by the Provincial 
Councils: A- iewwitn-esses like Doctor MacMahon of the United 
Provinces, no doubt, consider it neither desirable nor practicable 
to dissociate drugs from foods for purposes of legislation on the 
ground that it is very often impossible to sayundel' what category 
a product or sllbstance may fall. The Bombay Medical Union 
have also suggested that proprietary foods designed for infants and 
invalids and utilized medicinally shotllcl be brought under the 
purview of the Drugs Act, But, it does not appear that any 
insuperable difficllIty will be expel'ienced in' actual practice in 
differentiating foods from drugs, or in bringing what are essentially 
drugs within the control of the Drugs Act. 

213. That the central control should be only of a supervIslDg 
and regulating character has not also given rise to any difference 
of opinion. Mr. Niyogi of the~Bombay Customs Department has 
'shown that the various Provincial Governments should be em
powered to talce action in respect of the requirements of their Pro
vinces. Mr. M. N. Ghose of the Customs and Excise Department 
tlf Calcutta is for empowering the Local- Governments to make 
rules f<?t enforcing the provisions of the Act of the Central legis
.ature in regard to their i'esp~ctive Provin~es. 

214. Doctor Sahni and Colonel Bakl11e of Lahore suggest the 
establishment. of a Pharmaceutical Society. as the central con
trolling authority. Messrs. -Beli Ram & Brother~ also say thilt a 
Pharmaceutical Society should take the control of drugs and medi
cine~ in their hand. Lielttetlant-Colonel Cook of Bhagalpur and 
the- CiVIl Surgeon of Monghyr would want the guiding influence 

_ of the All-India General· Medical Council.· The latter prefers an 
all-India controllin-g authority as tending to efficiency and eco
nomy and as being less open to local prejudices and influences.
DoCior Bindra of Rawalpindi and Doctor Das of N agpui suggest 
B central body consisting of experts. Doctor Lakshmanaswami 
Mudaliar of '"Madras refers to the necessity of provincial 'boards 

. of control in the different provinces and a central board working 
under the Government of India. Lieutenant-Colonel Pandalai of 
-Madras expressly imposes the duty of Idcating' well-equippe.d labo
ratories for drug analysis an-d research on the Government of. 
India. Doctor Ftank Noronha ot Bangalore is emphatic that .the 
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Central Government should give lead in the maUer. Doctor Mac
Mahon and the Indian Merchants' ChaiUber of Commerce are for 
an All-India Council on the Western lines. 

215. In view of the above state of evidence, we incline in 
fav~ur of central control vesting with the Governor-General in 
Council. The control would be exercised by the Department of 
Education, Health and IJands.The .Governor-General in Council 
should be assisted by an Advisory Board and a Central Laboratory. 
A Pharmaceutical Council would be the legitimate authority for 
being entnlsted with the- enforcement of laws in relation to the 
profession of pharmacy. 

216. The Advisory Board would nave onerous duties to per~ 
'cI'm and should be an efficient body, above reproach or criticism 
of any kind. SOllie of the witnesses have given details as to its 
cOllstitution which give an idea as to the nature of the body which 
they bave in view. Mr. M. N. Ghose suggests that it should 
('onsi"t .of -eminent physicians, kavirajs and pharmacists. The 
Central Board and the Provincial Boord spoken of by Doctor 
Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, which to a certain extent correspond 
to the Advisory Board, should consist of the Chemical Examiner 
to tile Government, a Professor of Pharmacology, a Professor of 
Therapeutics, the officer in charge of the Government Medical 
Stores Depot and a representative of the' Pharmaceutical Society. 
Others generally say that it should be an expert body of chemists, 
doctors and scientists consisting of representatives of the Central' 
Laboratory, private practitioners, firms of reputed druggists. and 
the Government. That there should be a non-official majority or 
that it should be composed wholly or mostly of Indians are some of 
the other recommendations. Having given our best consideration 
to its constitution, our view is that it should consist of fifteen 
members. The Director-General of Indian Medical Service should 
he its Chairman, and the Public Health' Commissioner to the 
Government of India, and the Director and' one other member 
of the staff of the Central Laboratory should be ex-officio mem~ 
helll.The retnaining eleven should be elected by the General 
Medical Council in India, the General Council of Pharmacy, the 
Medical Faculties of Statutory Universities and independent 
medical practitioners. It is necessary fo 1ememoer that in the 
:le;jhe for fuller representation or for excessive strength it should 
JlJ)t become unwieldy, The elected members should be hon.orary 
and hold office for three years. , 

. 217. The establishment of a Ct>ntraI r~aboratory and Provincial 
laboratories working under its guidance and in co-ordination with 
each other is one of the main planks of every proposal which the 
Committee had to consider. .There is also a general agreement 
nlJflut their prestige and functions. As regards the -een~ral labo
ratorv, the following remarks of the Chemical Examiner for Salt 
atld ~stom9, Bombay, about existi:ng lalioratories, are pertinenl:
.. . The Gov,el'nme!lt of .I,!dia .do not haye, a central laboratory for all 
Oovernmen~ of India ehemical work for CivIl departments simila, to the 
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Government laboratory of London. The Government of India have sepa
rate chemical organizations, developed gradually through different periods 
of existence and quite distmct from each other in the nature of the work 
done. l!'or example, the Agricultural, the Indian Stores, the Customs, 
etc., departments, have each. got separate laboratories. It is eminently 
desirable that, to have a uniform standard of materials and practice, drug 
control should be a central subject and there should be a central labora
tory for the execution of routine and research work. 

With reference to its constitution, he 'says:-
• that it should be such as to enjoy the fullest confidence of the general 

and the drug-manufacturing public, and that an independent existence 
is best calculated for the growth of that reputation • 

. " 218. The question whether any of the existing laboratories may 
be expanded so as to suit .the requirements of the proposed Cen
tral laboratory has been examined in great detail in the memo
randum submitted by Mr. T. S. T. Chari, Chemical Examiner for 
Customs, Madras. He is in favour of a central laboratory to 
correlate the working of existing laboratories which should con
tinue with necessary modifications. So also is Mr. Niyogi of 
the Customs Department, Bombay. A contrary note is struck by 
Mr. 'M. N. Ghose, Officiating Chemical Examiner for Customs 
and Excise, Calcutta, who recommends the strengthening Qf the 
existing test stations (public health laboratory and customs labo
ratory) for foods and drug analysis at the disposal of the Govern
ment. The Superintendent of the ,·Government Test House at 
Calcutta also brought to the notice of the Committee that the 
establishment there has a staff of experienced analytical chemists 
. and has, for several years, been utilized by the Medical Stores 
Depot for the analysis of a considerable number of drugs and 
chemicals and suggested that the advantageous position of his 
establishment for undertaking the work should not be overlooked 
in case the necessity for centralized· analysis arose and a Govern
ment Test House was ultimately /lgreed upon. With a view to 
see if the existing test house could be so developed as to meet the 
requirements of the-contemplated central laboratory. the Committee 
availed itself of the invitation of the Superintendent· of the Test 
house and paid a visit to it. We are not satisfied that the existing 
staff and laboratory are suitable for the object in view. The space 
available at the site is not large enough for the erection of addi
tional buildings or to afford facilities for future expansion. Mr. 
Stewart, Collector of Customs, Bombay, took exception to a cen
tral laboratory on' the ground that it could not be conveniently 
made use of for testing imported articles for customs purposes as 
t'he work could not be got done with the same degree of expedi
tion. We are convinced that a separate and independent central 
laboratory, established and controlled by the Governor-General 
in Council, is essential in view of the highly specialized and tec1lDi
cal nature, the superiority in standard and of the far-reaching 
importance of the work that is to be entrusted to it. 

219. The staff and the functions of the Central Laboratory ha.ve 
Deen minutely examined in the memoranda of Mr. Chari, MI'. 
Niyo!!'i. Mr. Rakshit. Doctor Dikshit and the Bombav Medieal 



Union. We are in entire agreement with their views. vie may 
briefly summarize its functions. The Central Laboratory must 
do research work 'on the pharmacological testing of drugs, 
train Public Analysts in the method of chemical, bio-chemical and 
biological assay, undertake commercial tes~ing of drugs ,for manu
facturers and dealers on payment of the prescribed fee, assay and 
test chemicals, drugs, biological products and organo-metallic 
compounds and articles sent by Local Governments, Provincial 
Laboratories or Inspectors, prepare and maintain suitablestandard~ 
ot Itrength, purity and quality for drugs, standardize differen1i 
methods of analysis and testing of drugs with due regard to the 
climatic and other conditions prevailing in different parts of India, 
guide, co-ordinate and correlate the work of the Provincial IJabo
rataries, act as expert referee in respect of disputed analysis (1:£ 
samples sent by Local Governments, periodically issue bulletins 
about the progress in various branches of its activities and supply 
information to manufacturers and Provincial Laboratories as they 
Juay be in need of. The procedure which governs the relatJo:r;s 
of the Customs Control Laboratory at Lahore with the Customs 
Laboratories at Calcutta, Bombay, Kamchi, Rangoon and Madra~ 
may, with necessary alterations, be adopted for regulating the re
lationship of the proposed Cep.tral Laboratory and Provincial.Labo
ratories. It is said that when anything interesting from the 
Customs point of view comes to the knowledge of any of the labo
ratories the information is promptly communicated to the Central 
Laboratory which examines it and communicates its conclusions 
to the branch laboratories for information and ,guidance. The 
staff should obviously consist of experts in the subjects dealt with 
in the different departments of the laboratory. Poctor Sahni and 
Colonel Bakhle, our co-opted colleagues of Lahore, state that the 
officers in charge should be recruited for their special qualifica
tions and in no case should this important work, on which the 
fate of the future drug industry of India largely depends, be en
trusted to Chemical Analysers of Government simply because they 
are in Government service and have certain laboratory facilities. 
The Bombay Medical Union observed that the laboratories should 
be ,in charge of experts in chemical analysis as well as in bio
chemical methods of testing of drugs and that they should be re
cruited, for their specifio qualifications and not drafted, in 
accordance with the hitherto pernicious system of Government, from 
the Indian Medical Service. 'fo our mind, the only determining 
factor in the choice of the personnel of the' staff should be abso
lute competency and fitness and no otherconsidemtion should 
be permitted to influence the selection. 

220. It is not for us to give elaborate details of the staff. We 
would, however, suggest that it should consist of two departments, 
(1) Pharmacology. ad Bio-Chemistry, and (2) Chemistry and 
Pharmacy. A Di~ector should be at the head, and each of the. 
departments should consist of one Deputy Director, one Assistant 
Director «and . two Senior Assistants. There sh9uld also be· 3D 

adequate'numberof Pharmacologists. Bio.ctemists, 9.hemis.l;s and 
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rharmacis.ts,with the necessary clerical and menial stafr. .As 
regards the qualifications of the Director .. we agree with Mr. Chari 
of Madras Customs that in order that the functions of the institute 
may be achieved it must be in the hands of a Direc.tor who is Ii 

first class live Pharmacologist with a sound knowledge of chemistry -
and he must have excellent research experience, a good business 
acumen and proved ability to initiate lines of research in the 
different laboratories and control the same, and sound experience 
of the drug ~rade. As regards its location, he says that, to derive 
the maximum benefit of such an institute, it must be situated in 
or near one of the bigger business centres like Bombay or Calcutta 
as it will get considerable inspiration for work fro.m being in the 
midst of big manu£ac.turing and importing chemists and druggists, 
public and private laboratories and hospitals. He would prefer 
its location either in the School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, 
Calcutta, or the Haffkine Institute, Bombay, as the necessary 
facilities by way of staff and equipment already exist ~here and 
suitable additional facilities by way of extension of buildings, 
staff and equipment may. be easily. provided to cope with' any 
additional work. The amount of research work that is being done 
in .these institutions' under expert guidance and control is expected 
by him to act as an incentive and tQ" accelerate the future work 
of the drug institute. Doctor D'Monte and the Bombay Medical 
.Union suggest that it should be located in or near Bombay as it 
is the principal centre' of import of drugs. Doctor Sahni and 
Colonel Bakhle merely say that it should be located in the prin
cipal centre of import. Doctor P. C. Chattopadhyay is in favour 
of Calcutta. As regards the exact 1)lace of location, we do not 
desire to say anything. There is not much to choose between 
BQmbay and Calcutta. 

221. The establishment and maintenance of an up-to-date labora
tory in each of the several Provinces by the Local Governments 
concerned is alike supported by the witnesses examined. Its 
function should be to deal with drugs and chemicals of local 
manufacture as well as of foreign origin which come into :the 
Province. It should report on the samples of drugs imported or 
made locally which are submitted to it for analysis and under~ake, 
on payment, analysis of drugs at the request of manufacturers or 
others interested in obtaining its opinion. Many oj the witnesses 
have suggested that research should form part of .the functions. of 
the Provincial Laboratory. "iVe feel that it will be fully occupied 
with the . legitimate work of testing samples submitted for analysis 
by Inspectors, etc., which will leave little time for· carrying on 
research work. In the apportionment of the functions of the 
Central and the Provincial laboratories, it is eminently desirable 
that no overlapping should i>ccur. 

222. The question, whether the existing laboratories "would 
answer ~he purpose, again. arises for soilution and practically the 
samli' oonside'ratiolls apply. Doctor MacMahon is of. opiQ,ion that 
as the various Provinces already have their. Qwn Food and Drugs 
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Acts, the actual testing of drugs sold in the market shouid Le 
left to the l'rovincial Public Analysts. He would recommend a 
lltaff ()f one Public Analyst, one Deputy Public Analyst, two 
Assistant Public Analysts and four Analytical Assistants to carry 
on the combined work of analysing foodstuffs and testing drugs 
and medicinal preparations. The present staff is said to be one 
Public Analyst (half time), one Depu.ty Public Analyst, one 
Assistant Public Analyst and three Analytical Assistants. We 
are Ilot aware of the extent and magnitude of the work involved 
in testing foodstuffs. It does not seem objectionable on prin~iple' 
to combine testing of food and testing of drugs within the sCJlpe 
of one department Fll'ovided it (lan satisfactorily cope with _ the 
double work. What we are cOJlcerned w~th is that it should be 
under the control and direction of the Central Laboratory in regard 
to the testing of drugs and should be adequately staffed! and· 
equipped to serve the purpose in view. It may be the existing 
Public Analysts' laboratory expanded in the manner mentioned 
by Doctor lIacMahon or it may be a thoroughly new one which 
may also be utilized by the authorities to do testing work ill 
connexion with foods. There should at least be a Public Analyst 
and a Deputy, expressly devoted to the work of testing ilrugs. 

223. The provisions for control include the appointment of 
Inspectors. In this connexion, the Committee has had to consider 
the proper sources of recruitment. The .Excise DepartmeIl,t, the 
Medical Department and the Health Departmen~ were prominently 
mentioned. Suggestion was also made for direct appointments. 
As the evidence was insufficient .to enable the;Comniittee to arrive 
at a decisive conclusion on this point, we got into touch with the 
heads of the different departments concerned and ascertained their 
views. Their opinions are co~flicting and are set (lut in Appendix K 
of Part II. In the interest of satisfactory discharge of duties, the 
Committee would prefer the appointment of special drug inspectors 
not attached to any particular department an!! who consequently 
have no Qther occupations. The Inspectors should be appointed by 
Local Governments subject to prescribed rules. These Inspectors 
may be attached to the provincial Laboratories and not to any of 
the existing departments which are aU apparently already over
worked. Such an arrangement will make for expediti.on and 
efficiency in the execution of the work by the Inspectors. It is for 
the Local Govermmmt in each -case to decide which department 
should be made responsible for the work and to adopt the most 
feasible course. In the major Provinces, there should be at least 
a staff of two Inflpectors and four cleTb with the necessary menial 
staff, wIlo should be exclusively devoted to the task {)f carrying 
out the proposed duties. In, the other Provinces, the number may 
be halved. 

224. If, however, it is not found feasible to have a _sepil.ra~e 
IItaft' of special inspectors as indicated by us we would suggest 
that they 'should be attached to the Healtl}. Depl8rtment of each 



Province and be made to work under their direct control and supei
vision. This is in accordance with what we gather is the gtmetal 
trend of the view. of those who can speak with knowledge and 
experience on the point. 

225. There is a consensus of opinion that the actual control 
should be exercised on tlie lines of those contained in .the Sale of 
Food and Drugs Ac~ of England and of the United States of 
America. Prominent reference may be made in this connexion 
to the evidence of Doctor MacMahon, Doctor D'Monte, Captain 
De of the Tropical School of Medicine and Hygiene and the 
memorandum of .the Bombay Medical Union. The essential p.re· 
requisite is a _ clear exposition of the terms 'Adulteration' and 
'Misbranding.' Doctor Mazumdar, Chief Health Officer of the 
CaJ1.cutta ,Corporation, has pointed out in his memorandum that the 
provisions of the existing Calcutta Municipal Act are based on the 
existing laws of Great Britain, United States of America, Victoria, 
New Zealand and New South Wales. ·Reference to Section II will 
show that many of the provisions of the Statutes in those cOuntries 
have been incorporated in the Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923, with 
necessary modifications. We are of opinion that the provisions of 
that -Act regarding' Adulteration' and' Misbranding' of drugs 
are sound and may be applied to the whole of India. Drugs shQuld 
be deemed to be adulterated or misbranded in accordance with the 
definitions in clauses (2) and (42) of section 3 of that Act *. The 
British, German and American Pharmacopreias may': be recognized. 
The Governor-General in Council, in consultation with the Advisory 
Board, may be empowered to specify one or more particular pharma
copreias to which the drugs should 'conform. In cases where no 
pharl1l.acopreias are mentioned and where the composition is not 
stated on the label, the drugs should be required to conform to a 
recognized standard as laid down for the purpose. ,The sale, 
manufacture or storage for sale of adulterated or misbranded or 
unwholesome drugs should be prohibited as in sections 406 and 412 
of the Calcutta Municipal Act. The prohibition should also be 
extended tQ notified drugs or those having similar names, as in 
section 407. PrQof of purchase under a bona fide warranty and s;lIe 
in the same condition as it was purchased should be recognized as a 
good defence if pleaded promptly as in section 136 (c) of the 
Rangoon Municipal Act. 

2~6. Every manufacturer or retail dealer or importer of drugs 
and medicines should be required to take out an annuaf licence 
as prescribed. Subject to certain exceptions every place for the 
manufacture or retail sale of drugs and medicines should be regis
tered as prescribed.. The display of the licence and certificate -of 
registra.tion in a conspicuous part of the premises should be made 
obligatory. This will be a safeguard ~o the public who wNI at 
once be able to find out whether the shop is registered or not and 
whether it is Oli.e to which they could safely resort. 

• See the pl·ovisions quoted in Section n. 
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227. The expression 'drugs and medicines' is elastic and com
prehensive. For purposes of law, it would comprise all medicines, 
official and non-official. Among these are many articles of ge~eral 
household use which are in themselves harmless, such as salt, soda, 
glycerine, olive oil, castor oil, honey, syrup and articles of similar 
nature. To totally forbid the practice of pharmacy without regis
tration and licence, would impose the obligation of registration 
and licensing of 'every shop or place, the business of which includes 
that of selling such drugs and medicines. In other words, it 
would tend to grant to the licensed pharmacist a monopoly of the 
!!Iile of many useful and harmless substances. Such a limi,tation 
on the sale of harmless drugs does not operate to promote public 
health or weal. It "ould, on the other hand, cause untold in
convenience and misery to the people at large and to the poor in 
particular. It is, therefore, necessary to exercise some discrimi
nation in this matter and to exclude places/for the sale of simple, 
useful, non-poisonous and domestic. remedies from the operation of 
the rule requiring registration and licensing. Such drug stores 
are in other countries exempted from the requirement of registra
tion. It is difficult to define with meticulous accuracy what such 
remedies are. The proper course would seem to be to leave them 
undefined, to be specified by regulations made by .the Governor
General in Council. Places for .the sale of drugs and chemicals 
in the ordinary course of wholesale dealing or in unbroken packages 
do not call for the exercise of any special vigi~ance or care and 
may also be excluded from the purview ot the rule. To guard 
against the possible misuse of this privilege and to subject such 
vendors to some measure of disciplinary control it is desirable to 
provide for an annual permit in respect of such persons and 
places. 

228. Provisions for inspection and seizure of drugs and for 
their c1estruction or for taking them before a magistrate, similar 
to those in sections 418 and 421'of the Calcutta Municipal .A.ct, 1923, 
should be made. There should also be provisions for the compul
sory purchase of drugs for analysis on the lines of section 424 of 
that Act. Any person in possession of a drug should be entitled 
to get it analysed on payment of the prescribed fee. In: 
Cilse the certificate of a Public Analyst is called into question 
by either party, the court before .which the proceedings take 
place may, of its own motion or at the request of either part.y 
if it tllinks fit, refer a sample to the Central Laboratory in the 
prescribed manner. The breach of al!Y of the proposed provisions 
or any act -in contravention thereof or of the rules or conditions 
imposed by licences, etc., should be made an offence. The 
punishments may consist of imprisonment, fine, confiscation and 
revocation or suspension of licences and should be deterrent. 
Complaints have been insistent from those entrusted with the duty 
of enforcing the existing Prevention of Adulteration Ac.tsagainst 
the inadequacy of their provisions in regard to punishments. In 
fact, many ascribe their ineffectiveness to this vital drawback. 
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Second and subsequent offences should be treated with progressive 
severity and conduct involvinO' deliberation and intention should 
~e put down with a strong h~nd. . 

IMPORTED DRUGS 

229. A large quantity of drugs and chemicals sold in India 
~ave a foreign source and are brougnt into the country by 
Impor~. Th~ safeguarding of their purity and potency is as 
essentIal as In the case of manufactured articles. There is either 
no. legislation in foreign countries in respect of exports, or such 
legislation as exists there is not efficient enough to exclude adul
tera~ed or sub-standard articles from the importing countries. 
The Food and Drugs (Adulteration) Act, 1928, in force in the 
United Kin.gdom. which contributes a large share of the imports does 
not deal WIth exports at all. Regulation No. 21 made under the 
Therapeutic Substances Act; 1925, authorizes the dispensation of 
~he severe restrictions imposed by the regulations if the substance 
IS lI!-anufactured for use exclusively outside Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland and says that such dispensation is desirable 
regard being had to the nature of any arrangements for regulating 
the manufacture and sale of the substance in operation in the 
country to which the substance is to be exported. In the utter 
abseJlce of any restrictive arrangements in India, it may be that 
·the regulations are seldom dispensed with and to this circumstance 
may possibly be ascribed the fairly satisfactory condition of thera
peutic substances received by import. The. Federal Food and 
Drugs Act of the United States of America does not impose any 
effective che~k on exports. Section 2 and the regulations under it 
provide that no article shall be deemed to be misbranded or adulte
rated when intended for. export to any foreign country if it is 
prepared or packed according to the specifications or directions of 
the foreign purchaser and no substance is used in the preparation 
or packing thereof in conflict with the laws of the foreign count.ry 
to which it is intended to be shipped. To the same effect are the. 
laws in most of the other foreign countries. The result is that tlle 
laws of the exporting country will offer no protection· against 
allulteration or misbranding· unless the importing country helps 
itseH by home-laws of its owl).. Hence, the necessity for im
posing refltraints on imports follows as a m!ltter of course, even 
though law& safeguarding against adulteI"ation, etc., in. the 
country of origin (leal with .exports indirectly. We have gone 
into this aspect of the question at some length as the evidence of 
Rome of the witnesses proceeds on the mistaken view tIl at the 
Federal Foods Act and similar Acts prohibit the export of articles 
which are not saleahle in the country of origin. 

230. The sug~estion8 QS t.o the methods of oontrol are many. 
:Mr. Mawnav of Messrs. R. D. Mawnay and Company, Madras, 
would say that orders should be placed only on such forei~n firms 
os are recolJ'nized by the Government of India and, with the vie .... 
of enforcing respon~ibility for the goods sldpped,. would· fmtller 
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restrict the choice to those firms who have accredited agents or 
representatives in such important centres as Bombay, Calcut~, 
Madras and Rangooll who shall be answerable on behalf of theIr 
exporting firms for any cheating or fmud committed by them. 
The Civil Surgeon of East Khandesh is for confining import~ to 
those sent out by reputed firms. ',rhe difficult:y of getting at the 
exporter has exercised the mind of many a wItness althoOugh the 
possibility that the dealers in India, greedy of more! profit, may 
expressly indent and obtain inferior stuff, with B.P. label affixed 
to the packages, at less cost and put them foOr sale at a higher price 
has not escaped the notice of some like Doctor U. Rama Rao of 
Madras. Messrs. B. K. Paul & Co. are for approaching the countries 
of export for enforcing their Food and Drugs ACts against all 
exportable products which do not now fall within their purview. 
DoctQr Mukerjee of Patna, Doct.or Das of Nagpur-and- the Bombay 
Medical Union insist that the articles should be accompanied with 
certificates or declarations sh9wing that they are of proper standards 
and are saleable in the country of OTigin and containing particulars 
as to the dates of manufacture and arrival in India and the period of 
potency. 'l'here is also evidence to the effect that all the impOrted 
articles should be tested at the place of manufacture and at the 
port of entry and that all the impOrters shoOuld be licensed: The 
Bombay, Medical UnioOn think that with labels containing proper 
declarations, it is enough if Customs authorities at the ports of 
entry are given power to exclude oOr confiscate such drugs as -are 
adulterated, oOr misbranded or deleterioOus oOr which are foimd on 
assaying to be sub-standar'd. 

23L We are of the opinion that all the impOrters should be 
licensed and that check at the port of entry may be exercised on 
the lines oOf the Fedeml Food and Drugs Act. Every impOrted 
article need noOt necessarily be tested. Samples may be selected 
and got analysed by, Inspectors, as in the case .oOf manufactured 
drugs. But, in relation to imported articles at the port oOf entry, 
such oOfficer of Customs as may be generally or specially authoOrized 
thereto by.the CoOmmissioner oOf CustoOmsand Excise, will be the 
inspectoOr. As observed by Mr. Chari, the Customs laboOratories 
will be very useful and valuable units in any scheme foOr the control 
of poten~y. and purit1 oOf d~ugs. The CustoOms ~hemist assis~ed by 
the MedICIne AppraIser WIll be able to lay hIS hands easIly oil 
impoOrted drugs oOf a spurioOUS nature. If he has reasons to susp6(;lt 
any drug, he will report the matter to the Collector oOf CustoJns who 
ran send the sample to the Public Analyst. The analysis shoOuld 
be by the Public Analyst at the Provincial Laboratory. This may, 
in certain cases, lead to duplication oOf work and, delay as spoken toO 
by lIr. Stewal't, .but oOn the whoOle such a course would tend toO uni
formity in practice and would seem to ,be the moOst satisfactory 
arrangement. In the case oOf , biological proOducts and- orgatlf~
metallic compounds, adeparturefl'oOm this practice shQuld, oOf 
course, be made as indicated below. The consignment may, pend
ing analysis, be detained or delivered to the consignee oOn such con
ditions as may be prescribed. If on analysis tne article is foOund 
adulterated oO~ misbranded, such article and others oOf the same kind 

13 
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m:,-y.be tre,ated 'a~ having' false trade descript.ion ' applie(1 to them 
wltlun the mealllng of the Merchandise Marks Ad, 1889, and t,he

:Sea Custom~ Act" 1~78, and they lllay be confiscated or prohi\)ite.] 
entry and dIsposed of according to the prescribed manner. If anv 

'drug is sold in a sealed original package which is adufterated ~r 
misbranded, the person whose name appears from the label thereof 
to ~ave. manufactured, impo.rted or en.clos~d it in such package will 
ordmanly be ?eld responsIble, an(l pUDlshed accordingly,' unles"! 
he shows that It was beyond his control and was due to deteriora
ti-Qn or other change in the article since it left his possession. As 
regards the contents and requirements of labels affixed to imported 
articles, we consider it best to leave them to be prescribed by regu
lations made by the -Governor-General in Council in consultation 
wif,h the Advisory Board. 

232. In view of the existence of foreign territories and Indian 
States in close proximity to the Provinces, it would be necessary to 
.provide for the control of drugs and ,chemists coming into British 
India through the borders. The attention of the Committee to 
this aspect of the question has been drawn by the Bombay Medical 
Union. The provisions as regards licence, inspection, sampling 
and analysis regarding imports by sea, may be made to apply 
mutatis ,mutandis to such articles also. In respect of such articles 
imported by land, the' Inspector' may be lSuch officer as may be 
,authorized by the Collector of Land CustOms as defined in the Land 
Customs Act,' 1924. Adulterated or misbranded artjcle~ can be 
treated as those bearing false trade description or misdescriptioJl 
within the meaning of the Indian Merchandise 'Marks· Act, 1889. 
and the Bombay. Land Customs Act, 1857. ,On this basis, the persoll 
responsible for the fraud may ,be convicted and the goods 'may be 
(orfeited or c;onfiscated. Arrangements for inspection, etc., 

. analogQus to Customs examination at the borders, may be 
'conveniently adopted. 

EXPORTED DRUGS 

233. The demand for control wes not confined to imports only. 
Doctor Phani Bhushan Mukerjee 'of Patna stated: "The legis
lation sho~ld in my opinion affect equally drugs manufactured in 
India for export abroad. I stand for absolute stoppage of manu
facture of any drug or chemical, either in India or abroad, lly legi~
lative means which would be a menace to public ht'alth ill any 
country by virtue of its being adulterated, u~(ler-strength or of 
inferior quality. Patients .and suffering humanity are a sacred 
tnst in the hands of the medical profession and since physicians do 
not prepare the medicines they prescribe with their own handa alJ 

.'attempts at exploiting the suffering public by introducing drugs 
into the market, which would not produce the results which ,they 
are ex~cted to, should be put down 'with an hon-hand." The 
Bombay Medical Union also pointed out" that the pure Drugs Act 
in India should have reference not only to the purity of drugs im
ported into the country, but alBo of drugs, etc., ":hich may be ex
ported from India in the same way as is done . ill the uase of exports 
of drugs, etc., under'the Pure Food .and Drugs Act of the United 
~tatea of America.'" ,. . ~ . .. ' 



2:1·1. 'Ve Lave already shown that the :Federal Food and Drugs 
Act does not exercise any effective control over exports. Impressed 
though we are with the morality of the appeal for thoroughness of 
reform in all directions, we cannot help regarding it as an ideal 
which must be approached gradually and cautiously. We feel that 
it will be too drastic and revolutionary to impose any restrictions 
011 exports at this stage. Further, the importing countries JUay 
well be left to take care of themselves. 

BIOLO(lICAL PRODUCTS AND ORGANO-METALLIC COMPOUNDS 

235. Biological products and organo-metallic compOlmds require 
special protection. The Bombay Medical Union have suggested, 
and we entirely agree with them, that control on the lines enacted 
in such countries as Great Britain or the United States of America 
is not only desirable but essential. We, consider that the substances 
included in the Therapeutic Substances Act of England and such 
other substances as may be prescribed may be brought under con
hoI. The manufacturer, importer and the seller as well as the 
place of manufacture or sale should be licensed. The conditions 
and form of the licence should be as prescribed:. Rules should 
regulate the adequacy of staff, premises, plant and appliances and 
the requirements as to stoIage, containers, and labelling. They 
should prohibit the sale of the product afte~ the expiration of the 
prescribed period from the date of the manufacture. The standards 
of strength, quality and purity should be f<>rmulated and prescribed 
as well as the tests to be used for determining whether such stand
ards have been attained. The testing should in every case be in 
the Central Laboratory., Periodica{ testing should be prescribed and 
the licensee should, from time to time, on request, furnish, to the 
Central Laboratory, from such batch of the substance as the Central 
Laboratory may specify, a sample of such amount as may be consi
dered adequate for the required examination. Articles should n<>t 
be imported which do not comply with prescribed standards of 
quality, strength and purity. Sale or being in possession for sale 
of any article, ~nowing it to have been manufactured or imported 
in contravention of the provisions of the Act or of the rules or of 
the conditions of the licence, should be made an offence. - "Samples 
of each lot of manufactured or imported products should be sent to 
tlle' Central Laboratory for testing and, in the case of the latterl 
shipments should not be delivered to the consignee until the tests are 
made and certificates and licences are issued permitting delivery. 

CHAPTER VII 

'Aletlwd. 01 Control-cont. 

THE rROFESSION Q}"PHARMACY 

236. Enough has been said in Chapter V to show how utterly 
unregulated and disorganized the profession' of pharmacY'" is at 
present in India... The lack of adequate educational qualification8 

, for .the compounders; the failure to bring home to the publio at 
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large a propei.· realization of the dignity and importance of the 
profession and the absence of restrictive laws to control it, are 
alleged to lie at the root of the evil. Many of thll witnesses have 
given constructive suggestions for rescuing the profession from 
its degeneracy. Most of them agree in what may -be regarded 
as the fundamental essentials of the scheme for its betterment. 

237. Although the majority of the witnesses are agrelld on 
t/he need for thoroughly overhauling the present system of train
ing, the exact lines on which it should. proceed has given rise 
to _ some differences of opinion. The shortness of the period of 
training is, according to some, the feature which requires reform. 
Doctor Hari Singh Bisht of Agra is in favour of a period of two 
y~ars and our co-opted -colleagues of Lahore would insist that 
the training course should extend for over a period of one year, 
or eighteen months. The latter also consider that the minimum 
qualification required for admission to the class should be Matri
'culation or an -equivalent test. OtheJ;s take exception to the 
me~hod of training which aims at turning out both compounders 
and dressers. Major Amir Chand; I.M:S., of Amritsar advocates 
an independent course entirely free from the surgical training. 
The neclll5sity for uniformity of standard all over India is stressed 
'by another group of witnesses. Doctor C. P. Chaubeof Delhi stated 
that the examination papers must be the same all over India. 

238. A ,higher gr!lde of training which is calculated to turn 
out men of much superior type forms another recommendation. 
Doctor Braganza of the Poona Drug Stores _ would discard the 
designation of ' Compounder '. and prefer that of a ' Pharmacist' 
~r'Licentiate in Pharmacy' for those receiving the higher grade 
of'training. Such a grade of 'training would lllad to the creation 
of a type of people corresponding essentially to the chemists and 
druggists' class existing in Great Britain. The standard of educa
tion would be the Matriculation Examination of the Indian 
.Universities or an equivalent test, followed at least by a two years' 
course iIi. a medical school or college, more or less on the lines of 
that obtaining at present in the Madras _Medical College. Persons 
with such quali~cations, it is said, would be eligiblll for starting 
independent' pharmacies and chemists' shops and could be relied 
upon to discharge the responsible duties attached to the profession 
of pharmacy. The need for the encouragement of this class of 
people ,is emphasized by Doctor Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar of 
Yadras, who suggests the appointment of such persons in all large 
hospitals in the city and in the district headquarter hospitals. 

239. A still higher grade of qualification is demanded by some. 
They recommend the institution of Seiencedegrees in the Universi
ties with Pharmaceutical Chemistry as, .the main subject. It is 
said that the class of people possessing such training would be 
,~~petentto take up -manufacture of drugs: and chemicals and to 
carryon t.he analysis and assay. of d.rugs. -- The Conference of t.he 
Delerrates of the: MefHeal ,F1lCulties i>f the'Indian U niversit.ies 
c~nv:ned -by the BOlllbayUniversity ~eellis. to have already 'tabu 
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steiJ8 in this direction and passed a resolutIon to the. follow~ng 
effect, namely: -" This Conference recommends that, ~lth a v~ew 
to encouraging the manufacture of drugs and other medIcal specIal
ities on a scientific basis in India, arrangements should .. be made 
by the Indian Universities to start a course in Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry and to institute a special degree and diploma ;in the 
same subject." The Indian Medical Association and Captain P. De 
of the School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta, share 
the view and the latter points out how .the profession of drug 
industry will in the future be a new avenue for advancement 
open to the educatlld YQung men .of the country. The Bombay 
Medical Union observed that" without &uch well-trained person. 
nel, as pharmaceutical chemists and pharmacists, it would not 
be possible, to utilize the enormous raw material that exists in 
India for the ml,lnufacture of drugs and which is at present export
ed abroad and brought back into India in the form o£ manu
factured drugs at high cost." According to the Union, the course 
should be a post-graduate one which should be open to those 
graduates who have taken their degrees inOhllmistry and Botany. 

240. The provision of suitable facilities for imparting educa
tion is naturally bound up with the question of the improvement 
of the standard of education and is, in fact, a condition precedent 
for effectuating it. At present, the training centres for com
pounders, except in a .few isolated ,instances, are not well equipped 
and cannot possibly undertake the training of the superior grade 
of pharmacists. The arrangeJpents for the teaching of practical 
dispensing are equally defective, as the· students are left to pick 
up whatever they can under the guidance of dispensers who. cannot 
themselves pretend to any high degree of proficiency. The estab
lishment of a separate College of Pharmacy. manned by experts 
is advocated by some, on the ground that the science of pharmacy 
has become an almost distinct branch' and medical men without 
special training cannot ordinarily be expected . to handle it pro~ 
perly. Doctor Nanavatty, Officiating Chief Medical Officer, 
Daroda, drew proDlinentatten~iori. to another aspect intimately 
connected with the. profession which the starting of' such colleges 
would facilitate, namely, the encouragement of research calculated 
to render the utilization of the raw products of the country a.fair 
possibility .. The Bombay Medical Union is no le~s strong in their 
demand and would want suCl~ a college with ~ research depart
ment in every provincial city . or in as many' of. them as possible. 
Doctor .Hari Singh Bisht of Agra steered a middle. course by saying 
that an immediate beginning should be made by taking advantage 
of the existing medical Ilchools and colleges wherein training. can 
be imparted by a. special staff of tea.cher!! although the ultimate 
establishment of a College of PharIiIacy should not be lost sight of; 

241. The merllimprovement in ihe standard of training and 
qualifications of the pharmacists willlJeineffective in the absence 
of rest.rictive laws' controlling the exercise. of the .profession. If 
the properly qualified pharlllacist is not protected from unqualified 
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charlatanll, .it is f.eared none will care to enter the pl'ufessiull 
i!~rioullly . antl face the· unfair competition. Doctor Venkatal'allla 
Ayyar of Kilrur, voiced this feeling thus: , " Since the profession 
of pharmacy is not restricted to qualified persons, there is very 
unhealthy competition among these so-called chemists' shops and 
honellt dispensing is rare, except in one or two shops in the metro
politan towns." Doctor K. t:!. MhaRkar of the Department of 
Phai'macology, Hafi'kine Institute, Bombay, and Hoctur A. C. Sell 
of Delhi, among others, have demanded a Pharmacy Act to keep 
the mal)ufacture and sale of drugs as well as dispensing in the 
hands of qualified and registered persons. The Bombay Medical 
Union, the Sind Medical Union, the Indian Medical Asso<.>iation 
and other inHuential and representative bodies are also in favour 
of the proposal. It is noteworthy that even pharmacists, who 
are likely to be most affected by t~e imposition of any reRtraints, 
have joined in the claim fot legislative interference to ameliorate 
t.heir conditions. The Chemists and Druggists' Association anll 
the Pharmaceutical Society of India may be mentioned in this 
cQnnexion; Dispensing chemi&ts, who not infrequently employ 
unqualified men· under them, have not also lagged beh.ind, iI .. 
pressing. the necessity for laws to control the exercise of the pro
fession. Out of 62 replies received in resp'onse to the questionnaires 
issued to chemists and druggists, 56 were emphatically in favour 
of such restrictions. 

242. Weare satisfied that the profession of pharmacy should 
be radically reorganized and placed on. a firm· all-India basis. 
The basic educational qualifications of the aspirants to the profes
sion should be raised. The training given should be niade mOl'e 
exacting and comprehensive. .The standards .0£ education should 
be made uniform all .over India. The exercise of the profession 
should be subjected ·to:restrictions which would make for efficiency 
and improve its status, dignity and sphere of usefulness. In 
holding the8e views,· we feel that we have the weight of the wIlOle 
country behind us. "Tte consider tliat the control should be 
exercised through the medium of an authoritative body consisting 
mainly of the representatives of the profes8ion' who may be safely 
expecte(l .to uphold its prestige and into whose hands its intere:;ts 
may be confillently entl1lsted. 

243. In drawing up our scheme, we have taken guidance from 
the conditions existing in GI'eat Britain. The standards of train
ing which we have outlined follow closely those laid down hy 
the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, for the Chemists 
and Drull'gists' course· with necessary modifications to suit the 
Indian r~quirements .. The course embodied in our sclleme is far 
above the standard which is at present aimed at by the COlU
poUndllI:S'. course .in ,vogue in I~dia and it follows that the ternl 
• compounder.' c~ no 10nge~ .be applied justifiably as. a correct 
description of this class of people. They may be suitably (~esignat
pLl :.lS ,'rhill'lllaci~ts • o~· " Cl'emisis and Druggists'~ 'fhe' Com
poulldel' , would 8eem to be an ~U\al'hl'onism at the present day and 
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no goo(l will be rlone by keeping, that class'?T desigriatiim ~li.ve. 
That the exist iug compollnders are not,., by vlI'tue of the t~all1111g 
whil'h they rel'eil'e, cllpabJe IIf 11allullllg plltent, all11 p()lHOll~llS 
rlru"'8 which have been recently added'in large ,number to the 
the;apeutic8 and that they cannot be relied upon ,to safeguard 
the lif-e and health of. the public, substantially emerge, as the 
con~iderecl opinion of those competent to judge, from the evidence 
plaeell hefore the Committ.ee. It is true that the scheme of the 
Committee, if given' effect to, will involve increased expenditure 
all-round. IIigller standards of education for a longer period 
will necessarily be more costly. The recipients thereof will claim 
or require better pay and ,emoluments and this will naturally 
react on the cost of the medicine which the consumer will be 
ultimately' called upon to bear. But, these considerations cannot 

. he permitted to deflect us from the formulation of a scheme 
which, in our view, embodies the mere minimum requirements 
f01' tIle improvement of a profession 80 ,vital to the well-being of 
the country and its people. 

244. The preliminary qualification required for admission to 
the course should be fixed as the Matriculation" examination of the 
Universities or any other equivalent standard, such as the S.S.L.C. 
examination cOD(hicted by the Government of Madras. No stress -
is now laid as to the basic qualification except in the recently 
revised Compounders' course in Bengal and the Chemists and 
Druggists' course in Madras. The mere ability to read the prescrip~ 
tion in English and write from dictation is deemed to be sufficient 
with the rellult that practically anyone, however ill~equipped he 
lIe in general education, is at liberty to take up the course without 
any 80rt of preliminary preparation or training whatsoever. The 
science 'of pharmacy requires ali elementary knowledge of physics, 
chemistry, and botany and the&e cannot be properly understood 
and appreciated without better preliminary training. 

245. The entire course of training' of a pharmacist, leading 
to a pharmacist's diploma, should be so arranged that it should 
occupy. at least a period of two yearll. The first year should be 
spent In the study of botany as applied topharniacy, inorganic 
and organic chemistry, physics and theory and practice of phar
macy (elementary) and pharmaceutical arithmetic (weights and 
meallures). After passing the examination at the 'end of the 
fir~t year, a period of apprenticellhip should be undergone along 
with the second year's courSe. This period of apprenticeship is 
'1esi~n~rl .to gi,ve a goo~ grounding- in practical pharmacy and 
the prmclples Involved In the actual management or a pharmacv 
or a,rug s~o~. .In order that thi~ essential accompaniInimt of ~ 
year. s tralDm~ I~ nO.t undergo~e·lll a perfunctory orhaphazarrl 
fas~l?n, the lllsht,!hons, hospitals and dispensaries 'where such 
trammg sho~Ild be Imp.arted'should be .spe~ified by'the Provincial 
P?armaceutIcal CounCil, to the constitutIon· of ' which· reference 
Will .be made shortly. ' It may be that, 'at the commencement 
sU~~lent nwnbe.r o~ qlialified chemist's' shops capable 'of ente;. 
tamIng apprentIces may n9~ be ~~dily, a"a;ilable. I\ud t~at some 
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of the big hospital dispensaries with a qualified staff will have 
to be requisitioned for the purpose. The difficulty, however, is of 
a temporary, character and will soon be overcome with. the increase 
in the number' 'of qualified chemists turned out year after year 
lW-der our scheme. . 

246. The second year's course should include a study of the 
theory and practice of pharmacy (advanced) and the student should 
be taught the technique of using a microscope so that he might 
utilize his skill in the' .diagnosis of crude drugs. Great stress 

. should be laid on the teaching of pharmaceutical chemistry so 
that with further training the students might be in a position 
to help in the carrying on of drug manufacturing work. An 
elementary knowledge of the action of ~rugs with special reference 
to toxicology is essential not .only to give a lively interest to the. 
pharmacists in the medicines he deals with, but also for impressing 
him with the sense of grave responsi,bilitywhich attaches to his 
IP.Tofession in the handling of potent and poisonous remedies. 
A knowledge of laws that affect pharmacists is of primary impor
tance in countries like Great Britain and America. There are 
a number of laws dealing with the practice of pharmacy, poisons 
and narcotic dr:ugs in those countries and a pharmacist is expected 
to uphold and conform to the laws and regulations governing the 
exercise of his profession and the distribution of these substances. 
As matters stand at present, tae Statute Book in India is not over
burdened with legislation relating to pharmacy, although there 
are some Acts such as the Indian Poisons Act, 1919, the Dangerous 
Drugs Act, 1930, a.nd other allied ones, with whose provisions he 
should be required to be conversant. The final examination at the 

- end! of the second year should be of a very seal'ching nature aDll 
should test the candidate's knowledge, both in the theoretical and 
practical portion of his work. A viva voce examination should l)e 
taken to test the candidate's presence 'of mind and resourcefulnes,. 

247. In concurrence with the views of many witnesses; the 
Committee considers that the institution of degrees in Pharma
ceutical Chemistry in the different Universities of India would be 
a step in the right direction and would, therefore. strongly recom
mend that necessary action should be taken for achieving it. Apart 
from its· intrinsic merit, it would not be possible to utilize the 
enormous raw materials available in India or to _ give stimulus to 
the manufacture of drugs without W!ell-trained pharmaceutical 
chemists of a superior order. There is no doubt that a University 
degree would be a very great incentive to the younger generation 
and the institution of it would, in the long run, turn out experts 
who could hold their own against the manufacturers of the Western 
countries and tend to free India from its deplorable dependence 
on imported drugs. Most of the Indian Universities, we under
stand, have fairly equipped science laboratories which, with slight 
modifications and alterations, might well be utilized for the pur
pose of giving training in pharmaceutical chemistry. The practical 
training might be carried on with .the co-operation of the manu
facturing concerns in the ,Provinces' of Madras, Bengal and 



Bombay. In 'the latter two Provinces, there. are private drug .. : 
manufacturing';,enterprises with suitable facilities, while in· Madras, 
thl' Government Medical Stores· Depot can be requisitioned: for: 
the purpose ... There are- no such manufacturing' concerns in other' 
Provinces, but, in course of time, we are hopeful that such concerns
wf!uld:come into, ~eing there also. We are .convinced that the! 
absence of facilities in some ot the Provinces for practical training; 
should not be allowed to stand in the way of giving a trial to OUr 
seheme in-the major Provinces at least. It is unnecessary to'go' 
in.to the details as to ,the place and the period of study required, 
for thjl degree. The degree should be taken, just like any other
lICience degree in the University, two years after the Intermediate: 
examination or four years after the Matriculation examination 
or _its ,equivalent. The r~commendation of the Bombay Medical 
Union that the degree should be conferred two years after gTadua
tiOl~ wpuld seem to involve too high a standard and the Committee 
have g~avedoubtB about its practicabjIity at the present stage: 
Such- 'a pea~y course may not attract a sufficiently large number 
of 8tudent~, aithe outset at any rate. Provisions for post~gTaduate; 
courses m~y well be considered -after the scheme js' given a fair' 
trial and proves a success an<J' recei,"es adequate,-appreciation.- - -

248. The proposal of a special College of Pharmacy 'has received, 
the consideration of,the Committee. The utility of such independ-" 
el').t institutiilns lor promoting pharmacy has been acknowledged: 
on all hands and does not require any special pleading." Such' 
Colleges 'exist 'in' certain countries in the West. Medical experts" 
pure and simple, are, no doubt, ill-equipped for training' phar-
macists, but, having regard to the existing ,conditions, we do not 
think we will be justified in recommending -the establishment of 
an exclusive' cOllege at once. Pharmacy has not advanced enilugh 
in' India. and the need' for advanced pharmaceutical· education does 
110tappear to have received sufficient recognition .as yet. We 
would defer the establishment of an independent college untjl public 
opinion grows in volume and strength and makes itself distinctly 
felt in its favour. It iso, no doubt, an ideal to which we look forward 
and like all ideals should be approached with caution and by 
g:adual stages. Until ~t~realization, the. best eXI?e~ient wo:uld 
seem to be to make reqUISIte arrangements. mthe eXIstmg medIcal 
6ollege's and schools of which there .are, many, scattered all OVjlr 
Ihdia,'for the,training in pharmaoy. The Department Of :Pharma
cology in the. various mediool institutions, with -sui~ble modifica
~nsand adjustments, can be utilized for the purpose with satis., 

, faCloryresults. . 

," 249. The machinery for regulating and controlling the profe~ 
sioDi .of pharmacy remains to be d~alt with. Licensing an'd regis:' 
illation. have been ,generally recommended. 'Y'e think that str.ingep.~ 
provif?i,Oils i'n this direction should be made for· the efficient exercise 
?~,cQntrQl. Everyplace w~ere 'dr1!g and m~ru~in,es ,81'e Bol~' or 
dIspensed would be (July regIstered as well, as lIcensed as mentIoned 

14 
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in· the previous chapter. Complaints have heen received about the.: 
want of uniformity, and in some cases of fraudulent use; ()£ weights: 
and measures in the dispensing of medicines and in the sales of 
drugs, etc. Irithe absence of a comprehensive legislation to pro
vide for standards of weights and measures for 'Use in India in 
all cases, the. Committee would recommend that the Governor
General in Council, in consultation with the Advisory Board,shouM. 
be empowered to standardize weights and measures for use in. the. 
di'spensing of meaicines and in the sales of drugs and that it should 
b~ a condition of the licence that the use of weights and measures' 
iJil.contravention thereof should involve punishment of the person 
responsible for it in addition to the cancellation of the licenctl. 
We consider that, all persons following the profession of pharmacy 
should. be registered and that none but qualified persons should 
be eligible for registration. The possession of a pharmacist's dip
loma' or degree, mentioned above, would ordinarily be the proper 
qualification for the registration of a pharmacist. This restrictio,n, 
however, needs relaxation in certain cases. The claims of 
qualified medical practitio~ers for registration cannot be ignored. 
I~ India, the f.lystem of combining the practice of medicine with 
that of dispensing is rightly or wrongly in vogue, although, in 
most of the foreign countries, medicine and pharmacy' are kept 
entitely distinct and the medical practitIoners are. not allowed' to 
carry .onthe work of dispensing. I.n view of the 'fact that the 
system' is ingrained in India and having regard to the scarcity 
of qualified pharmacists, we think it right to permit its continuance 
without interference. It is not for tlS to go minutely into the ethics 
of . such oombination, but we fail to perceive anything flagrantly 
indeco),'ous· or unrighteous about it. We would, however, insist· 
thllt a medical practitioner who' owns or runs a pharmacy or drug 
store e&nnot be permitted to do so unless he is actually registered 
as.·a, pharmacist. We do not feel compelled to lay down thar 
.. egistr~tion as ph,armacist should lead to the automatic removal 
of ·the name from the roll of 'medical practitioners. We under~' 
stand 'that there are a number of graduates in science of the Indian. 
Universities who have attained proficiency in the drug' trad.e;: 
particularly on the manufacturing Ilide. Some 'of them fll'e' 

~ployed in the private manufachll'ing establishments ill Bengal 
and Bombay and seem to possess competency and skill which· 
eompares ,favourably with those of the qualified pharmacishl of 
~ther countries. It is desirable that recognition $hould beextend.~ 
ed to them' on . proof of sufficient training in pharmaceutical. 
()hemistry and that they should be held eligible for registration'; 
'Ve are also of opi'nion that persons. with foreign registrable, 
qualifications should be allowed to be entered in the regjster. 
Hence the holders 'of a" British, American or any other foreign 
degree in pharmacy or of iI. diploma of the Pharmaceutical Society 
()f Great Britain' will be qlialified for re~istration .. We de 'not 
think it necessary to impose further restrictions by eOlili,nin'g'the' 
p,~pfesSliQn, to bonh 'fi~6 resident! or nat~ives of the 'place It!!, bdon'8, 
lP. some of t.he' co}omes, . .) 
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200. In tIle transitional stage, qualified pharmacists may not 

be available in sufficient nwnbers. Persons engaged in continuous 
practice or the profession for a period of five years may be expected 
to have sufficient capacity to discharge their duties and may accol'd~ 
ingly be registered notwithstanding .the absence of requisite quali. 
fications. The .tandard of training received by those who have 
successfully passed the Chemists and Druggists' course of the 
~adl'as Medical College is fairly high and the inclusion of such 
persons will not lower the standard of the profession to any .~xtel1t. 
Compoundel'S who have undergone the revised compounder's coui'se 
.or the State Medical Faculty of Bengal or who have been actively 
engaged in dispeusing work for not less than three years after 
lIuccessfully passing the ordinary compounder's course may also 
be held to oove sufficient qualification for purposes of registration. 
We would recommend that for a period of five years from the com: 

-mencement of the scheme persons having such qualifications should 
be held entitled to claim registration. There is no need to extend 
the concession any further. 

251. To ensure efficiency in the discharge 'Of duties and to 
guarantee that the drugs and medicines compounded, mixed,. pre~ 
pared, dispensed or sold, are of proper strength and quality, it is 
essential that the work should be exclusively reserved to a pharma~ 
cist who is specially trained! for it. No person, therefore, whOle 
not duly qualified and regi'stered should be allowed to carryon 
compounding, mixing and selling of drugs and chemicals •. Ali 
untrained person cannot appreciate the value of scrupulous 
accuracy; nor has he sufficie~t knowledge of chemistry and phar~ 
macy to enable him to foresee and deal with chemical reactions 
which may in some cases be intended by the prescriber and itt 
others be accidental and possibly avoidable by the adoption of 
epecial methods of dispensing. A qualified person can ·check 
accidental errors in prescriptions. Exception should, however, be' 
made in the case of a person selling drug'S and chemicals in the 
ordinary course of wholesale dealing, of persons selling drugs and 
chemicals in unbroken packages and of those selling useful 
household remedies prescribed by the Governor-General in 
Council. A firm or a company or a p~rson who is not properlY' 
qualified may be permitted to own a drug store or pharmacy sa 
long as the management is undertaken by, or under the superviAion 
of, a qualified registered pharmacist. This restriction should be 
enforced not merely in respect of open shops and dispensaries but, 
in all fairness, it should also be extended to hospitals. It is true 
that, under the pharmacy laws in force in England, the restriction 
does not apply to dispensing in hospitals, apparently because it is 
u8ually done under expert supervision. In view of the condition, 
prevailing in India where hospitals of all kinds and dimensions 
are conducted or owned by different bodies and institutions, it is, 
In our view, eminently desirable to make the restriction fully 
comprehensive and leave no loophole for any mishap. We know 
that there are places where the allPoi~ttnent of. a qualified phat": 
maciet ie neither necessary nor practIcable oWing to th!! small 
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.~inount '0£ dispensing. In such cases the Provinci~11)har~ace,utical 
Councils should have power. to exempt the institution'concj:lrIle~ 
!mm this provision. The dispensing must, however, .. be under thl' 
j:areful supervision of a-medical practitioner. ' ,: 

252; The titles ' Registered Chemist,' , Pharmacist,' 'CheinIst 
and Druggist,' 'Dispensing Chemist,' 'Chemist' and, "'Drug
gist I should '.be restricted to qualified persons. The title':o,f' 
'Pharmaceutical Chemist' should be reserved to pharmacists pos
sessmg University degrees. It is a necessary corollary 'that th~ 
'use oIany sign holding out or implying that h~is a registered 
:pharmacist by an unregistered person should be prohibited.:The 
restriction· about the use of .titles is essential and 01 primary 
importance f~omevery point of view. It will serve 'to protect 
the public from being misled and will confer added dignity't<>'the 
professio.n. Such restriction~ on the exclusiv~ use of titles, i.t may, 
be mentIOned,. are enforced lD England and lD other countrIes. • 
;" , . 

253. The question as to the authority with whom the enforce .. 
ment of the control should vest remains for oonsiderationJ, . The 
formation of a Pharmaceutical Society on the li:n~s, oftha~existi~g 
in England and America has been stressed by, most of the wIt~ 
nesses'. In those places, the profession of pharm~cy ,is, controlled 
by' ,.voluntary organizations set. up by the pharmacists'. themselves 
with a view to improve their interests and status. The organi2;8-:
tions are recognized by the States and in matters relating to phar
m.acyand public health the .views expressOO by them' are accorde4 
proper oonsideration. In England, the society was granted in 1843, 
a Charter to cOnduct the examinations, issue certificates and to 
l'egi~ter qualified pharmacists. The Pharmacy Act of 1852, whiclj. 
confirmed the Charter of 1843, Qnd the subsequent Acts entrusted, 
the r.egistration and general control of pharmaceutical chemists to 
this society. The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy 
have great infiuen(,le on the profession. A control by an organ.ization 
of this nature is the goal to be worked up to. In Madras~-there 
is a body called the Pharmaceutical Society of India; but it is not 
in a fully developed condition and cannot be regarded as being 
anything more than a nucleus. Another method of check which 
suggests itself is direct oontrol by the· State. Such. a ch«;lck is 
exercised in some of the countries of the Continent where Qllphar~ 
~Ilcists are controlled by the State and limited onpopulatioll ~asis. 
It does not seem to be practicable to follow such a course in a va~t. 
ciountry like India. Having regard to the fact that theprofessioD: 
is. still in its early beginnings here, it would seem.to be aaier to: 
adopt a middle course which would cause the ll;lal!t di~turbapc~.Qt 
existing things. We would recommend the creation: of a Gener~~ 
Council of Pharmacy as a centI'alcontrollingbody with Phapna~. 
c.eutica~ Councils in the different provinces linkeq with . .it. , ,: . ' 

·2M. A Pharmaceutical Council consisting of ele~en . honorary
lllelllbel's should be established in each of the Provinces, in: India, 
inclt1di~g administered areas and commissionership8~. Of 'theSft; 
~leven members, sevenahould be elected from amop.g;tl1e l:egi~tered. 
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.l'.L.anuacists and four (who need not necessarily be l'egisi<Jred Phar~ 
p1&cists) should be nommated by the Local (iovernlllent. l'heperiod . 
!If office of each member should be three years from the date of elec~ 
.t.ion· or nomination~ as the· case may: PEt. Such.a Council would Le 
~horoughly representative in character. Each Provincial Council 
"hould hold .. at least one. meeting during every period .of three 
mqnths. ~t8 functions should be. (1) to mai~tain a register of all 
~egi8te·red .. ,pharmacists.of thePrQvince and; to register the. names 
~t pharmacists on payment of such fee as may be prescz:ibed by 
t4e reguLations of; the General Council of :Pharmacy, (2} to specify 
~he' educatiqnal institutions in whichc~ndidates for Pharmacist's 
'~~mination· . should undergo training a~d the places in whic~ 
and·rthe;conditions unde.r which I8pprentices1i~p should be serve~, (3) 
to.lX!n~lict . examinations for pharmacists under. the guidance of the 
General Council of Pharmacy and to grant certificates, (4) to in
vestigate all complaints regarding registered pharmacists of the 
Provmce and tQ remove the name of any person fro1I!. the regillter of 
pharmacists for good and sufficient reasons, subject to appeal to 
the General Council of Pharmacy, (5) to restore for good and 
sufficient reasons ·the names of pharmacists already removed from 
the register, (6) to. send to the General Council of Pharmacy an 
annual report· of its proceedings during the-last preceding year, and 
(7) to generally act under the control·and direction of the General 
Council' of . Pharmacy. . As there are no registered pharmacists iIi 
existence, the first l'rovincia'! Council should be composed wholly 
of members nominated by the Local Government. . 
: '. 255. A General Council of Pharmacy should be formed in 
«)lie of the important centres to.be chosen by the Governor~General 
in Council .. Its functions will be mainly one of direction and 
control of the activities of the Provincial' Councils. The Council 
sliould· consist of· fifteen members. Of these, twelve will be' repre .. 
aentatives from the Provincial Pharmaceutical Councils as .. men. 
tioned below and three. who need not necessarily be pharmacists will 
be nominated by the Governor-General in Council. The represen. 
tatives of the Provincial Councils will be distributed as followil: 
each of the Provincial Pharmaceutical Councils of Bengal, Bombay 
Enid Madras should elect two representatives from among its mem': 
Lers and each of the l'rovincial Pharmaceutical Councils of· the 
l'u'njab, the United l'rovinces, ,the Central Provinces, Bihar and 
Orissa, Assam and Burma should similarly elect one, represen~ 

. tative from among its members to the General Council of 'Pharmacy. 
The Provincial Councils of other Provinces- of India dQ not seem 
to'require any special represenmtiOll, as they have no. peculia!" 
interests of their own which others .have not in common with them. 
'1'0 provide. for a representative from every ·one of the Provinces 
would make the Council too heavy ·and uriw~eldy; In case of 
appeaIsfromadmi~iste~ed areas and commissioner8hip~, however', 
the General Counell will have· power to ·oo-opt for purpOl!es of 
hearing the appeal, any member' from -the 'PharmaceuticarCoun~ 
eils e'xisting in those places. The· members will hold office' for· a 
period pf three 'years from the date· of ·elec#on. Or . no.minatjQn as 
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the case may be. The General Council should hold at least one 
meeting every' six months. The General Council should have 
power to make regulations for the following purposes, namely: (1) 
to correlate and co-ordinate the activities of the different Provin
cial Pharma~eutical Counci~s; (2) to organize -t~~ practice of phar.:. 
macy by laymg down. a umform system of trammg and education 
all over India; (3) to exercise disciplinary control over 'all the 
registel:ed pharmacists in India including the right of b.earing 
appeals from th~ different Provincial Pharmaceutical Councils; 
(4) to specify the fees and conditions for registration in respect of 
pharmaci~ts; .(5) to prescribe t~e ~orm and conte~ts of the registers 
to be mamtamed by. the ProvmClal Pharmaceutlcal Councils; and 
(6) to make such by-laws and regulations as may be necessary for the 
better control of the profession' of pharmacy from time to time. 

CHAPTElt VIII 

!J1 ethods of Control-COllt. 

PATENT AND PItOPlUETARY MEDICINES 

2G6. We have shown elsewhere that, in the interests of the 
safety of the public, efficient control should be exercised over the 
import, manufacture and sale of patent and, proprietary medicines 
and that there are no restrictive laws to that end in India at 
present. The degree, nature and method of control have given 
rise to some divergences of opinion among the witnesses. Before 
actually examining the proposals put forward by them, we shall 
glance at the methods in force in other countries. . ' 

257. In England, there is no law directly dealing with the 
subject. A large amount of preliminary work was done by the 
Select Committee of the House of Commons on "Patent Medi
cines." The Committee -found that "for' practical purposes the 
6ale and advertisement of secret l'emedies (unless they contain 
scheduled poisons) is unrestricted by law." Thereupon the Pro
prietary Medicines Bill was introduced in the House of Lords 
which was based on the recommendations of .the Committee. Its 
main provisions were that persons manufacturing proprietary 
medicines, illS well as the medicines, should be registered and that 
t.he ingredients of the medicines and their proportions should h.e 
specified, not to the public, Imt to the department concerned. 
Registration was to be signified on the medici~ by a number. 
The sales of medicines to effect cures of scheduled diseases, Buch 
I1S cancer, oonsumptiont lupus, deafness, fits, epilepsy, amenor; 
rhooa and other diseases peculiar to women, diabetes, paralysis, 
locomotor ataxy, Bright's- disease. and rupture were prohibited. 
AdvertisemJmts of articles suggesting that they can be used for. 
procuri1'lg abortiolll. or miscarriage were forbidden. Treatment of 
ailments by correspondence was not permitted. It was an offence 
to publish fictitiol.1s,false or misleading testimonials, or to i!Ugg~st 
that a piopl'ietary article is recommended by a duly qutllified 
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medical practitioner without giving his nanie and address or 00 
suggest, contrary to faCt, tnat the proprietary medicine was made 
by a medical practitioner. Every proprietary medicine, containing 
more alcohol than is deemed proper by the Minister of Health, 
should show on the package the proportion of alcohol- contained in 
it, Bnd the Minister had power to make regulations directing that 
the name and q~antity of any poisonous or dangerous drug forming 
an ingredient in a registered medicine, should be /ltated on the label. 
Any injurious medicine may be removed from the register by the 
Minister, subject to appeal to the High Court. The Select Com
mittee had recommended that. this power should vest with a special 
Court or commission composed of' a judicial authority assisted by 
two assessors representing the Health Department and the London 
Chamber of Commerce. The Bill, with . certain amendments, was 
passed by .the House of Lords. some years ago, but it has not yet 
been introduced into the House of. Commons. -

258. In the United States of America, the· sale of patent and 
proprietary medicines is regulated by· the Fede-rlll Food and Drugs 
Act. Misbranding is prohibited, and the label must bear a state
ment containing the quantity or proportion' of alcohol, morphine, 
opium, cocaine, heroin, alpha or beta eucaine, chloroform, cannabis 
indica, chloral hydrate or acetanilid or any derivative or prepara~ 
tioll.of any such substances contained therein. 
. In Canada, registration is in force and, if certain specified drugs 
are- present, the namell and proportion of such ,drugs must be 
printed on the labels or wrappel'll. The names of aU the ingredients 
must be disclosed to the registering authority and in the -case ·of 
certain ingredients percentages also should pe given. Labels should, 
not containfa18e, mirleoclillg o~· exaggerated' claims or any state
ment to' the effect -that it ill a cure· for any disease. : 

259. In the State' oCVictoria in Australia, every packa~ con
taining a patent or proprietary medicine~should'have a lab91 ·con ... 
taininif the names of the dtugll having any therapeutic· action: 
TIle label should not contain: any s14temlmt which suggests (I) 
that it will remedy or' cure asthma, Bright's disel).se; baldness;. 
drunkenneilll, cancer, etc., or' (2) that it is a universal panacea~ 
a kidney c11re, -liVer Cure, Mood purifiel', a skin-food, ·ahair food 
or a nerve food, ot (3) that it- will ·devel'op the bust; ~ise' thiS 
height or eradicate wrinkles, or (4) that"it ill an abortifacient, o~ 
(5) that it-is beneficial'ft>r 8e~ual weakness or impotence. 

·260. III the State of New South Wales, the formulre of pro
prietarymedicin:eil neM not be discloied except in' 80 far as the 
provisions of the Pure Food Act, 190~. require it to be disclos!ld fo~ 
!lllCuring freedoon frGJll adulteration or. false· description. 
_ 261. In France, the ilale· of secret remedies .isprohibited by 
Jaw 'and in Italy, medicinal compounds 'and special remedies~uilt. 
bear a la:bel declaring the exact name of each ingredient and' the' 

. dose; false ·lItatementA with regard to them IIrlt punishable. by . 
fine. 



'~ 262. The state' of the ,law regardingadvertisemerits and taxa .. 1 

Honma;y also, be briefly adverted' to at this 'stage-. "'Under the.' 
Common law in ~ngland, the mere ' puffing up' of goods is-'''not 
actionabile.'But, if misrepresentation or fraud is actually ;est'ab.' 
lished, a claim for damageStwilllie. Indecent or obscene adv~r'::-' 
tisements are made punishable under section 3 -0£ the IndedeD1-
Advertisements Act, 1889. Under section 5, any advertisetitent, 
relating to ,venereal diseases, nervous debility or other complaint' 
or infirmity arising from or relating to r;exual intercourse" willi.' be 
deemed to be a -matter of an indecent nature within the Ineaning. 
of section 3. Advertisements relating to venereal. diseases' iq'e 
speciailly .dealt with by the Venereal Diseases Act, 1917. Treatirie'nt' 
of any person for venereal disease or offering him any advice 10r 
SJuch treatment by advertisement or notice is prohibited except in 
any publication sent to, duly qualified medical practitioners or 
chemists or unless special sanction of the Local Government Board 
is obtained. Holding out or recommendation by advertisement, 
handbills, etc., of any medicine or medicament for, the prevention, 
cure or' relief of any venereal disease is also prohibited. The Post 
Office Act, 1908, makes it an offence to send any indecent or o'bSce.ne 
matter thrQtugh post. - ' 

263. -The 'civil law relating to advertisements is generally the 
same in India as, in' England. The sale, distribution or exhibition 
of obscene books, pam'phlets, prints, drawings, etc., are made 
punishable by section 292 of the Indian Penal Code. A publica.~ 
tion. is said to be obscene when' the. tendency of the matter con
tained in it is such as to deprave and corrupt thooe whose minds 
are open to such immoral influence and ,into whose hands a publi~ 
cation of -that kind may' falL Even if the· matter 'publisJioo'is 
not by itself obscene, the :publlisher will be punishable if he knelV 
that it related to the sale of 'obscene books, photographs;- etc. 
Section 19 of the Indian Post Office Act,: 1898, (VI of 1898), prohi
bits the sending by post of imy 'noxious' substance and section M 
prohibts the transmission. of any in'decent or obscene printing, 
phi>tograp~, lit~ograph, etc., or any other i,ndecell.t,:or obscene 
article~.' Articless~nt in con~ravention of sections 19 and 20, may 
be opened; if noxious, they may be destroyed and, ifobscene,may 
be disposed of as directed by a rule made by the Governor-General 
in Council. The sender' is al~o liahletobe llunish'edwith impri. 
sonment up to on&' year or with ·fine or with' bnth. --, , , . 

284. In Am~rica, most 'of the' States have la:ws prohibiting 
~~teD1eilts_ whi~h are untru.e, ,deceptive 'or miSleading in the,a~ver. 
tIsem~nt of any merchanihse: , , 

In New Sou~h Wales, '{maer t)Ie Pltre Food Ad, 1908,tll~ 
Board of Health ,may caufieany drug or appliance which,is, ildver-; 
tiRed to be examu!-ed, end ihe GovernOtr may p~hibit the adver~ 
tiRing of lInv drug or appliance whichis,injurious to life <!r health; 
or which', by reason of it.~ inactivity or inefficiency, is llReless·(of 
the advertised purposes Of cure, ;! 
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In New Zealand, the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1908, was 

amended in 1924 110 as to control publicity calculated to deceive 
a purchaser in re~ard to the virtues of a drug. 

265. With regard to taxation, the position may be summed. up 
in the language of the Report of the Taxation Enquiry Committee 
thUI':-· .. . 

Patellt medicines are generally considered as IlUitable subject of taxa.. 
tion, partly tor relUlOns of regulation, partly because they involve a form 
of fuxury consumption, which is occasionally harmful, and are. taxed, among 
other countries, ill the United Kingdom, Canada, South Africa, Italy,· 
France, the United Eo'tates of America, and Japan, though it is understood that 
in the last case the abolition of the tax is in contemplation. The tax is usually 
levied in the shape of a stamp duty and is collected with comparative ease, 
lince advertisement is an essential of trade. In England, the charge of duty 
extends· to all medicines in which any proprietary right is claimed, or which 
are advertiaed or held out without disclosure of the formula, as a cure for 
any ailment or disorder incidental to the human body. The adoption of a 
definition on th~ lines 'll:ould meet pne o.hjection taken to thl! tax, namely, 
that it would interfere with the business of the vaids and hakeems. ·It will 
be clear that such interference would only arise in the case of advertised 
medicines, aDd not in that of prescriptions made up for private patients. A 
suitable rate for the tax would be 4 amias in the rupee. Its importance 
should be accompanied by the application of· a similar definition to imported 
patent medicines and an increase in the tariff rate on these to 50 per cent. 

266. Most of the witnesses are opposed to secret remedies on 
principle and their suggestions range from a:baolute disclosure of 
the composition and the formulre on the label to little or no inter
ference whatever. Doctor Rama Rao of Madras, Doctor Parulkar 
of Bombay, Lieutenant-Colonel Cook of Bhagalpore, Doctor Chand 
Lal Mathur of Muzafarnagar; Mr. Sethi ·of the United Provinces 
and Doctor Harihar Ganguly of the Carmichrel Medical Qollege, 
Calcutta, would insist that at[ proprietary preparations should 
bear on their labels the percentage composition: . Colonel" Higham 
of Bombay would also press for the mention of the name of the 
manufacturer or of the importer, if of foreign origin. That the 
essential ingredients and their strength should be notified ·on the 
label ill the view of-the Chief Medical Officer of the B.B. andC.I. 
Railway Company. Nearly 60 per cent of th~witnesses would be • 
satisfied if the composition of the drug were given on the label. 
Lieutenant-Colonel Overbeck-Wright, LM.S., Agra, Major Sahai, 
I.M.S., Kohat, and Doctor SenGupta of the English Pharmacy, 
Bilaspur, are some of those who suggest the formation of a control
ling Board to whom the fQrmulre should :he disclosed. Mr. Rama
chandra Rao of Madras c~msiders registration_ of patents as the best 
methQd of control. He "is, however, for mentioning the names of 
the ingredients only, to the office, and not the proportions or the 
process of manufacture. With regard to the duties of the Board, 
Borne would recommend that the Board shQuld register the particular 
preparations and issue permits for the sale thereof. Doctor Das 
Gupta of Benares, ·among others, would suggest that the medicines 
should be analysed by the Board and put on the market only in 
case they are fQund satisfactory. He and Doctor Ganguly .. of 
Calcutta would want the certificate of the Board to :he affixed to 
the label. Licensing of manufactures, importers and ven~ors and 
registration of shops alsQ find favo\1.l" with SQme. 

- 15 
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'267. The expedient of special taxatioll i. fav~\Ired by :n.}~ny. 
The 'Chief Medical Officer of the B.B. and C.1.. Railway Company 
would levy a tax ,of roo to 200 per cent ad valo·rem on proprietary 
medicines. Mesp.lrs. Smith, Stanistreet and Company suggested 
that a stamp duty sholl~d be imposed on all secret remedies !is it 
is in' vogne in England, hllt on a lower scale. In the opinion of 
the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Assam, the only manner 
in which proprietary medicines could be controlled is by consider
ably enhancing the customs duties on all preparations which do 
not show' their formula on the bottle. Doctor Frank Noronha of 
Bang-alore states that a heavy import duty on foreig-n proprietary 
remedies and an excise duty on locallv-made ones will mak" them 
expensive luxuries and pJ'~vent people from f1131y induI,ging in 
~~. ' . 

268. Rigid control over advertisements is a point over which 
there is unanimity. To them is aRcribed the Jrreat stimulu!l to the 
sale of such remedies. Doctor Parulkar of Bombay would· goo so' 
far 8S to suppress them altogether in newspapers and to sugl!'est 
that a Government permit should be obtained before the remedies 
are advertised. / The suggestion that advertisements· should be 
certified by a competent authority before publication is supported 
by others also. According to Doctor Maneckshaw of Amritsar, the 
controlling authority should be the' Supreme Medical Council. 
Doctor Rodrigues of Karachi is for the establishment of a special 
Council of Pharmacy and Chemistry,-who should report on all non
official remedies and nostrums on the lines of the United States of 
Americ~. 'Accordip.g to him, sales and advertisements shou~d be 
stopped if the claims are not sub~antiated and the Postmast.er
General and RailwaYR should disallow postal and transit facilitiell 
for such medicines. The witnesses are generally opposed to adver
tising in ~ay, pa pers. Do.ctor Henderson of the School of Tropical 
Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta, advises that -" reputable medical 
journals, both Indian and foreig-n, should 'be approachNl. with 
a view to preventing- the use of their columns for the advertise
ment o~ such remedies". Mr. Selvanayagam of Madras stated 
that "every man who does any import business tries to secure a 
medical agency and sends a free sample to all the medicall practi
tiOl,lers accompanied by reports and a host of t.estimonials of a 
doubtful' nature. The medical man believing these reports pre-' 

'Rl1ribe9 these drugs to his patients." Leiutenant-Colonel Cook of 
Bhagalpur observed that It by every mail one is flooded with an 
amount of literature explaining the virtues of these drugs to practi
tioners in such a way that one is tempted to try some of these 
preparations about whose purity and efficacy doubts might exist .. 
Besides, a aargenumber of representatives of various manufactur
ing firms are going about in different parts of India explaining 
the virtues of these remedies to practitioners.~' 

269. The publication of a bOQk containing the results of analysis 
of drugR on the lines of C Secret Remedies' is commended by some. 
Dodor Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar of Madrae observes; cc ,Tha't iu 
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cases' where proprietaly remedies are offered for saie with beUico;;e 
advertisements there should be some machinery. like the Com
mittee of the British Medical Association which sits to investigate 
many of these remedies and gives an authorized opinion of their 
value. l'his would he/lp very materially the practitioners in making 
a wise selection of such proprietary remedies and will go far to 
check the evil of indiscriminate advertising." Doctor Tir,umurti 
of Vizagapatam believes in counter propaganda and exposure of 
the composition of secret remedies by analysis undertaken by a 
body of pharmacologists and chemists appointed by Government. 
The advantages of the spread of general education is, in this con
nexion, stressed by him. Doctor Rama Kamath of Madras, who 
also emphasizes th., efficacy of the education of the public, wants 
that duty to be entrusted to the qualified m~dical profession. 

270. We have attentive/ly considered' the valuable suggestions 
of the witnesses, including the elaborate schemes put forward by 
some of them. Doctor Uas of the Robertson Medical School, 
Nagpur, Doctor Phani Bhusan Mukerjee of Patna, and the Bombay 
Medical Union, among others, have given us such schemes. We 
shall first deal with proprietary medicin'es with secret formulre. 
We feel that absolute prohibition or restrictive measures of a strin
gent nature are wholly impracticable. We do not think that the 
time is yet ripe for a full disclosure of the formulre or of the 
compos.itlOn on the label although this has been insisted on in 
lome countries. As observed by Volonel Higham, l.M.S., Bombay, 
luch disclosure is not a complete safeguard as it would always be 
possible for manufacturers to attach labels that did not correctly 
describe the contents and in many cases the action' would defy 
detection. Probably the most important argument against this 
measure is that in every province, possibly in almost every town, 
imitations with the same or very slmilar formulre will be offered 
to the public. Disclosure of the formulre and the details of the 
therapeutic activity to a Board and the grant of permission bY'it 
after analysis may be less open to objection. But the argument 
against such a procedure is that a certain official' imprimatur' 
would thereby be given or claimed. In fact,. as ~entioned by some 
of the witnesses, there is the danger that the very- fact of contraI,. 
however light it be, is liable to be misinterpreted as approval,..ef· 
its. use. . 

. 271. While opposed to unnecessary interference, We feel strongly 
that a regulating influence is called for. It should include within 
its purview all' kinds. of patent and proprietary medicines without 
regard to the particular system to which they belong as we are 
convinced that, for practical purposes, no distinction can be drawn 
between the patent and proprietary xnedicines of the different· 
systems. We accordingly propose that our recommendations under 
this head should apply tQ all such remedies alike, irrespective of 
the system of medicine concemed. Provisions for registration 
and' the issue of a cel'tificate after the mention 'of .each medi. 
ciJlal ingredieRt to the department concerned, 011 the lines of t~e 
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Patent and Proprietary Medicine Act Df Canada; would seem to tis 
.to :be eminently' desirable. Though the secret -of the formulre is 
not given away, such a course has the advantage of enabling experts 
to get sufficient clue to analyse them and to pmhibit their USe if 
,necessary. Regulations may be made for their analysis :by. the 
central and provincial laboratories, and the Governor-General in 
Council, in consultation with the Advisory Board, may.be empower
ed to ban their use if. they are found harmful or of a. bogus nature 
and the manufacturer or importer punished and stocks forfeited. 
It is true that proprietary remedies of the ·indigenous systems of 
medicine may not lend themsellves to easy analys[s, but the essen- ' 
tial J1.ature of a substance and the character of its ingredients can 
be ascertained without much difficulty. . 

212. The registration of proprietary medicines should be on pay
'ment of a prescribed fee and need be only once. If alcohol in 
excess of 2t per cent is present, the name and proportion of each 
ingredient, which medicates the preparation so as to unfit it for 
use as an alcoholic beverage, should be given to. the department. 
If certain specified drugs, namely, those mentioned in the Schedule 
to the Patent and Proprietary Medicine Act of Canada., such 3S 

Belladonna are contained: in the preparation, the proportion~ of 
the ingredients should be given to' the department and mentioned 
in the label as provided for in that Act. Opium and its derivatives 
in "medicines for internal use and cocaine and its salts in any 
medicine, whether for internal or external use, should be prohibited. 
Drugs must be designated by their commonly used names. The 
provisions relating to inspection, seizure, etc., mentioned in Chap
ter VI should be made applicable to proprietary medicines also. 

273 .. We feel that there is great force in the crit.icisms 
directed against advel'#sements: A few samples of them are set 
put in Appendix I of Part II. ~rhe methQds of advertising are 
many' and varied. 'l'he disgust and annoyance aroused :by the 
advertisements is nothing cOlllpared to the untold harm they in1lict 
on the people. The publishers' responsibility cannot also be 
ignored. lfor the, elimination of fraudulent advertisements. it. is 
essential to punish the printer and publisher as well illS the person 
responsible for it. It ~s true that 'control over advertisements 
in other trades is lax and the introduction of control over' adver
tisements relating to proprietary medicines may actually lead to 
undue ~nte.rfer~nce in legitimate trade in certain cases. But, in 
view of the peculiar character of proprietary medicines with 
secret formulre and of the extent and gravity of the injury 
resulting from fraudulent advertisements,· we feel that there is 
great need for strict suryeillanc& in the fi6J.d of advertising and 
would recommend imposition of restrictions ~n it. We think it 
essential thd advertisements relating to aphrodisiacs, venereal 
diseases, remedies for the diseases of women, cures for cancer, 
leprosy and tuberculosis should be prohibited .. No false, lhislead
ing or exaggerated claims should be made on the labels, wl'appei'd 
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or advertisements. For the rest, . we are content ~o leave . the 
control of advertisements ~o be regulated by ruJ,es made by the 
Governor-General in Council. 

274. It is a well known principle of taxation that there js 
no objection to the levy of a tax where the commodity:,taxlld is 
largely consumed in excess of what is salutary. .Soiar allr""Sucb.· 
excess ~s prevented by the tax the restriction is positively bene
ficial to the community. We have, therefore, no compunction 
in proposing additjonal taXation. Patent medicines impoJ:ted 
into the. country should, in addition to the customs duties already 
levied, bear a special duty of 20 per cent ad. 'lJalO<1'em. This does 
not. err on the side of severity, in view of the rate of 50 per cent 
recommendecl by the TaxaHon Inquiry Committee already 
referred to. Patent medicines manufactured . in India should 
bear a re~enue stamp of not less than ~ annas on each rupee of 
its market value. This stamp should be. affixed in such a manner 
that ~t should not be possi.ble to open the package . without 
destroying or defac~ng it. 

275. Proprietary remedies with disclosed formuhe do not 
really' require to be subjected tc} any special restrictions except 
the general prov~sions about inspection, seizure, etc., designed to 
8ecure freedom from adulteration and misbranding. 

276. Apart from a recommendation to the medical profession 
not to prescribe proprietary medicines when there are equally 
usefUl drugs in the· pharmacopreia, and to read the li~erature 
and advertisements in the light of their own .knowledge and· pro
fessional <experience, We do not think there is any special necessity 
for interference. 

217. Nevertheless, 8S ~t not infrequently happens that when' 
a proprietary drug becomes popular, it is advertise<\ to the public 
under unwarranted and misleading claims, we :would urge .some 
restrictions on the sale of such drugs:-

(a) The name to reHect the composition of the product and 
not the clinical Use to which it is put. 

(h) The provisionll 8S to advertisements of· patent medicines 
·withsecret fOl'mulm should appl1. to these also. 

(c) '1'he fOrlnulm to be exhibited on the label of the actual 
container-if 8 simple· chemical subsiance, the scienti:Q.c. name 
and chemical formula; if a mixture, the details of its composi. 
tion with actual quantities of active ingredients. . 
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SEOTION IV 

CHAPTER I 

Development 01 the drug industry in India 

. 218. The root cause of the. 1r.affic in adulterated drugs' is 
traceable, on ultimate analysis, to the demand for cheap medicinpl! 
which p.nscrupulous manufacturers . and dealers have not been 
slow to exploit. In the absence of restrictive. laws, a· certain 
class of manufacturers and dealers has been successfully Hooding 
the market with inferior products. The tJ:ue remedy foJ' this state' 
of affairs lies in the organization of the drug industry in this .' 
country. It would then be able to satisfy the conditions which 
might be prescribed by a 'properly considered drug control legis
Jation, .and to put on the market standard goods which would suit 
the purchasing capacity of its people. FJ:om the very beginning, 
the committee realized -the interdependence of the question of 
stimulating the manufacture of drugs in the country and that 
of ensuring the supply of pure medicines of proper standard at 
moderate prices. 

279. India abounds in medicinal plants and the existence 
of many possibilities for drug manufacture in this country 
emerges clearly f:l:om the fact that foreign manufacturers draw 
their supply of many of the raw materials from . India. Foreign 
manufacturers, it is well known, . .export large quantities of pre
pared medicinal drugs to India and ply a prosperous trade . 

. 280. In discussing this problem, it ~s necessary, in the first 
place, to deal with the difficulties that the local manufactm'el's 
have to contend against under the existing conditions of the 
drug trade in this country. 1.'he evidence disclosed that the dis
advantages, from which they sufi'er, are many and· varied. This 
naturally hinders the development of the trade. '£he producers 
of pUI'e and unadulterated dl~ugs find it increasingly dltlicult to 
compete against those who do not hesitate to sacrifice quality or 
to resort to adulteration or misbranding to satisfy the popular 
de~and for cheap medicines. Insufficiency of spirit content 
in tincture preparations, low percentage of ingredients, and sub
stitution of iurt and inexpensive materials, are amongst the 
methods employed to induce the unsuspecting public to buy 
spurious and adulterated drugs. Respectable firms, who manu
facture drug's in strict conformity with the standards of the 
lll'itish l'harmacopwia in well-equipped laboratories, staffed' by 
trained experts, are at a positive disadvantage against competl
tors, who, on account of the inferior (lUality of their products, 
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are aLl. to quote conisdiraLly lower rat... Ronest firms wllodo 
not BtOOP to lIuch debased :tactic8' are thUB practically f.orced out 
of the ~ market by unfair' ant! unequal cOmpetition. The present 
uncontrolled and. unrestricted" condition~Qf the drug trade puts 
• premium on dishonesty. and discourages bona fide manufacturers 
who prefer to folloW' upright busin~ss methods. Many of the 
firms of reput~ in this' country .. have made strong representations 
011 the Bubj~ct. Th. Union ~rug Company of Calcutta observe 
a.followlI ;"- ' 

I. it Dot. fact "that in India any pel'llOD, educated' or uneducated, is at 
liberty to 11811' aDY coloured spirituous preparation in the ma~et as good· 
tinl.'tnreP The laws do not prevent him.. Naturally all honest manufacturer 
d~ not. get his price IQI' his good preparations because he has to cOmpete 

• with the Btl)llternted pharmaceuticais. 

281. The diversity of excise regulationlt"in different proVinces 
may be prominently referred to as a ll'I'eat 'handicap to manu-. 
facturers of spirituous preparations. Witnesses from Bengal, 
which is perhaps the largest. manufacturing provincll of the 
country, strou,lv pleaded for the uniformity of excise regulations 
throughout India. One of our co-opted members, Mr. S. B. Sen. 
of the Bengal Chemical.and Pllarmaceutical Works, in a valuable 
memorandum with which he "favoured the Committ.ee contended 
that, as the excise- dutv on" spirit required for medicinal prepa
rations was the same in all provinces, any spirituous medic~~al 
preparation on which duty has once been paid to 'the Excise 
Department should be free' from restrictionft ,regarding export 
from· one province to another. Mr. N. Bhattacharya. of the 
Union Drug Company, and representative of Messrs. Smith, 
Stanistreet and Company of Calcutta 'vif?oI'fJUsly stressed this 
point of view before the' Committee. "When spirituous" prepa
rations are exported from Bengal to Bombav, the authorities of 
the latter province refuse to accept the' certificate of duty passed 
by the Excise officers of Bengal and insist upon the goods being 
submitted for re-analysis of spirit content and revaluation of duty 
by their own officers beforethev are delivered to the consignee. 
In the inland towns of the Madras Presidency, the druggists are 
not allowed to import, spirituous preparations froIll another pro. 
vince in India, unless they obtain an import permit from the 
Excise Commissioner, aSlless the duty payable on the goods and 
pay· !he same in adv~nce. . This seems to be a dilatory and 
vexatIous procedure whIch WIll hamper trade and cause needless 
emban:assment to the I?anufachtrer. The iniquity of the proce
d~r8 becomes more. obVlous whe.n. contrasted with the regulations 
With r~gard to the Import of spmtuous preparations from foreign 
countrIes. J n such a case, the duty haVlng once been paid at the 
p,!rt. of entry, no furth~r restriction is imposed against trans
mISSIon from one provmce to another. Notwithstanding the 
argument advanced by the Excise autllOrities concerned that the 
imported preparations, bear a much higher duty than those manu~ 
factured in the country, we Jeel that this is a discrimination in 
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lavour of goods imported which is detrimental to tlie interel!ts 
of the Indian manufacturers. If the preparations sent from. one 
province to anotl).er are supported by a certificate from a compe-. 
tent authority, the necessity to re-test them is not evident. It 
is well known that alcoholic determinations for the same product 
made by different experiplenters are liable to slight variations. 
Hence, in the caSe of such re-tests, it is not clear whether any, 
and, if· so, what variations frQm the declared figure are allowed. 

282. Furthermore, the position isanomalou8 as there are no 
i.u{er-provincial boundaries for the inspection of goods lIimilar 
to tholle existing between different CQuntries; The-perllon. who 
actu.ally lIttfi'ers, is the known manufacturer with a bonded laba
r~tory. Other dealers, it would appear, could .. send spirituou9 
preparation~ to different provinces wit.hout detection. It is diffi
cuH to see how the rel!ulations can be enforced without the 
establishment of definite "/rontieTs" and arrangements for the 
f'xaminat:on of consignments from other provincell, 'both by road 
and rail. ,.. .. 

283. A Buggestion to the following effect has been made' to' 
the Committee, namely :-" Tha,t the duty on spirituOlls, medi
cinal preparations should, in all cases, be. coJlected at the place 
of manufacture by the Excise Department of that province' nnd 
that ,there .should not be any restrictions regarding export from 
one province to another in Britiilh India after the excise duty lia'1 
onr-e lieen realized. From the statement of the export to, thedif
ferent prov.inces by manufacturers, duly checked and certified by 
the Excise sta:ff attached to the· bonded laboratories, duty on pre
parations exported to different provinces can be accurately' ~al
culated. It can then be adjusted as required between different 
provincial Governments liy subsequent book-fransfer.," . lIes~1'!I. 
Smitn, ,Stanistreet and Company, Limited, put forward the vjew 
that the revenue from excise duty on medicinal preparations migM 
be ,credited to the Central Government and thereafter, distributed 
between the different provinces. Without definitely committing 
ourselves to any particular 8ugl!estion, we recommend thai the.· 
Questio~ be brought under immediate examination by the Central 
Board of RevenuE!. and Excise authorities in different· provinces 
with a view to do away with these restrictions which are unneces
sarily hampering the development of the drug industry. 

284. The hardships inHicted by the working of the Excise 
regulations do not end there. In the province of Bombay, the 
recovery of alcohol from the marc is, we are informed, prohibited, 
in opposition ,to the universal practice which obtains in every other 
country in the world. In the province of the Punjab, there is, a 
rule which enjoins on aU the manufacturers to give intimation to 
the Excise Department. before commencing work, with a view to 
enable them to send an officer for the purpose of supervising the 
work. As the bonded warehouse is kept locked up, the manufacturing 
work can bll carried out only when the officer is in the premil!el!i 
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But often he does not arrive until about 10 or 11 a.m. and leaves 
the place at about 3-30 p.m. The result is that the ordinary work
ing hours of the day cannot be put to the fullest use and sufficient 
time is not available for carrying on the manufacture. In the 
province of Bengal, it is a standing complaint of most of the 
bonded warehouse owners that they have to bear the entire cost of 
the Excise establishment in charge of the warehouse. This is, by 
no means, an insignificant sum and may, in many cases, be sub
stantial. It does not seem to be fair that private manuf,acturers 
should be obliged to bear the expenses of the staff of a department 
of the Government deputed for its own purpose of special protection. 

285. The demand of the indigenous manufacturers for duty-free 
spirit for use as solvents in experimental and research work also 
deserves sympathetic consideration. The question of solvents as 
a whole has an important bearing on the drug industry. Sol
vents have to be extensively employed in the manufacture and 
refining of chemicals, alkaloids, etc., for medicinal use and hence 
such manufacture is largely dependent on their supply. With the 
exception of alcohol, most of the other solvents. such as chloro
form, benzene, petroleum, ether, acetone, methyl alcohol, etc., have 
to be imported from other countries and high prices have to be 
paid for them. This is ultimately reHected in the increased price 
of medicinal drugs. Many of these could, however, be manu
factured with advantage from raw materials available in India. at 
very cheap rates, provided there was a demand for the other 
by-products from the coking of coal or destructive distillation of 
wood. Unfortunately, until a. demand arises, there seems no 
possibility of producing these solvents at a price which would 
favourably compare with the prices prevailing in other countries. 

286. Over 90 per cent of the machinery required for pharpta
ceutical processes, such as percolators, tincture presses, vacuum 
stills, emulsifiers, tablet aRd pill machines, autoclaves, etc., are 
imported from foreign countJ'ies. With a. little organization, these 
could be made cheaper in India. A Calcutta firm has all'eady -
prepared such machinery successfully and_it is selling at less than 
half the price of 'the imported articles. The development in this 
direction is an essential accompaniment for the growth and 
exp.ansion of a. drug industry in India. 

287. Many witnesses in different provinces have drawn the 
attention of the Committee to the difficulty of identifying, select
ing and procuring medicinal herbs of good quality. There appears 
to be a large demand for such raw material, but the supply is not 
commensurate with it. If a regular supply of genuine raw materials 
is assured, a great obstacle will be removed from the path of the 
drug manufacturers in India. It will also confer incidentally a 
lasting benefit to a large section of the population, dependent on 
the indigenous practitioners, who now obtain their supply from 
Pansaris and Attars dealing in stOcks usually old and inert anJ 
stored under very unsatisfactory conditions, 

16 
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288. Cultivation of medicinal plants on a commercial scale 
under Governme~t experts willi in the opinion of many witnesses, 
remove one of the serious obstacles to the development of 'drug 
manufacture in India. The Committee considers that the practica
bility of the suggestion should be further explored. India is a 
verita.ble emporium of medicinal plants. Nearly three-fourths of 
the drugs mentioned in the British and other Pharmacopreias grow 
here. India possesses climatic conditions varying from the torrid_ 
to the frigid. It embra.ces vast tracts of tropical plains, temperate 
hills and valleys, irrigated soil, and moist and dry climates. It 
has; in fact, been described as the epitome of climates, seasons and 
soils of the British Empire. It is, therefore, possible that the 
drugs which do not now grow within her bounds can be made to do 
so. Acclimatization is possible to a large extent with almost any 
plant, and there are many instances where plants, indigenous to 
one country and originally marketed from there only, have been 
fluccessfully introduced into other countries. 

289. In India, reliance has been, so far, almost entirely placed 
on the natural resources of the country and herbs growing wild 
have been chiefly collected and utilized. The great impediment in 
the development of forest drug resources has always been the 
question of transport. These forests, in many instances, are situa
ted hundreds of miles from the railway and consequently the 
transport of forest products is beset with difficulties and expense. 
Moreover, the forest resources, even if utilized to the fullest extent, 
will not be found sufficient for t.he needs of the country-as many 
important medicinal herbs and plants do not grow in India in a 
state of nature. The subject of cultivation of medicinal plants, 
therefore, should receive the special and careful attention of t.he 
Government. . • . 

290. Important medicinal plants, such as digitalis, ipecacuanh~, 
cinchona, jalap, etc., have a~ready been grown 'in India and there 
is no reason why the country should not grow almost every drug 
needed to supply her own wantsaftd .at. the same time .. develop a 
large -export business. A large export trade in some of the 
pharmacopreial drugs already exists. Little reliance can be placed 
on the nature and quality of the wild grown drugs, and this presents 
a serious drawback to their employment. for therapeutic purp'Qses. 
It is for this reason that India imports not only prepared drugs, 
but also raw materials to the extent of ma.ny lakhs of rupees 
annually. Vast tracts of land are available in lhis country which, 
if utilized for systematic cultivation, will make ~nuine drugs 
a\7a.ilable to the people at a reasonable price. In-countries like 
Germany and Belgium, medecinal plant and essential oil gardens 
have proved a great success. The State authorit.ies in France and 

. America. have displayed a. great deal of interest· in growing drugs 
on an extensive scale.' In the United States of America, there is 
a Bureau of Plant Industry atta.ched to the. Botanical Survey 
Section of the l)epartment of Agriculture where all questions 



relating to the, development of drug cultivation are considered. 
This bureau senda itS agricultural experts to various paxts of the 
world to investigate the climate, soil and environments. suitable 
for the growth of a particular plant with a view to introduce it 
into their own country. The. idea of the progress made is evident 
from the publications of the department which appear from time 
to time. Even the Commonwealth of Soviet Russia has started a 
bureau for carrying on a drug trade. Those departments are doing 
1I1)lendid work in their respective countries. 

291. The establishment of a drug emporium in India was sug
ge~ted many years ago, but has not yet materialized. Experim!lntal 
drug farms have been started on a small scale in places like 
Mungpoo and Saharanpur but their spheres of activity are limited. 
Creation of greater interest in this direction will prove advantage
ous to the country in general and to the drug industry in particular. 
The Government of the United: Provinces has already taken the 
right step by appointing a Committee of Experts to investigate 
this question-a lead which other Local Governments may, with 
advantage, follow. The co-operation,of expert botanists, pharma
ceutical chemists, and pharmacologists, is essential for the success 
of any' scheme to further drug cultivation. Their adv:ice will 
be valuable not only regarding the locality where particular drugs 
can be successfully cultivated, but also about the time suitable for 
cultivation, collection, etc., with a view to obtain the maximum 
activity and yield. They can devise methods for improving the 
content of active principles in cases where they are deficient. ,The 
establislunent of the Imperial Council of Agriculture, with the 
la.rge nnds at its disposal, ought to make this easy. Xhe Com
mittee would urge on tIle Government to impress on the Council 
the necessity for giving immediate attention to this important 
aspect. 'Vithout development in this direction, the drug industry 
in this country will take a long time to take root and flourish. 

292. 'l'he memorandum submitted to the Comlllittee by the 
Bombay Medical Union urge~he imposition of high tariff for the 
protection'M the indigenous drug industry. We consider the 
question of protection of the drug industry to be of such primary 
importance that we recommend the reference of the question to 
the .. ,!,ari1l' Board for thorough investigation which strict interpreta
tion of our term of reference and shortness of time at our disposal 
precluded us from ·undertaking. We are nevertheless convinced 
that an increase of the custom duty on imported manufactured 
drugs by 5 per fent will accelerate the growth of the indigenous 
industry as agsil!st foreign competitors. Increase of duty will, uo 
doubt, affect the consumers to a. certain extent but the consumer 
will be compensated by tIle inevitable reductioll of the. cost of drugs, 
which the resultant development of indigenous industry will ulti
mately bring about~ Moreover, we have been assured by many 
tlf the chemists and druggists that the effect of this increase ill 
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duty on the retail price will be almost imperceptible. In recom
mending the increase of tariff, we have l>een greatly influenced 
by the consideration of financing the scheme of central control of 
drugs, which we-have recommended in another part of the report, 
out of the proceeds of this extra duty. 

293. Our colleague Mr. Abdul Matin Chaudhury dissents from 
our recommendation for increase of duty on imported drugs, as he 
considers that it will lead to increase in the retail price and restrict 
consumption. Control of adulterated drugs, in his opinion, is one 
of the primary obligations of ~he .Government and should be fiJianced 
.from the Central Revenues without imposing additional burden on 
the consumer. 

294. The import of raw materials not availal>le in India, how
ever, deserves special treatment. Crude drugs which have to be 
imported are subject to a duty which has now been increased to 
20 per cent. In the competition with reputed firms of foreign 
manufacturers having tremendous resources at their disposal and 
who go in for mass production, the infant industry in India needs 
all the assistance that the State can reasonably afford. The total 
abolition or appreciable reduction of this import duty, the 
Committee considers, will afford material relief to the Indian 
manufacturers and tend to ease the situation considerably. It will 
lessen the hardships and disadvantages to which they are now 
exposed. A list of some crude drugs which at present are not grown 
in India and have to be imported will :he found in Appendix M 
of Part II. -

295. Many of the witnesses representing the manufacturing 
interests have complained of the high railway freight for. trans
portation· of raw material and medicines manufa(}tured in India. 
In the case of ~Jlessrs. Alembic Chemical Work Company, Limited, 
Baroda v. East Indian and other Railways, the Railway Rates 
Advisory Committee came to the conclusion that the existing rail
·way rates for medicinal drugs produced in the ..country ;were 
unreasonable and recommended their reduction. .The Government 
of India disagreed with the conclusions of the Rates Commit~ee and 
did not give effect to their recommendation. While not disputing 
the force of the technical grounds on which the Government based 
their decision, the Committee apprehend that, in rejecting the 
conclusions of the Railway Rates Advisory Committee, the Govern
ment did not adequately evaluate the importance of the effect which 
the reduction of rates will produce on the development of·· the 
infant drug industry of this country. We would strongly urge a 
reconsideration of the question ·in the light of the circumstances 
advel·ted to by us. 

296. During the course of the inquiry, we were informed, on 
several occasions, that the enforcement of strict regulation~ for the 
maintenance of the quality of drugs might have an adverse effect 
on the manufacturing industry in India. It was pointed out that 
the industry as such being only in its infancy, the manufacturers 
cannot be expected to attain that degree of st.andard and quality 
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which world·renowned foreign manufacturers have reached. We 
are not impressed with this line of reasoning and cannot agree to 
any lowering of the standard. On the other hand, we fail to S811 
why drugs of standard quality cannot pe manufactured in the 
country, notwithstanding the rigid enforcement, of regulations 
controlling their manufacture. 

297. The great difficulty of the manufacturers, as we have already 
pointed out, is competition with dealers who are importing cheap 
drugs of low standard and with small manufacturers who life 
purposely turning out inferior products. It is obvious, therefore, 
that a control of the quality and- strength of drugs sold in India 
will, more than anything else, go a long way to foster the 
manufacturing industry here. 

298. The drug industry may pe classified into four sections:
(1) manufacture of spirituous, galenical and pharmaceutical pre· 
parations; (2) extraction of alkaloids, separation of active principles .. 
and production of essential and fixed oils; (3) preparation of 
organic and inorganic chemicals; (4) preparation of biological 
products, e.g., sera, vaccines, etc. Closely: alliel,l to these is the 
cultivation, collection and preparation of vegetable drugs which 
may be regarded as constituting the fifth section. Each of these 
groups has special difficulties of its own and may be dealt with 
.separately. 

299. Most of the factories already established confine themselves, 
to a large extent, to the manufacture of the preparations referred 
to in the first section. There seems no reason why practically all 
the requirements of the country in respect of the drugs comprised 
in this section should not be manufactured in India. Most of the 
raw materials are- available here and, with help on the. lines 
indicated below, a flourishing drug manufacturing industry can 
be established. 

300. There are great possibilities in regard to the work mentioned 
in the second section. India is the principal and, in some cases, 
the only source of many Qf the crude drugs from which alkaloids, 
active principles and other valuable substances are extracted. 
'fhese raw materials are, in many cases, now peing exported' with 

.the result that the country hall, in turn, to depend for its own 
requirements on imports which involve payment of costs and duty 
and the profits appropriated by the foreign manufacturers. We 
have already discussed the possibilities of the introduction of 
plants not already growing here but for the introduction of wh.ich. 
suitable conditions are available. . , 

301. In connexion with the development of the industry men· 
tioned4n sections 1 and 2, there are certain difficulties with regard 
to coll~ction and distribution of crude drugs which greatly handicap 
the Indian manufacturers. Quite a big difficulty is that, in several 
cases, the total value of the requirements is so small at present that 
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the iarger and more reliable firms are not interested in their coilec
tion.Where the requirements are sufficiently large, there al'e 
generally so many middlemen that local market prices become 
inflated. As a matter Qf fact, indigenous drugs of a better quality 
than those obtainable in the local markets have been known to be 
re-imported at a cheaper rate. To: take one exam:ple, the collectors 
of nux-vomica seeds in Orissa receive only ite. 1-4-0 per maund of 
105 lb. deli~ered, washed and dried, at the buyers' godown there. 
These very seeds are sold at fro:m Rs, 4-8-0 to Rs. 6 per maund in 
Calcutta which is far in excess of the rate assessable for them with 
reference to the re-imported finished products made out of the seeds 
which had been exported from Orissa. The result is that factories 
producing strychnine in Calcutta have sometimes had to close 
temporarily. With' this heavy price to pay fQr the seeds, it is 
impossible to compete with the European manufacturers who get 
them on terms which work out at far lower rates. The same is the 
case with caffeine. The price of tea-waste and tea"dust is too high 
at present for the economic production of caffeine in India. It 
would appear also that very often the best qualities of certain drugs 
are exported, and only the inferior and adulterated materials 
retained for looalmanufacturers. 

302. The consideration of the products referred to in the third 
section is confronted with many difficulties. The greatest of these 
is the lack of a well-established chemical industry in the country. 
This matter is understood to be engaging the attention of the Indian 
Tariff Board and, if that body succeeds in arriving at a solution, 
the chemical mal\.ufacturers will find a considerable demand for 
their products from the drug industry. At present, many of these 
chemicals are required in such small quantities ,that they can only 
be satisfactorily produced as a secondary line. Perhaps, to: us the 
most important type of product in this section and the one i~ which 
we are mostly interested is the organo-metallic compounds. They 
can be, and in a few cases are, manufactured in the country; but 
this, as has already been pointed out, must be permitted only under 
the strictest control. 

303. In the fourth section, we have a class of preparations, the 
manufacture of which deserves to be encouraged as far as possible. 
Although climatic conditions offer certain obstacles, a number of 
firms are, as a matter of fact, preparing them. It must be admitted 
that the evidence was strongly in favour of Indian-made prepMa
tions of this nature and most of the witnesses had satisfactory results 
from them. The obvious advantages Qf freshness, of a,nimals living 
in Indian environ'ment, and of the use of looal strains of bacteria 
have already been discussed. The manufacture of preparations 
included in this section may be strongly advocated, provided efficient 
control over quality and standard ca,n be exercised. In this con
nection the Committ.ee would' direct the attention of the Government 
to the memorandum of Doctor Narayana Menon of the Department 
of Bio-Chemistry, Medical College, Vizagapatam, which is published 
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in the appendix. Therein, the possibilities. of manuflWture of these 
products have been fully discussed. There is little doubt that these 
products can be prepared in India, but whether the industry will 
ever be able to compete successfully With European and American 
manufacturers is problematical. In those countries, there are large 
slaughter-houses for all kinds of animals, especially in ~nnexion 
with meat-preserving concerns, and the carcasses are systematically 
examined and different parts separated and used in the best manner 
possible. Nothin&, is allow-e.d to be wasted. In ·this way, large 
quantities of material become available for the preparation of gland 
products. In India, great difficulties will be experienced in.obtain
ing raw Platerials on a large scale for the preparation of these 
particular products. So far as sera and vaccines are concerned, 
there are, however, no such obstacles in the way. 

304. The subject comprised in the fifth section o:lI'ers special 
difficulties. Many of the raw drugs are at present collected by 
ignorant persons and prepared for the market regardless of any 
special care which may be necessary to prevent the destruction and 
the decomposition of the active principle for which .the drug is 
required. Further, adulteration is rife, sometimes due to care
lessness on' the part of the collector, but. very often due to 
fl'aud. So serious is the state of ·a:lI'airs that, outside India, 
crude drugs of Indian origin are beginning to be considered 
unreliable and trade is, in consequence, suffering. Cannabis 
indica has lost much of the reputation it had in European practice 
on account of the fact that it is not of the same standard and quality 
as it was in former years. Similarly, the bark of Hola1'1'hena 
ant.idYllenterica has lost its undoubted position 8S a specific against 
amrebic dysentery through the substitution of worthless barks; the 
Indian Aconites are equally unreliable. We are strongly of opinion 
that steps should be taken promptly to end this state of affairs. 
Unless and until the practice of adulteration and substitution ceases 
to exist, the drug industry in this country is bound to su:lI'er 

. grievously. 
305. The necessity for a trained personnel for the efficient 

working of the drug industry cannot be lost sight of. It is obviously 
impossible to buildup an industry unless qualified and experienced 
men are available. The institution of Ii degree in Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry in the Indian Universities has already been pressed by 
the Committee. As regards imported raw materials, arrangements 
should be made to ensure that the quality of the material imported 
is up to the standard. This can be easily done by the Customs 
laboratories at the port of entry and, in cases of doubt, a sample 
can always be submitted! to the Provincial Laboratory for opinion. 
The entry of crude drugs, adulterated or inferior in quality, should, 
on no account, be permitted. With reference to indigenous raw 
material, control can be exercised over the dealer anamanufacturer 
under tIle scheme which we have elaborated elsewhere and they 
can be made responsible for the quality. At present, no attention 
is pJlid to the drying and' preparing of the drugs for the market. 
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The intervention of the middleman who frequently adulterates the 
material can';lot ,also be ignored:- It is hoped that adulteration 
can be effectIvely counteracted by the enforcement of the provi
siOI~s which we have outlined in another chapter. 

306 . .A certain amount of speculation also takes place iD the 
drug. trade which causes wide fluctuation in prices. Although 
defimte suggestions for protection from such variation in prices 
cannot be reasonably expected, it might be possible to have a drug 
market in important centres, such as Calcutta and BOIIl.bay, where 
the crude drugs could be put up fQr auction and the buyers be giveu 
an opportunity of examining samples before purchase. The 
experience of giving bounties and subsidies to manufacturers, as 
in the case of steel and other industries, should be considered if a 
strong case be presented. Any balance of funds, which may be 
available from ,those raised for carrying out drug co·ntrol, may be 
usefully spent in entirety in furthering the interests of the drug 
industry in India, in such manner as may be deemed fit by the 
Governot:-General in Council in consultation with the Advisory 
Board. 

307. The consideration of the problem of fostering a drug 
industry in India has exercised our minds greatly. Its vital 
importance cannot be overestimated. Its reaction on the supply 
of medicines of proper strength and quality to the masses at reason
able prices naturally adds to its beneficient effects. Our careful 
survey of the situation leads us to urge the following recommenda-. 
tions:-

(1) That the Universities in India should·be required to give 
training in advanced pharmaceutical chemistry and institute a 
degree on the subj ect. 

(2) That the 'quality of crude drugs, both import.ed and. those 
grown in the country, should be strictly controlled. 

(3) That the import duty on manufactured drugs should be 
increased by 5 per cent. 

(4) That the import duty on crude drugs not available in 
India should be abolished or a.ppreciably reduced. 

(5) That the imposition of export duty on raw materials 
obtainable only in India should! be considered. 

(6) That the question of supplying solvents at reduced prices 
should be seriously examined and that duties on such solvents used, 
at any rate, for bona fide medicinal purposes should be abolished or 
reduced. 

(7) That tlie restrictions upon the free transit of spirituous 
preparations between !he different provinces in India should be 
removed. 

(8) That the Excise regulations should be modified so as to 
remove the hardships referred to and t.hey should generally b~ 
worked in a sympathetic ~pirit. . 
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. (9) That the question of reduction of railway freights on raw· 
materials and indigenous drugs manufactured ill India; should.. be 
considered. 

(10) That the drug industry in India should be encouraged
by the Government by the purchase of the required supplies_ of 
medicinal preparations, surgical dressings, chemicals, etc., from 
Indian manufacturers as far as possible. 

(11) That the Central Laboratory should be 'stded by eipelis 
who are capable of giving sound advice to all interested persoris on 
manufacturing processes, the requirements as to machinery and 
general plant that may be necessary for carrying on the industry, 
alld the technical difficulties which may arise in relation to it. .-

(12) That every encouragement should be given to promote the 
cultivation of medicinal plants and herbs. _. : 

CHAPTER II 

Government Medical Stores Depots 

30S. Closely allied to the problem of fosteriDga drug iiJ.dustry 
in'India is the consideration of the policy of the Government in. 
maintaining the Medical Stores Depots in the different Provinces
and of the- part played by them in manufacturing drugs. 

-- - 309. The rai8~n d' etre of Medical Stores Depots, their develop
ment, expansion, system of working, methods of obtaining supplies, 
etc., have been fully dealt with in the memorandum submitted to 
the Committee by Major E. S. Goss, Assistant Director~General 0-£ 
Stores, which is included in Appendix L of Part II. We will only"' 
briefly touch on the points which have evoked criticism. --

310. The Government Medical Stores Department was started 
with the object of ensuring the supply . of drugs, instruments, 
appliances, sundries, etc., both medical and veterinary, of uniform 
quality and pattern for the Army in India. For thiB -purpose; 
Medical Store Depots were established and maintained- in four 
important centres in India, viz., Madras, Bombay, Calcutta,and: 
Lahore Cantonment, and also one in Rangoon in Burma. Origin. 
ally, these Depots were nothing more than Stores where medical 
and surgical equipment obtained from England orfrom the market 
iii India. was stored and issued- to the Military Department, 
The stores obtained from Europe are bought through the Director-, 
General- of -Stores, India Office, and are purchased at specially 
reduced and wholesale rates. At first these Depota were under the 
provincial medical authorities; but after 1894, they -came under the 
direct control of the Director-General, Indian Medical Service, 
arid Army. Department. Their sphere of activity gradually Jiecame 
m1lre and more enlarged as not only did the supply of the -A!my: 
depend on them, but the Civil Medical- Departments of the variou& 
;Provincial Governments also turned to them for~upplies owing_ tit 

17 
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difficulties'of obtaining their medical equipment direct from firms 
in: England and elsewhere •. Later, many of the non-Government 
institutions such as the district board and municipal dispensaries, 
and the Railway Medical Department, and some of the Indian 
~tates: :also ,a~ked f<?r permi~sion to use t~e Medical Stores Depots 
for the, supply oftheix: requirements. The sphere of activity was in 
this way largely extended, and they- began to manufacture not only 
drugs and their preparations, but also surgical instruments and 
applian.ces. It was realized that, as India produced a large amount 
of raw material, medicinal preparations manufactured from the~ 
ill the country would be cheaper. The manufacturing was entrusted 
to the Medical Stores Depots at Bombay and Madras who employed. 
expert pharmaceutical chemists. They, therefore, turned out 
preparation~ which were up to the British Pharmacopreia standard 
at prices very much cheaper. than those. imported from foreign 
countries. 

311. The Government appear to have fully realized their res
ponsibilities in the matter of not taking up the function of manu
facturing drugs which might be . left to private .firms and indi
viduals. This is evident from the fact that, as early as 1910, a 
conference.of the officers-irr-charge of these Depots was held to 
determine if the Government were getting a fair return for the 
money spent and whether the policy of manufacturing drugs was 
right in view of the extension of the drug-manufacturing indus
try in India: Apparently, the decision was taken to continue the 
activities, of the Stores Depots. It was subsequently proposed that, 
in· the interest of economy and prevention of the locking up of 
large amounts of money, the stocKS kept in the Depots should he 
considerably reduced; but before this proposal materialized the 
Oreat War started and the resources of the Government Stores 
Department were very' heavily taxed in order to supply the 
various expeditionary forces, which were being sent to different 
theatres of war, as well as for the equipment of hospitals, ships, 
ambulaiwe, trains, etC'. , All the resourC'es of the department were 
fully mobilized and" during 1915 and 1916, the supply of medical 
and surgical equipment to all the field units was steadily main
taine~. During 1917, owing to supplies from Europe not forth
coming, the Stores Department utilized all the local resources, as 
a result of which many drugs and even surgical equipment suc:h 
as dressings, instruments and appliances were obtained in India 
alld in this way further expansion took place and this continued 
right up to the end of the Great War in 1918.' In 1919, the 
Afghan War started and these activities had to be maintained !or 
a further period .. The expansion of the work of the Depots during 
all this period issho'Yn by the table to 'be found in' the appendix . 

. . 312: ~ot. only did 'the Medical Stores Depa:rtment supply aU 
the .militarYl'equirements during these years but also many hun
dreds 6f· the' civil institutionsl both Government and non-Gov. 
ernment, who. previously had made ,their own 'a~rangeniehts' but; 
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owing to the war and other l'easonsy'had difficulties in ohtaining 
their medical supplies direct. The quality of the medicinal pre
parationll, and other _equipment, supp!ied by, thellepots wa,s '1i0 

good that, ,even after the war, when favourable opportunities were 
oHered for direct buying~ those institutions which were not under 
any obligation to buy ,theu supplies from the Depots stuck to 
the arrangement. In. fact, 'a large number of other lnstitutions 
applied' for permission to deal with the Medical Stores Depots. 
Thill was not surprising as the Indian, market had begun to be 
Booded with adulterated and spuriou~ products, and even supplies 
from reputable firms were looked upon with suspicioll. - 'Hasides 
this, as' the department- did, not aim at making large profits, the 
supplies were in many instances: cheaper. 

313. Representatives of manufacturing firms in Calcutta and 
Bombay protested very strongly against the Government manu
facture of tinctures, liquid extracts, etc., as an intrusion into a. 
sphere of activity which does not properly belong to the Govern
ment and which, while restricting the market, hindered, the 
growth and expansion of the drug industry in IndiCl. ~sr~. 
:::;mith, Stanistreet and Company, Limited, of Calcutta in their 
reply to the questionnaire observed: -_ 

The establishment of the drug-manufacturing laboratorie~ 'by the 
Government Medical Stores Department for ~anufacture and supply of 
articl98, which are manufactured in India, to Government, private and 
mi88ionary hospitals and dispellBaries, rtailways and other departments, 
Indian States, etc., is a serious encroachment on our legitimate province. 
When there was no manufacturing of these products in India the ,policy of 
maintainin~ Government manufacturing laboratories was necessary. It 
cannot be Justified now. The Government Medical Stores should be merely 
a I'lJrchasing and distributing department and should he contincd to Army 
8upplies. It is not only an anachronism to-day but a serious and unfai.r 
competition to the drug and chemical trade in India and militates against 
the growth of an efficient and qualified body of drug and medicine manli
facturers and vendors' in India, without which any legislation for better
ment of drug supply' in India will be impossible to be carried into practical 
effect.' . 

314. The 'Union Drug Company of Calcutta also stated that-
Every manufacturer is 60re at heart for the policy of Government to 

draw aU their medical requisites from the Government Tincture Factories 
at Madras. Why should that be soP The private firms and incorporated 
companies should be enooura/!l9d to, supply, medicinal requisi..tes. ,110' the 
State and, thereby to better their own position. ' 

315. In their oral evidence, Messrs. -Kapilram Vakil and B. D; 
Amin representing the Indian Merchants' Chamber of Bombay also 
urged the cessation of Government's manufacturing· activities~ 
This raises issues in which interests other than. those of the trade 
concerned are also vitally affected and requires somewhat detailed 
consideration. ' , , .:' ' 

316. The Cotnmitteehave' catefully examined the question of 
~he, allegation of unfair competition made with regards to, the 

, Medical Stores Department. This competition is said to be chiefly 
with regard to spirituous preparations such as tinctur9B~ liquid 



. extracts, etc. We have collected statistics regarding totai'manu
f~Qt1U'e :0£ these products in the country so far as was possible and 

-compared them with those produced by the Medical Stores~-
- . Quantity 

Approximate manafaotured' 
quantity by Govern-

manafaotured ment Medioal 
in India. Stores 

Depots. 

(1) Tinctures and Spirituous 
. prepa.ratioDs ... gals. 1,53,000 gals. 34,000 

(2) Liquid extracts ,,24,000.. 2,600 
{3) Solid extracts ... Ibs. 10,000 lb.. 1,200 

'The" figures of total production in India are rather low' as we coUld 
not obtain statistics regarding tinctures and liquid extracts which 
~aro . being pre~red in small quantities and by dilution of im
-PQl'ted concentrated products from certain foreign manufacturers, 
while the Medical Stores Depots' returns are accurate. Even so, 
a glance at these figures shows ,that the Government Stores De
'P8Irtinent are not great -rivals to the drug trade as regards thes'e 
.preparation!!,. . 

317. A number of other allegations have also been made 
against the Medical Stores Depots which cannot be entirely substan
tiated~ It has been erroneously said that the Medical Stores Depots 
obtain duty-free alcohol for the purpose of manufacture, and there
fore can sell preparations at lower rates. Another allegation is 
.that the. Medical Stores Department get concession rates so far as 
railway freight is concerned. As a general proposition this is 
.incorrect. The medical stores sent for consumption of the Military 
Department are subject to a concession rate; this is entirely confined 
to the Army supply_Such special concessions are given to the 
Army in many countries not only with regard to railway freights, 
.but in other matters also, and India is not an exception. 'With 
regard to the supply to civil institutions, which is really considered 
by the manufacturers to be the most unfair of their ~ctivities, the 
Medical Stores supply under the same conditions as private manu
facturers and give or get no special concession. The prices of the 
Medical Stores Depots are often above the current market prices 
and complaints appear to have frequently been received from 
various institutions on this point. They are calculated on the 
following basis with a. view to do away with the possibility of 
any unfair competition:~ 

Local stores.-Actual purchase rate plus 20 per cent on ac
cpunt or departmental charges . 
• ' -' j{anuJactured stores.-{a) Actual cost of raw materials used 
plus (b) cost of labour plus (c) 20 per cent on (a) plus (b) on 
account of departmental charges .. 
:' , Imported stores.-(a) Invoiced rate plus (b) 12t per cent 
utt;acoountJ of freight and packing plus (c) 15 per cent on (a)· plus, 
lQ) QJ;l p.ccount.of customs duty plus {d) 20 per cent on (a) plus 
(b) :plus .(c) on account of department~~harges. . 
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. _ The pricing is controlled by the Military Finance authorities 
il!- ·conjunction with the Assistant Director-General, Stores._ 

318. The charge that prices are arranged so that the product. is 
:80ld just below marke~ ,rates is probably explained by this system 
of pricing. It is obvious that any preparation the cost of the 
inaterial for which is very low will work out at something less than 
that of a private manufacturer; on the· other hand, preparations 
made from expensive raw materials will be l!1Ol'e costly. • 

.319. Another charge laid against the Medical Stores De.part
ment is that they do not buy their supplies from local manufan
turen. In reply to this the Assistant Director-General (Stor~s) 
says: ... Every effort is made to obtain articles locally: which min 
be shown to be of a standard equal to those imported as regards 
quality and price and indigenous materials are purchased locally 
for use in the factories wherever possible." This is borne out by 
the. fact that the total expenditure for all Depots on imported 
-stores in 1929-3Q was Rs. 14,98,520 while that for stores pur
c,hased in India amount to .Rs. 30,10,390. A list. of raw mat~
rials used in the manufacture of preparations in the Madras ~nd 
Bombay Depots, which are purchased locally, is set out in the 
appendix. The list is quite a comprehensive one and shows that 
-the department is making e:tIorts to obtain all the raw materials 
that ciln be possibly obtained in India. The same is true with 
regard to the manufactured preparations. We were also assured 
that the Stores Department were even prepared to pay 10 to. 15 
per cent higher prices for chemicals, etc., which were manufactured 
by Indian cOl).cerris. This should undoubtedly help the Indian 
chemical industry. ' 

320. A number of. witnesses, both medical and pharmaceuti
'cal, in different parts of the country alleged that the Medical Stores 
Depots were in the habit of periodically auctioning deteriorated 
medicinal drugs and prepartions, surgical dressings; etc.; thus 
liberating. worthless drugs and other materials on the inarket. 
This point was referred to the Assistant Director-General, Stores, 
who stated in reply that the auctioning of deteriorated' drugs and 
'preparations has certainly not taken .. place - during the last five 
years. The only exception being that, in September 1927, 492 ·lp. 
of chloroform,- which had b.een condemned' .as unfit for anresthetic 
'Purposes, was sold at a reduced rate, but this was marked as such 
and was only sold because it could be used as a solvent. . It is 
quite true, surplus stores have been auctioned from lime fo ume 
aud such ·auctions were frequently. held after the war to dispose 
of large quantities of, mater,ials which had accumulated and were 
41.0 . longer required. .. 

321.. It . is ~a.r~ly necessary for our purpose to enter into an . 
~cademle. dlsqulSlhon on the relative merits of private initiative in 
~I!d~s~ ~ :o! ~ti~aLizatiOJil {nany :sc;heme of national economy. w: ~ a!6 :mo..re. ~inmecll~tely ~oncerned wlth, the problem oi ma.king 
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. India 'independent. Qf foi~eig.lliinpoit 'of drugs with a view to prq
viding for purer medicines at. cheaper.oost., In view of what has 
been said, the Committee is not satisfied -that the immediate dis
inantling of the planufacturing plant' of th~ Government Medical 
St.nres,. as has been wggested by many witnesses, 'at the present 
time, is 13 means of achieving. this object. Bellides important 

:military considerations,' drugs manufactured in the Medical Stores 
are obviously indigenous productions, made in India by Indian 
labour with capital supplied by the Indian tax-payer. This, at 
prellent, at any rate, ill an insurance against any sudden break
down of foreign import and a check to profiteering in addition 

-to being It standby in case of war. Failure to procure an ade
quate supply of drugs of standard' quality in the local market 
forced the Government to undertake the manufacture of drugs 
and it is yet premature, to say that the State enterprise in this 
direction has outgrown-its necessity. Few witnesses have iieriolts, 
ly assailed the quality of drugs manufactured at the Medical 
Stores, \vhich are satisfactorily fulfilling the functions they were 
intended to perform. The Committee is of opinion that, as' the 
·drug iudustry grows in' this country, medicinal dl'UgS 'of good 
'quality wi-ll be produced on --a larger scale from raw mate!'ial~ 
produced here and the Indian manufacturers will be able to suc
cesBfully compete with the mass production of forl'ign manufac:' 
turers. The· cost of medicines will then be considerably reduced 
aJld the country will become independent of its present dillCredit
-able dependence on foreign countries, for its supply of medicines. 
The manufactu,ring of tinctures, spirituous preparations, etc., by 
the Medical Stores Department will then cease ipso jactQ as the 
Indian manufacturer will be able to supply the Government with 
good medicinal preparations at a much cheaper rate than they 
can possibly be manufactured .by a Government institution such 
as the Medical Stores. The Assistant Director-General,' Stores, 
in his memorandum says: "When it is found that an article 
which has hitherto been prepared in the factories of the Depots can 
be obtained locally at a more reasonable 'rate, the' preparation 
of that item is closed down and it is purchased locally. The same 
applies to imported stores.". He also gives a list of articles of 
stores which have been imported but have now been placed on 
the local list. 

322. While unable to agree to the immediate abolition of the 
manufacturing activities of the Medical Stores, we would w'aw 
.the attention of the Government to a. certain feature of the orga
,nilation which cannot legitimately escape criticism. Mr. Vakil 
of the Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay, in his oral evidence 
'pointed out that the system of accounts in. the Medical Stores :was 
not on commercial basis, that in fixing prices' no allowance ;was 
made for interest charges on capital, for depreciation i sometimes 
the rel1t of the building was excluded i and, in fact, the method of 
calculating cost was arbitrary.W: e. recognize t1l:e forceo~ this al'gu. 
,ment. The, exact finanCial posItion of .:a m.~nufllCtur1ng ~~er,. 
~aking_ctl-nnot beprop:erly .estimated and Its profit and loss POSItIO!I. 
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eannot be reliably ascertained unless ~he accounts are, commer
cialized. In 1919, the Lovet Committee on the Reorgani
zation of Medical Services in India stated in their report that in 
dealing with drugs the question of quality was so important that 
Government should not discontinue any manufacture until re
liable commercial firms had proved'that they could manufacture 
drugs of necessary quality on a sufficiently large scale as to render 
it absolutely certain that Government would pe able to obtain all 
ita requirements without difficulty and, at ,prices comparing 
favourably- with the Government cost production. "Twelve years 
have elapsed since the report, and the manufacturers in India pro
test their ability to supply drugs of requisite-quantity and quality, 
at any rate so far as the supply of tinctures, extracts, etc., ,are 
concerned. But unless the accounta of the Medical Stores are com· 
mercialized, the basis of comparison between the Government cost 
of production and that {)f the private manufactUrers will be want
iug. Comparison between,' prices based O!l departmental >system 
of accounta and the commercial will lead to n'ouseful resuIts.W e 
I'ecommend that the, Director of Commercial Audit 'undertakes 
the introduction of co~mercial system of accounts' in the Meclical 
Stores and, after the introduction of such a system, if it is found 
more economical to purchase in the local market, that will be the 
time to consider the quesiion of abolishing the manufacturing 
activities of the Medical 'Stores. ' , 

323. The conclusions which we have reached after carefully 
considering the evidence may be summarized as follows:~ 

(1) Although we agree with the principle that the- ,Govern
ment should not compete with priva,te concerns manufacturing 
medicinal preparations, we are of opinion that, in the present 
state of the drugs on the Indian market and the present condition 
of drug manufacture in this country, the immediate cessation of 
this activity will not be advisable in the interest of economy and 
efficiency., ' 

(2) As local manufacturing progresses and good quality drugs 
are obtainable on the Indian market At a cheaper rate the manu-, 
r&cturing should be gradually reduced till it is stopped. ' 

ca) The Committee feel that the charge of unfair competition 
levelled against the Government Medical Stores D!lpots has been 
somewhat exaggerated. 

(4) The Committee are of opinion that as the drug industry 
grows the Medical Stores Depots should gradually remove from 
their 1~8t such .medical institutions a~ are. not definitely entitled 
to obtam supph!!s fro!D the Depots, VIZ., ,dIstrict board and mimi. 
eipal hospitals, railway institutioO;tls, Indian States, etc::. _ , 

(5) Sup'plies for the Stores Depots should be obtai~ed, as far. 
88 pOSSible, from local manufachtrers. 
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SECTION V 

A Pharmacopreia for India 

. 824. The object of a Pharmacopreia is, in the words of the 
found'ers of the United States Pharmacopreia, 1820, "to select 
from among' substances which have medicinal power those the 
utility of which is most fully esta~lished and best understood, 
IUld ta form from them preparations and compositions in which. 
their powers may be exerted to the greatest advantage." . . , 

325. How far it is possible to stray from this ideal may alsd 
~e stated in the language of R. C. Wood, President of the United 
States Pharmacopreial Convention, thus:-" A common, fallacious 
belief is that Pharmacopreia recognition means that the drug 
recognized is of value; the fact is that the United States and 
other Phar~acopreias have in them numerous drugs of very little 
use, The nature or motif, so to speak, of a Pharmacopreia is not to 
distinguish between worthy and worthless drugs, but to see that 
a· drug which is asked for is, . as sold by the apothecary, pure, and 
that proper preparations of uniform strength are made by the 
apothecary. " "The question which the framers of a pharma
copreia ask themselves is not, is this drug of value, but is: there a. 
demand f01" it by the profession of medicine P If :five thousand 
doctors in the United States believed brick-dust to be a valuable 
remedy and habitually used it, brick-dust would have to go into 
the Pharmacopreia. Witch-hazel is probably as active and as 
useful as is brick-dust, but witch-hazel is a fad and is enormously 
·called for, and so -witch-hazel must gQ into the pharmacopreia. 
The Pharmacopreia exists for the purpose of requiring the apothe
cary to give, in the first place, pure brick-dust or pure witch-hazel 
when asked for, and, in the second place, uniform preparations of 
these remedies." 

326. The truth is that, as a national Pharmacopreia is primarily 
meant to meet the claims and satisfy the' needs of. a pa~~uJ~r. 
group of physicians at a particular time, there must exist, and 
there exists, a great difference not only between Pharmacopreias 
of various countries, but also between various editions of the same 
Pharmacopreia. . 

. 327. The bare facts show a great difference between ancIent 
and! modern pharmacopreias, but a little consideration of the mate
rial clearly indicates a close resemblance between the drugs listed 
in the two, with this difference that scientific methods of· stand
ardization have developed and have been gradually introduced. 
Where powdered aconite root was used by the old physician, to-day 
we have a standard tincture with a biological assay. The un
standardized powdered drugs such as nux-vomica, datura, cinchona, 
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etc., are replaced by pure organic compounds, the alkaloids, or a 
galenical preparation with chemical assay for a content of a 
standarl\ amount of active principles. 

328. The modern pharmacopreia is thus above all a book of 
8tandards. Its fundamental object and scope is, as expressed in 
the United States Pharmacopreia, "to provide standards for the 
drugs and medicines of therapeutic usefll1ness or pharmaceutic 
necessity sufficiently used in medical practice; to lay down tests 
for the identity, quality, and purity; to insure, as far as possible, 
uniformity in physical properties and active constituents." In 

. other words, usage, rational usage and scientific usage are the 
basis of judgment. And despite the fact that there may, and of 
necessity always will, be certain minor imperfections, in the Phar
macopreia, it is and will remain the leading standard; and no 
one questions the imperative need of such a standard. Whenever 
a .' pure drug bill ' is proposed it is assumed almost as a matter 
of course, that the Pharmacopreia is to be the standard by which 
the quality of drugs is to be judged. 

329. The need of such a' standard for drugs intended for the 
use of physicians is all the more evident when it is remembered 
that some manufacturers who do make standard pharmacopreial pre
parations nevertheless frankly admit that they put upon the market 
other preparations of the same substance by no means of pharma
copreial standard, but. under the names almos~ identical with the 
pharmacopreial names. These manufacturers claim that, when 
the official article is not specifically designated, popular demand 
and commercial competition justify this procedure. The possible 
dangers in such a course must at once be apparent, and this practice 
is one of the reasons for the legal requirement that ~ny article 
Bold under a pharmacopreial name must conform to pharmacopreial 
standards. 

330. The pharmacopreia is, moreover, the chief bulwark of one 
of the most time-honoured principles of the medical profession, 
namely, that there must be no secrets about the drugs used in the 
treatment of disease. Upon this question, that physicians must 
have full knowledge of all the constituents and of all the properties 
of the drugs they prescribe, there can be no compromise. The 
physician should never forget that he is the sole· judge of what is 
suitable for his patient. 

331. In almost, all of the countries, the nationalpharmacopooia 
is produced t"itht"r under the direct supervision of one of the depart
ments of State or by a committee appointed by the G<wemment 
lot the purpose. The notewol'thy exceptions are the United Stateo 
of America and Great Britain. In the former, it is not prodUlr!d 
·'"111 .. 1' direct Government authority, but is accepted by the Govtll'Ii
ment 8S a standard after its publication. In the latter it is en
trusted to the General Medical Council, who, in turn, hand over 
the work to a Pharmacopreia Committee.-

18 
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332. ;ol'~ef sm,nma.ries of the practices in the principal countries 
are !let p~t p~low:=- - . -. 

Belgiu·m.-The Pharmac_op~ia is 'published by theQ-overn
ment. The Pharm,acopreia Commission of nine members appointed 
lor a period of three 'years is a permanent commission and is at 
present composed of six Pharmacists, and three Doctors of Medi
cine; its w()rk is not continuou~. There is no statutory requirement 
of the intervals between editio~s, although a Royal Decree pro
vides for the p:ublication pf a supplement every three years, but does 

- not make it compulsory. The last edition, the third, was published 
i~ 1906 j and a suppleptent was issued in 1912. The fOl,lrth edition 
is in the press. 

·~3~. dhinq,.-:-I!1- ~929, th,e 4Ctjpg M,:inister of :IIealt~ inyited 
a c~1P-;mit~~~ nf IO~f .to prll}\, up the #irf,lt draft of the. Cl1i~.~l!e 
pp.,armfl~,opre~,3;. 1'lps, i~filP4e r.f contilJ.w~.d political unrest, w-a~ 
finf\lly a4,9pte4 ~t th~ ~~coh4 annual conferenc~ 9f t;he Board 9f 
lI~~lth ot 'tll~ ~ I/--nldng p-pyerllIn~llt p.~M. in Febru,ary ~930. 

334. Czechoslovakia.-The ~harmacopreia is prepared by a 
commissiofL divjded ipto fO}lr ~ectioll8-Chemistry, pharmacology, 

. galellical pharmacy, and )!Ierology and bacteriology. It pas 42 
inembers--21 phl!-r~acists, 4 professors of chemistry, 4 professors 
of botany! 10 pr~fessors il!- tlle ¥a~ulty pf ~edicine, 2 professors in 
the Poly~echnic, 1 professor in the Veterinary High 8chool-, aud 
·2 barristf!rs. T~!l first edition 'is i!l the press. 

~35. F1'~n.c,e.~Th~ rlI~r~~copreia js published py the Goverl!-
~~nh w~~ph ~pmi~l1t~~.1!< co~mittee to pr~pare it. . The comm~t
te.~ ~~ponf,!~ble for p~~p!lr~llg the ~~st edition (1908) w~s composed 
of sl~teep: ~e~lll~r~, ~el!- of 'Yh()m wllre pharmacists. In ~9?6, a 
pe~an~nt Ip.bpratory for t~~ J>hapI!.acopreia Committ~e was estab
lis~~4, t~~ ,,-or!c hllv~!lg ~eel?- preyi()usly carr.i~d on in the labora
tones of members of the commIttee. New edItions of the PP-;l.P}U~
copreia appear irregularly; since 1908 four supplementii have been 
published, the last in 1925. 

336. GeNlumy.-The editing of the German Pharmacopreia is 
in. the ha-nds of the Imperial Board of Health working in collabo
ration with a' 90mmittee 'of the Imperial Health Senate. Experi
mental, chemicai, pharmacological, !lnd pharnwcognostical re
searches are unde~take~ by '\Vorkers in their special branches in 
the laboratories of the Imperial Board of Health. Editions are 
generally published at intervals of ten years, and as the work, 
is pon,tilluou!t ~ $uppleme~t tQ ~p.e ~xistillg work pould be produced 
at shor~ notipe, if feq~ll'~d. The last edition, the sixth, was 
p~blishe.~ jn l~2a. . 

337. ltaly . ..,-The Pharmacopreia is revised by a Government 
commission composed of 4 physicians, 4 pharmacists, 1 veterinary
surgeon, 2 botanists, 3 pharmacologists, 1 physiologi~, and 7 
chemists selected from the Professors of Pharmaceutical Chemistry 
of the Royal Universities. Research work is not continuous; but 
it is proposed to make the -commission a permanent one. The 
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l'ilarnHi('y Act of May 191a requires the' revision' Of the pha1'Dla~ 
copreia to M undertaken evety five Jears. The last edition, the 
fifth, wall puhlil!hed in 1929~ 

3:]8. Portu!lal . ....:....The Pharlhacopreia, published' in 1876, was 
prepa'red bt a Commissi6n' of eleveIt' members appointed by a. Royal 
Decree of the 15th of November 1871. The Commission consisted 
of 3 physicians, 6 pharlhacists~ anef 2 chemIst.s'. 

339. Switzerlalld.-The compil'ation of the Pharmacopreia is 
entrusted by the Federal Couucil' to a: oommission constituted as 
fo11owtI: 3 professortl of pharmacognosy, and' pharmaceutical 
chemi~try, 1 profe8So~o~ pha;macology, 3 physicians (including 
the DIrector and ASSIstant Dmictot of the Health Department), 
and 6 pitarmaciiits (includIng the Military PM~rniacist). The 
Comlllir.;sion iii divided into sub-commissions for chemistry, drugs 
and galenicals. At' present tliere is no permanent Pharmacopreia 
Com'missiOli. There is no prescribed interval' betweElll the edit.ions, 
tbe revision being conducted as required'. The last edition, the 
fourth, WIl8 published in 1907. 

340. Turkey.-In 1926,. under the direction of the Ministry of 
Hygiene, a special committee of fifteen members ,was appointed to 
prepare the Turkish Pha,rmaceutipal Codex .. The budget of the 
Ministry is to provide for a fixed remuneration to every member 
of the ('ommittee. The committee is to meet every five years to 
disl'lills modiitcatiolls and prepare supplements t~ the Codex. The 
Codex caul.e into force in the' beginning of 1929'. 

:]41. The U 7titetf' Statei 0/ A menca.-The Pha:rmacopreia: is 
revised by a committee of 51, the publication and business details 
being' controlled by a board' of trustees. ,The Pharriiacopaiia is 
accepted by the Government as a standard- for drugs and medicines 
under tlle Food and Drugs Act. The Committee of Revision consists 
of 15 clinical physicians" 2 serologists, 4 pharmacologists, 11 
pharmacists, 15 pharIllaceutical chemists, and 4 botanists. The 
CoIlUni ttee of Revision haa no'laboratory for research, but depends 
upon the co-operation of the laboratories of the Government, of 
the Universities and colleges, of industrial organizations having re
search departments' and of private persons. Continuous reseaJ;'ch 
work is thus undertaken and a Pharlllacopreia is usually published 
every ten' years: 

The work of the United States Pharmacopwial Convention is 
based upon the reports of fifteen sub-committees who' deal with the 
scope (admissions and deletions), therapeutics and pharinacodyna
mics (posology) biological assays, biological products and diagnos
tical tests, botauy and pharmacognosy, proximate Msays, inorganic 
chemicals, organic chemicals, reagents an& test solutions, volatile 
oils, extracts. fluid extracts and tinctures, water solutions, spirits, 
syrups and elixirs, cerates, ointments and. miscellaneous galenicals,; 
tables, weights nnd measures, and nomenclature. 
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1l42. Great B7,ita£n.-Former editions of the Brititlh pharllla:o. 
copreia llave been produced by a committee of medical practitioners 
appointed by the General Medical Council, to which body the 
preparation of the bO()k is entrusted by law. The Pharmacopreia 
Committee has appointed Committees of Reference in Pharmacy, 
and expert referees in other subjects; but there has been no orga
nized continuous research work in the intervals between editions. 
The last edition appeared in 1914; but a new one is in prepara
tion and work has been going on continuously since 1921. 

In 1925, the Pharmacopreia Committee of the General Medical 
Council was able to recommend that the necessary steps should be 
taken towards the issue of a new edition of the British Phanna
copreia. Dr. Philip Hamill, lecturer on Pharmacy and Therapeu
tics. at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, was appointed as secretary 
to assist in the work, and, as a result of inquiries and representa
tions, it was thought advisable to convene a conference on February 
23, 1926, to which invitations were. issued: to various medical, 
pharmaceutical, and scientific bodies of the Kingdom. 

The Committee, having sifted all the evidence, drew up certain 
l'ecommendations which should be carried out in future British 
Pharmacopreias and these may be summarized as follows:-

(I) That it is not necessary to make any alterations in the 
existing laws relating to the preparation or publication of the 
British Pharmacopreia. . 

(2) That the General Medical Council should set up forthwith 
a Selection Committee for the purpose of nominating a new body 
known as the Pharmacopreial Commission. The Selection Com
mittee to consist of 4 members nominated by the General Medical 
Council, 3 nominated by the Pharmaceutical Societies of Great 
Britain, Ireland, and Northern Ireland respectively and 2 Domi
nated by the Medical Research Council. 

(3) That the Pharmacopreial Commission should consist cf 
selected' authorities in various departments, but that its members 
should not be restricted, and that from time to time permanent or 
temporary members should be appointed as circumstances arise 
including representatives of India and of the Dominions. 

(4) That the Commission should be a permanent body, with 
an office and secretariat. 

(5) That the completed volume should be submitted to the 
General Medical Council for approval before publication. 

(6) That in future the British Pharmacopreia (a) should be 
revised and re-issued at state"d intervals of ten years, supplements 
being issued as required, and (b) should contain only standard drugs 
in general use throughout the Empire. 

(7) That where it is desired in. any part of the Empire to 
sancti<>n the use of particular l<>cal drugs, or alternative prepara
tionR not inellHlecl in tlle llritish Phal'm:wopreia, tllis Rl\Ould he 
eifected by the GoverJ).ments concetned by the issue of local supple
ments or addenda. 
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(8) 'l'hat the Governlllents of the DOlllinions and India shoulj 

be asked to set up their own cOllllllittees to assist and co-opel'ate with 
the Pharmacopreia Commission. , 

(9) That, until the financial results of the next edition are. 
seen, the funds necessary for oorrying on the work of the Pharma
copreia Commission be provided by the General Medical Council. 

343. The Committee set up in India to co-operate with the 
Pharmacopreia Commission in the revision of the British Pharma
oopreia was formed on the 28th February 1929 and consists of-

(1) The Director-General, Indian Medical Service-Chairman. 

(2) Lieut.-Col. R. N. Chopra, M.D., LM.S., Professor of 
Phal1nacology, School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta 
-Member 

(3) Reverend Father J. F. Caius, F.L.S., M.S.C.I. (Paris), 
8.1., Officer in charge, Pharmacological Laboratory, Haffkine 
Institute, Palel, BombaY7""Member. 

(4) The Assistant Director-General, Indian Me.lical SeI:Vice 
(Stores )-Secretary. 

344. Among other_ existing Pharmacopreias may be mentioned 
those of Denmark, seventh edition 1901; Holland, fifth edition 
1926; Hungary, third edition 1909; Japan, fourth edition 1921; 
Norway, fourth edition 1913; Russia,' seventh edition 1929; Spain, 
eighth edition 1930 and Sweden, tenth edition 1925. 

345. It is obvious that the making of a phannacopreia is not 
just an edit!>rial matter. To apply it 6S a reality bringing law 
and order to a chaotic medical world needs guidance and continued 
promotion by the best scientific men in the country. 

346. It is equally obvious from the evidence placed before this 
Committee that India should, have an ,official publication which 
would record what she recognizes 6S a trustworthy and approved 
materia medica upon which can be established modern food and 
drug Acts, poison laws, systems of taxation, ,and the modernization 
of legal medicine. Her best scientific men should be enlisted to 
shoulder the responsibility of working out India.'s own standards 
and to develop the necessary analytical laboratories, biological insti
tutes and pharmaceutical schools. It involves not only the deve
lopment of machinery for the administration of laws based upon 
official standards, it means also finding an authoritative standard 
which every doctor and pharmacist in India will hail as a real guide 
in every day work. 

341. That the one great desire of the medical profession in India 
W6S to have a pharmaoopreia of their own became apparent from 
the very first stage in the enquiry. A circular letter was accord
iugly i~slled lly the Committee witll a view to as('ertain the general 
feeling on the subject. A copy of the circular letter is given in the 



appendix together with the iUlb"Wers to it. All told, 235 witneSSI'B 
have, either orally 01' by ""riting, expressed an opinion on the' 
suitabilit.y <>r ot.herwise of compiling a'n Indian l'lhlrmacopreia. 
While 202 are emphatically in. favour, four are, no less. categori
cally against. The other 29 think that, an Indian Addendum to 
t)le British Pharmacopreia would meet their requirements. 

348. We need not give' here a detailed analysis' of the answers, 
as the pros and! COlts may be aptly summarized in the words of 
Major-General C. A. Sprawson, Sllrgeon-General with the Govern
ment of Madras ,-

Of the alternatives put forward by Colonel' Chopra, viz., the com
pilation of an Indian Pharmacopreia or the adoption, presumably after 
adaptation, of the existing Pham13copreia of another country, my preference 
is for the former for the following reasons: - . 

(1) The making of an Indian Pharmacopreia seems inevitable some 
day. The present use of the British Pharmacopreia with an Indian Addendulll 
is a little cumbrous. and does not bring into conect perspective those 
Indian drugs that are already admitted to' phai:macopreial status:, 

(2) Other Indian drugs may be found worthy of admission 'and 
will obtain admission more readily if submitted to a committee actually 
in India. 

(3) It may be found that India alone could introduce metrio 
measures iIi its phal'macopooia to the exclusion of other measures more 
readil;y than it could do if it adopted the Pharm~copUlia of another country. 

Against the making of an: Ilidian Phal'llHlcopreia may bo urgcd
(1) The expeuse. 
(2) The labolir of Ii cOlllmittee sitting fOl' a prolonged period at 

tho start and sitting again at various intervals to keep the Pharmacopooia 
up to date, 

(3) The consideration' that all doctors and, pharmacists in India 
are at present trained in' the British Pharmacopooia with Indian Addenda, 
and a new introduction will entail some dislocation. ' 

(4) The consideration that India, has not in such abundancc the 
pharmacological plant necessary for drug standardizationt and that the 
leading druggist finns in India are either British or AmerIcan and, there
fore, the, carrying' out of the work necessary for the mainteilatlC& of 
pharmacopooial stalldards will be both more diffioult and more expenllive. 

In spite of these objections I favour the formation of an Indian 
Phlu'Inaeopreia. 

349. Many' of the witnesses who appeared' before the committee 
suggested that drugs' arid preparations' used in ~he indigimous s~s
tems of treatment sb:~uld_ forin a' pa~t of :~e Iri~Ulll Pharmacoprela. 
It was urged that thiS work should be dIVIded mto two palts, Part 
I dealing witIr drugs and' preparations used in' the Western Medi;,. 
cine and Part' II with those used in the' indigenous systems' of 
treatment, That such a scheme will not be possible' is' evident' froin' 
the fact that the Indian PharJll8copooia will include only th.erapeuti
cally active substances of known composition, of definite pharma-

. cological action, of well-established therapeutic use, and of which 
the toxicity has been fully worked ,onto It is also necessary that 
flt.'llltlal·tls for cletlllluining the safe ll1QXilllUID dOSIl with chemirol 
anJ hiological metilOlk of assays should he known. Only such 
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drugs of t.he indigenous syst.e1QS ,,"ll~ch s~tisfy tllcse shindards .can 
he ip,cJ,v.A).e1l iu t)J.e Ip.dian l)h.arlUa.co~~~. 'fhe ~\l.rge lUaas wl:ich 
do not satisfy theaeconditioJ;lsos1,lpuld .~ left .eptI~'ely aloJ;le. The 
desjrability of haying ~ pb,l;\r~c,op~ia of the indigeJ).ous syste~ns 
of treatment is a ques#on which shov.ld be ~en to lie deal~ wit;h by 
the practitioners in these systems. 

350. The rharmacopre~ which we have in view ought to include 
the therapeuticaij.y active substances and, to fi,nd admission to ;.t, a 
drug must be of known composition, ot definite p'har~s:ological 
action, and of well-establisl).ed therapeutic use, Bnd fully ll;tvesti
gated for its toxicity and necessary standard for determining a 
aafe maximvm, dose, with a cheD)i,cal Of bioJo~icall!taJ!.dard, 

,351. NepesSl1ry teste hay!, t.o be dtWeJpped for the protection .of 
docf,or, phlj.fIrJacist, and patient. lndia t)ught to set ... standard .of 
strength and purity tor t;he D4'lterial which is t:o appear on her 
ID;&l"kets. Chemical industries woul4 nee"- the 1Mst rigid control 
to keep the country from heing flooded with salts containing rela
tively large amount !>f arllenip 1)r le,ad ~~ from t'h.e ini.erior 
g~dell of acid. It ill doubtful whetlUlr the high European standard 
for blelj.ching powdjlr can be maint,ll,ined in India ;it so, what 
standard should he a'doptedP Will the hydrated salt of calcium 
chloride containing two molecules of water, or the desiccated salt, 
or . that' containing six wQ~Cij.J.e1l of w~teJ' he best suited to t.he 
Indian climateI' Up till PPW, ",carcely p:»y institutioJ1. il). bdia; has 
chosen to makl! lIiJllP~ test, ,Of melting Wil).t, solubility, eta" for 
want of definite national iltan~rds, 

352.' .... he organic chemist has a wide fielsl of work. Samples of 
dnlgs show that deplorable chaos Ilxists among the crude mater~als 
which commonly occur on the lndian market. Very few, if any, 
have been standardized botanically, 'Pha1"1Jl~cogll-ostically; pr chemi
cally, and the standards applying to foreign material do' not 
necessarily apply to Indian material. Besides the detailed tests 
an'd 8ssays whicb need being worked out very careflllly, quick 
methods of identification are needed. ' 

353. It is well kno\fJ!. t}iat long tr4!-nsport ~nd storage are apt to 
lessen the potency of nqJllerous preparatiop.s; bence the need of 
methods for th~ biological ~ssay of drugs. Bllt this supposes that 
the materials used for condupting thll asl!3ys have been first satis
factoJ'ily standardized', Lacking. reliable informatilln collcerning 
the frogs in India, or of reliable data of tllats )nadLl upon thew for 
digitalis, the cat method of aS98Y has to be ~40pted; how far is that 
method to be depended UPOD I' fhj!fe is po pure breed of cock for 
the old cock's comb lllethpd pf ergot as/laYi shoul4 Br.oom and 
Clark's method of using isolated strips of virgin rabbit uterUIL be 
adopted I' There is much work to be done by the pharmacologist' in 
conjunction with the biologist and physiologist in lIl-aking these tests 
sa tisfactory. 

354. Inter alia (1) the standard IOf 'trllngtl} !lp.<l ~uality of tl1e 
!aCCinf8 and sera, (~) ~~e tf~t~ to be ~de, !I-~q (3) thf ll~jt~ Qf 
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standardization to be ad'opted have to be decided. What can 'be 
done to guarantee the products used to-day, chieHy from abroad, in 
the treatment of pneumonia, tubetc'110sis, etc.? This, is such a 
specialized field that one or two experienced men should stand 8S a 
final authority for the material used in India. 

355. Temperature and climate have a lot to do with the details 
of galenical processes. The hardness of an ointment, the amount 
of sugar in syrups, the percentage of alcohol used, all need careful 
adjuAtni'ent. In this vast country with such ranging degrees of 
longitude and latitude much local adaptation, is needed. 

356. India has such a fine old materia medica of her own that 
quite a number of the drugs used by the old schMI should receive 
attention. A goodly number of these are identical in. botanical 
origin with Western drugs, but the preparation of the crude 
material may not in all cases correspond with the standards laid 
down elsewhere. Other drugs may be chosen in order to give pre
ference to a native species or a local product which ,will be more 
convenient to obtain and more readily understood by the country 
at large. But it may be stated that India has only few men trained 
in the subjects of pharmacognosy, field botany, and plant analysis. 

357. It may be added that nearly 30 per .cent of the ~itnpsses 
desire that the compilation of an Indian Pharmacopreia should be 
undertaken immediately without waiting for the formation of a 
General Medical Council for India. It is, therefore, the ardent 
desire of the medical and pharmaceutical professions in India that 
the Government should make every effort to bring immediately into 
being the necessary machinery for the legal ,administration of the 
highest standards, the chemical laboratories for testing drugs upon 
the market, and the biological institutes for standardizing drugs. 

358. Many of the witnesses have come forward with valuable 
suggestions, some of them practical. The only difficulty is tllat 
none could be put into practical operation at once. The simplest 
of the schemes proposed will require years of intensive and un
interrupted labour by expert scientists working in unison with 
ample flwds at their disposal-conditions wllich do not obtain in 
India and which, for want of a pmperly organized responsible 
body, may not oObtain for many years to come. Even admitting 
that the proposed Indian Medical Council should come into E'xiAtence 
in the near future with sufficient funds to draw upon, it would take 
time to find the men capable of forming an Indian Pharmacopreial 
Board Qnd still more time to group tllem into an efficient working 
body. 

'359. The committee has Jriven C'.areful thought 1:<> this question 
of the compilation of an Indian Pharmacopreia Rnd considers that 
the utility of such a work for the country oonnot be oVE'rrated. 
Apart from the fad that there is an almost universal demand from 
the witnesses, both physicians and pharmacists, the preparation has 
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cogent scientific reas~ns to favour it. The methods {)f. therapy 
vary ill. different countries. The l',aW materials fromwh~ch_ medi
cinal drugs are prepared do not. possess the same qua~ities ~I!-~. may 
not be available so readily in {)ne paI;t as in another. The alti
tude, the season. the climatic oonditionsf the time -of -coUection. 
etc., are some of the important factors determining the. activity of 
medicinal plants j a plant showing remarkable activity in one part 
of the world may be inactive when collected from another-. The 
bark, root, leaves, etc" vary iii. their active constituents, 'and'what 
is used in one country may not be suitable for another. Again, 
there are racial variations in dosage. What is an effectiv-e dose 
for a European may not be so. for an African. We have already 

• referred to the effect which' ·the . climatic conditions have, on the 
pharmaceutical ·processes. The unsuitability of the Phat:macopreia 
of one 'country for ,another is therefore obvious. Each country 
should evolve a pharmacopreia best suited to its own peculiar cli
matic and tacial factors with due regard to the raw materials 
available. 

360. In recent years, there has been a proposal' towards inter
nationalization of pharmacopreias. Attempts have been made in 
pharmaceutical and medical oonferences to _find a basis on which 
an international pharmacopreia could be prepared. Already some 
progress has been made and, so far as potent remedies are concern
ed, uniformity in dosage has been established in almost every phar
macopreia in the world. However, a great deal of oonfusion exists 
with regard to galenicals. While admitting the advantages of an 
international pharmacopreia, the committee is nevertheless of the 
opinion that it cannot entirely displace the national pharmacopreias. 

361. As' regards the actual compilation of an Indian Pharma
copreia, we have already referred to the delay which may result if 
the work is to be entrusted to the General Medical Council in India 
when it comes into existence. Our colleague, Reverend Father 
Caius, has of late years given a good deal of attention --to thi~ prob
lem, and has formulated a scheme the details of wIiich are given in 
the appendix. We commend this sc4eme for the consideration of 
the Government 8S being a quick method of tackling the problem. 
'We are informed that if the facilities asked for are given the work
ers of the Pharmacological Laboratory at Parel in Bombay wj1l 
take up this work and complete it in a couple of years. 

362. The first edition of the Pharmacopreia thus compiled will 
ReI'Ve as the basis of work to be carried on later by the Indian Phar
macopreial Committee permanently appointed either by the Gene
ral Medical Councilor by the Government. It will be the duty 
of that committee to deal with the volume of criticism of the first 
edition, to rectify any errors or defects, to readjust certai.n things 
to local needs, to pass on new drugs and new. tests, and to keep 
abreast with modern medicine. Unless this or similar action is 
taken, India will be able merely to copy foreign standards and, fail
ing to continue ·to develop her own uniform standards, much the 
Rame conditions will prevail as existed prior to the preparation of 
an Indian Pharmacopreia. 

19 
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363. The committee recommend that-:-
(1) Steps should be taken to compile an Indian l'llul:maCop(f)ia 

without delay. . , ' , ' 
, .'. .' ~ ." 

, (2) This work should be on the lines of the British and, United 
States Pharmacopreias including only drugs of known compositi.on, 
of definit!!, pharmacolog,ical action, of well-established therapeutic 
properties',. with the toxicity fully worked out ana the neCe8gary 
standa,rds of chemical and biologic;al aSFlaY for determining the safe 
maximum doses. . 

(8) The draft should be _compiled on the model of eXiiting 
pharmacopreias, and should contain (1) ,such of the therapeutif:ally 
active substances and pharmaceutical necessities a's are found suit- ' 
able for India, and (2) substitutes and additions from the indigen-
(\\1S materia medica. • 

(4) The desirability of entrusting the work of compilmg the 
Indian Pharmacopreia to the OffiCAl'S of the Pharmacological Labo
ratory, Parel, Bombay, may be considered 
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SECTION VI 
Quinine Policy, 

3G4.The policy of the Government ~f,Indi8;',with regard,~ the 
working of the Cinchona, Department~nd quinine prod)1~ti~Ii was 
called into question by a number of witnesses. W eaw fully 
aware of the volume of literature that has gathered round thIS 

subject. At the same time, we realise how intimately the subject 
of the production and price of quinine is related to its adulteration 
in India. We, therefore, feel justified in dealing with the subject 
at some length. ' 

365. That quinine is one of the most' needed drugs from the 
point of view of the Indian public is obvious from the fact that it 
ill used in the prophylaxis and treatment of malaria, the most 
widespread disease in the country. The high incidence of this 
malady is sufficient ground for a demand for an adequate supply 
of this valuable drug. It has been estimated that there are in 
Iodia 100,000,000 untreated sufferers from malaria and a little 
OTer 8,000,000 receiving complete or partial treatment. These 
figures, though not necessarily accurate, are, however, sufficient 
to show to what an extent the' people suffer frolD that disease. In 
addition to the high mortality there is the incapacity to indivi .. 
duals, both temporary and permanent. The economic 10s8 and the 
consequent penalty, which has to be paid by the country as a whole, 
is tremendous. Figures have nolj been worked out for India but, 
according to Andrew Balfour's estimation, the direct loss sustained 
by the British Empire due to sickness andi death caused by malaria 
amounted to between £52,000,000 and £62,000,000 annually. The 
share of India might easily be over a half of these amounts. 

366. In view of these facts, it will be of interest to see what 
the consumption of quinine in India per head is, as compared 
with other countries in which a high incidence of malaria occurs. 
In Italy the consumption is 16 grains per head, in Greece 24 grains, 
whereas in India it is only 3t grains. The figures for. some' of 
the highly malarious pl'ovinces in: India show even a lower rate 
of consumption. For instance, if we examine the different divi:" 
sions of the Bengal Presidency, which is perhaps the most heavily' 
infected area, the consumption per head in Burdwan is 1·07 grains,' 
the Presidency division 1·31 grains, Rajashahi 1·07 grains,Dacca 
1·50 grains, and Chittagong 2·6 grains. These figures speak for 
th~mselves a~d show how inadequate the supply of quinine iIi. 
thiS country IS r 

367. The next question, which arises for consideration 'is 
4' What is the quantity of quinine" actually required from' th .. 



point of view of public health in India?" The Bombay Medicai 
Union states: 

If each case is treated with 110 grains of quinine, wh ich lllay he taken 
~ a minimum for the cure of each paroxysm, the demand for hospital and 
dIspensary treatment alone would 'be 125,()(){)->lb. a year. Patients -do not 
get,,> ~ ~uch as they ought to ,because the cost, of quinine is prohibitive. 
It IS estImated that there are 100,000,000 sufferers from malaria who do 
not attend the hospitals. _ The potential demand is, therefore, somewhere 
between 125,00\1 !b. and 1, SOO} 000 lb.· When/ in 1903,. the -ItI!Han. Govern
ment made qUInIne 'a State mdustry and .. cneapened Its retaIl prICe, con
sumption in that country ,enormously increased and malaria mortality was 
I'educed from'15,000 to 3,.000 a year.' _ ' 

868. The Public Health Commissioner with the Govemment 
of India says in a recent report: ~ 

- It may be said that there ~ no question' of the effective tr~atment of 
malaria in India until the consumption of quinine' approximates to 
500,000 lb. 

369 .. Sir Patrick Hehir has estimated that for India 970,000 lb. 
of ql.linine' w~uld be the minimum amount required to have eil'ect 
on the malaria problem. The Royal Commission on Agriculture 
was also of the opinion that both for the prevention and the treat: 
ment of malaria a much wider distribution of quinine is necessary 
(paragraph 411 of the Report). According to Dr. Charles Bentley, 
Director of Public Health in Bengal, 100,000 lb. of quinine must 
be consumed annttally in that province alone before any appreciable \ 
e:ft'ect will be shown. , ' , 

370. The estimated figures for the requirements of the country 
produced from di:ft'erent sources may vary' considel·ably but all 
alike demonstrate one point, viz., the hopeless insufficiency of the 
present supplies of quinine. 'What is the exact extent of these 
supplies Qnd what are the sources from ,which they are derived? 
lhe annual consumption of quinine in India at present is p.early 
200,000 lb. derived, Jrom two sources: - ' , , 

,.. (a) There are in India two State owned cinchona. plantations 
with factories for the production_ of quinine. One of the planta
tions is situated at Mungpoo in the Darjeeling district in Bengal, 
and the other at Naduvattam, near Ootacamund in the Nilgiris. 
Besides these there are also plantations in Burma. There were (l. 

number of privately owned plantations in the Nilgiris, but these 
Ilave dwindled during recent years to almost nothing, as is evi .. 
dent from the following remarks occurring in a memorandum by 
HI'; c. c. Calder, Superintendent, Cinchona Cultivation hi 
lIengal;.....;. , 

Private Indian gl'oWI) bark, once fairly plentiful,. may be said to 
be a rarity now 011 the markets. Wben it appears, it)s ab~orbed at pri~s 
below world l'ates because of its inferior quality. : .. . .. -

(b) As: the, combined production, of quinine by the two 
fac,tories does not exceed 70,000,lb, annually, large quantities of 
this drug lluve to be imported. ' 



'1'lie fQllQwing table shQWS the amQunt of quinine derived from 
the two lIoureelS, i.e., manufactured in India and imparted into. 
India:-

"Year. Mangpoo •. Maclru. Importec1. Total •. 

1921-28 (46,844 21,688) 113,637 ~82.169 
'--v· J 

68,532 . 
198,228 1928-29 {41,368 23,065} 133,795 

~ J v 

1929-30 
64-,433 

44.140 

an. The reaSQn fQr the small prQductiQn o.f quinine in India 
is nQt due to eXPQrt o.f large quantities Qf the bark as alleged by 
some Qf the witnesses. Dr. K. S. RaJ' stated in. his memOl'andum 
that "India eXPQrts, o.n the averag~, 6,000,000 lb. Qf the bark 
annually. Shipments are made frQm SQuthern India (vide Hand. 
bQQk of Commercial InfQrmatiQn for India, co.mpiled by C. W. E
CQtton, I.C.S., fQr Government o.f India, page 316)." In view Qf 
the small output of the Indian factQries, which are at present nQt 
wQrking to. their full capacity, and having regard to the fact that 
large quantities of the bark are imported to feed these factQries, 
this IItatement surprised us considerably. We therefore wanted to 
nrify the figures. Mr. A. WilsQn, Deputy Director of Agriculture 
(Cincho.na), OQtacamund, in his reply, dated the 4th March says:-

I do lIot know where you got the figure of Indian 'export of bark. 
I huy everything on offer on Government 8C('Ount and it is only rubbish, 
which is of no use fOI' quinine manufactul'e,. whicil is ordinarily exported. 
I doubt if there is as much as 50,000 lb. expOl"ted annually, for practically 
all cinchona plantatioll8 are worked out. 

372. A Ilimilar reply was received fr()m the Bengal plantatio.n 
at Mungpoo. It would appear from this that whatever may have 
been the case in the past, the quantity of the bark exp<>rted at 
preaellt is negligible. . _ ' 

373. The reaSQn for the IQW productiQn of quinine in India is 
the small area under cinchona. cultivation. 'I'he follQwing table 
gives the figures for the two. plantatiQns:-

ACS. 

Mungpoo lBengal) ... 2,877'3}Actuany nnder plantation, 
though . the total IU'ca is 

Naduv8ttam (Madras). 2,035 .much bigger. 

374. The species of cinchona grown in the Bengal and Nadu. 
vat tam plantatiQns are C. ledgeriana, C. ''llJCcirub1'a, and a hybrid: 
of these two specie.s, C. f'obu,ta. This undo.ubtedly is a very small 
quantity for the needs of such a large COttntry 88 India, and the 
general trend of evidence before the Committee was thatmucl1 
mo.re could be dQne by the Government to produce quinine in 
India on e. much larger scale and-to cheapen its 'price. Mr. 
C. C. Calder, t.he Superintendent, Ci'nchona Cultiva.tion of Bengal, 
who. was adtlressell 011 this que8tio~ says: - . 

What this hoils down to is the production of the bal·k. In my opinion, 
much more of this could be produced. But it is a questiou,of finance and, 
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II? far a,s bar1!: production is concern~, k~owledge and expel:ience; snd, 
lmked with the problem of bark pl'oductlOn, 18 the equally large and difficult 
problem 'of financing consumption of quinine. 

375. Thel;e are, h{lwever, difficulties in the way of producti{lD 
of the particular oork suited "for the extraction of quinine. WE 
w.ill refer· to this aspect ,of tIle question l~ter. ; , ,-_ . 

376 .. A great deal of attention was directed to matters pertain. 
ing to binchona in bdia in the evidence given before the Royal 
Commission on Agriculture. Eminent witnesses including Sil 
David Prain and Colonel (now Major-General) Graham, empha. 
sized particularly the need for taking active steps for increasing 
the area under cinchona cultivation. The question of its centrali
zation was also brought forward. The evidence showed that for 
l,Pany years there· has been comparatively little advance in the 
extension of cinchona' cultivation in India, although large tracts 
suitabl&- for such plantations are available. The question of centra
lization had also been considered some years ago and the decision 
arrived at was that neither complete centralization nor provincia
lization was possible. TheR()yal pommission on Agriculture fully 
comprehended the importance of a- sufficient supply of quinine to the 
public and made far-reaching recommendations in tl~at direction. 
Influenced by the urgent need for its development, the C<>mmission 
also recommended that the subject should be made central. Irrespec
tive of the manner in which the Provincial Governments producing 
quinine had carried out their obligations in the past, this was con
sidered essential. The imperative need for quinine has been gene
rally felt in all Provinces and, as it can only be produced in a few, 
its production and· distribution are properly the function of the 
Central Government. This was the view which was accepted by 
the Commissi{ln and which it urged for the consideration of the 
Government. Even with all this f{lrce of opinion behind it, the 
internal quinine difli~ulties of India have not been solved. During 
the meeting of the Agricllltural Conference in Simla in 192§, a 
Committee of representatives of dilierent ProvrnciQI Governments 
concerned in cinchona plantation was convened with a view 
to advising the Government how. far and in what . direction 
the recommendations of the Royal Commission could be carried 
out. While examining the position, the Committee was at 
once brought face tQ face with the ,financial aspects of the pro
blem' of stocks, and its advice reflects the 'difficulty of finding a via 
media between the -modern tenden.cy to estimate all values in terms 
of cash and the older philanthropic obJect with which the Cinchona 
Department was originally started. The Committee recommended 
a scheme by which all profits which might accrue would be equally 
shared by all users of quinine, and appealed for co-operation in 
the larger interests of public health. Nothing of ~practical valuel 
resulted from the -discussions, which took place, the financial con
sideration apparently outweighing the interests of public health. 
Even the visit of the Malaria Commission of the League of Nations, 
who put quiniueanl1 its proper Urie in the fOl'efl'ont of the methods 
of attackiuO' this disease, di(l not help vel'y much to further the 
interests ot quinine production in this country ani!. its distribution 
to the masses. 
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377. The foregoing discussion regarding causes of the ba!-lkward 
condition of cinchona plantation will show why the country 
haa to. be dependent upon foreign sources of supply 
for which she has to pay very heavily, and why it. has to submit 
to foreign domination regarding thefimtion of the price of qui
nine. It ia common knowledge that the world-price of quinine is 
controlled by a powerful Syndicate known as the ' Kina" Bureau:' 
Although from time to time many quinine factories have tried .to 
become independent, they have always ended up by being subju
gated. Even in 1928 many of the quinine dealers attempted to 
break away from the official prices determined by the Kina Bureau.

o 

It waa for this reason that it became possible at that time to get 
supplies of quinine in the open market at rates below those offi~ 
cially sanctioned, and by avenues different from those by which 
they" used to reach the retailer. ~he result was that many old, 
established and reputable firms who carried on big business and 
who would not sell under the agreed price suffered losses and accu
mulated large stocks. This might suggest overproduction of 
quinine in the world; and yet~ one knows that India alone could 
consume the whole of the world's annual production, if the prices 
were within the means of the masses, or if the Government under
took a diRtribut.ion of quinine commensurate with the needs of the 
population. The' Kina Bureau' has, however, triumphed and 
has been successful in effecting regulated and gradual reduction of 
ci~chona areas to proportions fitted to what the world can I!,fford 
to buy and not what it really needs. In this way the price would 
be maintained at a level that would leave a profit both for the 
plap.tations and the factories. 

37ft It follows froni all this- that it would be absolutely futile 
to expect any large reduction in the "priceO of quinine under the
}Iresent conditions. So powerful is the organization known as Kina 
Bureau, and so efficient is the entire arrangel!lent that even the 
great world-wide depIession during "recent years. has not affected 
the prices of quinine and they still remain at. Rs. 18 . per pound 
which was the price fixed so long ago as 1926. This, in spite of 
the fact that it is being produced in quantity in excess of the 
world's actual demand though the actual stocks are still 'well below 
the world's real requireme!lts. This is the reS\llt of production 
and 8ale under control. 

379. The Cinchona Department, no doubt, is congratulating 
itself for not being affected by the depression on account of agree~ 
ment with the Kina Bureau, but from the point of view of the health 
of the people the tnatter is far from satisfactory. Although" by 
reason of its climatic conditions it will perhaps be difficult for any 
other country in the world, except South America, to compete 
with Java 80 far a8 cinchona production is concerned, we have no " 
doubt that the Indian plantations could in time be enlarge'd suffi
Ciently to make India entirely independent of foreign 8upplies of 
quinine. The ao"ernment of India is the only quinine-producing· 
organization which oon successfully breakaway from the bureau if 
it wants to do so. 
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380. The next question which remains' is,. what are the reasons 
for the gt'eat diversity bej;ween .. the. amount of quinine necessary 
to cope with mQ,lal'ia and the.lI111ount ,which. is actually consumed? 
'fhere is obviously some powerful factor which is respousible, as 
otl,1erwise the law o~ supply and demand 'Would J.'apidly rectify the 
shortage. Besides, we have already seen that much more quinine 
is available than is actually consumed. The factor which militates 
against the more. extended use of quinine is its high price. It 
is unnecessary to stress here that India is a vel"y poor country aud 
that. her people with thei;r low.standard of living cannot afford to 
buy quinine for treatment at its present price. 

38l. The evil which results from a combination of high price 
and excess of demand over supply is that quinine in this country 
is one, of 1he most frequently adulterated drugs. We were very' 
greatly impressed by the large number of witnesses in the Punjab 
and other parts who came forward and denounced in nQ uncertain 
terms the quality of quinine sold in India. In the Legislative 
Assembly, Lieutenant-Colonel Gidney has so fully threRhed out 
the subject that it is really not necessary to investigate it further. 
Quinine tablets, quinine solutions, quinine mixtures, quinine 
salts-all come in for . a good deal of criticism. Some of the 
unscrupulous hadel'S are undoubtedly making large profits by 
this criminal- fraud on the public. Adulteration is rife; pre
scriptions containing quinine in solution, whether made in Govern
ment dispensaries or by private chemists and druggists, are said 
to be frequently dispensed Witll smaller doses than ordered. 
Tablets prepared by many firms oontain much less quinine than 
they were stated to contain, and many have none whatever. That 
t1lese accusations .are not unfounded will be obvious by a reference 
to the appendix in w~ich will be found a list of drugs which have 
heen condemned. Samples of t.ablets were actually purchased 
and analysed by the Committee which, though marked ql.linine 
tablets, proved to contain, no quinine at all. Theft by compoun
ders, by dispensing smaller quantities than ord'ered and by appro
priating the balance, is common and is ac~ually within the ex
perience of some of t~e m{lmbers of the Committee. It is so easy 
to remove quantities of appreciable value for which a ready 
market is available. Major-General J. W. D. Megaw, I.M~S., 
collected a, large. nmuller of quinine mixtures fro111 dispensaries 
of variousllos}Jitals in Calcutta, the Punjah, and Maclras amI 
found that very few of them contained the requisite alllount of 
quinine. Mter going into the matter deeply, we are of opinion 
that the state of aWilirs regarding'the adulteration of quinine and 
its preparations is alarmingly serious. The introduction of . a 
Pure Drugs Act may prevent t.he sale of adulterated quinine and 
its preparations to some e~tent, Imt it will not solve tIle whole pro
hlem. So grea,t is the need. for this . drug,. an"l so pressing the. 
demand, that unless the price of quinine is red~lced to bring it 
within the easy reach of tIle Indian masses the .ad,\*era.t~p.aJld 



fraud will continue to go on in 80me form or other. The busi
ness is 80 lucrative that the unscrupulous dealers will take the 
-risk and find some other means of defrauding the public. 

382. The factors operating at present, which are responsible 
for the present pdce of quinine, have next to be examined. 

383. The actual cost of production of quinine according to the 
figurell IIupplied tl) UII from the Quinologist Department, -Bengal, 
during the last five years is given in the f0110wing 'table:-

Cost of Cost of Totaloollf;, bark, edraotioD. 

BI, BS. BS. 

1925-26 4'18 , 2'03 6'21 
1926-27 3'84 1'59 5'43 
lq27-28 48 2'72 7'52 
1928-29 4'6 _272 7'32 
1929-30 4'83 2'72 7'55 

384., It will be perceived that the Government mamrfacture.' 
quinine at 7·55 rupees per pound at present. The selling price 
of quinine was fixed at Rs. 24 per pound in November 1924, and 
at Us. 18 per pound in May 1926. Since, then the price has 
remained stationary. It would appear tha,t, even after 18d.ving_ 
a fair margin of profit, quinine could be sold at ahout half the 
price which is being charged for it and this .might bring it within 
the means of the masses to a considerable extent: It should not 
be forgutten, however, that the above rates are not worked out 
on commercial basis. All. cinchona plantations represent a 
f wasting asset ' and replanting with or without a period of fallow 
is essential. Replanted. areas rarely yield as much bark as the 
original plantations j frequently there is a complete failure, Other 
factors which have tended to increase the price of the bark during 
recent years are the rise in wages, and growing' indirect charges 
on account of benefits to labour such as recognition of holidays, 
medical. relief and allowances for the sick, maternity benefits, 
allowances for births and deaths, education, sanitation, water
supply, etc. 'Vhen 611 these factors are ~aken into account and 
interest is charged on the capital utilized at the average borrowing 
rate of the Government, it can be imagined that the cost of pro
duction of the bark as well as the manufacturing cost will be 
considerably increased. When a plantation is not in bearing, the 
interest charge is added to the capital at.compound interest. The 
cost price of quinine in Madras, where all these factors are taken 
into consideration, is not far from the rates fb:ed by the Kina 
Dureau at which it is being 801d at present. 

385 .. The Cinchona Department of Bengal may appear to be a 
paying concern from the report for 1929~30 which, shows the valua
t.ion profit balance as Rs. 4,53,971-9-3 j but this notion will Aoon . 
he diRpelled if all the factors described above are ftccorded due 
ronsidt'ration. 

20 
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. 386. From this it is obvious that the large volume of criticism: 
levelled. against the Government, by the witnesses who appeared 
before the Committee, for the maintenance of the price of quinine 
at a very high level in agreement with the Kina Bureau, is really 
unfounded and! that the Government has excellent reasons to con
tinue to adhere to the price fixed by the Bureau. The Committee, 
however, feels that interference is necessary to remedy the present 
state of affairs. Either the price must be reduced by mass produc
tion, or research work must be carried out to find out some means 
'of presenting the people of India with quinine, or the total cinchona 
alkalQids, or the cinchona bark at a cost commensumte with the 
means' at their disposal. The Committee is of opinion that, in 
the interest of public health and of supply of pure quinine to 
the people of India, steps should be taken to lower tIle prices of 
quinine as much as possible. 

387 .. 'l;he only argument against lowering the price of quinine 
in India to below world-prices.· is that it may lead to export. 
This could be easily obviated by imposing a heavy export duty. 
If. it is found impossible to lower the price of quinine, the only 

. ~lternative is that suggested by Mr. C. C. Calder in the Annual 
Report of the GQvernment Cinchona PlantatiQn and Factory in 
Be~gal for 1929-30, page 4: "We cannot get away from the fact 
that quinine is the rich man's remedy while malaria is the poor 
~an's heritage; but let medicine Qnce admit and practice the 
value Qf the other alkaloids and many Indian areas might then 
be turning out febrifuge at costs more suited to the poor. For, 
with a change Qf medical opiniQn and practice we could make 
use of kinds of cinchona that. do not demand Java soil and 
climatic conditions for their best delVeIQpment." It is unfortu
nate for India that of all the alkaloids of cinchona bark the merits 
of . quinine alone should have been recognized by the medical 
profession, with the result that a monopoly has been created for 
tIle plantatiQns and factories of Java. A reference to the history 
of. the treatment of malaria in a recently published work by 
Lieut.-Col. R. Knowles and Mr. Senior-White, shows that this 
routine use of quinine sulphate is more or less an accident and that 
" it is very far from certain that quinine is the best alkaloid of 
cinchona bark to use. Both quinidine and cinchonidine are more 
efficacious with regard to their anti-malarial . power." ,The im
portant investigation carrie(\! out by Dr. Fletcher in Kuala Lampur 
in the Malay States and the experience at the Calcutta School 
of . Tropical Medicine show that alkaloids of cinchona bark other 
than quinine are quite effective in the treatment of malaria, if 
given in the usual doses in which quinine is given. The total 
alkaloids of the hark in the form of cinchona febrifuge nave been 
used in tlle Carmichrel Hospital for Tropical Diseases at the Out
patient Department of the school for many years with very 
sntisfactory results. . 

3SH. It appears to us that the efficacy of the other alkaloids or 
quinine in the treatment of malaria ~as now been sufficiently 
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recogniflled by the medical profession and there iii no reason why 
the policy advocated by Mr. Calder regarding cinchona planta
tion should no~ be adopted. Let quinine stand as the remedy 
for malaria for those who can afford to buy it, but let the total 
alkaloids of the bark, if not the bark itself, be made available • 

. to satisfy the requirements of the masses at a price which they 
can afford to pay. 

389. Experience in India and specially in the Nilgiris hal! 
shown that Cinchona led'geriana, from which most of the quinine 
supply of the world is obtained, is a relatively weak plant, short
lived, difficult to grow except under optimum conditions and 
apparently less vigorous as the' quinine content of the bark 
increases. This tree yields quinine and very small quantities of the 
other cinchona alkaloids. On the other hand, C. Tobusta which is 
a more or less fixed hybrid between C.81lcci·rllbra and C. ofJicinali.~, 
grows luxuriantly within a wider range of elevation and tempera
ture, is -decidedly less subject to diseases, and y'i~ld8 
quinine and the other alkaloids in more or less equal 
proportions. Again, C. 8'uccirubra, the most easily grown tree 
of the lot, yields small quantities of quinine but a high percent
age of cinchonidine and cinchonine and increases in, size up to 
4U years in South India. It is well known that the growing 
of cinchona in India by private agency has alinost completely 
ceased due to th~ fact that C. ledge1'iana, the bark of which alone 
found a profitable . market, is difficult to grow, and little or no 
price is paid for those cinchona species yielding barks containing 
cinchonidine and cinchonine as the main alkaloids. 

390. If a definite authoritative pronouncement were made by 
the medical authorities calling attention to the value of the other 
alkaloids of the bark, and the £ree use of cinchonine and cinchoni
dine is advocated, the problem of making India self-supporting 
in the matter of treatment of malaria would be made qUite ~asy 
to solve in the course of a few years. If this is not done and. 
the demand for quinine only is maintained, the Cinchona Depart
ment will never be able to produc.e sufficient quantities 0'£ tllis 
alkaloid to cope with the requirements of the country to efficiently 
deal with malaria and what is more important the price of quinine 
wlll Mver be reduced to bring it within the means of the masses. 

391. Another advantage of this policy, if adopted, will lIe 
that ~hl' growing o£ cinchona by private agencies may be revived, 
and this may even lead to the extraction of the total alkaloids 
by printe manufacturers. Mr. Calder in his 'memorandum says: 
.. In my opinion the question of quinine extractions by private 
entl'rl'rise is one of minor importance. If it pays and local bark 
ir. available in quantity, such an industry as extract jon f)fquinine 
from the bark can easily be left to look after itself. Apart from 
its associated technical and chemical problems, whjch Indian 
chemists should be quite capable of managing, there are not inhe
rent difficulties in this side of the business." If that is the casl' 



wIth qUllune, the extraction of the total alkaloius from the bar1( 
should be a very much cheaper and easier proposition. 

392. 1.'he Committee, therefore, desires to urge on the Govern
ment the necessity for examining the quinine policy in the 'light 
of trle above remarks. The efficacy of the extended use of quinine. 
in reducing the inciuence of malaria and the mortality due to it 
has been demonstrated in Italy .. As medical opinion is now 
becoming convinced that such alkaloids as cinchonine, cinchoni
dine and quinidine are just as flffective in combating malaria as 
lluinine, there is no reason why their use should not be extended. 

393. The Committee considers (1) that the adulteration ~f 
quinine sold on the Indian market is widespread, (2) that the 
root cause of adulteration is the high price of quinine, and (3) 
that if the present policy of the Cinchona Department of grow
ing only the species of cinchona which. are most suitable for the 
production of quinine, in a limited area, is continuell, it will be 
difficult to bring the price of the alkaloid down to the point of 
being commensur~te with the means' of the masses. 

394. The Committee feels that the problem of adulteration. 
of quinine will not be satisfactorily solved unless action is taken 
on the following lines:-

(1) The position with regard to the utility of the other alka
loids of cinchona bark, e.g., cinchonidine, cinchonine and quini
dine, in the prophylaxis and treatment of malaria should be 
clearly defined. Most of the recent _ work shows that they are 
just as effective as quinine; but, if this is not considered convinc
ing, special research on this question sho.uld be immediately 
taken in hand and definite ruling obtained; . 

(2) that, if this view proves correct, the Cinchona Depal·t-
1llent should cultivate the species of cinchona best suited to the 
Indian climate, on a sufficiently large scale to make India self~ 
supporting with regard to these alkaloids and at prices commen
surate with the economic c.ondition of the masses; and 

(3) that with a view to extend .the cultivation of cinchona 
in India' experiments be carried out in the growing of different 
varieties on a small scale in . various areas, close connexion 
~etween the field and the laboratory being maintained .. 



SECTION VII 

CHAPTER I 

Finance 

:19ii. 'ne proposaltl 'we have made in the preceding chapters 
for the control of drugs would involve additional expendltUl·e. To 
mention some of the more important, the establishment of the 
Ventral and Provincial laboratories with adequate equipments and 
sta1f, the appointment 0.1 Inspectors,the exercise of control by 
frequent inspections, seizure of articles, buying of samples and 
their analysis and prosecutions for breaches of law, would un
doubtedly increase the financial o~ligations of the State. The 
control suggested in relation to pharmacy and patent anel pro
prietary medicines will also entail expenditure though of lesser 
magnitude. We regret that we have not had t\le time to obtain: 
the requisite data to work out in detail the exact extent of -the 
additional expenditure required for giving effect to our proposals. 

396. We appreciate that finance is the crux of the proble~ in 
such cases. In the first place, we would point out that tha objects 
in the present case are of such importance to the State that the 
expense cannot but be regarded as. well worth incurring. The 
gain in the shape of improvement in the general health and welfare 
of the people, though not capable of assessment in terms of.money, 
will be considerable. Secondly, we have already indicated cer
tain additional sources of revenue. Our proposals ~vol've the 
payment of fees for registration and licensing and for analysis and 
testing of samples. 'We have also suggested increase of import 
duty by 1) per cent generally on chemicals and drugs over thtl 
existing rates with the exception of crude drugs nbt· available 
in India. As regards the latter, our recommendation is that the 
existing duty should be either totally abolished or. appreciably 
reduced. 'Ve have also recommended increase by 20 per cent over 
the existing tariff on patent and proprietary medicines with un. 
disclosed formulre. In the absence of relevant statistics, which 
we have not been able to gather within the limited time at our 
disposal, we cannot estimate with any degree of accuracy the 
probable sum that may be. raised annually by the imposition of 
increased duties. But, we have nodaubt that it will be large and 
8uDstantial. A study of the statistics set out in Table No: 1" refer. 
red to in Chapter III of Section I shows that the value of iml'orts 
which would fall under the head of chemicals and drugs and patetii 
and proprietary medicines would aggregate to a crore and odd every 
year. That India imported chemicals to the. value of more than 
a crore of rupees was also the opinion of the Indian Industrial 
Commission so long ago as 1918. The increased percentage OIJ 
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these now proposed will therefore amount to a few lakhs. It may, 
therefore, be reasonably assumed that the annual average under 
this head will be considerable. To this must be added the revenue 
yielded by the new duty on patent and proprietary medicines manu~ 
factured in India. There is no means of ascertaining this amount 
which in all probability will be a huge sum; having regard to the 
large number of such medicines one comes across in India. Nor 
can the loss of revenue- resulting from the proposed abolition or 
reduction of duty on crude drugs not available in India be esti
mated; it is not clear how this will affect the position. We, how
ever, feel-that the net total increase will be fairly ample to meet 
the ends in view. 

897. Lastly, we would recommend extensive Government grants 
'~d subsidies and contributions by district boards and municipalities 
and other local authorities who stand to gain by the assumption 
of control by the Government in respect of a subject which is 
essentially their concern. The proposals for such grants and 
contributions for supplementing the resources have the support of 
many witnesses. We would strongly urge that such help should 
not be stinted, even at the risk of effecting economies in other 
directions, in view of the supreme importance of the objects in view. 
In our search for 'ways and means, we have explored every possible 
avenue of taxation and cannot discover any other source than those 
already referred to. 

CHAPTER II 
Summary of Recommendations 

398. The proposals which emerge from the conclusions arrived 
at in the preceding chapters may be briefly summarized under the 
following heads: - ' 

(1) British Pharmacopreial drugs and well-known and approved 
medicines. 

(2) Profession of pharmacy: 
(3) Patent and Proprietary medicines. 
(4) Medicines made from indigenous drugs. 
(5) Development of the, drug industry in India. 
(6) Government Medical Stores Depot. 
(7~ Indian Pharmacopreia. 
(8) Quinine policy. 

PRELIMINARY 

399. There shOuld be legislation to control drugs and plial·ruacy. 
The control in respect of drug's should be for those included in the 
British Pharmacopreia and other known and approved medicinal 
prepar~tions, whether indigenous or not. 

400. Legislation should be central with a view to secure effec
tivenes~ and uniformity in control throughout India, 
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401. Legislation should not be combined with that for foods 
811 the control in respect of the latter should be Provincial, in 
.view of the varying needs of the different provinces. 

402. Legislation may consist of either a. combined Drugs arid 
Pharmac:y Ad, or a separate Drugs Act and a separate Pharmacy 
Act. 

Brit",h P1Ulrmacoprei~l dru!ls and Known. and approved 
medicines. 

403. 'Adulteration' may }>e defined thus .on the lines of section 
3 (2) of the Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923:-

An article shall be deemed to be 'adulterated' in the case. of drugs-
(i) if, when it is Bold or exposed for sale under or by a name recog

nized in the British, German, American or any other Pharmacopmia which 
the Governor-General in Council, in consultation with -the Advisory Board, 
may specify by notification in the Gazette of India, it differs from the stan
dard of strength, quality or purity laid down in the said Pharmacopmia, 
unless the standard of strength, quality or purity of such. drug be plainly 
stated on the bottle, box or other receptacle, or 

(ii) if its strength, quality or purity falls below the professed standard 
. under which it is sold or exposed for !iale: 

Provided that, when any drug is not sold or exposed for sale under 
or by a name recognized in any Phannncopmia, and the standard of strength, 
quality or purity of such drug is not stated on the bottle, box or other 
receptacle, the drug shall he deemed to be sold or exposed for sale under 
or by a name in the British Pharmacopmia or other recognized standard. 

( Misbranding' may be defined thus as in section 3 (42) of the 
aaid Act:-

All drugs, the package or label of which bears any statement, design 
or device regarding such drugs or the ingredients or substanCf>s contained 
therein as may he false or may mislead in any particular, shall be deemed 
to be 'misbranded'; and a drug shall also be deemed to be mistlranded 
if it is offered for sale under the name of another dl'Ug. 

• Prescription' in these proposals means prescription by ndes 
made by the Govl'rnor-General in Council in consultation with 
the Ad~sory Board. 

404. (a) A Central Laboratory should be established 'and main
tained by the Governor-General in Council. It may be located 
either at Bombay or a,t Calcutta .. 

(b) Tb laboratory.should be in charge of a Director with 
adequate staff and equipment. 

(c) The laboratory should consilii of two departments (1) Phar
macology and Bio-Chemistry and (2) Chemistry and Pharmacy. 
Each department should consi"t of one Deputy Director, one Assis
tant Director and two Renior Assistants. There should also be an 
adequate number of pharmacologists, bio-chemists, chemists and 
pharmacists with the necessary clerical and menial staff. 

405. The functions of the Central Laboratory will be--
(i) to do research work on the pharmacological testing of 

dnlgSj . 
(ii) to train public analysts' in the methods of chemical bin-

chl'mical and biological assay;. ' 
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(iii) to undertake commercial testing of drugs for manu
facturers and dealers on payment of the prescribed fees, particularly 
for those who are unable to set up their own lal?oratories for the 
testing of thei~ products; 

(iv) to prepare and maintain stable standards of I!hength, 
purity and quality for drugs; . 

(v) to standardize methods of analYRiR and tPRtR with clue 
regard to the climatic and other conditions prevailing in different 
parts of India; 

(vi) to guide, co-ordinate and correlate the work of the Pro
vincial Laboratories; 

(vii) to act. as expert referee in reRpectof disputed analyses 
of samples sent by Loool Governments; 

(viii) to periodically issue bulletins about its progress i~ 
various branches of its activities and supply information to manu
facturers and Provincial Laroratories; as they may be in -need of; 
and 

(ix) to assay and test chemicals, drugs, biologicalprodllCts 
and organa-metallic compounds on request by any person including 
Local Governments, Provinciat I,aboratories or Inspectors. 

406. Every Local Government should establish and maintain 
a testing l~boratory in- the Province in charge of a PuMic Analyst 
and a Deputy with adequate staff and equipment. The Local 
Government will appoint the Public Analyst and the staff, subject. 
to prescribed rules, but the appointment of the Public Analyst will 
b~ subject to the approval of the Governor-General in Council. 

407. The function of the said laboratory will be-
(a) to analyse and report on samples of drugs imported or 

made locally, oUler than biological and organo-metallic compounds; 
which are submitted to it for analysis in accordance with prescrIbea 
rules; and 

(b) to undertake on payment of the prescribed fees, analysis 
of drugs at the request of manufacturers and others interested ~u 
obtaining its opinion. . . 

408. For assisting the Govel'nor-Genel'al in Council and advis. 
ing him in making rules to oarry out the objects of the Act, there 
should be an Advisory Board consisting of . 

(i) the Director-General of the Indian Medical Services (ex-
officio) who. will be the Chai.rm~n;. .. . . 

(ii) tl1e Public Health Commissioner (ex-officio); 
(iii) the Director and one other member of the staff of the 

Central Laboratory (ex-officio); _ 
(iv) eleven members elected by the Gtmeral Medicnl Council 

in India, the General Council of Pharmacy, the Medical Faculties. 
of the Statutory Universities and the independent medical pra('ti-
tioners of India. . . . . . 
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, 409. The elected members shall be honorary and shall hold 
office for a period of three years from the date of their election. 

410. The sale, manufacture, or storage for sale of adulterated, 
misbranded or unwholesome drugs may be prohibited as in sec
tions 406 and 412 of the Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923. The prohi
bition may also be extended to notified drugs or drugs bearing 
a similar name as in section 407 of that Act. Proof of purchasll 
under a bona fide warranty and sale in the same condition as it was 
purchased may be recognized as a good defence [cf. section 136 (0) 
of the Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922]. Any breach of the pro,:, 
posed provisions or any Act in contravention thereof or of rule~:ol;" 
of conditions imposed by licences should be made an offence. . 

411. Punishments for the offences by way of fine, imprisonment 
and confiscation should be adequate and deterrent, second ani{ 
subsequent offences being treated with progressive'severity. 

412. Every manufacturer, importer and retail dealer of drugs 
Bnd medici'nes should be required to take out an annual licence as 
prescribed. 

413. Every place for the manufacture or retail sale of drugs 
and medicines should be registered as prescribed. 

414. Such registration may be dispensed wiih in respect of the 
sale of-

(a) useful household remedies prescribed by the Governor
General in Council; Bnd 

(b) drugs and medicines in unbroken packages. 

415. Inspectors should be appointed by the Local Government 
concerned subject to prescribed rules. 

416. There should be provisions for inspection by Inspectors of 
places where drugs are kept or manufactUred for sale, their seizure 
if suspected to be adulterated or misbranded and their destruction or 
disposal by magistrates; and for the procuring of samples, compul
sorily or otherwise, and their analysis similar to the provisions 
contained in the Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923. In the case of 
biological and organo-metallic compounds, each lot of such products 
manufacured should be got analysed at the Central Laboratory 
before issue. 

417. Purchasers, manufacturers and dealers also shoUld be 
permitted to get samples analysed by Public Analysts. ' 

418. In case the certificate of a l?ublic Analyst is attacked by' : 
either party, the Court before which proceedings take place may" 
if it thinks fit, refer a sample to the Central Laboratory in the 
prescribed manner. ' 

419. In relation to imported arti'c1es ,at the port of entry, such 
officer of Customs as, may be generally or specially authorized 
theretO by the Commissioner of Customs and Exci'se-wilI be the 
Inspector. ' , , , --

21 
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420. Any imported drug may, at the pOrt of entry, be inspected 
and examined by the Inspector who may, after notice to the con
signee, take samples thereof for analysis by the Public Analyst of 
the Province. 

421. Pending analysis, ,the consignment may be detained or 
delivered to the consignee on such conditions as may be prescribed. 
Samples, of imported biologi'cal and organo-metallic compounds 
should be sent to the Central Laboratory and there should be no 
delivery to the consignee until the inspection, etc., are complete. 

. 422. If, on analysis, the article is found to be adulterated or 
misbranded, such article and bthers of the /!Qme kind included in 
the consignment may be deemed to have ' false trade description' 
applied to them within the meaning of the -Merchandise Marks Act 
and the Sea Customs Act and they may be confiscated or prohibited 
eptry and disposed of in the p~e,scribed manner. 

423. If any drug is sold in a sealed original package which is 
adulterated or misbranded, the peI;son who appears from the label 
thereof to have manufactured, imported or enclosed' it in such 
package will ordinarily be held responsible and punished accord
ingly unless he shows that it WQS beyond his control and was due 
to deterioration or other change in the article since it left his 
possession. 

424. As regards articles imported by land from a foreign 
territory or State in India within the meaning of the Land Cus
toms Act, 1924, such officer as may be authorized by the Collector 
of Land Customs will be the Inspector. 

425. The provisions as regards licence, inspection, sampling 
a.nd analysis regarding imports by sea will apply mutatis mutandis 
to such goods also. 

426. Adulterated or misbranded articles will be deemed to bear 
false trade description or misdescription within the meaning of 
the Merchandise Marks Act and of the Provincial Land Customs 
Acts as of Bombay, and will be dealt with accordingly. 

427. The enforcement of the provisions of the Act in regard to 
Provinces should generally rest with the Local Governments con
cerned. 

428. (i) The Governor-General in Council should have power, 
in consultation with the Advisory Board, to make rules for carry
ing out the purposes of the Act; 

(ii) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of 
the above provision, the Governor-General in Council should be 
empowered to make rules in consultation with the Advisory Board. 

(a) with referenQe to all matters required or allowed by the 
Ad to be prescribed: 
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(b) prescribing the standards for the compositioll, strength, 
purity or quality of drugs or Qf any ingredient or component part 
thereof; " . 

(e) prescribing units of standardization; 
(d) prescribing the qualifications and duties of Puplic 

Analysts; 
(e) regulating the method of election of Members to the 

Advisory Board by the General Medical Council and the Council 
of Pharmacy; 

(ff prescribing methods of test and analysis of drugs; 
(g) prescribing the procedure for the analysis of patent and 

proprietary medicines; 
(h) prescribing a tariff of fees for registration and licens

ing; 
(i) prescribing the forms and conditions of licences granted 

to"the manufacturers, importers and retail dealers of drugs. Exist
ing manufacturers will be allowed a period of five years within 
which they should satisfy the licensing authority tha~ they are pro
perly staffed and equipped for the purpose of manufacturing parti
cular drugs and therapeutic substances; 

(j) providing for the inspection of premises, equipment 
and technical qualifications of the staff of the manufacturers; 

(k) prescribing the conditions for the registration of places 
for the manufacture or retail sale of drugs and medicines; 

(l) prescribing the useful household remedies for the man~
facture or sale of which no license or registration is required; 

(m) requiring that manufacturers of specified_ drugs should 
submit test portions of each and every batch of such drugs to be 
tested in. the Central Laboratory and requiring that only approved 
batches should be sold or offered for sale; 

(n) for securing freedom from adulteration in the. course 
of manufacture, preparation, storage, packing, carriage, delivery 
or exposwe for sale of drugs and medicines; . 

(0) prescribing the qualification and duties of Inspectors; 
(p) prescribing the procedure to get any article analysed 

by a Public Analyst or the Central ;Laboratory, the tariff of fees to 
be paid therefor and the form of certificate; . 

(q) prescribing the drugs of which the names and propor
tions should be conspicuously printed on the label or the wrapper 
of patent or proprietary medicines; 

(r) prescribing the mode of labelling drugs sold in pack-' 
ages and the matter to be contained or not to be contained in such 
labels; 

(8) prescribing the period from the date of manufact~re, 
after the expiration of which biological and organo-metallic com
pounds may not be sold; 

(t) prescribing the nature and limits of advertisements of 
drugs in general; 
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(u) prescribing the. periodical t~sting .of biological and 
orgaIlo-metallic compounds; 

(v) for th,e control of advertisements relating to patent and 
proprietary medicines i 

(w) regulating the disposal of the "balance of funds (after 
meeting the expenses of :drug control) in furtherance of drug. in-
dustry; and . 

(oX) to standardize weights and measures for the dispensing 
of medicines and for the sale of drugs. 

_ The profession of Pha7'macy 

429. No person .should be eligible for registration as a pharma
cist unless he has-

(a) successfully undergone the undermentioned * course of 
training as laid down by the General Council of Pharmacy; or 

(b) taken the degree of a Pharmaceutical Chemist of an Indian 
University. 

430. Any person may be registered as a pharmacist withov.t 
further training or qualifying examination who is-

(a) a duly qualified medical practitioner, registered or re
cognized, by the Provincial Council of Medical Registration or by 
the General Medical Council of the United IKingdom; or 

·(b) a holder of a British, American or foreign degree in pha~
macYi or 

(c) a holder of a diploma of the Pharmaceutical Society .of 
Great Britain:; or 

(d) a holder of a degree in science of an Indian University 
with evidence of sufficient training in Pharmaceutical Chemistry. 

• The course of studies and the qualifying examination will be as 
follows:-

Two years' course leading to Pharmacist's Diploma (minimum basic 
qualification-Matriculation of any recognized University or any other ~qui
valent examination). 

Curriculum-First year-
(a) Botany as applied to pharmacy; 
(b) Inorganic and organic chemistry; 
(c) Physics; 
(d) Theory and practice of pharmacy (preliminary); 
(e) Pharmaceutical arithmetic (weights and measures, etc.). 

First qualifying examination-
Second -1/ear;-After passing the' examination at the end of the first 

year of study, the curriculum will include-
(a) Theory and practice of pharmacy (advanced), 
(b) Pharmaceutical chemistry, 
(c) Pharmacognosy, _ 
(d) Elementary knowledge of action of drugs, 
(e) Pharmacy law. . 

Final examination for pharmacist', diploma.-Theoretical, oral and 
practical. . 

Apprenticeskip.-Oneyear in an institution, hospital or di~pensary. 
(specified by the Provincial PharmaceuticaJ Council) to be undergone along 
with the second year's course. 
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431. Any person may be registered 60S a pharmacist until ~he 
expiration of a period of five years from the date of the passmg 
of the Act- -

(a) if he has successfully undergone the course of 'Chemist 
and Druggist' of the Madras Medical College, or 

(b) if he has obtained a compounder's certificate from the 
State Medical Faculty, Bengal, after undergoing the revised course 
of training instituted in July 192&; or 

(c) if he is a qualified compounder and has been actively en
gaged in dispensing work for a period of not less than three years, or 

(d) if he has been actively engaged in dispensing 'workwith-
out qualification for the preceding five years. 

432 .. Provision should be made to institute a degree in Pharma
ceutical Chemistry in the different Universities in India. Persons 
taking such degree will be eligible for registration as pharmacists. 

433. The course for the degree in Pharmaceutical Chemistry 
should extend to two years after the Intermediate examination ai' 
four years after the Matriculation examination or its equivalent. 
In addition to a training in technical and practical Chemistry 
and Botany in the laboratory, the candidate should be required to 
·undergo training in a' manufacturing establishment in Manufactur
ing Pharmacy and in the methods of analysis and standardization 
of drugs. 

434. No person should be allowed to use the name or title of 
a " Pharmaceutical Chemist" unless he has taken such degree. 

435. No person should carry on compounding, mixing, prepar
ing, dispensing, or selling -any drug in any registered shop or 
place, unless he is registerild as a pharmacist under the Act, . but 
a firm or company or a person who is l!.ot properly qualified may 
keep an open shop for compounding, mixing, dispensing, etc., 
provided the management is undertaken by or under the super
vision of a qualified registered pharmacist. 

436. In the case of hospitals, dispensing, etc., must be under
taken under the· r.upervision of a qualified pharmacist. The Pro
vincial Council will have power to exempt from this requirement 
an- institution where the employment of a qualified pharmacist iii 
neither necessary nor practicable Qwing to the small amount of 
dispensing.. In such an institution, dispensing must be under
taken by or under the supervision of a medical practitioner. 

437. Nq person who is not 18 r~gistered pharmacist should be 
allowed directly or indirectly . 

(a) to. use the name or title of • Registered Chemist' 
• Pharmaceutist,' 'Pharmacist,' 'Chemist and Druggist' 'Di~-
pensing Chemi&t,' 'Chemist,' or 'Druggist'; or .' 

• (b) to use oz: exhibi~ any name; title or sign holding out or 
Implymg that he 18 a regIstered pharmacist. 
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438. ,No r.egistratlon is necessary in the case bf ...... 
(a) Pers'Ons selling drugs and chemicals in the ordinary 

course of wholesale dealing; 
(b) persons selling drugs and chemicals in unbroken pack

ages; and 
( e) persons selling useful household remedies pres'cribed by 

the Governor-General in Council. 

439. A' Provincial Pharmaceutical Council should be formed 
in each Province including the Administered Area~ and Commis
sionerships, consisting of eleven members, of Whom seven will be 
elected from among themselves by registered pharmacists and! four 
(who need not necessarily be registered pharmacists) will be nomi
nated by the Local Government. But the first Council will consist 
entirely of persons nominated by the Local Government from among 
those who will be eligible for registration as Pharmacists. 

440. The period of office of each member will be three years 
from the date d election or nomination as the case may be. 

441. Each Provincial Pharmaceutical Council should hold at 
least one rueeting during a period of three months. 

442. The Provincial Pharmaceutical Council will have power-
(a) to maintain a register of all registered pharmacists of 

the Province and to register the names of Pharmacists on payment 
of such fees as may be determined by the General Council of 
Pharmacy; . 

(b) to prescribe the educational institutions in which candi
dates fol' qualification and registration as pharmacists should 
undergo training and the places in which and the conditions under 
which apprenticeship should be served; 

(e) to conduct an examination for Pharmacists under the 
guidance of the Ueneral' Council of Pharmacy and to grant 
certificates; 

(d) to investigate all complaints regarding registered 
Pharmacists of the Province and to remove the name of any person 
convicted of specified offences from the register of Pharmacists, 
subject to an appeal to the General Council of Pharmacy; 

(e) to restore for good and sufficient reasons the names of 
Pharmacists removed from the register under the preceding clause; 

(I) to send to tne General Council of Pharmacy an annual 
report of its proceedings during the last preceding year; and 

(g) generally to act under the control and direction of th~ 
General Council of Pharmacy. 

443. A Central CounciL known as "The General Council of 
P:h:armacy" consisting of 15 members of whom 12 members will 
be representatives from the Provincial Pharmaceutical Councils 
and three nominated, should be formed. 
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Each of the Provincial Pharmaceutical "Councils of Bengal, 
Bombay and Madras will elect two members from among them
selves and each of the Provincial Pharmaceutical Councils of ~h8 
Punjab, the United Provinces, the Central Provinces and Bihar 
and Orir.sa, Assam and Burma will elect one member from among 
themselves to the General Council of Pl1armacy. In case of 
appeals from the Administered Areas and Commissionerships, the 
General· Council will have power to co-<>pt for purposes of hearing 
the appeal, any member from the Pharmaceutical Councils exir.t
ing in those places. 

The Governor-General in Council will nominate three members 
to the General Council of Pharmacy who need not necessarily be 
pharmacists. 

. 444. The period of office of each member of the General Council 
of Pharmacy will be three years. 

445. The General Council of Pharmacy should hold at least 
one meeting during every period of six months. 

446. The General Council of Pharmacy· will have power-
(a) to correlate and co-ordinate the activities of the different 

Provincial PharIilaceutical Councils; 
(b) to organize the p'l'actice of pharmacy by setting up a uni

form system of training and education all over India; . 
. (c) to exercise general disciplinary control over all the 

registered Pharmacists in India and, in cases where such powers 
are expressly given to the Provincial Pharmaceutical Councils, to 
exercise such power only by way of revision or appeal; 
. (d) to r.pecify the fees and conditions for registration in 
respect of Pharmacists; 

(e) to prescribe the form and contents of the registers to be 
maintained by the Provincial Pharmaceutical Councils; and 

(I) to make such by-laws and regulations as may be necessary 
f?r the better control of the profession of pharmacy from time to 
bme. 

Patent and Proprietary medicines . 
441. Every patent and proprietary medicine with a • r.'ecret 

formula' manufactured in India· or imported into India should 
be required to be registered on payment of a prescribed fee and a 
certificate of registration obtained for it, on the lin~s of the Patent 
and Proprietary Medicine Act of Canada. 

~~. T~e cert~ficate will be issued only on the disclosure of each 
medICInal Ingredient to the department concerned. . ' 

449 .• If alcohol i~ exce~s of 5· :per- cent is ,present, the name and 
proportIon of each IngredIent which medicates the preparation so 
8S to unfit it for use as an alcoholic beverage should be given to 
the department .. 
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450. If .the m.edicine contains any of the specified (namely, 
thos~ ?1entlOned m the schedule to the Patent and Proprietary 
~edlCme Act of Canada) drugs, the proportions of the ingre
dIents should be given to the department and also mentioned on 
the .label. 

451. If the' medicines are found to be harmful or of a bof,J"Us 
nature, the Governor-General in Council in consultation with the 
Advisory Board should be empowered to prohibit their use. The 
manufacturer or importer should also be punished and the stocks 
forfeited. 

452. The use of opium and its derivatives in medicines for 
internal use and 'cocaine and it's salts in any medicine, whether 
~or internal or external use, should be prohibited. 

453. Drugs must be designated by their commonly used 
names., 

454. The provisions for inspection, seizUl'e, etc., of other 
drugs and chemicals should be made applicable to all patent and 
proprietary medici~es., 

455. The author or the person responsible for the. publica
tion of fraudulent advertisements regarding patent and proprietary 
medicines and the printer and the publisher should be punished. 

456. Advertisements relating to aphrodisiacs, veneral dis
ea'ses, remedies for maladies of women, cures for cancer, leprosy 
and tuberculosis should be prohibited. 

457. No false, misleading or exaggerated claims should. be' 
permitte'd to be made on labels, wrappers or advertisements. 

458. The general control of advertisements in otber respects 
should be left to be prescribed by rules made by the Governor
General in Council. 

459. Imported patent and proprietary medicines with secret 
formulre should, in addition to existing customs duties, bear a 
special duty of 20 per cent ad valorem. 

460. Medicines with secret formulre manufactured in India 
should bear a revemle stamp of four annas on each rupee of its 
market value. 

461. Proprietary remedies with disclosed formulreshould be 
subject to the following restrictions:-

(a) the nam'~ should' reflect the compo!lition of the product 
and .not its clinical use; . ' 

(b) the provi~ions as to ~avertisements an~ ~he ~t~er' prc'Vi
sinns of a general nature relatmgto patent medlCmes Wlth Becre~ 
formulre should apply to these alsc;'" t' 
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(e) the formula should be exhibited on the label ~f the actual 
container-if a simple chemical substance, the scientific name and 
chemicallormula; if a mixture, details of composition. 

M edieines 'l1UU1e from indigenous drugs 

462. The crude single drugs as well as the compounded medi
cines used in the indigenous systems of treatment, should be brought 
under control. 

463. The control of such drugs,and preparations should for the 
present be kept entirely separat" from that of Western drugs and 
preparations. 

464. The introduction of a uniform curriculum for the instruc
tion and training of indigenous practitioners should precede the 
exercise of any system of control. 

465. The practice of Indian medicine should be restricted to 
properly trained, qualified and registered practitioners. 

Development of the drug industry in India 

466. The Universities in India should be requited to give 
training in advanced Pharmaceutical Chemistry and institute a 
degree on the subject. 

467. The quality of 'crude drugs, both imported and grown in 
the country, sho.uld be strictly controlled. . 

468. The import duty on manufactured drugs should be in
creased by fiv~ per cent. 

469. The import duty on crude drugs not available in India 
Jlhould be abolished or appreciably reduced. 

470. The imposition of export duty on raw materials obtain
able only in India should be considered. 

471. The question of supplying solvents at reduced prices 
should be seriously examined and duties on such solvents used, at 
any rate, for bona fide chemical purposes should be abolished or 
reduced. 

472. The restrictions' upon the free traI.!sit of spirituous pre
parations between the different provinces in India should be re
moved. 

473. The Excise regulations should be modified so as to remove 
the hardships referred to in Chapter I of Section IV and they should 
generally be worked in a sympathetic spirit. 

47~. The q~Pl!t.iOll of reduction 0'£ railway freights on raw 
maienals and mdlgenous drugs manufacture'd in India should be 
considered. 

475. The drug industry in India sho~ld be ~ncouraged by the 
Oovernm.ent by th~ purchase. of the ,reqUIred supplies of medicinal 
preparatIons, surgIcal dressmgs, chemicals, etc., from Indillll 
manufacturers as far as possible. 
. 22 
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476. The Central Laboratory should be staffed by experts who 
are capable of$iving sound advice to all interested persons on 
manufacturing processes, the requirements as to machinery and 
general plant that may be necessary for carrying on the industry 
and the technical difficulties which may arise in relation to it. 

477. Every encouragement should be given to promote the cul
tivation o'f medicinal plants and herbs. 

Government M edica~ Stores Depots 

478. As local manufacturing p.rogresses and good quality drugs 
are obtainable on the Indian market at a cheaper rate the manu
facturing should be gradually reduced till it is stopped. 
, 479. The Committee is of opinion that as the drug in"dustry 

grows the Medical Stores, Depots should gradually remove such 
\lledical institutions as are not definitely entitled to obtain supplies 
from the Depots, viz., District Board and Municipal hospitals, 
Railway institutions, Indian States, etc., from their list. 

480. Supplies for the Stores Depots should be obtained so 
far as possible from local manufacturers. 

Indian Pharmacopmia 

481. Steps should be taken to compile an Indian Pharmacopreia 
without delay. 

482. This work should be on the lines of the British and 
United States Pharmacopreias including only. drugs of known 
composition, of definite pharmacological action, of well-established 
therapeutic properties, 'with the toxicity fully worked out an"d the 
necessary standards of chemical and biological assay for determin
ing the safe maximum doses. 

483. The draft should be compiled on the model of existing 
pharmacopreia's, and should contain (1) such of the therapeuti
cally active substances and pharmaceutical necessities as are 
found suitable for India, and (2) substitutes, and additions from 
the indigenous matm'ia m,edica. 

484. The desirability of entrusting the work of compiling the 
Indian Pharmacopreia to the officers of the Pharmacological Labora
tory, Parel, Bombay,' may be considered. 

Quinine policy 

485. The position with' regard to the utility of the alkaloids 
(If cinchona bark other than quinine in the prophylaxis and trl'at
ment of malaria should be clearly defined. 

486. The Cinchona Department should cultivate the species of 
cinchona best suited to the Indian climate, on It sufficiently larie 
scale; to make India Relf-Rupporting with regard to the alkaloids 
and at prices f'ommensurate with the economic condition of the 
bd'ian people. ' 



487. With Ii. view to extend the cultivation of cinchona in 
India, experiments should be carried out in the growing of 
different varieties on a small scale in various areas, close connex
ion between the field and the laboratory being maintained. 

CHAPTERllr 

Conclusion 

488. 011r task is completed. The synopsis of our proposal!! 
set out in the previous chapter briefly sums up our recommenda
tions in respect of the terms of reference embodied in Resollution 
No. 1637, dated the 11th August 1930, of the Government of 
India. Our view that foods and drugs should be kept distinct and 
that legislation in respect of the l'atter should be Central dis
poses of the request of the .Government of Bombay for amend
ment of the Bombay Prevention of Adulteration Act, 1925, 80 as 
to make it applicable to drugs &1so, conveyed in their letter 
No. 7964-D, dated the 2nd August 1930, to the Govern11!ent of 
India, which was communicated to us for consideration. It 
follows that it is not expedient to amend the Bombay Adultera
ti<lll Act deaHing with foods so as to incllude drugs in view of bur 
proposals for legislation of a comprehensive character in respect 
of drugs by the Indian Ilegislature. 

489. Some of our proposals require l'egis4tion to give effect 
to them, while others may be enforced by administrative action 
on the part of the Government. Almost all the proposaJls regu
lating the control of drugs' such as those providing for defini~ 
tions of 'adulteration' and 'misbranding,' the institution of 
central and provincial laboratories, inspection, seizure; compul
IIOry purchase oLsamp[es, analysis, registration, licensing, crea
tionof offences for breach of law and ru[es, punishment of 
offenders, etc., require legislation for their enforcement. So also' 
those relating to the regulation of patent and proprietary medi
cines and the profession of pharmacy. Proposals regarding the 
fosterjng of drug industry, the quinine po!icy of the Government, 
the preparation of the Indian Pharmacopreia, etc., may; however, 
be given effect to by departmental action. 

490. As regards those proposals which are dependent on 
legislation for .their operation, the question arises whether leO'is
lation should be Central or Provincial. The Devolution R~[es 
framed under section 45-A of the Government' of India Act 
classify the subjects into 'Central' and 'Provincial' for dis
tinguishing the functions of the Indian legislature and of the 
Local Legislatures of the Governor's Provinces. Medical admini
stration, including provision for medical education, public health, 
excise, administration of justice (subject to legislation .by th" 
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Indian legisla~ure as regards High Courts, Chief Courts and 
Courts of Judicial Commissioners and any courts of criminal 
jurisdiction), non-judicia[ stamps (subject to legisl'ation by the 
Indian legislature);. development of industries, stores, adultera
ti.on of .articlles, control of poisons (subject to legislation by the 
Indian legislature), contrdl of newspapers, regulation of medi
cal and other professional qualifications and standards (subject 
to legislation by the Indian legislature) and sources of Provin
cial Revenue, are Provincial subjects. Posts, customs, excise 
duties, civi~ law including laws regarding property, civill rights 
and liabi~ities and civil pl'Ocedure, controll of production, supply 
and distribution of any articles in respect of which control by a 
central authority .is declared by rule made by the Governor
Genera~ in Council t.o be essential in public interest (e.g., quinine 
and cinchona), inventions and designs, criminall law including 
criminal procedure and legislation in regard to any Provincial 
subject in so far as such subject is stated to be subject to !legis
lation by the Indian legislature are Central subjects. It will be 
perceived that some of our proposals fall under the class of Pro
vincial subjects. Eut, a few of those are subject to l'egislation 
by the Indian legislature and a good many are Central subjects. 
In the case of legislation relating to the [atter class of subjects, 
the loca[ l'egislatures require the previous sanction of the Gover
nor-General under section SO-A before taking them into consi
deration. Such sanction is also required for passing any law 
(a) imposing any new tax not included in the Scheduled Taxes 
Rules or (11) affecting customs duties or any other tax .01' duty in 
force and imposed by the Governor-Generat in CouncIl for the 
general purposes of the Government of India or (c) altering cer
tain laws, such as the Indian Penal Code and' the Indian Evidence 
Act. 

491. ~'here is aJlso a large volume of opinion that it is 
desirable to have uniformity in ffaws I'elating to drugs and the 
profession of ph~rmacy in force throughout the entire extent of 
India. In view of these considerations, we strongly recommend 
that legislation to give effect to our proposals may be introduced 
into the Indian legislature. Under clause (2) of section 67 of 
the Government of India Act, it is lawful to introduce at any 
meeting of either chamber of the Indian l'egisllat.ure any measure 
regulating any Provincial subject with the previous sanction of 
the Governor-Genei-a!. It is, therefore" competent for either 
chamber of the Indian legislatUl'e to dea!l with a measure giving 
effect to our proposals, including even those relating to Provincial 
8ubjects, with the requisite preliminary sanction of the Governor
GeneI·al. In these circumst.ances, we would recommend that 
necessary action may be taken in either chamber of the Illc1ian 
legislature to give effect to our proposals which require legisla
tiop. tor their enforcement. 'We should have very much !liked to 
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have attached a draft Bili to our repor1; containing provlSlons 
giving effect to our proposals and showing to what e:x;tent the 
existing laws require amendment. But, here again, the [imita
tions of time, which have rendered it absolutely impossible to 
make any attempt towards this end, is our onlly excuse. 

492. In this connexion, we are conscious that the Indian 
Industrial Commission reported in 1918 that " the adulteration of 
drugs is difficult to deal with ahd it is doubtful if [egislation is 
likely to be' very effective in this direction." We entirely con
cur with the view that the problem' is beset with extraordinary 
difficulties. 'Ve also appreciate that legislative aid should not 
be invoked unless it is inevitabile and will prove beneficial. With
out minimizing the difficulties ~o any extent, we venture to 
think that the scheme envisaged by us is such as is calcu[ated 
to achieve a fair measure of success in the realization of the end 
in view. The main proposals of our scheme--the centralization 
of control by vesting it with the Governor-General in Council 
without detracting from Provincial responsibility in l'espect of 
details purely local in character, the mAintenance of uniformity 
in essentials by the institution of a strong Advisory Board and 
a well-equipped Central Laboratory and the creation of efficient 
branch laboratories working under their direction and contro[ to 
sene l>rovincial need~will, we feel, go a long way towards 
effecting a successful solution of the prOblem. We are confident 
that our scheme for the improvement of the pr~fession of phar
nuroy, for which we do not claim much originahty, will be equally 
efficacious in intreducing the much-needed reforms to organize 
the profet!sion and put it on a proper basis. Our suggestions for 
the control of the trade in patent and proprietary medicines the 
formu[m of which are not disclosed and the obnoxious advertise
lllents in relation thereto represent the barest minimum. We 
know that some of our proposaJls win strike at vested interests and 
are sure to arouse vigorous opposition. But, so far as we have 
been able to gauge public opinion, we are impressed with the 
sincerity, force and earnestness of the general demand for re
form on the lines indicated' by us. We would stress the need for 
energetic action on the part of the Government. We wou[d 
commend to the sympathetio consideration of the Government 
the recommendations designed for the control of the drugs in 
use in the indigenous systems of medicine, and for modification 
of the quinine policy. We also hope that the proposals made 
for fostering the drug industry in India and for the prepara
tion of an Indian Pharmacopreia will receive the careful atten
tion which we think they merit. 

493. ,Ve do not pretend to have founel. a panacea for all the
ills to which the traffic in drugs and the profession of pharmacy 
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are subjec~. Not do we claim to have discovered a perinanent 
solution of the poobilem. We have done our best to find reme
dies, inadequate or incomplete though they be, to cure some of 
the crying evils, without violent disturbance of the existing state 
of affairs. Our scheme is the best that we can offer under the 
pecu[iar condi~ions of the country and we have only to add that 
it may be given a fair trial-taken and worked as a whole. 

R. N. CHOPRA, Chairman. 
J. F. CAIUS. 
H. COOPER. 
ABDUL MATIN CHAUDHURY. 

C. GOVINDAN NAIR, Secretary. 
B. MUKERJEE, Assistant Secretary. 

29th .~1 arch 1931. 
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PART I1~APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

General 
(1) 

Oopy ollette1' No. 483-H., dated the 8th March 1929, from the 
Sec1'etary to the Governme'(l,t 01 India, Department of 
Education, Health and Lands, to all Local Gove1'nments. 

[Measures to control the preparation and sale of medicinal drugs.] 

I am directed to refer to the correspondence ending with your letter No. 
Madras, dated 16th June 1927. 
Bengal, 43()'T.A.I., dated 12th September 1927. 
United Provinces, 6932-C.~ dated 22nd October 1927. 
Punjab, 28975-H.Mehd., dated 12th November 1927. 
Bihar and Orissa, 1392-L.B.G.R., dated 24th June 1927. 
Burma, B. 27, dated 20th July 1927. 
Central Provinces, 4111/51()'IX .• dated 19th August 1927. 
Assam, 1M-L.B.G., dated 18th August 1927. 
(tbis department letter No. 190B-H., dated the 7th November 1928.) 

The question of the control of the preparation and sale of medicinal drugs 
has been examined further in the light of the replies from Local Govern
ments. to this department letter No. 624-Health, dated the 19th April 1927. 
The replies show that, generally speaking, no effective measures are at 
present in force in India to give the customer protection against fraud 
and risk to health, or even· to life, resulting from the Use of-. inferior and 
injurious drugs. The question, therefore{ arises whether any protective 
measures can be introduced.' 

2. The problem is full of complexities. In ·Indi/l>, .. besides the western 
system of medicine, there are two other systems which are widely practised, 
ViIS., Ayurvedic and Unani. Each system has its own"pharmacopreia, which 
is practically a sealed book 80 far to modern science. The Government 
of India have carefully considered whether these .drugs could be' included in 
the scope of any measure of control which it may be decided ultimately 
to adopt. They have come to the conclusion that this would be impossible, 
since control pre-supposes a knowledge of the ingredients and composition 
of the articles which it is proposed to control, and such knowledge in res
pect of Ayurvedic and Unani medicines is far from complete. Control 
also pre-supposes the feasibility of applying analytical tests to determine 
whether a particular sample comes up to, or falls short of, the prescribed 
standard. • This again is not possible in respect of Ayurvedic and Unani 
medicines.- The problem is thus limited to a consideration of the measures 
to be adopted for controlling the sale and manufacture of allopathic drugs. 

3. Even this limited problem bristl.e&. with difficulties.. Our km;wledgc, 
of the drugs which are sold to the pubhc In an adulterated form and of the 

• extent of such adulteration is far from complete. Information on these 
. points has, therefore, to be collected to provide the data for considering 
.fi) what form control should take, and (ii) how control should be exercised •. 
'As re~ards (i) the provisions of the existing laws, e.g., Provincial Food 
and Drugs Acts must be scrutinized in order to determine what powers for 

_ controllinj!;' the evil already exist and what further powers, if any, are 
A needed, Under (ii) will fall the question ~f the mach~nery for exerc~s~ng 

such control viz., (a) an agency for analysmg. and testIng the compOSItIon 
of dregs. a~d Th) the detective and preventive agency required for enforo
'in~ tbe law agninst adulteration and fraud. 

23 ... 
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4. The Government of India are of opinion that the most practical 
and satisfactory method of ascertaining how the problem should be dealt 
with would be to appoint a small ad hoc committee which would explol"8 
and defipe the scope of the problem with reference to actualities and 
make recommendations as to what steps, if any, are necessary to' arrhre 
at a satisfactory solution. The terms of reference of the Committee might 
be as follows:-

/I To enquire into the extent to which drugs recognized by the British 
Pharmacopooia but of impure quality or defective strength are imported 
manufactured and sold in British India, and the necessity, in the public 
interest, of controlling such importation, manufacture and sale; and to 
make recommendations." As regards the personnel of the Committee, 
it has been suggested that two medical experts (of whom one should be the 
chairman), one representative of the drug trade, and one lay man to 
represent the consumer should be adequate. An officer with legal expe
rience might be appointed Secretary to the Committee so as to provide 
the necessary legal assistance in suggesting draft of legislation, should the 
Committee decide to' recommend legislation as part of the plan for dealing 
with. the problem. The Government of India yvill be glad to be favoured 
with the views of the (Local) Government on the proposal to appoint 
a Committee and on its proposed terms of reference and personnel. 

5. An estimate of the cost of the. proposed Committee will be worked 
out when the replies of alI local Governments to this letter have been 
received, and if the idea of appointing a Committee meets with general 
acceptance, the Government of India's provisional view is that one half 
of the cost should be met. from central revenues, and the other half should 
be shared among the Provincial Governments in equal parts. They will 
be glad to have the· views of the Looal Government on tbis point as well. 

CO'?!I of telegram No, 2468-H., dated the 16th December 1929, 
'from the Secreta'l"!/ to the Government of India,Department 01 
Educa.tion, Health and Lands, to all Local Governments. 

Maiority of local Governments have agreed to the appointment of 
Committee referred to in this Department's letter No. 483-Health, 8th 
March and to the apportionment of expenditure as suggested in paragraph 5 
thereof. Government of India have accepted the suggestion that the Com
mittee should also -report whether their recommendations can be extended 
to medicines made from indigenous drugs and should enquire into necessity 
of legislation to restrict exercise of profession of chemists to duly qualified 
persons. 

2. Com~ittee is expected to take not more. than six months to submit ib 
report. 

Letter No. 171-L.S.G., 'dated the 17th October 1930, from the 
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India, Department 
of Education, Health and Lands, ·to the Chairman, D1'1lg.~ 
Enquiry Committee. 

[Amendment of the Bombay Prevention of Adulteration Act, 1925, 
so M to make it applicable to drugs as well as food.] 

I am diret'ted to forward a COPY of a letter from the Goyernment of 
Bombay No. 79M-D., dated the 2nd August 1930, with enclosures, on the 
suhject noted above, in which that Government request that the question 
of amending the Bomhay Prevention of Adulteration Act, 1925. so as to 
make it anplicahle to drugs as well as food, may be examined by the DrUg!! 
Enquiry Committee. 

2. The Government of India are of opinion that this request should he· 
. comnlied with, if vou have no objection and if the Committee has time· tl1 

«,onsider the matter. In paragraph 3 of this Department Circular lE>tter 
No. 483-H., dated the 8th March 1929, which was addressed to all local 
Governments before the Committee was appointed, it was suggested that 
one of the tasks which the Committee would have to undertake was the' 
examination of provincial Food Rnd Drugs Acts to see what powers they 
contain for controlling the sale of adulterated drngs. Having regard to the-
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8tatement 80 made and 11.180 to the fact that the Bombay Government al'El 
contributing towards the cost of the Committee, the Govemment of India. 
think it de8irable that your Committee should examine and report on the 
question which the Bombay Govel"DDlent have raised. Your repott on the 
lIubjoc-t may, however, if you consider it appropriate, be 'made independently 
of the general report which the Committee will make as the result of its 
enquiries 

Copy 01 letter No., 689, dated 4th December 1930, b'om the Secre
tary, Drug, Enquiry Committee, t" the Deputy Secretary to 
the Government 01 India, Department of Education, Health 
and Land,. 

With reference to yoUl' letter No. 17l-L.S.G., dated the 17th October 
1930, I have the honour to say that the Committee has been considering the 
question of a combined Food and Drugs Act for India and that the question 
of amending the Bombay Prtlvention of Adulteration Act, 1925, so as to 
make it applicable to drugs as well as food, will be examined and reported 
upon as desired by the Government of India although the Committee feels 
that the time fixed for the submission of the main report is itself utterly 
inadequate. 

(2) 
Ci1'cular letter, ~ated the 2nd September 1930, from the Secretary, 

Drug, Enqu~ry Committee, /orwardinv the Questionnaire. 

In pUI'Buance of a l'esolution which was adopted by the Council of State 
urging the Government to take such steps as may be possible to control the 
indiscriminate use of medicinal drugs and to legislate for the standardiza
tion of the preparation and for the sale of such drugs, the Government of 
India, after consulting and with the approval of the local Governments 
have appointed a Committee to explore and define the scope of the proble~ 
and to make recommendations as to the measures which should be taken. 

2. The terms of reference to the Committee (vide Gazette of India Notifica-
tion No. 1637, dated the 11th August 1930) are as follows:- ' 

" (i) To enquire into the extent to which drugs and chemicals of im
pure quality or defective strength, particularly those'-recognized by the 
British PharmacopIBia, are imported, manufactured or sold in British 
India, and the necessity, in the public interest, of controlling such impor
tation, manufacture and 8ale, and to make recommendations; 

(ii) to report how far the recommendations maile in (i) may be extended 
to known and approved medicinal preparations other than those referred. 
to above, and to medicines made from indigenous drugs and chemicals; 
and 

(iii) to enquire into the necessity of legislation to restrict the profes
sion of pharmacy to duly qualified persons, and to make recommendations."· 

S. The necessity of Borne measures of this description is obvious equally 
from the point of view of the manufacturer and dealer who wishes to carry 
on his business honestly, the medical man who expects results from the 
medicine he pl'escribes, and the consumer who is dep~~dent upon both. It 
is well known that many uDliCrupulous people, reahzmg that to analyse 
and standardize medicinal preparations requires experienced men and expen
sive and elaborate laboratory equipment, take advantage of this knowledge 
to carry out extensive adulteration, use inferior drugs, and, in the case where 
raw material is expensive, purposely reduce the quantity that should be 
used in DI'der to sell it at a low price. This is not only carried out in India 
but some EU1'opean firms export medicines specially manufactured for the 
eastern bazaars. 

4. The Committee desire to have the views of all perso~, associa:tions !lr 
. bodies interested in this question with respect to the pomts mentlOneci 10' 

the terms of reference. With a view to eltroidate the different aspects of 
this problem they have drawn up a questionnaire, !' copy of whic~ is atta<;h!Jd 
herewith. These questions have been drawn. up With the. sole object of ehclt
ing information and it is hoped that detaded reply wlll be sent to these 
IIUppOrted by arguments and statistics wherever possible. It is earnestly 
requested that the replies to the questionnaire may kindly be sent 80 as to 
reach the Secretarr before the 1st October 1930. 
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It The Committee will also visit important centres in different provincea 

and will take evidence on the questions stated in the terms of reference and 
on the questionnaire which is being issued. I therefore wish to enquire if 
you are willing to· .appear before the Committee to give further information 
regarding your answers· in case the Committee consider it necessary. 

6. Replies to the questionnaire and all other communications may please 
be addressed to the Secretary, Drugs Enquiry Committee, School of Tropical 
Medicine, Calcutta. . 

(3) 
Copy oj the Questionnaire 

For the Medical Profession. 

(Kindly return duly answered and sign,ed.) 

Questions. 

1. Have you any occasion to think 
that your patients are getting drugs 
and chemicals of defective strength and 
impure quality? 

2. What personal experience have 
you of adulteration or inferior quality 
in medicinal preparations? Please give 
details : 

(a) Pharmacopooial preparations. 
(b) Proprietary preparations. 

Indian manufacture. 

Answers. 

Imported. 
r'------------~--------------,. ,r----______ ~A~ __________ ~ 

Inferior Adulterated. Inferior Adulterated. 
quality. quality. 

3. What is your opinion regarding 
the biological products offered for sale 
in India? Have you ever had any 
reason to believe that they, are not of 
the proper strength? 

4. Do you feel that there ought to 
be some legislation to control the 
potency and purity of drugs and che
micals manufactured locally and im
ported from abroad? 

5. Do you consider that control of 
therapeutic agents on the lines enacted 
in such countries as Great Britain, 
United States of America, etc., is 
desirable in this country P 

6. If not, what suggestions have you 
to put forward regarding BUch control P 

7. What is your opinion regarding 
standardization of various preparations 
made from drugs used in the indige
nous medicines on the Indian mar
ketP Do you use them much P 

8. Are you aware of any cases where 
such preparations were proved to be 
inactive or harmful P Do you think it 
is possible to control them in the same 
way as the pharmacopooial prepara
tionsP 
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Questions. 
9. What is your opinion regarding 

the increasing sale of proprietal'Y. reme
dies, particularly those with secret 
formuIlIl, on the Indian market? 
What; control in your opinion should be 
exercised over them P 

10. Have you had any experience of 
inaccurate dispensing P 

11. Have you any other remarks to 
l11ake with regard to the purity of 
drugs in general or any other matters 
in this connex.ion P 

Answers. 

I. To be answered by manufacturers of drugs and chemicals. 

Questions. 

1. State as nearly as possible your 
annual output of the following:

(a) Tinctures and other spirituous 
preparations. 

(b) Liquid Extracts. 
(c) Solid Extracts. 
(d) Mineral Acids. 
(e) Inorganic Chemicals. 
(/) Organic Chemicals. 
(g) Alkaloids. 

(h) Organic antimony and arsenic 
compounds. 

(i) Organo-therapeutic products. 
(}) Vaccines and sera. 
(k) Proprietary liquid prepara

tiOns. 
(I) Proprietary solid prepai·ations. 

(m) hy other liquid preparationa. 
(n) Any other solid preparations. 

2. What difficulties do you experience 
from the following causes:-

(a) In obtaining indigen.us raw 
materials of standard qualityP 

(b) Due to Customs and. Excise 
regulations. 

(c) In connexion with any other 
factors in the drug manu
facturing trade. 

3. What arrangemllIlts have you for 
the biological control of pre
parations which cannot be 
standardized chemically P 

2. How many qualified compounders 
materials P Whall arrange
ments have you for the ana
lytical control of BUcIi mate
rial and the finished products 
you manuIactureP 

Answers. 
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Questions. Allswers. 

5. State the names and qualifications 
of all chemists you employ 11 

6. Bow mauy employees have you in 
the factory and laboratories? 

7. Do you think samples of raw mate
rials and finished products 
should be examined at a Cen
tral Laboratory ? 

II. '1'0 be answered by Importers and Dealers. 

1. State as neady· as possible the quantity imported per annum, appl·oxi. 
mate value and country of origin of the following:-

Quan'tity imported 
per annum. 

(a) Tinctures and Spirits. 
(b) Liquid Extracts. 
(c) Solid Extracts. 
(d) Mineral Acids. 
(6) -Inorganic Chemicals. 
(I) Organic Chemicals. 
(g) Alkaloids~ 
(h) Organic antimollY and al"Senio 

compounds. 
(i) Organo-therapeutic products. 
(j) Vaccines and sera. 
(k) British Proprietaries. 
(t) French Proprietaries. 
(1n) German Proprietaries. 
(1/,) American Proprietaries. 

2. Give names and addresses of firms 
for whom you are a special 
agent. 

3. Do you always supply in original 
containers as received P 

4. Do you buy in bulk and pack under 
your own name!' 

5. What guarantee do you receive of 
the standard of purity of all 
imported medicines!' 

6. What precautions do you take on 
receipt, that the goods are up 
to standard P 

Value 

III. To be answered by DilSpensing Chemists. 

1. What precautions do you take to 
ensure that all drugs and 
chemicals used are of standard 
strength and purity P 

2. 1[uw many qualified compounders 
do you employ P 

Country of _ 
origin. 
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Questions. 

3. What is the average number of 
prescriptions you dispense a 
day? 

4. What system of check do you em
ploy in dispensing? 

Ii. What difficulties do you experience 
from the Poisons Regulations? 

AnSwers. 

IV. General- To be answered by all. 

1. Do you consider that control of 
therapeutic agents on tbe lines 
enacted in such countries as 
Great Britain, United States 
of America, etc., desirable in 
this country? 

2. If not, what other suggestions have 
you to put forward to ensure 
the. purity and activity of all 
medicinal substances manu
factured or imported? 

3. WIlwt is ~our opin\on regarding 
standardization of various pre
parations made from drugs 
used in the indigenous medi
cines, on the Indian market? 

4. Are you aware of any cases where 
such preparations were proved 
to be inactive or harmful? Do 
you think it is possible to con
trol them in the same way as 
the pbarmacopooial prepara
tions? 

5. What is your opinion regarding the 
increasing sale of proprietary 
remedies, particularly thoRe 
with secret formullB, on the 
Indian market? What con
trol in your opinion should be 
exercised over them II 

6. Whllt personal experience have )IlU 
of adulteration or inferior 
quality in medicinal prepara
tions? Please give details: 
(a) Pharmacopooial prepara-

tions. 
(b) Proprietary preparations. 

7. Have you any other remarks to 
mad:e with regard to the purit, 
of drugs in general or all' 

other matter in this connexion II 

inferior 
quality. 

Indian manufacture. . 
Adulterated: iInferior 

quality. 

.Imported . . 
Adulterated~ 

8ignatwre. 
N.B.-If the space allotu.d for replies is insufficient, kindly write on Bap'!.

rat'! sheet and attach. 
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List oj t~ose who sent replies to the Questionnaire 

MADRAS PRESIDENCY INCLUDING BANGALORE AND MYSORE 

Khan Bahadur Muhammad Azizullah Sahib Bahadur, B.A., H.B.C.K.; 
Acting Professor of Chemistry, Medical College, Madras. . 

Dr. Henry~ S. Hensman, H.B.C.S., L.B.C.P., H.P.C., Superintendent,. 
Government Mental Hospital and Lecturer in Mental diseases, Medical 
College, Madras. 

The District Medical Officer, Cuddapah. 
Dr. P. R. Venkatarama Ayyar, H.B. & C.H., District Medical Officer, 

Kistna. 
Major N. M. Mehta, I.M.S., District Medical Officer, Trichinopoly. 
Dr B. T. Krishnan, B.A., H.B., B.S., Acting Professor of Physiology, 

Madras Medical College, Madras. 
Dr.- K. Koman Nayar, L.B.C.P., & B., D.O.H.B., Acting Professor of 

Ophthalmology, Medical College and Acting Superintendent. Government 
Ophthalmic Hospital, Madras. 

Dr. P. A. Mathew, B.A.; H.B., B.S., Acting Professor of Bio-Chemistry, 
Medical College, Madrall. 

Diwan Bahadur Dr. G. V. James, H.B., C.H., Third Surgeon and Lec
turer in Principles of Surgery, Medical College, Madras. 

Dr. K. Venkatachalam Pillai, L.H. & s., Acting Professor of Pharma
cology, Medical College, Madras. 

Dr. V. P. Kamath, L.H. & s., District Medical Officer South Arcot. 
Dr. K. Narayanaswami Ayyar, L.H. & B., District • Medical Officer, 

. Tinnevelly. 
Dr. Miss G. Stapleton, H.D., B.B., Superintendent, Lady Willingdon 

Medical School for Women, Madras. 
Lieut.-Col. G. G. Hirst, I.M.S., Government Medical Stores Depot, 

Madras. 
Dr. M. R. Guruswami Mudaliar, B.A., H.D., Professor of Therapeutics, 

Medical College, Madras. 
Lieut.-Col. C. A. F. Hingston, C.I.B., O.B.B., H.R.C.B., I.M.S., Principal 

and Professor of Midwifery, Medical College, Madras. 
Dr. T. Krishna Menon, H.B., C.H., H.B.C.S., Honorary Physician, Gene

ral Hospital, Madras. 
Dr. Lena A. Benjamin, Sectional Secretary; Christian Medical Associa

tion of India, Nellore. . 
Dr. S. K. Pillai, L.H. & s., L.R.C.P. & s., ~Edin.)~ District Medical Officer, 

Kurnool. 
Dr. F. Robinson, Darbar Surgeon and Medical Officer, Krishnarajendra 

Hospital, Mysore. 
Dr. H. R. Sadasiva Rao, L.Y. & s., Civil Surgeon, Government Hospi-

tal, Rajahmundry. 
The District Medical Officer, Anantapur. 
The Director, King Institute, Guindy. 
Raja D. Mawnay & Company, 17, Broadway, Madras 
Major-General C. A. Sprawson, H.D., F.R.C.P., I.M.S., Surgeon-General 

with Govemment of Madras. 
Dr. T. H. Somerwell, Tinnevelly, Madras. 
The Officiating Chief Inspector ()f Certified Schools, Madras. 
The Port Health Officer, Tuticorin. 
Col. Harrison, Coonoor. 
Messrs. D.S.V. & Sons, 327, Mill Road, Coimba'tore. 
Major F. R. Thornton, H.C., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon of Coorg. 
Dr. S. Rangachari, H.B.C.M., Madras. 
Lieut.-Col. W. C. Gray, H.B., CH.B., P.R.C.S., I.M.S., District Medi('.al 

Offi('er, Madura. 
T. Ramachandra Rao, Esq., 153, Broadway, Madras. 

, Dr, U, Rama Rao, Madras, E. 
Lieut.-Col. W. S. Nealor, I.M.S., Officer Commanding Indian Military 

Hospital, Trimulgherry, Deccan. 
T. S. T. Chari Esq., Chemical Examiner to Customs, Madras, 
Dr. T. K. Venkatarama Ayyar, H.B.B.S., KarlH'. 
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Dr. V. Rama Kamath, Memher, Madt'Q8 Medical Council, Madr8ll. 
Cartain G. 8t'inivasamurti, B.A., B.L., H.B.O.H., Principal, Gov~rpment 

8dlOo of Jn~lian Medicine, Madras. 
Df. C. namanujayya Garu, L.H. & s., District !tedical Officer, ·East 

Godav81·i. 
Lieut.-Col. J. 1\J. Skinnet·, H.D.,.I.¥.S., Bl!lckers Gardens} Teynampet. 
Hr. B. Iswarayya, H.ll., C.H., Dtsh·tct Medical Officer, Nellore. . 
Messrs. Spencer & Co. Limited. 
J. F. Letoille, Esq., Chemia1J, Mount Roac1, Madr8ll. 
N. Sundarall1urthi, Esq., Manager, Smith Stocking & Co., Madras. 
Dr. D. S. Puttanna, B.A., F.B.O.S., Victoria Hospital, Bangalore. 
Dr. K. Krishna Rao, H.B.O.M., District Medical Officer, Chittoor. 
Major A. 1\1. V. Hesterlow, I.M.S., Acting Director of Public Health, 

l'Ifad1'88 • 
. Dr. M. L. Kamath, lI:.D., Superintendent, Government Royapetta Hos

pital Madras. 
Tile Acting Superintendent, Rayapuram Medical School. 
Rao Bahadur Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, B.A., M.D., Second 

Ohstetric Physician, Government Hospital for Women and Chil!iren, 
MaclrM. 

DI·. C. Frimodt:.Moller, H.B., CH.B. (Copenhagen), Medical Superinten
dent, Tuoorcul08is Sanatorium, Madanapalle. 

Lieut.-Col. J. Kirkwood, H.B., ]o'.B.C.8., I.M.S., District Medical Officer, 
Bellary. 

Lieut.-Col. K. G. Pandalai, lI:.B.C.H., F.R.C.S, I.M.S., Professor of 
Operative Surgery, Medical College, Madras. 

Dr. G. R. Parasuram, .B.A., L.lI:. & s., H.R.C.P., Deputy Superinten
d(>nt, Government Mentnl Hospital, Madras. 

The District Medical Officer, Ramnad. 
Major W. C. Paton, M.B.C.H., F.R.C.S, I.M.S., .District Medical Officer, 

Nilgiris. 
'I'he Chemi.t~ and Druggists' Association, Madras. 
Major N. K. Bal, I.M.S., District Medical Officer, Salem. 
A. Roberts, Esq. 
Bayee & Co., Chemists, Calicut. 
Wilfred pot'ClI·a. Esq., Chemist, Vepery. 
A. Surendiran Nayudu, Esq. 
nr. I{. 8. Rangaswami, Rural Dispensary, Madavaram, Cuddapah. 
Dr. A. I,akshmipathi, B.A., H.B.O.II., Harris Road, Madras. 
'I'he District Medical Officer, Coimbatore (Madras). 
Thc District Medical Officer, Guntur. 
Thu AHsistant Director of Medical Services, Madras district. 
I>t·. S. Suhha Rao, H.B., lI:.R.0.8., D.P.H., Senior Surgeon to the Govern-

1Ilt'lIt of <l\[ysore, Bangnlore. 
])t·. Viswanathan, L.M.P., Retired Suh-Assistant Surgeon, Madras. 
Dr. M. R. M. Anandan, L.H.S., Medical Practitioner, lJalusseri. 
DI·. G. Zacharia, Ophthalmic Surgeon, Madras. 
Major N. M. Mehta, 1.1\1.8., District Medical Officer, South Kanara, 

)1 II lIgn 101'9. 

The Secretary, Tanulla Medical Association, Tanulla (Madras). 
Dr. T. T. Thomson, lI:.B.: CH.B., Vice-President. London Mission- Hospital, 

Chikh"IInpUl', Kolar District (South ·India). 
Dr. I. K. P. Sharma, A.M.A.O., Medical Officer, Bolur (1\Iangalore). 
Col. G. D. Franklin, I.M.S., Secunderahnd (Daccnn). 
The Civil Surgeon, Cochin,. Madras Presidency. 
Col. S. R. Godkin, D.B.O., I.M.S., A.D.H.B •• Daccan district. 
'fhe Offi<'or Commanding D"itish Military Hospital, Secnndel'llbad. 
Messrs. Natham & Co ... Madras. . 
The South Indian Medical Union, Madras. 
The My.ore Pharmaceutical. Ltd., Patanvilas, Race Course JWad, 

Rangnlore. 
Dr. 1\[. R. Samey. l'll.D., M.D., Basavangudi Post, Bangalore. 
A. PI'II, Esq .• F.C.S., H.P.S., l\fysore Pharmaceutical, Ltd., Bangalore. 
Dr. Frank NOl'Onha. lI:.B.C.M., D.P.lI:. (Eng.), Superintendent, Mental 

Rospital, Rangalore City. . 
The Medit'al Officer, Epidemic Diseases Hospital, Bangalore. 
The Resident Medical Offi~r, Vietoria Hospital, Bangalore. 
The Officer Commanding, Indoor Military Hospital, Bangalore, 

24 
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Major F. J. Anderson, M.O., M.B.B.S., F.R.O.S., I.M.S.~ Principal, Medical 
College, Vizagapatam. 

Dr. D. D. Diltshit, M.B.D.S., D.P.B., Professor of Pllal'lnacology, Medi
cal College, Vizagapatam. 

Dr. C. Ramam'urti, B.A., M.B., B.S., Professor of Hygiene, Medical 
College, Vizagapatam. 

Rao Sahib Dr .. T. S. Tirumurti, B.A., M.B.C.M., D.T.M. & B., Professor 
of Pathology Medical College, Vizagapatam. 

Dr. P. Kutumbiah, B.A., M.R.O.P., Lecturer, Medical College,·Vizaga-
patam. .. 

Dr. G. Dinkel' Rae, M.D., Physician, King George Hospital, Vizagapatam. 
Rao Sahib Dr. T. Madhava Rao, B.A .. L.R.O.P. & B.; Professor of Thera-

peutics, Medical College, Vizagapatam.· . 
Dr. V. K. Narayana Menon, M.B.B.S., Professor of Dio-Chemistry, 

Vizagapatam. 
Rao Dahadur Dr. P. Krishnaswami, M.B.O.M., M.R.C.P., Superinten

dent, King George's Hospital, Vizagapatam. 
Dr. M. Trasi, M.B.O.M., Professor of Midwifery, Medical College, Vizaga

patam. 
Dr. K .. K. Nambiyar, B.A., M.B.B.S., Professor of Ch~mistry, Medical 

College, Vlzagapatam. . 
Dr. Miss A. J. Dhodi, Lady Superintendent, Gosha Hospital, Vizaga

.patam. 
Dr. C. Ramakamath,. M.B., O.M., District Medical Officer, Vizagapatam: 

'THE UNITED PROYINCES 

Dr. H. Sahai, King George's Medical College, Lucknow. 
Lt.-Col. 'V. R. Scroggie, I.M.S., O.C., I.M.B;, Lucknow. 
Dr. E. A. Douglas, M.B., B.S. (Lond.), Doctor in charge, Lady Kinnaird 

Memorial Hospital, Lucknow. 
Dr. D. N. Vyas, Head of Department of Pharmacology, King George's 

Medical College,. Lucknow. 
Sarkar_& Co'CChemists, Druggists and General Merchants, Lucknmv. 
Lt.-Col. W. Mitchell, R.A.M.O., Officer Commanding, Dritish Military 

Hospital, Lucknow. 
Dr. K. R. Sinha, Lucknow. 
Dr. R. N. Dhatia, B.A., B.se., M.B., F.R.O.B., R.B., Superintendent, King 

George's Hospital, Lucknow 
Lt.-Col. H. Stott, I.M.S., Dean of the Faculty. of Medicine, Lucknow 

University, Lucknow. 
Lt.-Col. G. T. Durke t I.M.S. 
Dr. T. Bahadur, Luclmow. . 
Dr. S. C. Sen Gupta, The Clinical Laboratory, Lucknow. 
Dr. C. C. Bose, Lucknow. 
Hakeem Muhammad Kasim, Member, Board of Indian Medicine, Vic

toria Street, Lucknow. 
Hakeem Muhammad Hadi Raza Khan, M.R.A.S. (LOlld.), Honorary Secre-

tary, Mumba-ul-tih College, Lucknow. . 
Hakeem Mirza Muhammad Naqi, Shifa Manzil, Ghasyari l\Iandi, Lucknow. 
Dr. Abdul Ali, B.se., M.B.B.S., Gwynne Road,. Lucknow. 
Dr. R. S. Panna Lal Sud, Civil Dispensary, Lucknow. 
Dr. D'. B. Bhatia, Lucknow. 
Dr. T. N. Varma, P.M.S., Assistant to Civil Surgeon" Lucknow. 
N. S. Gupta, Esq. 
Dr. I. H. Rizvi, P.M.S., King's English Hospital, Lucknow. 
Lt.-Col. G. T. Burke, I.M.S., Professor of Medicine, King George's 

Medical College, Lucknow. . 
Hakeem Maulvi Muhammad Abdul Halim, Jhawaitola, Lucknow. 
Hakeem Muhammad Abdul Majid, "Principal, Takmil-ut-tib Collt'ge, 

Jhawaitola. Lucknow. 
Hakeem Mijjan Sahib,Janhez Mohall, Lucknow. 
Hakeem Khawaja Shams-ud-din. Municipal Commissioner, Member, Board 

of Indian Medicine, U.P., and E.I.Ry. Advisory Committee, U.P., Nakhas, 
N ami Press, Lucknow. . 

Dr. M. Atal, Lucknow. 
The Civil Sur~eon, Allahabad. 
Charles & Co" Chemists, Cawnpore. 
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Lt.-Col. J. S. O'Neill, I.M.S., :H.c., :H.D., F.B.G.S. (Edin.), Civil Surgeon, 

CawulIore. 
It. L. E;ethi, Esq., :H.A., B.BC. (Ed in.), I.A.S., Economic Botanist to 

Government. . 
Dr. B. Thungamma, F.B.C.B.E., W.M.S., Benares. 
Capt. S. K. Chaudhuri, :H.B.E., B.A. (All.), M.B. (Pb.), Chief Medical 

Officer, Ramnagar, Benares State. 
Dr. S. Lahiri, :H.B., Superintendent, S. L. Marwari Hindu Hospital, 

lleWlres City. 
,.·he Itoyal Pharmacy, llenares City. 
The- Civil f>urgeon, Be!1ares. 
The Medical Officer, K: E. Hospital, Beuares. 
R. B., Dr. B. N. Mukerji, L.:H.S., Benares. 
Rai Bahadur B. B; Banerji, L.M.S., Retired Civil Surgeon, U.P., Benares. 
Dr. G. P. Das Gupta, :H.B., Benares State. 
Lt.-Col. G. A. D. BalTey, Officer Commanding, British Military .Hos-

pital, Meerut. , . . 
Lt.-Col. A. J. Frost, for A.D.M.S., Meerut DIstnct. 
The Civil Surgeon, Meerut. 
Major D. Clyde, Civil Surgeon, Meerut. 
D. N. Misra & Sons, Aligarh. 
Rai Bahadur Peary Lal Gupta, L.:H.S., P.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Agra. 
The Principal, Women's Medic&l School, Agra. 
Capt. D. P. Bhargava, M.B., II.B.C.S.B., I.M.S., Principal, Medical School, 

Agra. 
Lt.-Col. A. W. Overbeck-Wright, I.M.S., Superintendent, Mental Hospital, 

Agra. 
J. N. Rakshi~ Esq., F.I.O.:< F.O.S'

l 
Opium Factory, Ghazipur. 

Major H. J. uarrod, I.M.JJ., Civi Surgeon, Ghazipur. 
The Civil Surgeon, Etah. 
Lt.-Col. W. A. Mearns, D.P.H., I.M.S., Officiating Director of Publio 

Health, U.P. 
Lt.-Col. H. R. Nutt, I.M.S., Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, U.P. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Tehri, Garhwal State, U.P. 
The Civil Surgeon, Pilibhit. ~ 
A. Kitchner & Co., Chemists, Saharanpur. 
Major Manik Chand, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Bijnor. 
The Civil Surgeon, Bareilly. 
The Civil Surgeon, Saharanpur. 
The Officiating D.D.M.S., E.C., Naini Tal. 
The Civil Surgeon, Ranikhet. 
The Civil Burgeon, Bulandshahr. 
The Civil Surgeon, ·Fyzabad. 
The Civil Surgeon, Champaran. 
The Civil Surgeon, Moradabad. 
The Civil Surgeon, Fatehgarh. . 
Lt.-Col. A. Cameron, I.M.S . ./." Civil Surgeon, Nainital. 
Rai Bahadur Dr. Pitambar rant, Civil Surgeon, Unao. 
Dr. C. L. Mathurl L.:H.P., Registered Medical Practitioner, Muzafar-

nagar. ' 
Dr. S. G. Guha, Civil Surgeon, Alnuml.. 
D. N. Biswas & Co., FYl1labad. . 
The Medical Officer in charge,. Sadar Hospital Jhansi. 
The Medical Officer in charge, Badar Hospitai, Mauranipur. 
'l'he Medical Officer in charge, Sadar Hospital, Lalitpur, Jhansi. 
Dr. H. P. Bajpai, Civil Surgeon, Bahrajoh. 
C. C. Ghose & Co., Rekabganj, Fyzabad. 
Rai Sahib Lekh Raj Singh, P.M.S., Medical Officer in charge, Benares. 
The Medical Officer in charg!l, Chandauli Dispensary, Benares. 
The Medical Officer, 1st Sub-charge, King Edward Hospital, Benarea. 
The Civil Burgeon, Sultanpur. 
The Medical Officer in charge, Sadar Hospital, Sultanpur. 
The Medical Officer in charge, Branch Dispensary, Kadipur-Sultanpur. 
The Medical Officer in charge, Jagadishpur Branch Dispensary. 
The Medical Officer in charge, Amethi Branch Dispensary. 
The Medical Officer in charge, Musafirkhana. 
'rhe Civil Snrgeon, Kheri. 
Lt.-Col. W. Rnsworth, I. M.S., Lansdowne. 
'rhe Principal, Rishikul Ayurvedic College, Hardwar. 
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1. ~. Gill, Esq., c/o Sur & Co., Chemists and Druggists, Amrituar. 
The Standard Drug Company, Amritsar. 
Lt.-Col. M. L. Puri, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon

i 
Amritsar. 

Dr. Dhanpat Rao, p.e.lII.S., Acting Principa, Medical School, AllIritsar. 
'fhe Punjab Medicine Company, Hall Bazaar, Amritsar. 
Captain H. F. Maneokshaw, late I.M.S., Amritsar. 
Ganesh Sahaya, L.lII.S., Lecturer in Anatomy, Medical School, Amritsar. 
The Officer Commanding, Indian Military Hospital, Lahore Cantonment. 
The Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, K.E. Medical Col-

lege, Lahore. 
Narayan Das Bhagawan Das & Co., Anarkali, Lahore. 
Beli Ram & Brothers, Anarkali, Lahore. 
W. J. Campbell, Esq., of Smith & Campbell, Pharmaceutical Chellliat, 

The Mall, Lahore. 
Lt.-Col. N. S. Sodhi,. I.M.s., Civil Surgeon, Lahore. 
Dr. Jivari Lall, Professor of Pathology, K.E. Medical College, Lahore. 
Capt. G. S. Chawla, 1II.B.B.S., 2, Temple Road,. Lahore. . 
The Chemical Examiner to Government Punjab. • 
Lt.-Col. R. N. Bott, O.I.E., I.M.S., Professor of Operative Surgery, K.E. 

}Iedical College, LahOl·e. 
Lt.-Col. C. A. Gill, I.M.S.,Officiating lnspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 

Punjab. 
Dr. Prem Nath 8ul'i, X.lt.o.P. (Edin.), D.T.lII. & H. (Eng.), Assistant 

Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, K.E. Medical College, Lahore. 
Major S. N. Hayes, F.R.C.S., I.M.S., Professor of Midwifery, K.E. 

Medical College, Lahore. 
Dr. Jai Singh Taran Singh & Sons, The Punjab Medical Hall, Lahore. 
Messrs. The New Medical Hall,. Commercial Buildiug, The ])lall, Lahore. 
R.B. Dr. ,Maharaj Kishan Kap'!.I'J l>.P.H. (Lon.). l>.T.M. & H. (Eng.), 

L.X.S. (Pb.), Examiner in Materia Medica (lII.B.B.S. Examination), Punjab 
University, 1, Tehlple Road,. Lahore. 

Dr. Teja Singh Uberai, M.B.B.B., Proprietor, Jl1ggat Singh's Son &,
Brother, Exchange Building, The Mall, Lahore. 

Col. H. M. Mackenzie,' I.M.S. 
Kaviraj Balwant Singh Mohan, c/o Sir Daya Kishan Kaul & Sons, 

Kashmir Pharmaceutical Works, 20, Abbot Road, Lahore. 
T. F. Quirke, Esq., 1II.B.O.V.S., I.V.S., Director, Veterinary Services, 

Lahol·e. -
Pt. S1,lrendr'a Mohan, B.A., Principal, Dayanand Ayurvedic College, 

Lahore. 
Capt. S. Bindra, 1II.B.B.S., Chemist, Rawalpindi. 
Dr. G. R. Vohra, D.P.H., Assistant Director of Public Health, Rawalpindi 

Cantonment. 
Lt.-Col. A. C. Amy, Commanding, British Military Hospital, Rawalpindi. 
Dr. Sant Singh Duggal, Rawalpindi. 
W. Wilson, Esq., Qualified English Chemist, Rawalpindi and Murree. 
Caf-t. S. D. Raina, I.M.S. -(Retired), L.R.O.P.& B. (Edin.), L.R.F.I'. & s. 

(Glas .. 
Dr. Hans Rajvig, 1II.B.B.8., Gujranwalla. 
William Cotton & Co., The Mall, Simla. 
C. Bhan & Co., Chemists and Druggists, Lmlhiana. 
The Edward Medical Hall, Multan Cantonment. 
Dr. Nandkishore (Address not known). 
Dr. Mohan Singh, Gujranwalla. 
Lt.-Col. Kanwar Shamshere Singh, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Jullundur. 
Dr., D. C. Wilson, 1II.D. (GIas." D.P.H. (Camb.), Mansfield Lodge, 

Simla E. 
The Civil Surgeon, Gurdaspur. 
The Civil Surgeon,. Muzaffargarh. 
The Civil Surgeon, Rohtak. . 
Dr. HiBhen Singh, M.B.B.S., Medical Officer, Ferozpur. 
The Civil Surgeon, Shahpur District, Sargodhil. 
Dr. Rarbhajnn Singh, ',1>[.n.n.s., Gojl'lt District, T,yallpur. 
Dr. I~nllja Singh, I,yltll)lnr. . 
J.t. Jilt J.al VaJ'ma, 1II.n.II.II" Gll)1'nn",n11a. 
l\Injor H. Cband, I.l\{.S., Civil Surgeon, Sinlkot. 
;:'Injor K: R. Batra" I.M.S., Civil SUrgeon, MUl'l'ee. 
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1I1"..Jical SUI'Cl'iutcudent, A.E. SaDatorium, 1?harampur (S~mla). 
Major J. A. !:linton, v.C.,.O.B.B., I.lIl.S., DIrector, Malana Survey 01 

india, K88Buli. . . . . 
. The Director P88teur InstItute of India, Kasauh. 

Major G. C: Maitra,· I.M.S., lie Serum and Vaccine Section, Cent.ral 
Research Institute, Kasauli. 

The Civil Surgeon, Simla West. .. . 
Major R. C. Malhotra, O.B.B., I.M.S., AssIStant DIrector of Pubhc Health, 

Punjab, (Technical) Vaccination. 
Col S. R. Christophers, C.I.B., O.B.B., ... B.8., X.P.II., 1M,S" Director, 

Central Research Institute, Kasauli. 
Bawa Harnam Singh Bhalla, Superintendent of the Dispell5ary, Mayo 

Hospital, Lahore. ' 
The Officer Commandingl. Indian Military Hospital, Sialkot. 
Lt.-Col. M. D. Wadia, l.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Lyallpur. 
Dr. M. L. Sya1, Assistant Surgeon, Lyallpur. 
The Assistant Surgeon, Gojra, Lyallpul' District. 
The Civil Surgeon, Kangra Distriet, Dharalll5ala. 
Rai Sahib Dr. B. D. Kale. P.M.S., Medical .()fficer, GarhwalStato. 
Dr. Kharaiti Ram Sood, Medical Officer, Civil Dispensary, Bilgu, Jullun-

dal' District. . 
The Officiating A.D.M.S., Rawa.lpindi District. 

BOMBAY 

Thompson & Taylor, Ltd., Bombay. 
National Aniline & Chemical Co., U.S.A., 65-73 Argyle Road, Bombay. 
Wright & Co., Chemists and Druggists, Mint Road, Fort, Bombay. 
l\Ie8(IrB. R. D. Banerjee & Co.,348/350, Kalbadevi Road, :Bombay. 
Parke, Davis & Co., Lloyd Building, Graham Road, B.allard ·Estate, 

P.O. Box 88, Bombay. 
Mohan Shah, ESQJ., Manhar Buildings, Princes Street, Bombay. 
The E88tern Chelu;eal .co., Ltd., Managing Agents, E. D. Sassoon & ·Co., 

Ltd .• 15, Dougall Road, Ballard Estate, Bombay. . 
Madan Som & Co., Bombay. 
The "Civil Surgeon, Ratnagiri, Bombay. 
The Civil 8urgeon, Satal'a, Bombay. 
The "Civil Surgeon, East Khandesh. 
The Distdct Medical Officer, G.I.P.Ry., Byoulla, Bombay. 
The Secretary, Bombay Medical Union, ·.Alice Building, Top Floor, 

Hornby Road, Bombay. 
Dr. G. Deshmukh, H.D. (Lond.), I' ••• B •. (Edin.), iBombay. 
Dr. A. S. Paranjpye, Department of Pharmacology, S.G.S. Medical 

College, Parel. Bombay. 
Sir Nasarvanji Choksy, Kt., C.I.B., H.D., F.C.P.B., 54, Wodehouse Road, 

Colaba, Bombay. 
Sir Temulji Nariman, Xt., L.H.,Il.B.C.P. (E)., l'.o.P.s., ltaghunath Dadaji 

Street, Bombay. . 
Dr. D. A. D'lIlont.e, Il.D., F.C.P.B., Hill Road, Bandra, Bombay. 
Dr. Y. G. Nadgir, L.Il.· & 8., )(.S., • .c.P.B., clo Grant Medical CoIlege, 

Byculla, Bombay. 
The Civil SUI'geon, Belgaum. 

. Dr. Rajabally V. Patel, Il.D., I'.C.P.B., Warden "Road, Malabar Hill, 
Bombay. 

Dr. H. V. Tilak, P.B.C.B. (B), c/o National Medical College, Lamington 
Road, N. Bombay. . 

Dr. M. T. Anklesaria, L.Il.8., .. ,C.P.S., 1, Parsee Bazaar Street, iFort, 
Bombay. 

Lt.-Col. S. S. Vazifdar, I.M.S., Professor of Medicine,Grant Mewcal 
College, ·Bombay. 

Dr. F. R. Parakh, Il.D., B.S. (Viet.), H.B.C.B. (Eng.), L.B.C.P. 
(Lond.), P.C.P.A., c/o Parakh Hospital, Sandhurst Road, Bombay. 

Dr. C. R. Thakar, I.M.S., Station RoOad, Santa Cmz, Thalia District. 
Dr. n. II: H. Golloon, M.D. . 
The Superintend~nt, G.T. Hospital, Bombay. 
The Presidency Surgeon, Bombay. 



it.-Col. A. Campbell MunroW', 1.1\-1.S. 
Major W. C. E>'packman, I.M.S., Government Mellical College~ llomLay. 
'I'he Professor, of Surgery, Grant Medical College, Bombay. 
The Assistant Directgr of Public Health, Bombay. ' . 
Dr. P. T. Patel, 1II.D. (Lond.>, 1II.B.C.P. (Lond.), Medical Superinten-

dent, Arthur Road and Maratha Hospital, Bombay. -
The Health Officer, Port of Bombay, Bombay. 
The Honorary Secretary, British Medical Association, Bombay. 
The Civil Surgeon,. Nasik, Bombay Presidency. 
The Principal, Bombay Veterinary College, Bombay. 
The Professor of Materia Medica, Grant Medical College, Bombay. 
Dr. S. K. Engineer, Bombay. 
Dr. P. P. Balsara, Civil Surgeon, Broach. 
Dr. D. M. Gagrat, I.M.S., New Palit Mansion,. Grant Road, Bombay. 
'j'he Superintendent, St. George's Hospital, Bombay. 
Zandu Pharmaceutical Works, Ltd., Sayani Road, Bombay 14. 
Indian Merchant's Chamber, 31, Murzban Road,. Fort, Bombay. 
The Manager,. The Popular Pharmacy, Bombay. 
N. Powell & Co., Lamington Road, Bombay. 
Major B. F. Emmen, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Dharwar. 
'I'he Cllief Medical Officer, 13.B. & C.I.Ry. Co., Bombay. 
'l'he Medical Storekeeper, B.B. & C.1. Ry. Co., Bombay. 
P. ?tL Lali, Esq., c/o Messrs. 'I'reacher & Co., Bombay. 
The Civil Surgeon, Ahmednagar. 
The Civil Surgeon, Surat. 
Dr. Kaikhoshru K. Dadachanji, late Captain, I.M.S., Consulting Surgeon 

and Specialist, The Genito-Urinary, Skin and' Surgical Hospital, Fateh 
Manzil, New Queen's Road, Bombay 4. ' 

13. D. Amin, Esq., Managing Director~ The Alembic Chemical Works, Co., 
Ltd., Baroda. 

Major J. P. Canteenwalla, I.M.S., Officer in charge, Medical Store Depot, 
Bombay. 

E. Stella & Co. Wallace St., Bombay. 
T.A. Stewart, :Esq., 1II.A., B.SC., I.C.S., Collector of Customs, Bombay. 
Colonel B. Higham. I.M.S., Chemical Analyser to Government, Byculla, 

Bombay. 
M. Niyogi, Esq., -Chemical Examiner for Customs and Salt, Bombay. 
Dr. V. K. Parulkar, L.lII. & s., 24, New Queen's Road, Bombay. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Gondal Railway, Gondal (Bombay-Kathiawar). 
Dr. K. S. Mahaskar, 1II.D., Haffkine Institute, Parel, Bombay. 
Burroughs Wellcome & Co., Bombay. 
J. M. Braganza, Esq., Partner, The Poona Drug Stores, Poona. 
Dr. A. J. Noronha, M.D., Lecturer, B.J.M. School, Poona. 
The Superintendent, Central Hospital for Mental Diseases, Yeraoda, 

Poona. 
The Civil Surgeon, Poona. 
The Officer Commanding, Connaught Military Hospital, Poona. 
The Officer Commanding, Indian Military Hospital, Poona. 
The Officer, Commanding,. Southern Command, Poona. 
The Resident Medical Officer, oassoon Hospital, Poona. 
Dr. P. W. Nunes, 468, Rastas Peth, Poona. . 
Col. Sir B. H. Nanavatty, Kt., O.I.E., F.R.C.S., F.C.P.S., L.T.F., Ahmeda

bad. 
R. M. Fozdar, Esq., Medical Officer, Ahmedabad. 
Dr. S. A. Talib, D.P.H., Assistant Director of Public Health, Gujerat, R. 

District. 
The Civil Surgeon, Karachi. 
Messrs. Bliss & Co., Dispensing Chemista, Karachi. 
Dr. S. L. Rodrigues, B.A., 1II.B.B.B., 31, Depot Lines, Karachi. 

'The Sind Medical UJ;liqn, Bunder Road, Karachi. , 
Dr. G. F. Rodrigues, 1II.D. (London), Bunder Road Extension, Karachi. 
Dr. Kaku M. Hiranandani, c.lII.S., L.C.P.B. (Bombay), L.A.H. (Dublin), 

Byderabad (Sind). ' 
Major A. H. Hnrty~ I.M.S., 'l'he Civil SIll'goon, SlIldillr (Sind). 
'rhe A.D.M.s., Sina, Brigade Area. 
The Civil Surgeon, J acoLabad. 
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'BENGAL • 
Dr. ?IIanindra Nath Sirkar, B.A., II.B. (CaL), F.B.C.S.B., Eden H(h~pital, 

Calcutta. 
The Curator, InuuNtrial Section, Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
?IIanmatha Nath Chatterji, Esq., Managing Director, The Whitehall 

Pharmacy, Ltd.~ Calcutta. 
W. A. Hogan, Esq., Proprietor, W. A. Hogan & Co., 11, Dacares Lane, 

Calcutta. . 
S. N. De, Esq., II.BO. (Botllny), B.BC: (Geology), 160/1, Baitakkhana 

Road, Calcutta. . 
S. Mookerji, Esq., Proprietor, Girijasram Aushadhalya, 114/1, Amherst 

Street, Calcutta. . 
Dr. B. X. Mookerjee, L.II.S., for Mookerjee & Co., Chemists, Calcutta. 
The Director, Smith, Stanistreet & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
The Assistant Secretary, Brunner Mond & Co. (India), Ltd., 18,. Strand 

Road, Calcutta.. _ 
R. Bose, Esq., Manager, Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works, 

Ltd., Calcutta. 
I>r. Rabindranath Dutt, B.A.:1 II.D. (Homeo.), Siddhayoga Aushadhalaya 

and Research Laboratory, 130/v, Cornwallis Street, Calcutta. 
The Nobin Pharmacy, 81, Harrison Road, Calcutta. 
Allen & Hanburys Ltd., Calcutta. 
Dr. N. M. Dey of Dey Bros., 85-A, Clive Street,. Calcutta. 
B. N. Bhosh. Esq., Chief Chemist', Union Drug Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
Kaviraj N. N. Sen & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
Sen Law & Co., Chemists and Druggists, 53-A, Wellesley Street, Calcutta. 
Frank Ross & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
Barman Pharmacy, 166, Bowbazaar Street, Calcutta. 
Kaviraj Bhudeb Mookerji, II.A., 41, Grey Street,. Calcutta. 
Bathgate & Co., Calcutta. 
Dr. Bose's Laboratory, Ltd., 45, Amherst Street, Calcutta. 
G. Loucatos &.. Co .• Pharmaceutical Department, Calcutta. 
Messrs. Cooper & Co., 26, Waterloo Street, Calcutta. 
Capt. S. C. Sen Gupta, II.D., F.R.C.S., I.M.S. (Retd.), Professor of 

Medicine and Therapeutics, National Medical Institute, Calcutta. 
Dr. B. N. Gosh, F.B.F.P.B. (Glas.), L.M. (Dub.), 9, Taltalla Lane, 

Calcutta. 
J. Ferens Bottman, Esq., Second Resident Surgeon, Pfesidency General 

Hospital, Calcutta. 
Dr. G. Galstaun, II.A., D.II.B.B. (Cantab.), Calcutta. 
D. R. Dhar, Esq.,. 69/B, Simla Street, Calcutta. . 
Rai Bahadur Dr. Haridhan Dutt, 81, Harrison Road, Calcutta. 
The Hony. Additional Physician, Medical College Hospital, Calcutta. 
Dr. H. L. Basu. F.B.F.P.B.G., D.B., 87-B, Park Street, Calcutta. 
C. C. Bose, Esq., ProfessOI' of Pathology, Carmichael Medical College, 

Calrutta. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Calcutta. 
Dr. P. C. Bannerji,. 15, Elgin }toad, Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. A. H. Proctor, I.M.S.. Surgeon Superintendent, Presidency 

General Hospital, Calc\ltta. . 
Dr. Dhirendra Nath Roy, School of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta. 
Major B. G. Mallya, I.M.S., Medical College, Calcutta. 
Major P. C. Banerjee,. I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Howrah. 
Major I'. Fleming Gow, I.M.S., Medi('ol College, Calcutta. 
Dr. G. N. Brandon, F.R.C.S. (Eng.), Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. V. B. Green-Armitage, II.D. F.R.C.S. (I.ond.), I.M.S., Medical 

College, Calcutta. 
Dr. P. N. Nandi. M.D., Visiting Physicinn and Prof., Carmichael Medical 

College Hospital.. Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. H. W. Acton, I.M.S., . Director, School of Tropical Medicine, 

Cnl('utta. . 
The Supemitendent. Lady Dufferin Victoria Hospital, Calcutta. 
Dr. S. Sunder Rao, School of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta. 
Dr. Baman Das Mukherji, Visiting Surgeon, Chitieranjan Seva Sadan, 

llhowanipur. Calcutta. 
Dr. E. Muir, School of Tropical Medicine, Central Avenue, Calcutta. 
Dr. Johu M. Henderson, School of Tropical. Medicine, Calcutta. 
Dr. A. C. Ukil, II.B., II.B.P.I!. (Paris). 41, Dhurumtollah Street. Cnlcutta. 
The Inspector-Genernl of Prisons, Bengal, Cplcutta. '. 
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Mayapur Ayurved Aushadhalya, 46, Sastitala Street, Calcutta. 
The Indian Chemical amI PI~al"lnnceuti('al Works, 67/A,Doorga Cbarar 

Mitter St., Calc-utta. 
'fhe Officiating Surgcon-GcIICl'al with til(J GOVCl"lllllOllt of Bongal, Calcutta 
J. C. Ghot;h, Esq;; B.SO. (Man.), l'.e.8, School of Chemical Technology 

P. 154, Lake Road, ualcutta. . 
Dr. H. N. Ghosh. 
The Havero Trading Co., Ltd., \5,. Clive Street, Calcutta. 
Dr. S. K. Burman, Chemist &. Druggist, Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. R. B. Seymour Sewen, I.M.8., Director~ Zoological Survey of 

I I1(Ii a, Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
The Imperial Serologist, Calcutta. 
'Kaviraj R. C. Mallick, 37, Cornwallis Street, Calcutta. 
Aml"ita Lal Das, Esq., Principal, Ayurvedic College, 170, Raja Dinendra 

Street,. Calcutta. 
Kaviraj Harisadhan Ray, 101, Beniatola Street, Calcutta . 

. Kaviraj Narendranath Bidyanidhi, 8-A, Raybagan Street, Calcutta. 
The Provincial Secretary, The All-India Medical Licentiates' Association, 

Bengal, Calcutta. 
Hakim-ul-Ummat, 131, Collin Street, Calcutta. 
K. J. C. Chatterji, Esq., 8/1, Mohan Ch. Road, Kidderpore, Calcutta. 
Dr. J. N. Maitra, M.B., Secretary, Bengal Medical Association, Calcutta. 
Dr. A. R. Mazumdar. H.B., Teacher of Materia Medica, Campbell Medical 

School, Calcutta. -
Dr. Rames Chandra Ray, L.B.S. (C.U.), Calcutta. 
The Calcutta Chemical Co., Ltd., Calcutta . 

. Dr. Satish Ch. Sen Gupta, H.D., I'.B.0.8., National Medical J,nstitute, 
Calcutta. . 

Rai Satish Cb. Dey Babadur, M.A., M.B., Superintendent, Marwari 
Hospital, 130. Macbua Bazaar Street. Calcutta. 

Rai Babadur Ramji Das Rajoria, Marwari Hospital, Calcutta. 
Kaviraj Jatindranoth Sen, Kaviranjan, Visitor, Presidency Jail, Alipore, 

Calcutta. 
Dr. Amal Kumar Roy Chaudbury, M.D., Junior Visiting Physician.. 

Carmichael Medical College, Calcutta. 
The Surgeon Superintendent, Shambhu Nath Pandit Hospital, Calcutta. 
The Honorary Secretary, Calcutta Medical Club, Calcutta. 
Dr. S. P. Bhattocharjee, M.D., Officiatiug Professor of Tropical Medicine, 

Tropical School, Calcutta. . 
The Indian Pharmaceutical 'Vorks. 13, Upper Cit'cular Road, Calcutta. 
1\1. Bhattacharyya & Co., 10, Bonfield Lane, Calcutta. 
Hakim Ghulam Kabir,. Shafakhana-i-Kabir, 8, Bolai Dutt Street, Calcutta. 
Hakim Md. Yusuf Ha1'lravi, 66-.0\. Colootola E;treet, Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. R. Knowles, 1.1\[,8., Editor, ' Indian Medical Gazette', Calcutta. 
Dr. Harihar Ganguly, Deputy Physician, Carmichllll Medic~l College, 

Calcutta. 
Surendra Nath Dey, Esq .• As~istant Chemical Examiner for Excise, 

Bengal, Calcutta. 
Dr. J. C. Chatterjee, SU)lPrintendent. Calcutta Medi('al School. Cal('utta. 
A. R. Majumdar, Esq., Teacher of l\Iedi('ine, Oampbell Medical S('hool 

and Physi('ian to the Ho~pital, Calcutta. 
Majol' J. C. De, I.M.S., Professor of Clinical Medicine, Medical College, 

Cal('utta. . 
P. Das, Esq., PH.C., M.S. (U.S.A.). M.A.C.S., M.A.PH.A.,· I'.O.S. (I,ond.), 

Consulting Chemist and Bactet'iologist, Shillong. 
Girindra Natb l\Iukel'ji, Esq., B.A., :M.D., 1' .. \.8.B., Editor, Tbe Journal 

of Ayurveda, Calcutta. 
Dr. T. N. Mazumdar, Chief Health Officer, Corporation of Calcutta. 
Dr. J. N.· Gupta, 8, Vidyasagar Street, Calcutta. 
The Officiating Chemical Examiner for Customs and Excise, Calcutta. 
Dt·. K. S .. R'lY. Joint Honorary Secretory, Indian l\Iedi('al Ass(}('iation, 

6-A, CorporatIOn StI'eet, Calcutta. 
P. Neogi, Esq., PH.D., I.E.S., Professor of Chemistry, Presidency College, 

Calcutta. . 
Dr. 'Nalini Ranjan Sen Gupta; M.D;, Consulting Physician, Calcutta. 
Dr. Sllnd8l'i Mohall Das, Pl'incipal, National Medical School; CaJr.utta. 
Capt. P. De.B.IIO., M.B .. lI.n.o.p.B., Officiating Professor of Pharma. 

cology, Scbool of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta. . 
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. The 1IIanaginp: Proprietor. H. Das & Grandsons, P. O. Wari, Dacca. 
Rai Bahadur Dr. Tarak Chandra. Dutt, 28-82 Becharam Deory, Dacca. 
Dr. Bidhu Bhl15han Pal, Teacher of Medicine, Dacca Medical School, 

Dacca. 
Banerjee & Son, Chemists, ·Serampore. 
Dr: Da! & SODJJ, Medical Hall, Darjeeling. 
The Diatrict Medical Officer, E.I. Railway, Lilooah. 
'l'he District Medical Officer, Asansol. 
Dr. S. P. Sarbadhikari, L.H.S: .. Midnapore. 
The Medical Officer, B.N. Railway, Kharagpur. 
The Civil Surgeon, Burdwan. 
The Officiating CIvil Surgeon, MaIda. 
Dr. Jaharlal Dawn, H.B., P~thologiat, B.N.R. Main Hospital, Kharag • 

. pur. 
Zaminur Ahmad, Esq., Medical Officer; Shankur Charitable Diapensary, 

Jessore. 
Dr. K. G. Banerjee, H.B., Suri, Birbhum, Bengal. 
The . Civil Surgeon, Backirganj. 
The Civil Surgeon, Hooghly. 
Dr. A. N. Ghose, Civil Surgeon, Bankura. 
Dr. Surendra Nath Sen Gupta, H.B., Civil Surgeon, Murshidabad. 
The Berhampore Medical Association, Murshidabad. 
The Civil Surgeon, Singhbhum. 
Rai Sahib K. Bose & Co., Mozufferpore. 
The Superintendent, Jackson Medical School, Jalpaiguri. 
The Superintendent, Lytton Medical School, MymeDJJingh. 

ASSAM 

The Superintendent, B. W. Medical School, Dibrugarh. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Assam Bengal Railway, Assam. 
I,t.-Col. J. Morrison, I.M.S., Pastem' Institute, Shillong. 
I,t.-Col. D. L. Graham, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Khasia & Jaintia Hills. 
The Civil Surgeon, Goalpara. 
The Civil Surgeon, Nowgong. 
Col. G. Hutchinson, lI.U., I.M.S .. Tnspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 

Assam. 
The Civil Surgeon, Naga Hills. 
The Civil Surgeon, Kamrup. 
The Civil Surgeon, Darrang. 
The Officiating Civil Surp;eon, Onro Hills. 
Lt.-CoI. J. L. Sen, M.O., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Cachar. 
N. N. Das Gupta, Esq., The Town. Phanoacy, Dibrugarh. 
The Planters' Stores & A~ency Co., Ltd., Dihrugarh. 
Dr. M. M. Majumdar, ChIef Medical Officer, Tripura State, Agartala. 
Dr. P. Das, PH.C., H.II., Consulting Chemist and Bacteriologist, Shillong. 

BURMA 

The Imperial.Pharmacy, Moghal Street, Rangoon. 
The Managel', Spencer & Co., Rangoon. 
The Manager, }'rancis Medical Hall, Rangoon. 
The Proprietors, The British Phanoacy, Rangoon. 
The l'roprietor, New Medical Hall, Moulmein. 
The Distl'ict Medical Officer, Bunoa' Railways, Mandalay. 
Lt.-CoI. H. B. Scott, O.B ••• , I.M.S., Surgeon, General Hospital, Rangoon. 
'1'he ])irectOl', Pasteur Institute of Burma, Rangoon. . 
'l'he Resident Surgeon, Rangoon General Hospital. 
1I1njor R. V. Morl'ison, l.M.S .. Ph~'sician, General Hospital, Ran<7ooll. 
l~l·. W. R. Taylor, n.p.H., District Medical Officer, Burma R;ilways, 

r n'''Ill. 
Major H. B. t")onnack, I.M.S., General Hospital, Rangoon. 
The J>istric·t Mec\ical Ollieel·. BurmS\ Railwn\'s. Tungoo. 
The Chief Me~ic~1 Officer, Burma Railways; Rangoon. 
Col. P. L. 0 ~elll, c.I.JI:., I.M.S., Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 

Bllrma. 
Lt.-Col. G. Jolly. c.u:., 1.1\1.8., Director of P'llhlic. Health, BUJ1na. 
])1'. lI. I,. 1\:UIlc\lI, lI.D .. F.R.C.S., 1 •. 111., Civil Surgeon, Moulmein. 
:\lnjnr G. H. Rlllith, H.D., 1.1\I.S .. Civil S~t:geon, Rangoon (East). 
)ra)nl' M. I,. TI'estoll, F.R.C.S., I.M.S., CIVIl Surgeon, Rangoon (West;. 

25 
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Major H. Aung Khin, M.B., OH.B., F.B.O.S.E., I.M.S., Civil Surgeo~, 
Akyab. 

Majol' W. J .• S. Ingram, 1.1\1.8., Civil Surge?n, ~~ssein. 
Lt.-Col. 'V. I' .llrayne, Il,A., M.ll., OH.B., I.1\LS., SIVll Surgeon, Mandalay. 
'fhe Officer in 'charge, RtOl'O Depot, Rangoon. 
Lt.-Col. T. I~. Owens, I.M.S., Chemical Examiner to the Government of 

Burma. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA 

The Acting" Professor of Pharmacology, P.W. Medical College, l'atna. 
R. T. Davis, Esq., I.V.S., Principal, :Bihar and Orissa Veterinary College, 

Patna. 
Dr. T. Banerjt, M.B., M.B.O.P. (Lond.), Professor of Medicine, The Prince 

of Wales .Medical College, Patna. 
Dr. E Stillwell, M.B.B.S.· (Melb.), Patna. 
Lt.-Col. J. A. S. Phillips, I.M.S., Director of Public Health, Bihar and 

Orissa, Patna. . 
Col. W. M. Houston, M.B., V.H.S., I.M.S., Inspector-General of Civil 

Hospitals Bihar and Orissa., Patna. . 
Dr. Charles Reid, M.A., M.D A D.SO., OH.B., D.P.B., Professor of Physio-

logy, Prince of Wales Medical lJollege, Patna. . 
Dr. P. B. Mukerji.l.. B.SO., M.B., F.R.O.S. (Edin.), D.M.R.E. (Camh.), 

Lecturer in Radiology, l'rince of Wales Medical College, Patna. 
Ayurvedacharya Pandit Harinarain Chaturvedi, Principal, Government 

Ayurvedic School, Patna. . 
Rai Bahadur Dr. Sanat Kumar Barat, Senior Assistant Surgel\ll, Patua 

Medical College, Patna. 
The Proprietor, Royal Phannacy, Moradpur, :Bunkipur, Patna. 
The Civil Surgeon, Purnea. • 
Lt.-Col. A. N. Palit, F.R.O.S.E., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Cuttack. 
The Civil Surgeon, Angu!. 
B. K. MandaI, Esq., Public Analyst, Jharia Mining Board of Health, 

Dhanbad. 
K. C. Ray & Co., Chemists, Monghyr. 
The Superintendent, Gaya Central Jail, Gaya. 
The Civil Surgeon, Sambalpur. 
Lt.-Col. L. Cook, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Bhagalpur. 
The Civil Surgeon, Monghyr. 
The Civil Surgeon, Hazaribagh. 
Lt.-Col. Owen Berkeley Hill, I.M.S., Superintendent, European Hospital 

for Mental Diseases, Ranehi. 
The Civil Surgeon, Puri. 
The Civil Surgeon, Balasore. 
The Civil Surgeon, Muzaffarpur. 
The Civil Surgeon, Manbhum. 
The Superintendent, Central Jail, Buxar. 
The Superintendent, Bankipore Jail, Bankipore. 
The Medical Officer & Superintendent, Gaya Central Jail, Gaya. 
The Superintendent, Motihari Jail, Motihari. 
The Superintendent, Darbhanga Jail, Darbhanga. 
The Superiniendent, Bhagalpur Jail, Bhagalpur. 
The Superintendent, Hazaribagh Central Jail, Hazaribagh. 
Saileswar Banerji, Esq., Yi8ak-Sastri, Jagatbandhll AYllrvl'dic Ausha-
The Superintendent, Purulia Jail, Purulia. . 

dhalya, Chatra. 
Dr. B. Chatterji, Teacher of Medicine (adilress not given). 
The Chief Medical Officer, Mayurbhanj State. 
The Civil Surgeon, Champaran. 
Dr. J. N. Gupta, Muzaffarpur. 

THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 

Juggat Singh & Brother, Chemists, Peshawar. 
Major J. P. Huban, O.B.E., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Peshawar. 
Dr. Bishamhar Nath Kapur, M.B.n.s., Peshawar City. 
The Civil Surgeon, Kohat. . . 
The Civil Surgeon, Bannu. 
Th~ A.D.M.S Kohat district. 
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Major Stewart, t.M.S., Indian Military Hospital. 
Major P. Sahai~}-M.S. 
Lt. S. Dass, I.lU.S. 
The Officer Commanding, C.I.M.H., Razmak. 
The Officiating A.D.M.S., Waziristan district. 

DELHI 
Dr. M. O'Brien Baado!'-) M.B.B.S. (Lond.), W.M.S., Principal, Lad, 

Hardinge Medical College, .New Delhi. 
The Director, Medical Services in India. 
Lt -Col H. H. Thorburn, I.M.S., Surgeon to H.E. the Viceroy. 
Dr. S. ·M. Hassan, M.B.B.S., House Surgeon, Ayurvedic and Unani Tibbi 

College, Delhi. 
'rhe Secretaries, Punjab Chamber of Commerce, Delhi. 
Dr. A. C. Sen, L.M.S., Chandni Chowk, Delhi. 
The Honorary Secretary, Delhi Medical Association, Delhi. 
Dr. Raghubir Chand, M.B.B.S., Egerton Road, Delhi. 
Dr. C. P. Chaube, H.B.B.H''oDelhi. 
Lt.-Col. Reinhold, I.M.S., elhi. 
Messrs. H. C. Sen & Co., Delhi. 

THE CENTRAL PROVINCES 
Dl·. K. N. P1"adhal!~ L.H. & s. (Bom.), Pdoprietor of Messrs. Amrut 

Pharmacy, Sitabaldi, .Nagpur. . 
The Civil Surgeon, Nagpur. 
Lt.-Col. W. Tarr, I.M.S., Officiating Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 

C.P. 
Dr. B. C. Oliver, H.D.O.M., National Christian Council.of India, Burma 

and Ceylon, Nelson Square Nagpur. 
Dr. S. C. Das, M.B., Lecturer in Pharmacology and Materia Medica,· 

Robertson Medical School, Nagpur. 
The Proprietor, Messrs. B. W. Smith & Co., Chemists, 10, CivjJ Station, 

Jubbulpore. 
The Civil Surgeon, JUbbulpore. 
The Officer Commanding, Indian Milital'y Hospital, J ubbulpore. 
The Civil Surgeon, Yeotmal district. 
Dr. Felt, H.D., Jubhulpore. 
The Agency Surgeon in Bundelkhand. 
The Officiating Civil Surgeon, Seoni. 
Dr. Sanat K. Sen Gupta, L.T.H., Proprietor, Sen & Co., The English 

Pharmacy, Bilaspur. 
Dr D. D. Desai, L.H. & B''p0fficiating Civil Surgeon, BuJdana; 
The Civil Surgeon, Akola, C. . 
The Officiating Civil Surgeon, Damoh. 
The Civil Surgeon, Saugor. 
The Civil Surgeon, Wardha. 
Vaidyabhushan Purushottamshastri Hirlekar, Jog Dispensary, Jog 

Chowk, Amraoti (Berar). 

NEPAL 
Dl·. K. L. Gupta, Chief Medical Officer, Nepal. 
Lt.-Uol. C. li. Smith, I.M.S., Legation Surgeon, Nepal. 

BALUClIISTAN 
The Officiating Officer Commanding, British Military Hospital, Quetta. 
The Residency Surgeon & C.M.O. in Baluchistan, Quetta. 

CENTRAL INDIA 
Dr. K. K. Kanga, L.H. & B., Medical Officer, B.B. & C.I. Railway, 

Bulsar. 
Dr. Turner, H.B.O.S., Medical Officer, Panna State. 

AJMER-MERWARA 
The Ch-n Surgeon, Ajmcl'-l\Ierwara. 
Dr. C. L. Anderson. 
Dr. NUlld Lui, Assistant Surgeon. 



'l'HE INDIAN S'fATES 

The Chicf Medical Officer, Jaipur. 
The Medical Officer, Jaisalwer State. . 
lAt.-Col. F. Stevenson, I.M.S., Residency Surgeon in J,\.ashmlr, Srillugar. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Dhrangadra State. 
The Principal Medical Office~ Bikaner State, Bikaner. 
Dr. Y. V. Bhide, Medical Ol11cer, Kilchipore State. 
Rai Bahadur M. N. Mukhopadhya, L.:M. & s., State Surgeon of Narsin-

garh State. 
Dr. 'B. L. Sahi, :M.B.B.II,;· State Surgeon, Rajgarh State. 
Dr. E. S. Chandra, State Surgeon, Kurwai State. 
The Residency Surgeon, Indore. ' 
The Medical Officer, Dholpur State. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Dhar State. 
The Residency Surgeon, Rajkot. 
'rhe Chief Medical Officer, Porbandar State. 
The Chief Medical Officer and Sanitary Commissioner, Gwalior State. 
The Chief Medical Officer, PaIitana State. 
The SU:{lerintendent, Medical Department, Rewa State. 
The Chief Medical Officer, DhroJ- State. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Baroda State. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Limbdi. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Gonual State. 
The Chief Medical Ol{icer, Dharbanga Raj. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Wadhwan State. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Western India Sta~s Agency. 
Dungarpul' Darbar. 
Kotah Darbar. 
Jodhpur Darpar. 
Sirohi Darbal'. , 
The District Medical Officer Jhansi. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Radhl\npur State. 
The Chief Medical Officer, Bhavnagar State. 
Major J. Rodger, I.M.S., Residency Surgeon, Mewar. 
The State Medical Officer, Karanali State. 
Banswara . Darbar. 
Partabgarh Darbar. 
Kushalgarh Darbar. 
Diwan Bahadur Dr. V. Verghese, Chief Medical and Sanitary Officer, 

Ernakulam. 
Dr. M. Velayudhan Pillai, Kunnakkal Medical' Hall, Kadathi, Muatu

l)ozha, Travancore. 

(5) 

Liat 01 those who gave oral evidence be/ore the Committee 

MADRAS PRESIDENCY INCLUDING DANGALORE 

MADRAII 

Dr. K. Venkatachalam Pillai, L.:M. &; s., Acting Professor of Ph:mna
cology. Medical College, Madras. 

t;t.-Col. C. A. F. Hingston, C.I.E., O.B.E., :M.n.ll.s., 1.1\1.&, Principal and 
Professor of Midwifery, Medical College, Madras. , 

Dr. V. Rama Kamath, Editor, • The Medical Pi'actitioner' and 
Member, Madras Medical Council, Madras. 

A. Selvanayagam, Esq.. :M.P.S. (India), W. Smith, Esq., Proprietor of 
Smith Stocking and Company, A. N. Lazarus; Esq., Secretary, Pharmaceuti
cal Society of India, Madras, J. F. Letoille, Esq., Representatives of the 
.Pharmaceutical Society of India, Madras. ' 

Captain G. Srinivasamurti, N. Madhava Menon, Esq., U. P. Sankunni 
Menon, Esq., Muhammad Peer Mathan Sahib Dahadur and C. S. Murugesa 
Mudaliilr. l~sq .. Rellreselltatives of the School of Indian Medicine. 

Lt.-Col. H. ~. Ki.ng, I.M.S., Director,. King Institute, Guindy, MaCU-as. 
I~t.-Co1. G. (~. Hirst. l.M.S., Officer III ('harge, Medical Stores Dt')luf.. 

Mndl·l\S. . 
Capt.ain A. F. Mn()Culloc~l M.A., B.SO., F.t.O., Advisory Chemist, Govern

ment Medicnl Store Depot, .Madras. 
Dr. A. Lnkshmipathi, B.A., :M.B. C.M., Harris lload, l\Iudms. 
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1>r. T. Kri~hna Menon, 1I.B.0.1I., ll.B.O.S., Honorary Physician, General 

lI~pital, Madras. . . 
Dr. 1\1. R. Guruswami Mudaliar, B.A., 1I.D., Professor of 'l'hel'apeutlcs, 

Medical College, Madras. , 
])1'. S. Rangachari, 1I.B., C.lI., Madras. . 
Major-General C. A. Sprawson, 1I.D., F.B.O.P., I.M.S., Surgeon-Gencral 

with the Government of Madras, Madras. . 
1\Iajor V. Mahadevan, F.B.C.S., 1I.B.0.P., I,M.S., Supermtendent, Raya-

puram Medical School, Madras. ... . 
T. S. T. Chari, Esq., B.A., A.l.l.S0., AssIStant Chemical Exammer to 

CustoDlS, Madl·as. , 
Lt.-Col. K. G. Pandalai, 1I.n.c.1I., F.B.O.S., I.M.S., Pl'OfesSOl' of Opera

tive Surgery, Medical College and Second Surgeon, Government General 
Hospital, Madras. . 

Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliyar, B.A., M.D.t. Assista~t Superintendent, 
Government Hospital for Women and Children, .!\ladras. 

Dr. Miss G. Star.leton, 1I.D. B.S. (Lond.), Medical Superintendent, Caste 
and Gosha Hospita, Madras. 

Ross, Esq., and W. Smith, Esq., of Dispensary Department, Spencer & Co., 
Madras. . ' 

Dr. K. Vasude,,"a Rao, 1I.D., Acting Supel'intendent, Tuberculosis Hos-
pital, Royapetta, Madras. . .. 

Lt.-Col. G. E. Malcol~son, M.D., M.B.C.P.) I.M:S:, First PhYSICian, 
Governlllent ~General Hospital and Professor or Mcdlcme, Madras Medical 
College, Manras. 

\\' llfred l'cl'eira, Esq., Chemist, Vcpery, Madras. 
Dr. C. G. Pandit, 1I.1!,') PH.D., D.P.H. & D.T.lI'), Assistant Director, King 

Institute of Preventive Medicine and Hygiene, buindy, Madras. 
Dr. G. R. Parasuram, B.A.~ L.lI.S., 1I.B.C.P., -Assistant Superintendent, 

Government Mental Hospital ldadras. -. 
Lt.-Col. J. M. Skinner, I.M.S., Second Physician, Government 'General 

Hospital and Professor of Medicine (Additional), Madras Medical College, 
Madras. 

D. R. Mawnay, Esq., of Raja D. Maw"-ay and Company, 17, Broadway, 
Madras. 

H. Hawley, Esq., Public Analyst to the Government of Madras, Madl·as. 
V. Sl'inivasan, Esq., K. Venkatapathi Nayudu, Esq., K. Shiva Rao, Esq., 

and K. S. Mehta, Esq., Representatives of the Chemists and Druggists 
Association, Madras. " . 

Khan Bahadur Muhammad Azizullah Sahib Bahadur, B.A., ll.B.O.M., 
Acting Chemical Examiner to the Government of Madras and Acting 
Professor of Chemistry, Madras Medical College, Madras. 

Dr. Koman Natal', L.B.O.P. & s., D.O.lI.S., Acting Superintendent, 
Ophthalmic Hospita, Egmore, Madras. 

BANGALOBE 

I.t.-Col. J. Macphcrson, Presidency SlIl'geon, Ballg:alore. 
Dr. Malotin, Surgeon-in-charge, Lady Curzon Hospital, Bangalore. 
Dr. C. V. Natarajan,' D.SO., X.D.B.S., n.~.H., Superintendent, Health 

Institute, Bangalore. . 
Dr. D. S. Putanna, B.A., F.B.O.S., Victoria Hospital, Bangalore. 
Dr. Collins, c/o Messrs. J. B. Forester and Company, Smith Parade, 

Dangalore. • 
Dr. A. H. Bridle, Bangalore Pharmacy, Bangalore. 
Dr. A. Pell, :r.o,s' l M.P.S., Mysore Pharmaceuticals, Limited, Bangalore. 
Dr. M. O. Tummm Katti. Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. 
Dr. F. Noronha, X.B.O.lI., D.P.H. (Eng.), Superintendent, Mental Bos

pital. Bangalore. 
Dr. B. Nanjappa, Physician, Victoria Hospital. Bangalore. 
Mr. M. R. Samey, H.D., ConsUlting Physician, Basavangudi Post, Banga.-

lore. 
Dr. M. G. Mehkna. Director of Sandalwood Oil Factory, Bangalore. 
Dr. Krishnaswami Raa, Physician, Krishnarajendra Hospital, Mysore. 
Dr. S. Subba Rao, B.A., M.D., 1I.B.C.S., D.P.H., Senior Surgeon to the 

Government of Mysore. 
Dr. FI;fu>her Robinson. Klishnarajendra Hospital. MYRore .. 
Dr. S. Varada AyYangar, 1 •• H. & 's., M.O.H., Medical Officer, Epidemic 

Hospital and Superintendent, Leper Asylum, Bangalore. 
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VIZAGAI'ATAM 
Major 1!~. j. Anderlion, M.O., 1I.B.B.B., F.B.O.B., I.M.S., Principal, Medicai 

COllege, Vizagapatam. . 
Rao Bahadur Dr. -Po Kriahnaswami, M.D.C.M., M.B.C.P., Superintendent, 

King George's Hospital, Vizagapatam. 
Dr. V. K. Narayana Menon, M.D.D.S., Professor of Bio-Chemistry, Medi

cal College, Vizagapatam. 
Dr. B. B. Dikshit, M.B.B.S" D.P.H., Professor of Pharmacology, Medical· 

College, Vizagapatam. 
Dr. C. Ramamurthi, B.A.,M.B.B.S., B.B.SC., Professor of Hygiene and 

Bacteriology, Medical College, Vizagapatam. 
Dr. S. M. Trasi, 1I.1I.c.1I., Professor of Midwifery, Medical College, Viza-

gapatam. . 
Miss A. J. Dodhi, 1I.B. (Lond.), F.B.O.S.B., Superintendent, Gosha Hos-

pital, Vizagapatam. . 
Dr. G. Dinker Rao, 1I.D., Second Physician, King George's Hospital, 

Vizagapatam. . 
Dr. C. Rama Kamath, 1I.B.C.M. District Medical Officer, Vizagapatam. 
Dr. Nambiyar, B.A., M.B.B.S., Professor of Chemiatry, Medical College, 

Vizagapatam. . 
Rao Sahib DI·. Madhava Rao, B.A., L.B.C.P. & s., Professor of Thera

peutics, Medical College, Vizagapatam. 

BENGAL 

CALCUTTA 
H. W. Thomas, Esq., Managing Director, Smith, Stanistreet & Co., Ltd., 

Calcutta. 
Rajshekar Bose,. Esq., M.SC., Manager, Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceuti-

cal Works Ltd., Calcutta. . 
J. N. Lahiri, Esq., lIt.SC., ChiefChemiat, Bengal Chemical and Pharma.

ceutical Works, Ltd., Calcutta. 
H. P. Bhattacharya, Esq., Proprietor, Union Drug Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
Dr. B. N. Ghosh, M.SC., D.SC. (Lond.), Chemist, Union Drug Co., Ltd., 

Calcutta. 
Atul Kumar Sen, Esq., B.A., and Samar Kumar Sen, Esq.,' M.SC., 45, 

Amherst Street, Calcutta, representatives of Dr. K. C. Bose, Manufacturing 
Chemists. -

R.B., Dr. Haridhan Datt, M.L.C., Chairman, Board of Directors, Bengal 
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works, Ltd., Calcutta. . , 

H. S. Abdul Gunny, Esq., Wholesale Druggiats and Pharmaceutical 
Chemists, 23, Colootollah Street, Calcutta. . 

Hakim Syed Ahmed, Main-ul-Ulma, Allma-i-Hindi, 131, Collin Street, 
Calcutta. 

M. N. Chatt!lrjee, Esq., White Hall Pharmacy, 131, Lower Circular' 
Road, Calcutta. 

Dr. Presvetos, Proprietor of G. Loucatos & Co., 12, Dalhousie Square, 
Calcutta. 

H. B. Tilden, Esq., F.C.S., F.Z.S., Representative of Howards and Sons, 
Ltd., and Stafford Allen & Sons,' Ltd., 10, LalI Bazaar, Calcutta. 

Dr. A. G. Brocke, D.SC. (Jena); of Havero Trading Company, Ltd., 15, 
Clive Street, Calcutta. 

Jogendra Kishore Das, Esq., M.A., B.L., Representative of M. Bhatta
charyya & Co., Calcutta. 

N. Brahmacharyya, Esq., B.SO., of M. Bhattacharyya & Co., Calcutta. 
S. N. De, Esq., M.SC. (Botany), B.SC. (Geology), Exporter, Importer

Manufacturer, 160/I-A, Baitakkhana. Road, Post Box 7851, Calcutta. 
M. Shafiuddin, Esq., of Shamsul Arfeen & Co., 9, Colootolah Street, 

Calcutta. 
J. C. Ghose

i 
Esq., B.SO. (Manchester), F.C.S., Principal, School of 

Chemical Techno ogy Calcutta. . 
Rai Sahib Surendranath Dey, B.A., F.O.S., Head Chemist and Assiatant 

Chemical Examiner, Public Health Department, Bengal, Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. A. H. Proctor, I.M.S., Surgeon-Superintendent, Presidency 

General Hospital, Calcutta. . 
I,t.-Col. II. W. Acton, 1.1\['S., Dirt-etor, School of Tropical Medicinf', 

Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. V. B. Green ArUlytage, I.M.S., Professor of Midwifery .and 

SUl'geon to the Eden Hospital, Calcutta.' . 



Dr. L. E. Napier, Kala-azar Research Worker, School of Tropical Medi-
cine, Calcutta. . b d 

Dr U. B. Khalllhata, Dil"eciot:, .'Bengal Pubhc Health La oratory an 
ProfcooSor School of i'mllical MetllCllle, Calcutta. 

Lt. I': C. SOil, A.l.II.0" IWl}rescntative of Sen Law and, Company, 53-A, 
Wellesley Street Calcutta. 

Dr. T. N. Majumdar, Health Offioer, Calc~tta. . . 
Dr. A. R. Majumdar, Teacher of MaterIa MedIca, Campbell MedIcal 

School, Calcutta. ' . 
Dr. J. C. Chatterjee, Superintendent, Calcutta MedIcal School, Calcui'~a. 
Dr Ramesh Chandra Ray, L.X.B. 36-37, Amherst Street, Calcutta. 
Lt.:.coi. R. Knowles, I.M.S., S~ool of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta. 
Dr. B. M. Chakravarty, Officiating ..chemical Examiner to the Govern-

ment of Bengal, Calcutta. ' . 
Dr. B. K. Ray, L,H.B., Representative of the Bengal Medical AssociatIOn, 

Calcutta. -
Dr. Baman Das Mukherjee, Dhurumtollah Street, Calcutta. 
Dr. Harihar GanguJi, Deputy Physician, Carmichael Medical College, 

Calcutta. 
Dr. Satish Ch. Sen Gurta, X.D., B.lt.O.B .• Professor of Medicine and 

• Therapeutics, The N ationa Medical Institute, Calcutta. 
Dr. P. Neogi, PH.D., I.E.S., Professor of Chemistry, Presidency College, 

Calcutta. 
Dr. B. N. Ghosh, B.lt.O.P.B., (GIas.), 9, Taltalla Lane, Calcu~ta. . 
Dr. B. Shaha, X;B. (CaL), D.T.H. (Lond.), Lecturer1 Carmlchml MedIcal 

College./.. Belgachia, and Physician, Children's Ward, Calcutta. 
O. u. Matthias, Esq., Smith Stanistreet & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
Dr. Sundari Mohan Du,.57/1/l-A, Raja Dinendra Street, Calcutta. 
Dr. Charu Brata Roy, Department of Physiology, Medical College, 

Calcutta. 
Capt. P. De). B.90., X.B. (CaL), X.lt.C.P. (Edin.), Officiating Professor of 

Pharmacology, ISchool of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta. 
Kaviraj 'Hhudeb Mukerjee~.x.A., Rasacharya, 41, Grey Street, Calcutta. 
Sir H. S. Paul, Kt., and Mr. H. D. Nag of. B. K. Paul & Co., Calcutta. 
Dr. S. A. Finch, H.B.B.8. (Land.), Superintendent, Dufferin Hospital, 

Calcutta. 
Dr. Santiram Chatterjee, L.H. & B., Secretary, Calcutta Medical Club, 

62, Bowhazaar Street Calcutta. 
Dr. S. P. Bhattacharjee, H.D., Officiating Professor of Tropical Medicine, 

Tropical School, Calcutta. , 
Dr. N. R. Sen Gupta, x.~:,1 124/4, Maniktala Street, Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. H. S. Thakur, I.M.S., Civil.Surgeon, 'Howrah. 
Mahamahopadyaya Kaviraj Gananath Sen Saraswati, H.A., L.H.S., Cal-

cutta. 
Rai Harinath Ghosh Bahadur, H.D., Professor of Pharmacology, Car

michael Medical College, Calcutta. 
Dr. A. M. Mullick, Visagratna, Representative of the Jamini Bhushan, 

Ashtanga Ayurveda Vidyalaya, 170, Raja Dinendra Street, Calcutta. 
M. N. Ghose, Esq., Chemical Examiner for Customs and Excise, Custom 

House, Calcutta. 
Major J. C. De, I.M.S., Medical College, Calcutta. 
P. C. Chattopadhya, Esq., Proprietor, Scientific Supplies (Bengal) Co., 

Calcutta. 
A. G. Lunan, Esq., Representative of Bathgate & Co., Chemists, Cal-

cutta. ' 
Dr. Girindranath Mukherjee, Editor, Journal of Ayurveda, Calcutta: 
George O. Penn, Esq., of Stevenson and Howell, Ltd., Calcutta. 
Capt. N. N. Dutt, X.B., Managing Director, The Bengal Immunity Co., 

Ltd., Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. K. K. Chatterjee, I.T.P., Superintendent, Campbell Medical 

School, Calcutta. 
Dr. A. K. Roy Choudhury, Junior Visiting Physician Carmichael 

Medical College, Calcutta. . , 
Dr. A. C. Ukil, X.B., X.B.P.II. (Paris), 41, Dhurumtola Street, Calcutta. 
Lt.-Col. J. D. Sandes, I.M.S., Professor of Medicine, Medical (JoU<>ge. 

Calcutta. ' 
Dr. Nabajiban Banerjee, ". New Theatre Road, Calcutta. 
Dr. K. S. Ray, Secretary, Indian Medical Association, Calcutta. 
Dr. S. K. Lahlri, H.D., Visiting Surgeon. Chittnranjan Seva Sadan, 

Calcutta. 
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DACCA 

Lt.-Col. C. R. O'Drien, 1.1\£.S., Civil Surgoon, and Superintendent of 
Medical Sehool, Daooa. 

Dr. Tarak Chandra . Dutta, Rai Dahadur, Retired Assistant Medical 
Superintendent, Dacca. . 

Dr. Bidhu Bhushan Pal, L;M.S., .Assistant Surgeon, Teacher of Medi
cine, Dacca. Medical -School, ;Dacca. 

Dr. Satish Chandra Ghosh, Teacher of Surgery, Medical School, Dacca. 
Dr. R.. C. Ray, L.M.S. (CaL), D.p.H. (Lond.), Assistant Director, Public 

Health Depal·tment Dacca. 
Dr. Jogesh·Ch. bas, M.B., 25, Thakardas Lane, Daooa. 
Brindaban Chandra Saha, Esq., L.M.F., Jubilee Medical Hall, Nawab

pura, Dacca. 
Dr. Digendra Chandra. Budra, Representative of the New Medical Hall, 

Dacca.. 
Birendramohan Banerjee, Esq., Manager, Dacca Sakti Oushadhalaya, 

Dacca. 
Pl'ovat Kumar Sen, Esq., on behalf of the Dacca Ayul'vedic Pharmacy, 

Dacca. 
THE UNITED PROVINCES 

BENARES CANTONMENT 

Dr. Haldar of the Annapurna Pharmacy, Benares City. 
Captain S. K. Chaudhury, M.B.E., Chief Medical Officer, Benares Raj 

State, Benares. 
Ghanshyam Das, Esq., U.P.C.S., City Magistrate, Benares. . 
Dr. L. N. Rai, P.M.S;.! Medical Officer-in-charge, King Edward Hospital, 

Denares, and Officiating uivil Surgeon, Benares. 
Dr. G. P. Das Gupta, Pathologist, Denares Raj Hospital, Benares. 
Dr. S. Lahiri, M.B., Surgeon Superintendent, S.L. Marwari Hindu Hos-

llital, Benares. 
S. N. 9hakravarthi, EB9./ Royal Pharmacy, Benares. 
Col. Clifford, I.M.S., Clvd Surgeon, Benares. 
Rai Bahadur Dr. B. B. Banerjee, Retired Civil Surgeon, Victoria Park, 

Denares City. 
Sanjiva. Rao, Esq., M.A. (Cantab.), I.E.S., Principal, Queen's College, 

Benares. 
Rai Bahadur Dr. D. N. Mukerji, Retired Civil Surgeon, Benares City .. 
Khan Bahadur Maulvi Makbul Alam Sahib Babadur, Retired Member of 

the Bar, Benares. . 
Rasayanacharya K. Pratap Sinha, Superintendent of the Ayurvedic 

Pharmacy, Benares Hindu University, Benares. 
Rai Bahadur J. P. Mehta, Executive Officer, Municipal Board and 

Retired Superintendent of Police, Benares. 

GHAZIPORE 

Major H. J. Ganad, Civil Surgeon, Ghazipore. 
J. N. Rakshit, Esq., F.I.C., F.C.S., Chief Chemist, Ghazipur OpiUlI' 

Factory, Ghazipol'e. 
LUCKNOW 

Lt.-Col. W. R. J. Scroggie, Officer Commanding, Indian Military Hos-
pital, Lucknow. -

Representatives of Sarkm' And Company, Quaiser Bagh Circus, 1 and 2, 
Rupkishore Buildings, Lucknow. 

Dr E. A. Douglas, M.B.B.S., (Lond.), in-charge, J,ady Kinnaird Memo-
rial Hospital, Lucknow. . ' 

H. Sadlier, Esq., of Peake Allen & Company, ChemIsts, Hazratgang, 
Lucknow. . . 

Dr H S. Dube, Medical Officer of Health, J,ucknow. 
Dr: S: M. Sane, B.se., M.A.!.l'H.D~, Reader in Organic Chem.istl"y, Luck-

now University, Badshahhagh, Lucknow. 
Dr Hariharanath Hukku, 2, Aditya Bhavan, Aminabad Park, Lucknow. 
Dr' J G Mukherjes, Reader in Patholog,v, Medical College, Lucknow. 
Coion~l. H. R .. Nutt, I.M.S., Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 

United' Provinces, Lucknow. .., '.. . 
Dr. C. C. Bose, B.A., L.II.C.p·., etc., Pl'lvate PractitIOner, Lucknow. 
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Dr. R. N. Bhatia, •. B.Cl.8., Professor of Surgery . and Superintendent, 
King George Medical College, Lucknow. 

~r. B. B. Bhatia, X.D., X.B.O.P. (Lond.), Lecturer in Pharmacology, 
MedICal College, Lucknow. 

J.t.-Col. Stott, I.M.S., Principal, King George Medical.College, .Lucknow. 
Lt.-Col. G. T. Burke, I.M.S., Professor of Medicine, King George Medi~ 

cal College, Lucknow. 
Dr. A. C. Banerjee, Assistant Director of Public Health, in-charge, 

Malariology, U.P., Lucknow. . 
Dr. M. Abdul Hameed, H.B.B.B., H.B.O.P., Lecturer of Pathology, King 

George Medical College, Lucknow. . 
Dr. P. S. Macmohan, X.8C. B,SC'1 •. I.C., Professor of Chemistry, Lucknow 

University and Public Analyst to the Government of U.P., Lucknow. 
Hakeem Khwaja Shamsuddin, Municipal Commissioner, Lucknow. 
Dr. S. C. Sen, X.B.D.S., Bacteriologist and Private Practitioner, Lucknow. 

MEERUT 

Major D. Clyde, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Meerut. 
Lieut.-Col. G. A. D. Harvey, British Military Hospital, Meerut. 
K. L. Chaudhri, Esq., Assistant Director of Public Health, Meerut. 
Dr. R. C. Mitter, Meerut Cantonment. . 
Rishi Dutta, Esq., of the Upper India Medical Stores, Meerut City. 
R. B. Dr. P. L. Gupta,L.H.s. (Lahore), P.H.S., Civil Surgeon, Saharan-

pur. 
Major J. D. Yule, I.M.S.\ D.A.D.H.S., Meerut. 
J. M: Collet, Esq., c/o Codet & Co., The Mall, Meerut. 
Dr. S. Sen, Meerut City. -

AGBA 

R. K. Varman, Esq., Proprietor of Varman Bros., Chem~ts, Agra Can
tonment. 

Dr. M. V. Webb., L.B.O.P. & B. (Edin.), Principal, Women's Medical 
School, Agra. _ 

Lt.-Col. R. C. McWattel'~ H.B., P.B.O.S., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Agra. 
Capt. D. P. Bhargava, 1.M.S., Principal, Medical School, Agra. 
Lt.-Col. A. W. Overbeck-Wright, I.M.S., Superintendent, Mental Hos-

pital, Agra. 
Rai Sahib Dr. Hari Singh Bisht, Lecturer, Medical School, Agra. 
Labhmiram Pandya, Esq., Proprietor, Pandya Baldeodas & Sons, Agra 

Cantonment. -
Dr. G. N. VYaR, X.D., X.R.O.P. (Edin.), Lecturer of Medicine, Medical 

School, Agra. 

CAWNPOBB 
Lt.-Col. J. S. O'Neill, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Cawnpore. 
R. L. Sethi, Esq., Economic Botanist to the Government of the United 

Provinces, Cawnpore. -
W. G. Sloan, Esq., Proprietor Charles & Co., Chemists, Cawnpore. , 
Dr. M. X de Noronba. Diplomate, Medical College (Bengal), I.M.D., 

L.n.B., c/o Messrs. Marinan & Co., The Mall, Cawnpore. 
AhdulIRalia, Esq., c/o The Medicine Supply Co., Meston Road, Cawnpore. 

ALLAHABAD 

Lt.-Col. R. S. Townsend, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Allahabad. 
Dr. Douglas N. ·Forman, X.D., Editor, Journal of the Christian Medwal 

ARSociation, Allahabad. 
C. L. SiI'Car. Esq., Manager, Gray- & Co., 22, Canning Road, Allahabad. 
Dr. L. K. Ray, Assistant Director of Public Health, III Range, U.P., 

Allahabad. - - - . 
Dr. H. G. Janion, District Medical Officer, G.I.P. Railway, Allahabad. 

THE PUNJAB 

AXBITSAB 

Khan Bahadur Dr. Mil' Hidayatullah Sahib Babadur, Lecturer in 
F.'urgery, Medical School, Amritsar. 
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DI', Ghulani Muhammad, P.C.lI.S., Deputy Medical Superintendent, 
Amritsar. 

Major AmiI' Chand, I.M.S.,. Principal, Medioal School, Amritsar.· . 
Captain H. F. Maneckshaw, (late I.M.S.), Private Practitioner, Amritsar. 
Dr. GUl'anditta Kapur, L.lI.S., P.C.lI.S., Lecturer ill Materia Medica, 

Medical School, Amritsar. ' 
Dr. Ganesh Sahaya, Lecturer ill Anatomy, Medical School, Amritsar. 
Dr. Ram Na!'ain, L.lI.S., D.p.H., p.C.lI.S., Lecturer in Pathology, Medical 

School, Amritsar. -
Labh Singh. Esq., Proprietor'of S. King & Co., Queen's Road, Amritsar. 
Malik Singh. EsQJ., Managing Proprietor, Punjab Medicine Company, 

Hall Bazaar, Anll'itsar. 
Dr. Dhanpat Rai, PI'ofessor of Physiology, Medical School, Amritsar. 
Dr. S. Rozdon, Medical Officer of Health, Amritsar. 
Lt.-Col. N. L. Pm'i, I.M.S., Civil S)lrgeon, Amritsar. 
l\-Ioti Ram, Esq., Proprietor, Amritsar Drug Stores, Amritsar. 
S. Kesar Singh, Esq., Proprietor, Standard Drug Co., Amritsar. 
Dr. H. R. Madan, :M.B., CH.B .• D.T.lI. & H. "(Liverpool). Fellow to the 

Royal Institute of Public Health (Lond.), Hall Gate, Amritsar. 
Hakim Muhammad Jan, Hakim Haziq, Secl'etary, Shobha Hifzan-i~~ehat, 

District Tibbiya Committee, Amritsar. 
I. S. Gill, Esq., Manager, Sur and Company, Chemists, Hall Bazaar. 

Amritsar. 
Hakim Mahboob Alam, Hakim Jamiat Rai and Hakim 'Maula Bux, 

Representatives of the Tibbiya Committee, Amritsar. 
Dr. Karam Chand Pasi, lI.B.B.S., Private Practitioner, Amritsar. 
Hakim Sahib Dayal, Chowk Phullen Wala, Amritsar .. 
Messrs. Sriram Gangaram, Wholesale Druggists, Hall Bazaar, Amritsar. 

itA w ALPINDI 

Lt.-Col. R.. T. Wells, I.M.S .• Civil Surgeon, Rawal~indi. 
W. Wilson, Esq., Chemist. Rawalpindi. 
Captain D. D. Kapoor, Officer-in-charge, Civil Hospital, Rawalpindi. 
Dr. Jagat Ram Sahini, lI.B.B.S., College Road, Rawalpindi. 
Captain S. D. Vania, L.n.c.p. & 8. (Edin.). L.n.c.p. & 8., (Glasgow), 

(I.M.S'. retd.), 132. Dalhousie Road, Rawalpindi. 
Captain Sant Singh Dugal. lI.B.B.S., College Road. Rawalpindi. 
Dr. Jaggat Singh, c/o Messrs. Jaggat Singh & Brothers, Chemists & 

Dl'uggists, Dalliousie Road, Rawalpindi. 
Major S. Smith. n.A.lI.c .• Medical Specialist. Rawalpindi district. 
Dr. H. L. Malliotra, lI.B.B.S., D.p.H. (Lond.), D.T.lI. (Liverpool), T.D.D. 

(Wales), Municipal Medical Officer of Health. Rawalpindi City. 
Captain M. -D. A. Kureshi, I.M.S." Officer Commanding, Indian Military 

Hospital, Rawalpindi City. 
Captain B. C. Ghosh, Ji'.n.c.s.,(Edin.), Civil Surgeon, 142, Munee Road, 

Rawalpindi. 
Dr. D. R. Mehta. lI.B.B.S., D.T.lI. &; H., D.p.H., L.:M., District l\-Iedical 

Officel' of Health, Rawalpindi. 
Dr. S. Bindra., :M.D.D.S .. Rawalpindi. 
Dr. Saut Sinp:h Seble. Chemist &; DI'uggist, 12, The Mall, Rawalpindi. 
Dr. G. C. Seigell of Seigen &; Sons, Chemists. 12/5, The Mall, Rawal-

pindi. 
DI·. Muklian Singb,. Retired Senior Sub-Assistant Surgeon, K.I.H., 

Rawalpindi, 
LAHORR 

F. H. Sinclair, Esq., Repl'esentative of Dr. Jai Singh &; Sons, Chemists, 
I,ahore. 

Dr. Nibal Chand Sikri, Private Practitioner, Mcl,eod Road, LahOl'e. 
J. Carneiro, Esq., Representative of E. Plomer &; Co., Chemists &; Drug-

gists. Lahore. . 
Dr. Prem Nath Suri. lI.B.B.S., lI.n,o.p.lII .. n.T.lI. &; H. (Eng.),. Assistant 

Professor of Pharmacology. King Edward Medical College. Lahore. 
Maim' D. R. Thomas, I.M.S .• Chflmi('a\ Exnminf.'1" to the Government of 

Puniab. Labore.. . 
W. J. Camphl\l1. Eso . of Smitb & Camp\lfIll. Lahore. 
MaioI' fOI. N. Haves. T.1\f.FI .. Profe-q,~ol' of Oh~tetri('s & GvnR'('()log,v, King 

Edward Medical Col1l'ge, Lahore. •. 
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1.t • ..col. N. S. Sodhi, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Labore. 

_ Dr. Bawa Harnam Singh Bhalla, Superintendent of the Di~pensary, 
lIayo .HOKl'ltal, Lahore. ., 

itDl Bahadur Dr. Mahal'aJ Klshan Kapul', D.P.R., D.T.H. & R. (Loud.), 
".11.8. Wunjab), I, Temple Road, Lahol·e. 

Lt.-t:ol. R. H. Bott, I.M.S., Professor of Opel'ative Surgery, King EdwlIord 
Medical College, Lahore. ' 

Lt.-Col. J. J. Harper Nelson, I.M.S., PI'incipal,King Edwal'd Medical 
College, Lahore. 

Lt.-CoJ. D. H. Rai, Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, King 
Edward Medical College, Lahore. 

Rai Bahadur Dr. Jewan Lal, H.D., B.S." Professor of Pa~hology, King 
Edward Medical College, Lahol"e. 

Lt . ..col. P. B. Bharucha, I.M.S., Professor of Surgery, King Edward 
Medical College, Lahore. . 

Dr. S. N. Kaul, Ophthabnic Surgeon, 9, Nisbet Road, Lahore. 
Lt.-Col. A. 1\1. Dick, I.M.S.( Professor of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 

tiection, King Edward Medica CoIlel;!:e" Lahore •.. 
Dr. E. P. Bharucha, H.B.B.S., Private PractItIOner, Lahore. 
Kirpa Ram, Esq., Proprietor of Beli Ram & Bros., Chemists, Ailarkali, 

Lahore. 
R. L. Kapur, Esq., Proprietor, The Edward Medical Hall, Multan 

UantoulDenl<. 
Dr. N. R. Dhal'amvir, Padcham Grove, Davis Road, Lahore. 
Dr. K. R. Chaudhul'i, F.B.O.S., Surgeon to Sir Ganga Ram Fl'ee Hospital, 

Lahore. 
Dr. Bodh Raj Chopl'1l, H.B., CR.B. (Ediu.),.16, Mela Ram Road, Lahore. 
A. C. Macnab, Esq., LC.S., Senior Secretary to the ll'inancial Commis

MioneI', Lahore. 
Dr. Teja Singh Uberoi, H.B.B.S., of Jaggat Singh Son & Bros." Lahore. 
Dr. Daulat Ram, H.B.B.S., Specialist in diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose 

and Throat, Lahore. 
Col. H. 1\1. Mackenzie, I.M.S., Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 

Punjab, Lahol1l. 
Asa Singh, Esq., of Chawla & Co., Chemists and Druggists, Lahore. 
Dr. B. S. Mohan, c/o Sir Daya KishanKaul & SODS, 20" Abbott Road, 

Lahore. 
Pt. Thakar Datta, Proprietor, Amritdhara, Lahol1l'. 
Pt. Surendra Mohan, B.A., Principal, D. A. ". College, Lahore. 
Dr. Asa Nand, Panjratan, H.B.B.S., Vaidya Acharya, Vice-Principal, 

D.A.V. Oollege, Lahore. 
Dr. Shankar Das, H.B.B.S., Professor, D.A.V. College, Lahore. 

THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 
PESRAWAR • 

Lt.-<.!ol. Briel'ley, O.I.E., I.M.S., Chief Medical Officer, NOI'th-West 
Frontier Province, Peshawal·. 

Major J. P. Huban,o.B.E., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Peshawar. 
Messrs. Jagat Singh and Brothers, Peshawar. 
S. Sahib Singh, Esq., Proprietor of Messrs. Sahib Singh & Sons, Pesha

war. 
DI·. BiMilambliar Nath Kapul', H.B.B.S., Krishua Pharmacy, near Clock 

Tower, Peshawar City. 
Dr. Ghulam Muhammad Khan, Private Practitioner, Peshawar. 
Maim' J. F. Bourke, H.O., B.A.H.O., Medical Officer in charge, Cantou

ment General Hospital Peshawar. 
Khan Sahib Fazi-Ilahi, 1.1\I.D., Peshawar Cantonment Hospital, 

Peshawar. . 
Major M. P. Power, O.B.E., H.O., B.A.H.O., Staff Surgeon, Peshawar. 
Dr. Hukam Chand Gupta, B.SO., H.B.B.S., F.B.O.S.B., Assistant Surgeon, 

Lady Reading Hospital, Peshawar. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA 
PATNA 

Major S. L. Mitra, I.M.S., Officiating Director of Publio Health, Bihar 
and OriSMa, Patna. 

Lt.-Col. D. Coutts, I.M.S., Principal, Prince of Wales Medical College 
Patna. ' 
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Dr. T. N. Banerjee, Professor of Medicine, MedieaICollege,Patna. 
Dr. P. C. Ray, L.R.O.P. & B. (Ed in.), L.F.P.S. (Was.), Officiating Professor 

of Pharmacology, Prince of Wales Medical College,. Patna. 
Major H. G. Alexander, I.M.S., Professor· of Surgery, Medical College, 

Patna. -
Rai Bahadur T. C. Guha, Civil b'urgeon, Champaran. 
Khan Bahadur Syed Muhammad Afzal, Civil Surgeon,. Palamau. 
Pandit Hari Narain Chaturvedi, Principal, Government Ayurvedic College, 

Patna. , 
Hakim Muhammad Idris, Superintendent, 'l'ibbi High School, Patna. 
Rai Bahadur Dr. Sanat K. Barat, Senior Assistant Surgeon, Medical 

College, Patna. 
Dr. Abdul Ghafoor, L.H.B., The King Medical Hall, Patna. 
Dl·. l:i!ureDdra Nath Ghosh, Lecturer, Ophthalmology, Medical College, 

Patna. 
Captain P. B. Mukerjee, B.BO., H.B., F.R.O.S., D.H.R.E., Radiologist,. Patna 

Medical College Hospital, Patna . 
. Dr. G. K. Ghosh, Assistant Editor,. The Patna Journal of Medicine, 

Patna._ 
Dr. S. N. Mazumdar, L.H.P., Medical Praetitioncr and Proprietor, Royal 

Pharmacy, Bankipore. 
_BOMBAY 

Alfred Wilkinson, Esq., of Thomson & 'faylor, Ltd., Bombay. 
A. C. Henrichs, Esq., Manager, Parke, Davis & Co., Bombay. 
S. P. Nair, Esq., of N. Powel & Co., Bombay. 
K. J. Divccha} Esq., of Wright & Co., Mint Road, Fort, Bombay. 
Sir Nasarvanjl Choksy, Kt., O.I.E., H.D., 54,. Wodhouse Road, Colaba, 

Bombay. 
Mohan K. Shah, Esq., Resident Representative of Messrs. Burgoyne· 

Burbidges & Co., Ltd., Manhar Building,. Princess Street, Bombay. 
Pirosha B. Madon, Es(jJ., 'c/o Messrs. Madon Sons & Co., Crawford 

Market, Bombay. 
Dr. G. V. Deshmukh, H.D., F.R.O.B., 39, Peddar Road, Bombay. 
Dr. F. B. AmbiaI', H.B.B.S. (London), District Medical Officer, G.I.P. 

Railway Hospital, Byculla, Bombay. . 
F. M. Goldrich, Esq., of E. D. Sassoon & Co. Ltd., and W. S. Sinelair, 

Esq., of the Eastern Cnemical Co., Ltd., Bombay. 
Messrs. Kapilramvakil and B. D. Amin of the Indian Merchants 

Chamber, Bombay. 
Dr. A. S. Paranjpe, Professor of Pharmacology, Seth G.S. Medical 

College, Parel~ Bombay. 
Dr. H. V. Tilak, F.R.O.B., of the National Medical College, Lamington 

Road, Bombay. 
Messrs. D. S. Kanetkar and K. D. Nigudkar of the Zenith Chemical 

Works, Bombay. 
Lt.-Col. A. N. Thomas, I.M.S., Presidency Surgeon~ Bombay. 
Messrs. B. D. Amin, Managing Director, and I. S. Amin, Chief Chemist 

and Technical Superintendent of the Alembic Chemical Works Co., Ltd., 
Bombay. 

S. N. Kalbag, Esq., of Popular Pharmacy, Grant Road, Bombay. 
Dr. M. D. D. Gilder, :M:.D.t. F.R.O.B.~ Temple View, Hughes Road, Bombay. 
Lt.-Col. S. S. Vazifdar, .l.M.S., l"rofes80r of Medicine,. Grant Medical 

College, Bombay. " 
Dr. Dinshah M. Gagrat, L.H. & B., New Petit Mansion, Sleater Road, 

Grant Road, Bombay. 
Dr. C. S. Thakar~ L.H. & B., F.R.O.B., Station Road,Santa Cruz, Bombay. 
Major S. K. Engineer, F.R.O.P., Professor of Materia Medica, Grant 

Medical College Bombay. 
Lt.-Col. R. Row, H.D., D.BO., O.B.E., I.M.S. (Retd.),. 21, New Marine 

Lines, Fort, Bombay. ' 
Major A. Y. Dabholkar, I.M.S., Assistant Director of p,ublic Health, 

Nasik. 
Dr. B. B. Yodh, Honorary Secretary, Bombay Branch, British Medical 

Assooiation, B'ombay. 
Dr •. K. K. Dadachanji, Vice-President and Dr. N. Sorab J. Popat, 

Secretary, Bombay Medical Union, Bombay. 
Dr. F. N. Moss, H.D. (Lond.), D.P.H., D.T.H. & H., Superintendent, 

Goculdas Tejpal Hospital, Bombay. 
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Dr. M. T. Anklesaria~ No. I, Parsee Bazaar, Fort, Bombay. 
Dr. A. S. Erulkar, II.D., Javed Mansion B, Malabar Hill, Hombay. 
Dr. N. A. Purandare, II.D., Sandhurst Road, Bombay. 
Dr. R. S. Tirodkar, J.J. liospital~ Bombay. 
Dr. D. Judah, 87-H,. Nepean Sea .Road, Malabar Hill, Bombay. 
E. f>'tella, Esq., of E. Stella & Co., Bombay •. 
Dr. V. K. Parulkar~ L.M.S., 24, New Queen's Road, Bom6ay. 
Col. Sir B. H. Nanavatty, Kt., O.I.B., I'.B.O.S. F.O.P.S., I.M.S., (T.F.), 

Mi.-zapur Road, Ahmedabad. 
Dr. J. S. }ljerurker, B.BO., L.II. & B., D.P.H., Executive Health Officer, 

Bombay. 
T. A. Stewart, E~, Collector of Customs, Bombay. 
M. Niyogi, Esq., Otliciating Chemical Examiner, Hombay Custom House, 

Bombay.. . 
D. K. Shastri, Esq., of the Zandu Pharmaceutical Works, Bombay. 
Major J. P. Canteenwalla, I.M.S., Officer in charge, Government Medical 

SIiOI'es Depot, BycuUa, Bombay. . 
Messrs. C. Kienar, Manager for India of M. A. Wollacker, Paris, and 

B. D. Connell Clerke Proprietor of M. A. Wollacker (France), Bombay, 
Representatives in India of No.1, c/o M. A. Wollacker (France), Amarchand 
Budding, Ballard Road, Post Box 832, Bombay. . 

Sir '.l'emulji B. Nariman, Hornby Road, I!'ort, Bombay. 

POONA 

J. M. Braganza, Esg,., of the Poona Drug Stores, Pooua. 
Dr. A. J. Noronba, II.D., (Bomb.), 29, Civil Lines, Poona. 
Lt.-Col. H. H. J. Fawcett, D.B.O., B.A.M.O., Officer Commanding, 

r;onnaught Military Hospital, Poona. 
Dr. Acoacio daGama, L.II. & B. (Bomb.), D.P.H., D.r.M. & H. (Cantab), 

Officiating Director of Public Health for the Government of Bombay, Poona. 
Major E. C. A. Smith, I.M.S., Superintendent, Central Hospital for Mental 

Diseases, Yervada. 
Lt.-Col. R. F. Steel, I.M.S., Civ.il Surgeon, Poona. 
Dr. C. M. E. Warner, II.B.O.S., L.B.O,P" Resident Medical Offioer, Sassoon 

Hospital, Poona. . 

AHMEDABAD 
Dr. R. M. Fozdar, L.II. & S., B.II.S., Civil Hospital, Ahmedabad, 
M. Nanavatty, Esq., Partner, Chandrakant Premchand & Co., Ahmedabad. 
Dr. S. A. Talib, AsIIistant Director of Public Health, Gujerat R.D. 
Gokaldas A. Shah, Esq., B.A., Proprietor of Pandit Shah & Co., 5418, Three 

Gates, Ahmedabad. 

KARAcm 
Lt.-Col. J. D. Jones, I.M:S., Oivil Surgeon, Karachi. 
R. E. Speechly, Esq., Pharmacist, Elphinston Street, Karachi. 
Dr. E. D. Shroff, L.B.O.P. & s. tE}, D.P.H. (Lond.), Health Otlicer, 

Karachi Municipality, Karachi. 
W. J. ParkaI', Esq., of Bliss & Co., Karachi. 
Motiram J. Lalvani, Esq., Manager, J. Tirath & Co., Karachi. 
S. Lopes, Esq., Head Gauger to the Customs, Karachi. 
Dr. B. F. Khambatta, M.B.B.S., D.P.H., Health Officer of the Port, Karachi. 
Dr. B. Bhujanga Rao, II.B.B.S., B.HT., D.T.II., Officer in charge, Govern-

ulent Chemico-Bacteriological Laboratory, Karachi. . 
Dr. H. J. Wania, II.B.B.B., President, Sind Medical Union, Karachi. 
Dr. J. ·M. Talati, II.B.B.S., D.O., Vice-President, Sind Medical Union, 

Karachi. 
Dr. G. F. Rodrigues, II.D.B.B. (London), etc., BundeI' Road Extension, 

Karachi. 
Dr. S. L. Rodrigues, B.A., II.B.B.B., 38, Depot Lines, Karachi. 

THE CENTRAL PROVINCES 

NAGPUB 
Lt.-Col. W. Tarr, I.M.B., Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Central 

Provinces, Nagpur. 
Dr. B. R. Dube, Teacher of Medicine, Robertson Medical School and Mayo 

Hospital, Nagpur. 
1>1'. K. N. Pradhap, A!n.rit Phar!l1acy, Sitab~ldi, Nagpur. 



Major oJ. M. R. Hennessy, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Nagpur. 
Dr. S. C. Da~, M.B., Lecturer, Pharmacology and Matel'ia Medica, 

Uobertson Medical School, N agpur. 
Dr. W. R. Cholkar, L.M.fl., ltwari, Nagpur City. 

JUBBULPORE 

Major }'. H.Mahony, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Jubbulpore. 
J .. Jacob, Esq., of the Imperial l'harmacy, Jubbuipore. 
'.'lshva Nath Sal'kar, Esq., Proprietor, Medical Stores, Jubbulpore. 
Major K.S. Mas~er, I.M.S., Indian Military Hospital, Jubbulpore. 
Dr. George DeSIlva, L.M.S., L.R.C.P. & s. (E), L.R.F.P.S. {G), V.P.H., and 

II.T.M. & H. (Cambridge.), Private, PI'actitioner, 10, Clive Station, Jubbuipor~. 
Dr. F. R. Felt, M.V., 130, Chve Lines, Jubbulpore. 

NEW DELHI 

Lt . .()ol. C. H. Reinhold, I.M.S., Chief Medical Officer, Delhi. 
Dr .. K. S. Sethnll! Medical Offieer ~f Health, Municipal ~mmittee, Delhi. 
Major R. S. Asplllall, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, New Delhi. 
Dr. Salim-uz-zaman Siddiqui, B.A., D.PHIL. NAT. (Fit./M), Director, 

lt~earch Institute, A & U., Tibbi College, Dellii. 
Dr. A. C. Sen, L.M.S., Challdni Chowk, Delhi. 
Dr. C. P. Chaube, M.B.B.S., Civil Lines, Delhi. 
Dr. Bhagat Ram Puri, Ne,w Delhi. 
G. L. Monro, Esq., of E. Plomer & Co.; Dellii; 
Roshan Lall, Esq., Repl"esentative of Messrs. Chajju Ram & Sons, New 

Delhi. 0 

Dr. Raghubir Chand, M.B.B.S., Egerton Road, Delhi. 
Captain J. P. Ganguli, M.B., Mission Church Road, Dellii. 
Dr. I. T. Mittra, L.M.S. (Punjab), Egerton Road, Dellii. 
Dr. S. A. Arif of Ahsan Ahsan & Co., Wholesale Chemists and Druggists, 

Delhi. 
Rash Behary Sen, Esq., c/o H. C. Sen & Co., Chemists, Delhi. 
Dr. A. Roy Choudhury, Lady Hardinge Road, New Dellii. 

(6) 

Rules 7'elati11,U to the a.ppoi1ltment and junctions of 
co-opted· membe7'8 * 

1. The Committee has power to co-opt members in any city or town 
when necessary. 

2. The co-option of members is with a 'view to enable the Committee to 
have the advantage of the special knowledge of such members regarding the 
peculiar conditions of the city, town or province concerned. 

3. Co-opted members are eXJ.>ected to offer written memoranda of their 
views On the points. mentioned In the terms of reference to the Committee 
and raised in the questionnaire issued by the Committee. If the Committee 
or the co-opted members so desire the written memoranda may be amplified 
or supplemented by their oral evidence. 

4. Members co-opted in any city 01' town are eXl>eeted to attend the 
Ilittings of the Committee in such city 01' town as members for the time being. 
They are also eX{lected to be present at the interviews which the Committee 
may give to indIviduals 01' I'epresentative bodies 01' at the visits they may 
pay to institutions in such city or town. 

5 .. While sitting as lU~mbers they aro8 e11:titied to participate in .any 
enqull'y held by the Comnllttee by askmg questIOns to the witnesseS examllled 
by the Committee or by offering witnesses for examination by the 
COlllmittee. 

6, A co-opted member ill entitled to submit a l"eport to the Chairman of 
the Committee at t.he close of the enquiry in the city or town in I'elation to 
which he is co-opted as a member and the Committee will have due regard 
to such report in drawing up its final report. 

7. Co-optation is purely honorary in character and co-opted Plembers 
are not entitled to anything by way of allowances or salary. ' 

• Framed for the guidance of the co-opted members by the Committee. 
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APPENDIX B 

JlemQranda by Co-opted Member, 

(1) 
Xr •. A. Selvanayagam, X.P.S. (India), Co-opted Xember for K~dral 

The impoll, of drugs and chemicals of defective strength is common in. this 
Pr8llidelll'Y owing to the public and medical men patronizing the cheap drug 
stores who specially import them in convenient original pacJi:ings, as the 
general puhlic are of the impression that bottles containing original labels 
of European firms are a guarantee of quality. The prices charged are in 
many instances actual London prices, not taking into account freight, cus
toms duty, etc. It is therefore not quite unreasonable to state that some of 
them at least are of defective strength. This is especially the case with 
expensive drugs such as quinine salts, iodides, citrates, mercurials, etc. 

The following chemicals and drugs sold in the market are not B.P.:
Calomel-Not completely free· from perchloride. 
Acid Boric-Not B.P. 
Ferri at Quinine Citrate--(Less quinine). 
Bismuth Cal'bonate-Containing 40 per ceJlt instead 82 per cent: 
Pot. Iodid_Adulterated with Pot. Bromide. 
Iodoform-Adulterated with sulphur. 
Oil of Aniseed-The marke.t is flooded with synthetic preparation. 
Oil of Eucalyptus-Does not pass B.P. test for cineol.. 
Oil of Cinnamon-Adulterated with Cassia Oil. 
Oil of Juniper-The oil is distilled from the wood and not fruit. 
Oil of Peppermint-The oil in the market is dementholized. 

The following. pharmaceutical preparations sold are of defective strength 
and not 'B.P. standard. 

8pt. Etheris } 
Spt. Etber Nitrosi Deficient in strength. 
Acid Hydrobrom dil 
Acid Hydrocyanic dil 
Extral't Belladona-Deficient in Alkaloids. 
All B.P. oonfections. 
All B.P. liniments-Defirient in camphor. 
Liq. Iodi Forti&-Dpficient in iodine. 

Pulv. Ipecac Co. ~ 
Pulv. Kino Co. Deficient in opium.· 
Pulv. Creta Aromat with Opii . 
Syrup Ferri Iodide--De.ficient in iodine. 
All B.P. Syru~Made with sugar and saccharine. 
All Mercury Ointments of B.P.-Defil'ient in mercury. 
All wine preparations of B.P.-Not made with sherry. 

Tt is usual for the drug stores to supply liniments of the B.P. made with 
methylated spirit, ,,·hether th .. medical man specifies it or not, while the 
patient has no knowledge of this substitution. Many supply· Tinct. Iodine 
made with methylated spirit instead of B.P. preparations. The Phannaceu
tical Society of India has presented a memorandum on the necessity of 
I'Ontrol over the B.P. drugs, especially poisons, by restricting the sale to 
Ilualified chemists or firms emnloying qualified men who can be depended upon 
to do llonest tradin I!;. If this restriction is pnforced. then the PhaJ'ma
l'eutiral Societ:v of India can take the responsibilitvof inspection of shOllR 
and bring the delinquents to task fOl' any hreach of the Act. 

Pr,paratian. m.atfe from indiuenoll.. dl'1l{Js.-These do not seem popular 
III this Presidency and there is very little sale of same. The only people 
who use indif!;enous drugs are Ayurvedic and Un ani doctors. It will be verv 
diffi('ult to rontrol their preparations. . 

Tn the interests of the ·public, however the indiscriminate sale of proprie
tary medicines supposed to be made from Ayurvedic or Unani prescriptions 
I'Ontainin~ potent drultft and poisons. the formulre of which are not disclosed. 
should he brought under control. There are 8 host of remedies recommended 



as Aphrodisiacs or nerve tonics IlUPpOSed to contain gold, musk and ambergris, 
but actually containing nux-vomica, damiaua and phosphoruR ; tonics for 
women's diseases which are more harmful than good. If it is not possible 
to control·the same, they should be forced to disclose the formulm on the 
bottles. 

Synthetic and proprietary drug8.-The Madras market is flooded with 
synthetic and proprietary drugs chiefly from Germany, Switzerland, A~ria, 
etc. Every man who does any import business tries to secure a medical 
agency and sends a free sample to all the medical practitioners accompanied 
by reports lind a host of testimonials of a doubtful nature. The medical 
man believing these reports, prescribes these drugs to his patients. In many 
cases, the medicine is not available in any of the local shops with the result 
that often enquiries have to be made of the practitioner for the address 
of the manufacturers before it can be procured. It will be a good practice, 
if the medical profession will refuse to have any dealings with persons not 
connected with the medical profession or pharmacy • 

. Sale.o! di8infectants.-There is no restriction governing the sale of these 
products to the public with the result that the market is flooded with 
cheap disinfectants of doubtful value. The principal buyers are munici
palities, district and taluk boards and Government offices. They do not 
buy on test of analysis, but the tender price generally decides the' quality 
to be purchased. In the interests of the public, there ought to be some 
restrictions on the sale of disinfectants by the Director of Public Health by 
having the various brands analysed, and by getting reports on the same. 

Sale of poisons by wholellWlle.-At present certain bazaar vendors are 
licensed to sell certain poisons to anybody requiring the same, the only 
I'estriction being that they should take down the name and address of the 
parties. This is very unsatisfactory and dangerous and, in the interests of 
the public, the bazaar vendors should be restricted to selling only poisons 
required for the pyrotechnic trade. The Ayurvedic aud Unani medical men 
can easily purchase their requirements from the regular chemists. 

Dangero'UII Drugs Act.-The 8,im of this Act was to reStrict the use of 
dangerous drugs to bona /ide medical purposes. To this end, special licences 
were issued to dispensing chemists and they were required to maintain ela
borate accounts to check stocks and issues, while, to facilitate returns, they 
were asked to show drug contents of the issues and stock (the calculations 
being made to two places of decimals). Though this was very irksome and 
a number of chemists were fined 'not for breaches of tbe Act,' 'but for 
technical offences. the chemists as a rule co-operated with the authorities to 
restrict the sale for bona /ide medical purposes. Unfortunately fue liceuces 
were not restricted to qualified chemists only but everybody calling them
selves chemists--iJualified or nof:r-were granted licences by the. Excise authori
ties. There are instauces, when a drug was refused in a regular cbem'ist'R 
shop, the party was able to get the same from the shops kept by unqualified 
men, who are more interested in doing any prontable business than putting 
restrictions on their sales. 

Many of the medical men do not take out licences under the Dangerous 
Drugs Act, to cover their dispensing but avoid all the trouble and worry 
by taking advantage of the provision in the Act, which enables them to 
possess 0. certain quantity for their professional lIse. If the medical man 
want, to be rid of the worry and trouble of the licences under the Act, he 
should direct those prescriptions to a regular chemist's shop. 

,'Restriction. of dispensinll to qualified c'lt emuts.-In . Madras. the private 
medi('al prll,ctitioners have the majority of the nrofessional practice and usu
ally they dispense their own prescriptions. Unle!<S they visit patients in 
their homes, they do not charge for professional services but make an 
inclusive cho.re;e when charginl!: for meilicine. Some of them. to ensure that 
the prescrintions are dispensed in their own establishmAnt, are in the 
hllbit of using code word~ for ROme of the drugs known only to the practi
tioner and his compounder. Instances are known where the patient re
quiring the medicine urgently had gone to the regular chemists only to 
he refused. This practi!'f'l is not fair to the patient or to the chemist who 
is there to serve the public. There is also a ten nAncy to pres('ribe proorie
tary preparations, when there ,are equivalent B.P. preparations,' making 
the prescription more expensive with the result that the poor patient has 
often to rE'lsort to the petty shops kent by unqualified peopl~ who charge 
cheap as they can substitute similar cheap drugs. 



(2) 
Dr. v. Kama BIO, OcHIp&eclllember for Madril 

For the purpose of this report, it will suffice if I take up the terms of 
reference to the Committee and discuss them in detail in the light of the 
evidence that has been tendered during the Committee's sittings at Madras 
and make my recommendations. The terms of reference to the Committee 
are--

(1) to enquire into the extent to which drugs and chemicals of impure 
quality and defective strength, particularly thOSP. recognized by the British 
Pharmacopreia are imported, manufactured and sold in British India and 
the necessity, in the public interest of controlling such importation, manu
facture and sale and to make recommendations; 

(2) to report how far the ~ecommendations made in (1) may be ex
tended to known and approved medicinal preparations otlier than those 
referred to above and to medicines made from indigenous drugs and chemi
dais; and 

, (3) to enquire into the necessity of legislation to restrict the profes-
lion of pharmacy to duly qualified persons and to make recommendations. 

Adulteration 0/ drug. and che1nical. 0/ B.P. ,tandard, imported, manu
/act1lred or .old in India.-It is abundantly clear from the oral evidence-

(1) that some of the drugs imported into British India are inferior in 
quality and defective in strength and do not conform to the standard pre
IK'ribed in the British Pharmaoopreia; 

(2) that due to climatic, storage and other conditious obtaining in 
India, they deteriorate in quality and strength; -

(3) that there is no control whatever exercised over the manufacture 
and sale of these products in British India. 

Becommendation •. -Control by legislation is absolutely necessary and 
how this control has to be effected is to be determined. The question now 
arises as to whether the adoption of British Pharmacopmia is suitable for 
all times and whether a beginning should not be made for the compilation 
of an Indian Pharmacopreia. India imports not only B.P. products but 
also German and U.S.A. products, besides manufacturing certain biological 
and other products in her own territories. These drugs and chemicals 
ought to he manufactured and tested in India and standardized, having 
due regard to climatic, storage and other conditions. They will all come 
under one pharmacopreia by the name of Indian Pharmacopoeia. This 
must necessarily lead to the establishment of chemical laboratories in India. 
The Government of India ought to have long ago established these labora
tAlries in India and their neglect has cost the public exchequer to the extent 
of nearly rupees half a crore annually. India can no longer depend on a 
Muntry 6,000 miles away for drugs and medicines to. save her sufferinp: 
millions. I would therefore strongly urge the establishment of chemical 
laboratories and herhariums in each of the several provinces of India. 
TheRe should form the media hy which imported or indigenous articles of 
inferior quality and strength should be tested.- Pendinl!: the establishment 
of such laboratories, the Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine or thei! 
nominees at other provincial centres might be called upon to undertake 
this taRk. Temporarv expedients such as the estabishment of 1\ Doard of 
Control or aome such agency will be of little avail as it will lead to 
unnecessary harassing and will prove like the Excise Department another 
8COurjte to the chemists and druggis'ts. Penalization of offenders who import. 
nlanufacture or sell inferior products will be the only effective means of 
protecting the people from the hands of unscrupulous chemists. 

The second item of reference to the Committee evidently refers to 
imported patent medicines and to indigenous medicines. 

In my humhle opinion, the importation of patent medicines must he 
hanned entire.1:w: and rest~cted, if necessary, only to those preparations 
whORe compo,utlons are given on the label and whose eftWacy has been 
sufficiently tested heforehand. The British Government in England impose 
a stamp dutv on those ReCret medicines and that is a profitahle source of 
revenue to th('m. In India. the Taxation Enquiry Committee have sug
g""ted 1\ tax of four annas in the rupee in the CR.'*' of indigenous pral'titioners 
who r('fuse to disclose thl'ir fonnulR! and an in('rease in the tariff rate t.o 
50 per Cf'nt in the case of imported patent medicines. This mny be alright 
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from the financial point of view so far as the Government is concerned, 
but is productive of no benefit whatever to the buyers. No patent medicine, 
indigenous or imported, should be advertised, unless the component parts 
are given on the label and the medicines tested at our chemical and phar
maceutical laboratories and approved as efficacious and harmless to the 
people. The majority of Indian patients are too poor to pay for and undergo 
a. complete course of medical treatment; while BO, it will be criminal folly 
on the part of the Government and the medical profession to allow them 
to be tempted by alluring advertisements in the lay and medical press and 
make them waste 'their money over useless patent medicines to the detri
ment of their health. So far as the indigenous practitioners are concerned, 
the evidence tended to show that they were quite willing to co-operate in 
the matter of standardization of their drugs. This indeed is a happy 
augury for the future of Indian medicine. Any legislation regarding 
patent medicines must proceed on the basis of the U.S.A. Act. 

The third and last item of reference to the Committee is with regard 
'to the restriction of the profession of pharmacy to duly qualified persons. 
I do not think that such restriction, though highly desirable, is imme
diately possible so long as India is unable 'to turn out large numbers of 
trained chemists and druggists. Wholesale chemists and druggists mus~ 
necessarily engage a 'trained chemist to guide them in their business but 
in the case of retail chemists or dispensing pharmacies, qualified compounders 
will do for the present. ' Legislation in this regard is therefore unnecessa-ry 
at this stage. 

(3) 

Dr. B: •• Vyas, Head of the Department of Pharmacology, Lucknow 
'University, Co-opted Member for Luclmow 

The Drugs Enquiry Committee arrived at Lucknow on the. morning 
of the 7th November 1930 and held two meetings on the 7th and 8th of 
November in one of the Committee rooms of the Council Chambl"r Build
ings. The Committee consisted of the following five members: 

(1) Lieut.-Col. R. N. Chopra (Chairman), 
(2) Mr. H. Cooper, .. 
(3) Rev. Fr. J. F. Caius, 
(4) Maulvi Muhammad Abdul Matin Chaudhul'i, and 
(11) Dr. B. N. Vyas (Co-opted Member). 

The Committee examined twenty witnesses including sixteen medical 
men, two chemists and two hakeems. Twenty-five replies to the question
naite issued by the Commit'tee were received from the members of the medi
cal profession, chemists and hakeems-17 from medical men, 7 from hakeems 
and 1 from a chemist. There were three classes of witnesses, namely" 
medical men, ('.hemists and hakeems. Their evidence is therefore discussed 
under three different headings:-

A. MediCal men-(l) Quality oj druqs and their preparations.-Majority 
of witnesses who appeared before th·e Committee at Lueknow were of the 
opinion that drugs and biological products on Indian markets, both import
ed and manufactured in the country, were often of inferior quality and 
at times adulterated. There were two notable exceptions to this view. 
namely, Lieutenant-Colonel Seroggie, I.M.S .• Officer Commanding, British 
Station Hospital. Lucknow, and Doctor (Miss) Douglas, in charge of the 
Lady Kinrialrd Hospital. I,ucknow. Both the witnesses stat-ed that they 
had no fault to find with the quality of drugs obtained in Indian markets 
provided they were obtained from reliable firms. Later, they had to admit 
m cross-examination that they did at times meet with drugs which were 
often not up to the required standard. The drugs. of which the quality was 
complained of, were Quinine preparations of Digitalis, pNparations of 
Ergot, Chloroform. Novocain, Spiritus etheris nitrosi, preparations of Bella
donna and Aspirin. Opinion of most of the medical witnesses as to the 
inferiority and adulteration of drugs was based on clinical evidence only. 
Some of the Bu~gested causes of the inferiority of the drugs in the Indian 
markets were (a) deliberate manufaeturing of cheap drugs of inferior quality 
meant for Indian markets, (b) wilful adulteration in order to cheapen the 
cost and derive higher profits, and (c) bad storage (particularly in the 
case of hiological products. tinctures, nnd extracts). As regards the storage 
of drugs, it was suggested that chemists who can afford to store them ill 
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refrigerators should only be licensed· to deal in biological products. A 
further suggestion was that tincture and other preparations liable to 
deterioration should have the date of manuf~ure mentioned on the label. 

(2) N ecel3ity 01 legi.lation.-Medical witnesses were practically 
unanimously in favour of legislation which would prevent adulteration and 
drugIJ of inferior quality being sold- in the Indian markets. Only one 
witn~Dr. C. C. Bose-was of opimon that the time for such a legislation 
waa not yet ripe. Majority of witnesses were of opinion that the proposed 
legislation should be so framed as not to stifle the growing industry of 
• drug manufacture' in this country. With the exception of one witness, 
namely, Lieutenant-Colonel Scroggie, I.M.S., all the witnesses were of 
opinion that the legislation should be an all-India one to ensure the uni
formity of standards throughout the country. They favoured the establish
ment of a central laboratory for the assaying of drugs and chemicals with 
provincial branches. Most of the evidence was in favour of restricting legis
lation to pharmacopwial drugs only. Mr. P. S. MacMahon, Professor of 
Chemistri, Lucknow University, suggested that the work of the central 
laboratory should oonsist of working out and laying down the standal'ds 
of drugs. Assaying and testing of drugs could be carried out by the 
existing public analyst who should be provided with suitable staff. To 
meet the cost of the suggested central and provincial laboratories, it was 
suggested that a tariff of three pies per rupee should be levied. SuCh a 
tariff waa not likely to be felt by the consumer. 

(3) Patent anel proprietal'Y drugs.-All witnesses~octors, .chemists 
and hakeelIl&-weJ:e of opinion that no proprietary medicine should be 
allowed to be sold on the market unless the exact formula of the same 
waa given on the label and that legislation should include all proprietary 
and patent medicines, whether imported or manufactured in the country, 
belonging to any of the existing systems of medicines, No witness was 
in favour of increasing duty on proprietary and patent medicines as they 
all agreed that increase in price would not reduce the sale of such drugs. 
Lieut,-Col. H. Stott, I.M.S., Dean of the FacUlty of Medicine, Lucknow 
University and Lieut.-Col. G. T.Burke, I.M.S" Professor of Medicine, 
Lucknow University, asked for some legislation against fraudulent advertise
menta about cures, of which they gave several instances. 

(4) Indian Pharmacopreia.-All the witnesses were in favour of the 
compilation of an Indian Pharmacopwia, They were of opinion that it should 
be based on the British Pharmacopwia with such modifications as were 
lleoessary on acoount of the peculiar climatic conditions. obtaining in this 
country. Besides the pharmacopwial drugs, the proposed pharmacopooia 
was to include only those indigenous drugs which have been scientifically 
investigated and found efficacious. 

(5) Inaccurate di,pensillg.-There was uniformity of opinion among 
the witnesses that cases of inaccurate dispensing were frequent and that 
legislation was necessary to restrict the profession of pharmacy to the dulv 
qualified persons only. Witnesses were also unanimous about licensing of 
chemists' shops. It was suggested that there should be two grades of phar
macists-{l) pharmaceutical chemists with higher knowledge of chemistry 
and pharmaceutical work. with preliminary education of the standard of a 
degree in science and (2) compounders and dispensers with practical train
ing in compounding aud dispensing for a year or two with preliminary 
education up to the Matriculation standard. Pharmacists of class (1) will 
have to receive training abroad ti,ll special institutions for the purpose lOre 
created in the country. It was also suggested that the existing State Medical 
Faculties could issue licenses for compounders and dispensers who could be 
trained in the existing medical schools under their control. 

, (6) Food •. -Very few witnesses were in a position to express opinion 
on the control of foods though they thought that the present Food and 
Drugs Act was not effective. In the opinion of Professor P. S. MacMahon, 
the amended }~ood and Drugs Act of the United Provinces was comprehensive 

,enough, to control adulteration of foods. But the other witnesses differed 
from this view. One witness was of opinion that foods should be controlled 
by the Department- of Public Health. 

B. Proprietor, of chemical and drug •• toTIlB,-Two of these gave evi. 
dence. They both agreed that drugs of inferior quality were Bold in the 
market and that legislative control was necessary. They were of opinion 
that the sale of proprietary medicines was on the increase. They agreed 
with medical meD that medicines with secret formulm should Dot be allowed ij» 



be sold' and thO!:ie allowed to be sold should have their formulm mentioned ott 
the label. l'he proprietors of medical store~ stated that no duly qualified 
dispensers and compounders were available and that the compounders and 
dispensers at present working in their shops were men with long experience 
in compounding and dispensing. They were prepared to pay higher wages 
if qualified, dispensers and compounders were available.. They agl:ee that 
if an all-India pharmacopreia is compiled it will be very useful to them. 

C. HaT,eems.-8even hakeems replied to the questionnaire and two 
of them appeared before, the Committee to give evidence. They all stated 
that inferior and adulterated drugs were sold in the market. They stated 
that they would very much like to have some sort of legislation that .could 
elisure purity of indigenous drugs. On cross-examination, they admitted 
that in the absence of any standard pharmacopreia and for want of knowl
edge of chemical composition of indigenous drugs and their preparations, 
it would be very difficut to have legislative control over the indigenous 
drugs as would be possible in the case . of modern drugs. They agreed 
with the opinion of medical witnesses and chemists that patent drugs with 
secret formu}re ~ho~ld not be allowed to .be. sold: They suggested licensing 
'of shops selhng mdlgenous drugs and perIodIcal mspectJon of the same by a 
trained man. They were of opinion that the Government should take 
up the cultivation of indigenous drugs in order to provide drugs of purer 
quality and suggested opening of depots for indigenous drugs by Government. 

Summary (with regard to terms of reference).-(i) It is clear from the 
evidence produced before the Drugs Enquiry Committee at Lucknow that 
drugs and chemicals of inferior quality and defective strength are imported, 
manufactured and sold in British India and 'that it is imperative in public 
interest to control their importation, manufacture and sale. 

(ii) The evidence tendered before the Committee favoured tIle res
triction of the proposed legislation to pharmacopreia~ drugs and prepara
tions and to those preparations from indigenous drugs which have been 
scientificaIly investigated. There is a clear demand for the compilation 
of an Indian Pharmacopreia. It was considered impracticable to include 
indigenous drugs and preparations within the scope of the proposed legis
lation or in the proposed compilation of Indian Pharmacopreia. 

(iii) There was unanimous demand for legislation to restrict the pro
fession of phannacy to duly qualified persons. 

Desire for an all-India legislation seems to be unanimous. From the 
evidence tendered before the Committee, it is clear, tlJat the proposed legi~ 
lation should insist on uniformity of standards throughout'the country and 
restrict tlJe sale of drugs of inferior quality and defective strength. It 
should prohibit the sale of patent drugs with secret formulre and ensure 
supply of pure foodstuffs to the public and, if possible, prevent advertise
ments of fraudulent cures. 

(4) 
Col. o.a. Bakhle, I.K.S. (aetired), and Dr. B. J. Sahnl, 

Co-opted Kembers for Lahore 

The. desirability of. an inquiry to control the indiscriminate use of imp~re 
and low standard drugs and to legislate for the standardization of the 
preparations and sale of such drugs is admitted. The subject is of paramount 
importance and some action to control the importation, manufacture and 
sale of such drugs in India is overdue. But at the outset we would urge 
that, if any legislative action is taken on the recommendations of tlJe Com
mittee now appointed by the Government of India, it should not prejudice 
the position of the infant drug industry of India. On the contrary, we are 
strongly of opinion that. GoveJ'llment should undertake to protect and give 
eve.ry encouragement to the manufacture of drugs in India in preference 
to imported articles. 

2. Drugs of the value of two crores are imported annually into India and 
the United Kingdom is one of the principal suppliers of Indian needs in 
the drug line. Although a Food and Drugs Act exists in the United King
'dom, it is unfortunate that the Act is not made applicable to export of 
drugs from that country. , 

It is well known that. certain DrillS abroad manufacture drugs specially 
for the Indian market and, in the absence of any control on the quality of 
"drugs manufactured for export, tlJese countries are able to underseIl local 



inanufactures by lowe.l·ing the standard of quality. This dumping oi'inferior 
quality goodd haa its repercussion on the quality of locally manufactured 
articled in that their quality detel'iorates to keep pace· with the competitive 
rates of these dumped goods. . ' 

The United States of America have a better type of legislation in that 
they do not discriminate between drugs manufactul'ed for use locally and 
for export and the provisions of the Act 88 regards strength and quality are 
apl,licable to both alike. 

3. The Committee are already aware that to analyse and standardize 
medicinal preparations re<luires experienced men and expensive and elaborate 
laboratory equipment. It. follows therefore that the creation of well-equipped 
laboratories and test houses in different parts of India under impartial and 
competent men who enjoy the confidence of the public is a condition precedent 
to any legislative action. 

• Pure Dl"llgs Ad' when one is passed need to be an all-India Act, Foods 
Act being left to be paased by local legislatures according to their separate 
provincial needs. 

For effective control of dl'Ugs and chemicals, it would be desirable to 
have one central authority in a central laboratory with a number of provin
cial branches. The central laboratory may be located in the principal centre 
of import and the branch laboratories at other provincial centres. . 

These should be in charge of experts in chemical analysis as well as in 
bio-chemical method of testing of drugs. 

Officers-in-charge should be recruited for their special qualifications and 
in no case should this important work on which the fate of the future drug 
industry of India largely depends be entrusted to chemical analysers of 
Government simply because they are in Governmeqt service and have certain 
laboratory facilities. 

Testing the quality and strength of drugs is specialized work which 
.hould remain only in the hands of experts. 

At prescnt there are no State phannaceutical laboratories which undertake 
the sampling of raw materials. By establishing such laboratories, the 
medical profession, the consumer, and the manufacturer alike will be bene
fited, 88, in addition to analysing imported drugs, they would be able to 
test raw materials obtainable in the country and assess their quality with 
a view to guide the local manufacturer. 

Not much infOl'IDation is at present available as to the extent or nature 
of deficiency in quality of the raw materials available in the country. 

The manufacturer is thus handicapped, on the one hand, by the doubtful 
quality of the imported drugs and herbs and, on the other, from lack of 
information regarding the suitability 01' the strength of the raw materials 
produced in the oountry. 

4. There can be no two opinions as to th~ desirability of controlling the 
drug trade· but before this can be profitably done the ground has to be 
prepared. . 

Much spade work i. necessary in the shape of establishing a pharmaceu
tical society with a central and provincial laboratol-ies, undertaking research 
work and fixing standards suitable to the requirements of this country. 

5. The compilation of an Indian Pharmacopreia, intensive research work 
and the fixing of standards of herbs and dl"llgS should, in our opinion, 

.precede legis.Iative action. ' 

In the oompilation of such a pharmaoopreia, three categories of drugs 
will have to be incorporated: - . 

(1) Drugs and preparations taken from pharma('opreias of other 
countries. 

(2) Indigenous drugs which have already been studied and. standardized. 
(3) Drugs found efficacious on clinical trial but which await further 

investigations. . 

. In'this connexion it should be noted that the Western or Allopathic system 
of medicine is availed of by a small fraction of the total population of India 
the masses depending chiefly on tho indigenous BystelDS. ' 



tiniesii standards are laid down for the Unani and Ayurvedic drugs by 
those competent to de.al with the subject any action taken to control drugs 
in general, will result in failure. ' 

The work of compiling an Indian Unani and Ayurvedic Pharmacopooia 
should be entruste;d to a board of noted vaids and hakeems. Such a board 
would ~e best qualified to lay down tests for most of the Ayurveaic and Unani 
drugs 111 oommon use. 

6. If .the health of the people is to be sMeguarded,the profession of 
pharmacy should be restricted to qualified persons. The term 'Profession 
of pharmacy' should be interpreted in a wide sense. and include three classes 
of persons, vi.z.:-

(1) Pharmaceutical chemists. 
(2) Chemists and druggists. 
(3) Compounders 01' dispensers. 

For the proper training of such individuals a ' College of Pharmacy' with a 
J·esearch department should be established in each provincial capital city. 
A suitable curriculum for each of the above three classes can be drawn up. 

7. A beginning can be made with the training of compounders without 
much additional cost to the State. . 

Advantage may be taken of the. existing medical schools and colleges and 
instructions in pharmacy, compounding, first aid and dl"eSsing can be 
arranged therein to be given by a special staff of teachers. 

The minimum qualification required for admission to this class should be 
the Matriculation or an Ejjluivalent test. The training course should extend 
over a period of one year or 18 months, at the end of which period an exa
mination should be held. Those who succeed in passing the necessary tests 
should receive a. diploma and be entitled to register as qualified to follow the 
profession of compounding. No Government, district board or municipal 
institutions should be permitted to employ anyone who does not hold a 
registrable qualification and whose name is not borne on the register. 

8. The establishment of a 'College of Pharmacy' should, however, not 
be lost sight of. As soon as such a college ~s o'pen~d, the work of training 
compounders Should be transferred to that InstltutlOn so that the creation 
of a body of trained compounders, chemists and scientific pharmacists may 
be co-ordinated. . , 

9. Druggists or chemists should be licensed and no licence be issued unless 
the firm can prove to the satisfaction of the Pharmaceutical Society that the 
concern is manned by a competent and trained chemist or chemists and has 
on itS dispensary department trained and registered compounders. 

10. The Colleges of Pharmacy should in our opinion be run under the 
guidance and supervision of the Central Pharmaceutical Society which is 
proposed to be established. The Central Society may be trusted to draw up 
rules regarding storage of sera and other biological products to ensure purity 
and to guard against loss of potency which may occur on acoount of the 
peculiar climatic conditions of India. 

11. There should be absolute prohibition of the import into the country 
of any patent or proprietary ag~nt which does not in cl~ar terms state the 
oomposition on the label and whIch does not bear a certificate of guarantee 
of purity and potency and the date of manufacture from a competent autho
rity of the country of manufacture. Similar precautions should apply to 
goods manufactured in India. 

12. To sum up, the following steps appear necessary to ensure effective 
control. 

The creation of a Pharmaceutical Society which should act as the central 
controlling authority. 

The society Should be entrusted with these following duties:-
(1). SUJ.lervise . th~ trai~ing given at Colleges of Pharmacy to be 

established III provlllcial capItals. 
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(2) SuPervise and guide work at the Central Laboratory whllre analysis 
of drugs, chemicals and herbs, both imported and indigenous, should be 
carried out and research work undertaken. 

(3) Fill: standards of indigenous raw materials for guidance of 
manufacturers. 

(4) Take steps to compile an Indian Pharmacopooia with an addendum 
for Ayurvedic and Unani medicines in common use. 

(5) Periodically issue bulletins acquainting the profession with the 
progreea of research in various branches and supply such information to 
manufacturers and provincial laboratories as they may be in need of. 

(6) Maintain a regisrer of qualifiel'i compounders, druggists, pharma
cologists and pharmaceutical chemists. 

The Pharmaceutical Society should have a non-oflicial president and 
representatives of Government, the independent medical profession. manu
facturers of biological products, manufacturing and dispensing cbemists, the 
drug trade and experts in pharmacology, botany, chemistry and bacteriology. 

(5) 
IIr. S. Sen, K.Sc., :Factory Superintendent, :Bengal Chemical and 

Pharmaceutical Works, LImited, Calcutta, Co-opted Kember for Calcutta 

As required-by the rules relating to the functions of a co-opted member, 
I have the pleasure in giving below my observations on the terms of 
reference of the Committee and on the points raised in the questionnaire. 

I attended the sittings of the Committee in Calcutta from 1st to 6th, 10th 
to 13th and 17th December 1930 and was present throughout during the oral 
evidences of the witnesses. 

Adulteratill!l..-It has been amply proved from the written replies to the 
questionnaire as well as from the oral evidences of the witnesses who appeared 
before the Committee that the extent of adulteration, of drugs and chemicals 
that are offered for sale in Indian market is very large. I am giving below 
a few glaring instances of adulteration which have been found in the course 
of every day work in our analytical laboratory:-

Potassium Iodide-Mixed with Bromides and also Iodates. 
PotallSium citrate and Sodium citrate-Contains lower percentage of 

citrate. Sometimes contains nitrates and sulphates. 
Saccharin-Mixed with starch and sugar. 
Santonin&-Mixed with boric acid. 
Feni et quinine citrat&-Have got low quinine content. 
Acid Salicyli~Mixed with starch and boric acid. 
Ipeca~Emetine partially extracted. 
Cloves, ginger-Partially distilled. 
Saffron-Mixed with some fibres dyed with coal tar colours. 
Pulv. Ipecac Compound-:aIade with extracted Ipecac. 
F.xtract F.rgot Liquid-Inactive. 
Tinct. Iodin&-Having lower Iodine content. 

Solid erfTactl.-Solid extracts imported in Calcutta market are generally 
of very inferior quality. These are classed 'commercial,' 'hest commercial,' 
etc.; on analysis many have been found to be of very low alkaloid content-
80metimes even less than 50 per cent. Finely powdered drug and sugar of 
milk are frequently mixed in large proportions to increase the liulk-

oil. 
Sandalwood oil-Mixed with cedarwood oil and sometimes with mineral 

(A well-known Calcutta firm sells BRndalwood oil at B.s. 7 per pound.) 
Oil Peppermin~After extracting Menthol. 
Oil Cajuput and Oil Eucalyptuil-Mixed with campTJ.of oil and 

turpentine oil. . 
Oil A nisi-Does not contain anisi oil. 
Oil Juniper-Mixed with oil camphor. 
(.Tuniper wood oil is also sold as Oil JuniperB.P.) 
Oil Cinnamon B.P.-Mixed with Oil Cassia and sometimes wholly Oil 

Cassia. 
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SurgicqJ dre~8ing8.-Cotton w';'Ol made from very inferior quality of cotton 
wastes and possibly from waste hnens are largely exported to Indian market 
a~d are sold as.' ,absorbent cotton' at very. cheap rates, which are som~ 
times le~s than ·the cost of raw cotton itself. These are actually injurious 
for surglCal purposes. It can be easily found on examination that it has got 
no 'strength of fibres and is positively harmful for dressing.: But there are 
several brands in the market imported by unscrupulous dealers who have 
been able to create a demand for these worthless stuffs simply on account 
of the low prices. ' 

These are only a few cases and there are many other instances of gross 
adulteration. In the course of his evidence Mr. Tilden of Messl'S. Strafford 
Allen & Co. showed a packe,t labelled Bismuth Subnitrate (packed in 
Bombay) which he said contains calcium carbonate. 

Necessity lor a Druq ·Act.-To· protect consuming; public against adul
terated, misbranded. and harmful drugs and to guard honest manufacturers 
against unfair competition with such articles some kind of legislation for 
controlling the purity' of drue:s, manufactured in India or imported from 
foreign countries and sold in Indian market, is necessary, 

The provisions of the Drug Act shall be such that it will be a penaliz
able offence to manufacture. import and offer for sale any adulterated, 
misbranded or harmful. drugs,. ' 

The Drug Act shall be appli('able to the whole of India including 
Native States. The final control shall be by the Central Government With 
provincial organizations for enforcing the provisions of the Act. The 
Central Board of Control' should have a laboratory under their guidance 
to carry out testing and analysis of drngs and chemicals. 

A set of standards for all drugs consumed in India must be determined 
first of all and laid down as legal standards. In fixing these standards. dne 
consideration should be I!;iven to the local climatic conditions.' nature of the 
raw materials available in this eountrv and the expel'ience of clinicians .and 
pharmacologists regarding other conditions specially prevalent in India. 

Manufacturers shall be required to take a licence from the Board of 
Control by satisfying that body that thev have got proper machinery, equip
ment and staff necessary for the manufacture. 

Dispensing chemists shall be required to employ qualified assistants for 
di~pensing. For the present, passed compounders mav he recognized as 
qualified assistants, but proper steps be taken for thorough training in phar
macy, as soon as possible,. on the lines prevalent in Great Britain. 

Indian Pharmacopreia.-The '{'ompilAtion of a pharmacopreia for Tndia is 
a matter of urgent necessity and should be taken UP immediatery. For the 
present, Indian Pharmacopooia may be composed of the following:-

(1) Necessary preparations from British Pharmacopooia. . 
(2) Such preparations from other foreign pharmacopooias as may be 

suitable for Indian conditions. 
(3) Preparations from Indian indil!enou~ drueB which have been scienti

fically investigAted and standardized and which will be similarly investigated 
from time to time. . 

(4) Preparations of indigenous drugs which have heen found to be 
f'/Ii('acioull bv actual trial hy physicianll fm' a long timf'. Some of thl'm mn\' 
requj,'e furthf'r investivation and trial and the methods of preparation also 
may have to be studied further. 

As in fore,ign countries, for the compilation of Tndian Pharmacopooia " 
('ommittee of f'xperts consisting of eminent medical men, practitioners of 
Ayurvf>dic medicine.q, pharmacolo,:tist.q, physiologists, botanists. pharmn
('~utical ('hemists and ph Itrmn('eutical manufacturers shall have to be 
appointe(1 for working out detalis. . 

UedicillP,.'01 Indian i.n(li(1enoIM d"l1!18 a.nd propl'ietar,/ fIIed·iriM~.-Until 
~ncl unl",qs the methods of pI·Aparn.t.ion and pronf'rtif>s of mf>dicines "q",d in 
Ayul'vl'clic practice are fully. invl'stla:atl'd noefficieut ('ontrol is. possihle on 
these in the same way as it is done for llhm'J]lnroutiral prepn.1'nt,ions. All 
soon ns ('Orrect manufacturing Tll'O(,{>S8I'Q and suitl\ble standards Will be WOI'~ed 
out it will be possible ·to f'x61'(\i8e si.milar control., AlI th .. same .. Rome ~('!,lOn 
is necessarv to pl'evl'nt ahsul'd "lmms for thl'l vlrt.lle.q of rertnm medlfmal 
products including those of the Ayul'vlldic and Unani medicines. 
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Proprietary medicines with secret fonnulre, both locally made and imported 
from foreign countries, should not be allowed to be sold. ManufacturerS 
must be compelled to 'declare the composition of the preparations~nd print 
the eame upon the .label or elsewhere in the package. Provincial Boards of 
Control mayiBiIue circulars from time to time giving their results ofanalysiB 
and OpiDiollf "regarding proprietary ,medicines for the information of medical 
men and consumers as well. 

fA. eAul dif/icultiu 01 manufacturer. in Bengal f'egardino manufacture 
tJnd .ale 0/ pharmaceutical produ.cta 

Procuring row material; 

,it is always very difficult to obtai~ indigenous raw materials of standard 
quality and it i8 often faond that many drugs are groBSly adulterated; 
There is no reliable organization in India for the collection of drugs in 
proper manner with Adequate arrangements for drying and storing. Except 
fora small number' of items which are obtained from the Kashmir State 
Forest Department. the trade in crude drugs is mostly carried on by private 
individuals and middlemen who, partly due to their ignorance of the 8ubject 
and partly due to the want of any 'kind of control on the quality of the 
drugs, deal with adulterated and inferior quality of drugs. 

Crude drugs imported in India from foreign countries are also no.'better 
Moat probably exporters think that India can consume any , worthless stuff J 
and al\80rts of inferior quality of drugs are freely exported to India; The 
Food and Drugs Act prevalent in European countries does, not 'pr~vent 
this for, in case of exports to other countries, the Act requires that the 
articles should satisfy the drug laws of the importing country. 

Conseq'lently a manufacturer who haS to procure the proper quality of 
raw materials has to be very careful regarding the selection of the supplier 
and elaborate examination is necessary before accepting a consignment. 
For this purpose, a properly equipped laboratory and a large staff of trained 
chemists have to be maintained. This is an expensive item and materially 
adds to the cost of manufacture. 

India possesses vast resources of medicinal plants but the' sourceS' of 
.upply. have not been fully explored. Some Government control over the 
eoIIection and distribution of drugs is necessary and this can be effected in 
the following ways:-

0) AR,qiatance from the experts of Government Botanical Survey 
Department for edu('ating and helping the growers anrl collectors of drugs 
88 to t,he proper method of cultivation, collection and drying. ' 

(2) Creation of a central Indian market for the sale of drugs. The 
drugs collected in different parts in India are to be sent to this place and 
will be subject to inspection by Expert Government Inspectors before lIales 
are effected. . , 

. (3) introduction of special reduced railway freight rates for drugs 
rpqllired for bona fide manufacturing purposes in India from the centres 
of production to plac<'& of manufacture. . 

(4) Some effective means' for breaking the monopoly system or undue 
profiteering may he adopted. It AOmetimes happens that tJrices of some 
drugs grown ia India are cheaper when purchased from the London market. 

. Ezci.e "tgulation. 

Restrictions -regarding export to> certain provinces in British India. 
The eEcise duty on spirit required for medicinal preparations is the same. 

in ~II provinces and cons~~entl:v anT spirituous medicinal preparation upon 
which cluty has heen paid to the' ExclSeDepartment 'should be free' from 
Rny restriction regarding export from one province to another. But' the 
Excise Departments of Bomba:v and' Madras Governments have imposed 
certain .restricti~n~. rega~ding the, import of. medicinal preparations from 
other plooea to their provmces. These .Governments collect duty on-spirituous 
gMds export4'd to their provinces' and' have developed elaborate procedure 
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regarding issue of import permits and collection of 'duty on arrival of t~e 
goods at destination. The matter being very important, I am giving details 
of procedure wh~ch importers in these provinces have to follow:-

Procedure lor Bombay.-An importer who wants to import spirituoua 
medicines from other provinces has in . the first place to obta~n an Import 
Permit from the local Excise authority. For this pUfpose he has to apply 
to 'the Excise Office me~tioning therein the alcoholic strength of each pre. 
paration and correct amount of duty for the consignment. The Excise 
Authority thereupon grants the Permit either on prepayment of duty or 
conditional upon payment- of duty by the exporter and subsequenttrans!er 
of the same to 'the Bombay Revenues by' the Government of the exportmg 
province. On arrival of the goods at destination, samples of every item are 
taken for allalysis before the importer is allowed to clear the goods and are 
sent to the Government Laboratory at -Nasik for analysis and valuation of 
duty. The Bombay Excise Department do not accept the certificate of duty 
by the Excise' Officers of the Bengal Government. Any difference between 
the amount.of duty paid before and that calculated after analysis has to be 
adjusted .by the importer subsequently. 

The above regulation is for the Bombay City. But in the case of inland 
towns, the matter is even more difficult. In the case of most towns,. for 
lack of proper Excise arrangements, it is not always possible to obtain 
necessary Import Permit and consequently it becomes absolutely impossible 
to despatch spirituous medicinal preparations to those places at all. 

Procedure lor lIIadrGs.-For the l\[adl'as Oity and port towns of 
Madras; spirituous medicinal preparations are sent 'u.nder bond by sea, i.e .• 
without paying the duty at the place of manufacture. The duty is collected 
on arrival of the goods at the portby the Customs authorities (on behalf of 
the Excise Department) at the time of the clearing of the consignment from 
the jetty. 
_ .. But in the case of inland towns} the system is very complicated. The 
~mporter has to apply to the CommiSSIOner of Excise, Madras, for permission 
to import from other provinces. In the application he has to mention the 
correct. amount of duty for the consignment. (F'or this purpose the importer 
has to send the order to the -supplier who only is competent to evaluate the 
amount of duty.) Upon receil!t of this statement and the amount of dut)' 
in advance, the Excise CommISSioner grants the import permit and sends 
intimation to the Excise authority of the exporting nrovince. 
. ,From the above it will be seen how complicated, troublesome and 
expensive it is for a manufacturer in~engal to export spirituous medicinal 
preparations to Bombay or Madras, although there is a considerable demand 
for such -products. ,In the case of spirituous preparations imported. from 
foreign cOuntries, there is no restriction whatsoever regarding export from 
one province to another, once the duty is paid at the port of landing. It 
will thus be found that spirituous medicinal preparations of foreign manu
facture can be sent from Calcutta to any place in India. without the least 
difficulty but similar goods manufactured in India cannot be sent to Bombay 
or Madras without considerable difficulties while in the case of certain 
inland towns of these provinces it is impossible to supply such goods lit all. 

These restrictions regarding interprovincial exports of medicinal pre. 
parations within British India are a great disadvantage to the manu
fa. cturers for pushing the sale of their products even when there is a demand 
and. are keenly felt by all manufacturers, at least in Calcutta . 
• - I beg to submit that duty on spirituous medicinal preparations should 
in all cases be collected at the place of manufacture by the Excise Depart
ment of tha€ province and there should not be any restriction regarding 
export from one province to another in British India when the excise duty 
ill once l'ealized. From the statement of exports to different provinces by 
the manufacturers duly checked and certified by the Excise staff attached 
to the bonded laborll'tories, duties on nreparationsex1)orted to different 

. provinces can be accurately calculated. These can be adjusted as necessary. 
ljetween different Provincial Governments by subsequent book. transfer. • 
, I would like to bring to the notice of the Committee a few other points 

in' the Excise regulations which add to the many. difficulties of the manu-
facturers in Bengal: - . . 

, . (1) The speci~l concession rate of duty on spirit is only for, that 
required fOf 1;h~ manufact\lre of medicinal preparationll. It. mallufactllrel'! 
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cannot. get spirit even at eoncession rate of duty for any experimental ili" 
_reb work. Such experimental work is frequently nIK.'e8sary. f!lr making 
improvements upon existing methods of ~nufacture and for deVlsmg proper 
methods of extraction of new drugs. For such work tbe manufacturer has 
to get. spirit,-after pal-ing full tariff rate of duty. 

(2) Fpr Borne industrial purposes, such as the manufacture of alkaloidS 
and similar preparations, alcohol is required as solvent. The Excise Depart
ment do not allow the' privilege of concession dut~ for t~e spirit required 
for the manufacture"tlf 8uch preparations. I 

(3) The entire, Cost of supervision of tbe bo~ded, la'boratorytog~ber 
with leave and pension allowances is realized from the manufacturer. The' 
manufacturer haa to pay full amount of duty on the spirit,it consumes and,' 
in addition, the levy of charges of the Jt:xcise establishment necessary for tbe, 
rcalization of duty is a, real hardship to him. 

Competition with in/el-ior product, 

It is a well-known fact tbat a large number of drugs wbich appear for, 
.ale in the market have not always tbe therapeutic activities they are 
expected to j>oasess. Some 'preparations have been found to be of defective 
Jtrength both in their Bpirlt content and percentage of active ingredients,· 
while there are some which are made from impure materials ilr mixed with' 
foreign or inert matter. Those kinds of defective preparations have been' 
found alike among products manufactured in India and those imported from 
foreign countries. AIl these have been possible owing to the fact that there 
iB no law in India to prevent the manufacture and sale of adulterated or 
harmful drugs. In Calcutta, the'Corporation of Calcutta can 'exercise tontrol' 
over adulteration of drugs as under the Calcutta Municipal Act of 1923 it is 
an offence to sell adulterated drugs, but unfortunately no' such control ha~ 
been exercised ~p to the present time. 

There is a tendency among dispensing chemists to go in for cheappro-. 
ducts-they seem to be satisfied if they find the words 'B.P.' printed on 
the label and do not care to enquire whether the articles they purchase are 
prepared according to B.P. method lind properly standardized or not. This 
is' taken adv'an,tage of by many unscrupulous manufacturers and~ lIB there. 
ill no control whatsoever over the quahty of preparations offerect for sale;
there are BO many brands of defective preparations in the market; 

There are lOme small manufacturers in Calcutta who have been allowed' 
by the Excise Department to manufacture medicinal preparations by pur
chaaing spirit at concession duty without maintaining the Excise establish": 
ment like the bonded labol·atories. In such cases there is no proper excise 
control over manufacture and there is no check over the spirit content of 
preparations they manufacture. In many spirituous preparations the value 
of the drugs is, 8m~1l in comparison with the value of the spirit used and' we 
have. reas!,n to bel~eve that these. man!1facturers often use les~ spirit than is 
reqwred m B.P. m manufacturmg tmctures and other medICinal prepara
tions, turning ou.t p!epara~ionB which are 'defective in spirit' content and 
percentage of actIve mgredlents. They are thus able to offer their inferior 
products at cheap rates and labelled as B.P. 

In Bengal, the Excise Dej)artment controls the spirit content of prl!para
tions manufactured in bonded laboratories but the control of the Excise 
Department ceases as soon as the duty is realized and goods are issued from 
bonded stores. There can be adulteration without any fear of excise inter-
ference in the following waY8:- ' 

(1) By taking delivery of the articles in bulk from a bonded laboratory 
and rebottling the same after dilution or adulteration and labelling the 
bottles under a different name. • 

(2) By exporting goods in bulk to other provinces wbere there is no 
excise oontrol over the spirit content of preparations and bottling the goods 
on arrival at destination, after dilution or adulteration. • 

There is a min!mum ~ of pr~uction of pharmaceutical preparations 
msde and staildardlzed stnctly al'Cordmg to B.P. processes and it 80 happens 
that many produets 80 prepared do not fetch the normal value owing to 
the prevailing low rates o.f, understrength preparations. A manufacturer 
who docs not care for, quahty and turns out low standard preparations call. 



reduce his -prices considerably. This' llniler-selling' -by -offering' defective -
preparation is going on so extensively that it has became a caJlSO of serious: 
danger to honest manufacturers and some pI-otection from Government has 
become a real necessity. 

"! 

GO'llllrnment support necessary lor protecting Indian, 
ph,armaceutical manu!actuT.ers ' -, 

In my opinion, for the purpose of encouraging Indian pharmaceutical, 
industries and enabling them to stand in competition with powerful foreign 
manufacturers, some Government help can be given in the following ways:"..., 

(1) Introduction of a ' Pure Drugs Act' in India whereby it will ~ a 
penalizable offence to manufacture and sell adulterated or misbranded drugs. 

(2) Present rate of duty on medicinal spirit shall remain undisturbed. 
For industrial purposes wh~re alcohol is required as solvent as well as for 
experimental and research purposes by bona /ide manufacturers, provision 
be made for allowing spirit free of duty. Charge.~ for Excise establishment 
for bonded laboratories shall not be realized from manufacturers. 

(3) Crude drugs as well as important chemicals required for bona fide 
manufacture of medicinal prepa-rations should be free of custom duties. For 
crude drugs grown in India, special reduced railway freight from the centre 
of production to place of manufacture be introduced. -_ 

_ (4) Drugs and chemicals,. which are generally used for nledicinaf 
purposes, that are offllred for sale in Indian market, whether locally inade 
or pf foreign manufacture, shall always be of B.P. qJUality and must be 
labelled ItS H.P. Any such product which is not of B.P. quality nor clearly 
marked B.P. in thelabol must not be allowed to be imporwd or offered for 
sale in'the market. - -, ' 

(5) All Government requirements of medicinal preparations shall be 
obtained from Indian manufacturers as far as these are made in India. 
Indian manuf8:cturers. -are- fully able to sUPllly all Gov:ernment .demands with 
standard quahty products and a great Impetus WIll be gIven to these 
industries if Government get all their supplies from them instead of 
manufacturing theIDSelveB~ 

(6) The following are'some of the drugs which can be easily manufactured 
in India on a large scale from pUI'ely Indian raw materials. The only 
difficulty is that the Indian industries cannot stand- in competition with long 
established foreign manufacturers who can reduce their rates unlimitedly to 
crush a possible rival manufacturer. Given some tariff protection or lIome 
Bort of bounty at least for a certain period tJtese industries can thrive weU:~ 

Magnesium sulphate from India magnesite obtained from the Salem 
c1iatrict (Madras Presidency). 
, Strychnine from nux-vomica seeds. 

Caffeine from tea wastes. 
Thymol from Ajowan. 
Quinine from Indiun cinchona bark. 

(6) 

Dr. Eartick Chandra Bose of Doctor Bose'. Laboratory, Limited, ~ 
Oalcutta, Oo-opted _ Member for Calcutta -

Permit me at the very outset to thank yoq, and through you, all 'the 
members of your Committee, for nOIpinating me as a co-opted member 
while yoUr Colllplittee held its sittings in _ Calcutta. 

2. During my attendance as a co-opted member, I have had ample 
opportunities of making myself acquainted with the views of the witnesses 
through their written answers to questionnaires as well-as the replies they 
orally gave to the questions put by the members of the Committee~-

3. I beg to submit herewith my report as a co-opted membeI',- in obedieuCe 
to the requirements of clause (6) of the rules laid down for co-opted members.. 
b doing so, I have divided the report intQ thr~ parts ~ --



....... l'deaL. witlr tbe di.;advantages ~nder wJiicJil;llanufactur,ing chcd~~ 
a k' re ards raw materials and ExCise regulatIOns an e 

trei1~~. whichn;~:t t! be granted by th& Government in o~de~ that they 
ac: I 1IlIIt Wider /ICOnA and be in a better position to make India mdependent may ge 11' r-, I' 
.. regards her entire medical supp les. " . 

Part 2 deals with the difficulties, which the. ~edica! profession and 
th ffering public ill this country have to experience In the matter of 
ad~l:rated drugs and chemicals and wi~ purp~ly understren~th B,;P. 
and like preparations imported from foreign oountr~es or p~t up In India. n also contains suggestions as to how the consummg publIC mat- be pro
tected a ainst these adulterated, undl1rstrength, and harmful dru~ by tce 
plISIiing ~f an Indian Drugs Act, by the ,Impenal Government whIC~ shall 
be applicable throughout the Indian Empire.. . , 

. Part 3 deals with the compilation of a standard, a'!-thorlzed .Indian. 
PharmacoplIlia as a necessary corollary to the proposed Indian, Drugs Ad. 

I have tried to be as brief as possible SQ th~t the CommJttee may go 
~hrough it and ao jUll'tice to my humble suggestions. 

Parl l.-Dilfivultie. 0/ manufacturing chemists and pharmaceutist, 
(Under this caption I also include my personal views as a manufacturing 

pharmaceutist.) '. 
. 1 Paucitu 0/ reliable raw materiaIB.-We have 'great difficulty in obtain-, 
ing 'raw vegetable materials of Indian origin, as th~re is no ~ov~rnmcni 
control over, ~or is there any statutory or even reha~le orgaDlza~lon for1 properly' growing to the standard of potency and rehably ,c,!llectmg and 
selling them. We have therefore, nolens volens, to rely on I1hterate drug
dealers who, for want of adequate knowledge of the subject, cannot very 
well r~ognize adulterations and inferior quality i!l the drugs. Some drugs 
like digitalis, belladonna and hyoscyamus are bemg collected· from forests 
by the Kashmere State or are being cultivated by other Governments but, 
even then, variations in alkalo~dal and ~lucoside, contents h~ve been ~Iso 
noticed in them. Crude drugs unported mto India from foreign countries, 
have been fount! in many cases worthless and inactive, probably for hav~, 
in~ been robbed of theil' contents before·, import. l'his may be due to there 
bemg no Gover~lI1en~ restrictions, as to the impOl:ta~ion of ~ferior .qual!ty 
drugs and chemICals Into the Indian market. ThiS ImportatIOn of. 'mfeflor 
quality df'!-gs and chemicals should 1!e stopped once for all by the passing of 
an aU-India Drugs Act. . ' 

Such be.i:ng the d!fficulties in' the way of gettin,g genuine raw materials, 
manufacturmg chemISts have to be very careful In the matter of gettiug 
thei!' supplies of drugs. Even then, each and every drug purchased after 
BCrutiny has to be analysed first; and that means the maintenance of an 
army of trained chemists, a costly and fully equipped laboratory and duty
paid alcohol; and all these mean additional expenses saddled to the actual 
east of manufacture. 
, There grow: widely, in ~ndi~ innurn,erable m~dicinal pl!1nts. They require 
careful BClentdlc cultivation 10 hospitable Bolls and chmates suitable for 
their CUltivation. A I,reliminary scientific and comprehensive surveyor' 
the prevailing conditions as well as' of the best means of advantageously 
cultivating til!! useful medicin!il plants should be undertaken at once by the 
Government, In accordance With the needs of the proposed pharmacoplllia 
The Committee to be appointed for ,this purpose should also describe thJ 
availabkl drugs in detail and should also definitely and clearly state the 
habitat an!I ,cultivational ~haracte~istics of each drug to be included in the 
pharmacoplllla, for the 1Ofol'lI!atlOns and guidance of the people of the 
country: Vnder thll sam~ Indian Drn~ Act, facilities are to be grallted 
by tl}e leg';Slatu~e to n:glStere~ compaDIes, corporations or private indivi
~ualS workmg With Indian capItal and labour for starting drug plantations 
In places where drugs can be most advantageously grown' and facilities for 
auc!:' purposes sh,!uld b,e. gra!lted to acquire lands or to grant leases on. 
easIer f:erms. .Thls facdl~y, If granted by the Provincial Governments to 
tb,a I'8glstered and bona pae drug growers with Indian labour and capital,' 
-:ill mater .. all~ help. and ensure a steady supply of raw materials of the 
EIght quahty '!D' InauC':" .. 

,Transp0t:tatio~ charges. on ·drugs form another very heavy item. The 
fallwa,. belghD II!. often-~llnes more than the actual value of the article i 
8Q, a 'reduced speCial tarIff f!lr movement of "l'ude drugs should be 8ecure1 
~1 GovernJDent from the Railway BoanJ. . ' ", " .j' 
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2. Difficulties with excise regulations :-(a) Excise establishment' charges. 

-In order to give an idea of the difficulties which we' as manufacturer&
(Doctor Boses's La~oratory,. Limited) have e?Cperience4 till now, a brief 
history of our establishment, 15 appended herewith as typICal of what actually 
occurs in this country. 

On 13th January 1915, permission was obtained by us to start a/llexperi
mental 'distillery, under Government control, to study fermentation, dis
tillation and rectification processes in 'the manufacture of rectified spirit. 
:rhis was .worked for three months. 

In June 1917, permission 'was obtained to manufacture medicinal prepa
rations containing spirit under bond. For So domg, we had to pay establish;. 
ment charges for the Government Excise staff located on the premises, 
amounting to about Rs. 150 a month. This we had to incur for some 
months. 

,In October 1917, we completed the erection of a distillery plant imd 
started manufacturing alcohol. The bonded pharmacy and the distillery 
were together placed under the same excise staff. Exemption from pay
ment of Government Excise establishment charges was granted to us, under 
rule 6, page 140, Excise Manual, Volume 1, as 5 per cent of the total amount 
of duty paid by us to the Government always exceeded the actual Excise 
establishment charges we had been hitherto paying. So, we had not to 
pay any establishment charges up to 1925, when, on a representation being 
made by the later bonded manufacturers (who had to pay the Excise estab
lishment charges under rule 22, page 145, of the same Manual), the' then 
Excise Commissioner deprived us of the privilege we had been hitherto 
enjoying, on account of ourselves manufacturing rectified spirit solely for 
medicinal and scientific purposes.' ' , 

Thus ended the little facility that was granted to us in a distillery, 
stal'ted during war time, before any of the present huge distilleries manu
facturing spirit mainly for l~quor traffic was in existence. 

Such is the history of alcohol manufacture by Doctor Bose's Laboratol'l, 
Limited. This we have to keep up only for manufacture of alcohol -for 
medicinal and scien'tific purposes, ~ven at a considerable loss, as we are 
to pay the establishment charges amounting to about Rs. 300 per month 
on our small output. 

I hope that your Committee will recommend to the Government for 
removal of, all Excise establishment charges, in the case of registered bon,,: 
/ide drug manufacturers working with Indian capital and labour. 

(b) Inter-provincial trade.-In this matter, we are a great deal handi
capped and suffer monetary loss and great inconveniences, due to difference 
in Provincial Excise regulations. The movement of spiritous medicines 
from Bengal to Bombay and Madras, is beset with unnecessary harrass
merits and expenses. Here, we do not go through minute details of tha 
difficulties but barely refer to their broad outlines only. The Excise duty, 
in ~ases of suc~ in~r-provincia! movements, has either 'to be ~repaid or is 
reahzed at destmatlOn at the time of clearmg the goods; and m the latter' 
event additional charges in the shape of bonds on stamps at 11 per cent 
of the total amount realizable are to be submitted for the amount of duty 
and the goods- are to be sent under custOlns supervision. Such restrictions 
on the free movements inter-provincially of indigenous trade are greatl.l 
to the disadvantage of the manufacturers of Indian industry. There is, 
be it noted carefully, no such restriction in the case of imported spirituous 
j1:oods which may be sent freely nnd unhampered anywhere and everywhere 
In British India. The duty on spirit intended for medicines being the same 
all over India, the Excise regulations should also be alike and there should 
be no restrictions or additional burdens whatever on inter-provincial trade. 
Provisions should be made for realization of excise duty on spirituous medi'; 
cinal preparations at the place 01 issue from the manufacturers and then 
such goods will hsve unhampered movement all over India. ' 

There are also other difficulties regarding exportation of certain other 
excisabl~ drugs (e.g ... those .contain~ng opium ~nd ~orp~ia) as the custom 
regulatlOns vary Widely With ExclSe regulatiOns, lU different provinces~ 
This should be made alike all over India. 

All ~earch and analytical works cal'ded on here are very expensive' 
for the simple fact that we are 'to do all experiments and analytical work~ 
with duty-paid spirit. Gi>vernment should allow spirit to analytical' anel 
research chemists free of any duty. 
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PaTt 2.-Adulteration and drugs oj inferior quality 

From replies to the questionnaires, as well as the oral evidences of the 
witn_ examined, we came to know that a huge amount of adulterated 
cirup are being openly and extensivel~ sold in India. 

Altheugh there are some provisions for prosecution in the Calcutta Muni
cipal Acf; .nd the Bengal Municipal Act, these are lying as dead letters as 
there is no fixed standard of purity laid down for any drug on which to 
proceed, nor is there an adequate number of staff available even in Calcutta 
to carry on these prosecutions. Therefore, to ensure p'brity of ,drugs an 
Indian Drugs Act is iDiperatively needed. 

The Indian pharmaccpmia to be statutorily publish!Jd under the proposed 
Indian Drugs Act, like the pharmaccpmias of the western countries, shall eon
tain explicit and detailed descriptions, tests and standards of purity of each 
and every drug and preparations thereof. The first Indian Pharmacopmia 
wall be the standard guide for all manufacturing chemists and druggists 
throughout India. 

PaTt 3.-Pharmacopalia Indica 

I have hinted that the passing of an all-India Drugs Act is an imperative 
necessity; and I have also hinted that there should be provisions in that 
all-India Act for the publication, as soon as feasible, either of an all
India Pharmaccpmia or, in the first instance of several different Provin
cial PharmacopCJlias, simultaneously. If an all-India Pharmacopmia. is to 
be issued, it should contain a proviso authorizing different provinces to issue 
supplemental local pharmaccpmias. For purposes of my recommendations, 
I shall keep in view an all-India Pharmacopmla and suggestions made there
for shall apply equally to Provincial Pharmacopmias. 

The following subjects should be included in the pharmacopmia:-
(1) Such drugs and preparations of the British Pharmacopmia as have 

been found suitable and useful for India. 
(2) Such preparations from other foreign pharmacopmias as may b~ 

deemed suitable for India. 
(3) Such indigenous drugs (animal, mineral and vegetable) from Ayur

veda. Yunani or Hakeemi treatises as are being used in this country for 
ages and have stood the test of clinical trials. 

The standard of purity and chemical tests for every drug should be 
laid down. In the section describing the "egetable indigenous drugs the 
following items should be clearly set forth:-

(i) A true and detailed ecientific description of each materia medica. 
, (ii) Vernacular names of each, as prevalent in the different provinces 
ill India. 

(iii) Habitat, i.e., the places where the drug plants grow natura.lly or 
are cultivated. Srecifio mention should be made of cultivational charac
teristics, if any, 0 the parts of the plant useful in medicine; of the Beason 
during which the collection should be made to get the properly matured 
drugs: and of the way in which it should be stored. 

(iv) Chemical composition of the' drugs should be given as clearly as 
possible and special mention, should be made of the, Ilctive principle or 
principles of the drugs, if any. A etandard· of potency is to be fixed, on 
the basis of the presence of the alkaloids or glucoside or whatever it may be. 

For making the drug official in the Indian Pharmacopmias the lowest 
and highest standard of potency (limit of potency) should be clearly laid 
down as well as the form in which it is to be nsed medicinally. 
, (v).Toxicity, i.e., safety limit of pharmacological activity should be laid 

down -as far as possible, and the relation' of toxicity to the perCentage of 
the 'active chemical ingredients present in' a drug should be laid down, 
if and where possible; 

(vi) Therapeutic u.e •. -Although it is not cnstomary with the pharma
ropmias of other countries, to give the action and therapeutic indications, 
I think it is imperatively necessary in our first venture to include these 
In ~mall types. (with refer:ences to standard. works). This will lielp the 
medIcal men usmg the IndIan grown drugs wIth, confidence thereby paving 
the way to mlLke India independent about her IDeaical supplies in the future. 
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(vii) P'Ublication.-Thepharmacopooia should be published, in EngJi8h. 
Evel')T qualified medical pra~titionershould have the l'ight freely to publish, 
translate and annotate it. " " 

(viii) An' appenu1x SilOUld be' il~cIude(l' descl'ibing the lllod~s .fof I)nl
parations (such as pulvel'isation, extraction, decoction, infusion~' etc.) 
Description and illustrations of slllall handy appliances that can 118, manu: 
factured here should be inclui;led. , 

By introducing this chapter on magisterial pharmacy, gre~t impet~ 
wiIlbe given to thtl medical illen to make their own preparations from crude 
drllg.9 at a nominal 01' no expen.'1e. 

APPENDIXC 

Special memoranda and 'ext;riLCts from an8~ers 

(1) 
B,y the Bombay Medical Union, Bombay 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your circular ietter, dated 
the 2nd September 1930, with a copy of the questionnaire issued by your 
Oommittee for the members of the medical profession, and to say that the 
question' under refel'Cnce has often been discussed by my Committee as 
well a8 by the general body of the Bombay Medical Union in one fomi or 
another. My Committee are, therefore, glad that the Central G1Jvernment 
are moving in the matter in consultation with the Local Governments, and 
hope that the Drugs Enquiry Oommittee will be able to recommend a compTe
hensive policy to G1Jvernment on the lines suggested hereun<ler, and that 
G1Jvernment will take speedy measures to bring the recommendations of 
the Committee into early effect. This is necessary as we are~already about 
two generations behind the other countries in taking action in the matter. 
My Committee' do not propose to go into the reasons for such delay on the 
part of Government in taking recourse to steps which would have put 
the use of drugs under effective control in this country, but 'they cannot 
help but feel, that the medical advisers of Government have l'ieen negligent 
in the effective plll'lmit of this matter. 

PART I 
2. Before answering the questionnaire, my Committee woul<1 liko to mak-! 

a few general observations on the terms of reference to the Drugs Enquiry 
Committee. , 

_ 3. It appears from the report of H. M. Senior Tl'8de CommisSioner for 
India and Ceylon for the year 1928-29, ~hat the following drugs and, medi
ciilescosting ahout Rs. 2,01,84,000 durIng the course of tbat year were 
imported into India. The principal items included in the' trade are ali 
follows'-

Names of oountriei frtlm 
Ooat in lakhs ' whioh they are principally 

Name of droga. 
of rupees , ,'imported.,' , 
(in round 
flg.ares). From United I From nthft 

I Kingdom. ' OOllDtries. 

'. Re. aa., RW. 

Ca"'tbor •• ., •• .., •• lI7,52,000 2,000 ~7./)0,000 
Ood' iver oil ," .. ;, ~" 1,80,000, " 81,000 19,008 
Morphina Rnd preparations lif morphia 

1,86,000 1,b~,000 lI7,OoO' aDd or-illlD ., .. .. .. 
Proprie!ar~ and Patent medicine8 ., 42,8f,000 23,13,000 '111,11,000 

Quintne an til '. • •• .. .. 2','7,000 14,9/),000 ' ,11,62,000 

" 
1,0',3/),000 'S,99,OOO ' '1i6,36,000 Ot.her sorte of d fuga and mad.ioines. , ---- ---,---,Total, .. 2,01,Bf"OOO ' 88,99,000 1,12186;800, 

.. ; " J '. ;'~' .' J , / 
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4. It will, therefore, be realized that the major portion of importS, 
excluding camphor, amounting to RB. 88,99,000, come from the, United 
Kingdom. In a way, this is unfortunate, because though a Sale of Food 
and Drugs Act doee exist in that country, that, Act is not made applicable, 
to exporta of drugs, etc., from that country to India and other places, with 
the _nlt, that there is no surety or warranty that all the drugs, etc., 
~ported into India fr,!m the yn~ted Kingdom have thatlurity of compo
~ltlOI[' aad standard whIch are lDS18ted upon for ~ugs use in 'that country 
Itself under the Sale of Food and Drugs Act. It 18 well known that certain 
firma abroad specialwe in the export of drugs especially manufactured for 
the Indian and the other Eastern markets, and, as some of these' firms do 
not always export articles of standard quality, but mainly with a view 
to selling them at competitive rates, the effect produced on the, articles of 
local manufacture is bound to be deleterious, in that they cannot be always 
of standard quality, if they have to compete against aduIterated articles or 
articles of cheap quality and packing dumped into the country. It is, there
fore, highly essential in the interest of the publio as well as of maintaining a 
high standard of quality in the drugs and medicines manufactured locally, 
that an effective control should be exercised to prohibit the import of drugs 
which are below the standard of purity and composition' laid down for 
Buch drugs in the country of origin. It may be stated that, as against 
the law in the United Kingdom and other countries, to whom also the 
above remarks apply more or less, the United States of America' have ,a 
better type of legislation in this respect. By the pure Food and Drugs 
Act of 1906 and subsequent amendments, all drugs manufactured in the 
United States, whether they are for use locally or for export aliroad, have 
to be of the strength and quality prescribed under the-Act. My Committee 
are, therefore, emphatically of opinion that, both in the interest of the 
publio 8B well 8B the profession, some such, Act is necessary to control the 
quality and strength of drugs, etc., either imported inw or manufactured 
in this country. My Committee believe that without proper legislation such 
an' evil cannol! be controlled. As this country is subdivided into British 
India and I.ndian India (i.e., Indian States), it would be necessary for the 
legislation to provide for the control of' drugs and chemicals, whether 
imported directly through the ports of British India, or indirectly through 
the porta of the Indian States, as well as of the'drugs, etc., manufaill;ured 
in the country, so that, in practice" the. provisions .of the :rure Drugs Act 
may not be evaded. In this connexion, it is, necessary to make clear that 
my Committee are, in favour of enacting a pure Drugs Act only for th~ 
country, and not a combined Food and Drugs Act, as is the case in the 
United Kingdom and some other countries. This recommendation is made 
in view of the peculiar conditions of India, ,and. in ,view.'of tEe' fact, that 
the a88ay and analysis of drugs, chemicals and 'therapeutic substances would 
ft'quire a specialized study. The Pure Drugs Act would need to be an AH~ 
Tndia Act, while the Pure Foods Act can be passed by the Provincial Coun~ 
cilN. 'As a matter of fact, the Bombay Pr.evel)tion of Adulteration Act was 
enacted in 1925 with a view to preventing the sale of the adulterated foeds 
in the Presidency. In the case of proprietary foods, etc., designed ,f~r 
invalids and infants and utilized medicinally, it would be, however, desi
rable to bring them under the purview of the Pure Drugs Act. 

o. For the' effective control of drugs, 'chemicals, etc., either imported 
into the country or manufactured locally, it would be necessary to hav'! 
one central laboratory and three or four smaller laboratories in important 
centree for the testing of drugs, etc. My Committee are of opinion that 
in view of the fact that Bombay is the principal centre of import of drugs, 
etc., the central laboratory should be located in or near Bombay, and. the 
branch laboratories at important centres like Madras, Calcutta, Lahore, 
etc. . The laboratories should be in the charge of experts in cliemical analysis 
8B well 8B in bio-chemical methods of testing drugs. These officers should be 
recruited 'fop their specifio qualifications, and not drafted, in accordance 
with the hitherto pernicious system, or Government, fTom ,the Indian Medical 
8f>rvioe. ,. , 

6. With reg~rd to the p'rovisiollS of a Pure Drul!!s Act! fo,' the 'ooimtTVj 
my Committee a1'8 fll"IIlly of opinion that nopiec('lJ1e~l legislation will tackle 

29 
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the problem effectively. A oomprehensive Act would be necessary and' u h 
an, Act should oontain provisions for-. s c 

(1) "guaranteeing the purity and strength of drugs, 
(2) the prevention of adulteration' ' 

,(8) the inclusion of .the so-called therapeutic substances referred to in 
the Therapeutic Substances Act of the United Kingdom' 

(4) the .control of prop~ietary and .pate~t medicines, including proi' 
prletary foods delllgned for invalIds and infants etc used 
m~~icina~ly, and of :ill'o~r!etary and patent applia'nces ;" . 

(5) the, .lUcluslon of such prOVISions as are found in tlie Poisons and 
Pllarmacy Acj;s of the United Kingdom. 

A comple~ control over the import~tion, manufacture and sale of dl"llgs 
. of every variety oould thus be accomplished under a single Act. 

TeTm8 of reference 

. 7. With regard to the first term of reference to the Drugs Enquil'Y 
Committee, it is diffieult for my Committeo to say to what exact extent 
phar!ll&COpalial drugs and chemicals of impure quality or defective strength 
are Im~rte~ into the. country, but the g;eneral opinion of. tTie members of 
~he- Unton. 18 that qUite a good proportlOn of such drugs and chemicals 
Imported ~n the coll.ntry wo~ld come ~nder this category. Likewise, it 
may 1Je Bald that qUite a fall' proportIOn of drugs manufactured in the 
eouatry is either of impure quality or defective strength. As regards the 
knoWJl and approved medicinal preparations other than those mentioned 
in the pharmaoopOlia, my Committee are of opinioB that the reoommenda
tions: previo1lS1y made in paragraph 6 should apply equally to such prepa.
rations. - The latter part of the second term of l'eference seems somewhat 
ambiguous - and my Committee would therefore desire to state that· the 
recommendatiollS regarding the testing of drugs, etc., should equally. apply 
to'medicines manufactured locally from indigenous drugs and chemicals. 
In case your Committee desire also to convey by indigenous drugs and- chemi
cals the inclusion of Ayurvedic and Unani medicines, my Committee would 
desire to make the following observations to clear their position. 

8. It is well knowll that several hundreds of herbs grow wild in the fCJ'ests 
of India, which are utilised by vaidyas and hakeems in their ministrations. 
Iii addition t. this, they also llse chemicals and -animal products. The 
questioB naturally arises as. to whether there are in existence any tests, 
Iltaooardized or otherwise, by .which many of those herbs, etc., can he 
identified, as is done in the case of the drugs of the British pharmacopOlia. 
In . case, no such tests exist for the standardization of all these indigenoull 
drugs, my Committee are of opinion that such an absence of adequate test~ 
should be made no excuse for leavilll! things as they are, and perpetuating 
the menace to public health in the -shape of .adulterated ,or deteriornte<l 01' 

otherwise dangerous drugs -used in the practice of vaidyas and, hakeem~. 

9. As is ,well known, a very large ,proportion of the population, pal·ti" 
cularly in the villages and small towns, resort to these indigenous systell'lS of 
tl·es.tment. Though statistics as to the quantity of the different kinds of 
drugs manufactured locally are not available, the figures of the i.mport of drugs 
and medicines given abave indicate that drugs, etc.,. used 111 the -mod~I'n 
line' of treatment can be resorted to by a small proportlOn of tlie population 
only.' Hence it follows that, if any legislation is undertaken for insuring 
the purity of drugs it should not be confined to drugs used by one small 
section of the popuiation. viz., those resorting to the Allopathio system of 
treatment only. As to how the drugs, etc., prescribed or manufaCtured 
accoluing to the indigenous systems of medicine could be tested; my' Com
mittee have no suggestions to offer as they have practically no' lmowledge 
of these systems -of medicines or of their pharma~pOlia'- But. it' is' well 
known that a number of these herbs and drugs have been testeClby Tarious 
Government Officers and non-officials in India in the past, 8S shown iii the 
reports of the Indigenoua Drugs Committee, and such other oommittees, 
and are also- being tested at present to some extent in India, and in various 
Continental laboratories, particularly in Germany and in the trnited States. 

"to 
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It.mould, therefore, not be difficult or beyond the resources of modern 
science to investig..te into. the composition of these drugs and to IIt·and. 
ardise tests for their effectiveness. Theee dl'ugs should also 6e tested and 
a;t&ndardised on the Ayurvedic or Unani methods of standardization 
tI'herever possible. A general suggestion may, therefore, be offered, that 
the propose.d Pu~ Drugs Act sh0!1ld be subdivill:ed into several-parts; e.g., 
.art 1 de~h~ w~th B.P. }lreparatlons:. par~ 2 WItJ.! The~apeutic Substances; 
part 3 :WIth mdlgenous, I.e., AyurvedlC or.Unaru medICines; part 4 with 
oommopatbic, ~io-chemic. or any other systet.,n. of medicine. practi~ed in 
IndIa; part 5 With propnetary and patent medlcmes and apphances whether 
Allopa~hic,' .Ayun;edic or U~a~i; part 6 with poisons, and with Pharmacy 
and With dlsl>ensmg of medicines' of all classes; and part 7 WIth DangeroUl; 
Druga Act. 

10. With regard to part 3 of the Act, referred to above, my Committee 
are strongly of opinion that an Indian Ayurvedic and Unani Pharma
copwia tihould be compiled. To that end, a Board or Boards of Ayurvsdic 
and Unani medicines should .be created. Such a Board or Boards should 
be assigned the duty of compiling their respective pharmacopoaias, in 
important Indian languages, on the lines of the British and other·Pharma
copO!ias. Such a Board would also lay down tests for most of tlie Ayurvedic 
and Unani medicmes in common use among the vaidyas and hakeems. 
The foundation of an authoritative Indian PharmacopO!ia woul(l thus·be laid. 
Sueh a book ean then be made a text-book in Ayurvedic and Unani medical 
achoolli, and it would be also an authoritative work of reference. It. would 
be also of help to the Allopathic practitioners. Another Board will need 
likewise to be created for an Indian Pharmacopoaia on the Allopathic 
Iystem. . 

11. With regard to the third term of ~ference, my. Committee believe 
that there can ·be no two opinions on restricting the profession of pharmacy 
to qualified persons.' In this' connexion, my Committee al" Of opinion that 
this term should be used in a wide 881188, i.e., in' addition to dispell6ers 
including the training of pharmaceutical. cbemiats aud phumaoologil!ots 
because without such wel1-trained perBenllel, it would. not be possible' to 
ntilize the enormous raw material that exists in India for the manufac
ture of druga, and which is at present. exported abroad and brought. back 
to India in the form of manufactured drugs at high cost. My Committee 
believe that. the best method of assuring the purity of dl"1lgs, etc., is by 
manufacturing them in this country with the help of trained staff and 
under 'adequate 8upervision. And the' lessons learot in the last War· witlt 
regard to. the disgraceful dependence of India on drugs imported from 
abroad 'should not be forgotten; A similar state of helplessneu sltould. not 
be allowed to happen again. This can only be done by developing the 
pharmaceutical industry in the country. Certain aspects of this question 
me,y . alllO need to be referred by· Goveroment to the Tariff Boalu. My 
Coml~it.tee are. therefore, of opinion- . 
. .(1) that a College of Pharmacy' with a Research Department to train 
aad turD ont efficient pharmacists should be established in each provincial 
l'8pital city. or as many of them as possible; . 

(2) that in addition to the usual syllab~s i~ such colleges, the C~l
culum .mould include (0) the study of the Biological methods. of pn:Parmg 
and of standardizing therapeutic substances, and (b) also, If pOSSible, a 
atudy of the Ayurvedic and Unani d~gs in ~mon use;. . 

(3) that 's degree in pharmaceutical chemlBtry and a diploma . m 
phanJlacy should be instituted in the different Universities. In this· con~ 
nesion. my Committee are' happy' to note that •. at the .. Co1?-f~renee of the 
Delegates of the Medical Faculties of the Indian UmV8rBltleB, that wal 
convened in May 1930 by the UlJiversity of Bombay, the· conference unani
lllouaiy resolved m favour of lIuch a course. This .resoluti~ reads as under:--

.. This Conference recommends that, With a view to encouragmg 
I1UiUufactul'& of .drugs and other medical specialities 0';1 a aeie.ntific: .. basiS 
ill India, arrangements· 8ho~ld be !Dade by the. In~lan Umv«:rBltl88 to 
.tart .. lIOune in 'pharmaceutICalchemlstry, and to Institute a speCIal degree 
a.ad diploma in the same subject." . 

'(4) that &I regards pharmaceutical chemistry, the course should be 
open to those graduates who have taken their degrees in cTiemistry and 
botany,the course ·extending to a period of two years, theexI,'mination 
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being taken eithcl' by il. thesis or otherwise, the degrees being designated 
M.Ph.C.. (Master of Pharmaceutical Chemistry). It may be stated that 
there ,,:"ill nee~ to be ~eparat~ courses of study for analytical as well as 
synthetiC chemIStry, With a view to providing for advanced and research 
work in the country on' both these lines; , 
. . '(5) that the courses of study for the Diploma in Pharmacy (L.Ph.) 
will be open to those who are matriculates or have passed a corresponding 
examination, and will .extend to a period of two to three years. In 
future, persons with such degrees or diplomas should alone be eligible to 
be licensed as 'Pharmacists' or as 'Chemists and Druggists', to- which 
a reference, is made lower down. 

12. It will thUj! be seen that my Comillittee's recommendations include 
provision for three different types of courses of study, viz.-

(1) Dispensers or compounders. 
(2) Pharmacists or "chemists, and druggists." 
(3) Pharmaceutical chemists (analytical as well as sYJlthetic). 

13. By the provision of instruction as is roughly outlined above, llluny 
advantages will accrue. In the first place, pharmacy will have attained a 
high status, instead of being absolutely in the back-waters as it is at present 
Secondly~ a new avenue of work will be made available for a large nnmlier 
of young persons, so that a fair number of our educated unemployed will 
be provided for with the means of livelihood in an honourable profession. 
Thirdly, it will assure the possibility of utilizing the existing raw material for 
manufacturing drugs in the country, and of supervising tneir manufacture, 
and thus of supplying the market with purer drugs than will be the case 

'otherwise. Fourthly, research on an extensive scale will thus be possible. 

14. Before replying in detail to the questionnaire-Part 2- it would be 
perhaps desirable to go into greater details, regarding the creation of the 
class' of 'pharmacists or chemists and druggists' referred to above. My 
Committee are of opinion that directly the training of pharmacists is brought 
into effect, it would be necess,ary to maintain a register of duly qualified 
pharmacists and that such a register should be maintained by a newly formed 
.Pharrpaceutical Council or f,'ociety endowed with requisite powers and 
authority like those of the Pharmaceutical Society of £he United Kingdom. 
Subsequent to the creation of the register, the title of pharmacist or chemist 
and dl'Uggist should be reserved for registered persons only an exception 
being, made, in the case of firms or corporate bodies who should be allowed 
the ,use of the designation, 'Chemists and druggists,' on condition that the 
.hop or dispensary of such corporated bodies is in charge of a duly qualified 
and registered pharmacist. It would likewise be necessary to issue licences 
for tue practice of pharmacy or the sale or manufacture of drugs and poisoll8 
to registered pharmacists only, and to corporate bodies employing such 
registered pharmacists. The power to issue' such licences shoUld' be given 
to a competent authority like the Pharmaceutical Society referred to above, 
which should also have the power oj cancelling the licencll after due warn
ing, on a proof of sale or manufacture of drugs which are adulterated or 
sub-standard and likewise, for the sale of poisons to unauthorized persons I 
and on prooi of failure to observe any provision of the Pure Drugs Act when 
enacted. ' 

'15. My Committee desire to point out that, so far as their information 
goes, ,there are not more than six or seven qJUalified pharmacists or chemists 
and druggists in a big city like Bombay ~ and thus, the trade is in the hands 
of certain traders or merchants, who confess that they know nothing alM!ut 
the drugs and poisons they sell, except the ~rice. The only guarantee they 
give

1 
is the label marked' B.P.' by the foreign or local manufact~rers •. Aa 

we' ave already seen above, t.he words .' B'.P.' are really a mIsbranding 
in some' cases; indulged in by unscrupulous manufacturers, who stamp even 
adulterated drugs with the .letters' B.P.' My. Committee h~ve no desire 
to inflict unnecessary hardship on so-called chemiSts and druggiSts of to-day, 
but they would like to recommend that as soon as a College of Pharmac1 is 
established and trained diplomats or graudates are turned out in sufficlent 
numbers,' ;ay within the fir~t seven. years, it should ~ m!,de obligatory .for 
every individual or corporatIOn tradlDg under the designatIOn of ~harmaclSts 
or chemists and druggists to employ a trained pharmacist in hIS trade or 
,hop. In this way, a double l?urpose will be served; ,our .young men will 
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get employment; and the public and the profession will be protected against 
the dangers of unqualified persons dispensing any adulterated drugs or 
medicines without any lmow1edge or responsibility. -

16 •• From the foregoing, it will be seen that my Committee desh'e to look 
at the whole problem of supplying pure drugs to the public from a compre
hensive point of view, and would, therefore, urge that no piecemeal legIsla
tion would serve the purpose in view. The various recommendations of my 
Committee are, therefore, interdependent, and unless these are adopted iu 
toto, the enactment of merely a • Pure Drugs Act ' for India will be a failure. 
'l'he training of pharmacists and the pharmaceutical chemists is thus an 
_ntial factor in aSBuring the supply of pure drugs to the public, and that 
is why my Committee have gone at such length into the question. 

17. My Committee do not propose to enter at length into the question 
oC the cost, etc., of establishing the -Colleges of Pharmacy in the ·country. 
l"or this, both Government as well as private philanthropists will have to bear 
their respective shares. Where there is a will there is a way, and it is hoped 
that the bogey of financial Btringency will not be raised in this regard. A 
number of -local institutions already exist, where, with proper co-operation 
Dnd organization, instruction on the lines suggested above,. could be ~parted 
Dt a I'easonably small cost. In Bombay itself, there arc three institutions 
which could .be utilized for the purpose, viz., (1) the Grant Medical College 
aud Sir J. J. Hospital, (2) the Seth Govardhandas Sunderdas Medical College 
and K.E.M. Hospital, and (3) the National Medical College and Bai 
Yamunabai Nair Hospital. The Ia.;t-named institution will have the added 
advantage, that the Pharmaceutical Works of Messrs.N. Powell & Co., 
who manufacture various drugs on a large scale,. are near at hand, 80 that 
the studentil can have the added benefit of learning the process of manu
facture and of testing drugs on a lal'ge scale. My Committee would, 
therefore, urge the establishment of a College of Pharmacy in Bombay 
without any delay, and without waiting for the enactment of a Pure Drugs 
Act referred to above. 

18. As regardB instruction in pharmaceutical chemistry, my Committee 
are of opinion that such a course could well be started in Bombay at the 
Royal Institute of Science, the Haffkine Institute, and at the various Medical 
Colleges. As a matter of fact) the University of Bombay have already 
moved in the matter of impartmg instruction in chemical technology,< and 
it is suggested that provision for illstruction ill pharmaceutical chemistry 
should be included in the proposed scheme for Chemical Technology. Hitherto, 
we have dealt with the terms of reference in general, and have avoided 
entering illto details with one or two exceptions. We wish to point out 
that what haa gone before should be read in conjunction with what follows, 
in order to form a correc.:t idea of our recommendations, and of the arguments 
on which. they are based • 

• 
PART 2 

. l(eplie. to t1~e queationnaire for the medical profeuion 

19. QU6Ition I.-Yes. We have had plenty of occasions to think that our 
patients are getting drugs and chemicals of defective strength and impure 
quality •. 
, 20 .. Que,tion 2.-1t would not be' possible to describe peI'sonal experience 
of a large number of the members of our Union regarding the adulteration 
or illferior Ijjualityof medicinal preparations, or to give details. However, 
we wish to point out that, in t.he foregoing statement,. we have tried to 
convey 38 fully as possible our views in the matter of impuI'e drugs of 
»harmacopoeial preparations, Bnd that as to the majority of the proprietary 
and patent preparations, there are neither tests nor description of the 
contents given by many manufacturers,with the result that we can give no 
opinion as to their quality. But we have no doubt that some of these pre
parations are sold ill the market either adulterated or of inferior quality, 
for -lack of legislative control. 1'hese remarks apply equally to pharma
copellial and proprietary preprations, either of Indian manufacture or 
imported. . 

21. QUeation a.-With regard to the biological products offered for sale 
in India

l 
my Committee are of opinion that there is no guarantee of purity, 

1101' Bgallllit loss of potency, Which may - be . du~ to the peculiar cl~atic 



conditions in ~ndj"a" or "the method of storage of these products in. ttiis 
country .. In big Clt16'l like BOlDbay~ where refrigerators have been installed 
comparat~vely recently, ,and, in the .case of ~he ~nanufa?t:Ul"ers of the well
known blands, the ~oss of potency due to clImatiC conditIOns may he more 
or less guarded ~gamst. But the same cannot be said of all firms nor of 
the .prod~cts whICh are sto:ed ·and sold in shops up-country, where no 
refngeratmg an;angement IS possible. 

22. We have sufficient reason to believe that often enough the bi~logical 
products that are sold in ~h~ market are not of the proper strength. In 
some cas~" such preparatIOns ~ave been found in decomposed condition 
and unfit for use. We would pomt out here, that, in addition to biological 
products, the colloid prepa!"atio1ts are. also no~ fou.nd ~o be of proper .strength 
and that they are also subject to rapid detenoratlOn m the climate of India 
,and have thus to be guarded against. ' 

23. Q!,.es~ion 4.-My Co~itt~ al:e d~fillitely of opinion, as has been 
already mdicated above, that legIslatIOn IS absolutely necessary to control 
~e ,potency and purity of dl"UgS and chemicals manufactured locally and 
Imported from abroad, for the protection of the public aad the needs of the 
profession. 

24. As ~o the potency, etc., of drugs imported fro~ foreign countries; 
we have pomted out that, except the U.S.A., many foreign countries~ to OUl· 
knowledge! do not guarante~, either the potency or the purity of drugs, stc.

t exported from those countrIes, and further that the words C B.P.' printe!1 
on the label are not always a real guarantee either of potency or purity m 
the contents of the bottle. In this connexion, my Committee would make 
the following suggestions: - , 

(1) That, under the Pure Drugs Act, there should be absolute prohibi
tion of the Import of any drugs, chemical or. therapeutic agent,. whether 
pharmacopwial or not, whether proprietary or patent or not, which does not 
bear the certificate or the guarantee of potency or purity, signed by the 
competent authority of the country of export, with a declaration that the 
particular article certified for export is of the standard potency and purity 
prescribed in the Pure Foods and Drugs Act or any such Act of the country 
of ol·igin, and further that the date of manufacture marked on the label 
is correct. It will thus be seen that, (lUI' proposal lays down clearly that 
no druo. which is unsaleable in the country of origin under its own laws, caB 
be ellO:ported or dumped into this country. The penalty for misbranding 
01· false declaration should be confiscation by our Custorns~ Excise or other 
competent authority, prescribed under the proposed c' Pure Drugs Act,' India'; 
and fine 1)1' imprisonment for the importer, on proof of guilt, or revocation 
of his Jicence. We would suggest a further precaution, that every bottle or 
packet should bear on the label before its issue from the customs house:- " 

(1) the declaration of purity described above, ' . 
(2) the date of manufacture in the country of export, 
(3) the date of arrival in India 
(4) the probable date of expiry of its full potency or of any particular 

extent of potency. 
25. The above precautions apply to the drugs, etc., imported into the 

country. Similar precautions would also be necessary in the case o~ drugs 
lind chemicals manufactured locally. It should also be noted that, Ul Borne 
cases, wholesale me~chants ord~r. large quantities of d!ugs, etc., in. ~ig 
containers from wblCh the medlcmes are measured out m small quantIties 
~nd bottl~d or packed here in India. While doing so, there is a grea\ 
possibility of adulteration 01· of short weight. This wi)l be guarded a~ainat 
by the issue of licences to every seller of drugs, who win be a pharmaCIst as 
described above and who will be held personally responsible for the nature, 
substance and the quality of the articles sold by him. With tbe trainIng 
aad employment. of. pharmacists, no plea of ig!1o:ance on the part of the 
untrained traders in drugs would then be permISSIble. 

26 My Committee would fu!"tber recommend that, under the proposed 
[ndia~ PUl"e Drugs Act, competent public ana!ysts w~n ne.ed to be appointed 
whose duty it will be to assay drugs, chemICal~, bIOlogICal pl'od~c~, etA!.; 
purchased by, special .inspectors, fol' whose appomtment also proVls~on'!"lD 
need to be made under the Pure Drugs ~ct. The drug~ ~d :the biOlogical 
products thus purchased from the chemiSts and druggISts stores or frolll 
shops by'the inspectors will be subject to analysis by public analysts a$ an;, 
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time. A check will tbul be maintained on druggists and chemists, as 
regards the purity and quality of drugs sold by them in the market. The 
method of eontrolling imported drugs can thus be summarized aB under:-

(1) The labels on the containers of drugs, etc., . must bear the declara
tion of purity, date of manufacture, etc., from the proper authority of the 
~untry of export, aB suggested above. 
. (2) Tae Customs authorities of the ports of entry must have the power 
under the A.ct to exclude or to confiscate such drugs aB are adulterated or 
misbranded or deleterious 01" which are found oli _ying to be sub-standard. 
For a proper functioning of this work, it will be necessary to organize and 
equip laboratories on an adequate scale for the chemical and biological 
testing of drugs, as without such proper assistance, it would be futile to 
p88B the • Act' or to endorse its provisi.ons. 

(3) The inspectors under the ' Pure Dr1!lgs Act' will take samples from 
$he shop. or stores for examination by the public analysts or any other 
competent authority under the Act. 

(4) Licensing of all dnig shops and stores, say within seven years of 
the passing of the said • Act,' by which time, they could all engage registered 
pharmacists referred to in paragraph 11 above. Holding the pharmacists 
responsible for the purity and potency of drugs for sale in the shop, and 
1088 of the licence on default and other penalties. under the Act would check 
adulteration. 
'. (5) Furthe!', it should. be o~n to any aggrieved person, who buys any 
drugs and has a reasonable suspICion to believe that he has been served with 
an adulterated or sub-standard drug, to have the right of having the parti
eular sample examined at a nominal fee by the Public Analyst or any other 
competent authority under the Act. In case, the complaint is found to he 
justifiable, the fee for such analysis' should be refunded. 

(6) From' what is stated above, it follows that the Pure Drugs Act in 
India should have reference not only to the purity of drugs imported into the 
country but. also of drugs. etc., which may be exported from India, in the 
aame way as is done in the case of exports of drugs, etc., under the Pure 
Fooll and Drugs Act of the United States of A!Derica, 

(1) It will be also not out of place to mention here that some kind of 
rontrol would he necessary ·over the pul"ity of raw material which are utilized 
in the local manufacture of drugs, etc. 

21 .. In the same way,. the recommendations 'for the control of drugs 
manufactured locally could be exercised by enforcing clauses 3, 4 and 5 
referred to in the preceding paragraph 26, with regard to imported drugs, etc. 
H would be further necessary to license the man'ufacturers, and no such 
licence should be issued unless the firm has on its staff one or more competent 
chemists or pharmacists holding such degIees or diplomas as are approved 
of by. the proposed Pharmaceutical Society under the· Act. The local 
manufacturers should also .be made to indicate on the labels of the containers 
of the drugs, (1) whether the particular preparation haB been standardized, 
either chemi(,31ly or biologically, (2) the date of the manufacture, and (3) 
the probable date of expiry of the potency of thl! dr,ogs, etc. 

28. Finally, my Committee would further recommend, in this connexion. 
that 88 the newspapers are knowingly or unknowingly aiding or abetting 
the fraudulent vendors of worthless or harmful medicin_both imported 
as well 88 locally mauufactured~me sort of check is necessary on the 
adllerti,ement 0/ medicinu. Without such check there will be no real control 
over the activities of unscrupUlous vendors. . 

29. Quution. 5 and6.-My Committee are of opinion that the control of 
~herapeutio agents on the lines enacted in such countries as Great Britain, 
U.S.A., etc., or on the .lines laid down by the Health Organiozation of the 
League of Nations, is not only equally desirable, but also essential in the 
interests of the public aB well as of the profession. In 80 far 88 practical 
anggeatioDB are required, we have already suggested in the foregoing para
graph. 6 and 9 that. instead of having pie~emeal legislation, the proposed 
I'llre .Drllgs Act for India. should be comprehensive and include provisions 
for. the control· of therapeutic substances. Further, that the provisions of 
such an Act eanflot be en/Of'ced without a properly equippej central 
Jaho~tory-paragr!lpbs 5 and 26-and a competent Btaft',' and lookincat 
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th~ va~ a~ea, of India, each major province should be self-contained, and 
maI!ltam l,ts own laboratory for two distinct purposes, vi'Z., (a) for the 
tes~lI~g of samples of dr~gs, etc., as a measure of control, and (b) to institute 
traml~g a,nd research In t~e manufacture, analysis and synthesis of drugS 
and bIOlogICal products. It IS not necessary to repeat here that no distinction 
wha~ver should be made in the control of potency and purity of drugs and 
chemICals and of therapeutic substances, and further that, whatever; recom
mend!l-tions are made by us in reply to question 4 should also apply to 
questIon 5. , ' 

80. Question 7.-'--'We have no knowledge l'ega.rding the standardization 
of various preparations made from drugs used in the indigenous medicines 
but my Committee feel that" unles.~ adequate laboratories are started fo; 
such work in the case of Ayurvedic and Unani preparatiollS according to 
their systems or otherwise, no standardization of these drugs can 'really be 
possible on any effective' scal_paragraphs 9' and 10. Some members of the 
medical profession and of our Union do use some such preparations- but 
it is not possible to, give any details regarding them. 

31. Que .• tion B.-My Committee are not in a position to give mIy 
detailed information in this regard, but it is our impression that such pre
paratiollS have proved on many occasiollS either ineffective or harmful. 
The question, of controlling these preparatiollS has been discussed in 
paragraph 25, eto., above, which may be referred to. My Committee are 
of opinion- that efforts should be made to establish standardized tests for 
these preparations-paragraphs 9 and H)-and to train, examine, license 
and register the pharmacists and dispellSers for Ayurvedic and Unani 
drugs so that there should be no difference so far as the control of the 
purity of drugs is 'concerned, be they of the allopathic or of indigenous 
systems. ' , 

32. Question 9.-The increasing sale of proprietary medicines, parti
cularly those with secret formullB is a menace to public health. These 
drugs' further cause a drain on the 'slender resources of most of those using 

,them. In the opinion of 'my Committee, the sale of proprietary, medi
cines which show no formulre of their composition, whether imported or 
manufactured locally, should be absolutely prohibited. A crusade against 
such drugs was raised in the U.S.A., under the caption of ,the C Wicked 
Frand of Patent Medicines in America' or C the Great American Fraud' 
by S. M.' Adams, and much benefit to the public resulted from its scath-, 
ing exposure. Similarly, was exposed C The Patent Medicine Fraud in 
Australia' by B. Grace. In England., an nicessant war has been waged 
against the use of proprietary drugs oy the British Medical Association, 
wh;ch has 'nublished, two bookR~ viz., C Secret Remedies, what thev cost 
snd what they contain,' and 'More Secret Remedies.' The question of 
the use of 'such proprietary medicines has also been raised in the House 
of Commons, and a Select Committee was appointed in 1914 to consider 
this matter. The cc Proprietary Medicines Bill," based on the rellol't 
of this Committee, was introduced in the House of Lords in 1920, but hither
to it has not been passed into an Act. It would be difficult to say to what 
extent,' the influence of the magnates or profiteers fattening on the sale 
of the proprietary drugs was responsible for the undue delay in the passaga 
of this Bill into an C Act.' 

33. In many civilized countries, legislative measures have already beeR 
passed for the ~ontrol. of the nefarious .traffic in such. ~rugs. T~e same 
should be done In India, and my CommIttee are of OpInIOn that It would 
be absurd in the highest degree to control only the imported or the locally 
manufactured phannacopooial drugs, chemicals etc., and to leave alone 
t,ne lll"om'iet,llry drugs. of which we have a plethora in India,' costin!!: ahout 
'as. 43,00,000 annually, Great Britain contributing to the import into 
India of proprietary drugs, of the value of Rs. 23,00,000 per annum. 
Besides the harmfulness or uselessness of Bome of these drugs, it is well 
worth rememberin/! that the import of the proprietary drugs is a great 
financial loss to the country. It has been estimated in the • 8E>cret 
Remedies' and C More Secret Remedies.' referred to above, that the pro
prietary and patent drugs ~enerally c?St the manufacturers one hundredth 
of their market value, I.e., llrOPl"letary drugs of the face value of 
Rs. 42,84,000 or roughly Rs. 43,00,000, imported into the CQuntry, though 
actuaUy costing only about Rs. 43,000 lead to the drain of almost that 
afllount, i.e., nearly Re. 42,41,000 from, thi~ country, "nd for which 



the' eoDntry gets .im08t worthless stuff in return. The same criticism, 
applies likewise to patent medicines manufactured in India. Legislation 
will be needed to control these drugs, whether imported or manufactured 
locally, 

34;' The heat way to deal with the traffic in proprietal"!' and pateiltdruga 
is ,to abolish their import or' manufacture altogether; No doubt, this 
eourse is frought with difficulties but "the question needs to be carefully 
tackled. It wauld not be out of place 'to quote here the definition of 
proprietary medicines or applianCllll. "l'hese mean 'any chemical,' drug 
or limitar preparation or appliance used in- the treatment of diseases, 
if BUch an article is protected against free eompetition as to name, pro
duct. composition or process of ,manufacture hv sp.crecy, patent, cop:<,
right or trade mark or by any other means.' For their effective control, 
it wonld be necessary either to pass a separate 'Proprietary Medicines 
.let,', or preferably to include the necessary provisions as a part of the 
• Pure Drugs Act' for India. As in the case of pharmacopooial dtugs
paragl-aph 26-the method of controlling' the proprietary medicine and 
applianCllll . may be summarized as .follows:-

(1) The labels on the containers of drugs or applianCllll should bear 
the declaration of the competent Health authority of the coun'fry of 
origin, as 'to the purity and potency of the drugs, etc., which. constitute 
the proprietary remedies or appliances, and certify that the said medi
cine or appliance is permitted to be sold in the country of origin under 
the existing laws of the country, and that the same is not harmful or 
danger01Jll to the public who buy and use it. The labels should bear ,the 
p1'Obable date of eXTliry of the potency. etc., of th .. drug. If, in any parti
cular case, where the manufacturer states that the article contains some 
unknown medicine, then he should be compelled to declare on the label 
or in au attached leaflet, any special test for this drug or any, method 
of its Itandardizatiou to enable any public analyst to carry out the 
necessary test for its identification. ' ' 

(2) The Customs authority of the ports of India, where these pro. 
prietary medicines and applianCllll are unshipped, will !have and shall 
exercise the power under the Aet to exclude or confiscate such proprietary 
articles as are misbranded or bogus, and which are found: on assay to' be 
lub-standard or adulterated, etc. , 

(:l) The Inspectors uTlder the Act will take samples from the shops 
for examination, etc., under the Act. 

,(4\ The sale of proprietary medicines and appliances should, like 
that of other medicines, etc., be in the hands of registered pharmacists, 
or corporations employing registered pharmacists holding licences under 
the Act. The pharmacist, who sells such proprietary articles, would be 
held r8llPonsibie for the purity, etc., of the said articles, and be- deprived 
of his licence in case of default. 

(5) Finally, any aggrieved person who. buys such proprietary- medi
('in;'~. etc .• and hA-II rell.nn't ... heH .. v .. they IIl"6 adulterated or sub-stanilar~ 
or bogus, should have the rieht of having the particular sample examined 
lit a nominal fee by the public analyst or other competent authority under 
the ,Act. In case the complaint is found to be justifiable, the fee for 
auch analysis should be refunded. 
- (6) My Committee are of opinion that the foUolfing definition of mis
branding, in the case of both pharmacopooial drugs anil proprietary 
mpdi(';nes or appHBn<'8A. should he Rdnnted in th.. proposed Pure DrulZ~ 
and Pronrietary Mpdicina.. Act for India. That the term 'mishrandine;' 
as used herein, shall apply to all appliances, drugs or articles of food, f~r 
invalids (or articla.. which enter into the composition of such foods) the 
pack!1l!;e or label. of which sha!1 bea,: any statement; design or devi~· 1'e
!tardmg Buch articles. or the mgredlents or substances contained therein' 
which shall he false or misleadine; in any particular, and to any drug 0; 
product which is fRlsely branded as to the State, territory or· cOuntry 
in which and the date. on which it is manufactured or produced; Th"t 
for the J?urposes of thiS Kct, an article shall also be deemed to be mis
branded In the ~ase, of, dl'ugl!; 

, Fir.t ;...,..If it be an imitation of 01' I)ffered for 8111e nnder ~he np"lle 
Qf: another article. - .... -, ,. 
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, 'Bec()nd.-If the contents of the package as originally put up shall 
have been removed in whole or in part and other contents Jlhall have 
been placed in such package, or if the package fail to bear a statement, 
on the label, of the quantity or proportion of any alcohol, morphine, opium. 
hhang, charas. cocaine, heroin, alpha or beta-eucaine, chloroform, cannabis 
~ndica, chloral hydrate -or acetanilide, etc., or any derivative or prepa-
ration of any such substances contained therein. ' 
. Third.-If its package or label .shall bear or contain any statement,. 

design or device regarding the curative or therapeutic effect of such 
article or of any of the ingredients or substances contained therein which 
is in any manner deceptive, false or misleading. 
: .35. My Committee would like to point out that the laws relating to 
proprietary medicines, etc., _ in different countries vary to some extent, 
and. -particularlv, in relation 'to advertiRements· or ordinary as well as pro.. 
prilitary medicines and appliances. Thus,. in some countries advertise
ment is nhsolutely prohibited, while in some others it is regulated.' It 
would,' no douht. be IlU ideal thin!! to -.,...ohihit -them ahsolutelv I'ortif'nlarly 
in -the lay papers. But as the ideal will not be' achieved soon enough, we 
may suggest that the following methods may- be applied to control all 
advertisements whether appearing in lay or medical papers, -in leaflet, 
etc.,. distributed through the post office or by hand or on posters, on 
lJ~s.rdings, et!}: - ' - . 
. : -_ (1)- Both the printer and publisher should he held responsible and punish. 

sbJe for any advertisement which amounto; tn • miRbranding' a'l rl .. fined 
under this Act, or which is indecent, or which is dangerous to health or 
life, as in' the case of poisons, abortifacients, etc. -

(2) That all advertisements and sales of medi<:,ines (except the sale by 
a doctor's orders 'of medicines) purporting to cure the following diseases 
be prohibited: cancer, consumption, lupus.' deafness, diabetes. paralysis. 
fits -(epilepsy) locomotor ataxia, Bright's disease, rupture (without opel' .... 
tion or appliance), sexual weakness and' impotence, venereal diseases, 
and so-called female ailments-{a cloak for abortifacients). 

_- (3) That competent inspectors. should be appointed under the Act 
to examine advertisement.~,· and to observe the sale of proprietary medi. 
~ines,' and appliances, and to repo'l't defaulters to the special council as 
per following paragraph. 

(4) That a special council or commission be constituted, with power 
to permit or to prohibit in the public interest or on the ground of non· 
compliance with law ~ the sale and advertisement: of any patent, secret 
01'- proprietary remedy or appliance; or any other registered or trade
marked remedy or appliance and that the commission appointed for the 
purpose be a judicial authority with two assessorfl-()ne an expert in 
pharmacology and the other a public analyst under the Act. It may he 

-litated that. it would he necessary for the council to maintain a register 
of all articles, (a) permitted and (b) prohibited entry or sale in this 
conntry. 
- 86 •. Queation. 10.-My Committee are of opinion that inaccurate dispensing 
is not uncommon. The reason for this lies in the fact that Government 
have failed in their duty of making any systematic provision for the 
proper training, examination, certification and registration of com. 
pounders or dispensel'S on the plea of financial stringency. The subject 
has . been under discussion, on- and, off at· several meetings of the Bombay 
Medical Union, and some members of- ,our Union, who are also members 
of the Bombay Medical Council, took the matter up before that Council 
but _ to no pUl1>0se. My Committoo are' strongly of- opinion that adequate 
provision should be made without further delay for the training, exami. 
nation, certification and registration of· compounders in every province. 
- 37. Quution ll.-'-My Committee would like to make the following 
general remarks on the subject-matter under discussion, and would be 
glad to substantiate, as far as possible; the statements made herein by 
deputing about two 01' three of their representatives personlly, if so 
desired:~ 

. (1) A permanent authority for the periodical publication of th~ 
pharmaCOpallaB mentioned above-paragraphs 10, etc. It is highly desirable 
that a permanent authority, such as the Board of Trustees of-the United 
State~ Pharmacopreial Convention, sho\l-Id b~ ~stll.bl~etl in India, with· 



power to prepare a pharmacopmia IJf India, subdivided into two pari!.. 
Part I, called 'Intern~tional Pharmaco~ia'" dealing .. w:ith all rec.og
nized remedies found In the Phl1rmacop12IBS of all clvlhzed countrIes, 
and. those approved of by the International Pharmaceutical Federation 
at ~he Hague, and at the ~russels Uonterence, and b~ the S'p'ecia! :B?ard in 
India (paragraph 10), - whIlst Part 2 should deal With Indian Indigenous 
medicines not included in Part 1, and be called 'The AyurvedlC and 
Unani pharmacoplllia.' It is well known that in addition to the many 
official pharmacoplllias, there are other non-oflicial compilations published 
in foreign countries, for example, 'The' Extra Pharmacoplllia of Martin

. dale,' and the 'British PhanD.aceutical Codex,' etc., ·in the United 
Kingdom; the 'National }'ormulary,' and the 'New and Non-ofiicial 
Remedies,' puhlished by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the 
American Medical Association, in the U.S.A., and BO on, in other coun
tries. My Committee would recommend the creation of Buch a council 
or commission endowed with legal powers to examine all non-oflicial and 
propl'ietary remedies and appliances, whether .imported or home-made, 
and.,. if found worthless on such examination, to prohibit the manufacture 
anll 8ale and advertisement of the same. This council may also be em
powered to supervise and control th~ advertisements of all sorts of medi
cines and applianC88-'pl1ragraph 35. It appears that about half a dozen 
new medicines or appliances are invented or patented and throWl\ on the 
market almost every day, with hi~-BOunQing 311ivertisements. India. 
.hould not be allowed to be made a dumping ground for such stuff from 
abroad, nor should Buch nostrunJB be allowed to be manufactured in the 
country. 

(2) In the U.S.A., the post office is empowered to.confiscate all medicinal 
articles and advertisements which transgress the law. of the land and 
particularly, the provisions of the Pure Food and Drugs Act. -This practice 
hu worked fairly effectively, and some such legislative measure is needed 

.in this country. 
(3) The laws of Patents and Designs, of Trade Marks, and of Stamp 

Duties need a thorough revision, to prevent the frauds, being carried on 
uuder the very protection of law itself, as described in the report of the 
Select Committee of the House of Commons on Patent Medicines. 

(4) Registration of and heavy duties on all imported and home-made 
medicinal articles and apJ,lliances,whether 'patented Or trade-marked, would 

. check the growth of thIS fraudulent industry to some extent. What 
amendments and altertions should be made to the existing laws of India, 

-relevant to this subject, is essentially the work of lawyers. My Committee 
are, therefore1 not in a position to submit any draft of Buch amendments, 
etc. No doubtl legal 88Bistance would be Bought by the Drugs Enquiry 
Committee in tnis ma£ter. 

(5) Reference to the Tariff Board for the gl"owth, development,and 
protection. of -our infant industries. 

With the development of pharmaceutical and allied industries in India, 
the time has arrived for their protection by law against the keen com
petition in these industries of other nations, which rely on ma81 produc
tion of medicinal articles and appliances, as against the manufacture 
on a relatively ,mall ,eals possible in thiB country. My Committee are 
atrongly of opinion that Government should undertake to protect and 
give every encouragement to the manufacture of drugs in India in pre. 
ference to the imported articles. In view of the fact that this country 

~ abounds in the necessary raw materials, which are at present exported 
to foreign countries and re-impol-ted as manufactured drugs, my Committee 
believe that, with such encouragement and protection, it is possible not 
only to atop the import of a large proportion of manufactured foreign 
drugs, but actually to export drugs in a manufactured state abroad. 

(2) 
11, Dr. Eaikhosru E. Dadachanjl, late Captain, I.M.S., Consulting Surgeon, 

and Speclsllsl, The Genlto Urinary, Skin and Surgical -Hospital, Fatal!. 
KanDl, lfew Queen'. Road, 1Iomba), 

I have to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your reply, d~tea 
the 29th September 1930, enclOl5ing two copies of 'the questionnaire of your 
. Committee. .: 



. I haTe to thank your Committee for your assur.ance that all my views 
llutlined in my . address wil.l· receive their best attention. . 

-My' address dealt. with the situation of the dmg.problem in In~ia as)t 
existed at the time of delivery of same, and has more or less contmued .6~ 
t.ill now. However, as your questionnai~ an~ covering lette~ demand spe<:l
fic answers to the questions, and a dISCUSSion of the subject on certain 

·lines, I desire to make the following statement for the consideration of your 
Committee. .; 

A copy of the questionnaire 'wj)S sent. by you to the, Bombay Med~cal 
Union, for ail. expression. pf their views. ~t was. referred by the. U mon, 
of which I have the honour to be the VIce-President, to a speCIal sub
committee which entrusted the work of drafting a preliminary report to me 
revised with the collaboration of Dr. Jivraj. Mehta. Our draft was subse
quently adopted by our Managing Committee, !!ond later forwarded to. your 
Uommittee. 

Thus, this report contains my views expressed in my address on the sub
ject, elaborated, toge~her with the added endorsement and approval of. my 
'colleagues of the Union. Hence, I have not much more to add for the 
'present to the report-though much more can be said on the subject-as my 
reply ,to my questionnaire, . which .you were kind en!>ugh t!! send .to me, with 
the exception of the follOWIng general remarks, which were notmcorporated 
in the said report. 

It has been argued in the press by some con-espondents that, owing to 
the financial stringency of Government, the report and recommendations of 
your Committee will be pigeonholed, and all your labour will prove abortive 
in the end. In our Union's reply, we have anticipated the possibility and 
for that purpose, among others, we have suggested the imposition of heavy 
duties on all imports of medicinal and allied preparations in paragraph 
37, sections 4 and 5. One would suggest the following scale of duties. As 
per paragraph 3 of our report, roughly two crores worth of foreign prepa
rations are impol·ted per annum, a 10 per cent ad valorem. duty will bring 
in Rs. 20 lills, and a 20 per cent or higher duty Rs. 40 lakhs or more, 
which would suflice for starting and maintaining assay laboratories and I,'taff 
and inspectorate for the control of drugs. Even if the imports shrink in 
value, our national object of preventing the dumping of same and to en
courage home industries, would he served. In addition to duties on impo~1 
a 5 per cent or higher duty on all home-made indigenous preparations will 
bring in some more lakhs. . 

Further, like all civiliaed Governments, our Central and Local Govern
ments must. make annual grants for the purpose, in spite of slHlalled finan
cial stringency, as this is a matter of vital importance to our people, and 
economize in other and less vital directions, if necessary, in case these 
Govemments do not wish to be considered uncivilized. 

Can one hope for some such recommendation from your CoriunitteeP 
So far as the substitution of Indian drugs for the foreign imports. is 

concerned, it may be pointed out that our Union had appointed a Joint 
Boycott Committee on which there were representatives of the local Chemists 
and Druggists' Union and, in the report of the said committee, appendices 
have been inserted containing the lists of such substitutes. On perusal 
of these appendices, it. will !J.e realiBed that practically almost all the 

·pharmacopooial preparations are at present being manufactured in India 
by several Indian chemists and druggists, and, if there are a few exceptions, 
they can be manufactured with due encouragelllent from the medical pro. 
fession. So far as the therapeutic subs~ances ~re concerned, a lar.ge number 
of the same are actually manufactured m India, the exception bemg mainly 
. Salvarsan and substitutes which also can in future be manufactUred if 
sufficient encouragement were forthcoming. So that, practically where 
pharmacopooial preparations or therapeutio substances are concerned India 
can be. self-contained, ,!,nd the dumping of adulterated rubbish from ~oreign 
countries can be .effectlvely prevented .by the encouragement of our Indian 
·manufacturers by the medical profession and the Government and the 
public. For the sake of clarity one may add that there are a few unofficial 
preparations which being patented cannot be manufactured as such but 
aubs'titutes ev:eIl for these can.in future be manufactured 'in India. .'. 

InconcliIsion, one woul~ ~uggest ~~at you.r. Committee may be ple~d 
io quash the bogy of the mdlspensabtl!ty of Imports of fOl'eign·dl·ugs and 



other preparatioD8 for the reliof of humanity, in .!adia, on the presUn1ption 
-amply refuted in our report--that onl~ foreign drugs are or. can be 
pure, and that Indian manufacturers are lDcapable of man~acturm~ p~re 
drugs' according to international standards and as efficaciOUS as foreign 

, imports t Some correspo~dence has appeare~ in papers. pr~bably .from, the 
'propagandists of foreign drugs that the medlc.al profession 10 I~d,a cannot 
rely on Indian-made drugs, etc. I The Committee would be domg a grea't 
I18rYice to India by exposing this bogy raised by vested foreign interests, 
and by assuring the medical profession of India that Indian manufacturen; 
do and can supply drugs of standardized purity and reliability, .which they 
can prescribe in future with confidence, particularly if all the measures, 
recommended in our report, be adopted. ' 

(3) 
By .r .•.•.• tyogi, M.Sc., omciaUng Ohemical Examiner for 

OuaWIDI 8IlCI Salt, Bombay 

A 
DBUG CONTROL LABORATOBY IN INDIA 

Food or drug control rests now. in the United Kingdom with th;e 
Ministry of Health. The central testlDg laboratory for food and drugs IS 
the Government laboratory. Under the Sale of Food and Drugs Ac:t, 
power is given. to Courts of :Law to refer saml!les to the Government Che!D~t 
in C81ieB' of dISpute. PublIc Analysts, appomted by the local authOrities 
throughout the country with the approval of the Ministry of Health, do 
the necessary testing work in acx:ordance with the Sale of ;Foods. and D~gs 
Act in vogue. A number of Public Analysts are well-known cheIDlsts, haVing 
to their credit brilliant records of investigational work. 

2. The Government laborotary in London is a Central Government orga
nization which at the present time Dndertakes work for nearly every Gov
ernment Department. 

3. The Government of India do not have a central laboratory for all 
Government of India chemical work for civil departments sialilar to the 
Government laboratory of London. The Government of India have sepa
rate chemical organizations, developed graduaUy through different periods 
of existence, and quite distinct from each other in the natul'e of work 
done. For example, the Agricultural, the Indian Stores, the Customs, 
etc., Departments have each goj; separate laboratories. ' 

4. It is eminently desirable that, to have uniform standards of materials 
and practice, drug control should be a central subject and there should be 
• central laboratory for the execution of routine and research work. Un
doubtedly there should be provincial organizatioD8 which should be gradually' 
developed according to the particular needs of the various areas of, parti
cular provinces. ~I.'hese provincial organizations should work in close c0-

operation with and under the general guidance of the Central' organization. 
5. The question now is whether the proposed central d~ug control labo

ratory should have an independent existence or should it be attached to 
one of the existing Government of India laboratories. As a matter of so
called convenience and economy, it would appeal to the, minds of, many 
that it would be best to tag the drug control laboratory to one of the exist
ing laboratories. But I am definitely of. opinion that the advantagecf 
economy (because, on a careful analysis this is the only advantage that can 
be c1aialed) to start the drug control work will be more than counterbalanced 
by the disadvantages of a joint laboratory ,and the advantages of an inde-
pendent laboratory, as noted below: - , 

(i) .A. 8nbordina~ exis~nce. will depri!,e the drug control laboratory Of 
the. undiVided atten~lon, which IS-Sl?' .essent181 for sucli an important organ!

, .. tlon, of, the worku~g and superVl8lDg men to bring it quickly up to the 
level of a really effiClent and useful organization. . , ',' 
, (~i) Apart from routine work, quite a big volume of research work 'is 

essential for the successful developll!ent of an efficient drug control labo
ratory. The development of an Indian Pharmacopreia of iBdigenous drugs 
wi!l naturally follo~ as a corollary .to the statutory control of drugs 'in 
th18 country. It w111" therefore, be 10 the fitness of. things for the central 
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,drug control laboratory to take up research work for this purpose and 
also to carry ,out a large volume of research work even for the successful 

"carrying out of routine analysis in connexion with the testing of indi
genous drugs. Considering the needs of the work, I doubt if any exist
ing laboratory in the country is sufficiently equipped, to carry out this work. 

(iii) In the United Kingdom, the public analysts receive a special train
ing in analytical chemistry, microscopy 'and therapeutics for competency 
·in food and drug testing. Chemical1!ciencehas grown so much tliat in the 
present day it is unthinkable that any specialist laboratory can grow with
out one or a group of scientists having specialist training and experience 
,01' opportunities to gain them, in particular specialized branches. . 

(iv) In the best interests of the drug control laboratory, its constitution 
should be such as to enjoy the fullest confidence of the general and the drug 
manufacturing public. An independent existence is best calcutated for 
the growth of that reputation. 

B 
Every civilized nation at one time or other has been faced with the 

question of the control of drugs; and, in the interests of the welfare of the 
public, to protect tnem from becoming the dupes of profiteering manufac
iurers and unscrupulous practitioners and quacks, the Government concerned 
have been forced to legislate against the manufacture or sale of deficient 
and deleterious drugs. India tlHiay is faced with a similar problem and 
there can be no two views on the, need for such protective legislation. 

In this country for one or another, of, the following reasons very little 
testing of drugs is, done:-

(1) Absence' of a definite standard, non-conformity to which would be 
accepted by courts of law as prima. facie evidence of low quality or adultera
tion. 

(2) Absence of governmental (including municipal) machinery to obtain 
SAmples of drugs sold and get them 'tested.· . 

(3) Absence of any legislation preventing .any quack or unscrupulous 
person setting up as a medical man and selling medicines. 

, (4) Paucity of laboratories 'which are entitled to take up examination 
of any samples, if any enterprising individual or body sends such samples. 

(5) A more or less general indifference among practitioners and dill
pensing chemists to make themselves sure that the medicineS' they employ 
'are of good quality and strength, . 

(6) The paucity of properly qualified compounders. 
(7) Considerable, almost phenomenal, ignorance and credulity on the 

part of the general public. 

There is, of course, II. little testing of drugs done under the following 
heads. Such testing howe.ver is far hom the needs of the case. The little 
testing done i.s---. ' 

(1) By local Government laboratories for the Medical Stores Depart
.ment of the Government. .As contracting parties, the Medical Depal'tment 
.will surely reject unsatisfactory consign'men'ts. But these medicines form 
.only a fraction of the amount that is consumed by the public. 

(2) In Custom House laboratories 
(a) for alcoholic s~rength, this is only for purp<?Ses, of revenue. No 

attempt is made to see if they are of the proper quahty. 
(b) Some B.P. preparations marked B.P. are occasionally tested to 

know if the marking is correct. These tests are made under the Merchan
dise Marks Act; When preparations are found to be below strength, a 
small fine may be imposed on the importer and the consignments are allow-
ed to be cleared after the offending mark B.P. is removed. ' 

, Here the trained dispe'D.ser may know that the preparation may be 
deficient; but consideratio!1s of ch~apness .I!-nd the consc~ousn~s of his 
immunitJ against legal action, may mduce mm to employ It dehberately._ 
, (c) Testing for restricted drugs in cases where the chemical depart
ment ,has been specifically asked to report o~ thei.r, absence or presence. 
This ilusually confined only to new preparatIOns, Imported and exported, 
,or wherever there is reason to suspect their presence. . 
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". '(3) &~i.s9 .. l>t!p,rtJllent .• laJllp!eJ .,ulalysed. by. JDcaLGovl!rnment labo
ratoriee for .pirit strength. 

. In 'd~termining alooholie streu"gths'at, the' Custom House laboratory ii 
hu' been the experience of the writer, that on occasions two samples of the 
liame preparation, made by the same manufacturer, labelled exactly alike 
and received bv the same boat have been found to give widely different 
alcoholic strengt;hs. There are also instances where the alcoholic strengths 
are vastly different from the declared values. The existence of such obvions 
discrepanciee raises a presumption, at the lowest, of at least carelessness and 
negligence on the part of, certain JJ:lanufacturers. Further, while making 
tests under the Merchandise MarksAcl it has been founa that many pre
parations fail bv a very wide margin. So much, for imported drults; of 
locally made medicines, one often hears of bady quality and harmful medicines 
being eold; hut the writer haa not made any, chemical examination of any of 
them. . '. , 

Un"er the (OircumstanOOfl. 'no great advocacy is required. for effective 
Jilgislation for the control of the manufacture, import and sale of drugs. 

Tn the '(Osseof' i~flnrted' drugs. 'the' Merchandise Marks Act dOAl! not' 
Buffice for the reasontloat entry is ,not' ,refused to preparations which '.are 
incorrectly lahelled-under the provisions of the Act only the offending 'labeL 
baa to be altered. ' ' , . 

Instead of amending the Merchandise Marks. Act it would be, better tq 
'ila88 lell(islation that would deal hoth with imports, local' manufacturers, 
I~al dispensing aud cognate subjects.. , . ' , 

.. 'An' Art whirb mllv for 8hortn~B be called' the Indian Drugs Act, must 
lie' passed hv the Central Government. If this were done. inst.ead of 
Tf'avinu:. each 10C'al Government to' leltiRlate separately; uniformity at 
1111· nlaces will he IU>cured: and difficulties due to po,'!Sible ,differences 
in . ,the , "rovisions that might have been made in the various prO" 
vinees, if eal'h .had been asked to leltislate separately, would nob 
ariM. ,Un"Ar this Central Government's lee:islation,· each local Government 
must be ,Riven powers to t.ake action. inite t11·m deleltating its powers to 
district hoards aud municipalities. Onlv by delegatin~ the powers thus can 
the enfol"('ement of the various provisions hecome effective. If necessary, 
~here- muniripalities or local boards, ete.. do not exist all in villages; the 
village pancha:vats or neareRt police stations mav be ,empowp.red to take 
oreliminary B«'tion. These; however. are administrative details, on 'Which 
better· authorities will be able to give competent advice. 

This Centrai Act must contain" provisions to make the following 
effective:- " 

All dispensing houses mn.t. he licensed. and the compounders therein 
must all be trained and Qualified men. Tn the absence of a responsihle 
~od1 like. the. Societv of Pharmacists (in United Kingd'.'m) .holding oualify. 
Inll exammations, the Government must hold an exam.natlO'l for llharnm. 
eeutical cbemists· (compoundp.rs) testine: their' knowled/!'f'I of the reQuisite 
amount· of chemistry inr.luding analytical . chemistry. Knowledge of the 
chief poisons and their effeclll Dnd practieal cIlpacity to .Iispe11Se, say. from 
A manusrript presr.ription •. Only people who have passed such a Qualifying 
p.xDmination may become comnoundeTR. It IlOOS without. saying that train. 
inll( i11Stitutions for such pMple should be AStablished. "Every, nrivate m<>di. 
(Oar practitioner if he employs a compounder may employ only a qualified 
compounder. 

'2." Ilovernm .. ntal· (inclu"iull municipal. pte:. TliacM"eMr' m11st· be 
brought into existence for obtaining samples of drngs sold and prepara
t,;on8 Ilisnensed and I!:ettinl!: them ~te". For t.hiR. a numheF of autltorized 
drug inspectors (whose business will be, to obtain samples) must he em
ploved. A n11mher of lahoratories must be started to do the testing ·nf 
"amDles brought bv drug inspectors: legal action to. be tak!.'''I. hv tJie puhlic 
hudiil_ nn the results of the analysis at the laboratorieS. Perhansit mAV 
be advisable also to empower courts to entertain cases on bona fide 
eom~laints made' by l!ri't'St~ partieS. ' 

. . S. ImDorted preparations are toO be tested BJld "n~wed ,entry only if 
the, coJlfonn u, 'standarda l're8cdbed ... 



. Imported products are at present tested at the Custom :House.Jabo
ratories for alcoholic strength and oocasionallYllnder the. Merchandise; 
¥arks ,Act, ,To test them under the new Act in the ,Custom House labo
ratliries is in .a sense only an extension of the testing unde~;. the. 
Merchandise Marks Act, and the Custom House laboratories may he asked 
to make this test. These laboratories with increased equipment and" per. 
Bonnel can undertake that work. Some of the Customs Administrative 
authorities have· two .very serious difficulties-(l) difficulty 'of giving in
creased· a.ccommodation to the .Iaboratories and (2) the question of the 
increased CORt of running the,lahoratories if this additional work is given 
to them. On. these two grounds they view. with disfavour the Customs 
laboratories undertaking the work. As at each of the big portll, however, 
ther.e. is bound to be a local Government or municipal laboratory, the 
testing may. bo done there. 
'. The most eSRential pre.requisite of ·all this, however, is the existence 
of a standard for drugs. 

'Forthis pnrpOse an' Indian Pharmacopmia will have 'to' be compiled, 
non-conformitv to standards prescribed therein heing taken as prima facie 
evidence of adulteration ·or poor· quality bytlie trying· courts. 

My suggestions briefly about the compilation of an Indian Pharma-
copmia are these: - . . 

It should consist of two parts. The first part to deal with allopathic 
and. the . more common, drugs. In the first instance theB.P, may be 
taken bodily, with appropriate modifications wherever needed, as a working 
standard. 

PaIi; II of the Pharmacopmia is to consist of Ayurvedic and Unani 
medicines .and the less known drugs on which no work has yet been done. 
It will take a long time for this part to become anything like compre
hensive. A considerable amount, of investigation. will have to be done. 
As detailed in a. short note submitted by me, . when I appeared personally 
before the Committee, I suggest that these necessary investigations may 
be done in t,he variou!' medic-A.1 coI1ep'es, univerl,;ty lahoratories and other 
research institutions-the problem being assigned to them by the Central 
Committee and workers being remunerated on a nominal scholarship 
basis from a research fund at the disposal of the Committee. 

There still exists the question of the control of another class of pre
pa1'll.ti nns ronsistine: of nroprietarv and patiPnt mediciTtes anll Recret 
remedies whose compositions are unknown; and also. nroducts wLich are 
widely advertised to have medicinal an.d food values. The control of these 
iR not so easy. a ml\tter as the ~ontrol nf·the simn1er drugs. I would suggest, 
however, a method somewhat on the 'following line. 

,There must b~ a· lirensine; board· establishoo . consisting of non· 
interested and. eminent clinicians, pharmacists and chemists. 

(1) Patent medicines. etc., may be sold only if they have been certi. 
~pd t.o he free from harmful ine;l"P.tients, the licensing hoard alsn tQ slLt,isfy 
itself that the preparations have the virtues that may be claimed for them. 

(2) The preparations may only be .sold by licensed dispensing che· 
mi~tS and only on the written J'ecommendation of a medical man. 

(:1) The preparations mu~t specify on the labAl the disease or diseases 
for which tbey are cures and .the dosage must also be given. 

(4) If at anv tim A in the lie;ht of pxperience the licensing board has 
evidence to believe that anv produ('t has bet'n fraudulentlv or falselv 
lahA1Jed or thAt the virtues claimed hllve not heen subsbntiaW in fiX. 
pe'riehcethe liCensing board 'may' withdraw ani licence it bad granted 
earlier . . ' I "'l" - '"' 

. Th~se restrictions are .~omewhnt on thf'l lines adopted in U,S.A,: and 
onlv by th .. adoption of some such methnds, can the la1'l!e sales of harm. 
ful . or inefficient secret, remedies and heqlth restorers, etc.the put a stop to. 

Clo~elv allied to this matter is the question of the methods of Adver
tisement 'that manufacturers of manv of these products adopt. If one 
opens anv newspaper one finds countless such preparations cleverlv adver
ti~e!'l ~laiming in, words o~ pictorially sUgjl;estin~ .the possession of .almost 
ehXlr-hke. prnnel'tleR, It 1'1 the.~e that catch the eye of the public who 
are led to believe them and purchase. aucb preparations. In order to maklJ 
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the sale of 8uch preparations really effective, there ought to be some COR

trol on the methods of advertisements also.. This, . is no, doubt a "lery 
(lOutrol:eJ'Hial suhjlK,t; but as; in fact, there is no raison d'etTe for the 
existence of such secret prellarations, the methods suggested cannot be. 
regarded as any too drastw. 

To give a brief resume of the suggestions put forward in some detail 
in the foregoing pages:-

(1) By an Aet; of the Central Government control over drugs (im
ports, local manufacture, etc.)· should J>e estalliished." The various, pro
vincial Governments to be empowered to takft action, under this Act. 

Compoundem, dispensers and' manufactur~s of medicines to" be 
licenaed. _ . ' , . 

(2) A semi-official co-ordinating committee aided by a central labo
ratory be brought into existence (Appendix A *). The necessary research 
work to be done at universities, medical colleges and other research 
institutions, the workers being chosen and remunerated on a scholarship 
echeme. 

(3) In the provinces also a semi-oflicial committee be brought into 
existence aided by a Government laboratory (Appendix Bt) as in case 
of central one. . , 
, (4) An Indian Pharmacopreia consisting of two parts-I-AlIoplltn;~ 

and lI-dealing with Ayurvedic and Unani, etc., mediqines be compilGd. 
(5) In the. actual operation of the Act. the routine tests of. samples 

to be done at provincial laboratories established at suitable. provincial 
towns. Afterwards similar testing laboratories may be started at divisional 
or district headquarters. 

(6) In the case of imports, if there are insuperable difficulties in the 
way of their being tested at Custom House laboratories, local Government 
laboratories may Jo the 'testing. 

(7) In the case of patent, pmprietary and secret remedies, control 
of sale, etc., to be brought about by the same committee as in (3) to act 
as a hcensing body. 

A control over the advertising of such remedies also will be necessary. 

ApPENDIX A 

A detuiled scheme 0/ a Central DruU ControlO"oanization 

I. A Governing Body or a Council consisting of-
(a) RepJ'esentatives of the medical profession in India of Allopathioj 

Ayurvedic and UnaDi systems; , 
(b) Representatives of the Indian Chemical Society and the Institu-

tion of (,hemists of India; . 
(e) Official nominees. 

2. A laboratory to be located in Calcutta as this is a central place 
for quick communication with various learned societies and laboratories 
with which a close co-operation is !l8S8ntial. 

(a) One Chief of tests, may be designated Director (who should 
principally be a chemist having wide experience in Analytical Chemistry 
and l\Jic\'OIIcopy and, if possible, .of Therapeutics as applicable to drug 
t<,_,ting). 

Pay about Rs. 1,5OG-75-1,SOO. 
(II) Two Deputy Chiefs of testa-one an experienced chemist, the 

other an experienced pharmacologist. 
Pay about Rs. 1,000-00-1,250. 
(e) Three assistants, one experienced in Microscopy and tile other 

in Tberapeutics Bud the third in Analytical Chemistry. ' 
Pay Rs. 150-15-300-20-500. 
(d) One Head Clerk. 
(e) Thrt'e or two clerks. 
(J) Six laboratory attt'uders. 
(0) Four peons. 

• See Appendix A below. 

31 
t See Appendix n at page 242 infra. 
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Pay for the above-usual scale as in Government of india offices . 
. Function of· the laboratory-

{a) Gradual development of an official Indian Phal'lllacopooia. 
. (:b) Investigation on the mletbod of testing of special medicinal 
preparations which· may come under the Drug. Control Act. '. 

. (c) Keeping in touch with investigational work of provincial labo. 
ratories and advising them from time to time as necessity arises. 

. (d) To appjy some sort of confirmatory test, whereyer the Committee 
desires 'such a thing to be lleaded, on investigations and reports submitted 
from the various laboratories. 

" (e) In the light of reports submitted from various laboratories and 
experIence of private workers to lay down tentative standards of drugs 
and methods of analysis. these to become official only when the Centar! 
Committee after a full discussion has approved of them. 

(f) To engage in any independent investigational work, just as othE'r 
laboratories might do. This may be done only in case they have enough 
opportunity. . 

ApPENDIX B 

pj'ovincifrl Drug Control Og'oanization, 

1. A Governing Body or a Council representing various interests as 
noted in Appendix A or as may be found. necessary. 

2. A laboratory to be located in the most suitable place as deter
mined by each Province. 

(0,) One Chief of Testa (who should have a thorough and wide ex
perience of Analytical Chemistry). 

Pay Rs. 1,000-50--1,250; or as the province may decide. 
(b) One chemist and one phllrmacologist. Pay R». 750-5(}-1,000 or 

as the Province may decide. 
(c) Three assistants, one each experien('ed in Analytical Chemistry, 

Microscopy or Therapeutics. 
Pay Rs. 15(}-J5-30(}-20-500 each. 
(d) One Head Clerk. 
(e) Two clerks. 

( f) Six laboratory attenders.· 
(g) Four peons. . 
Pay-usual scale of tbe Province. 

F'IInction 01 the laboratory.-Testing of the COl1ilIlon drugs used in the 
Province together with routin-e analysis of samples /Obtained from the 
local chemists, druggists. kabirajE's. hakeems, etc .• so as to have an E'ffec~ 
tive control of the indigenous B.P. preparations regarding potency of 
drugs, control of imported B.P. prenal"ations; control of spurious or dplp
terious patent medicines-this function to gradually develop with growing 
experience of the laboratory. . 

Researches in the testing of the more important indigpnous drugs and 
the mOl'e important medicinps formllllltE'd in the Provin{'e. 

(4) • 
By B. n. Amin, Managing Director, The Alembic Chemical Works 

CDmpany, Limited, Baroda 

The Alembic Chemical Works Company, Limited, Baroda and Bombay, 
which I represent has been specially started with a. view to manufacture 
the drugs and chemicals of the best q\lalities for the use of the Indian 
public, We have reached our present !!tandard of efficiency at the cost 
of much money and great labour. And we 'naturally expect' the public 
and the Government to help us in 0111' endeavour to put the best stuff 
on the market. The Government should give all the necessary facilities to 
encourage honest indigenous manufacturelll by preventing the sale of 
inferior and ineffective drugs in the market, and the public should sea 
that ff\r their own benefit they make use of the best and most effective 
articles that can be had in the market. As a matter of fact, w(' have to 
struggle very hard to keep up our position in the present unfair and 
unscrupulous competition we m,eet in the market. 



This competition is from two 8Ources:,- . 
(1) The chemists and druggists who deal in drugs a.nd ~emlca.ls 

of impure quality or defective strength., These are generally IDlported 
from foreign countries. 

(2) Bome of the manufactur~r8 ~It", the <:01;lntry itself who to ~eet 
the competition tum out very Inferior qualIties of B.P .. prepaJ'at\On~. 
Theile manufacturel'B have no properly equipped ,laboratones;: and their 
turning out inferior qualities 'of drugs and chemicals is sure' to have a 
pernlclons effect. on the fate of the llharmaceutica! industry of the coun-

,try which is still in the stage of mfancy. Besides, such unscrupulous 
manufacturers al80 spoil the good name of those honest manufac
turers who produce superior qualiti~ of B.P. preparations.. They 
may, thus enrich themselves by defraudmg and harmmg the pubhc; but 
Inch a policr ultimately brings ruin to the industry as a whole. 

The, only remedy is the immediate introduction of a Drugs Act. 
In evel'Y civilized country the sale of d'rugs is controlled by law, but,here 

in India, there being no such restriction, the dealers in the drug line are 
able to ltack any quality they like. 

That India is one of the chief markets and perhaps the cheapest 
mal'ket in the world is generally admitted and for this reason the intro
duction of a Drugs Act in this country would be desirable even from the 
point of vil!W of the dealers as the English or Continental fh'IDs make a 
practice of wilfu!Jy adulterating their goods for shipment to India. 

To secure a share of the very large Indian trade, some of the foreign 
houses try to reduce the cost by resorting to short weight, misdescription 
and adulteration. ' ' 

The BIDOlI dealer here has no reputation to loose and is a past mast-Br 
in the IIrt of subterfuges and deceit and is a total stranger to sllch a 
thing as (,ommercial morality. ", 

The pUblic safety in India is dependent upon the qualities of articles 
that are stocked for sale by the vanous dealers. UnfortunatelY, the drug 
,business is gradually going into the hands of a. class of people, the ma.jo. 
rity of whom is absolutely ignorant of the essentials of pharmacopooia. 
Such deale", actually stock inferior qualities of drugs and chemicals and 
in ROme cases palm off the commercial qualities as standard qualities to 
the ign.lrant customers. There are number of drugs which are not of the 
D.P. standard and many of them are .,labelled as erude' and commercial. 
They are 'being Bold in the market and, are thereforc available for 
iru.lJection. ' 

A. large number of the medical preparations that are manufactured in 
thi8 country are also of inferior quality. A.s soon as the Government 
granted coDCe88ion in duty Gn rectified spirit that is used in the manu
facture of Bpirituousmedicinal preparations, several bonded laboratories 
were opened in India for manufacturing tinctures, extracts,' liquid ex
tracts of Ayurvedic drugs, spirits. vinums, etc. Unfol-tunately to compete 
with one another some of the manufacturers of ph&mlaceutical prepara
tions .are not manufacturing them according to the standards prescribed 
in the British Pharmacopooia although they label their products 8S B.P. 

Thev lire deficient not only in alcoholic strength which is considerably 
below 'the 8tandard recommended by B.P. but. they do not even contam 
the proper quality of active principles of the crude drugs. This is bemg 
done with a view to reduce the ma.nufacturing cost and to increase the 
sales. 

Su.ch prepara.tions are used by the medical profession for curing the 
6uffel'mg humanity. Now, what earthlv benefit can be derived by the 
poor !?atients if these preparations are no£ of the required standard? The 
druggists should be held fully responsible for the quality of the drugs 
stocked by them for sale to t.he public, so also the prescribing doctor for 
the ql!0lity ha~dled by him in his dispensary. The latter either ignores 
the Vital '1lIllAtlOn of quality by deliberately insisting upm t' , 
to sup!?ly the cheapl!iOt lltuff, thus &ncouraging him to stock lower quality 
or he 18 too bllsy to examine every drug supplied by his druggist. 
. This is a very serious state of affairs and in my opinion it is high 

time the ~vernment should now stop tbe adulteration of drugs and selling 
of a I)uahty other than that prescribed by the pharmacopooias for human 
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consumption. 'Vhen Government is so vel'y particular about othel' industries 
such as textiles, iron, etc., why should it be indifferent to this important 

,pharmaceutical industry?" In fact, Government action hos been long over
tIlle as th!.' drugs' imported, manufactured and sold are being adulterated 
and administered to millions of people all over the country.l therefore 
l'6quest that the Government will be pleased to enact as early 'as possible 
measures Iillitab!P.to this, counbry on the bllsis of simil~r legislation now 
in force in other -"civilized " coantries. ' 

'1'he other difficulti!lS experienced by my concern is with regard to 
Excise Rules and Regulations put in force by different Provincial Gov
ernments which interfere with the trade in spirituous medicinal prepara
tions owing to interprovincial trade barriers. The spirituous medicinal 
prep8l'ations are 1I0t allowed ~o move as freely as similar imported pl'e
parations. A general policy will therefore have to be laid down in 
consultation with the Provincial Governments with a view to encourage 
indigenous industries and to do away with interprovincial barriers. 

I shaH now reply to the questionnaire point by point et .eriatim:-
(a) Tincture and other spirituous preparations Nil. 
(b) Li9,uid extracts ... ' 200,000 lb. 
(c) SolId extracts ... 20,000 " 
(d) Mineral acids ... .. (e\ Inorganic chemicals ... ... ...... " 
(f Organic chemicals ... ... ... ... " 
(g Alkaloids ............... " 
(h Organic antimony and arsenic compounds " 
(i) Vaccines and sera ... ... " 
(i) Organic therapeutic products ... 
(k) Proprietary liquid preparations ... 50;000 lb. 
(l) Proprietary solid preparations... 2,500 " 

(m) Oleu'ms, syrups and olo.-ymels ... ' 15,000 " 
(n) Confectio, emplastrum, glycerinum, "'pilul~; 

pulveres and unguentums 5,000 " 
(O~ Perfumery .. , 5,000 " 
(1) Phenyl ... 2,500 gallons 
(q Rectified spirit 96 per cent 100,000 " 
2. (a) From the' Indian markets always the same kind of raw maW

rials 81'6 not obtained for all times. Their qualities are changing and 
hence the colour of the finished product also changes. 

, (b) It is n~cessary to give an idea of our factory which is in the 
Baroda territOl"y and the British bonded warehouse, which adjoins it but 
lies within railway limits which is ,ceded territory for railway purposes. 
We thus import'our goods from the factory into the British bonded ware
house and thence despatch the goods to various places in British India 
and Indian States. _ In despatching goods we meet with the following 

, difficulties:-
(1) We have to get the permits from the Broach Collector who 

lives at a distance of 44 miles from Baroda. It would be more convenient 
to get these permits from the Assistant Resident at Baroda or from the 
Excise Inspector of the Warehouse. 

(2) In despatching duty-free medicines to the medical institu
tions in recognized Indian States, the countersignature of the Political 
Agent, in addition to the signature of the chief medical authority of the 
State, is now compulsory. It 'is submitted .that the restriction of counter
signature may be removed as the responsible medical authority, may be 
relied '11pon to certify the indents. ' 

, (3) In the case of the hospitals and dispensaries in the Bombav 
Presidency, the countersiguature of the Civil Surgeon of the district is 
made obligatory whether the institutions are under Government super
vision or not. in the Bengal Pl'6sidency, the countel'signll.ture is required 
in the case of public or private hospitals, etc., under Government super
vision while in the case of private institutions not under the Government 
supervision but the management of which iB in the opinion of the Surgeon
[llm.el'nl RntisfnctOl'Y, tho lIupllly of duty-freo 1Ul'dil'nl 1'1'l'pnl'lltiolls i~ 
allowed upon an indent, signed by, the principal qualified medical officer 
in charge of such institutions. _ Snch a procedm'e will do away with tit" 
difficulties we nleet with in this presidency when the Civil Surgeon of 
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any distru,t wants to be satisfied whether the medicines are' of the B.P. 
standard or not. But he has no means to ascertain the same and so much 
time is WB8ted in satisfyiug bim and getting his signa1;ure to the inde~t. 
HiB signature is wanted to see that the' indent is within the finanmal 
limit and that the particular institution is entitled to the concession. 
He will' have to rely on the tests made by the Central Laboratory to· be 
.tarted in each province as suggested by me in another place. And in 
the rase of hospitals not uuder Governmeut' supervision the principal 
qualified officer's signatnre should be quite sufficient ior the purposes of 
the indent. To avoid confusion, the Government. may, once in a year, ·jjiSue 
a list of hospitals, dispensaries. etc., whether, under their supervision 
or not, to which a supply of medicines free of duty may be made. When 
such a list is once published no countersignature to indents of such insti
tutionH will he needed. In fact, what is wanted is a uniform procedure 
throughout the whole of India so that any part of India may supply duty
free articles to any other part of India under uniform rules adopted un
animously by a conference of representatives from all Provincial 
Governments. 

(4) Another restriction placed is that the prices of a private 
manufacturer must be lower than those of the Government Medical Stores. 
But it is difficult to follow this rule in practice for the following reasons:

(a) The priced vocabulary of the Government Medical Stol'es is 
not supplied to private persons. 

(b) The prices do not include (I) charges for bottles, phials and 
miscellaneous contamers; (2) for packing cases; (3) office charges of the 
Medical Stores; (4) 10 per cent profit; (5) haulage and (6) railway freight. 
Thus it is not possible to eompare the Medical Stores prices with the prices 
of private mauufacturers. Besides, the opium and other narcotic drugs used 
in Government Medical Stores have not to pay excise duty. Whereas the 
private mannfacturer bas to pay duty on such articles. Hence it would not 
be fair to compare, the prices in the case of such articles in which such 
drugs are used. . ' 

(c) A responsible medical authority knows where to get cheap and 
good supply' and hence orders his medicines. Why should he be restricted 
to the Governmeut Medical Stores? 

(d) The general policy of Government is not to start industries in 
competition with private enterprise. The Government Medical E.'tore is 
primarily intended for the army requirements. It should not compete with 
the public; and! if it does, it should supply its prices so as to include the 
extra costs, ana supply them to the public 80 that the public may know 
where they can get cheap and reliable articles. Government should not 
~beref0t:e adopt a policy as will hamper the free growth of indigenous 
mdustrles. 

For the above reasons, the con!Iition that the rates should be .lower 
than those at the Government Medieal Stores being rather misleading and 
hard of calculation should be withdrawn altogether. 

(5) We have got to pay the salary and establishment charges of the 
staff of the Excise Inspector attached to our Bonded warehouse. Inasmuch 
as we pay nearly two lakhs of rupees in excise duties to Government it is 
but reasonable that the GovernmAnt should not saddle us with this extra 
burden. 

(6) It takes inordinately long time ',to clear from the custom house 
the drugs coming under the Intoxicating Act like coca leaves and opium 
preparations. It is requested that the clearance should' ,be expedited as 
Boon as possible. 

(7) I must also refer to a serious disadvantage we suffer in com
parison with the importer of foreign drugs. It is in this way. We have 
to pay customs duty on all raw materials as well as packing materials such 
as bottles, cork, capsules, ete., used in preparing and packing our goods; 
whereas the importer of foreign drugs' has to pay customs duty on the spirit 
contents only and not on the invoice value. Thus the importer has not to 
pay customs duty on the other ingredients (raw materials used), and on the 
packing materials. Tbe indigenouS" industry has to pay more in the form of 
eustoms duty than what the importer has to pay. Thus all the raw materials 
and packing materials imported for the pharmaceutical industry should be 
f'l(cmpted from the CII"toms duty in order to put llS on the same, level as the 
importer. 

(c) No difficulty for the present. 



3: Baroda State biological and clinical laboratory attached to the 
State General Hospitnl. 

, 4. Some 1'6\'1>- - materialM are obtained from some of the IolOntres in 
DOll\bay" Madras and Calcutta Presidencies and Kashmir State forests. 
Those which al"l~ not' pI'oduced in India al'e obtained froln the countries of 
their origin, i.e." A.merica or the Continent or Great,Britain. ; 

We have got a well-equipped analytical laboratol'Y where the raw 
matel'i~IB ~s wellBl!, finishtld" pl'oducts are analysed by experienced chemists • 

. 5. Mr. I. S.Amiil., B.A.,' B.SC., who was trained fOI' two years in the 
11harmaceutical and Technical Chemistry at the Technical College at 
Danllstadt'in Gennany. - , ' 

Mr. C. H. Amin, B.SC. 
- MI'. C. B. Shah, B.SC., now ill America for the study of -Organotherapy 

-aud Pharmacy. 
Mr. V. D. Patel, B.SC. 
MI'. D. S. Patel, B.SC. 
MI'. P. L. Gandhi, B.St:. 
Mr. M. B. Amin, now in Germany ta1!:illg traiuiug in higher pharma.

ceutical chemistry. 
Mr. Soni,B.sc. 
6., 190 employees in the factory. 

100 employees in the laboratories. 

7. We think that there should be a central laboratory to analyse the 
samples of raw materials and finished products because this laboratory 
should help those mannfacturers who could not keep an up-to-date laboratory 
and; secondly. that it should be the business of the laboratory to fetch samples 
from any chemist and druggist and analyse, report and to get those 
manufacturers punished whose preparations are not according to B.P. 
standard. In fact, 'each Provincial Government should have a central 
11acteriological and clinical laboratory for testing the B.P. standards and 
for 'examination of raw materials and finished products" and the certificates 
issued hy a Provincial central laboratol'Y should be accepted throughout the 
whole of India. This will do away with the present practice in the Bombay 
Presidency authori·zing the, Civil Surgeons to determine the B.P. standard 
when duty-free indents are sent to them for countersignature. As a matter 
of -fact, in the absence of the necessary apparatus and U-.st laboratol'Y, the 
Civil SurgeonS cannot satisfy themselves about the B.P. standard and the.y 
should not be asked to :undertake such testing. ,'Vhen duty-free indents are 
sent to them for countersignature all that they have to see is that the 
Insitution comes under the class to which the concession is given. They 
should not be also made to satisfy- themselves whether the prices are lower 
than those charged by a Government Medical Store for the reasons given by 
me under a separate head (vide paragraph 3 above). '1'0 avoid difficulties 
in this connexion, the procedure for duty-free supply to chal"itable institu
tions should be the same throughout IllIlia. 
, - III (2).-Though we are not dispensing chemists, the questio~ raised 

undel' the head III (a) and IV (1), to a certain extent, affects us and thel'tl
fore -I wish to reply to it. 

"The profession of pharmacy should be restricted to duly qualified 
persons. With a view .to train persons in this line Government should start 
a pharmaceutical school where instruction should be imparted to three 

,classe!: of persons: - , 
- - '(1) Graduates of unive~sities ~ho want to be tr~ined as manufacturing 
chemists. ' , 

(2) Under-graduates (who have passed the Inter-Arts or Inter-science 
coul'Se) who want to work as compounders with big dispensing chemists. 

(3) Matriculates who want to work ,'as compounders with medica! 
'practitioners or with ordinary firms of dispensing chemists. . 

The course should include knowledge of the preparation of Ayurvedic 
8J1(1 Unnni nledicines. 

IV. General.-(l) There should he 8 control of therapeutic agents on 
the lines adopted in Great Britain nnd the Continent but it should be made 
suitable to Indian conditions so that the control be extended to AyuT\"Erlio 
and U l1ani systems also. -
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(4) There should be an !ndil1Q Phal'Jllacopreia alld the medicines 
should be manufactured as laid down thel·eiu. In the ca~ of alcoholic pre
parations, there should be methods . adopted to detel'1lline the alcohol 
Btrength, BOlid extractive matter and, in the case of alkaloids, its percen
tage or, when necessary, a physiologlCal test should be carried out. 

(S) The proprietary medicines should have' their formula! disclose~ 
before a medical board. We do not recommend that medicines with 6ecret 
formulat be encouraged.' ; . 

(6) We have found many B.P. preparations imported from foreign 
countries with a very low alcohol percentage which should not be the case 
as, in India, the temperature being high, oel:tain medicines would be 
deteriorated by storage, if low in alcoholic strength. . . 

(7) Many preparations of certain manufacturers and packers' in 
Gllrmany Rnd Great Britain impOl'ted into India are found to contain less 
alcohol. This is done to reduce the CQIIt by ~aving the larger .payment of 
high custom duty and thus to compete with other preparations in the market 
in the matter of selling prices. 

(5) 
By Prol. P. S. ltac:lIahon, K.Se., B.Se., ".I.a., Public Analyst to 

Gov.nunent, The United Provlncu, L1JClmow' 

The United Provinces Prevention of Adulteration Act, 191:;1, came into 
operation in 19]4 and has since been applied with partial success to the 
prevention of adulteration of foodstuffs, in particular, milk, ghee and edible 
oils. A.n amencied Act was passed by the looal legislature and brought; into 
ef[8('f; or. January the 'lst of this year. The latter is. intended to cover over 
loopholes in the original Act regulating the preparation and sale of foods and 
drugs and to bring it into line with modem r~uirements. It also provides 
for the inftiC'tion of punishment of a deterrent kind upon offenders convicted. 
under the Act. The partial ineffectiveness of the original Act was largely 
due to the absence of adequate penalties for h~hiiual offenders; , . 

. So far as drugs are conoerned, the Act haa hllll~ ~ dead letter. I trace 
thi. failure directly to two causes:~ . . . 

(1) the absence of legialative authority enabling the Government. to 
prescribe the manner of the sale of druga. and pharmaceutical.preparations, 
and 

(2) the absence of authoritative standards' for such .preparati9ns. 

The first difficultr has been removed in the United Provinces by the 
amended Act by givmg powers to· Government to lay down regulations for 
the sale of any particular foodstuff or drug and all matters appertaining 
thereto. 

,1Uanaa".d •• -The second difficulty, that of standards, appears to be the 
crux of the whole problem. The dispensation of drugs in India is. in a 
chaotic state 110 far as standards are concerned. 

To take a single instance, that of quinine tabloids, a large numbe~ of 
samples ofwhiC'h have been examined here. 

Quinine tabloids are issued from four ('entres in: India, llamely, the jails 
at Aligarh, Alipore, Mungpoo and Lahore. Th/ilir composition is widely 
different as issued at each plaC'e,. and they contain enormous amounts of 
filling materials, from as much as 53 per cent at Alipol'e to 19 per cent at 
Aligarh. I have found BOrne of these pilIs to contain appreciable quantities 
of siliceous matter and to be so made up with inorganic ingredients as to. be 
indigestihle when Bwallowed, ineffective in their physiological. action, and 
possibly dangerous to health. If the jail-made products al'~ thus fabricated, 
it is not surprising to find ' quinine' pills BOld with impunity on the, market' 
composed of clay and chalk, and containing leaa than half per cent.of. 
quinine. . 

The question of standardization is however fraught with great difficiIlties. 
The report of the Indian In.\!.ustrial Commissio~ P!esided over, by S!r T~om~s 
Holland in 1918 went BO far as to Bay that ·It 18· doubtful If . legislation IS 
likely to prove very effective in the direction: of· preventing the adulteration· 
of drugs (Indian Industrial' Commission Report, 1916-18, 'page 168). . 
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This opinion is probably derived from the well-known difficulty of setting 

up standards for 'drugs, and' 'giving those standards"legislative effect. No 
standard, however set up, can be given statutory authority. The only body 
in the British Empire which has ever attempted to standardize drugs is the 
:British Medical Council in causing to be published undertlieir" direction 
"A book. containing a list of medicines and compounds and the manner of 
preparing them, together with the true weights and measures by which they· 
are to. be prepared and mixed, and containing such other, mattel" and things 
relating thereto as the General Council shill think fit, to be called the 
British' Pharmacop~ia." 

But-4he British 'Pharmacopreia has no statutory authority to insist upon 
its" standards. ThE'- British Parliament has systematically refused to legislate 
upon standards of drugs, and has never delegated its power to any other 
body to do so. In fact~ the mere 'standardizing' of natural drugs, which 
in most cases would mean dilution to a definite strength, is opposed to 
section 4 of., the English Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1875, which runs as 
follows:-

" No person shall, except for the purpose of compounding as hereinafter 
described mix, colour, stain, or powder, or order or permit any other person 
to mix, colour, stain, or powder, any drug with any ingredient or material 
so as to aff8Ctinjuriously the, quality Or potency of such drng, with intent 
that the same may be sold in that state, and no person Shall sell any such 
drug as mixed, coloured, stl!oined or powdered, under the same penalty, etc." 

To give the British Medical Council or any other authority, power to 
standardize drugs would be eQlUivalent to 'giving them power to override a 
section of an Act of Parliament. 

Even greater difficulties may be apprehended in India, if anybody were 
set up to standardize drugs. The recommendations could not be accepted 
in law. . 

. The value of standardiZing drugs lies in creating a guide for information 
of the pharmacist and also for the general public an indication of what they 
should expect iB purchasing them. Standards are essential as a basis for 
the reports of public analysts. 

The whole spirit of the FoOd and Drugs Adulteration Act resides in 
section 4 (1) of the original Act wherein it says that "whoever sells to the 
prejudice of the purchaser any article of food or any drug which is not of 
the nature, substance or quality of the article or drug demanded by such 
purchaser, or sells or offers or exposes for sale or manufactures for sale any 

. article of food or any drug which· is not of the nature, substance or quality 
which it purports to be, shall be punished, etc.'" 

To avoid the legal difficulties involved, I therefore suggest; in conjunction 
with the setting up of standards, that all dl"ugs, proprietary remedies and 
patent medicines should be labelled, either stating that they are up to the 
standard prescribed by the British Pharmacopmia or an authoritative body 
in this country, or, if not up to the same standard, stating the percentage 
of ingredients of the composition. In this connexion, I recommend the 
adoption of a regulation like Regulation 8, sections 7 (a) and (b) of the 
United States Rules and Regulations for the enforcement of the Federal 
Food and Drugs Act of 1906 which nns as follows:-

" (a) A drug sold under or by a name or a synonym, recognized in the 
United States Pharmacopreia or National Formulary, unless labelled as 
prescribed by paragraph (b) of .this regulation, shall conform to the standard 
of strength, qual~tYJ or purity for the article a.~ determined by the test laid 
down in the Unitett States Pharmacopreia or National Formulary official at 
the time of investigation. An article shall not be deemed to conform to 
such standard of strength, quality or purity unless it conforms in Every 
respect to all the requirements and specifications of the United States 
Pharmacopmia or the N ationa1 Formulary for the article. . 

" (b) A drug sold under or by a name, or a synonym, recognized in the 
United States Pharmacopmia or the National Formulary which does not; 
(''Onform to the standard· of strength, quality or purity for the article as 
determined· hv the test laid down therein shall be labelled with a stnt"meut 
to the effect that the drug is not a United States Pharmacopreia or National 
Formulary article; in addition it shall be labelled with a statement showing 
its 'own actual atrength. quality,' or pll:l"ity. or else with a 'clear and exact 
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ltatem .. nt oC the nature and extent of the deviation from the standard of 
strength, quality or purity set out for such article in the United States 
Pharmacopmia. or National Formulary." 

All a solution of the problem I suggest that compulsory labelling should 
apply to all drugs and medicines from whatever source they may come _and 
whatever their nature mar be, whether pu~ drugs, comp_ounded drugs, 
proprietary or patent medicines, foreign or Indian. As regards _ working 
standards} I think that for the present British Pharmacopmia might be 
adopted In this country. Nearly all Indian drugs are mentioned in this 
book and it would be quite a simple matter to insist upon standards of such 
medi¢inal preparations as are mentioned in it being 'adopted in this country, 
and being labelled as conforming to the British Pharmacopmia' standard. 
I do not think it"' would be necessary for tho present to set up an Indian 
Phannacopmia when most of the material is already contained in the 
British Pharmacopmia. 

IndigefHlu. Bnig •• -Indigenous preparations, the methods of pre/l~ration 
and composition of which are not completely known, cannot be ~tandardized 
or I.rougbt under control until they have been properly investigato(l hY' 
analysts. It would be necessary for this purpose to set up a ('8ntral 
pharmacological institute. It would be quite useless to legislaJ;e for these 
preparations until and unless they are properly described and recognizable
with due reference to the various vernacular names under which they appear 
in different localities. 

In India, there is nothing corresponding to the British Medical Council 
or the Society of Public Analysts. It is therefore necessary to set up an
authoritative central body. which, after due consideration of' the results of 
investigations carried out at the Central Institute, could lay down notollly
analytical standards for finished preparations, but also, in' cases the latter. 
are not readily susceptible' of analysis by reason of the addition of a- large 
nnmber of ingredients, standardized methods of preparation. -

The functions of the Central Jnstitute should be confined to researches in 
Chemical Pharmacology, to the, investigation of natural drugs and medicinal 
plant-products, and to the laying down of standards ana standardized 
methods of preparation. -

Tedin,g 0/ dTilg •. -As the various provinces already have their own Food 
and Drugs Acts, the actual testing of drugs, etc., sold in the _ market 
Rhould be left to the Provincial Public AnalYlts, who would be guided by 
the standards'laid' down hy the Central Council. I do not think it would be
desirable or practicable to diBBociate drugs from foodstuffs for purposes o~ 
~giRlstion, 'as it is very often impossible to state under which category. a. 
product or mixture of substances may fall. For this purpose it would be 
necessary to strengthen the existing staff of the public analysts or chemical 
naminers to enable the -dl'ug-testing to be carried out with efficiency.- In, 
tbese Provin('{'S it would be necessary to have a staff of one Public Analyst, 
one Deputy Public Analyst, two ABBistant Public Analysts and four Analyti
cal Al;SiRtants to carry on the combined work of analysing foodstuffs, and 
testing dl'ugs and medicinal preparations. The present ~taff is on& Public 
Analyst (half-time), one Deputy Public Analyst, one ABBfstalit Puhlic 
Analyst and three Analytical ABBistilnts . 

• qi'mmari/.~l) An All~lndia, Council and - Central Research Institute 
Rhould be set up to deal with all matters relating ro the investigation 'of 
drugs. for the working out of analytical standards and for standardizing 
methods of preparation of those drugs, etc., not included in the British 
Pharmaeopmia.' -

(2) The -Britis'h Pharmacopmia may be accepted as a guide for the 
flValuation of imporU!,d drugs and for those which do not come under the 
heading of indigenous drugs. 

(3) Indigenous drug)J, as their composition -and m~hods -of preparation
become known, should be brought under uniform control with other- drugs 
and medicinal preparations. ,- - " ' -,-

(4) ~gulationsreq~iring the proper iabelling- -0(. drugs - and other 
preparations with tlteir percentage i,ngredient$should be brought, into effect: 
. (5) Testing of drugs under the' local Acts, sh(lllld be left to provillcial 
public analYllts. _ ' -

32 
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(6) 
Bf Dr. Har~ Singh Blsht, Lilcturer, Medical School, Agra 

The presen,t state' 01 indiscriminate 'USe 01 medicinal drugs. 
For the last few years I ,have ·been noticing thai; patients very often 

,complain that they.do not get the same taste and colour in the medicines 
.;JIm repetition 01' when the pl'escription is sent for dispensing from one 
ehemist's shop to another, which they get when the prescription is first 
dispensed. I think thel'e are many reasons for this. 

(1) The quality of the medicines. as Burgoynes products, specially 
tinctures, are far mOl'e superior to any other tinctures, but expensive:" So, 
as a rule, chemists avoid using these and use other makers' -cheap stuff which 
is less efficacious, the reason being no uniformity of 'composition and 
strength. 

(2)' In Agra there are number of chemists iu the place where, if an 
illiterate patient or servant 'goes to get the prescriptions dispensed, he finds 
diffel'entrates, per dose in different shops. This state is something like 
auction of the prescription. Petty chemists impress on them that renowned 
chemists have more expenses to meet, that is why their rates are very 
high. So in the pretence of cheapness they either push very old stock of uu
reliable medicines or sometimes substitute ingredients as cardamom seeds 
and pink colour for Tinct. Card. Co." olive oil for glycerine and so on. 

(3) There are only few so-called qualified compounders even with the 
renowed chemist, where the ohject of the proprietor is not false economy 
to preserve his name and fame; hut he gets bad reputation on account 
of his compounder. who either does not know compounding or is a careless 
man without knowledge. 

This state of affail'S is far from satisfactory from medical man's, manu
facturer's and patient's point of view who suffers the most and the results 
are very discouraging. 

Compounders 
The present day unqualified compounder is a dangerous agent employed 

in Government Hospitals, charitable <lispensaries and chemists' shops. In 
mv opinion the first stell to improve the general condition of unsatisfactory 
affairs of things regarding drugs is 'the proper training of capable men as 
compounders. The preliminary qualification for admission to ~he com
pounders' class should, be at least 8th standard passed or c-'Crtificate of 
higher qualification from a recognized school. I would advise competitive 
examination of qualified eandida'tes for admission. 

Tliill'e should be two compounders' training schools in each Provinre 
located in some big central places attached to district hospitals with special 
staff of two lecturers. The present nine months' training is practically 
nothing. I suggest that tht'lir <~urse should be f"xtcntlE'd to two years-out 
of which six months should be devoted to surgical training as a dresser and 
assistant with lectures on first-aid treatments. Six months' nursing train
ing including patent medicines and im'alid's food. One complete year for 
the study of materia medica and pharmacy including Indian bazaar medicines. 

Medicines 
To control the potency and purity of dl'Ugs, chemicals and pharmaceuti

col preparations, thel'e should be some legislation to check the growth of 
11llrecogniaed nharmaceutical work. manufacturing ('henp and unreliable pl'e
parations garbed under big sounding scientific or pharmacopinl names. 

(1) A body of expf"rt chemist.~ and scientists with a Central Laboratory 
under Government of India should be (>Stablished. ' 

(a) They should examine and report to Government, the samples of 
Indian and foniign-made medicines about the purity, uniformity of composi
tion and strength. 

(b) This ,body should also sentl monthly six expert chemical inspectors 
to each Province to give surprise visits and inspect the chemists' shops and 
other places where prescriptions are dispensf"d. They should give their 
reports to the Provincial Medical Council, District Magistrate and Civil Sur
geon of the district.' l"inally, this report should be nubljshed for the 
guidance of medi.cal prar.titionel·s as well as for gt'lnt'lrnl information. NeI'eR

BBry ol'ticm lShonld, also be tllkl'n on thE'se expert.~· reports by the Medical 
Council, 



(2) In distl'icts the Civil Surgeons, and in mufassal places, the Medical 
Officer in charge of' the dispensary, should give surprise visits to dispensing 
cbemists'a shops, at least foul' timElll in a year and. give his rel)orta to the 
Medical Council for information and necessary actIOn. 

Indian bazaar medicines 
Now, it is important to consider. that ~azaar medicines .should. also form 

part of alJopathic treatment, to achieve thlS end the folJowmg pomts 8hould~ 
be considered: - -

(I) Including of ,bazaar medicines in the course 'of Medical Schools and 
Colle' Ca. g .. " , 

(2) Their w;e- in Government Hospital out-patient departme~ts along 
with British' Pharmacopial preparations for the treatment of patients. 

(3) To establish one central store Df bazaar medicines in each Province 
for the Bupply,.of these to hospitals and di~pensarles, as, at presen~, good 
quality and fresh stock is not easily procurable. _-

(4) There should be a good book on bazaar medicines availabl., for the 
use of students, practitioners, hospitals and chemists. 

Chemists 

(1) Pl'ovincial l1edical Councils should have full control over /111 the 
chemists in the Province. They should issue licences and keep a register of 
all the chemists and general mel'chants dealing on British Pharmacopial 
prepal"l~tions, patent medicines and medicated foods. This list should be 
published yearly. 

(2) Licensed firnlS should not be allowed to compound 0.1' dispense 
medicmeB of qualified medical practitioners unl~s this is done by a quali
fied compounder or undcr supervision of a qualified medical man passed from 
a recognized medical school or college. . , 

(3) l1edical Council of the Province should supply list of reliable places 
in India and abroad to all the chemists in the Province from where they 
can get their requirements. They should also solve the difficulties of the 
pUblic and chemista when necessary. - -

(7) 
., Mr. W. I. Campbell, of Smith. Campbell, Pharmaceutical 

Chemists, The' lIIall, Lahore 

In expres~ing a definite opinion on any important subject, I consider 
it right that one should justify one's views. On the question of pnro 
drugs oand ~he urgent necessity. of legislation "1;0 l'ai~e the sta~dard of phar~ 
Pl&CY IU thiS country, I lay c1ann to 24 yelU's' l)l°acbcal experience in India, 
5 IIIi an assistant and 19 in business for myself in Lahore. 

Having that experience behind- me I feel qualified to express ~n opinion 
on the lIubject of this enquiry. 

There is not the slightest doubt that India is flooded with· adulterated 
drugs. It is a cheap mal'ket and the demand fOl' cheap drugs smothers 
8,oery etfOl1. on the part of the doctor to get the best therapeutic results. 
This applies equally to the doctor in private practice and to the medical 
officer iu Government service. The slogan is ' Buy in the cheapest market ' 
and I ean assure you that too often quality is merely a secondary considera~ 
tion. '1'he extra cost of the pure article thus defeats the best efforts of the 
physician. 

Innumerahle drugs Bre offered for sBle at impossible prices in comparison 
with the cost of the genuine Brticle whilst the drug market is almost 
entirely in the hand~ of i1literat~ dealers possessing little knowledge of 
pharRlacy and often Without education of any sort. '1'his makes it impossible 
for the conscientioUB dealer to meet competition legitimately. 

The (l:rants made by district boards a>;1d municipalities are frequently 
totally madequate and consequently the purchasing power of the Civil 
Surgeon or medical officer i~ very restricted. He is compelled either to cut 
down quantities or buy drugs of doubtful quality. ' 
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, All the dealer is immune fl'om penalties and the chief factor is cheapness 
ca~ you wonder at the state of aftain that exists to-day P I am decidedly of 
opllllOn that the sale ·of d~ugs. an~ chemicl.Ils for medicinal purposes should 
be cont~olled and that legIslatIOn 15 essentIal. In support of my argument 
1 submlt- .' • . 

• (1) a comparison of prices current in Bombay with c.i.f. list IJrices 
offered ·by· English .houses for genuine article; 

t (2) a list of important drugs and chemicals in 'every day uso found 
to be adulterated or inert. . 

Comill:g to phal'lll,;!cy, I co~ider there is great necessity for uniform 
~ystem. of p~arma~utlCal :educatIOn all over India and this could be worked 
In conjunctIOn With medical colleges 01' other educational institutions in 
the principal cities, for instance, the ,Medical Colleges of Lahore and Amritsar. 

Qualification and registration should. be compulsory. No one should be 
allowed to open a chemist's shop or to use the title' Chemist and Druggist' 
unless he possesses the necessary qualification. " . 
, The sale of poisons and narcotio' drugs, ~uch as nlOrphia and cocaine 
should be restricted to qualified ohemists, instead of being sold indiscrimi: 
nately by unqualified dealers: The 'Poisons Act' as It exists in this 
country ill, in my opinion, a farce. 

What applies to the civil population; should abo apply to' Government, 
local fund and municipal institutions, In eaoh case the dillpensing de
partment should be in charge of a 'qualified chemist instead of a sub
assistant surgeon, who has had comparatively little tratning in pharmacy. 

The functions' of a doctor and those of a chemist should be distinct. 
Where the private practitioner runs a dispensary and dispenses other than 
his own prescriptions, instead of employing a compounder with no quali
ncation on a very limited salary, he should be compelled to employ a quali
fied chemist to supervise dispensillg. 

My experience is that compounders in' the Punjab, although I employ 
the best type I can find, have very little education. Their knowledge of 
chemistry or any of the allied subjects is practically nil. The. best type 
available is the man that has been trained to dispense medicines under 
a qualified European chemist and they command good wages, but few exist. 
Even they are completely at a loss if anything out of the ordinary turns 
up involving chemical reaction or technical knowledge. It is praotically 
impossible to get an experienced and reliable dispenser. I have employ
ed compounders who have held responsible positions in Government hospi
tals and found I had to train" them as beginners. It is for reasons such 
as these, that I bring qualified chemists out from England to assist me 
Their job is mainly supervision' and depends on the technical knowledge 
they possess. ' 

I consider that compulsory pharmaceutical training and education on 
&sound lines is absolutely essential, both for chemillts and compounders. It 
will I"aise the status of the ' so-called' present day chemist and attraot mell 
of better education to the ranks of pharmacy in India. . u 

In course of. time, it should provide an outlet for the higher educated 
young men of to-day! who, after college education. are limited in the choice 
of a career. There 15 pleuty of room in pharmacy, especially in India for 
men of education and business aoumen. 
· From newspaper reports I nQtice that protection for the Indian chemical 
industry has been advocated and that it should be subsidised by the imposi
tion of increased duties on imported drugs and chemicals. 
· Candidly, I consi~er the. existing 15 per cen~ duty on imJ?orts is 'more 
than sufficient and, If the mdustry cannot flourISh on that, It must be a 
weakly child. 

Years will elapse before India is able to manufacture chemicals in 6uffi~ 
cient quantities aud of sufficient purity to meet all her requirements.. 

The imposition of increased duties would be a se'l'ere hard:iliip both 'to 
the poorer classes and to Government and" charitable institutions.. Educa-: 
tion will remedy that quicker than protectlOn. . 
· Technical knowledge is of far more importance' than extra duties. 

• See page 253 iufra. t See pages 233-254 infra. 



Difficulties may be ellcouutered' i~ 'introducing and e~forcing l~gisla
tioll in counexion with a 'Food and Drugs Act' and a .' POISOns and Pha~
macy Bill,' but! when y~u C(~n8ider that both these subjects concern }!ubhc 
health and effiCiency, legISlatIOn appears to me to be absolutely essential. 

List No~ 1 

.A comlariBon in price. {I pouncl'quai&titieB utlle8. otliel'wiBe Btatea) 

Drag or Chemical. Bo,!,baJ' EngliBh prios. o.i.f. 
prica. 

JUl. .. ;£ ' . tl. 

Aoid boria .. 0 , 112 .X I" l'kta. 6t Approximate. 
Baleam Copaiba •• 1 2 0 3 0 
Creo80te Beeollwood 1 10 0 2 8 
Empl •• , Belladonna •• . 1 0 0 :I 2 
Extract Belladonna Virid .. 2 6 0 _6 \I 

Cannal;ie Ind l.er oz • I 12 0 16 0 .. 
CaIORra Sag. 'q. • • 1 Ii Spirit .. 

dntyextra. 0 2 2 .. HJ'o,oJ'ami II o. 0 8 Ii 

It lpeoao Liq. 10 0 Spirit 
dDtJ' extra. 0 17 {6 

Ferri et Quin Cit. .. , 8 0 13 0 
Oil Aniei 1 Ii 0 6~ Li9 
It CinD8moni 2 , 1 10 II 
.. Copaiba .. 1 10 0 ,.' 0 
" Crotonia 6 0 0 17 ;3 
" .JDnip..,i 1 10 0 8<1 9 
.. Menth pip. 2 2 0 13 '. a 

Polen Aoeta. 1 :I 0 2- :' 
fuly. Ip_o Co. •• 2 8 .0 6 .9 
~r. Ferri Iodide 0 Iii u 2 2 

ng. HJ'd. Fort.. 1. 8 0 , I) 

List No.2 

Some fraudulent and adulterated drug, and cl.emicall. 

The Iudian market is flooded with spurious drugs and chemicals which 
are certainlv cheap, but worthless as medicinal agents. These adulterated 
and fraudufent products are too numel"Qusto enumerate but the. following 
examples ruay suffice. 

The products· are litited under two headS, (1) 'Chemicals, (2) D~ugs. 

Chemical. 

Acid boric (Boracic acid}.-Numerous samples analysed did not conform 
- to the standards set forth in the British Pharmacopmia ill that they 

contained arsenic and other impurities. 
Bi&ntufh. carbonate, Bismuth. lalicylate and Bi8muth _ubnitrute.-Seve

ral samples analysed were found to he roughly half the proper strength. 
That is, they contained 40 l>er cent and less Bismuth oxide instead 'of the 
standard laid down in the B.P. (which should be 82 per cent in the case 
~f Bismuth carbonate). ' . . 

Caffein citrate found to be adulterated with Potassium citrate •. 

CincllOna /ebri/ugs (under,S German maker's name) proved to be nothing 
bot powdered cinchona bark, worth about Re. 1 per pound. . 

Ferri-et..quinine citrate.-Numerous samples analysed did not conform 
to the standard laid down in the B.P. which should contain 15· per cent 
pure anhydrous quinine alkaloid (equal to about 20 per cent quinine 8ul~ 
phate). The majority of ,samples contained less than 5 peT cent quinine 
while Borne contained no quinine at all. The latter proved to be Ferri-et
Ammon Cit. Vi ride (green citrate of iron and ammonia) which ill about one
fourth the price of I genuine Ferri-et-quinine cit. 



·lodofol"n~.-Adulterated with 6ulphur. 
Pota"ium citrate.-Adulterated with I'ot3.lSsium caruonate . 

. Pota3siull~ iocljde.-Short weight; also adulterated with potassiulU hro
lIude. 

Quinine sulpllate.-Adulterated with chalk. 
Tablets Quinine bismuth containing only ~Uout Iller cent l.luiuiue, the 

balance being chalk and other insoluble matter. 
Sodi~ iodide bottles 60 labelled were found to contain sodiulll chloride 

with no· trace of sodium iodide. 

lJrug8 

Eoetmct Bel!adonna viride.-8amples analysed. wer~ fouud to cOlltaid no 
traoe of alkalollis of Belladonna leaf. 
. Extr~ct Ergot liq.-Samples physiologically tested were found to be quite 
mert. 

Many a woman in child birth depends for her life on this drug which 
should be active and not inert. . 

Extract Ipecac liq.-8amples analysed were found to be half stre~gth 
while two samples contained no trace of alkaloids of Ipecacuanha root and 
were probably prepared from some other valueless root. 

Extract Oascara Sagrada liq.-Proved quite inert. 
Essential oils of aniseed, cajuput, cinnamon, chenopodium, cloves, cubehs, 

dill, Juniper, nutmeg, peppermint and sandal wel'e all found to be synthetic 
and valueless as medicinal agents. . 

Pulv. Ipecac co. (Dovel'S powder) which owes its medicinal value to 
ipecac and opium was found tn be composed of one-fourth tbe pl"Oper strength 
of ipecac and no opium at all . 

. Pulv. GlycY1'Tltiza co. (Oompoulld LiquQ1'ice pOlCdel'.)-Several o;au1p\('$ 
examined did not conform to the B,P. in that they wel'e prepared from 
liquorice root which was not decol'ticated. (The bark of liquorice l'oot is 
wOI,thless as a medicinal agent and should be eliminated.) 

Syrup Ferri Iodide.-Several samples analysed proved to be deficient in 
iodide of iron. Some were half strength and other/! one-fourth strength. 

Ung. Hydmrg (Blue Oilltlltent) should contain 30 per cent mercu\'y; 
several samples were found to contain le~s than 10 pel' cent mel'cury. 

Oamphorodyne, Ohlorodyne, Oonfection of Senna, Glycerine, BelladonnG 
aM ·Vi1t1£1ll Ipecac were all found to be deficient in medicinal agents some 
to the extent of 50 per cent. 

Tincture. and Liquid Extrtlcts.-Few answe1'B.P. tests. 

(8) 

By Beli Ram & Brothers, .Proprietors, National Pharmacy, Lahore 

1. Quinine tablets.-Made locally generally contain chalk with a bitter 
taste of quassia, or burnt alum. 'I'hese have been made and sold in cons i
del'ably large quantities throughout Sindh, the Puujab and the Uniw1 Pl'O
vinces at ridiculously low rates of Rs. 1-8-0 dozen bottles of gr. 1; Us. 2-!-0 
per dozen bottles of lOU-gr. 2 or Rs. 3 t() Rs. 7 per lb. loose tablets. 

2. 'Ve obtained several samples of solid and liquid extracts: Ext. Ipecao 
liq., Ext .. '1'araxaci liq., Ext. Glycyr1'hiza liq., Ext. Cascara, Ext. DumilloJiu, 
Ext. Colcocynth; they were offered to us practically 33 per cent to 50 per 
!-'6nt cheaper than the standard B.P. quality, which gave us ground for 
doubt for quality; so these samples wore forwarded to 1tlessrs. Smith, 
Stanistreet & Co., for test and report. Although all th~e preparations 
were clearly marked B.P. on '~ho labels, yet the report received showed ~hat 
none of them "'as D.P. and they were one-fourth of the strength as reqUired 
by the B.P. It is not understood how these preparations were passed by the 
Customs, as· general!y such preparations with wrong ~escriptions are t,a,ken 
under the Merchandise Act and before they are passed' Importers al'e requu"ed 
to stamp them with cOI'rect description. As to quality, all these prepara
tions referred to above were made by a German firm. . 



CAlModyne aftd CampAorod!/fle.-These two important medicines which 
are very largely used on the Indian market are sold at so ridiculously low 
prices that it is absolutely impossible to produce the right stuff even in 
India to compete against the imported stuffs which are offered so cheap. 
Chlorodyae is sold at RB. 1.6-0 and Camphorodyne at RB. 1-10-0 per Jb. 
while the Indian made quality we sell is at Rs. 1-14-0 and B.s. 3-4-0 respec
tively. From the reports received from the consumers it is found that these 
things have failed to produce any effect even when they were administered 
in doo;ea four times the 1I.uantities as prescribed in the B.P. Chlorodyne 
lind Camphorodyne referred to by us are manufactured by English an,l 
German firms. 

S!/fItll1!iic oil. on the Indinn mar"et.-We give below a detailed list (.f 
the oila taken from one of the latel!t lists received from Bombay and we 
have compared the prices with foreign imported oils of B.P. quality:-

.j' B.P. on. 

Oil Ajowan 
Oil Anethi 
Oil Anisi 

'quoted in Bombay list 
Do. 

Oil Clove 
Oil Cinnamon 
Oil Ci tl'Onella 
Oil Copaiba 
OilCubebe 
Oil Lemon 
Oil Meuth Pip 
Oil Rosemary 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

BS. A. s. Dl\ 
1 2 lb. 13 G lb. 

·4 . 0.. 13 0 ,. 
1-5 .. 50" 
1 12.. 9 6 .. 

·2 4.. .9 0 .. 
1 4" 3· 4 .. 
1 10" 3 8 .. 
" 10 ,. 4 6." 
38" 56" 
22 .. 96" 
17" 36,i 

We did not have any chance to see the quality of these oils, 'what thl'Y 
are like, but their quality can be well judged from the prices which ·stand 
against them. These oils are manufactured by certain French,Holland 
and German firma. 

P·ulv. Iper.ac Co.-Without Narcotic.-In consideration of the high (!ost 
of opium and restrictions imposed .by the Government ·on its import from 
foreign countries, the German firms have omitted the most important drul!:. 
opium, in order to lower the price without having given any consideration 
B8 to whether it could produce the desired effect when prescribed by the 
physicians. It will suffiC'e to mention that this stuff has been so],) on the 
Bombav market in large quantities at prices ranging from B.s. 2-2-0 to 
RB. 2-5-0 lb. '. . 

E;rt.. Ergot Liquid.-Manufactllred by several German nrms is not ~ven 
half of the Iltrength selling in the Bombay market. 

Ferri-et-Quinine Cit. Bvecial.-Contains 4 per Cf.'nt of quinine against 
the 15 per cent strength required by the B.P. This cheap stuff is in demand 
from grocers and hakeems who take it on account of its cheap pJ1ice. 
Tn our opinion if such bogus drugs which are dumped on the Indian ma.rket 
by foreign manufacturers be checke<l by law, the consumers can certainly 
dl'rive more benefit by using genuine article at highel' price. Ferri-et
quinine cheap is made by German and Italian firms. 

, Quinine Ethlllcarll.-Comin/! from foreign fil'ms ~eems to have been 
",dulterated freely with llen2n. Naptha and it is done to supply the Indian 
market with cheap stuff at lower prices. 

In conclusion we may add that the drugs, etc., received from E. Merck, 
8taffOl·d Allen & Co .. Howard~ & Sons, Schering Kahlbaum, Johnson & 
Sons, Bayers, with whom we nre oontinually dealing, are quite good and 
tbere has '-'n praC'tically no chanre of complaint of quality of dl'ugs BUfI
plied by them.· Regarding Indian made tinctures, we have been exclusivoily 
Reiling Smith Stanistreet bmnds and received rare complaints regarding 
thei~ quality during the past tl'n years. We cannot express any opinion 
on tmctures made by othel'S as we nevtl.!" had the chance to handle them. 

WI' are of opinion t,hat before anv Drug Act is enforced in India, there 
shoul.l he formation of schools of pharmacy, where compounders could be 
qualified as, at the present stage, there is great difficultv in getting trained 
and qualified hands, the compounders availahle fl'om the hospitals are ·not 
4)Ompetent enough to work at the chemists' shops. . . 



There should be a pharmaceutical society' who could take the' control of 
drugs and medicines in their hand and all such drugs which are selling with 
aellret formula, should be stopped altogether as they prove some times dan
gerous to the consumers. The patent medicines coming from America every 
one of them has full description of composition printed on the bottl~. 

(9) 
By Mr. D. R. Mawnay, Proprietor, Rala D. Mawnay II Co., 

Wholesale Chemist, Madras 

[Akents for Dr. Bose's Laboratory, Ltd .• Calcutta,; for 'M~dra91'};~esidency 
and Messrs. May & Baker, Ltd., London, Manufactufing, (Jhemists, London. 
Proprietors, Agents and Distributors of several Propl'ietary medicines.] 
, ,.J h'ave been carrying on a wholesale chemists and druggists trade for the 

last _ 21, years a,nd, _ with previous experience of 7 years altogether making 
28 years. ' , 
. ':r h~ve found 'during my' career as a' w'holesale 'chemist that ~ lot of 
inferior drugs which do not conform to the British Pharmacopooi-a are 
imporwd by many chemists in'Madras and palmed off as B.P. drugs through
(,\ut thll Presidency to reiai! chemists and medical practitioners at cheaner 
prices ,to capture the business and, -on account of that, firms of reputation 
who 'import 'only high class drugs 'that conform to the standard of British 
Pharmacopooia had to 'suffer' owing to this unhealthy and spurious com-
petition. ' 
: I supply' off and on to:iS' ative States of Mysore, Travancore, Cochin 
g,nd Pudukottah and w,as always confronted with the difficulty of low prices 
owing to 'the inferiority of drujl;s for 'which my rival firms quoted their 
rrices and Unfortunately none of the States have chemical laboratories to 
test arid find whether these cheap drugs supplied conform to the standard 
of British Pharmacopooia. 

, I know from experience that many medical men ('omplain that Santonin 
"'as ineffective' and even when a. double dose was adminiRtered they do 1I0t 
have the desired effect and I know for certain that this drug is adulterated 
with Phenacetin. ' 

'.I also know that Ext. Ergot J~iquid although-lahelled as T.\.P. imported 
by, some of the chemists, does not contain sufficient quantity of Ergot as 
,required by, British Pharmacopooia and ;9 sold 50 'per cent cheaper than the 
Ext. - Ergot Liquid 'issued bv Dr. Bose's Laboratory, Limited, Calcutta, 
and Messrs. May & Baker, Limited,London. ' 

I have also known that some manufacturers of Calcutta whose nam~ 
I am not llrepared to disclose have flooded this market witli spirituous :lnd 
non-spirituous preparations whi('h do not conform to the standard of B.P. 
'and many of my customers have'told me this during my travels throughout 
the Presidency. 

,I am of ~pinion that legislation must be enacted to pnt an immediate 
s'top to this fraud committed continuously and it must I.e restricted t.o 
Allopathic medicines only. Central laborat01·ies must be establislipd where 
all drugs must be tested before they are allowed to enter the market and. 
in case they are found to be of inferior quality, 'the legislation, must bo 
such as to destroy the goods and penalise the exporting firm. 

I am also of opinion that no orders should be allowed to be placed with
firms either in England, Europe or in India which are not recognize~ by the 
Government of India and even then no orders are to be placed With such 
of those firms who do not have accredited agents or, representatives in im
portant centres such as Bomhay, Calcutta, Madras. and Rangoon, who shall 
,be responsible on behalf of their exporting firms for any cheating or frand 
committed by them, as 8('cording to th~ present Indian Cust?ms Act the 
importer is held respon.sible for anv mIRta.k~ or frau~ ,('nmmltted by, the 
manufacturer or supplymg ,firm., Take for mstance, If the, manufacturer 
intentionally or unintentionally omits to put the country of oriltin on nllV 
metchandise it -is the importer that is held responsible aud pena.lised which 
is highly wr~ngful to punish a man for no fault of his. I 'am also of opinion 
'that no Allopathic medicines should be handled except by qualified hands 
'and the minimum qualifil'ntion t,hat would be required to' meet the situation 
would be that of a qualified \:)ompounder. ' 



All regards indigenous ~rugs, I .. am of .0pinioD, that, since we have Ii9 
Indian PharmacopOlia, no restri<Jtion ,or legislation could he effectively im
pOlled on th_ drugs until such a.. time that an Indain Pharmacopooia comes 
Into existence and only medical practitioners passed out from the Government 
Indian School of Medicine are allowed to prescribe and practise Indian 
medicines. 

All regards proprietary medicines, I am of opinion that the rules govern
ing this trade in England may be applied in India for all proprietary 
articles made from Allopathic drugs, of course, with the exception of those 
that have open formulas. . , 

All regards proprietary medicines made in this country with known 
and nnknown drugs, I am afraid that there will be an;yamount of trouble 
to impose any restriction 88 I have known certain ,proprietary articles 
whose formula! will not be disclosed by the proprietors owing, to the fact 
that aomf! of them had to spend a life long time in discovering and in
venting, for instancel Chathukutti Vydier's cholera specific known as vishu
chika samhari or fi1co is a real specific for· cholera and, is used not only 
in Malabar but 1101 over India with cent per cent success. and it was dis,. 
covered by the late Chathukutti Vydier whose name remains in Malabar 
as a household word for the treatment of cholera. 

In the circumstances, the Committee will do well in confining itself tG 
introducing legislative safegnards for the protection of AllOPathic drugs and 
leave out for the present indigenous drugs and their preparations. , . 

(10) 
By Jrlr •. ~. S. T. Ohari, B.A., A.I.I.Sc., Chemical Examiner to CUstoms, Madras 

Central InBtitutll for testing drugs to work in collaboration with the 
8zi.ting pharmacological, c'U8toms and ezcise laboratories 

1. N eCIlBrity for a central inBtitute.-Pharmacological laboratories exist 
at pI'esent in the fopowing. places: Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Lucknow, 
Lahore and Patna •. The J1.sefulness of these institutions will lie very much 
increased if the work done in these laboratories is corooL!.ted. For doing 
this and several other things to be described later on, the formation of a 
central institute is absolutely, necessary. 

2. Location 0/ the Central 11Istitute.-To derive the maximum benefi~ 
of sucb an institute, it mus1; be situated in or near one of the bigger busi
ness centres like Bombay or Calcutta. 'fhe institute will get considerable 
inspiration for work from being in the midst of big manufacturing and 
importing chemists and druggists, public and private laboratories, and 
bospitals. 

3. Function 0/ the InBtitute.-The function of the Central Institute will 
be- .' . 

(aJ to correlate the work of the different, laboratories j . 
(b) to standardize tbe methods of analyses followed in the diffel'8nt 

laboratories; . . 
(c) to give a preliminary training to candidate selected for posts in 

the pharmacological laboratories;' . , 
. (d) to arrange for leave reserve when any officer of tlie pharmaco-

logical laboratorie, goes on leave; " , ' 
(e) to investigate on behalf of the Local and Imperial Governments 

drug problems directly bearing on the health and welfare of the public j 
( I) to undertake extensive research in indigenous .drugs ; 

. (g) to explore in collaboration with the Agricultural Department the 
planting and cultivation of plants not . indigenous to India with a view 
to making India self-sufficient· from the point of view of' drug require
ments and also to assist .. in· the,.cultivation on a commercial scale of such 
of tbe plants. as have been. p~ved to be of a. therapeutic ,and economic 
value. .. '. _ . .. '. ' 

4. Qualification. 0/ th~ direc~o1'.-In or~er that the aforesa~d function ,?f 
the Institute may' be:achlevetl, .It.must he In the. hands of a director who IS 
a first-class live pharmacologist with a sound knowledge of chemistry. He' 
must. have excellent research' experience, '" good business acumen and 
proved ability to initiate lines of researc~ in the different laboratories and 
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control the same. It is also essential that he must have a sound expe
·rience' or ',the drug trade. ,'fhe' sala!)" ma;r be ~xed 'at Rs. 'l,b()()-.!.50-2,OOO, 
'J.'tI~ 3l'lal'9' ,thet! 101"6 ,ma1l"'!l"ihe7tY}J& menti~ned l1liove," this 'salary may 
11<tt;.:::seem',&tt~lVE~. l{f'sQch"blf',tM':'clISe/&"hlgher'sala'ry may be offered 
and the man ,aJlpOmte~ -on::iIl short contract, "say,.' five years, and at' thl! 
~nd of the .. perlOd,the,renewal,·of the' contract'will solely depend on the 
quantity and quality of the work turned out during his term; the value 
,of -such work is to.: be judged by ali authority' appointed by the Govern
mentof . India.-may be 'in the nature of 'a ,reviewing committee" ' 

5. Location oiDrugJn~titute i;" the r;opicaZ Sc!woZ.'--If it is agreed that 
Calcutta or Bombay would be the most suitable place for this institute, 
,I would strongly· urge the location of the central Drug lnstitute either 
in the School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta" or the Haffkine 
Institute, Bombay, where the: necessary facilities by' way of staff and equip
ment already exist and'suitable additional facilities by way of extension of 
buildings, 'staff and equipment may 'easily be provided to cope with any addi
tional work. 'The considerable amount of research' work that is being done 
in such institutions' under expert guidance and control 'will ael; as an 
incentive ·and will accelerate the future work of the Drug InstItute. 

6. OontTol of laboTatorie •. -Whiie the pharmacological laboratories will 
he maintained by and her subject to the administrativc control of Local 
Governments, the' Central Institute will be maintained 'by the Government 
of India, and will have the technical control of the Provincial laboratories. 

7. The'liu1iantnltitute 'of Sc'i~nce" BangaloTe.-Excellent facilitics 
already available at the Indian Institute of Science may be availed of in 
connexion with indigenous drug research. Steps should be taken to secure 
the co-operation of the institute authorities in this direction. 

8.PTovinciar pharmacological lab~TatoTiel.~These 'will be in charge of 
chemists--men with, Honours degree in Chemistry or its equivalent with 
three to four years' research experience in a goo~ laboratory. The following 
staff may be required: - ' . 

(1) Pharmacologist (Gazetted) 500-25 -1,000 
(2~ First Assistant (Gazetted)... 300-20 - 500 
(3 Second Assistant' (Non-Gazetted) 2()()-';'12r.- 300 
(4 Two"laboratory attenders .;.30- 2 '- 50 
(5) One' animal attendant ' ,~... 25-: .J, - 35 

9. W:oTk in pharmacological laborotoTies.-'Pi,e work, of these labor,atories 
will' be-- " , 

(a) to report on the samples of imported and indigenous drugs submitted j 
(b) to 'undertake, on 'payment, jmalys~of' indigenous medicines at the 

request ;of 'manufacturersl the 'scale of' fees for such ,analyses to he fixed b~ 
the Central Drug Institute. (The fees derh"ed from this source are to be 
credited to Government)," . , 

(c) to carryon the research work initiated by the Central Drug Insti
tute and in certain cases to' carrY 'on independent research 'on problems 
expected to produce' important 'results; "\'" ., .' 

It is presumed that the Director while initiating the lines of research 
will encourage initiative in original inteQ,igent'" research undertaken by 
provincial laboratories. ' .. " .. . '" " . , , 

10. Ezisti'fl.g phaTffl.acolooical laboratories to continue.-The existing phar
macalogicallaboratories will contibue with SUch modifications as may be found 
necessary to fit in'with this scheme ... ' , ", ' 

11. St'lUly leave.-StudY leave on 'full pay may be necessary to the workers 
to go abroad and he acquainted with' the, nature' of 'work done' in similar 
institutions;' 'Applications for study leave wili 'be 'considered by tbe D,irector 
only when submitted 'by 'experienced and' able' men who1nay be relied upon 
to increase the usefulness of their askistance' to their' departments on return; 

• ., t • • • ,.. •• ,. J.! . ~.~ . . 
12. Publication 01 ''I'elUlts.-In co-ordmatmg the results of work of the 

several laboratories, the Director o.f ~he Cent,raJ Drug Institu~ 'Ila! b~S
sarily require a medium for pubhs!tmg t~e ~sults. '.To, 'hegm ,nih, th~ 
Indian. Menic.al GGilette and, the"I1td1on JD1tTfl,al. of MedIcal RueaTc1!, may, be 
availed of for the publication. of results and, ~', 'the ~~lu'm~ o~, wor~ increas<;.li. 
tho necessity for asepar,a~: Journa1,bf, 'P.~ar~a~~I~~.I~ULt be.:~-n~,lde~~:" , .. 



13. The GU.tOIll.' laboratoriu.-The Custe/ms . laboratories in the pOrls ot 
Calcutta, Bombay, Karachi, Madraa and Rangoon would in my opinion fOl'm 
w;eful and valuable UILits in any .scheme for the control of the potency and 
purity of drugs. : The Customs chemist aasisted by the medicine. appraiser 
will be able to lay his handa easily.on imported drugs of a spurious nature. 
If he haa reasons to auspect any drug, he will report the matter to the CoI
lector of Customs who would. Bend the sample sealed to the. pharmacologist 
for examination. Facilities for a biological aasay do not exist. lOt present .in 
Customs laboratories and, if it ,is desired that an examination of the drug 
trom all points of view should be. made at the very place of entry, the present 
laboratory attached to the department would have to be suitably extended 
and etjuipped 80 as to include In its scope the assay of the potency and purity 
of drug.!. The present staff are not qualified to un.dertake pharmacological 
work. 

It. The Ezci8e Zabomtorie •. -The control' of opium, ganja.. and the issue 
of Buch articles for manufacturing purp03eS are in the hands of the Excise 
Department. Indigenous preparations made with these drugs can occasionally 
be lIC!zed from the premises of the mannfacturer by ExCIse Inspectors and 
Bubmitted through the heads of their departments to the. pharmacological 
laboratory for test to cheek whether the normal dosages prescribed are not 
likely to lead to wI'ong or fatal results. Further the Excise laboratories 
test tinctnre9, extracts, etc., manufactured locally. Any preparations SIllI

peeted to be of an inferior quality may be·forwarded by the Excise ch~mist 
through the Commissioner of Excise to the pharmacological laboratory for 
test. 

15. Section 56 01 the Merchandi,e Mark, Manual.-The description B.P. 
should be regarded as false unless the composition is in accordance with the 
standard. In the case of chemical estimations, these could be determined 
with the present facilities in (,he Customs laboratories. But in the case of 
preparations like Ext. Ergot Liquid, besides the above determinations, a 
biological 8B8ay should also be done to test the potency of the drug. This 
could be done by the pharmacological laboratory. I consider tnat the section 
could be. nsed effectively against spurious B.P. preparations. 

16. Section. 274 and 275 01 the Indian Penal Code.-These sections are 
effective. The existing laws with respect to drugs-though. perhaps not full 
and detailed as they ought to be and even though they do not cover all the 
possible offences with respect to food and drugs; still on account of the 
absence of a vigorous and active public opinion and' an efficient machinery 
for the administration of the existing provisions by way of detection and 
punishment--appear to have been consistently ignored by the public, the 
manufacturers Rnd the dealers. With the growth of the variety and number 
of artificial foods and drugs, the ~roblem is becoming mQre and more acute 
since the pO!lSibilities of exploitatIon of the public are correspondingly in. 
creasing. Province after Province in India has found it necessary to p889 
the Food Adulteration Act. But since drug adulteration is more easy and 
mill('hievous than food adulteration, a standard legislation embodying the 
result4 of experience of the existing le~islation of the Provinces in .India and 
the Food and Dru!pl Acta in England IS urgently called for.· In such legisla
tion special attentIOn will have to be given to the m~hinery for prevention 
and euforcement and the punishment will have to be deterrent in cases of 
known deliberate and repeated violations. Undoubtedly this, like any other 
enactU:ent affecting pubhc health and welfare, will be dependent to a large 
extent on publiq opinion and support for its efficacy. But it may be trusted 
that, with the grol\'th of education, public CODSC!ence may become more 
active and energetic. 

~11) .;, 
Bj UleCJuimil\a and Dinligt8ia· AMociaiion, Kadraa 

Standardization. . 
Now that the Allopathic system'. of treatment has. come to stay, it is 

quite _ntial to adopt..a .de&n~te;'plIarmaeopoeia'ancthave-the medicines. 
conformed: to .the particular standard-Jaid down.·in- the-pharmacopmia. The' 
British Pharmacopmia is being followed, but not the standard fixed thereilt, 



The absence of any legislation in India is taken adyantage of and all kin~s 
of preparations manufactured in Europe and America are dum~ed down III 
India callously. Though we have no contrivance to analyse the llllPOrts and 
find out whether they are of eorr~t standards as laid down in. the British 
Pharmacopooia we from OU1' experience find that some preparatlOns are not 
what they pro'fessto bel.. as they d!!teriorate in colour and effect. if allowed 
to rest for-some time. Though no lIDporter or agent would knowmgly place 
any order for impure preparations or d~gg of low standard, ye~. we are 
compelled _to go in for drugs of lower pnces to meet the competltlOn an~ 
out of regard for the high-sounding names of the exporting firms or manu
facturers. It is not possible to judge the genuineness or the bona fides of 
the firms' from the lists and circulars received. Here, it is the duty of the 
Trade Commissioner for India -or similar agencies in foreign countries to act 
as our Intelligence Bureau 'and issue lists and other particulars at fixed inter
vals explaining who al"C the bona /ide merchants who can be relied on for 
our supplies. And also the newspaper organizations have :to take some trouble 
to ascertain if all the advertiser" are genuine finns and are in a position to 
handle orders which they advertis~ for. In the absence of correct guides 
the importers are carried away by the attractive advertisements of the pushing 
agents. Even the Chambers of Commerce are not giving the requi1w help 
aud the merchants are always kept at respectable distances from being ap
proached easily. AU these have to be organiv.ed to give proper help to the 
importers. At important importing, centres, laboratories should be equipped 
for full analysis of drugs and a central 'office for registering all proprietary -
medicines should also be established on the lines of patent registration offices 
of the West. For all known and approved remedies offered for sale, a system 
of fixing distinct stamps can be introduced to help the consumers. But in 
the case of secret remedies whose authors do not allow analysis, a prohibitive 
duty should be levied. 

Indian preparations. 

So far as the indigenous system of Ayul"vedic, Ullani and Siddha are 
I'Oncemed, it is presumed that it is not the intention that the present 
Committee should make any recommendations. 

COlllpOUllJen or dispensers. 

Qualification for these is another question for which the Committee is, 
taking evidence. There cannot be any difference of opinion as to the advan
tages of giving better training to the compounders. But the men who are 
already engaged in the profession satisfy the ordinary requirements. In this 
Province there are two' classes of people who are engaged in dispensing 
medicine.., viz., -chemists and compounders. The chemists have to undergo 
two ;vears' course, while the compounders 'are required to undergo a course 
of nme months. The possession of a two years' course is certainly advan
tageous; but, for practical purposes, the compounders' training is quite 
sufficient. The compounders now in service do their work quite well. 

Poisoli a,11d Pharmacy Act. 

1.'he introduction of an all-India Act on the lines of the Act in England 
is a real necessity, as, at present, different rules are observed in several 
Proviaces and thel"6 is no unifol"Dlity. 

(12) 

By the Bavero Trading Company, Limited, Calcutta _ 

I beg to give you the following details in addition to my verbal 
proposals. 

On account of the well-known fact :th'at patent medicines and drugs of 
minor quality circulate widely in India, we consider it a matter of utmost 
importance to have a medical control board established by the Government 
of India, which exercises its control in the following lines. 

Every manufacturing firm has to give on the lahE-I of their products not 
only the n,!me II;nd the ,indicati~nR for which tl!e pl"Odllct.iS URed, but also a 
~rrect.deslg~atlOn, wInch chenucal compound IS present In the preparation, 
If pOSSIble WIth exact formula., and furthermore how much Der -Mnt of the 



Ictive thel'al>eutic agent it contains, as far as ftuid preparations, lotions, 
ointments, etc., are concerned. Here if possible even the quality of the 
IOlvellt, etc., ought to be given. This designation given by the firm enables, 
the control board to have the preparation testcd in its laboratories and it is 
an easy matter to find out by chemical analysis, whether the colBpOund cor
responds to the formula given on the label in the percentage' mentioned 
thereon. 

We gi\"e you an example regarding investigations in our own laboratory. 
Protargol • Bayer' is a silver proteinate with 8·3 per cent of organically 
combined silver. The ordinary silver proteinates are known on the market 
mostly 88 • Protargol ' ,also. We have tested productll of, various makes as 
to their therapeutic qualities and found that the amount of silver was lower 
in good many cases, even 88 low as about 2 per cent. Besides, concerning 
their purity o.nd dissolving properties, they proved to be below the level, and 
consequently may develop irritating qualities, harmful to the patients. 

In special cases the chemical combination alone is not sufficient to ensure 
a certninstandard, as for instance in the ease of the preparations of the 
al'lll!nobenzol type. Here every preparation of this kind ought to have a 
manufacturing date on the label which enables the physician to know at a 
glance how old the preparation is. We give as example our Salvarsan 
preparations, which bear the manufacturing date on the label, and as a 
IUle no decomposition is to be expected in tropical climate within the next 
two years. Our Salvarsan preparations are officially tested by the Govern
ment Institute for Experimental Therapy in Frankfurt (standard test of 
the League of Nations), and' no batch leaves the works without bearing a 
corresponding remark. The control board by this means has a control of the 
supplies circulating on the market and 1\ touring officer belonging to this 
control board can easily trace preparations in stocks with, the chemists 
bearing too old labels. These measure3 may be done in co-operation with 
the firm or agents in India who are likely to be in a position to give 
information 88 to where trade with too old stocks is suspected. A special 
arrangement with the Custom authorities certainly will always prohibit import 
of stocks from other countries than the manufacturing place, and the control 
board from its part ought to insist on special remarks on the -label by the 
manufacturing firm like-

.. Specially manufactured for the tropics and packed for British India,-, 
Burma and Ceylon.' Imported by Messrs. Havero Trading Co., 
Ltd.," 

88 it is the case ,,·ith all the Salvarsan preparations of M.L.B. Such a 
remark enables the firm itself to control supplies and makes it obvious to 
the control board whether stocks circulated in India are imported from other 
countries than the manufacturing place (indirect imports). For those cases, 
where alterations on the label may take place in India itself by passing 
through the trade, they will soon conie to the notice of the firm and of the 
touring officer of the control board who can prove falsifications or altera
tions by his collection of standard labels and packings in possession of the 
board. 

I~ th.e c~e of ofl\cial drugs, it may be possible that they are purposely 
sold ID mfenor quahty by the manufacturers from the very beginning or 
they may undergo falsifications bypassing through tbe trade. It would be 
the, duty of thl;J board to. trace t,hose inferior products; investigate them iu 
thell' laboratones, and, if they do not come to the standard required to 
stop further sales of them.' , 

Biological tJTe~ratit!n'.-EverY .~rum ought to bear on thlJ label the 
nu~ber of antl~xlIl; umts present either as International or American Units. 
Besides the e:!qnr!'-tlon date, as being most important, must not be omitted. 
T~e standardizatIOn of the serum ought to be controlled 88 it is the case 
~th sera of M.L.B.I. an~ Bheringwerke, which undergo a permanent test 
m ~he Government J nstltute for Experimental Therapy in Frankfurt-on
Main an~ bear on the labels a con·esponding remark. Those firms that do 
not submit themselves to Gov!lrnment control ought to be controlled perma
nently by tbe control. board Itself, to make sure that they really come up 
to the standard mentioned on the label. ' 

~Iandular productR, vitamiDll,. etc .• .ou~ht to bear a certain remark on 
their .Ia,hel 88 ~ how much. of active. prmclple they contain, tested by means 
of chmcaI umts, as for, lJlstance lJl the case of pituitary gland extract' 



(posterior lobe) by Voegtlin Units, etc. The influence of the climate ought 
to he considered in this designation also, and exaggerted claims for thera
peutic value, that could not be. substantiated, should be forbidden after 
e~amination in'the .laboratories of the control board (e.g.; vitamin prepara
tions). 

The import or manufacture of patent medicines, etc., without any clue 
to their composition, generally, ought to be prohibited by the control board, 
In practical consideration of a rigorous measure like that, of course, conces
sions must be made for certain Indian drngs on the market that have 
proved to be of therapeutic value, but not yet exactly chemically defined. 

Sum7llal'y.-There must be a Medical Control Board in existence in India 
for the control of pharmaceutical trad.e. The Board must be a Government 
body, with permanent residence where special chemical and pharmacological 
laboratories are at its disposal, with a staff of experts in the diffltrent lines. 
Manufacturers an.d dealers of pharmaceutical preparations in foreign coun
tries importing to India or firms manufacturing and dealing with pharma
ceutical preparations in India itself be submitted to special regulations 
and restrictions as pointed out above by means of which the practical control 
exercised by the Government Medical Control Board is facilitated. If a firm 
breaks the rules, knowingly or unknowingly, issued by the Medical Control 
Board, further sales of the preparations are to be stopped until the rules 
issued by the 'Board are fulfilled and the preparation is up to tlie standard 
the Board prescribes. Patent medicines giving no clue to their chemical 
combination are prohibited, under the exception mentioned above. Touring 
officers belonging to t.he Control Board enforce the practical observance of 
the measures by means of permanent control of chemists and dealers. The 
import is controlled in co-operation with the Customs authorities. Breach 
of the rules ought to be published officially in an important Indian Medical 
paper bringing it to the knowledge of the. physicians. The question of 
restrict!ng the profession of pha~acy. t~ duly C}.ualified J!ersons oug~t to 
be considered and the means by whICh It 18 practically pOSSible be proVided; 

(13) 

By Dr. X. S. Bay, M.A., B~Sc., M.B., Ch.B. (Edin.), Joint Honora1'1 
Secretary, Indian Medical Assoclatioll, -6-.1., Oorporation Street, Calcutta. 

We have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your circular letter, dated 
the 2nd September 1930, with a copy of the questionnaire issued by your 
Committee for the members of the medical profession. 

Our Association feels that, whilst under other circumstances and in more 
favourable times the desirability of such an enquiry might be admitted, 
considerable misgiving prevails amongst the members of the independent 
section of the Indian medical profession· as to its necessity at the present 
time. It ii!- apprehended that some of the findings of this Committee will 
be used with the ulterior purpose of prejudicing the position of the infant 
drug industry in this country. This belief is strengthened· by the fact that 
up till now very little effort has been made by Government to help this 
industry by State aid towards manufacture or by supporting the consump
tion of the products by using them in Government hospitals. This indifferent 
attitude of the Government has been responsible for making India a good 
dumping ground for foreign drugs and preparations. It is widely believed 
that the nascent inaigenous manufacturing concerns will not get justice 
through the enl]JUiry that has b~n set on f(,lOt and tha~ many of :them may 
bo unjustly condemned. Colour IS lent to thiS appre~enslOn by the fa~t that, 
although it was as far back as 1927 that the ResolutIon for the appOIntment 
of such a committee has been passed by the Council of State, it was not ~iven 
effect to until a few months ago, when manifestations of a strong natIOnal 
desire for using indigenous preparations and drugs became noticeable. It 
is strange that for 150 years. of ~ritis~ rule no such solicitude has been 
evidenced for the control of drugs 111 India. In 1929, out of Rs. 2,01,84,000 
worth of drugs and medicines imported into India medicines worth 
Rs 8899000 CRme from the United Kingdom. It should be n9ted that, 
th~\lgh"the Food Dnd Drugs Act in the United ;Kingdom m.~kes it coml?ul
/lory to· examine . all drugs and' food substances consumed, m tile . Umted 
Kingdom, the products for export to India are beyond the provisions of this 
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Act. This apprehension is also to. a certai~ extent ~upported by the fact 
that in the composition of the Dr~gB E~q~lry. 9olll:mlttee although a place 
could ·be found for a repreSentative ofa Bntlsh firm no room could be 
found for a representative from an Indian m~nufacturing firm. Our Asso
ciation apprehl.ln~ th!lt no useful pnrpo~ 11'111 be served by a committee, 
constituted &8 It 18, Without prope!"ly quahfied expe!i' personne~ to .represent 
the varioua aspects of the chelDlcal, pharmaceutICal and bIOlogical drug 
trade. 

In paragraph 3 of your letter under refereuce the following statement 
appears: .. It is well-known that many unscrupulous people, realizing that 
to analyse and standardize medicinal preparatIOns requires experienood 
men and expensive and elaborate laboratory equipment, take advantage of 
this knowledge to carry out ~xte!lBive ad~lteration, use inferior drugs,al!-d, 
it! the case where raw materml 18 expensive, purposely reduce the quantlty 
that should be used in order to sell it at .. low price. C This is not only cRnied 
out in India but some European firms export -medicines specially manu
factured for tile eastern bazaars." Our Association- finds it difficult to 
aC('CpL this statement in the absence of accurate and proper evidence. )f 
this had been the real state of affairs any effective control over them would 
mean the creation of well.eqjllipped laboratories and test houses nnder the 
eonduct of honest, impartial and competent men who enjoy the confidence 
of the public in different parts of India &8 a first and essential requisite. It 
is doubtful whether the Government would in the present state of financial 
distress be in a position to find money to give effect to the recommendations, 
which may be made in this behalf, in the near future. The detection and 
collection of sample, etc., would require elaborate staff in addition to 
officers who would have to be employed in analysing and carrying on the 
standardization of drugs and medicines in the different laboratories all 
over India. Whereas. on the one hand, we do not find the picture as gloomy 
as depicted in your statement quoted abOve, we do not, on the other, see 
our way to support a scheme of control organized under Government, parti
cularly as their attitude towards Indian manufacturers is not likely to he 

·lIympathetic and unbiased. Further, there are ample reasons to apprehend 
that a quasi-official controlling body created by official legislation. should 
only introduce an engine of oppression in a field- in which signs of healthy 
development are already noticeable. And when the proper time came it may 
be desirable to appoint a sympathetic and enlightened, competent and 
interested controlling agency for the purpose of giving guidance and 
prompting the progress of ihe young concerns through ·co-ordination and 
co-operat;on. 

As regards the question of enquiry preliminary to control, we are of 
opinion that the whole of the drugs and preparations trade should not be 
placed on one uniform level-there must be differential treatment for 
indigenous products including manufacture from foreign products. _ The 
former should be carefully handled, nursed, helped and supported and 
encouraged in every way. No restricting or cramping or pruning or devital
izing legislation should be made npplicable to them at this stage. Guidance 
is required and must be provided with sympathy. 

As regards foreign products imported into India, an enquiry might "be 
desirable. But. as we have shown, the machinery required for giving effect 
to the findings and conclusions of the enquiry would he extremely expensive 
ond. if formed under the prevailing cricumstances, can hardly be expected 
to do justice to different parties concerned. 

But the ABBOciation feels that the present political situation is not the 
proper time for the introduction of legislation of such great importance. 
Before any lel!:islative action is introduced. standards for the drugs should· he 
set up ~nd tb.is can be done by the compilati~n !>f an Indian Pharmocopooia. 
ond by mtens!ve research wo~k. In the. ~mpllatlOn of such a pharmacopooia, 
three categories of dru!VI 11'111 hav41 to be incorporated.: (1) Preparations 
ta~en from pharmacopoolas of. oth:er countries: (2). those indigenous medicines 
whlch have been already SCientifically studied and standal'dized and can 
therefore be forthwith incorporated, and (3) tho~ indigenous medicines which 
hav~ been f<!und effioacious on clinical trial hut which. rElqiUire further investi
gatIon. ThiS means that a good deal· of research work. will have to be 
carried o'!t to o~tain the. necessary. kllowledge about th~ preparations and 
to determme. their standard!! of purity and efficacy. Pan 1XUS'U witk research 
work, extellBive testing of drugs prepared i~h or. imported illto, India will 



have to 'be done in various testing laboratories in different parts of the 
country. To establish standards, we shall have to study the methods deve· 
loped by the various League of Nation Committees, American and German 
Pharmacopoois ,as also those in .Great Britain. This means that we shall 
,have to devote, at least, the first ten years of this scheme to study and to 
research with a view to gllin exact knowledge. When this is obtained we 
will .have to think of legislative control. It wiil be seen therefore that no 
legislative control CaL! he conceived for the present. It has been stated by 
some that India has been made a dumping ground for adulterated and 
inferior quality foreign medicines, but we have no exact knowledge of the 
state of affairs' prevailing. ,We do not know what preparations are adul
terated and to what extent,and what preparations are' under-strength. 
Unless and until we have exacb scientific information about it, legislative 
control could not be justified. We would like to point out in this connexioll 
that in the comppsition of the Pharmacopooia Committee should be included 
all the available talents and special workers in the country and that it 
should ,not be all; e3J parte committee haphazardly made like the present 
ope. 

Our Association feels that, owing to poverty, a very great bulk of the 
population in the villages and 'small towns resort to the indigenous systems 
of treatment. Though statistics as to the quantity of the different kinds of 
drugs manufactured locally and consumed are' not available, the figures of 
the imported drugs and medicines available show that the Western system 
of tl'eatment can be resorted to hy a small proportion of the popula:
tion only. It follows, therefore, that if any legislation is undertaken for 
ensurmg the purity of drugs,. it should not be confined to drugs used by 
one small section of the population, viz., those resorting to the Allopathic 
system of treatment only. As to how the drugs, etc., prescribed or manu
factured according to the indigenous 1!ystelns of medicine could be tested, 
our Association has no suggestions 'to offer as they have practically no 
knowledge of thesa systems of. 'medicines or of their pharmacopooia. 

Our Association is of opinion that the profession of pharmacy should be 
restricted to qualified persons. In this connexion our Association is. of 
opiniOn' that there .should be provision for the training of pharmaceutical 
chemists and pharmacologists because, without such well·trained personnel, 
it would not :he possible to utilize the enormous raw material that exists in 
India for the manufacture of drugs which are at present exported abroad 
and brought back to India in the form of finished products at high cost. 
Our Association believes that the best method ,of assuring the purity of 
drugs, etc., at a cheap cost is by manufacturing them in this country with 
the help of trained staff arid under adequate supervision .. Every possible 
means should be adopted to develop the pharmaceutical industry in this 
country,. if necessary by bounties or protective tariffs. The various Uni
versities in' India may also be requisitioned for helping in the matter of 
training of pharmacists and pharmacologists. Pending the creation of the 
training facilities of these pharmacists and pharmacologists every effort 
shoula be made to improve the training of the compounder class. 

In conclusion. our Association would like to point out certain difficulties 
with regar-d to the drug trade in India: (1) There is no system of sampling 
of raw materials of good quality; the result is that the manufacturer often 
does not know how much of finished product of the required potency he 
would expect from'a certain supply of raw materials. It is the duty of the' 
State to develop this line of vast indigenous drug trade. (2) Unnecessary 
restrictions and tortuous procedures are. imposed by the Excise Department 
in certain Provinces regarding the import of alcoholic medicinal prepara· 
tions from other Provinces. . For example, the Governments of :h'ombay and 
Madras realized duty on Ij.ll alcoholic medicinal preparations imported into 
their Provinces and have developedintl'icate procedures in the issue of 
import permits and .c'lllection of duty on arrival at destination. It may be 
pointed 'out that,. in the .case of alcoholic preparations imported into India 
from foreign .countries, .there LS no restriotion regarding the export from 
one Province to another. after the. duty has been once paid at the port of 
landing. In this case alcoholic medicinal preparations mimufactured in India 
have tci work ,at a disadvantage. when compared with similar foreign pre
parations introduced intp India .. Further,'Bengal.made- rectified spirit or 
absolute alcohol has .been prohibited into the·Puniab and restricted in the 
Central Provinces! United ProvinCes and Bihar and Orissa. This is a great 
handicap for the manufacturers; .. 



In thia connexion our Association would like to point out 'that a liberal 
.uppl~ of duty-free ~lcohol would be ~lowed in al~ bona Me research labo
ratories engaged in medical research! ~ we conceive .that It should be the 
aim of tbe Go\"(!rnrnent to belp tbll 1Udlg~noU$ drug IDdustry. 

(14) 
By B. E. Paul • Oa,; 

Drug control in India 

I. DiDicultie. b'om tAe POint 01 ,new 01 the Indian importer-(a) Want 
.of proper control over the imported loods, drug., chemicals, proprietary 
medicine. ana finished medicinal preparation,.-The post of appraISers should 
be retltricted to distinguished Science graduates with honours in chemistry. 
The standard of technical training should be higher with arrangements for 
lpecial training. Appraisement Department should have its own chemical~ 
.analytical and biological laboratories. 

(b) The Food and Drugs Act in existence in the exporting COUll-tries 
not applying to tho drugs and foods exported to India, many Unscrupulous 
manufacturers outside India export eheap defective preparations to meet 
the requirements of equally unscrupulous dealers. Instances al"e known and 
may be cited if necessary when one or two reliable manufacturers even 
were found to export preparations which were defective and below the 
standard if not positively harmful although there was nothing on the labels 
to give rise to any such suspicion. The countries of export should be 
approacbed for enforcing their Food and Drugs Act against all exportahle 
products as none of them come under the pUl'view of the Act in force in 
those countries. This is partiCUlarly necessary as against the exportahle 
.'oods. Th~ imported drugs, chemicala and finished medicinal prepaTation. 
&hould benr on the label, besides the name of the country of origin, the 
flame of the manllfacrurer, the strength of the preparation and in 1llnambig'fbo 
ou. ternl' tlie standard lollowed. Ferri-et-Quinine Citras 'Speciat' found 
in abundance in the Indian market ('Ontains only 41 per cent quinine., A 
good deal of Pot. Iodide D.P. found in the Indian market contains an 
admixture of a fair quantity of Pot. Bromide: It is a pity to note here 
that the Indian Mer('handise Act which can effectively handle the question 
without the help of any other separate enactment is running the risk of 
becoming a dead-letter law for want of proper countenance. The impoTted 
proprietary ,""lirine. should hear on the label, besides other things, the 
names of all the in(1redients actoolly 'USed in the rnanlllactwre. Besides 
aatisfying the provisiollS of the Indian Merchandise Act and the CustomR 
I"l'gulationa they should also pass the scrutiny of a board specially constituted 
for the purpose before, they are allowed to enter the Indian market. The 
literature on t.h(,Be medicines, claiming the special efficacy in the partiCUlar 
dilleases, should first be submitted to this board for' examinatioDO and if 
'n&1!88ary should be modified. '. 

(r) The importation of drugs which deteriorate rapidly in the Indian 
climate should either be completely checked or partially restricted. 
Unqualified dealers may unWIttingly, and sometimes to avoid incurring loss, 
'liell them even after they are of -doubtful therapeutic' activity. 

H. ])il/iru/fil'S /10m ti,e point 01 viet" of tlte Indian manulactwre'l'
(a) Want 01 "roper cultivation 01 tnedicinat plants.-Government should take 
up the que.tion and start plantations in suitable regions in India. Govern
ment cinchona plantation at Mllngpoo may try, on a small scale, growing of 
oth('r medicinal, plants suitable for ~hat altitude. Strict supervision of the 
mo~e. of collect!on a~d storage. LIcence to respectable growers. Special 
'trammg to IndIan science graduates. to encourage them in this profession. 

(/,) ~allt o~ In-oper control over the imported crude drugs, chemical. 
and.other !ngred',ents.-:-Most of t~e c~ude ~rugs imported from outside being 
(>Illtlv~hle m. IndIa II 1.lttle attentIOn In th18 ~pect can solve this difficulty. 
The d,ffi('ultulS attendmg the procurement of Imported chemicals and other 
i,:,gredients suitable for manufacturing purposes may be effectively removed 
till we can have them locally made. by means suggested in the different 
~llh~hel1(!ings undAr the heading' , DifficulWes from the point of view of the 
Jndl/Ill Importers'. 

34 
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(e) Inelastic ErJ!cise regulations.-Should have provisions to accommodate 
the growing needs of the infant trade. The old arrangement of the Excise 
Department regarding a central analytical laboratory still exists. Exoessive 
delay in consequence. These laboratories may be abolished. Inspectors 
and sub-inspectors, on the other hand, should be given special traininl to 
mak!! them competent enough to carryon analytical.work in' the bonded 
laboratory premises with a view to check the spirit strengths of the pre
parations declared by the bonders with the JIlinimum delay. This 18 a 
crying need in every bonded laboratory now. No restriction on imports 
and exports of rectified spirit, alcohol absolute and spirituous prepaTlitions 
into and from the Provinces inter Be should exist as in the present days. 
Whatever might have been the ulterior object of these restrictions, the public 
in the less advanced Provinces are suffering to a great extent due to the 
circulation of defective preparations given rise to by the withdrawal of the 
fair competition obtaining so long. These restrictions should be immediately 
removed. Adjustment of duty may be done by book transfer in the Province 
of export as was formerly done. Excise establishment cost. Formorly 
bonded warehouses 'bore only a share of the actual cost up to a maximum 
limit of Rs. 150 per month-vide Tinct. Rules Pre!. Sec. 2 .. Now the whole 
of this cost has to be borne by the bonders. It is seldom less than Rs. 300 
and, in most cases, more than Rs.· 500 per mensem. MOTe sympathy and 
co-operation from the Excise officers is n(!eded for this infant industry. 

(d) Prevalence of high transport charges within India.--':The freight 
for the distance between two places in India is in many cases higher than 

.that between London alld Bombay. Better facilities should be given in this 
respect. This is necessary not simply for the immediate object of supplying 
the Indian public in the less advanced Provinces with the standard quality 
of spirituous preparations but for the more important object of rousing the 
consciousness of the people and thereby effectively checking the tendency 
of the new bonders to have unfair competition by issuing cheap spurious 
preparations and pass them. off as B.P. or other standard preparations. 

III. Difficulties from the point of view of the Indian dispensing chemist.
(a) No arrangement for the testing of the standards given out on the labels 
of imported drugs being in existence now, every respectable Indian chemist, 
although he places reliance on the first-rate European manufacturers, has 
got to get preparations in doubtful cases analysed and tested to satisfy 
himself. Although occasional examinations will be necessary, the chemists 
will be helped a good deal and the public, in turn, will be greatly benefited 
if there is Bufficient. check from the _Customs Department. 

(b) Non-restriction of the profession of pharmacy to duly qualified 
persons gives rise to unfair competition. It is prejudicial to the interests 
of the public. Immediate legislation however will not be beneficial. This 
question too should better be handled till we have adequate arrangements 
for the training of pharmacists as in the more advanced countries. 

(c) The present Poiso'lls Reg·ulation! need modi/ication!.-Technicalitiel 
should be simplifilld. Delay and trouble have restricted the use of many 
drugs coming under this head. Cost increased due to restriction against 
supply of some preparations coming under this head per post parcel. 

(d) I'IIdiscrimitKtte use of cheap minim and measure glasses imported 
from outside India.-=-They have practically flooded the market. Immediate 
restrictions should be made against the use of these. F.urtber inroad should 
be stopped to put an effective check in this regard. This remark also applies 
to the weights used in the dispensing department. 

IV. General obse·,."a.tions.-(a) The control of adulteration of drugs inside 
India should better in the present stage be entrusted to the different 
municipalities in India who may incorporate the Calcutta Municipal Act, 
1923 lD so far as it relates to the question under reference into their 
Stat~te Books with necessary modifications. 

(b) It is impracticable to formulate a scheme at this sta!!e regarding 
standardization of l>reparations made from indigenous drugs; while research 
work has establisbed the therapeutic virtues of many of these, the great 
reputation of some has suffered a good deal. The question should better 
be handled after we have an Indian Pharmacopalia which we believe engage.· 
the svecial attentioll ot tile Chaignan ot the Committee,. . 
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, (c) The increasing sale of proprietary remedies with secret formulllll 
is producing a harmful effect. The manufacturers should be compelled to 
Sive the in~redients on the face of the labels. So long as nothing is found 
In a propnetary medicine' crossing the limits of safe dosage the disclosure 
of the ~ proportion may not be insisted upon. 

r (15) 
By Lleut.-Ool. B. XDowles, I.M.S., Oalcutta 

la my capacity as Editor of the Indian. Medical Gazette, I see a good 
deal of the problems with which the Committee is faced. The whole ques
tion of counterfeit drugs was dealt with in an editorial in the Indian Medica' Gazette (September 1927, page 515). One element of difficulty in the 
aituatioB is the willingness of lay newspapers throughout India to accept 
advertisements of faked and fraudulent drugs. In one instance, Messrs. 
Parke, Davis & Co. took legal action against two drug vendors for selling 
spurious imitations of thl'ee of their preparations. In a second case, Messrs. 
Parke Davis & Co., B. K. Paul & Co., Messrs. Bathgate and Co., and the 
Beng;i Chemical Co'! jointly took action against two drug vendors for fraudu
lent imitations of tlleir labels. In India, at present, Government cannot 
or do not toke legal action against those who sell fraudulent drugs, and it 

. remaina for the reputable chemical firms whose drugs, packages, or labels 
are fraudulently imitated, to bring a case in the civil courts. This costs 
much money, and results are unsatisfactory. Both the above cases failed 
on a minor point of law. In a third instance, the Anglo-French Drug Co.
as far as I remember-took legal action against the vendor of what purport
ed to be one 'Of their preparations' the fraud was only detected because 
the printer of the fraudulent label had misspelt one word on ,the label. In 
this 'case the prosecution case won, but the defendant was a man of 
&traw, unable to pay a fine; therefore nothing further could be done. 
There can be no question as to the imperative necessity of legislation to 
deal with this situation. One may point out, further, that the League of 
Nations is taking international action with regard to the standardization 
of biological products, and that India will come into the purview of the 
League in this respect. One would refer the Committee to the original edi
torial, for a fuller consideration of this problem. 

With regard to adulteration of 'drugs, santonin, quinine, and cinChona. 
febrifuge are very frequently heavily adulterated. 'Chinchona febrifuge' 
tablets boqght in the Indian bazaars may consist of anything from sodium 
bicarbonate to concrete; santonin is often heavily adulterated with sodium 
bicarbonate. A good mstance is quoted in the Indian Medical Gazette 
(Soptember 1930, page 538). The All-India Missions Tablet Industry at 
Bowringpet, South India, are large manufacturers of tablets of cinchona 
febrifuge at a cheap rate, these tablets being reliable. They found that 

,a firm in northern India was advertising cinchona febrifuge tablets at a 
rate with which they could not possibly compete. A supply of these tablots 
was purchased on the open market and sent to the Chemical Examiner with 
the Government of Madras to examine; he reported that the' cinchona alka
loid content of the tablets, was less than half of what was claimed by the 
manufacturers; more than 50 per cent adulteration had taken' place. 

With regard to the official Government cinchona febrifuge tablet, I 
would like to point out that it is too hard an;} too insoluble. Experimental 
observations which I have myself carried out this year show that the absorp
tion of it is very irregular, in Bome patients a good deal is absorbed, in 
others none or next to none. This tablet needs improvement to render 
it mere soluble and more easily absorbed. ' 

Reports .b~ Col<~nel (no,!" Maio~-General) ~regaw,. I.M.~., on analysis 
of stock qUJnllle mIxtures III hospItals and dlspensanes, wIll, be found in 
the Indian Medical Gazette (May 1928, page 245 and July 1929, page 378). 
With the help of Dr. Sudhamoy Ghosh he devised a simple apparatus for 
tE>sting the quinine' content of stock quinine mixtures, and the strength of 
potassium iodide mixtures. (This apparatus has just reCjlntly been put on 
the market in pOI'table form by Messrs. Boots & Co.) A medical man, 
dis!p1ised as a patient, weut round a whole series of hospitals and dispen_ 
sarIes, complaining that he was suffering' from malaria, and asking for 
quinine mixtures; other specimens were taken without previous notice at 
official inspections of dispensaries. In Bengal, sb,ock quinine mixture. 
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whwh were supposed to contain 10. grains of cluinine to the ounce were 
found .to contain from 2 ·56 grains to 7'3. grains to tht ounce; the dis
~ensanes on tea estates were. the gravest defaulters, and there can be but 
lIttle. doubt that -much quinine is stolen ana sold, as its market price- is 
80. high. IJ.l Madras,' stock quinine mixtures which were supposed to con
tam 10 gr.ams to the ounce were found to contain from no quinine at all 
to 7.2 grams to the ounce. .This was mostly in rural dispensaries •. , . 

In passing, I should like to draw the attention of the Committee to an 
important arti.cle on method ~nd economy in choosing and buying drugs 
for large hospitals by Dr. H. O. Chapman in the China Medical Journal 
~February ~927, pa~e 141. A considerable extract from it was published 
m the ~ndtan 1Iledwai Gazette, June 1927, IJage 345.) This describes the 
system m vogue at the Hodge Memorial Hospital in Hankow, and shows 
how to effect both economy and efficiency in routine dispensary work. 

1!le Indian !J1ec!ical Gazette (Novembe!' 1930, page 640) has- already 
pubhshed al?- editorIal ~n the Drugs Enqt~lry Committee* with an appeal 
to the medICal profeSSIOn throughout India to come forward with infor
mation, and including a detailed oopy of the questionnaire. If there ill 
.any other way in whieh the Gazette can be of help to the Committee, I 
should be only too glad to know of-it. 

* The Drugs E1Iqu;,'Y CommUte.. Indill, 1930 :-In a recent editorial. (The India .. 
Me-dical Gazette, Volume LXIV, 1929, page 389) we have dealt fully with the present most uu-' 
satisfactory state of affairs in Inaia with regard to tho preparation and &ale of drugs: 
Fraudulent imitations abound on the Indian market, and t.he only remedy appears to be for 
the firma whose drugs are imitated to take legal actit)n. • Cinchona febrifuge' may consist 
of anything from sodium bicarbonate to concrete. Santonin is often ba<1ly adulterated on 
the Indian market. Further, there is no standard for such lrOtent and i.mportant remedies 
as the .)entavalent compouuds of antimony so widely used in the treatment of kala-azar : 
preparatIons of... digitalis, even when made by well-known firms in Europe and America. 
may degenerate under tropical conditiollS; and arsenical preparations for the treatment 
of syphiliB and yawB are tested only in the stock held by the Medical Store Department. 
The position, in fact, is one in which neither chemist, doctor, nor patient can be certain 
that what i. being prescribed i. being dispensed, and taken by the patient. Several of 
the well·known chemical jlrms' in India have established laboratories to deal with this stat. 
of affaire, to examine and test the products which they import or manufacture, but they 
constitute the honourable exception and not the rule. • Bazaar medicine' is all prevalent, 
and the present unfortunate boycott of British·made and reliable drugs still further adds 
to the difficulties of physician and patient in obtaining reliable and efficient· medicinal 
remedies. . 

The appointment of this (Jommittee, we hope, marks the beginning of a newer .. for 
medicine in India. We look forward to a day when India will have its own pharmacopana, 
based largely upon minerals !,nd plants. obtainable in. this country, with standardize!'- pre
parations and &S88.y laboratories; there 18 no reason Indeed ,,'"by India should not, In the 
future, have· a large export trade in medicinal plants, rather than he dependent. almost 
entirely on imported chemicals. We hope that the Drugs Enquiry Committee, IndIa, WIll 
have the fullest and most cordial co-oporation of the entire. medical profession throughout 
this country, for J,ts appointment is the first step towards clearmg up a most dIfficult and even 
dllngerous situation. - -

'IUc Indian Medical Gazelle, September 1927. 

Counterfeit dTUg, 

India may be trnly described as the land of quaoks, of quack doctors, quack medicine 
mongers, quack dentists, q~ack medicines, quack optician~, quack fa~th healers. In ""rest.em 
conntries Buch as the Ulllted Kingdom, and above all m the UnIted States of Amcrlca, 
stringent laws have been passed against the baneful activities of Buch persons. But iu 
India despite Medical Aot« and l'rovincial Medical Council., they flourish as do t.be 
\vicke'd like the green bay tree; their activities are unlimited; they apcear to be above 
the la~; one has only to open the daily edition of anyone of even the eading and most 
inlluential newspapers of India to find their adverti ... ments broadcast in its columns. There 
are newspapers in India which- we .annot hope to reform; ~ut the fact that reputable, 
responsible and highly inlluential daily papers should lend theIr columns to advertIsements 
from such quack vendors of 'get-well-quiok' oures is deplorable. One such 'medico,' we 
note advertises in a most inffuentlal Calcutta daily paper that he practises. near the south
west' corn~r of the Victoria MenlOrial in Calcutta. We have lookcd for hIS dlspell8&~Y III 
... ain in that quarter but presum .. bly it i. in 80me neighbouring bu,t'. 

The present position,. in .brief, .is one whioh most yi~ny. a!fects both th~ general public 
and the medical profeSSIOn 1D IndIa. Bad enough as It IS, It IS rendered stIli worse by the 
existence of vendor. of counterfeit drugs. And this problem affects everybody in India; 
the medical profession first and foremost, the general publio secondly, especially t·hat portIon 
of it which reBides in mufa .... l areas and out of reach of chemists" shops of flrst·el ..... and 
reliable reputation and thirdly-and eBpecially-the reputable] ethical, and well established 
British, American, and Indian- firm. of chemists who do .. large business in India. 
. Our protest against this state of aflairs has been called for by the results of certain recent 

pr08ecutions in the oivil courts against vendors of connterfelt drugs. 
In tile first cas., Messrs. Parke, Davis and (Jompany, the well-known manufaotoring che

mists brought "11 action against two drug vendors for supplyin~ a Calcutta prae~ltion.r 
\?Itb 'Ipurious imitationl of Liq. 8edans, Cascara EYacuaut, and powdered Taka-DI •• ta .... 
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:8, Dr. S. O. Sen Gupta, •. D., J'.B.O.S.,OaptaiD; I.K;S. (Retired), Professor 

of JrlediclDe aDd Therapeutics, JratioDal Kedical IDstitute, OalCutta-

In a place like India where 90 per cent of the people live in villages 
and where '-ides Allopathic system, Ayurvedic and Hakeemi and Homeo
pathic lines of treatment are in vogue, legislative control of drugs -on 
Hritish or American linea are beset with immense difficulties Yet,l realize 
the importance of making a beginning. • 

The polk'Y of the State has 80 long been one of non-interference ill rela" 
tion to non-Allopathic drugs or lines of treatment. I do not suppose that 
policy is intended to be altered or reversed, as any attempt at reversal will 
rai86 a Btonn of proteBt. It has to be admitted that indigenous systems are 
holding their own, hath in towns and villages, even amon~st the educated 
claM, in Bpite of immense State help for the Allopathic system, and in spite 
of the fact that followers of Allopathic system: are generally trained and 
qnalified men. That such a large number of sick people frequent these 
ftouri8hing indigenous practitioners (who are their own chemists and handle 
mOBt. powerful poisons like arsenic, n1l.l[-vomica, datura, etc., freely, without. 
any kind of State interference) is not to he explained away hy saying that. 

In the aeoond C81ie, two Calcutta Reo were proceeded against by lIessrs. Parke, Dayis & Co .• 
B. X. Paul • Co., Bathgate " Co., and the Bengal Chemical Company, for having in their 
porueeaion blooka from which could be made 'Verr passable imitations of the labels of the 
ftl'Dlll concerned. Botb ease. failed OD a minor pomt of law, but Me8tIrB. Parke, Bavis & Co., 
and the other firlD8 concerned are to be congratulated on taking the action that they did. 

In India'; at Pl'P8eot, the 'Vcndon of fraudulent drogs can only be prosecuted ill a civil 
court. Tbi. involvetl the iune by a nJagistrate of a Bearch warrant, a measure which is 
extremely wasteful of time. That this i8 80 is exemn1ifted in the second of the cases men
tjoned above, in wbich one of the accused, scenting that something W8.8 in the wind, prompt;. 

:L8 d=":~p=i~~r.e ~~tot::e U~~!nlinag~~n!'e~!do~ o:h~Un~~!lhS:a~ ~; !n!!~ca~h~: 
:;)(lti.i:a~~nJh-:adUt!e:di:e:natn:~!i :b": ::;li::b:1-bee~e :~~I~e::Jie~ :~::e i!n th~n~: 
::!i:;, ;erclde{::'q~:nr-::~id'n:t,hh~v~hb.:da!~: ~~rr.ini~dtotoa:~~d_aUd to prosecute crimi-

Theore i. therefore an opening here for tbe application of a coneerted, well organized pres
lUte of publio opinion. 

The matter mould not be lelt ao it io, for the general publiC, the medical profession, and 
every reputable IIrm 01 chemi.1.e aud druggillla in the country are vitally coucerncd. 

In the 10nR' run, luftly, the weight of public opinion must tfond to bring the law in thill 
country into linc with that in the United Kingdom and in the United Stat •• of America. 

A. the law at preoent otand8, apparently the only remedy that the reputable IIrms have 

~~~~dh!=!r~ta!!:. OI::D~Y~ r~~ :eha:~e l~~I;ni.:d ~~iri:~:~:e!~i::e ~m:e::s-!!fz~~ 
Indian ftnn, manufacturing a certain ohemical antiBeptio, 4ecided not to bring a case against 
• rival firm wbo were using what tbe former olaimed to be their protet..1.ed trade mark, on BO
eount of tbe expeo8eIJ of proeeoution involved in High Court CaHe8_ Clearly, therefore, the 
law needs amendment in t.hie matter. At present, the question of Food and Drugs Act. 

::!:r 1:r tht!bwl:~~ftV~d!~i ip~~n~~i~~!i~ftd~~cbn~:dj!,e ~~i~~b~~:tbe:~h~e:~~ i:r: 
• trausferred BubjectlJ' under the Montagn-Cbelmsford Reforms Act. India, through her 1m .. 
peria' Government, can &till present a nnited front to the world and to the League of Nations 
\Witb regard to precautions In her maritime trade and on the subject of overseas communi-
::,~e O~l-:h:" ~r:~~:l!i t!';i~~in=' fr:,~:~'!!t drugs and cbemicals is one for the considera-

We believe that, if the Provincial )leelieal Councils would bring their activiti.. to bea, 

::'on '~: =ebjr:!:, tt':.s ~!!r:g lifi== t:n~~u~~~t!:1n:.r;nth~ m~';m~ib~v~o!:i~ 
demeanoun luch as we have referred to abcn·e. In the meantilDe, although these two VrOM& 
rut ions have failed, they have laid bare the facta to a grea.ter degree than was prevIously 
realilltll'd. and bave IICrved the purpose of a warning to our readen and others to resist the 
temptation 01 buying flOlll oourcea other than thl!"" which ~hey know to be reliable. 

The Indian Med'cal Gaulle, Iulp 1929 

fl .. MttJ ,,,,. a Theropeulll: Sub.lancu Ac' ''''' ImIia 

With the rapid advance in the acienceo of phannacology Bnd chemistry, the number of ncw 
drugs that are added each veal' to the pbarmaeoJK2ia i8 very great and is increasing" ycar by 
year. "While many of the new drugs are extremely valua.ble to the ph}·sioian, others are nsele&a 
and lOme are actually barmful. In most countries there are regulations which exercise a 
rigid control over the nature and the quality of the drugs placed on the market, but in India 
no regulation. exlot, either to 'prevent the importation or the manufacture wit·hin the countr, 
of valuel ... or harmful medl"'~ ... 



people are hopelessly conservative. There is no doubt that these practi
tioners cure diseases and· hence is their popularity. From all these facts 
it WII be apparent that no strong lJTim,(l JacM cat;e can be made out for any 
material change from the pre-existing policy of the State. . 

If vaids andhaiteems are to be left untouched, it is difficult to see how 
the ~tat.e can usefully control the Allopathic drugs with proper benefit to 
the consuming public whose interest must be supreme. There are very few 
propel' CJlemlsts and druggists in India as yet. Medical practitioners are 
vitally interested with the drug trade. Hence it does not seem proper 1;0 

adopt. strong measures against Allopathic practitioners and druggists, leaving 
others to t10urish aU the more, without any State intervention. - If that 
be done some allopaths will transfer their allegiance to hakeemi or ayurved, 
and quacks will swell their ranks and market will be flooded with spurious 
prepJLrations, secret remedies, crude drugs and chemicals and under-strength 
preparations under hakeemi or ayurvedic names. Such preparations will 
often _defy any known modern method of analysis. Hence I suggest that 
w.natever scheme ot control is suggested it should not leave non-Allopathic 
systems altogether immune. 

There is no question about the desirability of having drugs and chemicals 
of proper quality. There is no doubt that drugs of defective strength are 
imported, manufactured and sold to the public as genuine, sometimes. It 

During the last eight years a large number of both imported and locally manufactured 
drugs have been tested in the pharmacological and chemical laboratories of the Calcutta 
School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene; many of these have been found on biological ...... y 
to possess only a fraction of their claimed therapeutic activity or, in a few instances, to be 
totall)' inert whereas. in the case of others, it has been found on chemical estimation that a. 
greater portion of the alkaloid or other substance, which they were supposed to I!ontain, has 
been replaced by some inactive material. Determination of the real quality or genuineness 
of druge on the market is outside the scope of the general medical practitioner; he looka to 
the State for guidance and protectIon. 

-The olimatic factor is an important one; high atmospheric teml>Orature combined witb 
high humidity accelerate deterioration during storage.1·inctures which when they leave 
England or the United States may be fully potent are frequently considerably below the 
pharmacopreial potency when they are given to the patient. Some years ago a number of 
~amples of digitalis issued by wel\-known firms were tested and it was found tbat in nearly 
every instance 30 to 40 per cent of deterioration had ocourred. Most of the arsenicals of the 
oalvarsan group undergo a slow ohemical change during storage; this change, which i8 
considerably accelerated in the Indian climate, not only decreases their efficacy but may 
inorease their toxioity to a. dangerous extent. In our last number we published a letter from 
one of the leading manufaeturers in Gormany warning the public against purchasing certain 

• of their own preparations which ha.d J>.en condemned in Europe and which they suspected, 
had been bronght to India. by - unscrupulous importers. -

In the United States of America, the Government controls the remedial agents by mean. 
of an inter-state (i.e., central) commerce clause of the constitution. Under this Act the .. Food 
and Drugs Act.. is enforced by the Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture 
while the sa.le of biological l'roducta snch as aerums, vaCCines, eto., is controlled by the Public 
Health Service. Not only IB control exercised over all drugs, serums, etc., that are meant 
for home oonsumption. but all Bubstances belonging to this class which are imported or ex .. 
ported are "Iso governed by the Act. The Act i. designed to secure truthful names and re-
liable statements for all the remedial agent.. and i. divided into two parts.. -. 

Part I of the Act is concerned with patent medioines and drugs which are advertised, 
mainly in the lay press and are usually purchased by tbe layman himself, and Part n ap
plies to medicines ordinarily presoribed by physioians. Thi. Act ensures that the purcha.ser, 
whether a. physician or a layman, secures an honest product. It mean. that pbarmacopmial 
pl-eparation. must come up to the standard laid down in the United State. Pharmacopreia, 
failing which the manufaoturers will be proseouted. In the case of patent medicines, the law 
requires that only those claims should be made which can be substantiated, and in this way 
It controls exaggerated olaima, and misleading and false advertisement... Standards are pro
vided for most of the biological products. In the case of preparatiollll for which tests of stan
darda are incomplete, -the sa.mples are sent to the Government Laboratory with a copy of the 
records of the maker's teste, and these are repeated and the preparations are flnal\y passed 
for sale or rejeoted. The toxioity of each batch of organic arsenical products is tested before 
it is al\owed to be sold. No licence i. granted to any firm until the licensing authority is 
oatisfled that the personnel and equipment of the firm Is qualitatively and quantitatively effi
ciellt for the purpcee for which the licence is !!Ought. In addition to this licensing system, 
oamples of finished product.. are brou!!:ht in the open market and are tested by officers of the 
Government with regard to their PUrtty and J>otenoy. By these activities a constant oontrol 
i. kept over tbese drpgs, and the postal a.utbortties are responsible for tbe prevention of frauds 
and exploitation through the post. The powers of the postal authorities in this respect are 
shown by a recent occurrence. An individual was advertising a fraudulent speciflo; all letters 
nddre88ed to him were opened at the post office and, if found to relat .. to this specifio, were 
.tamped .. fraudulent.. and returned to the sender. _ _ _ _ 
- In the United Kingdombuntil quite reoently, the purity of food and drugs was dealt with 
by the • Sale of Food and rugs Act of 1875 and the Amending Act of 1879.' These Act .. make 
it an oftenoe to .ell to Ute prejudioe of the buyer, food or drugs not of the nature, substance 
or -quality demanded, or to mix or sell food and drugs with substances injurious to health. 
The.. Ao. lay down no standard for either food or drugs, provided the analyst's oertiflcate 
states the nature and extent of the adulteration, but various regulations mad. under the Act 
defiBe the atandard of purity for milk and milk produots. The British Pharmaoopreia, which 



is .tao • fact that a few genuine manufacturers are finding it hard to 
compete with those making and selling understrength prepar.ations. T!Ie~ 
is no doubt that some remedy has to be thought of and apphed. But It IS 
di1licnlt to devise correct, just and suitable remedy. It is not merely • 
questiou of setting up a most expenaive laboratory and engaging experts, 
bd it implies maintenance of proper .vigilance constantly for all times. 
This probahly implies frequent police interference, and I feel certain that 
bribery .nd corruption of worst type will be rampant, sale of inferior drul!:8 
and preparations will continue, the prices of drugs will sore high, there will 
be 1_ consumption and more opportunity for, vaids and hakeems~ I pre
Bume that the State wiu realize a great portion of its· initial and recurring 
expenditure by indirect taxation out of the consumers. Hence it is reasonable 
to argue that prices of drugs wiu go up beyond the reach of a great 
bulk of sufferers. I am not at all certain if the ailing public is going to get 
compensating advantages. Here in India we should not expect as yet same 
degree III purity of drugs and perfection in dealing either, as it obtains in 
Great Britain or America. Hence legislative control ought to be very slight 
and elastic in the beginning. But strict law8 or any attempt at their 
vigorous enforcement, will frustrate the very object and the trade will suffer. 

Since receiving your note, I have consulted some local dealers, manu· 
facturers and practitioners. I found that the questions in possession of !lema 
of them are somewhat different. They expressed that the Government, SO> 
long asleep, have suddenly awakened to the sense or necessity of supplying 
the public with purer drugs and chemicals, after the recent attempt at 

I. an oIIIclal publication uuder the Medical Acta of 1858 and 1862 • containing a Jist of medi. 
eln_ ADd the manner of preparintr them. together with the true weight and measures by which 
&bey ~re to be prepared and miud', althougb not a legal standard under the Food and Drugs 
A~. ai, aa .• m~tter of fact, usually accepted .. BUcb, in that the court will usually admit as 
"rima fa,. .. eVidence that a drug ahould correspond with the description of it given in the 
Britiah PhrmacopmiL • 

The 'The ... peutic Substanoel Act· was Introduced In 1925. Thi. ACt control. the qaallty 
And authenticit;v of such therapeutic onbstanoel .... cannot be tested adequately by direct 
chemical methoda. Tbese are divided Into three groups. Group I conBiste of biolOgical pro
ducts, auch lUI vaccine, toxins anel antiserums. Group n includes substances such &8 organic 
anenicala and antimoniala. Group III ia formed of inaulin and other gland products. The 
manufacture of theee aubetancea ia carried out by properly licensed firms who conform to the 
Randarda of "rengtb and purity laid down by an appointed oommittee. 

In India, public health being a Provincial mbject, the question of adulteration of food and 
draft baa been left to Provincial Government a.nd local bodies. The Calcutta MuniCipal Act 
of 192J makeli it an .>IIence to oell adulterated or impoverished drun. ·The Ben",,1 Food Adul
"'"'tlon Act of 1919 .... Ie .. to foodo only ... do most other provincial Food Adulteration Acta, 
witb the el<ception of that of tbe Punjab wbich alao includee drugs. In the Bengal Act 
Nnd.rda are laid down for aiz notifted foodstutJa, but in none of the Acts are. there any legal: 
.. nda.rd. fop drugs. We 81"e not aware of any prosecutions under the Drugs sections of. these 
Acto baving been instituted: tbe difflcalt quOPtion of standarda would at once ariee and local 
_i.. are not \ikelv to take the trouble and bear the expenee. of teet caaeB. These Acta "re therefore virtually dead letten &I far .... the control of drugs ia concemed. 

80 that. for all p.actical purpotlBll, with the exception of tbe Poieon. Act, 1919. there are 
In India no laws which reffUlate the importing, manufacturing. advertising or sellinl! to the 
publio of therapeutic lubatancea of any kind, poten' or inert, benign or hannful. The time 
haa perbaf18 not yet arrived wben lecrialation could be introduced on American lines control
hnlr lbe ad'Verti8ing and the 881e of fJ'&udulent specifiC and patent medicines for which extra
ftnn' claim. are made: the pl'8clitionen of tbe various avstems of medieine would imme
diately demand that all tbe drugs not used by them Bhould be placed under a ban and we 
Mould trertainl,. demand that. number of drugs uaed in the indigenous systems that we have 
t.PRed and found v8luelet18- abould be pl'OBCribed But we do consider that BOrne legislation should 
be introduced. with referenee to drugs used in modem aeientiftc medicine, to protect, I;lri .. 
marilv. the patient, who is liable to be dosed with uaele&ll or dantrerous drugs, secondarily, 
&he doctor who hal no ""aranlee that tbe patient will receive drul!1l of the nature and potency 
.hieb he p.....,ribed and, IInally. the honest manufacturer or importer who at present ie com· 
pelled '" compete with nnecrupuloDl opponents. 

be I! !r=.i~ :.: ~e p=rin:;~:~.::.. dru~.!'";:::pr!.ta .::~~n .=.~ga~, t~~e i~~~¥iO'::u= 
an Indian PharmacopcPia. With the belp of the British and American PhaJ'IDBCOJlCBiaa this 
ohould not be a ye.v difficult matter. but it ... m take time; meanwhile the Britieh Pba........,.... 
pcBia oould be adopted .... the otandard. .. . 

The tbera ... utiCi oubstancee fop whl.h leeiBlation might be introdnced 'all into two c\aa!ee:· 
the imported, and the Indian manufactured product.a. 

,,,.,,,,,.,,,, rlnuI' d"rI 01"'" ,,,",,,,_tie ",&.!a"" ••. --At the preeent time the _t majority 
of t.be therapeutio BubBtancea ueed by practitioners of scientific medicine in India are im .. 
ported. In moot Inotances theoe are manulactured by renutable IIrm. who employ a staff of 
chemists .nd pharmaeol~sta, but as there iB prat"tically no control over imMrted dru~ 
tbere ia nothinsr to pY'event inferior, uaelees and dangerouB drugs \lein!!' bJ'Oulrbt into the 
count",. In moat. of tbe f01'eilm countries from which dran are imported there ia a strict; 
control of .n drun manufactured for home conBumption, but in lOme of theae countrieS' this 
eont .... 1 i. not extended to drop made fop eltport. Here the question of climate, referred to· 
abov., ..,meI in: drun wbieh may be fully potent when thev leave their faotory ma1 1Ia,..
loot maca 01 trlelr potency lIy die time tley are ~nde4 in Indi .. 
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boycott of British drugs. They opine that the real object is to enfoTce British 
drugs and chemicals on Indian public and to thwart manufacture of drugs 
by indigenous agency. I do not subscribe to this view. Still I do not 
think it win be. or. use to anybody to alienate the feelings 0.£ pl'~titioners 
who form after all the most important factor in the drug trade, ,and who 
know best how to make propaganda and circumvent w~s of evasion .of most 
stringent laws. They suggest. that local manufacturers, ()f .drugs aI\J1 chemi
cals must be encouraged, and supported, and I agree. Steps should be taken 
at ~he same time to enoourg,ge pharmaceutical industry. It must not be 
put under undue restriction:. What we want here at present is quantity, 
ere long 'we shall be able to enforce quality. I very much doubt if the 
'time has yet come to stop the import or manufacture of drugs of defective 
strength altogether. I would allow such drugs being sold, provided correct 
strength is truly stated on the front labels. The same rule is to apply 

.to all proprietary drugs whether imported or not, whether they come under 
Ayurvedic or Hakeemi names. Similar restrictions are to be' enforced over 
the British Pharmacopooial preparations, where also the chief constituents 
and their percentage strength are to be correctly stated. Biological products 
are to be left alone at this stage. Manufacturing firms are not yet to be 
compelled to employ high salaried experts, but they are to be given to under
stand that after a given, period experts will have to be employed compUl
sorily. No step need as yet be taken against chemicals as production here 
is very limited and they have yet to build up a reputation. Chemicals are 

Under tbe League of Nation.' agreement, tbe Custom. autborities are compelled to. exercise 
control over certian narcotic drnga, and in a.ddition they have the power to exolude and con ... 
flscste drugs whenever actual fraud can be proved, a.a in the case of dru~ marked • B.P. 
standard' wbicb fall below tbis standard. Tbey bave tbeir cbemical laboratories for testing 
these drug., but tbey do not assay them biologically • 

. The powers and respon8.ibilitieB of tbe C ... torn. autborities in tbis respect migbt be in
creased. It migbt not be practicable nor even advisable, for them to set up tbeir own 
laboratories for carrying out biological assaYB, but tbey could pick out sample. from eaob 
batcb and send tbem to some central laboratory. Tbe problem with re .. ard to imported thera
peutic . substances would not end bere; during tbeir voyal!<' to India tbey are only subjected 
to adverse climatio condition. for a comparatively sbort·time, but tbe time tbat elap ... be· 
tween their al'rival in India and t.heir consun.ption bV the patient may be, and in most cases 
certainly is, very mucb greater. Another method of cbecking imported drugs would be for 
Government Agents to purcbase samples from retail dealers and to Rend tbem to be assayed. 
Thi. measure would lead to a greater knowledge of tbe keepin" properties of variou8 drugs 
and otber tberapeutic .ubstances. but by its«1f would acbieve little else. Tbe dealer's 8tock, 
which Plight be very small, could be confiscated but, unless he is to be given some guidance 
in the matter, it would be unfair to penalise bim furtber for purcbasing wbat be bonestly 
considered a potent druJj!'. It would not be fair to penalise tIle manufacturer or the importer, 
who may bave Tespectively 'Prepared and landed in India a potent drug, which, if kept under 
favourable conditions, would II ave retained ita full potency for a number ot yean. One thinl!'" 
tbat' could be done i. to insist on eacb bottle or packet baving stamped on it the date of 
manufacture, tbe date of arrival in India and tbe date up to wbicb it may be expected to 
retain its full potency or a larl!<' percenta .... of its potency-tbe percental!<' being specified
if kept under reasonably satisfactory conditions. At the same time, rules for the storaJre 
of tberapeutic substauce. could be formulated. Thus. by svstematic .xamination at the port 
of entry and by ... mpling t.be .took of .... tail dealers,' t,lle responsibility could be placed 
and the right persoll penalised. The work of tht' Cnstoms authorities would not be as 
I!"reat a. it at first app.ars. A. we bave paid, the majority of tbe imported goods come 
from respect"ble IIrm. wbo test their good. tboroughly before sendin" them out; the teRting 
01 such goods would be merely formal and would only bave to be done from time to tiDle. 

Il1dinn 1I1a,nuftrrtured tl •• rap,utic .ub.tanr .... -JIIany of the plants from whicb pbarmaco. 
"IBiD.1 tinctures are made grow in India and durin~ recent years an increasing number 01 
flrms have been established for the manufacture of tinctures and other similar substances for 
use in India.. The time may not be far hence when, instead of these raw materials being "ex
ported. we .ball manufacture. tbese drugs ours.lvea for export. Some of tbese firm. are a],90 
manufacturing gland extracts, vaccines and serums, and otheR are preparing and placine 
,1n the market potent organic compounds of antimony for intravpnou8 administration. At 
l)resent few of these manufacturing firms have any Brra.ngempnts for assaving and standard
'ising' tbe potency, o. testing tbe toxicity of tbe' drultS tbev make; this can usuany be 
done bv biological nlethods and a trained staff is necNSary. Tht'1'e is in existence no law to 
prevent these unte~ted drultS being placed .on the mRrket, or to prevent. diftprent I~atcb .. o.f a 
preparation of antllnony. for example, whlcb bfOa,l' the M.me label val'vlDf!" from time to time 
beth in composition and ill toxiCity, and alway. difteriug materially from tbe compound 
wbicb they claim to be. 

The manufacture,.. of tbeTl\peutic p"'l'aratiolls should be compelled to bold a licence. 
whicb licence should only be given to tbose manufacturers wbo comply witb certaill 
r~gul .. tions. 

One of tile principal condition. should be that thrv maintain atTained staft for testin\!" 
and a88avin~ tbe preparations which they place on the markf"t. Govemment A~nts should 
be peTmitted at anv time to enter tbe faotorv and take sampl... At the same time samples 
would be collected 'from retail dealP1'8 aa in thp ease of imoo~d drul!'9, and, as the climatie 
conditions are &8 likely to cause the sarnn dptp1'ioration in locally madp drugs all in impo1'ted 
onea the Bame ~ul.. "8 to lab.lng and d"t.\ng eacb packinOli' would bave to be applied 
In tbe ('lase of antimonials anet nl a1'8enieala, t.he 1'f'1ative toxicity and the pppcentage content 
"' "ntimony or IIrsenic of lIIIeb ba~cb would "ave to be declared .n4 soDle jndlCllltion of their 
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1ISed for purposes other than medical-. , ,As we go on, experience will teiic1i 
UI if auy control requirea to he exercised over any particular substance or 
aubttancee. 

Side by side, BOrne control should be exercised over dispensaries, more' 
than what obtains at the present time. _ Contrary to doctor's direction, often 
costly drug/!, are either left out or insufficiently, given. in a' mixtu~ ar Ii 
pill. . This abuse has to be stopped. Arrangement should he made in all 
Important capital or Presidency towns to have suitable analytical labora
tories, to prevent fraudulent dispensing. 

A central laboratory has to he eStablished and maintained in India with 
adllql1ate 'number of' properly qualified' and 'experienced experts, undC"" a. 
governing ,body consisting of one or two of these experts, three or ;!'four 
eminent private practitioners who are in touch "nth the ailing public .'and 
"ho .hould ,have lome teaching and li08pital, connellion; one or rno"" reputed 
druggists of India." on.. representative of Indian MediCal Association, onp. 
representativ:e of the Municiral Corporation .ef the~l_ wh~re tlJ-is central 
l/lOOratory W11! be located, and one or two rep~ntatltes ,of we Government; 
Then the medical and other publio will have confldenqe, ;co-operatf!lirw~I.l!~ 
forthcoming and control is likely to be more effectiv~' Otherwise',' the sus
picion that prevails in the mind of many, and of which mention has already 
been made, will be stronger. This should not be allowed to_ occur. . 

leeplnll' properties «Iven. 10 tbat tbe publio would be &afeguarded against high toxicity and 
rrou variations In compoeition. It might be suggested that in tbe case of a small firm, whQ 
mad. perhaps only one drug. thi. wouM impoae a great bardship. Provision could, p!>8Oibly 
be made tor a small concern of tbia nature haviDIt their preparatiOll8 etandardir.ed or tested 
In some Govemment laboratory for a fee, but their preparation. 'Would 'be subsequently 
lubJeeted to the &ame scrutiny DB those of the larger manufacturer, . 

Witbout the Introduction of any new and drastic Iawa, a considerable Illountof eontrot 
of manufacturen of therapeutic preparations eould be applied by meane of the Excise auth .. 
rltlel; certain bona fide manufacturers are allowed the privilege of keeping' bonded' etore8 
nf alcohol. This privilege could be reserved for manufacturers who' comply with the regula. 
tienl. . Ae alcobol i. essential for the preparation of. most· tberapeutie substances, the 
withdrawal 01 thia privilege would be a very serious matter and would p~vent them placing 
tn the: market any drug, in the preparation of which alcohol is. UBed, at a competitive price. 
Howevp" it would be essential for the mechaniam for sampling and testing the drugs to be 
In existence as .. guide to tbe Excise authorities .... otberwise, ·thi. metbod would be open to 
abu... . . 
_. ,'The Introduction of legillation on tbe lines, tba~ bave been 'suggested above Is a matte. 
for the Central rather than for the Provincial Government.. The work of testing tbe drugs 
i. outside the scope 01 any orsranization at present in existenoe. It seems probable that; 
neither the Customa nor the Excise authoritiea would can: to· undertake Buch· ipeciaJised 
work. and it i8 certainly· not within the scope of the Provincial Chemical Examiners or of 
the l'uhliQ Healtb Laboratories, nor oould It in any way be eonside~d to be the work of the 
lIpdical ReBeal'Cb Department. It would therefore be .eaaential to set up • new orl'Animtion 
undpp the Central Govemment with a number of inapectors to collect the aamplea and & 
central laboratory where theae eQuId be tested. The central laboratory would have to be 
welt equipped and ltefled wittl wel1-trained men: a "harmaco)ogiBt, a ohemist and a bio
rh.mlst would be neeesaary. It is obvioul tbat the laboratory should be situated at one of 
Jndia'. three main porta of entry, and, 88 Calcutta i. far ahead of the otbe. two towns in the 
n:atter of looal manufacture of pharmaeololl'ical products, it is indicated as the most llUitable .i.... Subsidiary laboratories could eventually be established at Bombay and .Madr .... 
. It ill not' eiRnti81 that a full working scbeme should be inaugurated immediately'; In fact. 
IlUcb Ii step would be inadvissble. It would be better to begin by including only a limited 
number of drugs, for example, d~~itali8. ergot and a. few other galenicals, and the antimony 
.nd a_nlo oompoundo. ~ut it should be made pOSSible for the number to be added to each 
y..... without the Introduction of. any further enactments. The growth. of the, neco ..... ry 
org"nl16tjon will thua be graduaL . 

Thll scbeme would certainly cost money, but"" do not eonslder tbat tbere sbould 'be any 
dimcultv In justifyinll' tllis expenditure. It is • puhlio·health measu.., whicb sooner or later 
mud b8 adonted, and it i. a MaUer in which India is 1a~ be.hind all other. countries of • 
• Imilar standing. It ia certain that. the introduction of legislatIon on these hnes would very 
shortly react favourably on the Internal trade of the country. Many doctors feel that 
patrlOtlam and peorhapa economy .are their only excuses fori preseribing locally tnade 
... ,standardized products; this new measure would make both classes of drugs equal in respect 
of standardization, and ii; would then simply be a matter of .Individual 'preference or price 
as to which w... used.. . " " 

. With .,.gard to extemal trade, India eannot hope to IlOnipete hi foreign markets under the 
resent conditiona and aa 80 much 01 the raw materials for the 'preparation of 'medioines fa expoJ'tfod it is ~bvio~a that be, opportunities for foreign trade are considerable. U it were 

ronaidePP.Ci '~Mential, no doubt.. the ICh~e Muld be m~e t4;t pay ita way by ebarginJr ... 
small stamping duty on e1!ch pac:kage Impo~ and a hoensmg f.ee for tl!e local manuf ..... 
tllrera. but we do not conBlder tlllS at all destrable from many potntB of view . 

• The criticilm which will lie immediately levelled: '!Pinot this scbeme II that It will !urther 
, reaee the cost of dru~ ueed in • Westem mediCIne '. We are bv DO meana certa~n that 
t~~1 will be the ease. It will oertainly stop ~M ssle of extremely cheap """,do In which the 
ehea neM is on1v apparent; the drop havmg been beavJly adulterated are really ~~1'fI 
ex ~8ive· than the pure product. ~'ie, for examp~e, not eh~ap' to buy & 6--grai~ qutDlI)e 
~~et wbich only oontainl one gram of the alkalOid, evon If It i~ baIt the PrIce of t~e 
renuina "rticle, and a1\ ine" drug i. flot cheap,. wbatevet the <lOSt, 
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By The 'Union, Drug Company, Llmlted, Calcutta 

. A. 
. The :conditions bf dr~g· man~factu~e·'in India are b~t with 80 many' 

practical difficulties that further elucidation of these points is necessary than 
what could be cramped into the answers to a limited number of set questions 
~s';1ed by the, Dru~s E,nquiry Committee. . 

. 'It is about a century and a half that the Allopathic system of medicine 
h:asbeen officially intro~uced into India.· ,Although the people, specially the 
literate class, have: realIZed the vaIueof It, not more than eleven 'Per cent 
of the Indians have acquired the ·habit of taking to Allopathic treatment; 
even after such a long tenure of this system in India. ,The r~ason, ·accord
ing to a 'certain section of thinkers, is that the deplorable illlteracy of the 
people makes them incapable of appreciating the good effects of Western 
medicines... But this view cannot be endorsed, because it is: apparent that 
while man.y of the illiterate people do not accept Allopathic remedies, they 
willingly take Homrepathic drugs which are also imported to India. The 
correct explanation of the. limited use of Allopathic drugs certainly lies in 
the fact that these are costlier than all drugs of the other. systems of 
medicines prevailing in India. 

It is undoubtedly true that the Government of India with the co-operation 
of t.he Provincial Governments have heen always exertinj!; to provide medical 
relief to .the distressed through their numerous hospitals and semi-Govern
ment medical institntions. But considering the vastness of the land and 
its enormous population, the efforts of the Government fop medical relief 
in India "re very limited. It has been declared by the Government that 
the revenue.q of the State do not justify furth"r extell~ion nf such hnman 
'work. Be that as it may, it is an undisputed fact that the expenditure 
«>f. the medical institutions in India works out at a higher ratio per case 
than any other country. Not only so, the cost of drugs for treatment and 
the charges for medil'al !;upervision are so disprot>ort.ionately hij!;h"r than in 
nther countries t·hat the. hospitals get fewer opportunities for spending money 
on research work than in America, France or Germany. Although Allo
pathic treatment has been established in the country for such a long time, 
very little ·effort has been made hv the Government to invl'!ltil"ate the rondi
tions which could make Allopathic drugs cheap and available to a IarlZer 
~ircle of sufferers. It may be said that during the last fifty years scientific 
researches into the different branches of medicines were subsidized by the 
G<lvernment but such researches were confined to, more or less, finding the 
new drugs for tropical diseases or for ascertaining the causE'S d (",rtain 
diseases in India. No endeavour has been made either by the Government or 
by any private scientists to investij!;ate on scientific and systematic lines the 
question of cheapeninl!; drugs by widespread manufacture of the ~RTTle in the 
(lount~. It is true that we get certain records of sporadic activities by one 
Dr two chemists and medical men who carried on research into the properties 
of drugs used in the Ayurvedic, Unani and Tibbi systems of medicines, but we 
cannnt lav our hands on any Tlublisher'! record showing investilZation illt" the 
possibilities of cultivation· and manufacture of such drugs as are officially 
recognized in the British Pharmaeopreia. 

While I have declared with regret the tardiness of the Government in 
solvinllt the question of cheapening Allopathic drugs by manufacture of 
flame in the conntrv, I have not lost silZht of the. fact thRt ollinine is manu
factured in India by the Government who make energetic efforts to popula
rize the same through the chain of poot offices in India. But. althou!!h this 
useful proposition for the treatment of malaria is tackled by the Govern
.ment, thA pricA of ouinine is not in any sense of the word popular with the 
poor. The price of Government manufactured quinine is regulated _ bya 
foreign eonvention, though not directly. Circumst:l.ntial evidence bears out 
.the fact that the Government manufacture this important drug on such a 
sml\ll Rcale t.hat thl'v have to draw a larger snnplv from the eonvention. 
and naturally they have to obey the price limit fixed by the convention. It 
is. most deplorable that, ignoring the economic value of fighting malaria 
with cheaper quinine by manufacturing the same on a larger scale. the 
Government suffer themSelves to be dictated" or rather indirectly ruled by a 
foreign convention, Volumes coul4 be written On this,question pointing out 



-\he inhuman character of negligence of the State in allowing the poor to die 
fit malaria as well as the economic loss of the country by continual ilInessaDll 
premature disablement of its millions of men and women from malaria. 

A good deal of noise is now and then. made in the ·legislatures of the 
country on the malaria problem and sometimes on the sale of adulterated 
,uinine. Temporary measures and makeshift arrangements are adopted to 
meet the questions which arise. But nQbody has yet questioned the propriety 
iii the Government to monopolize the quinine trade •. 1 have used the ~ord 
• monopolize' because the a1.titude and the course of action of the Govern, 
Joent clIJ. not point to anything but an intention to keep supreme control 
over tAil; trad., II(). , that the interests of. the foreign, convention .may r.-¥lof; 
lUlfer. 

Good cinchona bark is raised by the Government from their own planta
'ions and the price of same is fixed by the Government with all eyes open 
to • 8ignal from the quinine convention. . Any DUBlness man naturally 
wondere why the Government should continue their control for such· a long 
time over a plantation which they created as an expElrimental measure. If; 
would have been more fitting for the Government to hand over the planta
tion after the experimental period to any. energetic private firm· or to 
encourage Buch plantations by private persons all over 1;he country. Such 
conduct would not have been a new policy with the Government. They 
encourage the Bilk indUBtry and other agricultural schemes on these lines; 
fheR again the Government should have offered special inducements to 
private manufacturers to manufacture quiuine alkalOids from the Govern
IUlnt barks, had they thought that plantations for cinchona bark would not; 
be profitable to private business firms. But, instead of doing anything 

. which would induoe ·private manufacturers to take up the proposition of 
quinine production, the Government have fixed the price of the bark in 
lIuch a way that nobody finds it possible to sell their quinine in competition 
lI·ith importe.d quinine. Would it now be said that there is no firm in India 
properly equipped and fit to produoe quinine alkaloids? No, such scepti
cism is not justifiable because Indian chemical manufacturers have produced 

- greater things, e.g., organic arsenic compounds, bismuth compounds, anti~ 
mony compounds, num«trou8 alkaloids which have been thoroughly tested out 
by Government experts and which have been found to be of propel" strength 
and uniform quality. 

Another legitimate grievl!once which the manufacturers have against the 
Govemmsnt is their policy of running their own tincture factory at Madras. 
It will be interesting to note that previous to the war, a year or two before 
Lbat, this factory was not in exisrence. It was prObably started by somE> 
.fficial as an experimental measure-at least so goes the story round. But 
during the war this factory was enlarged to such an extent that it could 
8upply all the requirements of the Government for extracts and spirituous 
preparations. Before the establislIment of this factory the Government did. 
not buy anything from the Indian tincture manufacturers for the numeronl 
bospitals. But during the war very warm encouragement emanated from 
the Government for the production .of tinct1ll"es, solid extracts and spin
tuous B.P. preparations not only for the needs of the hospitals but alsa 
for the requirements of the publio. It is also interesting to trace the historY. 
of this tincture business ,in India. Previous to the origin of the Government 
factory the Civil Surgeons and the medical authorities of the different 
institution8 insisted on the supply of British tinctures but when the 
Governme~t f~ came into bei!1g they were constantly ci~ularized to 
draw theIr reqUIrements from thlS factory· through· the Indian Medical 
Stor~. Th~ exig!,ncies of the war ,"eviv8!i the two or three manufactur~ng 
firms IU Tndla whIch were almost dead owmg to lack of Government suppoMl 
and pUblic demand before the war. These firms Bold their tinctures to thEi 
DiRtrict Boards and private charitable dispensaries as well from 1914 up tJ 
1920. As soon as peace was restored and the war requiremenfs of the' 
Government disappeared, the conditions of the tincture manufacturere again' 
became. W nn!8 •• 'fhei,: regular clients, viII.. ~he District Hoards, were veri 
energetically Circularized through the PublIc Health Departments of the 
Provint'eS, advising them to huy their tinctures through these departments 
from the Indian. Medical. Store, . .i.e., .the Madras. Government. Factory 
tinctures. Then again the pUblic demand fen off owing to competition with 
spurious imported preparations, which even to this day are sold unfeitere4 
bl any Government control. ' . 
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'It is certainly inscrutable to every manufacturer in India why their 

preparations should not be patl'onized 'by the Government. The Govern
ment's policy, far from, being helpf.ul ,ana. encouraging is antagonistic and 
keenly competitive. ' I hllve pel'solll~l experience of the unfair propaganda 
carried on by the officials directly in control of the tincture factory in 
Madras., They issue a price list which on the face of it looks to be much 
more competitive than the prices which can be offered by a genuine manu. 
facturer for his standardized articles. But the consumers of these articles, 
Villi., the hospitals, etc., do not take into consideration the extra charges for 
con1.ainers, railway freight, etc., which happens to be a special ·reduood 
rate for Government, and claims for breakages, all of which, when·!added up 
becomes higher than the prices of the private manufacturer. My firm waS 
given an opportunity to supply the ··requirements of twelve "hospitals in 
Madras because the lnspector..General of Civil Hospitals in the year 1927 
was very much displeased with the quality of, the products and the service 
offered by the Indian- Medical Store. We earned the full appreciation of. 
the authorities for the uniform quality of our preparations and for our 
prompt a,nd diligent services. But the next year at the time of contract we 
found that the whole medical machinery of the Government of Madras have 
made out a case proving that our prices were slightly higher than the prices 
of the Indian Medical Stores. We tried our utmost to convince the autho
rities on the comparison of total costs for our products with the total cosi. 
of the Indian Medical Stores, but they would Bot see to that. 'rhel'e are 
other instances which might be cited, but it is best for the Enquiry Com
mittoe to test out the quality of the Government Factory tinctures and 
compare the same with the quality offered by the reCognized private manu~ 
facturers. 

Apart from the consideration of quality for quality and service for servi('e 
both of which would undoubtedly receive the very best consideration and 
constant attention of the private manufacturer, we resent most strongly 
the policy of the Government in running a factory to compete with us. In 
times of emergency we are called upon to meet the situation by increasing 
our capacity of production at a very short notice to four or five times. 
But in normal times we are not only ignored but our rightful interests are 
injured by Government competition. Such a policy is not favoured by any 
Government in the world. We can legitimately ask for remedy of such 
harmful ·competition. -Instead of helping to foster the· trade the present 
policy oE the Indian Government robs it of . its normal life. 
. I have already detailed the difficulties under which we labour on account 
of the indifference of ,the Government to control the production and sale of 
spurious and adulterated drugs in the Indian market. I have already 
lIuhmitJ;ed my views on the Excise policy and the inefficient control of the 
drug manufacture by the Excise Department. If anyone considers the 
'Prevailing poverty of the people and the prevalence of the epidemics which' 
account for the larger death-rate than the birth-rate, the Indian Government 
Iiliould remit all inland duty and taxation' on drugs and medicinal 
preparations. ' 

As a manufacturer, I have already detailed the overpowering difficuHies 
of manufacturing standardized drngs in India. It cannot be said that 1D 
t.his line India has kept pace with the advance made nOll only in the Wef.ii 
but also in the Far East, in the science of JIledicine. In Great Britain and 
the Continent, in America as well as in Japan. the science of drug mann-' 
facture has progressed with 'rapid strides with the proper backing and 
generous support of the State. But in India we have to depend entirely 
for tile majority of our medicines and surgical appliances on the foreign 
manufacturers. This is neither .prudent. 08 has been amDly proved during 
the last war, nor is it economical, specially in the case of a country whera 
a great majority of the population is poor and the national wealth is com
paratively small •. It is true that a promising beginning in this line was 
made during the war" but after it~ while other industries like iron, paper; 
etc. received more nursing fron} t11e Government, this industl'y was sadly' 
neglected. Although I have critIcized the policies of the Government which 
are on the face of them inequitable, I am fully informed' of the 801emtl' 
intentions of the authorities to help India which resulted in the drawing up 
of the scheme for the purchase of State requirementslocallv.While in other 
lines such intentiollS have ·been given definite shapes and rules have been 
drawn up to give preference to the products of manufacturers in India and 
etockists in India, such rules 'are generally appl.ied in the case of almos,t 
all. the industl'iesexcept that of the dru!'. I know of cases where the 
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ohl'll in charge bC purchases really intended to purchas~ medica~· requ.it4!
ments of the country but they could not.give effect to their goo.d mte~tlOna 
limply for the fact that most of the thmgs are not p~duced m India. r 
know of other cases where, on account of ~he al!sence of the hard .and fast 
rules for purohase of medical. stores, offiCials glv~ pref~rence ~ Imported, 
articles even when similar articles are produced m Il!dla. It 18 theref!lre 
necessary to lay down· cut and dry rules for the gUidance of purchasing 
officera for medical stores. But the enactment of such laws would be pre
matnre uuless the Government of India. be ready to help the growth. of: 
firma who have 8ubstantiated their capability to manufacture standardized, 
medical articles in the cOlmtry. "" , 

The Go~~rnment of . India . should. thert;fore mVes~igate I the possibility of 
manufacture of moder .. medICal articles m the cill1ntrY and, at the same 
time, the Government should invite co-operation .lof the ·'present tnanufac-. 
turing firDlB to tackle the new problems. More fuoney should be spent on 
resear!lh in 'ndia) beca11l!8. th~ general labour cOnditionS. and cost of 'raw 
materials. bemg cheaper 10 thiS country, researches could··be conducted ~t 
less cost than in England. and the r~ults p~uced by .such .~earch:e8 w:IlI 
I... useful to both countries. In thiS conneXlon, I thmk, It IS prllnarlly 
necessary to investigate more thoroughly the drugs of the ol~ Indian systems 
of . medicine with a view to replace costlier imported artIcles by equally 
effective but cheaper Indian dl'ugs as. well as to supplement the d~ficienc~es 
of the Western science. I am sure th18 would lead to most useful discoveries 
in the lDedica.1 science. 

It should also be very carefully investigated if· an tnd~an Pharmacopooi& 
could be compiled. My technical knowledge of things being very limited, 
I am only speaking from the general business point of view. It would be 
apparent to everybody from the flourishing conditiono£.~he Kaviraji dru~ 
business and the comparative cheapness of their articles. It is also an 
established fact that the Kaviraji drugs effect cures and they cannot be 
dismissed as the stock in trade of qua.cks. 'I'herefore, if modern science with 
all its improvements be applied to make medicines from these drugs, such 
medicines will be BO many .in Dumber that they would form a voluminous 
pharmacopa!ia. 'fhen agam, consIdering the temperature of· the country and 
Its seasonal variations, certain material alterations in spirit strength and 
alkaloidal contents should be made for B.P. drugs to be used in India. 
~ large qua.ntity of imported drugs degenerate in this country on account 
o( indifference to this point. . . . 

The 'Iueation of giving protection to indigenous drugs and medical 
articles is a very important one. But this ~uestion should be better discussed 
before a committee witla technical knowledge of tariff. The present committee 
Bhould appreciate the fact that if a trade in its infancy is obliged to competo 
with an old and well org~nized trade t~e formel' would undoubtedly suffer. 
Therefore not only .hould Internal taxatIOn be reduced to minimum but such.
protective duties should be imposed upon competitive foreign articles for a' 
length of time so that the infant in India may-grow up. .. 

B 
Although indigenOllB raw matel'ials for drug manufactuI'e are available 

in .India, there are .no. reliable dealers with e~pert knowledge for such 
artiCles. Generally, mdlgenous drugs are 8upphed by small private 1:01-

IOC-toI"8, who pertiOnally, or through their agents, collect the drugs from 
the forests, and offer them for sale at the provincial towns. A manufac
tUlocr inval'iably finds. it di~cult to obtain ~ large quantity. 1)f a seasonal 
produce of any drug 10 India, because there HI not a central Indian market 
for a;ame. He alflO finds it difficult to depend upon the potency of a drug 
even when the supplies come· from an authoritative source. We can cite 
numero!IB instances en this point.. Digitalis Bu\!plied by the· Gov\U'mnent 
jJ)anta~lOn of Mungpoo and. sOll!etlmes. by .the Forest Department of· the 
KBllhmlr State proved phY~lOloglCally mactlYe after extraction. The rea
BOn for such changeful quality of erude drugs is, in our opinion that drug 
cultivation is Dot done with care and prudence in India. ' 

We. have no information lIS ~ any plantation of. indigenous drugs 
carried on on the right lines by any e:tpert body. The result is that the 
atrength and potency of the drugs YBry considerably, . and no manufacturer. 
in India can depend Upon any Bupplier for obtaining 'the ri~ht and uni"-
form quality of drugs. -' . 
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. The Indian manufacturer has a very legitimate grievance against thEJ' 
Excise laws of. the country. It will be evident from our remarks that a 
standard quality \If drugs is not always obtainable in the Indian market, and 
every time a lot is purchased the alkaloidal and glucosidal contents of some 
as well as the biological potency in certain cases should be tested out before 
extraction on a manufacturing scale is made from a drug. Such tests 
necessitate the use of spirit outside the bond which very often has to be 
discarded on account of the poor quality of the extract. In such cases the 

, manufacturer, unless he is provided with a supply of spirit at duty-free raW. 
for such test purposes is put to a great loss for having to throw. away the 
~ad extrat:t. ma?e with sP.irit purchased .by :{laying full excise "duiy. Thet:e, 
18 no prOVISIon ill the EXCIse laws of IndIa to help the manufacturer on thI8 
point. There is only a provision that, if a certain extract turns out to be 
biologically unfitl the EXllise Department allows the manufacturer to recover: 
the spirit by reaistillation. Such provision is not very helpful, because the
manufacturer has to waste rhis time and money in recovering the spirit from 
an unfit tincture the making of which could have been prevented if proper 
facilities were offered by the Excise, laws •. 

Then again, the indiffereIWe of the Excise Department to assay the 
alkaloidal and glucosidal contents of an extract, compels even the scrupulous 
manufacturer to overlook all defects in these points in his products, and 
issue all extracts without any standardization of their glucosidal and alkaloidal 
value. What else could be expected of the manufacturer? If he finds that 
an extract is deficient in these two points, he is willing to improve the 
same, but, the Excise Department will not allow him to discard the deficient 
extract and recover the spirit out of it by redistillation. The result is ,that 
most of the tinctures manufactured in, India could not be, relied upon as to 
their glucosidal and alkaloidal worth. 

We should not lose sight of another aspect of this question arising out 
of the want of control of the Government over the quality of extracts sold 
every day in the Indian markets. This is the difficulty of a genuine manu
facturer in trying to sell the best standardized tincture or extract against 
the competition of persons selling spurious articles, the prices of which' 
have been cheapened by adulteration of quality. Is it not a fact that in 
India any person educated or uneducated is at liberty to sell any coloured 
spirituous preparation in the market as good tincture? The laws do not 
p~event him. Na~urally an honest manufacturer d~es not get his price for 
h18 good preparatlOns because he has to compete WIth the adulterated phar-
maceu ticals. . ' 
, The manufacturer of indigenous drugs has very little to do with the 

Customs Department. But there is one thing which should not be ignored 
in this connexion, viz., the importation of crude drugs or solid extracts 
of inferior quality. If lhe importation of .inferior drugs be not stopped. 
then the non-bonded manufacturer puts such articles to use and makes 
inferiOl' pl'eparatiolls with which the bonded manufacturers have to com
pete. , 

The bonded manufacturer has unfortunately to fight with other factors' 
which can be easily controlled by the Government, viz., the freedom to sell 
anything as B.P. preparations by anybody in the market. We understand 
that there is a law in the Statute Book to control such sale and that 
summary powers have been given to the Surgeon-General to stop su<;h sale~. 
But neither the law is enforced !,or the SurgeoI!--ctenel'al. exex:<JIses hIS 
authority, and, to-day any man WIthout '!-ny chemIst S quahficatIon, even. 
without any education, can open a ~hemist shop tl:n~ s~ll any colo~rod 
liquid as B.P. tincture. The- monstrosIty of such positlOn 18 never realIzed .. 
by the authorities who enforce all their strict laws only on the bonders 
who are under their control. 

A regular bonder has also to meet the .price-cutting cQ,mJletition of the 
so-called manufacturers of B.P. preparatlOns, who are allowed by the 
Excise Department a certain quantity of spirit at reduced duty rat~. 
While in some cases the necessity of ~ffering spirit at ~educed duty rates 18 
justifiable, it should be discouraged In .t~e case of tmcture manufact~re., 
The tincture manufacturers who get SpItIt cheap gene~all:r buy B.P. tmc
tures in bulk from bonders and repack them, after dI~utmg the prepara
tionsand reducing their quality s~mply to compete WIth tb~b0!lders .bl" 
cutting the price of B.P. preparatIons. Instances ~ay be c~ted In whIch 
a B P preparation is offered In the market at a PrIce at WhIch a .bonder 
ean~ot even produce it in his laboratory. . ' 
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. 'The poliCy of the Uovernment" to realiZe aD the inspection charges frinn 
the bonder ill unjustifiable. Such policy imposes a handicap, because the 
Excise charges have to ·be added to the cost of production. The Govern~ 
ment realize the Excise duty from a bonder, aud thereby ensure a standing 
revenue. from a genuine business firm. But the Government do not consi
der how the Government revenue ill defrauded by persons who dilute the 
tinctures -and sell inferior preparations and thereby prevent the sale of 
good B.P. tinctures with full spirit contents. 

(18) 3, Colonei B •.. !lJgbam, I.M.S., Chemical ADalyserto Government, Government 
. .' J,aboratory, :Byculla, Bombay 

. My exp~rience ~f the strength and purity ot"drugs is derived fromthi! 
IInalysis of samples of 'drugs sent to me by the Collector of Customs. either 
(1) for the determination of the percentage of alcohol present in them with 
B view to the levying of duty or (2) under the Merch8.ndiRe Marks Act for 
determining the correctness of their description. Up till March 1929 I was 
the official analyst to the Collector of Customs. The British Pharmacopmia 
does not lay down the proportions of alcohol in finished products but it 
does of COUl"se, "efine the amount of nlcohol to be used in the process 'of 
manufacture. During the course of these processes some alcohol may be 
lost by evaporation and thls loss may be. very considerable when prolonged 
filtrations have to be done. However, experience soon shows for each pre
paration about how much alcohol may be expected in the finished products. 
In or about the year 1921 facilities were given for the manufacture in bond 
of medicinal tinctures by Indian manufacturehl and I began to get such 
tinctures fo.. "ualYRis for tb .. levying of ex-eiRe dut.v. Either heca.use the 
existence of these locally-made tinctures had lowered the price in India or 
for 80mp ot.her renson it beg.m to he noticed ahout this time that snme 
imported tinctures were containing less alcohol than before and were thus 
APnaTPntlv not 8t~ctly what th"v purported to he. i.e., B.P. This. did 
not of" course 'apply alike' to all manufacturing firms. Some maintained 
the old strength un-changed and others made two grades one labelled B.P. 
and remaining strictly B.P. and the other with the letters B.P.· omitted 
and with the alcohol deficient. Others however retained the description 
·B.P. and yet diminished the alr-ohol content. A patent example of this 
tendency WB8 syrup of orange. If this is prepared according to the direc_ 
tions contained in the B.P. it must contain approximately 17 per cent 
proof spirit and· prinr to 1921 the imported samples used to contain this 
amount. Suhsequently however it became a common occurrence for samples 
to be received that were entirely free from alcohol. Another glaring example 
was aromatic sulphuric acid.. If this is prepared correctly it will contain 
.hout 140 per cent proof spirit. Samples have been received containing as 
little B8 18 per cent. The same tendency but not to such an extreme degree 
was also observed in the tinctures of aconite, arnica, orange, buchu

l 
camphor' 

(Cn.l. calls;,mm. C8rdB1'I'I'lms (Co.). et.". This is not nerhaps a very ImportAnt. 
matter and some people might prefer a preparation containing no alcohol 
but in certain circumstances it might acquire a greater significance. For 
example when making up a prescription a second time it is very desirable 
that. t.he inl!'l'eClients used sbaH be of t.ne same constitution. for. otherwise, t.he 
'resulting mixture may be very different in appearance, taste, etc. The 
Anlubilities of the other drugs used in the prescription mav also be affected. 
Where the B.P. ar-tually lays down the strenlrlh of tbe finished product as 
fnr .. xample in a"idus hydrocyanicus dilutus. which should contain 2 per ('.ent 
of th .. pure acid. it is of coul'Re assenti"l thAt this proportion should be 
actuallv prese~t but even in other CB8es it is desirable that the proportions 
of ~ach constituent shall not vary to any great extent. A preparation 
marked B.P. should actually be B.P. The cases in which twas asked to 
analyse drugs under the Merchandise Marks Act were more important. In 
19~R.. I was sent severQIRamplAS of quinine tablpt.s anll the amounts of 
qUIDlue p~nt ~ere found to' ~ very much less than those shown on the 
In'?els. Five IZralU tahlets contained onlv 21 grains and 2-grain tohlets anv
t.h!ng betw:-en O· 5 anCi 1· 25 and I-grain tahlets abont O· 3-grains. I rllgarded 
thIS as en Important t~ .. t ~ ad"r~ed the Sur/!'oon-Genera.l in t.h .. Jr."tt.Ar Rnd 
suggested ~hat an I!d tnten~ QUInlDe Ad should he introduced in the legisla
ture pendmg the Introdl}ction of the General Drugs Act that I considered 
must ev~tu~ly be reqUll'~. Another point of importance that arose was 
t.hll constitutIon of Dover s. powder. This IIhould contain .lQ. per ~ent of 
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opium and the word I compositus' is used in its official designation of Pulvia . 
Ipecacuanhll! Compositus solely on account of the presence of thi! opium jn' 
its reconstruction, the other ingredient,: sulphate of potash, being. merely 
present as a mechanical adjuvant. Yet, I have had samples that contained 
no opium although labelled Pulv. Ipecac. Co. and others labelled Pulv. Ipecac. 
('0. with the words ' without narcotic' in much smaller type. The existene.e 
of, such preparations is definitely misleading and should not be permitted. 

It would probably be difficult to standardize any of the indigenous drug. 
in the sense that, e.g .. tincture of opium is standardized, for the reason that 
at present the constitution of these drugs is unknown in 'many instances 
and in others there are no known chemical reactions by which' they could 
be standardized. It would, howf'ver, be possible to start th~1,compilation of 
~ pharmacopteia neverthelCl!s. The majority of th~ prePllratignl! contai.ned 
In the Britlllh Phal"macoptela are' not standardIzed m the' sense' that oplUm 
is standardized. It. would presumably be possible,; to., lay down standards 
for the raw materials, giving for medicinal plants: the descriptions of the 
parts of each plant to be:!used and the age of the plllnt to be selected when 
these were impor~ant. and the means of' detecting the common adulterants 
and f/;he same could be done for minerals and drugs of animal origin. I know 
very little about· indigenous drugs but I imagine that such details could be 
compiled in the course of time. Then for preparations of these raw drugs 
jt,' would hf' possible, surely. to give th~ proportions of each ingredient and 
details of the processes to be adopted in preparing them. Then experience 
.would be gained as time went on regarding the physical properties of the 
various preparatfons, e.g., their colour, consistence, total solid constituents, 
Mc., by which it could be, verified at any rate to a rough extent if they had 
been made in accordance with the directions laid down. It wonld he 11 

lengthy busi.ness perhaps but which of it must already be known and, at any 
rate, a be/itlllnin" IIhould be made. 

(19) 
By Mr. P. ':Neogl, Ph.D:, I.E.S., Professor of Chemistry, Presidency 

College, Calcutta 

. . OontroZ 0/ dMI·OS 0/ British 'PharmacoptEia~-As questions of life and 
death are involved, standardization. of drugs is to be effected whenever 
Quantitative tests can be applied: So far as drugs incorporated in the 
British Pharmacopteia are concerned, some measure of state control is 
obviously desirable with a view to prevent adulteration. A' Food and Drugs 
Rill' was drafted by the School of Chemical Technology of which 
Mr. J. C. Ghosh was the Princillal.. It was adopted by the Executive 
Council. of the school of which I was a member. The 'Provisions of that draft 
might be adopted as a basis for legislation. Mr. Ghosh once thought of 
having the Bill. passed through oneaf the legislatures through some member. 

So far as analysis is concerned. the work might be entrusted to the 
Calcutta Test House or to laboratories maintained by the industrial depart.. 
ments of local Government.~.. Enquiries might also be made if the laboratories 
of the Customs Department might not undertake. the work. Some expansion 
in the laboratories would of course be necessary in each case, but the 
expense of building a new and separate central laboratory would thereby 
be avoided. 

Several ftrms in India manufacture some drugs incorporated in the 
British Pharmacopmia. The reputation of these firms, such as Bengal 
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works, Messrs. Bathgate & Co., and others, 
for honesty in medical preparations stands high, but.wit.h a view to prevont 
unscrupulous people from attempting to foist adulterated. drugs of their 
own manufacture on the unsuspecting public, batches of preparations of 
",nch firm should periodically be examined in the Government Testing 
Laboratories mentioned above and certified as .having been col"l'ectly. pre
pared. Such control should, however, be judiciously exercised, and care 
Rhould be taken to ensul'f\ that legitimate industry does not suffer. As the 
knowledge of science spreads and industrial progress is activated. more and 
more drugs of the British Pharmacopteia would be .manufactured in India. 
State control . should be so judiciously exercised as to ensure. purity of 
medicinal preparations' but at thli same time continued activation of indus~ 
trial progress. Similar analytical control should be exercised on imported 
articles as well. 
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So far 611 raw products are concerned, it would be very difficult to exercise 
any oontrol. Pure chemicals are imported from reputed firms, but vegetable 
raw products are generally obtained from the bazaars. It would be impos
Bible to lay down any standard for these bazaar products, The iirms 
manufacturing drugs from these products should have their own reliable 
suppliers or might cultivate these vegetable raw drugs in their own gardjlns. 

The work of inspection of firms importing or manufacturing medicinal 
preparations might be entrusted to the Industrial Chemist of the Industries 
Departments of Local Governments. He would inspect these firms and send 
lIampleA to the testing laboratories for analysis. A separate, officer for this 
purp_ would Ilave ultimately to be appointed in the, ,future. 

Indigeno1u • drug •. -The largest users of indigenous drugs for manu
facturing pUrpOl108 are th~ kabirajis and the hakeems. The total annual 
value of these drugs would be many lakhs so far -as the whole of India is 
concerned. Most of these kabirajis, whose number would be severa} 
thousands, prepare their own medicines, and their main income is derived 
from the sale of these medicines., They follow the directions given in the 
Ayurvedic treatises for the 'preparation of these medicines. Charaka and 
Shushruta, two ancient atandard Ayurvedic treatises, mention about seven 
hundred medicinal herbs. Metallic medicines came to be used more freqlUently 
from the 12th century and later. At present some two hundred and fifty 
vegetable herbs and about thirty or forty mineral substan~es including pre
parations of mercury, arsenic, gold, silver, copper, tin, iron, zinc, bronze, 
braM, sulphur and borax are used. Moat of these metallic substances are 
insoluble. For inatance, the commonest mercurial preparation used inter
nally is the black Bnd red varieties of mercuric sulphide (makaradwaja) 
which is insoluble in all single mineral acids. The commonest iron prepa
ration used is ferric oxide obtained by roasting iron hundred and even one 
thonsand ~imes. Tin is used as stannic sulphide (mosaic gold), arsenic as 
the sulphide and gold as the finally powdered metal. 

.As regards herbs, extracts and powders are generally evaporated to 
drynellli and administered in the form of pills. Extracts in oils and clarified 
butter are also used. Individual' preparations often contain twenty and 
even forty or more herbs and metallic medicines boiled or powdered together. 
With a view to make these easy for patients to swallow, these are powdered 
with honey Bnd mixed with freshly extracted juices or raw llerbs. 

So far as standardization is concerned, it would be a hopeless affair. 
A. dozens of herbs and metaJlic subatances are compounded together in one 
und the same medicine, no standard can evidently be laid down for compli
ance. No two samples of the same medicine would agree in composition, 
specially as iIl-quallfied and ignorant people often pass as kabirajis and 
prepare their own medicines. Most of these people are unable even to identify; 
the plants and substitutes are frequently used. 

AI regards metallic medicines, I would 'be glad if some ,control can be 
effectively exercised by way of standardization. -For some years' I was 
pngaged in the analysis of t.he metallic preparations used by the ka,birajis. 
Tbe results have been incorporated in a paper pUblished in the Journal 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (iron only) and in a separate book entitled 
• Ayurveda and Modern Chemistry' written in Bengalee; During my work 
I used to purchase these metallic medicines from different kabiraji shops 
of Calcutta. I was disgusted to find that no two samples agreed even in 
their colour. One and the same 8ubstance would be black, grey, blue and 
even white. Th~ metallic preparations Buch ~ purified arsenic, copper 
fmlphate, gold, tID, brallli, bronze and pearls are extensively nsed as in!!:re
dients of numerous atandard Ayurvedic medicines. Analysis showed that 
samples of ferric oxide prepared by roasting iron thousand times' contained 
:JO per cent silica owing to the fact that the pounding of the iron was 
effected, on stone plates. Many of these preparations. as white and yellow 
arsenic and !,,>PP!,r sulphate, a~ po~sonous. I would be glad ~f !,ny control 
enn be exercised ID the standardization of at least these metalhc Ingredient-s. 
I would suggest that a Board of eminent kabirajis, chemists and medical' 
I!;raduates be formed with a view to determine to what extent control as 
regards standardization can be effected. At present kabiraji education has 
been largely modernized, and at Calcutta itself three large colleges have 
been eatablished with a view to impart kabiraji education in ('ombination 
with the knowledge of Western sciences. I have visited one of these and 
was satisfied that a large amount of knowledge of modern sciences is being 

36 
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imparted to these students. Kabirajis possessing medical degrees are now 
increasing in number. The proposed Board should contain the names of 
some of these kabirajis who are trained in modern sciences as well. I am 
sure the proposed Board would be able to evolve out some method of 
standardization of these metallic ingredients or Ayurvedic medicines. 

Besides "the kabirajis who deal with indigenous medicines, another class 
of people has arisen within the last quarter of a century' who are manu
facturmg tinctures and extracts of individual indigenous drugs and selling 
them as extract of gulancha, extract of punarnava, extracts of bael, kurchi, 
kalmegh, ashoke,. aswagandha, anantamula, etc. These are mostly aqueous 
extracts of well-reputed individual Ayurvedic drugs. These were first 
manufactured by the Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical-Works and are 
now largely prescribed by Indian medical practitioners. I do not know if 
any clinical examination of their medicil).al efficacy has at all been under
taken, hut the reputation. of these herbs as curative agents is a long-standing 
one, . and the manufacturers' have evidently based the curative virtues of 
these preparations on the reputation they possess in the country as medicinal 
herbs. 

Seeing that the preparations of the original makers of these drugs 
command a large sale amongst the general public as well as in the medical 
profession, other firms have also commenced manufacturing these drugs. It 
is impossible in the absence of quantitative estimation of the active principle 
of each drug, to prescribe conditions of standl).rdization. Much chemical 
and clinical work is necessary before any practical step could be taken in 
this direction. Good work is being done in the isolation of active principles 
of these drugs in the Calcutta School for Tropical Medicine and by some 
individual chemists. But much more remains to be done before standard 
tests could be laid down for standardization of these drugs ·which is certainly 
desirable. It is to be noted that the work of preparing these extracts and 
tinctures has not only its scientific importance but also great economic value 
as well. Leaving aside the seven hundred plants mentioned by Charaka 
and Shushruta, even if the two hundred and fifty individual drugs could 
be identified and extracted of their principles, a large and profitable industry 
would be built up, whilst the net gain to medicine and chemistry would be 
enormous. It is to be borne in mind that the recent thereapeutic agent.~ 
for curing leprosy were extracted from the Indian chaulmoogra oil. 
Ignorance and prejudice on the subject, even in enlightened quarters, are 
enormous. Some years ago I found an announcement of prizes for clinical 
work on 'Makaradwaja' in the Calcutta Gazette oVl"r the signature of the 
Principal of the Calcutta MedicRl College in which this well-known Ayur

'vedic medicine was described as a plant,. whilst actually it was a metallic 
substance. The work now being done at the Calcutta School for Tropical 
Medicine is fast removing prejudices in the matter, and reputed chemists 
are now taking to this line of exploration in the Indian Universities. 

Proprieta7'1j medicines.-If the analyses (published in a book I read some 
years ago but the name of which I am forgettin~) are to be believed most 
of the well-known proprietary medicines sold III the market should be 
banished from circulation. Yet the Indian market has been Hooded with 
these proprietary (or better known as ' patent ') med!cines, and their number 
is increasing every year in an alarming degree. Indians themselves are now 
manufacturing these patent medicines and throwing them on the Indian 
market. Advertisement in glowing terms in newspapers, pamphlets. and 
calendars is the principal method by means of which these medicines find 
their way to the homes of the lay public which is gullible enough to swallow 
these high sounding, but in most cases false and self-manufactured 
encomiums. , 

Some of these 'patent' medicines, the ingredients of which are well 
known, are quite good. Yet there are many others, the compositiop of 
which has been kept secret. I am of opinion that secret remedies should be 
banned. The approximate composition of each patent medicine must be 
disclosed to the public. A legislation should be passed requiring manufac>
turers of patent medicines to disclose on the labels of the phials contRining 
those medicines their approximate composition. This will banish all illegifii
mate preparations from the market. Control on these medicines might be 
established by subsequent analysis. 

Biological prod'ltch.--So far as sera, vaccines and organa-therapentic 
products are concerned it is notorions toat these deteriorate on keeping 
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specially in tropical climates like ours. Many vaccin~ and sera are n~w 
being manufactured in India also. . Organa-therapeutic products are stIll 
Ulostly imported from abroad. The Teo;t Labo,:atories ment.ioned above should 
p06Se8ll a biological department also for testlDg the purity and efficacy of 
these biological products. 

Aa regards the question as to whether only lI,u~lified persons would .be 
permitted to open pharmacy concerns, I am of oplDlOn that no s.uch qJUahfi
cations should be laid down for two reasons. In the first place It would be 
very difficult' to prescribo minimnm !lualific~tions and. ~n the. s!,!cond place 
these might be misconstrued as tendlDg to IDterfere With legitimate trade 
interests. 

(20) 
B, Oaptain G. 8r1n1vasamurthi, Kessrs. ..: Madhava Menon, Murugesa 

Kudallar and Sankunni Menon, Representatives of ,the School of Indian 
lIrIed1cine, Kadru 

I am concerned at present with medicines and medicinal pI'eparations 
of Indian medicine,' prepared and used in accordance witJ;t the teachings of 
Indian medicine; and have no personal knowledge of either the recently 
introduced preparations, prepared on Allopathic phalmaceutical lines or of 
the even more recent .preparations (e.g., m~karadwaja) .manufactured in 
Europe and put on the Indian market as genume preparatIOns made accord
ing to directions given in ,Indian Pharmaceutical works or by practitioners 
of Indian medicine. 

That standardization is desirable and necessary needs no arguing. The 
only question is whether we have the necessary data. The answer is that 
we have not got them at present but must get at them by investigation and 
research. The general lines of such research and the details for Madras 
conditions are dealt with at length in the Memorandum on 'Research ill 
Indian Medicine with special reference to present-day conditions in Madras ' 
already sent to the Committee of which the following is an abstract:-

Research in Indian medicine is now confined mainly to Pharmacological 
Research on lines stal-ted at the Calcutta Tropical School: the underlying 
notion is that Indian medicine is valuable only in its materia medica-medi
cines and recip_and not also in its physiology, pathology and pl'inciples of 
diagnosis and treatment because it is based on thrido,ha theory which is dis
missed away as the exploded I humoral' theory. This is a mistake and has 
limited and hampered research besides reSUlting in the extraordinary 
phenomenon of the art being required to be investigated by persons who 
have no proper appreciation or knowledge of the principles of the science 
on which practices of the art are based. The order of importance, judged 
from the standpoint of most promising results, is the following:..,... 

(1) First and inlmediate, clinical research into the value of medicinal, 
dietetic and other treatments, advocated in Indian medicine, . 

(2) Next, pharmacological research based on data of clinical research. 
(3) Next, atandardizatiofl based. on data of previous researches. 

The environlnent best suited for this purpose is that of teaching hospitals 
with facilities for hearty co-operation between practitioners of Indian and 
Western medicine as also between clinical and laboratory workers. Ths 
investigator, best fitted for this work are competent genel'al practitioners. 
Clinical research is, in fact, the speciality of the general practitioner. 

There is one line of investig~tion which may prove specially' helpful if 
the workers at the Calcutta Tropical School and other such institutes would 
adopt it i and it is this. In ancient times, Indian physicians seem to have 
heen the!r own ~lIectors of ~erbs, making their co~lections at proper seasons 
from nelghhourmg forests, lust as they were thelf own chemists and dis
pensers. Under modern conditions, however, it freqruently happens that 
raw herbs and drugs are brought from bazaar supplies, which are not always 
of excellent or even good quality. It is true that physicians specially 
experienced in this line can distinguish the good from the bad and grade 
the good samples in th!,ir order. of excellence .. But, if modern research could 
l'eveal to us the specific phYSical and chemical features of those samples 
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which are selected by experts of Indian medicine as the best ones froID the 
standpoint of Therapeutics, then, we may have a comparatively easy method 
of standardizing the crude drugs commonly included :m1ong our bazaar 
supplies. 

(21) 
By Dr. V. Kama Xamath, Editor, II '!'he Kedical Practitioner," 

Kember, lIrIadraa Kedical Council, lIrIadraa 

The pursuasive language Used in advertising proprietary medicines with 
secret formulre and the false guarantees given in such advertisement.~, which 
has been copied from the West, attract the people in this country who have 
a highly credulous temperament. The existence of various systems of 
medicine in addition to the Allopathic without legislative control by Govern
ment on quackery has been naturally increasing the number of quaclis who 
use all sorts of devices to attract the public in the matter of the sales of 
their proprietary medicines. Many of these preparations are for venereal 
diseases and sexual impotency, and I will not be far wrong' when I say that 
the educated more than the uneducated in the Indian society fall an easy 
prey to these secret formulw, and so long as the word 'secret' remains in 
the dictionary,. any amount of control is sure to bring about more and more 
secret formulre in the most secret way. The only solution to put an end to 
secret devices is to entrust the work of educating the public to qualified 
medical profession. It is their legitimate duty to combat the evils of secrecy 
in the treatment of human ills, but unfortunately the medical profession 
in our country, I mean the only one system recognized by the Government 
to be scientific, is to-day most disorganized on account of two distinct groups 
now existing, the Government-paid prlWtitioners and the private practi
tioners, amon~t whom there exists to-day most unequal and unwholesome 
competition With the result that both the groups are not devoting as much 
attention as they ought to, as members of a noble profession, in doing propa
ganda against quackery. On the other hand, unhealthy rivalry in the matter 
of private practice has unfortunately been the cause of even qualified members 
of the profession to go out of the way in their struggle for existence, and 
the best way of controlling the sale of medicines with secret formula- is to 
encourage the growth of the independent medical profession and have 
recourse to le~islation to put an end to quackery and to entrust the profes
sion wholly With the responsibility of medical relief 'on the curative side and 
the Government l"Unning only the department -of medical relief on the 
preventive side; and even in systems other than Allopathic it must be made 
compulsory that nobody should. be allowed to treat human ills unless he gets 
licence from the Government. . This has been made possible in some placel> 
in India, such as Goa under the Portu~uese Government where nobody 
practising in indigenous systems of mediCllles could do the same unless he 
obtains a licence from the Government. 

Unless those who deal in or with drugs have sufficient knowledge and 
training to find out scientifically the purity of drugs, it will not he possible 
for this class of people to appreciate; much less to find out, pure drugs. 
The very fact that the DI,ufs Enquiry Committee is presided over bv an 
eminent person in the medica prof6l;Sion proves the importanCe and necessity 
of i~parting suffic~ent knowled~e ~ an~lyt,ic chemistry and pharmacology to 
medICal students In the teaching institutIOns, more elaborately than it is 
done to-day. The fact that unemployment of a large number of medical 
men, who to-day feel nervous to earn their livelihood by' independent means 
on account of their inability to compete with the State-paid practitioners 
and who are forced to earn their livelihood as dispensers, is another factor 
to be taken note of. On account of a large section of medical men taking 
to the profession of dispensing, the professional chemist is fast disappearing, 
and the medical professional is drifted to the earlier primitive stage when 
the doctor, the cliemist and the dispenser were all combined in one person. 
The present day chemist came into existence as a different entity more for 
the purpose of division of labour, so that the superior brain of the doctor 
could be utililled for a higher purpose, i.e., in the matter of diagnosis and 
treatment of diseases. As the state of affairs as mentioned above have come 
to such a pitch that the professional doctor finds little or no work in his 
special sphere, and has to take to the profession of the cl!emist and the 
dispenser, it is highly desirable that special care should be taken in impart
ing training to the medical students while at college or schools so that they 
may be efficient chMlists and druggists in future life; 
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By Kajor G. O. Kaitra, I.K.S., Punjab 

(a) Htaoouf'd p1'eparations.-A certain amount of routine wOl'k for testing 
the toxicity of salvarsan prepamtions is done at this institute for the Army 
Medical Department. All these preparations are imported from abroad. 
Usually only samples suspected of deterioration on account of storage under 
Indian conditions are submitted to test. In the last 18 months, 39 samples 
of SulfarJSenol and 3 of Neosalvarsan were tested. About 40 per cent of the 
former and 100 per cent of the latter were found to have become toxic on 
injection, into, the experimental animal-a specially bred strain of English 
white mice. 

In the almy, all ~amyles adversely reported upon are withdrawn from 
cil'culation and destroyed. But there is no such control in civil pra(:tice 
.. lthough Halvarsan gro'l of drugs are used extensively by medical practi .• 
t;oncl'8 both private an public. 

(b) Various pl"Oprietary prepal'ations mostly of the nature of snake bite 
curCH have been received at this iDHtitute for testing as to their alleged 
infallibility in cases of snake bite and rabies. Two of them are patented 
in India and are worth mentioning. Both of these were tested in vivo on 
pigeons and were found to have no life saving effects whatsoever in experi
mental cobra venom poisoning. Nevertheless very extravagant claims are 
made in advertisements and 1 am tempted to quote a few lines from the 
pI"inted booklet which accompanied samples of one. The author and inventor 
of the remedy writes under the caption • Conquest of death '-" In case the 
medicine has reached the patient too late aud he has breathed his last, he 
may be revived if made to inhale this remedy within three hOUTS of death by 
artificial respir.:ltion." 

In the case of the other, the manufacturel' claims • it works as miracle 
ill cases of snake bite and rabies.' 

Various curative sera, vaccines, gland extracts,. hormones, etc., locally 
made at! well as imported are sold in India. The way in which the manu
facturers undersell these products raises serious doubt as to their effective
ness. But this is a mere suspicion and we have no data to substantiate it. 
We had however occasious to test one brand of imported, anti-venomous serum 
commonly known as • Fitzsimons's anti-venomous serum.' Samples' of the 
above were tested twice at this Institute, once In 1924 and again towards 
the end of 1929. On both occlII!ions the serum was found of .,poor quality 
and certainly not effective against the bites of 'all snakes of Asia' as 
claimed by the maker. Under identical experimental conditions the serinn 
had only one-sixth the cayacity of neutralizing cobra venom of the Kasauli 
anti-venin. 

(23) 
By Dr. Sundan KohaD Du, OalcuUa 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated. ~he 
2nd September 1930. In l'eply to your statement that there is a suspIcion 
about the ulterior motive of the Government, I beg to submit that the 
apprehension is quite natural fer various reasons. In the first place, no 
effort has hitherto been made by the Government to help the drug industry 
in this country. In the second place, although the Council of State. had 
rl!tiolved so far back as 1927 to appoint a Committee like yours, no attempt 
was made to give effect to the Resolution within these three years. The 
recent proposal to standardize drugs, coming, as it does, 80 BOon after the 
IItarting of the British drugs boyoott movement, naturally creates an 
apprahellSion that the ulterior motive is to brand the indigenous products 
as inferior in quality and thus to stifle the drugs industry that is growing 
in the country. The apprehension is further aggravated by the fact that 
the Government are moving at a time when the attention of the thinking 
population is diverted to momentous issues and legislation is bound to be 
hazardous as the legis)ature.~ are deprived of representative persons engaged 
and confined elsewhere. The suspicion gathers strength oD account of the 



lact that, in spite of the financial crisis on account of which aid to the 
nation building departments has been crippled, the Government have under
taken a task which involves a great deal of expenditure for the commission 
as well as for the starting of test laboratories. The composition of the 
Committee also lends colour to the suspicion, the only. representative of 
drug firms selected being an importer of British drugs. 

Another suspicion looms large in the horizon. It alleges that the object 
of the Government is to put out of market foreign drugs other than British. 
This, if true, would be disastrous, as the former are cheaper, and cheapness 
in a poor country like India counts much.. Out of drugs and chemicals 
imported from foreign countries annually and valued at 4i crores of rupees, 
11 crores worth only are imported from the United Kingdom while the 
f9Jnainder is imported from other foreign. countries. 

Under the circumstances, I am of opinion that the time is' quite inoppor
tune for an enquiry or a legislation on the lines proposed. I would venture 
to suggest that the matter' be taken up after the state of things in the 
country returns to 'normal, the already existing municipal laws be enforced 
and the Municipal Acts be amended so as to meet the ends of prevention of 
adulteration of drugs. 

I may here mention that, while I was a membel' of the Calcutta Corpora
tion Public Health Committee, the corporation, at the' initiation of that 
Committee, passed a resolution to the effect that according to section 3, 
sub-section 2 of the Preliminary of the Municipal Act, a drug would be 
deemed adulterated if it differed from the standard of strength, quality 
or purity laid down in the British, German, American or any other 
.phannacopooia, or if its' standard fell below the professed standard under 
which it was sold or exposed for sale. Druggists would be prosecuted if the 
name of the manufacturers and the strength of the ingredients were not 
found written on the label of each bottle, box or receptacle. 

As far as Calcutta is concerned, test centres may be started at the Tropi
cal Medical School and the Corporation Laboratory. 

(24) 
B)' Dr. A. LakshmaDaswami lIudaliar, B.A., II.D., Second Obstetric 

Ph),sician, Government Hospital for Women and Children, lIadras 

1. (1) Sale 0/ drugs 0/ defective strength and impure q'll.ality.-The extent 
to . which drugs of impure quality or defective strength are sold in the
market in British India cannot possibly be ascertained under the present 
circumstances. In the absence of any standards and methods fixed for 
testing the purity of such drugs, it is obviO\lS that many cases will escape 
notice which would otherwise be brought to the attention of the authorities 
concerned. The difficulties in the way of getting drugs examined with 
a view to \!;lst their purity by medical practitioners are many. However, 
it may be stated from clinical experience of the therapeutic value of certain 
well-known drugs, that at present the market is flooded with a large 
number of preparations of inferior quality and doubtful purity, which 
must necessarily be deleterious to the patients. There are certain prepa
rations, such as Extract Ergot Liquidum, preparations of Digitalis and 
certain preparations of Quinine, which have been found defective from 
clinical experience. Even in regard to well-known British Pharmaoopial 
preparations, the clinical results of drugs obtained from different firms, 
vary. It is also a fact that there are certain drugs sold in the market 
at rates which are so widely different that it is but reasonable to infer that 
the cheaper drugs are probably of doubtful quality. 

It may, in this connexion, be mentioned that from time to time, either 
the Oflk-el'-in-charge of the Government Medical Stores Depot; 01' the 
Director-General, Indian Medical Service, have issued instructions 
through the respective heads of departments, to all (iQvernment medbal 
institutions to suspend the use of certain drugs that have been supplied 

. t~ them. In pa~ticular" such circulars have been issued as regards t;he 
different prepal:atlOns of Neo-Salvo.rsan, samples of chloroform. and either. 
These prepal'atlons are from well-known .manufacturers, and yet some (If 
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them have been found to be eithe" defective in strength, or harmful in 
quality, and therefore instructions have had to he issued. One is natu
rany tempted to ask what will be the PO!Iition as regards the non-Govemment 
institutions and private concerns whICh must have bought these same 
preparations. Cases are also not infrequent where firms of doubtful repu
tatIon have palmed off drugs of questionable quality in a form that woultl 
likely be mistaken for a supply from a reputable firm. Not long ago, the 
representatives of the well-known firm of Bayer Meister Lucius have had 'to 
bring to the notice of the Government the fact of such a fraudulent busi
ne88 transaction and the necessity for strict care being taken to verify 
whether the drug came from the genuine company or not. 

Within the last four or five years, a large number of fil'ms have deluged 
the market with preparations of such a questionable character that,_ ab 
present, it seems to be a" serious problem for one to make himself sure that 
the drugs are of the best qJUality and quite pure. A medical practitioner 
can ony prescribe,' and it is left to the patient to get the prescription 
compounded in the usual way at a chemists and druggists shop. The control 
therefore is lost, when cheaply quoted drugs are allowed to be sold to these 
firms, and while the prescription may be compounded accurately enough by 
the particular chemist and druge;ist, the drugs used therein may be of very 
inferior quality. • 

Another evil that has grown within the last four or five years is the 
number of patent medicines and the secret formulm remedies that have 
been aJlowed to Hood the Indian market. At present, by every Mail, one 
is Booded with an amount of literature, which, at best, can be said to.be a 
sample of good advertisement. Besides, a large number of repreSentatives 
of these firms are now going about explaining the virtues of these drugs to 
practitioners in such a way that one is tempted to try some of these drugs, 
about whose purity and efficacy, serious doubts must exist. The evil of thiR 
advertising tendency has grown so much that it has spread to the general 
public; and it is not infrequent for patients to believe so implicity in the 
potency of patent medicines as to be importunate in their demands with 
the medical practitioners concerned. 

(2) The ~iological productl.-The above remarlis may hold good so far 
as biological products are concerned. A large number of firms, particularly 
continental and American, al"e now inundating the market with various 
glandular preparations. My own clinical experience is that the majority 
of them have little or no effect. It is only the products of certain well
known finns that give satisfactory results when tested clinically. 

(3) Sera and "accines.-The craze for treatment with sera and vaccines 
ill on the increase, and while undoubtedly there are cases where much benefit 
will result from such treatment, at present a much larger number of cases 
are tried with these remedies. These sera and vaccines are, in the first 
in~tance, not al.1 of them of the standard strength and potency .. The other 
evil, however, IS that firms are allowed to stock these sera and vaccines 
and to sell them without any effective methods of proper storage. 

(4) The neceuity in the public interests of .ome legi.la.tion to control 
the potency and pwrity of d1'1lgl.-From the ahove, it is obvious that the 
necessity for some control is self-evident. It has been stated that in recent 
years a much larger number of firms of doubtful standing are trying to 
t'apture the Indian market and are Booding the market with cheap prepara
tions, some of them marked • special,' and the absence of any control has 
been the greatest incentive for such firms of doubtful reputation to take 
advantage of the si.tuation and. ~o import dru!¥' of inferior quality. The 
danger to the pubhc, both posItIve and neltatlve, needs no exaltgeration. 
Flo far as the drugs are concerned, it should be stated that if the public 
buy the cheaper drugs, it is because they assume that the quality and the 
potency of the drugs are by no means inferior. It is unfortunate that the 
!"edieal profession itself is, in the absence of any certification-, unable to 
Judge whether these drugs have come up to the standard of qualitv. Legis
lation is now existent for the control of what are known as the dangerous 
drugH. and under powers vested under the Act No. II pf 193~" The 
Dangerous Drugs At"t "-the Government have ample pGwers to control the 
manufacture of such drugs, the internal traffic and dl3alings in such drugs 
an~ on t-be particula~ ~rms ~hich Rell these drugs. The extension of legis:. 
latlon on !lomew~at slm!lar hne.q to cover the cases under question will nQt 
therf'fore he an InnovatlPll, 
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For an effective working of the machinery needed for such legislation. 
it may be necessary to have Provincial Boards of control in the different 
provinces and a. Central Board working under the Government of India. 
The Provincial Board may include--

(1) the Chemical Examiner to the Government, 
(2) a Professor of Pharmacology, 
(3) a Professor of Therapeutics, 
(4) the Officer-in-charge, Government Medical Store Depot, and 
(5) a' representative of the Pharmaceutical Society. The Central Board 

of the Government of India may be similarly constituted, and should have 
the right to adjudicate on an appeal from the Provincial Board. All drugs 
'imported or manufactured locally, must be subject to test with a view to 
see to their efficacy and standardi,zation by the Provincial Board. 

The import of drugs at present is in the hands of those who are ill
equipped with the knowledge necessary to satisfy themselves about the purity 
of these drugs and when licences are granted for drug houses, care should 
be taken 14 see that such stores have a trained person to advise them in 
the matter. Although there is a "Poisons Act" the Act of 1919-which 
regulates the importation, possession and sale of poisons throughout British 
India, the provisions of this Act are not sufficient to c,pver the many cases 
where persons may be in possession of drugs as potent as any of the poisons 
that can be brought under the Poisons Act. To leave the control of such 
dangerous drugs in the hands of illiterate people, or of those with little 
or no idea of their deadly effects, seems to be an anomaly; and the question 
of licensing the firms dealing with such drugs and the conditions under 
which such licences should be granted, seem to require the most careful 
consideration. 

It has been stated above that legislation with a view to control the 
importation and manufacture of drugs of impure quality or defective 
strength should be undertaken. One effect of this, however, will be the 
restricting of such importation to a few well-known firms, and consequently, 
it may lead to a rise in the price of drugs and to the creation of a monopoly. 
Any lncrease in the price of drugs will adversely affect the large number 
of persons now seeking treatment under the allopathic system. One may 
even say that one of the chief ,factors militating against the spread of the 
allopathic system of medicine is the almost })rohibitive cost of the medicines, 
so far as the large masses are concerned, who are unable to resort to the 
free medical aid given at Government institutions. The reason why such a 
large number of Continental and American firms, besides well-known British 
firms, now seek to import their products into the Indian market, is hecause 
the market is unprotected and offers 110 competition whatsoever. The only 
remedy for such a state of things is State protection and State subsidy witlJ 
a view to develop a local drug industry in the country. TlJe proviHions of 
the State Aia to Industries Act passed by the Local Government could well 
he applied to encourage the formation of commercial indigenous concel'llR 
witlJ a view to prevent monopoly and cut down the price.~. Although this 
may not corne strictly "'ithin the terms of referenee of this Committee, I feel 
that it has an important bearing on the question of legislation. In a country 
which offers every variety of climate and all rouditions necessary for the 
growth of the different· preparations needed, there should be no difficulty 
for a State Aided indigenous drug industry to develop ,,'lJich will hE> con
trolled and fostered in its initial stages, so that it may command the 
confidence of the public and may lighten the cost of medicines very materially 
to tlJe benefit of the large masses. 

(5) Proprietaf'Y f'emedie, particula1'ly those 'With secret /oTmulre.-The 
flooding of the market with proprietary remedies is a grave menace to the 
p:eneral public. These remedies are . .ill the large maiority of eases, advertised 
with such flagrant disregard to their real intrinsic value, . that it has led 
to the patients resorting to thel~ without any .advice .from medica! pra~ti
tioners. There should he a stl'lct ban on all proprietary remedle.q With 
lIecret formulre, and in cases where pl-opl'ietary remedies are offered for sale 
with bellicose advertisements. t.here would be some machinery like the 
Committee of the British Medical Association, which sits to investigate -many 
of these remedies and (!:ives an, autlJorized opinion of tlJeir value. This would 
help very materially the practitioners in making a wise selection of such 
proprietary remedies and will go far. to check the evil of indiscriminat.e 
advertising. 
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(6) Tile fleceI.itl/ 01 legislation to re.t,-tct tlte profession 0/ pharmacy 
to duly qualified person. and to fIlake ,'ecolllfllelldatio,II •• -At ,presen~, in this 
PrelOidency there 3re a class of. l)Cl'ISOUS called chemists ~nd dr!lgglSts, who 
are tl-ailled at the 1\1001'118 Medl"al College, and wbo attam a high standard 
of proficienl"Y iD flhal'macy, Although this class has been in existence for 
a lal'St! nwubel' of year8, it has nut attracted many candidates, for the 
obviollB realSOn that the openings have been few and thl!ot those Who l1ave 
p8Bll8d out have not met with any encouragement either from the Govern. 
ment or from private concerns. There is another class of. persol1l! called 
compouuders, who are trained by the LOl"al Govel'llment and thIS class 
receives only an elementary instruction in ,pharmacy and it cannot be said 
that they come up to the standard required. Of late, the training centres 
for compounders have been increased ·and it is noW' practically in all district 
headquarters hospitals, the training being given largely in such institutions 
and examinations being conducted under the rules of the .Government 
Technical Enminations by the District Medical Officers. I venture to think 
this has resulted in a lowering of the standards and the institutions, where 
IUch training is now imparted, are not fully equipped for the proper train
ing of these compounders, even to the minimum standards; nor does it 
aeem to be correct to state that the examinations may be conducted by 
District Medical Officers, whatever their aptitude or knowledge of the details 
of pharmacy may be. The training therefore requires considerable improve
ment; the numhtr of centres may, with profit, be restricted and better 
equipped, and the persons specially qllalified to give the training may be 
empowered to do so. It is also desirable that the examinations should be 
conducted by a Board of qualified pel'Sons who have specialized in Pharma
reutical Science. The need, however, is for the encouragement of the better 
cl~the Chemists and Druggists--who correspond roughly to the Members 
of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. These persons should be 
appointed in all large hospitals in the city and in the district headquarters 
hospitals and it is also desirable that, under the conditions of licence, firm~ 
whICh are given the privilege of importing all drugs, poisons and otherwise, 
should compulsorily be required to have 011 their staff one or more experts 
in pharmacy of this class. There has been so long a concentration on quantita
tive production, that it is time that our attention were drawn to ,I). 

qualitative production, and in course of time, it should be the ende.ayoUl" 
of the Government to encourage very largerly the substitution of the trained 
pharmacist in. every large concel·D. 

I have not ventured upon the question of the indigenous medicines, III! 
I cannot lay claim to a sufficient acquaintance with them, to offer any useful 
suggestions. 

·(25) 
By Dr. O. V. liratarajan, B.Sc" M.B.B.S., D,P.H" Superintendent, 

Health Inatltute, Bangalore 
The necessity for controlling drug tl'affic and drug adulteration is a long

desired want. Locally-manufactured indigenollB preparations as well as 
imported preparations fall vory often very low regarding their potency. 
P':lr~aP!' some of them might do so because of their mode of prepara;tion. 
Digitalis, Strophanthus Bnd Ergot are well-known examples. There· does not 
seem to exist BOY reliable mode of assay available in the laboratories manu
facturing these dl'ugs indigenously nor are the herbs collected at the time 
of their full potenc),. Another unknown factor is the period of maintenance 
of the fuW potency of such extracts and tinctures during transportation and 
storage at the existing temperature of tropical climates. 

Adulterants are very commonly· used in retail trade. Very often it is 
very diffi!!ult to detect t11688;, it is no~ uncommon for. three grains of Santonin 
to contam about half a gram of thIS stuff along WIth Soda Bicarb or plain 
Haw dust .as adulterant. It i;s a problem difficult of solution to protect the 
poor ugamst ~uch adulteratlon-one way seems to be the cheaper local 
munufacture. With proper control by a weU-equipped ;Phar~ological Labora
tory or .by h~nsed fi.1"DS (whOEe personnel is above suspicion) of drugs that 
Ilre . available !n India or cheaper substitutes which may be just lIS easily 
aV!illuble. ThiS needs urgent research on the plant-products available in 
thiS country-the need for which is too well-know,n to be elaborated upon. 
. Regarding the ~iological {lroducts, anti-toxina which are so commonlv 
Imported fro1l!- forel.gn countrl8$ like iDiptheria ap.i TetanicA.nti-toxm. 81:8 
found ~ retam their full potency; the same cannot be said of various antl
IStora which n l"e found floodmg the market. 

3T -
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Anti-streptococcus and Anti-Dysenteric Sera have been found under 
experimental conditions not to be specific against the local strains available. 
The dilutions. in most of these cases moreover (perhaps to cheapen their 
price) is far too great and large quantities are found to be necessary for 
therapeutic measures. A very great need for the classification of the strains 
of Streptococci and Dysentery bacilli is felt and aIiti-sera against these strains 
should be made available. This means the local manufacture 1)f these 
nnti-sera. . , 

R,egarding the' glandular products, _those imported from reputed firms 
either from United States of America, Great Britain or Germany! one cannot 
say that they are uniform in their activity. ,Only one glandUlar product, 
the Thyroid extract, seems to satisfy this condition; others do not seem to 
conform to any one uniform scale. 

There is, need for legislation regarding the sale of cherne-therapeutic 
substances like arsenicals, antipyretics and hypnotics. They should only be 
sold by licensed firms whose credentials are beyond reproach. Unfortunately 
the standard of education of the average chemist and druggist or the 
so-called compounder 'is far too low to allow him to exercise his discretion 
in the sale of such substanllllS. The average bazaar sells such drugs to all 
varieties of people and has done great mischief in this way. 

The art of prescription writing seems to be a loSt one. There does 
not seem to be proper emphasis laid during medical educatton on the knowl
edge of incompatibility between various drugs, either chemical or physio
logical. The day of decent potable mixture being compounded, seems already 
to be vanishing. It is only recently that the faculties of medicine have 
recognized the necessity for chairs of pharmacology but even now the knowl
edge of diugs is relegated to a secondary place and emphasis is laid merely 
on knowledge of the dosage of each drug. The old method of teaching of 
pharmacological medicine by asking students to write a prescription for a 
given disease and discuss the necessity and place of the drugs in the recipes 
given is now no longer followed. Great mischief is also done by the flooding 
of sweet literature extolling the remarkable activities of proprietary 
medicines against diagnosed diseases. Good physicians themselves very 
often .fal,l a prey to such widely advertised drugs and use them in theil' 
prescnptlons. ,-

The question of licensing vendors seems to be bound up with the question 
of medical registration and still more with the formation of an All-India 
Medical Council, matters which do not seem relevant to the scope of this 
enquiry. 

There is great nece!!Sity for public education for protecting against the 
sale of propl"ietary drugs and patent medicines and it seems absolutely 
essential for' the formation of .an examining body like that found by the 
American Medical Association or that formed by the British Medical Associa
tion to examine and publish the compositions of the various nostrums sold 
to the gullible public . 

. It. is also quite. necessary to have a ~ntr~l well equipped laboratory 
whIch should examIne the potency of all bIologIcal products as is done by 
the United States Publio Health Department, so that each batch of such 
products is sealed with the approval of the central laboratory after care
ful examination. Both these two, viz., a chemical and a biological labora
tory with equipment for phannacological assay are absolutely essential. 

(26) 
By Dr. B. B. Dlkahlt, If.B.B.S., D.P.H., Professor of Pharmacology, 

Medlcal Oollege, Viaagapatam 

The operation of the Drugs Act in IndiO, 

The subject may be considered under the following heads:

(i) Manufacture of drugs. 
(ii) Storage and sale of drugs. 
(iii) Establishment «if a central laboratory. 
(iv) Financial consiael'ations. 



Manufacture of drull •. -This consists of (i) B.P. drugs or dl'ug~ which 
are not included in the B.P. but which are of well-known therapeutic value 
and (ii) new medicines including new indigenous drugs which are put for 
sale newly . 

.As regards B.P. drugs, the manufacturer should naturally comply with 
the requirements of B.P. Samples of these should be presented to the central 
laboratory from time to time for examination if the manufacturers do not 
employ a competent staff for the' examination and standardization of the 
Bame. 

In the case of new remedies, it should be essential for the manufacturer 
to submit his preparations for physiological examination to test the toxicity, 
etc ... unless the use of BUch preparations is guaranteed by competent medical 
autnorities, to be harmless. 

All manufacturers should possess a licence for starting their business and 
no one without a licence should be permitted to manufacture drugs. 

Labelling of preparations is considered hereafter. It may not be feasible 
to make the manufacturers submit their labels for approval but the central 
laboratory may advise them as to the nature of the label if so asked. 

In lalielling, enumeration of the names of diseases in which the prepara
tion can be used should be avoided unless the manufacturer on a competent 
medical authority is in a position to prove his clainls. 

Sweeping statements of a general character, e.g., .. useful in liver 
diseases" or "indicated in kiduey disease" should be avoided and extrava
gant clainls for the wonderful properties of the medicine should not be 
allowed unless backed by a competent authority. 

Manufacturers cannot be asked to disclose all the ingredients and 
fonnulm of their preparations, but regulations should exist to make the 
manufacturers disclose in. prominent places of their labels names and, if 
possible, also quantities of the following substances:-

(1) alkaloids and other preparations and derivatives of opium; 
(2) cocaine, cocaine substitutes, derivatives and preparations containing 
cocaine; (3) all preparations containing alcohol; (4) drugs belonging to the 
poison grouJil; (5) drugs like chloroform, cholaral hydrate, acetanilide, 
cannabis indica, etc.; and (6) other preparations and drugs which a medical 
board may adVISe. 

8tomge and .aZe of drug •. -This includes storage, sale, and dispensing 
of drugs, either manufactured locally or imported from abroad. At present 
any person, whether he possesses any knowledge of drugs or not, is permitted 
to trade in drugs. His aiDlS will naturally be towards making mdiscriminate 
profits and he will buy and sell the cheapest dmg in. the market without 
raring to see whether it will be adulterated or not, or whether it is a potent 
preparation. Adulterated and impotent drugs may therefore find a ready 
,ale in the market because of the advantage they possess of being cheap. 
A qualified chemist who takes care to see that the stuff he is getting is of 
the proper qU&lity has to run his concern at a disadvantage in an open 
competition. It should therefore be made essential that a man who trades 
in drugs must have in his employment a qualified chemist and druggist who 
will take care to see that the drugs he is getting are of the right quality. 

To facilitate the ready recognition of a qualified chemist, the titles like 
.. Dispensing chemist" or .. Pharmacist" should be restricted to persons 
having in their employment a person possessing a diploma in pharmacy to 
supervise the work of dispensing. 

Granting of excise and poison liCences should strictly be limited to those 
pel"8ons who have a qualifil!d chemist in their employment. 

Sale of lroprietary medicines and patent preparations importsd from 
abroad coul be efficiently checked ouly by educating the public but control 
may be attempted by putting some sort of control on the very wide adver
tising and an impol-t duty on pl"6parations of doubtful value. 

E,~abli.h.ment .01 a centTa~ laborato~1J.-The laborato~ should be· under 
the dIrect Rupel"VIRlon of a highly qualified pharmacologISt, assisted for the 
present, by two pbannacologists who are medICal graduates and four chemists 
wit~ a special training in pharmaceutical chemistry, together with the othet" 

, ordinary laboratory lltaff. 



''-'he functions of the labol'atory should be-
(1) to examine and assay, chemically and biologically, samples of 

pI'el1arations sent to them for examination and report; and ," 
(2) 'to carryon physiological experiments on new preparations, if 

desired by the manufacturer to do so. . 

The samples sent for assay should be from manufacturers or from such 
persons who are authorized to do so. These should be the Health Officers of 
recognized municipalities and the Public Health Authorjties of the Govem
ment. Employment of a separate staff as sample collectors will be 
advantageous but for the present it will be more costly. 

As conditions at present stand, it will be sufficient to have only one 
Central Laboratory instead of having Provincial ones and by this plan the 
total expenditure may be considet'ably minimized. 

Financial .conside-rations.-Establishment of a laboratory will naturally 
mean an expenditure of some thousands and sources of income must be 
sought to meet the same. The'Iollowing sources may be cOnsidered:-

(1) Fees for issuing licences to the manufacturers. 
(2) Fees for testing d1'Ugs sent by manufacturers. • 
(3) Fees for doing physiological experiments for the manufacturers. 
(4) A certain amount to be paid by the municipalities who send samples 

for examination. --
(11) Import duty on some imported products of doubtful value. These 

sources may not be sufficient and, if 80, the Provincial Governments may bl" 
asked to contribute towards meeting the extra costs. 

(27) 

111 J)r. lfabajlban Banei'ji, U, lfew Theatre Road, Calcutta 

So long as lIlen will trade with drugs and chemicals, though it is for the 
use of human life, it is liable to be under-strength or unstandardized, for 
the obvious reason that the object of the trader is to make a profit amI 
fol' no other benevolent 01' chadtable. purpose. It is so in every country. 
The accuracy, strength or1!tandaroization will be more or less as will 
be necessary for a higher sale, that is to say, the' trader seeks reliability 
in the eyes of the public. Therefore public opinion. is a most important 
guiding factor for raising the standard of accuracy in' the drug trade. 

Drug as is being used' by' our people will be divided into three systems:
(a) Allopathic. 
(b) Ayurvedic. 
(c) Unani. 

I do not wish to take up either the Ayurvedic or the Unani system. 
'Ve know that the Ayurvedic system has got a very rich pharmacoplIlia 
and it is unwise to deal them with any legislation until \l'e have thoroughly 
studied them with experimental research work for some time. 

Dosage.-The· dosage of a particular drug will depend upon the 
(1) quality of drug itself, and (2) individual on whom the drng has to be 
applied. There are, therefore, three factors which we have to deal with:-

(1) Dosage. 
(2) Drng standard. 
(3) The normals of Indian constitution. 

The quantity of drug required will depend upon the (1) eliminative 
factor guided by kidney function, the amount of circulation maintained 
by hlood-pressure and pulse-rate, (2) oxidizing power calculated by' the 
quality and quantity of blood and (3) body weight. 

Judged from these points of view, a drug pharmacologically stapdard
ized for an European constitution with an European data should not be 
taken as standardized for the Indian constitution. Therefore the unit of 
phnrmacological stnndnrdizntion has to bo chango<1. Another factor which 
hns to he remembered in this collnoxion is tho detel'iorntion wTlich is illcvit
alile 011 8C'C0\1l1t 01' 0111' tropical climate. Imported drllgs have to sllffer 
1110re in this respect, being prepared under a different climatic condition 



;;IJ iIaving to be stored a long time before and after arrival in this country 
until it is being dl·awn for use. The standardization with regard to 
llel-a and vaccines has to be seen from an entirely ne.w angle. The toxin 
contained in hundred million. organisms is sometimeil much higher than 
what we get from thousand million organisms of a similar type of strain, 
from alu·oad. The Indian bacteriologists have therefore found out their 
own dosage for vaccine therapy and it is quite different from those pre-
vailing in other European countries. . 

Imported drllgB.-When our country is· not in a position' to produt'e 
all fine drugs and chemicals we will have to indent many of them from 
abroad. Our e.xperience in this connexion is that the amount of good 
is far in excess of bad, if it be at aU. For example, I have not personally 
rome across any serious accident by application of foreign or imported 
drugs. 

Drllgs 0/ local manll/actu1·e.-We have practically given Up using 
foreign vaccines, and serums partially. Drugs of local manufacture, 
although they may have not been standardized, still gave good results. 
It may be due to their freshness. 

Lcgi,'ation.-Legislation is neither possible nor Judicious until the 
folJowlllg factors ~re established:-

(1) Physiological norll\als for Indians. 
«2) Normal eliminative and metabolic co-efficients. 
(3) Pharmacological &Ssay of different drugs, eSJleciall! sera. aild 

vaccines manufactured in India, and finding out the UOlt of pharmacologi
cal standard. 

(4) The rate of deterioration with regard to each drug. 
This will help us to compile an Indian PharmacopOlia. 
It may be that there has been and will be some adulteration in the 

dl"\JgB we are using but the expenses of a well-equipped laboratory in 
finding out the amount of adulteration of each and every drug either manu
factured in India or coming from abroad whose average value is ubout 
t.wo and a half crores of tupees will hardly be worth 1Vhile until a host t,f 
phlmnaceutical chemists has been trained in the Pl"Ovincial Universities or India for manning such a labomtory. 

A research laboratory should be started immediately for carrying out 
the above purpose. State departments for the manufacture of drugs and 
chemicals may be started in the similar line 88 they have been doing 1Vith 
quinine manufacture. 

(28) 

By I. If. :latahlt, Esq., I'.!.O., I'.C'.8.; Ohlef Chemist, 
Culpore Opium I'lCtory, aeapore 

A Centra! Chemica! Laboratory frJr lood lind clraJ8 oontro! ill. India. 
1. CentI-a1 chemical laboratory for food and drugs control may be a 

dcpartmelit under the Govermnent of India. 
2. This labol-atol'y may be situated at; Calcutta. 
3. Working of this laboratory shall be guided and. ad\'ised by a council 

represented by-
(a) allopathic; ayurvedic nnd uhani practitioners, 
(b>.pharmacists and druggists, 
(c) anal;vsts, 
(d) offiCial members from administra~veJ medical and health depart

ments. 

4. StaH:-
(a) Chief chemist-- . 

Pay, Rs. 1,000-100-1,500 
(b) Deputy chemist--

Pay, Rs. 400-.')(}-I,OOO 
(r) ARllistnnt chl'millt--

Pay, Rs. 150-15-400' 

1 

Number 
according to 
requirement. 



(d) Office Superintendent
Pay, Ra. 1O<F-1Q...'--250 

(e) Typist-. 
Pay, ItS. 5(),-..5..-.100 

'(1) Clerk-
Pay, Ra. 45-5-80 

(g) MeniaJ.s-:.. 
Pay, Ra. 15-1-25 
Pay, Rs. 12-,1-11 

1 

2 

2 

1 . 
Number 

acoording to 
requirement. 

5. D'uties.-(a) Co-ordinatioil with all analytical and research Govern
ment, and approved and affiliated private, chemical laboratories in India. 

(b) . Conduct researches on-
(i) fixation of standards for foods and drugs for sale in India, 
(ii) methods of analysis, and 

(iii) other pharmacological problems. 

(c) Routine analysis of samples. 

(d) Supervision over periodic and systematic supply of samples for 
chemical ,examination and research (i) by registered official and non-official 
medical practitioners, (ii) by departmeJ!.tal special inspectors and (iii) by 
re$pectable citizens nominated by District Magistrates. 

(e) Publication of annual reports. 

(29) 

By the Pharmaceutical Society of India. Madras 

The Pharmaceutical Society of India was started in the year 1923 under 
the name of "The Pharmaceutical Association" but was changed into the 
"Pharmaceutical Society of India" in March 1925. 

The Society at present haS about 35 membel'S qualified from the Madras 
Medical College on its rolls, and the working is carried on by a Pl'eBident, 
three Vice-Presidents, a Consulting Pharmacologist from the medical profes
sion and five members of the Committee. 

The foremost aim' of the· Society is to have a federation of qualified 
pharmacists in India with a view. to establish an uniform system of educa
tion for qualification' as pharmacists and have a 'compulsory registration 
of pharmacists· and control over the pharmacies in India. The Society 
has from its very, beginning offered to co-operate with the Government 
to re-arrange the present Syllabus of Pharmacy and establish teaching 
centres and award diplomas for qualified candidates. The Local Govern
ment has only recently recognized the Society and· appointed one of its 
Members on the Board of Examinel'S for the Chemist and Druggist 
Examination of the Government of Madras. .. 

It is also the aim of the Society to establish a L'aboratory to study the 
indigenous drugs of India with a vie.w to incorporate the useful ones in 
an Indian Pharmaopmia, should it be published. 

The Society is now pressing on the Government the need of a "Poisons 
and Pharmacy Act", restriction of dispensing to the qualified chemists 
and raising the standard of examination of the compounders to make them 
·more useful to the pharmaceutical profession .. The Madras Medical 
College has a special course of study for those qualifying as chemists and 
druggists. No other Medical 'College in India has such a course. The 
syllabus of the same is appended herewith for the information of the 
Committee. The Societ;\· intends to move the Government, to establish 
Rimilal' courses ill all the Medical Collages ill India so that when the 
Pharmacy .Act comes into force there will be a sufficient number of quali
fied men, tq take up service under the Acti. 
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It; is only when such training is given that we shall be able to staff this 
important profession of pharmacy with persons best fitted to handle medi
caments of every description, to compound and di~llensc them and thus 
safeguard the publil" The trained pharmacist by the aquisition ofade
quate knowledge of all that is requisite in modern prophylactic. and curative 
treatment will be able to prove his fitness to· be regarded as something 
more than a retailer of chemicals and other people's products. 

The dearth of candidates for the course of Chemists and Druggists in the 
Madras Medical College is due to want of public support as well as Govern
ment encouragement to the candidates who have passed out. The Govern
ment of Madraa even though they have a large number of dispensaries 
have found employment only for two qualified men, while the Madras 
Medical Stores which is the biggest manufacturing concern in India. has 
only one Madras qualified man. Owing to the unfair competition ·of the 
drug market, the qualified pharmacist is not able to do any business in 
(h'ugs and the private medical practitioners having their own dispensaries 
minimise the number of pl'e8criptions going to him for· dispensing. 

The Society haa also brought to the notice of the Government of Madras 
the need for better safeguarding the public in the matter of sale of poisons 
and the dispensing of pl"CScriptiom by not properly qualified .men. The 
following summary presents some of the points which need urgent legislation. 

Dis11ensing in Government hospitals.-The Dispensing in all the Gov~rn
ment, Local }<'und and Municipal Hospitals in Madras is carried entirely "v compOImJers. The medical man in charge is supiJosed to supervise the 
work but in actual practice, owing to his professional work, it is left 
entirely in the hands of the compounder. III the Madras General Hospital 
a sU~all.qi6tant surgeon is specially appointed .for the work of supervision 
of the dispensing department. Sub-Assistant surgeons as a J'ule have 'Very 
little training in pharmacy and do not possess an adequate knowledge 
of the pharmaceutical work which a trained pharmacist has. The Society 
has been pressing the Government of Madras to appoint a qualified phar
macist to supervise the dispensing in the large hospitals instead of posting 
a medical man for the purpose. In this· connexion an extract from the 
report of the Surgeon-General to the Government of Madras. on the 
Inspection of Civil Hospitals for the year 1929 will be read with interest:-

II The inspection ·of the medical institutions in. each district 'Was 
carriea out regularly and satisfactorily by the respective district medical 
officers and civil surgeons. The Surgeon-General inspected 17 district 
headquarters hOApitals. 4 civil surgeoncies and 53 mufassal hospitals and 
dispensaries. Major-General Megaw has introduced, in conjunction with 
the· Analyst to Government, a method of testing the strength of quinine 
solution at dispensaries during inspections. When first introduced, this 
unexpected check revealed the most widespread fraud by compounders 
and showed that patients were getting only a portion of the drug intended 
for them. The continuance of this method of examination shows an 
improvement in the quinine mixtures, at any rate during inspection time." 

Di.pensing in doctOT'1J pllarmacies.-In Madras Presidency it is customary 
for most of the private practitioners to dispense their own prescriptions by 
employing qualified or unqualified compounders. In some places they.also 
run it BS a public pharmacy by dispensing prescriptions other than their 
own. As a medical man has to attend to his professional work the dispensing 
is left almost entirely in the hands of :the compounder, who is lacking in 
adequate training and qualification. In the interest of the public, when a 
medical man runs a pharmacy as an adjunct to his professional practice 
and dispenses prescriptions other than his own, he should empfoy a qualified 
pharmacist to supervise the dispensing. . 

Drug .torn.-Anybody whether he has a knowledge of drugs or not can 
open a drug store in India. He imports the drugs from the cheapest market 
and sell>1 Bt cut rates, so that the qualified chemists who import drugs of 
guaranteed B.P. strength find it impossible to compete with them as in 
many cases their landed cost is much above the selling pl'ices of these drug 
stores. As there is no restriction on dispensing of any prescriptions, some 
of these drug stol'es also run a dispensing department employing a com
pounder for the work. As the proprietor 'has little or no knowledge of 
pharmacy there is no check at aU on the work of the compounder. The 
cUfl'iculum of the compounders does not include' Chemistry, Botany and 
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l\Iatel'ia Medica and he therefore lacks the training which a qualified phar
macist posssesses and' which enables him to foresee and deal with chemical 
reactions which may iu some cases he inteutional by the prescriber and in 
others unintentional and avoidahle by 'special methods of dispensing. The 
rates, usually charged by these dl'ug stores for dispensing prescriptions are 
very low) the reason 'being 'as before stated, their import of cheap drugs 
irrespective of quality. Instancles have come to the knowledge of the Society 
that some of them charge onlr eight annas for a six ounce mixture and twelve 
annal! for an eight ounce mixture. This price hardly covers the cost of the 
medicines in most cases and in instances where the medical man has pre
scribed a cOstly drug, it can :'~nly be supplied either at the loss or the 
omissjon of, the costly ingredient. It is quite impossible for the qualified 
chemist to do business by competing with these stores, as no customer will 
be willing to pay higher prices and is ignorant of the quality. of the drugs 
to be used. Some of these stores do not possess all the licences under the 
Dangerous Drugs Act; cons~uently. they do not supply the customer all 
his requirements, but direct him somewhere else thus causing a delay which 
may be dangerous to the patient. The qualified man is therefore not able 
to sell his drugs owing to the lower prices charged by the drug stores foJ' 
drugs of an inferior _quality,' but are now menaced even more by their 
openin~ dispensing departments and charging the public such incredibly 
low PI"lces. ' 

USfJ of misleading titles describing business places.-The title" Pharma
ceutical Chemistg...;...(}hemists and Druggists" should be restricted to qualified 
people 80 that the public may be able to discriminate between a shop where 
the dispensing of prescriptions and sale of poisons is supervised by. a qualified 
chemist from those drug stores run by unqualified persons. By calling 
themselves pharmaceutical chemists, they not only mislead the public but 
are' a serious potential danger as well. It operates most unfairly on the 
qualified 'pharmacist who has qualified himself by two years of study in a 
college and an year's practical training in a recognized pharmacy as well 
as passing an examination to perform certain services for the community 
and who may reasonably expect in return some protection against his being 
competed by persons who are not in a position to do the same by reason 
of their lack of training and qualification to render skilled service to the 
public. 

Da'llgerolUDruga Act.-Licences under the above Act are granted by the 
Collector on the recommendationQf the Excise Officials and not the Medical 
Department as the Act is administered by the Excise Department. The 
Commissioner of E~cise ill the final authority for ,the issue or cancellation 
of the licences. So long 'as the Excise Official is satisfied that any person 
can be trusted to conform to the regulations of the licences, he is granted a 
licence and there is no question, whether he employs a qualified person to 
handle and sell those drugs. b. the interests of the public, this state of 
affiairs should be stopped and licences only issued to qualified pharmacists 
01' firlns employing such qualified persons. The qualified chemist by reason 
of his status and knowledge will see that these dangerous drugs are supplied 
for legitimate medical purposes only. 

The authority of the Ex.cise Department should be restricted to the 
inspection of the licensed shops while the administl'ation of the Act should 
be entrusted to a Board consisting of the Commissionel' of Excise, the 
Surgeon-General with the Government ,and ,1\ rePresentative of pharmllcy. 

Poison. Act.-This Act framed by the Govtll'nment of Madras in 1919 is 
very defective. The following are treated as paisolls under the Act: Aconite. 
Nux vOlllica. Perchloride of' Mercury, Potassiulll Cyanide, Strl\lllouium, 
White Arsenic, Red Sulphide, Yellow Sulphide and Phosphorous. 

The preparations of these drugs are not included in the Act. The licence 
j.s grante.d t.o anybody who is considered by the Commissioner of Police or 
the DistJ .. ict Magistrate as fit to stock and sell these poisons and'so the licence 
is more meant for ba'llaar vendors rathcr than for qualified chemists. The 
Pharmaceatical Society of India I'epresented to the Govel'lllllent of 1\Iadras 
that no excise or paiso/} licenI'CS should be granted to wholesale dealers unless 
they emplo;:!,: qualified chemists .Iln.d to which the Govel'nment of Madras iu 
their G.O. ~Ja. No. 1301. r.R.. dated the 26th 1\Iay 1930, replied" The 
Poisons Act is intended te oontrQJ the sl)le. not of poisons as such. but only 
flf thOlie poisons whiQb. .re 1.01llld to be ~ployed to any apPl'9('iable extent 
for CI·i.u1.i;J.J.,al ~!l1pOSeS, IJ1.- view of ~is re$-ieted .scopeof this Act, the 
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Govemment do not consider' it necessary to insist on the employment of 
qualified men by holde~ of poison licences. A provisi,!n of this nature should 
properly find a place In a .. Sale of Drugs Act" which at present .doesnot 
exist in this Presidency." 

.. It is therefore for the protection of' the public that a compJ;ehensivlt 
Poisons and Pharmacy Act should be framed as early as possible. 

The Society is of opinion that the draft Bi! submitted by Lieut.-Col. 
C. H. J. Gidney, I.M.S., K.L.A., will satisfy the requir!!ments,. but· that 
when wholesale dealers deal in poisons they should co~ under the provisions 
of this Act. 

(30) 

By Probodh O. ChaUopadhy&,. •• ~.A •• !' ,.S.(;On,4',)...,erfuinel1 !!xpe~ .• an~ 
OonsulUnc Ohemlat and· Propr1eWr. Sc:Jte~~ 1~'ppUea (Bencal~r.:p;D,l~~'" 
OalcuHa ' 

Ezcile Regulation, are too stringent for manufactu'rem. These must be 
made simpler, otherwise manufacture cannot take place. 

Regarding raw materiala, everything is to be imported from ab;oad 
(except Indian drugs) but it is ·not known if drugs that are sent from abroad 
are of the standard quality. 

A central laboratory for analysis of drugs and' finished preparations should 
be established at Calcutta, and a nominal fee should be charged for analysis. 
Exorbitant. fees will nullify the utility 'of such a central laboratory. 

Guarantee 01 purity 01 imported drugll i, practically nil, except when same 
is imported from reputed makers or firms, it can be presumed that they are 
good, and up to standard. 

Here also, there are many cases of gross adulterations, as for instance 
from personal experience I have found that clove oil as sold ordinarily is 
not clove oil, but mostly cedar oil scented with cloves. or clove leaf oil 
is passed as clove oil. Similarly artificial Geranium oil is sold as "Oil 
Geranium GalIe Afric." There are numerous such instances in case of 
essential oils, and even reputed makers are senc!ing IIuch stuff, apparently 
because importers ask that cheap stuff should be sllPplied. But reputed iirms 
.hould Jlot act according to. such instrnctions, as that brings dis-repute. 

Regarding pwrit'll 01 druoa, ordinary parties can do nothing but to depend 
on the statement on the label. It is fOf this reason that a central laboratory 
is desired. . , 

Many articles are prepared specially for India.. Apparently -such makers 
know that adulterated stuff can be easily sold in India. for want of a Food 
and Drugs Act, in India. Such articles cannot be sold in any other country, 

, To enBUre that all drug. be 01 .tafldard ,trength. 8 certificate by makers on 
the label is sufficient. But in the case of special preparations, such as 
vaccines and physiological preparations, a certificate' of the analyst should 
b" fixed as well, with batch number and date of analysis, etc. 

11egarding compounder., the examination should be conducted by a School 
of Pharmacy or Pharmacology, where the lowest examination shall he that 
of a compounder, and the highest examinati!)n .shall be regarding manu
facture of medicines or pharmacolo~, .as· it is called.' The central.labora
tory shall be a part of this school. Standardization of drugs, medicines and 
V8l!Cines should be conducted in this central laboratory. . . . 

Regarding poi,on regulation, I' suppose that the revised rules will be 
les8 vexatious than the present rules. As these rules were drawn up. in 
consultation with me, I have nothing to add to the· same. ' . 

Control 01 the .. apeuti.c agent. on. the. lines. in 'force abroad is 'd~ired in 
1I0me form, though not very strictly in the beginning. 

RfII7arding i1Uligenou • . medicine •. ,nothing need be. done at. present, 
ilpecially regarding Kaviraii and Hakimi rnedicinell.' These can he exa
mined later on, by the school of pharmacy su/Zgested,' where Tesearch work 
tnUA~ ~e done, before anything be done to j;tIlJldQr<lize N;aviraji and lIakimi 
medlcmes. 

38 
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. llegarding proprietary medicine8, those with secret formulm, except 
Kaviraji and Hakimi medicines. may be registered. wllcre the formula! should 
be noted and recorded. and the registration number may be put on the label; 
Any member of the public may have a copy of the formula by payment of a 
fee to the registering department. I suggest the Jine of P. J. Formulary, 
eto.; as in existence in England. .' 

Where the formula of a proprietary medicine is given on the label, or on 
'" wrappc~ with the phial such formula need not ·beregistered. In the case 
of many Imported stuff, the formula and does must be stated in detail on the 
label, 8uch as Sal Hepatica, Zambuk, Beechall}'s pills! etc. Doctors should 
refrain fl'om using patent medicines. Nowadays big Qoctors refuse to write 
a full prescription, but only note that the patient is to purchase ~.particular 
"patent. medicine" •. This means too much expense in. trAa.tm··~nf. onJthe 
part of a. patient. . •. , ......... "'., '., ,. . 

; Pharm.acopreia.-There should be iispecial pharmacopreia. for India; as. it 
i~ in all other countries. Tho requirements of India are quite different from 
those of England. I cannot underStand' why the B.P~ should be standard in 
India. Of course, in the absence of a special pharmacopooia for' India, the 
B,P. can be used. The Indian Pharmacopooia should be revised every ten 
years.' . . .. 

:{licence to 1nawufactwre medicines should not be given to any and every 
party unless the party can prove that he has employed a chemist, and proper 
staff; I mean regarding manufacture of tinctures, extracts etc. Otherwise, 
inferior medicines will be on the market. If this is regulatea, for the present, 
then many inferior and· under-strength medicines will disappear from the 
market. 
, M anu/acturer, from' abroad. should be asked to make the preparations in 
this country, so that everything. may be made in India, and there .won't be 
unfair competition among makers. Makers from abroad won't then undersell 
the products and destroy Indian firms, by temporary underselling. 

Governm.ent should patronize medicines made in India, in preference to 
those made from abroad for all tinctures, extracts, etc., except for such 
Bt,ticles as are not made in this, country at the time. 

(3l) . 

By Prof. B. 1'. Hunter, D.Sc •. PlI.D., D.T.C., A.B.C.S., A.I.C., Adviser on 
Chemotherapeutic Besearch" to the Laboratory of Applied Pathology aDll 
Preventive Medlclne, MaDchester 

The necessity of developi~g the Iltudy 0/ ehe-ritical pharmacowgy in India 

The scientific study of chemical pharmacology is II matter of vital 
importance to Ind-ia from several points of view. In the first place; there is 
the important question of research work on the synthesis of medicinals for 
specific purposes, such as the combating of diseases of protozoal origin by 
chemotherapeutic means. Secondly, the study of chemical pharmacology 
provides the necessary means for obtaining reliable' information regarding 
the physiological activity of naturally occurring plant products which are 
reputed to have medicinal properties. Thirdly, it enables definite standards 
(therapeutic index, etc.), to be set' up for natural drugs, or their essential 
constituents, in the form of a medical pharmacopooia. 

The essentials for developing' the study of pharmacology are. firstly, to 
establish weU-equipped departments of medical and biochemistry, to work in 
collaboration With already existing schools of organic chemistry which are 
quite. capable of dealing with the synthetical siae of the work. and Research 
Studentships, to encourage post-graduate work of this character, on the lines 
which are being carried out by the Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research in Great Britain. . 

The Medical departments must involve sections' for animal testing which 
will observe the following points iu relation to technique:-. 

(i) The breeding of a standard strain of animal under standard condi
tions of light, diet, cleanliness, and temperature. -

(ii) The use of an animal not differing greatly from the normal weiGht 
of its species and at an age which is comparatively uniform. 
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(iii) The performance of all experiments upon animals which have been 
luteet for 18 hours, using a standard technique of injection, such as the 
method recommended by the Hygenic Laboratory at Washington, D.C., in 
connexion with the standardization of arsenicals. 

(iv) The use of standardized methods for ohtaining the required 
pathological condition.· . 

(v) The use of a sufficiently large nu~ber of animals ~or each expl!ri. 
ment, in order to rednce, as ia... as posslble, auy uncertamty concornw~ 
.. h", reIIults. 

; ':' (vi) The, use of a standard infection where antibacteria~ and anti. 
protOzoal subStances are being tested [It has been shown forhnstance, by 
Kolmer (J. Infect, Dis., 1915, 17, 79) and Voegtlin and Smith, (J .• Infect. 
Dis;, 1817, 20, 35) that in testing the eflicac,)': of trypanocidal substances 
a nniform infection wsa essential for the production of comparable I,"esults.] 

Regarding tlie synthetical side of the wo~k. to' be cal'l'jed out by existing 
echooIs of organic research in the universities, the obvious scheme whir:h 
presents itself is the system of Team Work; major problems being divided 
into Boctions which can be carl'ied 'out bf different .post~graduate students 
working undor the direction of an investigator of &tablished reputation. 

A lugglllltion which might well be made in this connexion to the various 
Indian universities, would be the introduction of a post-graduate course in 
chemical pharmacology for students who have graduated in chemistry. A 
MlI8ter of Science degree in this subiect could be given, say on a two yeaI'll 
course from graduation; the first year consisting of study of biochemistry 
and pharmacology, and the second year being devoted to original work on 
the synthesis of. medicinal substances, or in investigating the physiologically 
active constituents of plant products in collaboration with the bacteriological 
laboratory. 

-
APPENDIX D 

Adultlwated medicinel 

t-
Most of the replies (10) from 1:Jurma al'8 from o1ticiais whu havi! nil rllallljl1 

to 1~IPect that the drugs they use are of defective strength or impure 
quahty. Other officials (4), however, state their suspicions about the 
purity of the drugs their patients are getting, and three of them express. 
the. reason of their doubt by giving a list of articles, both imported and 
locally manufactured, which they found to be either adulterated or of infel'ior 
quality. 

All the answers (11) from Auam are from officials who, procuring tlleir 
drugs from either the Medical Stores Depots or firms of repute, al'e satisfied. 
with their quality and strength. 

J In the Bengal Pre.idl'oncy, opinion, whether· official (32) .or I1llllrOfficial 
,31), is divided jbut the odds (39) are on the side of d.issatisfaction: 

. All the aDSwera (30) from Bihar ';00 OriIm are from officials whose opinion 
ia equally divided. . . 

In tlie Madra, PTe~idencll, opinion, whether o1tidiat (59) or bOn-01tici~l: 
(26), ia divided. The majority of the aDSwers (52), however, tend to show 
that medical practitioners are satisfied with the quality and. strength of the 
drugs they prescribe. 

, .• Summary with reference to answers and memoranda. See also exti'acta' 
set out in Appendices Band C. Numhers within bl'acklJts ftlprellent the 
Jlumber of persons who gave the answers. . . . . 
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" ~xcept fo:~'" ,a few, olficials (9~ attached to Military or Civil. Hospitais, 
medical pr~ctltlo,ners In the ~'Un1ab, both official (30) and non-ofllcial (13) are 
very loud In their condemnation of the drugs they are supplied with. 

Most of the replies (9) from the North-West Frontier Province are from 
officia,ls who have no, reason to doubt the purity and strength of the drugs 
supplIed by the MedICal Stores. One officer, however, and one non-official 
state that they have had occasion to think the drugs 'they used were either 
of defective strength or impure' quality. ' 

: I~ ,the United Provinces opinion, whether ~fl.icial (58) or n~>n-I?fficial 116), 
IS divided;, but the greater' number of practitIOners (50) thmk they nave 
every reason to suspect the purity or 'strength of the drugs ~~'cribecr to 
their patients. , . ,: ;':,'~l!\.. ',I.': ' 

Replies (15) from the CentraZProvinces are niainly from officials (13). 
Most of them (10) complaiJl, of the unsatisfactory condition of the drugs 
they have to use. ' , , 

. Official (35) and non-official (21) opinions in the Bombay Presidency are 
divided; but the greater number (35) of practitioners are satisfied with the 
strength and quality of medicinal drugs. 
, , .Ueplies from the Indian States of Western India, Rajputana and Central 
India (20), point to a satisfactory state of affairs, as far as medical drugs 
are concerned: most of them (14) indicate that there is no reason to suspect 
their purity and strength. 

The answers to question 2 of the Questionnaire as to the personal 
experience of adulteration or inferior quality in medicinal 11reparations go 
to show that no distinction need be made between imported 'and locally 
manufactured medicinal preparations. 

The situation is clearly defined by Major D. Clyde, I.lI,S., Civil Surgeon, 
Meerut:- . 

"Especially with 'drugs such as quinine, cinchona febrifuge, santonin, 
digitalis, nux vomica, magnesium. sulphate, cascara, vinum ipecacuanhre, 
one never knows the action from any given dose. A feature of the Indian 
market is that stock medicines are labelled with the name and do not give 
the strength. Many firms import two qualities of the same medicine (for 
instance oil Eucalyptus B.P. which you can rely on and a cheaper quality 
at one-third the price)-Manufacture of tinctures (except for diluting 
eoncentrated tinctures) should· be. prohibited, except by firms employing 
qualified pharmaceutical chemists, and having facilities for grading raw 
material and assaying it ... ·· 

As regards indigenous drugs, Messrs. Smith, Stanistreet & Co., Ltd., 
Manufacturing Chemists, Calcutta, observe:-

.. It. is frequently quite impossible to obtain a pure and unadulterateif 
indigenous drug in the market; in fact it is hardly too much to say that 
in India all products that lend themselves in any way to adulteration are 
adulterated, and only those whose properties and appearance are such as 
to make it impossible to practice substitution that escape it, and those 
products are very few as we have even had Strychnos Potatorum seeds 
(Clearing Nuts) containing no Strychnine offered us as Nux Vomica seeds, 
and many other weired and wonderful attempts which could deceive no 
one who had any knowledge at all of the product but which evidently are 
successful with the unfortunate public." 

Most of the eviden~ is based on clinic~l results and in the 'WoriJs of the 
Civil Surgeon, Champaran:-

II It is extremely difficult to denne whether one medicine is of inFerior, 
guality or adulterated or both. Mere failure in action on a patient may 
lie due to short dosage or wron~ selection of medicines. Adulteration can 
be correctly found only by chemical tests.", . 

Mr. P. Das,. PH.C., ,M.B., etc., writes:-
" There are a few manufacturers of llharmacoppooial preparations, that, 

We know of, who have been putting into the market drugs that are supposed 
to be of tne B.P. strength but which, in fact, are much below the B.P. 
standard both in alcohol and drug contents. Some of them cleverly put, 
on the label the name of the pharmacopooial prepara~on and under the 
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flaWe 01 the manufacturer (which are generally, some ass\1med Jiantes' and 
1I0t the real name of the manufacturer) some misleading statements like 
• Manufacturen of !f.P. DJ'ugs' to maKe tbe' customers beHeve tbat .tbe.> 
preparation itself is. of the B.P. standard. Such low: standard preparatIOns 
are obvioUlily .sold In the market at very cheap prices ~nd s~ch trade 18 
quite lar~e In thiS count~ as. ~lmost all the customers-Includ.mg. the,loc~ 
and distfll,1; boards, mumclpahties, and even, the Government mstltUtIOns~ 
bue theIr purcbases mamly on tlle' pnoe umt with very lIttle consideratIOn, 
if any at a~l, to the qua!lty; 

If Wo al.so find in the market a number of preparations with labelS 
showing t.he names of some European firms as manufacturers witli the sole 
object of misleadlll1r the customeJ's as it the preparatIOns are made actualJy 
by European firms, although the' actual' maQ.ufacturel'S are Indian, and in 
the majority of cases are absolutely laymen;:, We ,know of oertain firms, 
gomg under Buch pseudo European names, purchasiiIg'medicines, etc., from 
the bazaar, diluting 88me to' their utmost -limit and adding some colouring 
and ftavouring matter, etc., to keep the appearance of the same'like original 
and selJingat quite cheap, prices with great profit." 

Captain P. De, B.8C., K.B., K.B.O.P., Officiating Professor of Pharma
cology, School of Tropical Medicine. Calcutta, WrItes: ~ 

It I have carried out a good number of biologic'sl assays of the drugs 
prepared in India and have found that about one-third of the tinctures 
of digitalis are below the pharmacopmial standard, and also many of the 
other tinctunlII that were assayed were found below standard." 

Smith, Stainstreet & ,Co." ,Ltd.,." Manufacturing Chemists, Calcutta, 
remark:-

II A gobd pr6portiou' of tlie iniported 'drugs; that are adulterated or 
are of'weak litrength, are" lIuch that oOuld not be, by any chemical test, proved 
to be bther than whilt th'ey should be~ , We'refer to such things as extract of 
Gentidtt, liltUid abd solid extracts· of Iliquorice, Taraxacum, Damiana, 
Cascara', and many' others; mtxe? pbwders' lIke ,{)ompo~nd liquorice powder, 
provided there. 18 IJ. 'good' JlropdrtlOn of the'/l:enUlhe article present and such 
thingS 'as extractive, spirit strength, so'I.ubility, and so forth had been 
arranged; for it would be' vert difficult to give any proof that would satisfy 
a Court of I.aw tltat sucb: a prel>aration wM not what it should be, but any 
trained' pharmacist' would haV'e' no 'doubt· whatever about its quality and 
would' promptly reject it'.· In these tases it is nbt legislation but, education 
that is ·reqlrired."·' , . • , ' . . 

Civil SUllgeon 8f. CooLin say&: __ , .. 
.. A feltyead ago, Madrali'Medlcal Stbt'es used to supply cocaine hydro

chIori~ which was bf a vllry inferior hatura.' It was hardly soluble in water 
and ltas very irritating' to the eyes. The medical store equipment list 
menti6ned tlvo kinds ofcilcain:e' hydrOchloride-one cheaper than the other. 
'l'he cheaper' kind ilid cohsideralile harm and the' better kind was not avail-
able.'" . ' , ' • ' ... . , . ' , ' 

And the DistI'iet Medical Officer, Anantapur:-
II On ~ few i?ccasioiuJ as per instruct~ODs fI:om the Offieer-in-charga of 

the ,l\r:edical Stores ,Dep~t, Madras, .. ,few .drugs, such as Chloroform, };ther 
purificatuB, ~ulph~rsenol, and :t'i .A.B." had, to be, returned to the Stores, as 
they 1!'ere f~und ~ :he ull~t fOf .use." ' 

110hilD K. Shab,' Bonitiay, writes ::.:.... 
',1 Indian dealel'S in order to 'Compete and' sell cheaper, indent and 

import drugs and medicines of cheaper values without any concern for their 
quality and pharmacopmial values. In order to meet this market and to 
compete among themselves, some foreign manufacturel'S supply drugs, etc., 
of inferior quality and of non-B.P. strength. 

It I come across cases of adulterations. In some cases original imported 
containl!l'S ~re tampered with and again repacked after gr088 adulteration 
while in othel'S empty containel'S are locally filled with useless materials and 
got up as imported original packed articles." 



And the Sind l\tedical Union, Karachi:-
" We have no means to ascertain the extent to which these drugs at8 

adulterated or ~re of inferior quality i but from the clinical experience we 
do feel that there are some drugs of different effective value. It is a patent 
fact that some European firms that export drugs to India, manufacture 
them specially for India. We cannot understand what difference does it 
make when tliey are used in this country. The ostensible plea is the climate 
which holds good for biological products, but for other drugs 'ive feel 'that 
real point is the cheapness and the inferiority of the stuff they send for our 
consumption. European firms of countries, wheloe their Governments protect 
their people by special Drugs Acts, export to India, at times, drugs that are 
condemned by the authorities for their home consumption. "It is a,' tHty that 
these Governments allow firms to export drugs to India. without any State 
control which they exercise in their own country •. We have no requisite 
knowledge to judge their quality nor al'9 there institutions, public or private, 
",'ho clln belp us in the matter. We rely on the reputation of the firms 
that supply us and the prices we paYI both of which factors cannot be always 
reliable. We also feel that high Prices, specially of biological products, do 
not necessarily mean superior quality! 

lI-
t (a) PBAIUIACOPOEllL l'UPARATIONS. 

Quinillie eulphl1ll 
Asafetida 
Potassi iodidum 
Magnesii sulphas ... 
Acidum acetylsalicylicum 
Cocainm hydrochloridum 
Sodii bicarbonas 
Sodii salicylas 
Bismuthi subnitras 
Bismuthi carbonas ... 
Ferri et Quininoo citras 
Iodoformum ... 
Acidum boricum 
Potassii citras 
Bismuthi salicylas 
Hexamina ...... 
Quininoo Ethyl carbonas 
Syrupus glncosi 
Sodii snlphas 
Acacia gummi 
Caffeinoo citras 
Sodii iodidum 
Santonnum ... 
Emetinoo hydrochloridum 
Extractum Belladonnoo 
Oleum Eucalypti 
Paramnum molle .. . 
QuinillJll bisulphas .. . 
Quininoo hydrochloridum 
Sodii citras ... ... 
Acidum salicylicum 
Ammonii carbonas 
Calcii lact .. 

I.-Adulterated. 

... 

... 

.. ~ 
acid~m 

.. ~ 

... ... ... 

•... 
... 

... "',. 

;0' • 

(68) 
(2';) 
(25) 
(24) 
(16) 
(13) 
(13) 
(13) 
(11) 
(10) 
(10) 

(9) 
(7) 
(7) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(5) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(;{' 

(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

• Summary of the evidence for the whole of India. List of preparations 
nlentioned as adulterated or inferior in qnality by the witnesses in replv 
to questions put to them. The figures in brackets represent the number of 
complaint made. Where no figure is shown the number is one. 

t lTnder the nharmacoomial preparations may be found one or two not 
actually in the British Pharmacopmia. They have. been included here for 
the sake of simplicity. 



ParafliDum liquidum 
PbysOstilDlin&! aulpha.· 
Pilula hydrargyrf.;. .. 
Quinin&! l1ydrochloriduin 
lSodii Bensoas·· .. ;. 
Spiritus IIltberis· nitnisi 
Zinci oxidum .. .. •• 
Acidum carbolicum . 
Aether purificatus. 
Alcohol ab80lutum. 
Aloe. 
Ammoniichloridum. 
Argenti. nitr.".J!/ 
ArgyJ:bl. .:... ..,' 
AtropiDlil metbylbremidum •. 

·Belladonna! radix.' 
Renzoicum. 
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Extractum cascarlll aagrada! .iccum. 
Ferri et ammonii citras. 
~luOO8um. 
Homatropina! hydrobromidum. 
Bydrargyri aubchloridum. 
Ichthyosulphol. 
Injectio morphinlB et atropinlB hypodermica (Tablets). 
1,inimenturn ammoniacale camphoratum. 
Mel depuratum. 
Menthol. 
Moschua euireatlls. 
Myrrha. 
Oleum omygdalRl. 
Oleum cajuputi. 
Oleum ricini. 
Oleum aantali. 
Oleum terebintbinm. 
Phenacetinum. 
Plumbi acetaa. 
Pulvis glycyrrhiSm compositlli. 
Pulvis ipecacuanhlB compositull. 
Pulvis jalapa! compoaitul. 
Pulvis rhei compoaitu8. 
Pulvis sodiB tartaratIB effervescen •• 
Sapo durns. 

. Sodii ph08pas. 
Spiritus ammonia! aromaticus. 
Styrax prmporatus. 
Syrupus ferri iodidi. 
Thymol. 
Tinctura aurantii. 
Tinctura cardamomi comp08ita. 
Tinctura iodi. ' 
Vihumi cortex. 
Zinci 8ulphas. 

II .-In/erior . 'quality. 

In general tin~turesd 8S.'!t'ctial and fixed 
extracts, compound pow era. 

Tinctura digitalis 
Extractum ergotIB liquidum 
Quinine preparatious : .. 
Chloroform ••• ••• • •• 
Pulvis ipecacuanhlB compositull 
Cinchona preparations . 
Tincture .ca~damomi comp08ita 

" lodl ...... 

" 8trophantbi 

bils, spirits, 

~., ... 

wines; 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
,(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

liquid 

~!J3) 
(63) 
(31) 
(20) 
(16, 
(l1J) 
(13) 
(10) 
(9) 
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'Sympus ferri iodidi '.:. 
Ferri et quininse' citras 
Tinctura nucis vomicse" 
'Vinum ipecacuanhse 
AdrenaIin chloride solution 

'Extractum belladonnse liquidum 
Extractum' ipecacuanhse liquidum 
Oleum cinnamomi 
Spiritus setheris nitrosi 
Aether purificatus •.• ... 
Extractum glycyrrhizse liquidum 
Oleum hydnocarpi ... 

" menthse piperitse 
" morrhuse. 

Tinctura hyoscyami 
Unguentum hydrargyri .... • .. 
Extractum carcarse sagl7adse liquidum 
Oleum eucalypti .. :'....; .. 

" terebinthinse 
Pituitrin 
Syrupus eastoni 
Tinctura belladonnse 

" camphorse eomposita 
" cannabis indicre 

Confectio sennse 
Emlllastrum belladonnlll 
Extractum sarsse liquidum 
Injectio morphinse hypoderrnirn. ; 

Linimentum belln.donnlll 
" terebinthinlll 

. .. ... ... 

... ... 

Mistura bismuthi cornposita rum Pepsine 
Oleum ricini 
Opium ... 
Pu lvis j!:lycyrrhizse 

'Pulvis rhei compositus 
Rniritus ammonire arornaticuB 
Tinctura moschi 

" opii 
" rhei compos ita 
H 1'T'0';npSl'l ... 

Acidum sulphuricum aromaticurn 
Balsamum peruvianum. 
Chlori liquor. 
Collodion flexile. 
Copaiba. 
Extractum filicis Maris. 

" grindelire liquid urn. 
" hydrastis liquidum. 
" taraxaci. 

TniActio stryrhninm hypodermica (Tablpts). 
Iodoform antiseptic gauze. 
Liquor adrenal in hydrochloricus. 

" morphinlll hydrochloridi. 
" picis carbonis. 
" strychninm hydrochloridi. 

Mistura chlori cum quinina. 
Oleum caryophylli. 

.. lavpnduim. 
,". oIivre. 
" slintali •. 
" ti~lii. 

ParaflinuI)1 liquidurn. 
Pepsinum. 
Pilula ipecacuanhre cum Scilla. 

... ... ... ... ... 

... 

•.. . ... 

,"' ~ 

.. ; . 

... 

'(8) 
(7) 
(7) 
'(7) 
.(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(5) 
(5) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(3) 
(3) 

. (3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(2L 
(2) 
(2) 

-(2) 
(Tablets) 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(9) 
(2) 
(9.) 
(2) 
(9) 

(1) 
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Pwvis cretle aromaticus cum opio. 
ipecacuanhre Co. 

" jalapre compositus. 
Bpiritus camporm. 
Syrupus caleii hypophospliatis. 

" ferri phoBphatis compositus. 
" glycerophosphatis compositus. 
.. calcii hypophosphatis. 

Tinctura Aooniti. 
Arnicre. 

" 
" .. 

Aurantii. 
Belladonnre. 
Benzoini composita . 
Bnchu. 
Capsici. 
Catechu. 
Cinchonre composita. 
Ferri perchloridi. 
Gentianre composita. 
!p!lcacuanhre. 

" 
" Kmo. 
" Pruni virginianre. 

Senna composita. 
" Stramonii. 

Ungllentum gallre cum opio. 
Vinum antimoniale. 

.. colchici; 

(b) PmjpRXETAB.Y ·l'B.EPAB.ATIONB. 

Sulpharsenobenzol 
N ovarsenobenzol 
Aristochin 
Novocaine 
Ostelin 
Bnnatogen 
Aletris. 
Cascara evacuant. 
Helonias compound. 
Protargol. 
Balvarsan. 
Bargol. 
Soda mint tablets. 

Camphorodyne 
C'hlorodyn9 
Vegetahle laxative piils 
Aletris· cordial. 
Antiphlogistine. 
Blue tablets. 

I.-Adulterated. 

II.-Inferior qualit'lj. 

Brand's essence of chicken. 
Genasprin. 
Hremoglobin .syrup. 
Infant foods. 
Lysol. 
N ovarsenobenzoI;. 
Ostelin. 
Sanatogen. 
Sulpharsenobenzol. 
Virol. 

39. 

.... 
(5) 
(3) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
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IiI· 

Name. 0' Origin. Resnlt of analysis. 

1. Aoidnm Aoetylsali- Imported.. Free Asatio and Salioylic 
oylioum. Aoids. 

2. Acidum Borioum Do. Arsenic in exoess of B.P. 

3. Aoidum Hydrobromi 
/ cum Dilutum. 

•. AOldum. Hydrocyani
. oum Dilutum. 

Ii. Bidmuthi Carbona. •• Impolted .. 

8. Bismuthi Subnitral •• 
7. Bismuthi Salieyl .. 

o 8. CaffeinlB Citre.8 
9. Chloroformum rmpo~ied •• 

10. Cinchona Febrifuge.. Germany. 0 

11. Extraotum Belladon- Do. 
nlll Viride. 

12. Eztre.ctum Casoarlll 
Sagradlll Liqui-
dum. 

13. Extractum Ergotlll 

limi!i. 
Deficient in Hydrobromic 

Aoid. 
Defioient in Hydrooyanic 

Aoid. 
All oontaining about half 

the .tandard proportion 
of Bismuth OXide. . 

Do. 
Do. 

Mixed with Pot. Citrate •• 
Failed to pasa the B.P. 

Standard. 
Consistinl!' of Powdered 

Cinohona Bark_ 

Several samples varying 
from nil to 0'05 per 
oent Belladonnlll 
Alkaloids. 

PbysiologiClllly inert. 

Do. 

Remarks. 

Should oontain 
10 jler cent. 

tlhouJd con te.in 
2 per cent. 

SboDld be Bul
phate of total 
alkaloids. 

ShC'llld oontain 
abun~ 1'0 per 
oent. 

Liquidum. 
U. Extraotum I peoaouan- Germany •• 

hili Liquidum. 
Several samples varying Sbould contain 

from nil to 1'0 per oent 2'0 per oent. 

n. Essential oila .. Germany, 
Franoeand 
Holland. 

18. Ferri et 
Citr ... 

Quinine Grest 
Britain, 
Germany. 

17. Do. 

18. Hydrargyrl1m Sub-
obloridum. 

19. Iodoform .. 
20. Liquor Iodi Forti. 
21. Magnesii Carbon&8 

t~. MagnllHu Oxidum 

118. Magnesii Slllph!1s 

U. Methyl'We BIlla 
~6. Potasaii Carbona. 

26. Powsii Citraa 

Germany .. 

Imported •• 
India 

India 

Ipeoaouanha Alkaluid. 

Several aamplps varying 
from nil to ii per oell' 
anhydrous Quiuine 
Alkaloid. 

Tbis proved ~o be Green 
Iron Ammonium Cit
rate. 

Contdned Perchloride of 
Meroury-. 

Sulphur pre&ent. 
l.lell.oient in Iodine. 
Contained Iron 

SUlpbate. 
Contained Iron 

Sulpbide. 

and 

and 

Contained Iron, Chloride 
and Arsenio. 

Contained Zino. 
Contained Chlo>rides and 

8nlpb~tel. 
Mixed with Pot. Carbo

nat-e • 

Many samples of 
dIfferent varie. 
ties labelled 
syntbetiu are 
'fiotitious '. 

Sbould contain 
16 per cent. 

• Drugs which have been condemned after analysis by witnesses. The datA 
are not complete but the list serves to show that many drugs are adul-
terated. 0 



Name. 

27. Potuaii lIHIidnm 

28. Poteaaii Snlphal 

28. Pol". Creta! Aromati
ona Cum Opio. 

80. Pol". Kino Compo
aitoa. " 

81. PalYia IpeeaooanhlB 
Compoaitus. 

Ii. Saooharine •• 
a3. Soclii CbloridalD 

114. Bodii lodidom 

86. Sodii Phoaphae 
86. Sodii Solpbaa 
87. Sodii Salpbaa Ex. 
88. Spiritua Aeth'3rla •• 
19. tipiritus Aetheria 

Nitratis. 
40. SyrllPua Ferri lodidi. 
". SyrapB generally 

Origin. 

Imported •• 

India 

India 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
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Xeeult of analyaia. 

Contained Iodate and 
Bromide. 

ContAined Chloride and 
Sulphate. 

De1ioient in Opium 

Do. 

Deficient in Ipeoaouanha. 

70'86 per oent Laotose • .
Contained Caloiam and 

MaguesiulD Sulphates. 
Contained Sodiom Chlo

ride. 
Contained Rolpbates 
Cont..ined Cbloridss 

Do. 
Dsfi'lient in Ether .. 
De1ioient in Ethyl Nitrate. 

Defioient in Iron Iodite •• 

U. VngaentolD Hydra. Imported.. Leas than 10 ,per cent 
g,ri. meroory. 

U. Vinom Ipecaooanhll. India Only half etreogth 

Remarks. 

Many B .. eeten~d 
with Saaoha
rine. 

Should oontain 
811 per Deut. 

Nature. \ o .. \ Should \Foond by 
ngm. oontain analyaia. NatUIe. I Origin. IShOllld I Foond by 

oontain analyaia. 

GBAD!. GB4IB'. 
Tablets •• VnknoW'11. 1 0'83 Tablets •• India a 1· 't 

Do. .. Do. 1 0'01 Do. .. GermliD;Y. 6 6' 1 
Do. .. Do. I 0'33 Do. .. Do. 8 2'96 
Do. .. ))0. 1 TraDe. Do. .. Do. 3 3'00 
Do. .. Do. I 1'20 Do. .. England. 6 6'10 
Do. .. Do. 2 0'09 Do. .. Do. G 4'90 
Do. .. Do. I 009 Do. .. Do. II 2'60 
Do. .. Do. 2 l'80 Do. .. Unknown. 6 4'90 
Do. .. Vo. ~ Traoe. Do. .. Do. G 4'82 
Do. .. Do. 8 0'4-0 Do. .. Do. 6 H8 
Do. .. Do. 3 2'94 Do. .. India .. 6 4'01 
Do. .. Do. B 0'111 Do .. Germany. G 4"9 
Do. .. Do. G 0'33 D ... .. Do. 6 4'68 
Do. .. Do. 6 4'64 Do. .. Do. I 1'81 
Do. .. Do. I J'46 Do. .. Do. 6 4'61 
Do. .. 1)0. 6 1-87 Do. .. Do. 6 4'00 
Do. .. Do. 6 2-16 Do. .. England. 6 6'01 
Do. .. Do. 6 4-76 Do. .. Do. 4 4'16 
)10. .. Do. : 2'04 Do. .. Do. 4 3'86 
Do. .. Do. Traoe. Do. .. Unknown. 4 4'06 
Do. .. Do. 6 Do. Do. .. England. 6 4'80 
Do. .. Do. I 4'96 llo. .. Germany. 8 807 
Do. .. England .. _ 6 4'80 Do. .. ladia •• 1 0'98 
Do. .. Do. 6 "98 Vo. .. Do. .. 4 Traoe • 
Vo. .. Do. 6 4'97 Do. .. Do. .. 3 Not_ • 
Do .. India .' 3 2'67 

• BIIIIH analytio),! result. on Quinine tsbletB lohmitted by the witnesses. 



Name b1 artiole. 

Bismut,hi salioyllOs· •• 
Bismuthi Bubnitraa •• 

Caloii laota.a •• 

COOOU8 Caoti 
Elltraotum Bella-· 

don nm viride. . 
Extraotum Bella-

donnm viride 
.. Speoial". 

_ Extraotum O~Boarllll 
sagra.dllll. 

E&traotnm c&soarlB 
sagradm liquidum. 

Extraotum Ipeoao-
uanhm liquidum. 

Extraotum nuoia 
vomiOlll. 

Extraotum taraxacl 
Iiquidum. 

Extractum vibumi 
pruni! olii liquid um. 

Ferri-et-qnininm 
citras. 

Ferri-et-quinin. 
oitras. 

Gum Asafaetidm 

Gum Myrrhm .j. 
lodoformum •• 

Laotose 

Liq.-stryohninlll 
hfdrochloridi. 

Limmantum bella-
donmllJethylatum. 

Linimentllm potllssii 
lodidi oum lapone. 

Linimentnm Terebin· 
thin •• 

Oleum ajowan 

Oleum aniei •• 

Oleum o-aryophylJi .. 

30S 

v* 

. ~rigin'l Results of ana.lysis. 

Germany.. Bi 203'66 per oent •• 
India .. A mixture of Frenoh 

ohalk and kaolin. 

Germany •• 

Unknown. 
Germauy •• 

Do. 

Do. 

England 

Germany •• 

Do. 

Do. 

England 

Do. 

Do. 

Unknown .. 

Do. 
India 

118'8 per cent hydrate 
oaloii laotate. 

·Ash 34 per cent •• 
Belladonua alkaloida 0-42 

per oant. 
Belladonna alkaloide 0-01 

per uent . 

Tasteless .. 

Aloohol 11-7 per cent 

Ipecaouanha alkaloids 
0'92 per oent. 

Alooho119-78 per oent •• 

Str,Yobnine 2'6 per oent •• 

Aloohol 14'8 per oent 

Alcohol 18'1 per cent 

Quinine alkaloid 4,22 per 
cent. 

Quinine alkaloid 4'5 per 
oent. 

Ash abnormally high and 
Bolilbility in a.1oohol 
low. 

Mixed with ghatti gum 
Sulphur 96 per oent 

Franoe Laotose 60'9 per cent, 
balance maize starch. 

England.. Aloohol17-1i per cent ' .. 

Do. • , Alka.1oida O'Og per oent •• 

Do, Pota"llium Iodide 7'311er 
cent. 

India Turpentine 30 per oent 

Do. Thymol 4 per oent 

FI.-anoe Did not oongeal at O· C. 

Do_ Eugenol nil 

Remarks .• 

Standard. 
This was labelled as 

Board Proceeding, 
with the naJQe of Ii 
fiotitious British 
firm .e Made in 
England." 

StRDdard. 

Adulterated. 
Should contain about 

1'0 per cent. 
Do. 

Normally verI bitter. 

Should be about 20 
per oent. 

Should contain allia
l~ids 2'0 par cent. . 

Aloohol84'0 per cent. 

Should oontain 6'0· 
per cent. 

Should contain about 
26-0 per cent. 

Should contaiu about 
62 par cent. 

Should oonta.in 1.6 per 
cent. 

Do. 

This wa;' ·paoked in 
the bottle of a well
known British fum 
without changing 
the labsl. 

Should oontain 12'6 
per cent. 

Should oontain 0'2 
per cent. 

lOhould contain .. bout 
10 per oent. 

Should oontain 66 per 
cBnt. 

Should contaiu not 
Ieee than 40 per 
oent. 

Should congea.1 at 
16· C. 

Should contain not 
less than 86 per 
cent • 

• Results of analysis of samples as cn~ed out under the di!ect ?ontrol 
of the Committee. It is regretted that, owmg to shortness of time, It was 
not possible to extend :this list. 



:Name of .rtiole. Results of analysis. 

OlelUD oopaiba 

Oleum sinn ... omi 

ludia A .. istare of Garja. "n 
and turpentine. 

Germany. • Speoifio gravity 0'979 •• 

Do. 

India 

Remarks. 

Should be .p. gr. 
1'040. 

1'063 aldehydes 55'65 
per oent. -

Oleum MenthlB Germany •• 

Aldehydes 35'40 par cent. 

Conta.in~d 7i par sent 
Liquid paraffin. 

Esters 88 menthyl acetate 
,2'8 psr cent. 

Should contain eater8 
not lea8 than Ii per 
oent. 

piparitIB. 

[.di. 

Do. 

lIentbollO'1 per ent .. 

No. I Potassium nitrate 
only. 

No. 2 PotsBBium oitrate 
Ill' 6 per oen t. BalaDoe 
Pot&88ium nitrate. 

Menthol not le'8 than 
60 per sent. . 

(NOB. 1 and 3 were 
I paoked 88 though 
I im ported and 
I labelled with the 

{ name of a ficti-

. Do. :Woo 3 PotassiulD eitrate 

I tious. Elllopean 
firm. Nos. 2 and 

J f had a Calontta 
L label 011 • 

Do. Do. 

~ iplClMaaahe •• Germany •• 

Do. India 

Slntcninllm .. Burma 

26 Joer oeat; POtao.sillID 
carbonate 6 per cent; 
llalan.oe Potassi1l1D 
Bitrete. 

11'0. f Potal!8ium oitrate 
11'8 per oenb; Balance 
potll8siulD nitrate. 

Consisted of the deeme ti
nilled powdered root. 

A misture of .terch with 
inert vegetahle matter. 

Re-orystaUized Boric acid. 

Sodii bicarllonA Unknown.. Contained Iii pel'. eent 
IIGdiam· earbon_. 

....... 

Bedi.i.u_ ... 

Do. 

Byra"u. aurantii 
Syrupu Chlorali 

Syrup Furi iodide. 

Do. 

Do. 

In~ 

Do. 

1'',-0. •• 
England .. 

Do. 

India 

England •• 

Tablet. Quirona India 
BienJphate. 

Tinoture Ulaechi England .. 

UngnentnDI Hydrar. Do. 
ayri. 

Consisted of anhydrous •• 
Sodium carbonate •• 

Bodium lIitnte .... S,. re-
.....iuder lRHiilllll nitDta. 

Aloollol nil 
Chloral Hydr&8 10'2 per Shou;ld ~~~ia 20 per 

Clent. . sent. 

Ferrous iodide 1'01 per. Bbould oontain: IJ per 
cent cent.' 

Ferrons iodide nil 'Do. 

Ferroul' iodille 1'" 
cent 

(1) Qllinine .ileent 
(2) Do.. 
(3) Do. 

lI'Ien:ury 13'7 per cent 

per 
La.belled·~ 

1 p. a.. 
2 Rr. 8. 
8 gr. Ii. 

La belled I Fact I for 
factitious. 

. Should unta1n 80 per 
cent. 

Vinum ipecBD1Illnhll! •• GermIl1lY.. Alkaloida "016. pl!7.' oent Should oentain 0'1 
Bat ma.de with sherry'. . per oent. 
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A~P.~Nl)IX E 

, ,Drug Control and Pharmacy * 
'l'he n~cessity of legislation to control the potency and purity of chugs 

and chemIcals manufactured locally or imported from abroad is obvious as 
of th~ 443 repli~ to question 4 of the questionnaire, only five are in th~ 
negatIve. The noes are from Bengal (2) and the United :Provinces (3), and 
two of the witnesses have given the reason for their answer:-

(1) From Dr. C. C. Bose, Lucknow:-
"No-not till, we are given self-government as any legislation is 

likely to be abused to its own advantage by a foreign Government." 
(2) From B. S. l\:[ozumdar, Secretary, Berhampur Medical Associa

tion:-
"No. On the other hand we feel that in the present stage of 

development of chemical and drug industry in this country, what is most 
essential is not a cramping and hampering legislation, but friendly and 
helpful advice. As regards drugs imported from abroad, it is unthinkable 
that in spite of strong controllmg legISlation already existing there, it can 
be possible for countries like Great :Britain, United States of America, etc., 
to prepare drugs of lower potency and impure quality, as implied in 
question 4. 

If such a thing is possible even now in those advanced scientific countries, 
it shows quite clearly the utter futility of any nch legislation. 

While admitting that there ought to be some legislation Sundari Mohan 
Das of Calcutta thinks that this is not the proper time for it. 

Others (9) favour legislation (a) on condition that the control is exercised 
by a department consisting of Indians (1), (b) only after the more important 
subject of the adulteration of foodstuffs has been adequately dealt with (1), 
(c) not before an Indian Pharmacoplllia has been prepared (4) and (d) pro
vided particular regard is shown to the nascent chemical and pharma
ceutical industries in the country (3) or, in the words of Rao Sahib 
T. S. Tirumurti, Professor, Medical College, Vizagapatam:-

" Legislation to control the potency and purity of therapeutic BUm.tan
ces is of course desirable but in this country legislation to protect the local 
manufacturer. of drug, and chemica" from ou·tside competition should pre-
cede the former legislation. . . 

I am of opinion toot tegislation for botll purPOSll' can be judiciously. 
combined, so that this nascent industry for the preparation of drugs, chemi
cals and biological products of the Allopathic system of medicine may not be 
killed by unfair foreign competition." 

The general consensus (421), however, is in favour of immedia~ legisla
tion. The suggestIOns are many. 

Of the 501' answers to question 5 of the questionnaire as to the desira
bility of control of therapeutic agents, on the lines enacted in such countries 
as Great Britain, United States of Al!lerica, etc., in this country only 13 
are in the negative. 

The noes are from Burma, Bengal (5), Nepal (2), the Central Provinces, 
the United Provinces (2), the North-West Frontier Province, and Bombay, 
The reason alleged may be expressed iIi the words of Dr. S. C. Sen Gupta, 
Professor of Medicine, National Medical Institute, Calcutta:-" Not yet. 
Time has not come for any enactment. So long as the Government is not 
in a position to help local industry it should not attempt restriction at this 
stage of development.') . 

The same idea underlies those answers (3) which favour Bome Bort of 
legislation, but "not BUch as to adversely affect the young growing indus-
tries of Indi~". . 

Some (39) are of opinion that the control ought to be so modified as to 
suit Indian conditions, or (8) that it should be ·preceded by the compilation 
of Qn Indian Pharmacoplllia. . 

• Summary with reference to answers and memoranda. See also extracts 
set out in Appendices Band C. The numbors within brackets represent th~ 
numb~l' (If those who gave the answers. 
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3. C. GH08H, B.BO. (Manchester), 1'.0.8., Calcutta, writes:-
.. The American system of control seems prefe.rable, but, having regard to 

India'. tradition, custom and poverty, l~s drastic measuICes ~ay be adop~ed. 
A licence fee, a declaration of formulw In all cases and lIabilIty to examma
tion of contents, whenever necessary, would set up a system of salutary 
control." 

From Lt.-Col. C. H. 'Smith, I.M.S., Legation Surgeon, Nepal:
"ThiB is a question rather beyond me. More legislation means more 

taxes, etc. My experience is' that if you deal with good Engkish firms you 
get good drugs . 

.. All this idea of control appears to me to be perfectly absurd whel.l there 
are thousands of vaida, bakims, etc., practising who make up their own 
medicines over which there is no contro!." , 

On the other hand A. C. Ukil, H.B., H.S.P.E. (Paris), Professor of Bacterio
logy, National Medical Institute, Calcutta, strongly empha~izes the ,need 
for legislation:-

"Yes legislative action to control the potency and purity of drugs 
importsd f;om abroad or locally manufactured has long been overdue. India 
imports nearly Re. 3 crores worth of medicines and now manufactures a large 
quantity of sera, vaccines. glandular products, tinctures .a!ld aIkall?ids. We 
do not know in India to-day how far under-strength mediCInes are Imported, 
how far the climate is responsible for the deterioration of these drugs and 
how far locally manufactured products conform to a certain standard. There 
is no machinery of control organized either by the State or by the manu
facturing firms or by the suppliers of raw products . 

.. Some of the more commonly used medicines in the indigenous system 
hlve been scientifically studied by pharmacologists and chemists, some have 
already been incorporated into the -British Pharmacopooia, others are worth 
such inoorporation. A large proportion of the population resort to treatment 
by AJlopathic and Ayurvedic medicines. A time has come for a standard i
zatio]l ann lel!;al control over a question affecting the health of millions in 
tbis country." 

In the words of Dr. U. Rama'Rao of Madras:-
"11\ my opinion legislation is absolutely necessary. The import and 

manufacture of drugs and chemicals, the purity and 'strength of which are 
not up to the standard, must be' penalized. Now the difficulty arises in 
determining the culprit in the case of imported articles. It may be that 
the manufacturer sends, of his own accord and on his own re.~ponsibility, 
drug:s and chemicals of inferior standard and quality and the wholpsale 
dealer in India unknowingly accepts it and innocently passes it off as 
superior stuff. ' Or it may be that the dealers in India. greedy of more 
profit. expressly indent for and obtain inferior stuff with the B.P. label 
affixed to the packages. at less cost and put them for sale in the' market at 
a higher price. The foreign exporter is the fountain head of mischief in 
either case and he must be prevented from sending drugs and chemicals of 
inferior quality and he must always be penalized either as an original offender 
nr as an accomplice. It goes without saying that in the latter case, the 
Indian dealer is also punishable." 

According to Captain P. De, B.SO .. H.B., H.B.O.P., Officiating Professor 
of Pharmacology, School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta:-

" Probably a major portion of the drugs and chemicals used in British 
India are imported from foreign countries and, as there is no law to prevent 
importation of drugs of doubtful and questionable value" there is absolutely 
no check on manufacturers abroad to put some of their inferior stuff into 
India. 

" Apart from the possibility of druf(s of defective strength and impure 
quality heinl!; put into the Indian market, there are some preparations, 
which though sent out in a perfect condition, might be deteriorated due to 
transit ann lonl!; storage in the humid climate of India. This aspect of the 
ql\lefltion should not be lost sig:ht of in consideration of drugs of impure 
qualitv. BiolOl!;ical products like sera, vaccines, gland substances, etc., are 
also likely to be affected due to long atorage. 
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" The necessity for some control on the drugs at present in the market 
-is clear. The enquiry instituted by the Government of India is, I feel,_ a 
step in the right direction and everybody who has got the good of the public 
at heart, will join hands in this laudable attempt on the part of the autho
rities to help the consumers and if some legislation is brought into force 
it will certainly be welcome. It will be of immense benefit to the mem
bers of the medical profession who will he in a position to prescribe drugs 
with a de~ree of ,confidence and certainty. The manufacturers, who intend 
to do busilless honestly, will be assured of a good market and unhealthy 
competition will be weeded out. The consumer will get pure drugs which 
will be worth the money he spends. All civilized countries have got some 
sort of legislation to this effect. India should not lag' behind in taking such 
steps as would ensure the purity of drugs and chemicals and thereby main
taining the health of her teeming millions." 

To quote Dr. D. A. D'Monte, :M.D., L.B.C.p., F.e.r.B., Bombay:-
"From the report of H.M. Senior Trade Commissioner for India and 

Ceylon for the year 1928-29, that more than 40 per cent of imports of drugs 
come from the United Kingdom. Although a sale of Foods and Drugs Act 
does exist in the United Kingdom, it is unfortunate that no Act is made 
applicable to exports of drugs from there to India and elsewhere; the result 
is that there is no surety that all the drugs, etc., imported into India from 
the United Kingdom have the same purity of composition and standard as 
for drugs used in that' country under the sale of Food and Drugs Act. Then' 
are certain foreign firms which are specialized in the export of drugs 
especially manufactured for India and other Eastern countries, and as Bome 
of these firms do not care to send articles of standard qualit;y, but with a 
view to sell them at competitive rates, the effect produced on the articles 
of local manufacture is bound to be dangerous, as they cannot be always of 
standard quality,. if they have to compete against articles of cheap quality 
and packing dumped into 'the country. In view of the above and in the 
interest of the public as w!lll as of maintaining a high standard of quality 
in the drugs manufactured locally, it is highly essential to have an effective 
control t9 prohibit the import of drugs that are below the standard of 
purity and composition laid down for such drugs in the country of origin. 
I am therefore of opinion that both in the interests' of the ,public as well 
as the profession an Act is necessary to control the quality and strength of 
drugs, etc., similar to that in the United States of America. I am also of 
opinion that, for the effective control of drugs, chemicals, etc., either im
ported into this country or manufactured locally, there should be labora
tories in important centres for the testing of drugs, etc., and, as Bombay 
is the chief centre of import of drugs, the central laboratory ought to be 
in Bombay and the branch laboratories at some other important centree 
such as Madras, 'Calcutta; etc., and that they should be in charge of experts 
in chemical analysis as well as in' bio-chemical methods of testing drugs. 
In regard to the pure drugs Act for India, I am of opinion that it should 
be one which will have a complete control over the importa.tion, manufac
ture and sale of drugs:" 

To meet this situation Lt.-Col. L. Cook, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, BhagaI
pur suggests:-

"And this leads me to offer the suggestion that if any legislation is 
req;uired, it is that the drugs supplied to all local dispensaries and charitable 
institutions should be purchased from recognized firms,. which firms should 
not be permitted to stock, Jet alone sell, any drugs which are not according 
to tbe standards ()f the British Phal'macopooia or indigenous drugs of 
approved value and standardizations. , 

.. This would ensure that if all dispensaries only stock medicines of 
an approved standard the poor people will have the opportunity of obtain
ing good drugs even if they prefer to go elsewhere for better medical advice 
and more water. 

"Such firms would be liable to inspection from time to time by Gov-
ernment experts. ' . 

"The obvious pit-fall to such a proceeding is that unless all district 
boards throughout the country co-operate in the movement, you would only 
penalize firms of good repute. ' . 

"You are here up against the L.S.G. Act which allows district boards 
to do what th",y 'pleRBe and it'seems to me that only a general M('({i('al 
Council in India could settle such a matter on these lines.'!,' 



The Residency Surgeon, Indore State, recommends that-
.. There should be a definite standard of purity and drugs should be 

tested both at the seat of production, or in the case of imported drugs 
before admission into the country, and in the course of rebil. Adequate 
steps should be taken that drugs are used or destroyed before deteriora.
tion. Now they are sold and resold so that those for sale in many of the 
up-country shops are ulleless or dangerous." 

Dr. Phaui Bhusan 'Mukerji~ B.80., K.B., I'.B.0.8., Lecturer in Radiology, 
Prince of Wales Medical College, Patna.. offers the following suggestion:-

.. The legislation should provide that the drugs or chemicals imported 
into India from abroad must come with at least four certificates as men
tioned below:-

(1) A certificate of guarantee of purity and strength signed by any 
legal'y constituted and competent authority of the country of origin of the 
drugs. 

(2) A certificate stating that the drug or chemical exported is sale
able in the country of its origin. 

(3) A certificate stating that the date of manufacture ail mentioned 
in the label is genuine. 

(4) A certificate assuring that the potency and purity 'of the (b'ug 
or chemical satisfy £he standards laid down in the Pure Drugs Act of the 
country of origin. These certificates will furnish the guarantee that ItO 
drug or chemical is being introduced into India which could not be released 
for sale in its country of origin." 

And Dr. S. C. Das, ][.B., Lecturer in Pharmacology and Materia Medica, 
Robertson Medical School, Nagpur:-

II (i) All importers should be licensed and registered. They should 
give full details of all imported drugs and their manufacturers and middle-' 
men • 

.. (ii) Each batch of such imported articles must be accompanied by a 
certificate of purity and potency specified by the pharmacopooia for India 
from an authority to be recognized 88 comp~tent by the central controlling 
body . 

.. (iii) In cases of consignment accompanied by certificates not regarded 
as competent, they should not be released for sale until each batch of it be 
certified by a recognized competent authority at the cost of the importer . 

.. (iv) There should be occasional testing of samples to check the relia
bility of certificates." 

From Dr. R. M. Fozdar~ Medical School, Ahmedabad:-
.. I would sugp:est. to ensure purity of drugs and chemicals, that 

uncertified vendors should not be permitted to seII their articles loose, but 
in original packages and containers. Considering that India is a tropical 
country, drugs and chemicals often deteriorate in this climate. I would 
suggest that all such articles should have their dates of manufacture labelled 
on them by authorities. This difficulty is noticed even with products of 
reputed manufacturers. We do not know how long these preparations- are 
lying with the stockists or retailers. I have often noticed that colloid pre
parations, even of Crooke's are not what they ought to be, if they were 
fresh." 

It is clear, however, that merely preventing the foreign exporter from 
Rendin!!; drugs and chemicals of inferior qualitv is not sufficient guarantee 
that the preparations offered for sale in India will be of the standard 
strength and purity. It is only transmit~ing the responsibility from one 
person to another. To further safeguard the interests of the ultimate huyer 
other steps need be taken. For example, as pointed out by Rai Harinath 
Ghosh Bahad}lr, K.D., Calcutta:- . 

.. All drug houses where prescriptions of qualified doctors can be 8erv(>,1 
Bnd from where the pnblic can make purchase either wholesale or retail 
should be licensed for a small annual amount." 

as expressed by Lt.-Col. C. C. Murison, I.M.S., Officiating D.D.M.S.,. 
E.C.~ Naini Tal:- -

.. All chemists who sell drugs, druggists. dispensers, compounders and 
other pcrsons, who deal in drugs, including those emploved hy th(> Gnvern
ment, municipalities, local boards and other p-qbJiIl institutipns 8"oulll bit 

40 
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properly trained,qualified, and registered ~nder legislation. The present 
system of employing untrained persons with very limited education in these 
capacities is absolutely dangerous to the public. This needs very earlv 
legislation." • 

Dr. ~'rank Noronha, M.B., C.M., D.P.K., Superintendent, Mental Hospital, 
Bangalore, holds the same view:-

.. '(he vendors of drugs and chemicals must be duly licensed. Now-a
days any medical requisite is obtainable in a grocer's shop. They seU them 
cheaper .than . the chemists and druggists. The chemists thus require pro
tection. The status of the chemist should also be improved 

(1) By licensing the chemist. himself who should be duly qualified 
for the job. 

(2) By preventing unlicensed general traders to deal in medical 
requisites. 

·(3) A course of training for chemists and druggists should be 
instituted in· every medical school and certified chemists ·should be the rule 
rather than the exception. 

(4) Rules should be framed for the .conduct of the business by the 
chemist,. for the appointment of trained compounders and for the inspection 
of his stock by a competent authority. The legislation in this respect had 
better be undertaken by Provincial Goverlllmmts according to the require
ments of each province. There cannot he. any douht that legislation along 
this line is urgently required." 

The Chief Medical and Sanitary Offi.<'6r, Ernakulam, says:-
.. The pharmacy ·shops in Indian towns have increased to an enormous 

-number and the dispensing of drugs and prescriptions have passed into the 
hands of nnqualified persons. Even passed comnounders are "0 unreliable on 
accouritof the inferior training they lZet and the superficial examination 
they have to pass that they cannot be depended unon as good dispensers of 
medicines. ·The pay offered to them is so small that there is no incentive 
for people to go for higher qimlification. Fifty years ago the dispensing 
was in the hands of men who have undergone a medical ('ollege course of 
chemistry,; materia medica and practical pharmacy. Now it is entirely in 
the hands of men who have put in a period of indifferent training. I think 
that. the standard of examination of compounders should be raised and licence 
to dispense medicine granted to only well qualified men." 

The general aspect of the question is thus presented by Dr. A. S. Pranjpye, 
Denartml'nt of ·Pharmacology, Seth Govardhandas Suudl'rdas Medic-al 
College, Parel, Bombay:-

.. A legislation is necessary not only to control the potency and purity 
of drugs and the manufacture and sale of harmful produc-ts (on the linl's 
of Food and Drugs Act, Therapeutic Products Act or Poisonous Drugs 
Act),. but some laws like the Pharmacy Acts are also necessary to keep the 
import or manufacture and sale of drugs as well as the dispensing in qualified 
and re~ponsible hands. The dispensing or the sale by unqualified persons. 
at least of some scheduled drugs and l1reparations, and also the sUPl1ly of 
such scheduled drugs without a prescription by a qualified l1erson must be 
punishable by law. It may not be possible to enforce this in all places at • 
once, but the :Act may be made appTicable to certain places and extended 
by notification from time to time, to begin with the large cities and their 
suburbs. For this purpose it will also be ne()e~sary to fix certain requirements 
and institute courses and examinations which would lead to such qualifica
tions. Certain substances ougllt to be sunplied or disTlf'nsed only on s· 
prescription of a registered medical nractitioner. It will also he neces
sary to fix or cl'l'ate s minimum qualification for pharmacists and s sepa
rnte one for dispensers 01' compounden:. I am not aware of the exact ))1'0-
visions of the nhal'mncy Acts in Great Britain and United States of America. 
hut they will be availahle to the Committee for making recommendat,;ons. I 
hope the Committee will .also work out a scheme for the traimng: of Ph anna
\.ists and Compounders with suggestions as to the standard of nreliminary 
general education as well as the period and plan of studies in· both cases. As 
far as I 'am aware, the only place where there is Borne sort of a l1harmacv 01' 

chemists' and druggists' coul'se in India is the Madras Medical College. .It j" 
a two years' course, as against four or five years' coursem EurOpe Ilnd 



America. A good compl"Omise would be a thl'ee years; coUrse, after 
matriculation examination, with science as an optional subject, for the 
pharmacists leading to a university licence (L.Ph. or L.Ph.C.) to which later 
un, M the profession developes in this country, a degree like B. Pharm. (as 
of London) can be supe~dded. ,Such a pharmacist's course will, not, only be 
• protection to the puhho but WIll tend to help the pharmaceutICal mdustry 
01 tile country by transferring the business in pharmaceuticals trom unquali
fied hands to the qualified and educated 'People and relieving the latter from 
unfair competition .. F,?r the compound~rs, a two years' course after. the 
middle school exammatlOn would be sUitable., Such courses can be given 
partly at science colleges and partly at medical colleges and large hospitals.". 

And Dr. D. A. D'Monte, H,D., L.B.C.P., I!',t.p.e., Bombay:-
" I may point out that,'6o far as I understand, there are not more than 

half • dozen qualified chemists and druggists in a big city like Bombay, and 
consequently, the trade is entirely in the hands of certain traders or 
merchants, who practically know nothing about the drugs and poisons they 
sell, except the price. The guarantee they give is OIlly the label marked 
• B.P! ·by the manufacturers, who stamp even adulterated drugs with the 
Bame label. I do not wish to inflict unnecessary hardship on the so-called 
chemists and druggists of to-day, but would like to recommend that, as soon 
l1li • College of l'harmacy is established, and trained diplomates are turned 
out in sulticient numbers, it should be made obligatory for every individual 
or firm trading under the designation of chemists and druggists to employ 
a trained pharmacist in his or their shop. Our young men who are presen~ly 
unemployed will get employment, and both the public and the profession will 
thus be 'protected against the dangers of unqualified persons dispensing the 
adulterated drugs or medicines without having any knowledge or responsi. 
bility. I aln therefore of firm opinion that the training of pharmacists 
and the pharmaceutical chemists is thus an essential factor in assuring the 
lIupply of pure drugs to the public. I, therefore, urge the immediate 
establishment of a college of pharmacy in Bombay which is the most 
convenient centre in many respects than any othel' . 

.. As l'egards instructions in pharmaceutical chemistry" I am of opinion 
that Buch a course could well be started at the Royal Institute of Science, 
Bombay, and also at the National Medical College, The University of 
Bombay have already moved in the matter of inJparting instruction in 
chemical technology, and it is also suggested that provision for instruction 
in pharmaceutical chemistry should be included in the Pl'oposed scheme for 
chemical technology." 

• The establillhment of • College of Pharmacy is a proposal which finds 
favour with the greatel' number of the witnesses. Rao Sahib T. S. Tirumurti, 
B.A., H.B., O.H., D.T.H. '" B., Professor~ Medical College, Vizagapatam, 
writes:-

.. I str:mgly urge the Institution of Chair, in Pharmacology and Expen. 
mental PhaNlUlcology in every Medical College in India and· 6trellgt1w'ning 
fif the Chemical Departmentll of these mstitutions. Facilities should be given 
for the clinical testing of the drugs under investigation in the hospitals 
which are attached to these Medical Colleges. A.lso a Diploma in Di3penBing 
and a Degree in Pha:rmacy and! Pharmaceutical Chemistry should be insti
tuted in the older Universities of, India." 

. And Dr. P. 1.1. Nanavsti, L,H.8.,. D,T.H. '" R., Acting' Chief Medical 
'Officer, Baroda State:-

.. I do not think there can be two opinions on the desirability of 
restl icting the profession of pharmacy to QlUalified perSOllS. But I aID of the 
opinion that before this restriction is enforced there must be a sufficient 
number of qnalified and trained men to take up this business • 

.. India with her poverty can ill-afford to send her Bons to foreign 
countries for being qualified for this work at an enormous cost, and therefore 
in the interests of economy and convenience, two or three colleges of pharm8C): 
should be started immediately. They should be manned by expcrts. The 
starting of th_ Co\l(>gell will afford facilities for training and will also 
encourage research which should make possible the utilization of the vast 
raw products of the country. 
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I, The fUllctions of the College should be:

(1) To traIIt pharmacists. 
(2) To tram them in research work. 
(3) To teach the manufacture of biological products and methods of 

their standardization. 
(4) To provide facilities for training as compounders and dispensers." 

Dr. Phani Bhusan 'Mukerji, B.SC., K.B., F.R.C.S., Lecturer in Radiology, 
Plince of 'Vales Medical College, Patna:-

" The Committee should recommend that a College of Pharmacy should 
.be established at a very early date where training should be given in 
pharmaceutical and analytical chemistry, methods of extraction of active 
principles out of raw materials, methods of biological and pharmacological 
assay, standardization, cultivation of medicinal plants, proller harvesting 
of same, etc. This ,College should grant a Diploma in Pharmaceutical 
Chemistry and the Universities in India may be requested to open up similar 
courses and institute degrees in the same subject. Once. a start is given and 
young men of the I'ountry are trained in the methods of pharmaceutical 
research and industry-the dl'Ug problem of the country will be solved in 
no time. 

" In ,my opinion unless these two matters are taken up simultaneously, 
the Chief object of the Committee will not be attained, viz., provision of 
pure drugs to the suffering public at a cost suitable to their purse." 

And the Acting Chemical E)taminer, Madras:-
" I have been a member of the Pharmacy Board examining candidates 

for the Diploma of Chemists and Druggists for about 15 years. I am 
convinced that only those who have passed the School Final examination 
of this Province taking chemistry and physics as their optional subjects are 
fit to be admitted to the ,courses of these studies. They should also be made 
to attend a course of lectures and demonstrations in pharmacology. They 

. should on no account be given exemption from general qualifications (a pass 
in School Final examination) 88 candidates given exemption will not be able 
to follow the lectures in chemistry nor to understand and do the practical 
work." . 

But, unless the present state of things is modified, it is doubtful, accord
ing to Dr. A.Lakshmanaswami l\:ludaliyar, B.A., M.D., Madras, whether 
the profession of pharmacy will ever attract candidates in any numbers. 

Dr. T. K. Venkatarama Ayyar, K.B'1 B.S., Medical Practitio~er, Karnr, 
tells us what he considers is the reason why chemists and druggists in Madras 
do not come unto their own, and concludes:-

"To remedy this state of affairs, out of very intimate acquaintance 
with the local conditions for six years lind lifter spending much time and 
thought over this question, I have come to the following definite conclu
lIions:-

" (1) No Government, however )'ieh it may be (much less a poor 
country like India), can afford to give free medical treatment to all its 
subjects. So, State medical charity should be restricted to the deserving 
poor. 

" (2) From the above, it necessarily follows that State medical institu: 
tions and State paid officers can reach only a fraction of the popUlation 
in the country. The rest are served by the independent medical profession 
which has by its peculiar situation to do a great deal of medical charity work 
besides. The main obstacle to the growth of a strong independent medical 
pl'Ofession in this oountry is the lIn-healthYi 

11 n equal alld un-fair contpetition 
. between the State-paid officers and themse ves. So, without putting a stop 
to this by depriving the State medical men of private practice, you cannot 
have a strong and efficient independent medical profession in the country 
and without an ill dependent medica! profession, 'You cannot have a profe3-
ai·on of qualified chemists. So, in my opinion, the scope of en!JiUiry of this 
Committee has got to extend also to the present state of the medical 
profession in the country. Colonel Megaw, ex-Burgeon-General with the 
Government of Madras and now Director-General of the Indian Medical 
Service, found, on a casual examination of the stock quinine mixtures in the 
State hospitals, that mnny of them do not contain the amount of Quinine 
stated in the label. Need 'it be doubted that this is due to the fant that the 



lIuppJy of quinine is loeing reserved by the medical officers for their caseS. 
When State-paid officers do'like that, is it any wo~der that ~he poor priva~ 
practitioner who has to spend ~oney from h18 pocket, 18 ,!-ot ho~est m 
dispensing, at least when the State Itself throws obstacles In h18 earnIng an 
honest food for his professional service? 

" (3) So, if the State wants to protect its sick patients and see that 
they get honest dispensing, the profession of pharmacy should be restricted 
to duly qualified persons and if the profession of pharmacy should t.hrive, 
there must be a strong independent profession and if this, in turn, should 
thrive, the obstacles that stand in its way should be removed. So, in my 
opinion, the reformation of the existing order of things should proceed m 
the following order:-

(n.) RAlstrict admission into State hospitals, both out-patient and 
in-patient, to really poor people and emergency cases . 

. (b) Debar State-paid. officers from private practice. 
(e) Extend the system of honorary medical officers to all hospitals 

in the State as in the West. 
(d) Have well-known medical men in the locality to serve as hono

rary officers in the visiting staff and have special wards in aU hospitals 
where they can treat their private patients. 

(e) RAlstrict the profession of pharmacy to duly qualified chemists 
who must maintain registers, copies of prescriptions, etc. (the details of 
these have got to be worked out) and penalise their independent dispensing. 
Their honesty must be supervised by a State 'Inspector of qualified 
Chemists.' " 

Messrs. Smith, Stanistreet & Co., Limited, Manufactul'ing Chemists, 
Calcutta, opine that the changes ought to be introduced gradually without 
any precipitation:-

II In order to make a Pure Drugs Act a possible proposition some form 
of licensing and registration of drug dealers is absolutely essential. The 
qualification at the beginning should be made as low as possible, ,but some 
knowledge of drugs and some general education must be insisted upon. It 
should also be enacted definitely that within a short time (say five years) 
a qualification at least as good as the Campbell examination for compounders 
should be compulsory for all medicine and drug dealers, and it should be 
made illegal for kabirajs and others to sell pharmacopooial preparations 
unless they' are ill possession of the qualification. Those who are able to 
show this higher qualification on the passing of the Act could be at once 
put on the higher grade 88 'first class dealers' and those who could not 
(which would be the great majority) would be graded as 'second class' or 
JOme luch appellation. This would be' an inducement to qualify. _ 

" Some arrangement of this nature would be necessary; otheMvi~e, the 
public would be inconvenienced if the qualification were made too high i'mme
diately, and yet it is useless to make it too low. It might also be necessary 
to have some modified test for those who could prove they had been in 
regular drug dealing business for (say) ten years before the passing of the 
Act. Repeated infringement of the Pure Drugs Act should involve cancel
lation of Licence." 

This naturally raises tbe question: 'Are compounders qualified? J 

The replies (401) • show that dispensing in India is far from satisfactory, 
as many as 51'8 per cent of the witnesses having reason to find fault with 
compounding. The complaints are naturally more numerous In those 
provinces where tbe compounder has little or no training; in Punjab 67'5, 
In Calcutta 66:0, and in the United Provinces 60,2 per cent of the 
practitioners have had bitter experience of bad dispensing. 

Dr. H. Sabai, King George Medical College, Lucknow, writes:-
" The examples of inaccurate dispensing are very common and one does 

not feel surpri~ed when every man with a little capital thinks of becoming 
u chemist, druggist and a dispenser to make his fortune. Some of the 
dispensers alld compounders can hardly read a fairly well written prescrip
tion and the mistakes like reading Ext. Belladonna tiq. a.~ Ext. Balea Liq., 

• To question 10 of the Questionnaire about inaccurate dispensing. 
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wifh lmfortunate l"esults are not infrequent. A definite standard of train-
ing fOI' the qualification of compounders should be insisted upon and none 
without ~he possession of a recognized certificate should be allowed to act 
as a compounder in hospitals 01' private dispensaries." 

And the Head of the Department of Pharmacology, King George l\-1edi-
cal College, Lucknow: - -

" Inaccurate dispensing is a -common experience and is due to the 
employment of ill·tramed and incompetent compounders olnd di~peUS()I'3 bllth 
in dispcnsaries and at the chemists' shops. Uheck over mltl!CUrate dll;pen
~ing can only bt' exercised by insisting upon employment. of trained ccm
pounders lind di~pensers both in dispensaries and chemists' shop,;. lfor this 
purpose a diploma in dispensing and compounding is necessary and the 
employment of thnse trained compounders will have to be insisteu upon 
buth in the Gc:verllment and private hospitals as well as in the chemists' 
shops. I consider legislation under this head is of more immediate import-
ance than the one in question." -

From the Uivil Surgeon, Singhbhum:-
" In many cases, the compounders are very careless and negligent. It 

is risky to depend on them for making solutions of potent drugs according 
t.o strength for intl'avenous injections, many accidents having occurred in 
Buch cases. It has been noticed that even making provincial pharma
copmial preparations the mixtures have not the prescribed constituents or 
proper strength as they do not generaUy take the trouble of measuring the 
Bame and specially in weighing the solid drugs. Pot. iodide mixture has not 
been found to contain the required, ingredients, so also quinine mixture 
containing ten grains of quinine. I have detected once pure water having 
been supplied on a prescription of quinine mixture. (The compounder- of 
course was punished with dismissal in this case.) Having all these in con
sideration strychnine has been changed for tincture nux vomica in the 
fen:i-et-strychnine mixture as, due to such carelessness and negligence on 
the part .of the compoundel'S, it may tUI"n fata}," 

From the Civil Surgeon, Monghyr:-
"Generally due to the substitution or omission of drugs which have 

run short or are not stocked. Wilful cheating -is not so frequent. The 
general lack of education of the compounders is also a danger." 

Wilful cheating, however, is repor..ed from the Madras Presidency where 
compoundel'S go through a. regular course of training. 

-Major-General C. A. Sprawson, I.M.S., Surgeon-General with the Govern
ment of Madras, says that inaccurate dispensing is. 'sometimes due to bad 
spelling or inaccuracy of the doctor, usually due to ignorance or dishonesty 
of the compounders'. 

Dr. K. Yenkatachalam Pillai, Acting Professor of Pharmacology, Medi
cal College, Madras:-

"Inaccurate dilipensing is brought to light generally, only .hen 
toxic symptollls develop as a ~ult of the addition, in dispensing or 
excess of the ingrodients prescribed. Dispensing of leM than the prescribed 
quantities of rare and costly drugs is common practice in some quarters, as 
has recently been proved, - by examining , test prescriptions containing 
quinine, potassium iodide, etc. These defects may be due either to carel_ 
or ignorant dispensing or to deliberate neglect, and may be remedied by insist
ing on the employment of qualified chemists and druggists in the dispensing 
houses and by creating investigation laboratories for testing the standard 
and effiC'a("y of drugs SOlll ill the dispensaries and lhug houses." 

And Dr. P. Krishnaswami, Superintendont, King George's Hospital, 
Yizngapntnm:- ' 

"Quiuine poisoning hy ovel'-dosnge; C'roton oil wus put into a 
patient's eye instl'ad of atl'Opine, due to wl'ong label; wilful tampering of 
1l0ctor'R pr('srriptions by rompollndE'I'S in slllall bospitals out of spite or 
gl'l'E'd." 
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From the Civil Surgeon, Allahabad:-
.. Comidering his education, etc., the Indian compounder is remark

ably reliable exrept when he ill covering thefts of drugs which is all too 
,-otnmoD." 

From WiUiam Cotton & Co., Simla:-
.. A conscience is the 'sine qua non' in those who deal in and dis

p8nll6 medicine; without this, in our opinion, any legislation will be futile. 
The Government however can hardly be expected to provide consciences." 

And from C. Bhan & Co., Chemists, Retail and Wholesale Druggists, 
Ludhiana:-

"The purity of drugs always depends on the purity of the man dis
pensing the drug and no legislative restriction can make a 'man pure, and 
it will take long time to make men moral. We suggest that the chemists 
and dMlggists should be registered, and hope this status will bring them 
together, and will have BOme controlling effect .. We mean that men in this 
line should be taught morals, as we have very little faith in The legislative 
rneasllrf!ll t.o make men moral. and with the prese,nt state of society, with 
love of money on one side and corruption on the other, no good will come 
out to the benefit of suffering humanity." 

The demand for the training of a better type of comnounders is almost 
universal. Dr. D .. A. D'Monte, M.D., L.R.O.P., J'.C.P.B., Bombay, says:-

"The Government have not made as yet any systematic provision for 
the proper training, examination, certification and registration of com
poull£lers or dispensers on the plea of financial stringency. I strongly opine 
that adequate provision should be made without further delay for the train
ing, examination, certification and registration of compounders in every 
province." -

Dr. 8. C. Das, M.B., J~ecturer in Pharmacology and Materia Medica, 
Rohertson Medical School, Nagpur:-

' .. Inaccurate dispensing is not unusual. For ensuring better !lispen-
sing- ' 

(i) All firms dispensing prescriptions of doctors in general should be 
registered. 

(m All such dispensaries should be in charge of one or more qualified 
compounders who should take on themselves the responsibility of all the 
prl"8criptionB served. 

(iii) Each hottle or nacket of medicine dispensed should contain, on 
its label. the signature of the qualified compounder responsible for its 
dispensing. 

fI Training of comnounders should he improved and if possible made 
I1niform thrnUjlhollt India. They should have a course of not less than 
18 months of which at least 12 months should he meant for Materia Marliea 
and Pharmacy. with special stress on the subject of incompatibility. They 
should he taugbt a little of elementary physiology and bare outlines in the 
treatment of important diseases." 

Dr. J. H. Rizvi of King's English Hospital, Lucknow:-
II (1) Only trained compounders should be employed in dispensing. 

(2) The standard of a gpneral chemistR' shop should be raised and the 
Rhnn~ should h .. ~uhiected to frequent. examinations bv experts, unless it "0 
privately owned by a practitioner. Small shops should be closed. 

(3) Adequate tlUnishment in the form of heavy fines should be given 
for any gross negligence in dispensing. ' 

(4) An age limit should he given to all B.P. preparations after which 
they should be thrown away if unused." 

Dr. C. P. Chaube, M.B.B.S., Delhi:-
fI Tt is chieflv due to lack of facilities fnr training compounders. lTntil 

we made adequate nrovision for tllis, the blame lies on our own shoulders 
rather than those of others. It is suggested that I!lJch compounders as can 
produce certificates of having worked uninterruptedly for two years under 
& registered practitioner, should be allowed lin annual eXllmirUltion in three 
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grades. The papers must be the same aU over India. The examination 
must be conducted in hospitals having a medical officer equivalent to a civil 
surgeon. These officers will personally supervise and scrutinize the tests, 
and make recommendations for the issue of certificates to a central board. 
They may obtain any desired assistance from their subordinates in the 
scrutiny, as the candidates must be given option to answer in their own 
script, the paper being always issued in English. The entrance fee for this 
examination must be kept low, and the setters and examiners be ex
pected to do this public work honorarily, the revenues collected being 
spread out to cover printing, stationery, and the upkeep of a small Central 
staff of clerks." 

Dr. V. K. Parulkar, L.Y.S., Bombay:-
"I wish to give my opinion as regards the training of compounders. 

It is necessary that medical men should have trained compounders. I do 
not however believe in opening a special school for .teaching them. Anyone 
who is above sixteen years of age and knows how to read and speak English 
language can, in my opinion, be trained for compounder's work. In India 
people coming from Goa, especialIy Christians, know how to speak and wri~ 
English. It is not necessary that they should pass any University Examina
tion for joining the course prescribed for trained compounders. Candidates 
who have passed the School-Leaving Certificate examination should also be 
admitted. Boys who have not passed the School-Leaving Certificst" exam;na
tion but have studied up to that standard should be examined by the medical 
officers to see whether they are able to speak English by oral examination 
and by making them write some easy passage from some text book which 
should be dictated to them. I make this suggestion be('atlse it is quite likely 
that the candidate might have passed in English and failed in another sub
ject which is not urgently necessary· for the training of compounders such 
as history, etc. Up to now almost all compounders working in hospitals, 
private dispensaries and with druggists and chemists have passed no test 
examination of any kind and are doing this work nicelv. I do not mean to 
say that there have been no mistakes in their work 'but from insufficient 
evidence it is not right to condemn ('ompounders as a class wholesale. The 
mistakes are not due to want of University education but to their not 
teaching them proper doses of poisonous drug~ and such details as are neces
sary in compounding. In my opinion, th~refore, it will be better to make 
them study the art of compounding in dispensaries attached to hospitals and 
charitable dispensaries. Private dispensaries can also be used to train com
pounders when there is necessity of doing so, owi.ng to there being want of 
accommodation for all of them. In the hospitals and dispensaries, they 
will naturally be able to read the names of the drugs and the doses. They 
will also know what drugs are poisonous from the labels of 'poison' on the 
bottles kept in a separate cabinet with glass doors under lock and key":- It 
is not possible to write here fully what syllabus should be fixed for training 
of compounders; this could easily be done when it will be necessary to do so. 

"Examination of compounders should not be a written one. Oral 
examination as regards doses, etc., reading of prescriptions, compounding of 
mixtures and pills, etc., in my opinion will be enough. Would-be-com
pounders who have satisfied the test should be granted certificates which 
would qualify them for con. pounder's work. The suggestions made will save 
the expense of starting schools, appointing paid staff, etc. Compounders 
will get practical knowledge which is essential. There would be compoun
ders who could be used as assistants by compounders in charge." 

Lieut.-Col, J. L. Sen, M.O., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Cachar:-
"It is vital for the successful treatment that the purity of medicine 

be very rigidly enforced by legislation. One of the most difficult problems 
is to fight against the inaccurate dispensing. There should be some sort 
of agency by which inaccurate dispensers are detected and criminally prose
cuted." 

In justice, however, to compounders and dispensing chemists, those 
concerned ought not to lose sight of the special difficulties in the way of 
the profession. For instance, A. Kitchner & Co., Chemists, Saharanpur, 
call our attention to the fact that-· . 

" Some Qualified doctors prescribe certl\in drngs under a nl\me which 
is not given in the British or any other pharmacopoeia but it is a name 
understood by certain chemists to whom the doctor in question wants to 
IljsPllnstl his prllScription. The nallle is not lIndt'rstood by other chemists 
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or c1octors and consequently that particular prescription cannot lie dispensed 
an:ywhere else. ~his is a very unfair .pr~eding a04 .drugs should be pre-
1ICl'1~ under theU" proper names as gn'en 10 the British or other' pharma: 
copallas." . .' 

Capt. ~. De, B.SC., H.B., H.B.O.P., Offi~iatin~ Professor of Pharma
cology, School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta:-

.. The profession of 'pharmacy should' be restricted to. duly qualified 
persons. Though I am not aware of CBses of gross errors in dispensing it 
is only legitimate to expect these incidents if the dispensers are not f~ny 
qualified in thei.r art an~ not imbued with the ~ponsibi1ity tha.t naturally 
attaches to theIr profelllllon. In Bengal there 18 already an examination 
for the compounders under the State Medical Faculty and I think the 
minimum basic qualification should be the Matriculation of the Calcutta 
University 80 that they. can grasp the teaching in chemistry and pliarmacy 
which are essential to a compounder. Furthermore, in view of the fact 
that the drug industry in India is still in its infancy, some attempt should 
be made to give more elaborate training in pharmaceutical chemistry. In 
highly civilized countries like England and America the University has 
a separate chair on pharmaceutical chemistry .and students are systemati
cally taught in this partiCUlar subject.. Degrees and diplomas are awarded 
and on the strength of these people are 'recruited into Government and 
publio appointments. If such a thing is instituted "in the Indian Universi
tiel a new .avenue will be open' to educated young men who call take up 
drug manufacture' as their profession, and country will also lie benefited 
in the long run through their efforts and endeavour." 

Inspection of shops is favoured by many. Major B. Sahai, I.M.B., Kohal; 
district, says:-

II If possible some control should be exercised over the firDl8 of chenilsts 
and drurrgists in general to ensure a correct and regular turn ovel' of their 
Btock. Cases are not wanting in which one has prescribed a preparation 
manufactured by a firm of unquestionable reputation but the article supplied 
has shown visible and tangible signs of age. Similarly the storage of stock, 
sera and vaccines by fil'Dl8 during the hot weathoc calls for some .mllasure 
of supervision." . .' . 

The Professor of Materia Medica, Grant Medical College; Bombay:-
." There ought to be a body under Government control to pay sUllirise 

visits to the chemists' shops and get the drugs analysed for adulteration and 
Jl P. stTcnsrth. su('h a hodv beinllC empowered to prosecute under. the law, the 
offence being punishable by fines and ~prisonments when neceSsary." 

Dr. Phani Bhusan Mukerii, B.SO •. ,· H.B., P.R.O.S., Lecturer in Radiology, 
Prince of Wales Medical College, Patna:':- . ' 

II The proposed legislative measure should also provide for the appoint
ment of a certain class of officers by local Governments whose duty it will 
be' to visit periodicallv the chemists' and drnggists' shons (wholesale as well 
88 retail shops) and' inspect their stock. They should have powers 1;0 pick 
.out bottles whose contents they may susJlect to be impure or of inferior 
strength and.send them to the provinCial laboratories for testing and &Bsay. 
The Civil RurgeonA of the diRtricts may have this power given to them. This 
system will provide a check against stockage of drugs of unsatisfactory 
lluality and strength by the chemists and druggists." 

.And Dr •. M. L. Pillai, Lucknow:-
"Drue:gists' and chemists' shop should be periodically inspected 'and 

licensed. Formerly the Civil SUrj!:oon used to pay surprise visits to ~hl!ge 
firDl8. The custom has now fallen into disuSe. It should be 'revived in some 
form. I w.ould suPgest the creation of ~ provincial expert,' not less than the 
rank of a Civil Surgeon. whose. duty it should be to visit every district 
once every. six months. He may be assisted in hi. work by district medical 
authorities." .... . . 

·In conclusion, says Dr. K. 8. Mhaskar, H.D.,. Haffkine ):nstitute, Bom-
bay':-" . . 

.. A. Pharmacy Act eMma· 0.180 . necessary .~ keep the manufacture and. 
sale of 'drugs, as well 88 dispensing, .. in the ·hands Qf qualified and 'registered 
pel'lloOl." . 

41 
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The Medical superhitendent, Artli1ir Road ahd -Maratha Hospitals, 
Bombay:~ 

" There should be a pharmaceutical society established and all the drugs 
and preparations,' dispensing, etc., should be regulated throughout the 
country, through it. ,i,' 

.. None but a certified chemist by the society or a"medical man should 
be' allowed'to have connexion with the sale or dispensing of thl!- drugs." 

·D~. A. C~ Sen, L.X.S.;' Delhi:_' 
I' Legal enactment' is req\lired for creating 8 council of pharmaceutical 

society and appointing public analysts. Examinations for pharmaceutical 
'and dispensing chemists and dispensers would be conducted by them and 
separate registers kept.". 

As shown elsewhere the control of patent medicines in India is of para
mount importance . 

. A. J. Walmsby, Manager, The Planters' Stores and Agency, Co., 
Limited, Dibrugarh:-

.. A standard work, similar to the B.P. Codex, should' be compiled 
containing those preparations, not in the B.P. or B.P.C., which are used 
in India. It should be compulsory for the formula given in this work to 
be used throughout India. 

"A' phannaceutical society, on lines similar to the British societies, 
is essential. This society to elect .. committee to bring out, a wOl'k as men., 
tioned above to be used in conjunction with the, B.P. A ,Food and Drug 
Act to be passed empowering officers appointed by Government to take aWln 
samples of drugs from chemists and have them analysed." .• 

The compilation of an Indian pharmacopooia is a need which cannot 
be ignored any longer. The cry for it is almost universal. _' 

, Dr. Phani Bhusan Mukerii, B.SO. X.B., F.R.C.S., Lecturer in Radiology, 
Prince ,of Wales Medical College, Patna:-

.. I would suggest in this connexion that there should be laboratories 
to assay and test the drugs and chemicals with regard to their purity and 
potency. A central laboratory to deal with imported drugs and provm
'cial labol'atories at the capital towns of each province to deal with drlil!S 
and chemicals of local manufacture as well as of, foreign origin will do 
this work. These laboratories should be placed in charge of officers who 
are experts in chemical analysis and: in the methods of biological and 
pharmncological assay. They should preferably be Indians and if Indians 
of requisite qualifications are not available they may be of any nationality 
Not one of these posts should be kept reserved for any of the services. The 
-beSt men should be obtained from the open market and preference should 
:t>e givon to J ndians in filling these posts. 

,; The proposed legislation, should empower Customs authorities to pick 
,Ollt at random a number of bottles out of every consignment and forward 
them for te~ting to the provincial and central laboratories. The condig'l
'ments should not leave the Customs warehouse until the certificates of 
,purity 'and potency are received from the laboratories. If the tests 
canied cut by the laboratories in India reveal that the drugs contained in 
a particular consignment do not come up to the standards laid (lown for 
thflm in thfl Pure Drugs Act of their count.ry of origin; the Customsautho
ritiea should have power to destroy these drngs or prevent their entry inte 
the' Indian market. .' ' _ 
, "The legislation; should, in my opinion, affect equally drugs manu
'tactured in India for export abroad. I stand for absolute stoppage of 
:manufacture of any, drug or chemical, either in India or abroad. bv legis" 
lative means-which would be a menace to public health in any Country 
hy virtue of its being adulterated, understrength, or of inferior' quality. 
Pat.ients and suffering humanity are a sacred trust in the hands of tIle 
medical profession; and since physicians do not prepare the medicines tlley 
prAA"rihll with their own hands all attemnts at exnloitine: the sufFerina: 
publio by introducing drugs into the market which' would not 'produce the 
resulr.s which they are expected to do should be put down with an iJ'oI1 
"and." 
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Mr. J. N. Rabhit .... 1.0., •• 0.8., Chief Chemist, Ghazipur .~piuni 
Factory:-

"A Central Chemical Laboratory may be established for the following 
purp~: ...... 

(1) Working out chemical methods suitable to the local climatic con
clition. for. estimations of all kinds of known and unknown medicines, 
medicated preparations, and natural and preserved food. Working· out 
Indian Pharmacoplllia for indigenous drugs. Conducting researches of any' 
kind connected with Food and Drug ACt. 

(2) Examination of patent medicines and secret remedies, and·'verifi-
cation of their labels and advertisement. I' 

(3) Routine analysis of indigenous drugs and preparations containing 
them. 

(4) Routine analysis of prescription samples and B.P. preparations: 
(5) Examination of food and drinks for finding out if the chief 

constituents· are- there in. undecomposed condition, presence of adulterants, 
.preservatives and flavourin~ and colouring matters • 

.. Chemical standards and aU other general methods of working of this. 
laboratory should be on the same line and principle as those in Great 
Britain as far as possible. . . . 

" Central laboratory may be established at Calcutta where most kinds of. 
reference volumes are available. Branch laboratories may be opened at all 
ports and at one of the principal cities of each province where there are 
no ports. Branch laboratories will be for working only (3), (4) and (5) of 
the above list. These branches may be. made by extending any of the 
existing local laboratories if such- action be economical and' mutually 
convenient. . 

... In selecting staff. for the central laboratory~ it would be essential to 
se.cure the services of at least two analytical chemiSts at the oeginning, who 
have already done considerable researches on analytical chemistry and who 
have also experience of· controlling routine analytical work on a large Bcale. 
Assistant chemists may be recruited from ordinary graduates with or with
out· experience and from practical chemists with experience in accurate 
chemical analysis,'.'· 

Dr. K. S. Mhllllkar, X.D., Ualfkine Institute, Bombay:-
.. Investigation laboratories will have to be established for the purpose 

of (a) examining the standards and purities of drugs as required by legis
lation, and (b) the examination of drugs mentioned in the Ayurvedic 
Unani and Sldha systems of medicine. Such laboratories should be located 
in Presidency towns or at University centres and should be instructed to 
work in collaboration with the local scientific laboratories. Iilvestigation 
work should be encouraged and facilities should be afforded for clinica' 
research in hospitals where the different methods of treatment are adopted, 
e.g., (1) Western method, (2) the Ayurvedic, (3) the Unani and (4) the' 
Sidha. . 

" In ~ddition to these provincial l~borl&tories there should be a Central 
Institute of Research whose function should be . advisory and for control 
and directIOn ot the val'ioUB prOVInCIal laboratories 'l'he central institutEI 
Bhould co-ordinate the efforts of other laboratories 'for the purpose of the 
Drugs and Poisons Act, and the Pharmacy Act; but should leave researrh 
worker. completely free to fonow their inclinations with the proviso that no 
unnecessary overlapping of researeh oocurs." 

. Dr. P. M. Nanavati, L.X.B., DD.T;X.B., Acting Chief Medical. Officer, 
Daroda State:.--

II In order that the legislation may be properly enforced there 'shoultl 
be established laboratories in the towns' of each Presidency and it should 
be the function of these laboratories to test the preparations both indi. 
gl'nous and inIported. . It should be made obligatory on manufacturers antl 
dealers to produce certificates of their preparations being of the standard 
strengths from these laboratories before they are allowed to eell them in_ 
the market." 
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The Proprietor, New Medical Hall, MouImeill:-; 
"If I may suggest, a qualified chemist be employed by Government 

in the Customs Department in large importing centres, i.e., Karachi, 
Bombay, Calcutta; Madras and Rangoon-one that can test and analyse. 
It will greatly assist importers to clear their goods from the customs. At 
present, the customs give needless trouble as they are unacquainted with 
drugs, etc. Bottles are !>pened and sent for' test, and wb,cn rQturneli the 
imp'orter is a loser."· . 

The Civil Surgeon, East Khandesh:-
" My suggestions for the coo.trol are as follows·:-No drugs should be 

allowed to be brought into India, except those of mOl5t reputed· firms and 
that too, with occasional analysis made by a highly competent and well
paid staff of expert chemists and doctors in cqnnexion with each Custom 
house in India j the expenses of the staff may be paid from the d.uties 
imposed upon 'foreign drugs.". . 

The Chemical Examiner of. Salt and Customs,. Bombay :.-
"Food or drug control rests now in the United Kingdom with the 

Ministry -of Health. 'l'he central testing laboratory lor tooo and w'ug;; ~. 
the Government laboratory. Under the Sale of Foods and Drugs Act, power 
is given to· Courts of Law tQ l-efer sample to the Government CheJllilits in 
cases of dispute. Public analyst.9, appointed by tho local authorities 
throughout the country with the approval of the . Ministry of Health, do 
the necessary testing work in accordance with the Sale of Foods and Drugs 
Act in vogue. A number of public analysts are well-known chemit;ts, having 
to their credit brilliant :.;ecords of investigational work. . . , 

"2. The Government laboratory in. London is a. Central Government 
organization which at the present time undertakes work for nearly ever.J' 
Government Departmen.t. . 

" 3. The Government of India do not have a central laboratory for all 
Government of India chemical work for civil departments similar to the 
Government laboratory of London. The Government of India have separate 
chemical organizations, developed gradually through different periods of 
existenoe, and quite dIStinct from each other in the nature of work done. 
For example, the Agricultural,. the Indian Stores, the Customs, etc., 
Departments have each got separate laboratories . 

.. 4. It is eminently desir'able that, to have .a uniform standard of 
materials and practice, drug control should be &. central subject and there 
should be a central laboratory for the execution of routine and research 
work. Undoubtedly there should be provincial organizations which should 
be gradually developed according' to the particular needs' of' the variou. 
areas of particular provinces. The provincial organizations should work 
in close c<Hlperation with and under the genel'a! guidance of the central 
organization. . 

"5. The question now is whether the proposed central drug control 
laboratory should have an independent existence or should it be attached 
to (0£18 of the: existing Government of India laboratories. As a matter. of 
so-called convenience and economy, it would appeal to the minds of many 
that it would be best t~ tag the drug control laboratory to one of the 
existing laboratories. . But I am definitely of opinion. that the advan.tage 
of economy (because,. on a careful analysis this 18 the only advantage that 
can be clauned) to start the drug control will be more than counterbalanced 
by the disadvantages of a join~ laboratory and the advantages of an inde
l'endent laboratory, as noted below:-. 

.. (i) A' subordinate existence will deprive the drug control laboratory 
of the undivided attention, which is so essential for such an important organ i
."tion, of the working and Bupervising men t<t bring it quickly up to- the 
level of a really eHicient and useful organization. . . 

(ii) Apart from the routine work, quite a big volume of research work 
is essential for the successful development of an efficient drug control labo
ratory. The development of an' Indian Pharmacopmia of indigenous drugs 
will naturally follow as a. corollary to the statutory contI-ol of drugs in 
tbis country_ It will, therefore, be in the fitness of tbings for the central 
drug control laboratory to take up research work for this purp~ 'aD~ ~~ 
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to clUT7 out. a large volume of reSearch work even for the ButcessIul cari'1-
ing out of routine analysie in connexion with- the testing of indigenou8 
drup. Conaidering the needs of the work, I doubt if any existing labora.
tory iu the COWltry ie sufficiently equipped to carry .out this work. 

. . (iii) In the. United Kingdom, the public analysts reccive a special 
t.ralUlDg lJl analytical chemIStry, micrOSCOpy and therapeutics for compi
ten<-.,. IU food and drug testing. Chemical science has grown so much that 
in the .present day it ie unthinkable that any specialist laboratory can 
grow .wuhout one or a group of scientists havmg specialists' trainin~ and 
expenence or opportuUlties to gain them, m par1iicular speelalized 
branches. 

. (iv) In the best interes~ of the drug control laboratory, its consti-
tution Bhould be such as to enloy the fullest confidence of the general and 
the drug manufacturing public. An independent existence is best calcu-
lated for the growth ot that reputation." . 

Mr. M. N. Ghose, Officiating Chemical Examiner for Customs and 
Excise, Calcutta:-

" In order to assume effective control over the' manufacture, importa.
tion, aaJe. and dispensing of the drugs the existing Jaws (Indian Penal 
Code, Merchandise Marks Act) may be suitably modified. If need .be 
an Act on the line of United Kingdom or United States .of America, Acts 
may be pa.ssed here. This may be passed by the central legislature, and 
powers given to local Govenilllents to make rules thereunder. The exist
lUg teetmg stations (public health laboratory and customs laboratory) for 
food and drugs analysis at the disposal of the Government should be 
strengthened. I am not in favour of starting a new laboratory with 
little experience. One of the main causes why the foods and drugs laws of 
the country have not been strictly enforced is in my opinion the want of 
men and money in the laboratories concerned.. Another caUlle is the want 
of definite standards and tests of foods and drugs in the country. These 
defects may be remedied by finding out required standards and tests by 
enquiry and laboratory tests by Government Departments alone or in con
junction with a non-official board or associations. These standards and 
tests Bhould be simple and practicable and incorporated in the rules under 
the Food and Drugs Acts in contemplation. Checking and testing of ~he 
~mportGd drugs should be entrusted to local custom-house laboratories •. 
They are already assaying the spirit strength of al~ imported spirituous 
preparation and are already testing goods for the Merchandise M ... ks Act ~nd 
are familiar with imported foods and drugs and are at the gate through which 
Buch things are imported into the country and so this procedure-will save a 
good deal of time of the importers. Their duty will be to examine whether 
the medicines are UP' to the standard or they are what they claim to be 
aocording to their label. The control of manufacture, of sale,. and of dispeDS" 
ing drugs in India may be entrusted to the local Public Health Department. 
Publie analysts being limited in India the analysie of food and drugs will be 
done· by the Publio Health Laboratory. They will be provided with the 
necessary staff. An advisory board consisting of eminent physicians, kavirajs 
and pharmacists under separate Bub-committee should be formed to help the 
Government. Occasional samples of manufactured drugs and raw materialll 
lIubmitted by manufacturers and sellers will be tested by the Public Heaith 
Laboratory. These tests will be charged for at a reasonable rate. In order 
t., mee' the necessary expenditure in this conuexion, funds other thaD tbe 
expected fees must be provided. I suggest that, on the lines of United King
dom Patent Medicine Stamp Act, an Act may be 'pa.ssedhere in respect of 
JI1'Oprietary medicines. The duty of the Board will be primarily advisory and 
educative but. in addition it will be also helpful in the' due enforcement of 
tho law." . .. 

From the Snperintendent, Government Test-house, Calcllita:-
.. I received a copy of the questionnaire, dated 2nd September 1930, 

issued by your Committee, regarding the control and maintenance of 
Btandards of drugs, but, as at that time the subject appeared to concern 
principally the manufacturers, importers and users in this country', I .dill 
Aot. thtn address you on the subject. 
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.. I have observed, however, that several witnesses, who have recently 
given evidence before your Committee, have expressed the opinion. that 
drugs and allied chemicals should be analysed and their standards. certified 
by a central test.house. In this connexion, I wish to inform you that this 

. establishment has a staff of experienced analytical chemists, and has for 
several years been utilized by the Medical Stores Depot, Calcutta, for the 
analysis of a co;nsiderable number of its drugs and chemicals. .' 

.. I therefore suggest that the advantageous position of this esta. 
blishment for undertaking such work should not be overlooked, in the 
event of the necessity of such centralized analysis by a Government Test.' 
hous~ being agreed upon.'~ . . 

The question which next arises is whether control should be restrided 
to western medicines or should also be extended to Ayurvedic and Hakeemi 
preparations. To qUQte Dr. C. Rama Kamath, District Medical Officer; 
Vizagapatam: -, 

II In India, there are varioUs • systems' of medicine-Homeopathy; 
Ayurvcda, Siddha, Unani, Naturopathy, etc. These systems will have 
to be taken into consideration in any legislation reganlingdrugs and 
medicinal preparations. A comprehensive legislation to protect fully the 
intel'ests of the public against the vagaries of any system is out ot ques· 
tion at the present stage as it will meet a formidable opposition from the 
stalwarts of individual • liberty'. Moreover, these C systems' have not 
a standard basis. None can define what is exactly comprised under. the 
term C Ayurveda ' • 

.. All that can be attempted at present is to obtain an effective 
control over the foreign and Indian medicinal preparations which are 
included under the term C Allopathy'. 

U For'this purpose, I may be permitted to classify the different prepa~ 
rations under the following heads: - . 

(1) B.P. preparations. 
(2) Non~fficial drugs-such as luminal, salvarsan; novasural, amy tal,' 

8vel'tin, etc. 
(3) Biological products-pituitrin, adrenalin, etc. 
(4) Proprietary foods-Glaxo, sanatogen, malt and cod liver oil pre~ 

parations, Mellin's food, etc. 
(5) Proprietary medicines-Byno-hypo-phosphites, Huxley's syrup, etc. 
(6). Vaccines. 

, II B.P. preparations,.:.!..A central analytical institute should be esta-
blished-preferably at Bombay. All drugs which are below standard are to 
be rejected. Every container of D;ledicine, bottle, jar, tin, etc., mus~ have 
a label showing the date of preparation. and the date of limitation of its 
effectivity. . . 

c., No'flt-()/ficial drugs.-These may be permitted free entry. The analy. 
tical institute may give a certificate of approval or withhold it according to 
its discretion. It will not be possible to have an effective control over 
them, so long as Na'lJaroji charma and Hantl/lllD,'/I, ka'lJa.chams are permit .. 
ted free existence. 

" Biological products and 'lJaccine8.-All biological products and vac
cines, whether made in India or outside,' must pass through the institute. 
Only those that are approved must be permitted a free sale. . 

II Proprietary foodll . and fI~edicinell.-All manufactures must be 
directed to give the composition of their preparation which must be shown 
on the label. Subject to this condition,they may be permitted a free 
entry." . 

Lt.·Col. L. Cook, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Bhagalpur:-
. "My conclusions on this subject may therefore be sUmmed up ~ 

follows:-
,. ." (1) That. as ~ la~gf! pl'opOlt.ion o~ th~ peopl~ i':l this countr;r. use: 
llldigenoUs drugs, legISlation for standardizatIon of llldigenousmedicmes 
must be included in any project for thestandal'tlization of medicines.' , 
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... (2) That legislation to standardise only allopathic. drugs woulc1 
have a 1imited benefit at present. 

. II (3) That legislation to include indigenous systems and ah the 
lame time to protect the public from unqualified charlatans would be un
workable until some guiding inftuence such' as the General Medical Council 
for India is' constituted. . . 

II (4) That such legislation for allopathic drugs could be made profit
able to the masses, only if . all dispensaries managed by municipalities, 
local bodies, missions or charities' are bound under order of Council to Stock 
such drugs and this procedure would· be premature until 'a General Medi. 
cal Council for India is established.' . 
,. . , !' (5) That, proprietary medicines ,.should be taxed heavily whether 
imported or manufactured in the country, the publication Qf the ingredients 
of ,euch medicines being a 'sine qJUa non'. ' 

II (6) That it is more important to legislate against ,ungualified 
medical charlatans than against adultered drugs. 

II That if legislation could. enforce that only qualified and registered 
medical practitioners could prescribe allopathic medicines the present pro
posals would be a boon to the country but with no check on the pseudo 
medical merchants in the country; the proposals, as they stand, would }Je of 
benefit only in the large towns or to the iIitelIigentsia)'" . ' 

However, Dr. Nalini Ranjin Sen Gupta, M.D., Calcutta,thinks othel'o 
w~:- . , , ' 

"Any legislation tending ,to interfere with indigenQus ,drugs is bound 
to do hann. The official phannacopreia is not the sole repository of know:
ledge .and ·any interference with the preparation and ,sale of indigenous 
drugs must necessarily prove harmful to therapeutic progress •. Thus if indi~ 
genons preparations of kurchi had been prohibited from being sold in the 
market because the effects of kurchi were. not recognized. by us, our, new 
knowledge of kurchi with its remarkably favourable effects in dysentery 
would not have been obtained and the world would have peen, all the 
poorer for it.. Similarly, if, say twenty years ago, the Chinese had by law, 
luppressed the advertisement and sale of non-recognized patent prepara
tions for the cure of asthma, all knowledge of the magic virtues'of Ma Huang 
would have been denied us and we would have lost that most invaluable of 
Jlew drugs-Ephedrine. Again what would be our position to-day in the 
world of leprosy therapeusis without the use of Chaulmoogra which we only 
'aSlimilated two. or three decades ago. Kuth and Punarnava have been 
introduced and Chhatim and Bael are slowly coming into use and a host 
of ,similar preparations the value of which has. yet to be determined are 
waiting recognition and appreciation. ,Any interference witIi indigenous 
preparations would 'therefore be wrong in principle 'and must end in 
,atranp;ling· at its, very birth the' absorption of new drugs from the rich 
store-house· of Ayurveda and we would possibly lose all chal1;ce ,of 'further 
discovery of remedies for tropical diseases, 

"In, the case of continental patents, again, any legislation stopping 
their entry might have stopped the admission at one stage o'r .other-of, a 
whole host of most useful drulls including aspirin, urotropin, atophan, 
vel' amon, to mention only a few and certainly of stoval'sol which has 
:proved 8ueb a bOOB to chronic suffering humanity in. India and a body of 
'oflicial.experts, a few years ago,would have probably nunishell the advertise
ment of an arsenical preparation, as a cure of dvsentery. The same would 
happen, probahaly with· the advertisement of Bactrophage as a cure ~or 
"holera. The fact is that we are ant to forget that we owe the inception of 
hacteriology to a lav man and our knowledge of quinine itself to lay peoDle. 
What' has happened in the PllSt can again happen 'in the future and it is 
quite possible that officials JI'Iight ignore the existence of a new drug how
evep valuable it might be. 'In the circumstances, it is obvious that official 
control of foreign and indie:enous nreparations or indigenous proprietary 
'remedies, unlPIIB it is proved that thev are positively noiRonous, cannot bp 
-thought of. Fop the present, we should confine our attention' to' the control 
'of',pharm&clOpmial products alone. In the csse of t,hese product~ rie;id 
tltandards should be enforced and flny violation penalized.' We cannot afford 
't~' have nover'~ powilep wit,hont opium or' Tr, 'nigitali~ wit,hout Digitalis 
'being soJd in the mArket, This is playing with human life." 
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, An~nt Pr?vincial Medical Councils, Dr. Hari Singh Bisht, Teacher of 
Materia Medica, Ag~a, and .Dr. A. ;takshDlanaswaDli Mudaliyar, B.A., X.D.; 
lfadras, have .re~~nlsed theIr necessity and importance ,in their memoranda • 

.. "edR:a.o
l
· 'CSallhibTV' .S: 'Tirumul'ti, D.A., M.B., O.M.,D.T.~. & H" PrOfel!801', 

.IoU lea 0 ege, lZagapatam, is of opinion that-

" A _ Committee ,should . ~e appoi!lted to (raine a Th~llpeutic ·SulJ:. 
stances Act (Allopathic) to SUIt the circumstances of this country' and to 
alter or amend the .existing Patent:s and Trade-marks Acts to pre,vent the 
sale··of s,ecret remedies. ..The Committee should !>e composed of legal, medi
cal" busmess and technical men,pharmacologlSts and represeatatives of 
Government," , 

Many of the witnesses are in favour of a central controlling body witk 
or without provincial ramifications. . Thus, Dr,. S. C. Das. M.B.. ~turer 
in Pharmacology an!i Materia Medica, Robertson Medical College, Na~ur:-

"It is necessary to have control over manufacture and importation of 
drugs. For the purpose of such control, a central body mainly of experts 
(official and non-official) with similar bodies in the provinces should be consti
tuted. (A strong representation of non-official element is necessary to gain 
the confidence of the public. Already there is a section of tne public who 
are inclined to attribute ulterior motives in this move of offiCial control of 
drugs and also think that a purely officialbodv would be deleterious ·and 
perhaps partial to certain particular sectionJ" 

Captain S. Bindra, M,B., B.S., Bindra Chemists, R",walpinai:-
"A board of. chemists, doctors and .scientists be formed. The Board. 

if it suspects any preparation or drug, should send it to a properly e<)11lipped 
laboratory for testing such preparation. The laboratorY should be eQUipped 
bv Government and controlled by the Board. All doctors and chemists 
should be permitted to send their complaints to the Board and if the Board 
considers it advisable they should have the preparation tested." . 

Captain P. De. B.SC., M.B., M.B.C.P., Officiatinl!: Professor of Pharma~ 
cology I School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta: -. . 

.. How the d'1"UflS if!. the market could be controlled.-In the United 
States of America a Food and Drugs Act was passed several years ago (1906) 
and many amendments have since then been made to bring the origina, 
Act up to date and to meet the exigencies of the situation. created froJl1, 
time to time. All drugs for sale in the market are required to be pass
ed by a board and a certificate or licence is issued which is the guarantee 
of purity for the public. Even raw materials are subjected to scrutiny at 
the ports 'of entry and without the sanction of the board of . control nothinlt 
is allowed to pass in. The AC't also applies to drugs which are exported 
or in inter state commerce. The Bureau of Chemistry .of the Department 
of . Agriculture is entrusted with tile work of testing and analysing all the 
drugs and chemicals and their certificate nlust be sent to the CustoDlS 
authorities for permits in. cases of import or e~port .. 
_ ., The • Sale of Food and Drugs Act' of the U liited Kingdom ~s. not 

so comprehensive. The City municipal authorities are usually entrusted 
with the maintenance of the provisions of the Act. Some inspectors are 
appointed whose business is to go round the markets and pick up suspected 
medicinea for analysis at the laboratory. .'Vith the introauction of·the 
Therapeutic Substances Act in Great. Britain, the control is now exercised 
not only on the ordinary .pharmaceutical preparations -but also on drugR 
whicll are' not capable of being tested adequately by ordinary' chemical 
means, e.g., sera, vaccines, gland products" organic arsenic compounds, etc. 

I. If an attempt is made to control the dru~s 'and chemicals in the 
Indian market some. machinery, closely following the American and the 
British systeDlS detailed above, would' have to be set up, due consideration 
being allowed for the peculiar ·conditions existing in India. In the first 
:place some legislation will be tlMded and a' Pure Drugs Act· will have to 
he .passed laying down standards for the strength of the medicinal prepa
rations and protecting them from adulteration and also' ,controlling the 
,Patent and propriAtary ,mt'dicines 'put· on the market.· . ThOSe preparatiolUl 
with Rerret fr1'!Tlll111l'1 I!hollJd 'be' completely' banned. For' ,enforoing' the 
provisions of tho A('t, a board of 'contro)' undor the Government will ,JlavlI 



to be constituted. This board should have a. laboratory under their guid. 
ance (like the Bureau of Chemistry in America and the National Research 
Council in Great Britain) to carry on the analysis and testing of drugs 
and chellJ,icals. Without a machinery to perform analysis and testing and 
to pronoPI1£8 judg)JIent on the quality, legislation will have little value. 
The proppsed boatd should work unde~ the Central Government as other. 
wise di!.fifmlties mrgM arise in the smooth working o.f th~ board. The 
proposed central laboratory under the board' of control mIght have the 
following constitution:-

" (1) C1l.emkal unit.":""COnsisting of experts in chemical and bio
chemical analysis. This section will deal with all drugs and chemicals 
which are capable of being tested by chemical means. . 

" (2) Biolollico.l unit.-This branch should consist of trained and 
experienced pharmacologists who will carry on animal experiments and 
J[ive opinion on those substances which are not capable of being tested, by 
chemical means. . 

"Both these sections will carry on asaay work to lay down stan
dards of purity and potency which will have to be followed by all concerned. 
The Custom. Department will co-operate with the central laboratory and 
all dru~ and chemicals imported should be pasaed through a preliminary 
testing before it should be allowed to be launched into the market. About 
drugs manufactured in India, all manufacturers should get their drugs 
tested in a laboratory before putting it into the markelL No piecemeal 
legislation will serve the purpose. It will defeat the very obiect for which 
It is intended." ' 

The Head of the Department of Pharmacology, King George Medical 
College, Lucknow:-

"There will be ohviou~ difficulties in putting into action any law 
that is enacted unlesa the Government is prepared to establish a. central 
laboratory, both chemical and biological, which is competent to de.al with 
.tandardiPlation of both chemical and biological products more or less on ,the 
lines similar to those of America and England. The existing laboratories 
in India are, to the best of my knowledge, not competent to deal with 
atandardillation of biological and chemical products. 

II Another point which I would like to emphasize is that an improved 
Poisons Act, institution of diploma for. trained compounders and dispensers 
and penalising the employment of untrained compounders stf6uld precede 
the proposed legislation." 

The Secretary, Bengal Medical Asaociation, Calcutta:-
II Our association feel that legislation will not be able to' check adul. 

teration unless the puni.ahment be deterrent and punishmenll can only be 
made deterrent by Government if the analysis of medicines is done tho
roulthly by real experts whose honesty can never be questioned. In order 
to do it an up-to-date laboratory should be established in each province, 
manned with real experts and controlled by a committee of elected reprs
aentatives with non-ol/icial majority and non-ol/icial president." 

I.t.-Col. K. G. Pandalai, I.M.S., Medical College, Madras:-
II In a purely surgical practice like mine, there is need for very little 

prescribing, but I am aware that there has been a considerable increase in ' 
proprietary and secret preparations both imported and indigenous. It is 
p088ible to control the production and sale of Allopathic preparations by
lD8tituting a system of State licence. Analysis will have to be carried out 
if licensing should be effective and for this purpose I would recommend 
that one or two central institutes be opened in important centres . 

.. In the CBse of indigenous preparations, standards of strength and 
purity could also be laid down if analytical laboratories under properly 
trained persons are attached to existing medical' institutions where, indi
genoUB drugs and preparations are in daily clinical use. I suggest that a 
beginning could be made in this city where a large institution of this type 
already exists. In a few years standards would be available for all indio 
genowi preparations WIed in Southern India. Thereafter it should, be i!a~:r 
to control the manufacture and sale of such preparations as in the case of 
Allopathic drugs. I am of opinion, therefore, that the steps to be imme
diately taken are: (1) for the Government of India to locate in one or more-

~ . 
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im~OI·tant cent~'es ~·ell.equipped laboratories for drull: analysis and research. 
ThIs matter bemg Important, part of the funds allotted for general research 
purposll!' ~uld be. devoted for this purpose. Thereafter every "firm or indivi
dual w.lshmg to sell, or manufacture any allopathic preparation in' India 
,!ould, have to submlt'samples with a statement of composition 'to a drug 
hcensmg board. A fee will have to.be charged to cover the cost of analysis. 
Drugs and. preparations sold without a licence should be seized. (2) The 
next step IS for each provincial Government to equip in £Jie Presidency 
town a laboratory for the study of Indian preparations. These laboratories 
sh.ould b.e· attached to hospitals or wllrds for the clinical study of such 
prel1aratlOns. As soon as standards are laid- down .for Indian preparations 
all such should be incorporateq. in the Indian Pharmacopooia to be. (3) As 
800lt as the All-India Medical Council has .been created a Committee of 
this Council should be formed for the purpose of compiling an Indian 
Pharmacopooia. To begin with the standards laid down in the B.P~ may 
have to be adopted but as the Indian Pharmacopmia grows liy the yearly 
addition of .indigenous or other drugs the standards could be modified accord
ing to circumstances; (4) Fourthly, it is immediately desirable to attach 
to all medical schools and colleges in ·the country, lecturers in indigenous 
medicine. This is suggested with a view to educate the ~nture mediCal 
practitioners of India in the use -of a number of indigenous drugs which 
may, before long, .be incorporated in the official Indian Pharmacopooia." 

. Ultimately for a great number of witnesses -the question of, control 
resolves itself into opening laboratories. As to the functions of those 
laboratories many are the suggestions. Dr. B. B. Bhatia; Lucknow, ill 
of opinion that-

.. Before bringing the legislation in force, there ought to· be· provided 
a central laboratory; where the .drug manufacturers of. this country .could 
have an easy a.ccessto have .their products chemically and. physiologically 
assayed at a nominal fee." . . '.. . 

Dr. Panna Lal Sood;' Civil Dispensary, Lucknow:-
. "It would be of advantage if an 'institution be opened where it will 

be possible to get doubtful drugs identified and preparations analysed' free 
of charge; Anybody found committing fraud by· way of adulteration or 
substitution be liable to punishment under· III law to· be· enacted. in this 
connection;" , 

Dr. K. Venkatachalam Pillai, Acting Professor of PharmacOlogy, Medical 
College, Madras:-
. .. In 'the iliteres~' of the doctor and : the patient alike, it is essential 

th'at 'the purity and potency of the drugs supplied by dispensing chemists 
and drug dealers should be safeguarded. For this purpose, State labora
tories should be instituted' at the Presidency centres in the country, where 
drugs and medicines from the local market should be analysed, examined 
and standardised. It should be arranged to: procure for 'periodical'examl
nation at these iahoratories, drugs and medicines' stocked by the'drug 
dealers and dispensing chemists and, in nIl CIJ.Sel!, .certificates C!f purity and 
potency of the samples selected. at random and- tested should be issued to 
dealers. These certificates should be made renewable, in all cases, at pr~ 
cribed intervals of periods. Provision should also be made' for surprIse 
inspection and collection of drugs and medicines for examination at the 
laboratories. To check malpractice of dispensers, medicines should be got 
on test prescriptions and examined in these Jabol'Stories for purity and 
strength at frequent intervals." 

Dr. S. A. Talib, D.P.H., Assistant Director of Public Health, Guja~t 
R. District:-

. ',' In India the health officers are expected to inspect clrugs intended 
for public sale. But this provision is hardly availed of on ~ccount of the 
local difficulties of health officers and, perhaps, on account of the corrup
tion obtaining at the chemillal eX!lminers' laboratories: I sugg~t that these 
two difficultiE'S be suitably remedied. Every suffiCiently trained' health, 
offiCE'r should have a lahoratorv at his di~pOAAI fol' analyses as a ~ntro) 
a(!;ainst the res1\lts given out by the chemical examineI'll," . 



The Civil Surgeon, Kangra, Dharmsala:-
", ., "n It 'it;. suggested that tnei-e should be a pel"1ll3nent" cOlnmittee whlJ 
~1ioold 'register 1;he 'name of the chemist.; and druggists in the country, 80 

that in the event of any' of ~ese ,firms supplying inferiot· or adulterated 
drugs, the matter can be refeq-ed to them for investigation and if the firm 
is found guilty their name 8hould be removed from the register and the 
matter given a wide publicity." 

Dr. Hansraj Vig, 1I.B.B.8., G!ljranwala:-. 
.. There must be a central laboratory in ,wbic1l all ·phannacopwial!,a.nd 

proprietary preparations should be tested as. regards. their proper strength 
and effect, ,,"hether they are of foreign make or local make. No batch .of 
any drug or medicine should be put in the market unless it has been tested. 
This must be the duty of manufa(.-turers to have its .preparations tested 
before being sent for sale. Any person violating this should be made 
pU1lishable by law." 

The Civil Surgeon, Mongbyr:-
. .. I consider that the frequent examination of drugs '~n use or for sale 
to be very necessary and venture to suggest as follows:-

"A. Samples to be taken and any necessary prosecutions to be 
carried out by the Salt and Excise Depal-tment. '. 

" B. Centl'a! laboratol'ies to be maintained, 6ay at Calcutta, 
}ladras, Bombay, Lahol"e and Rangoon, to do the nilcessary analysis . 

.. C. Laboratories to be governed by the All-India, General Medical 
Council whell formed • 

.. The' actual working oommitte,e to include not only ph;ll'macologists 
but also analytical and" m&llufacturing chemists . 

.. I consider that the contmlling authority should be all-india in 
preference to provincial or municipal as tending to efficiency and economy 
and being less op~n to local prejudice and influence." 

The Civil Surgeon, Purnea:-
.. Until the establishment of the General Medical Council in India and 

the Central Research Institute, the Tropical School of Medicine should have 
a special Analytical Department which will issue certificates to manu
facturers, as to the purity and poteucy of the drugs they issue, on paYll\ent 
of a fixed seale of fees. Imported drugs should also be made liable to 
such ,tests unless they are guaranteed by the International Committee Of 
Drugs Standardization. In any case, the other foreign products (not certmed 
reliably on the Continent or America) should bear some stamp of approval 
by some Indian agency B:B well,. when such agency is established." 

This brings in the question of an All-India Medical Council and a Pure 
Drugs Act, mentioned by Dr. P. S. Macmahon, H.BO., B.B.C.; 1'.1.0., Public 
Analyst to Government, United Provinces, in his memorandum. 

The Indian Merch&llts' Chamber, Bombay:-
. "The Committee suggest that there should be an All-India Council 

to determine the standards of drugs on western lines, and also another 
for determining standards on AyUrvedicand Unani lines. They are also 
Ilf opinion that the central council should prepare an encylopredic compila
tion with regard to drugs on Ayurvedic and Unani lines, and a pharma
copooia of Indian drugs on scientific lines. 

II The Committee are of opinion that it is highly essential to have a 
Pure Drugs Act for the country for ensuring the purity and standardizatioD 
of drugs and proprietary foods used for medical purposes." 

Pharmacists should be given an adequate share in the control. Dr. P~ 
Das, p ••• c., H.8., etc., ConSUlting Chemist and Bacteriologist, Shillong:-

II In conne~i.on with the present movement that is going on with 
n-gard. ~ the ra18mg of the status of the pharmaceutical trade i. India we 
1I"Oul~ hke to 8Ugges~ that duly qualified and ex~erienced pharmaceutical 
chemISts should be gIven preference over the medIcal men for the more 
efficient dealing Ilf the lJuestion. ' " 



l'l'he United States of America probably leads the world to-day as 
far as the thoroughness of organization in the pharmaceutical line is con
cerned .. The United. .States Pharmacopooia is supposed to be the mOst up-to
date,. frequently revISed and well controlled pharmacopooia. The Phanna
.copoolal ltevision t:;ommittees there consist ot a majority of qualihed and 
experienced phal"Illaceutical chemists with a mmority ot medical men. 1n 
the enactment of drugs laws and regulatIOns also the pharmaceutIcal chemists 
playa. prominent part there. 

. "Similarly, if the intention of the present movement is to .make a 
thorough survey of the present condition of the trade and to find out· the 
best remedy according to the peculiar condition and the needs of this coun
try,- we think that, the .A.me1'lcan method.!; of controliing the trade should 
be tollowed and more non-official members of the phal"Illaceutical profession, 
who are qualified and experienced, should be included' in the uommittees 
that are being fOl"Illed for the purpose. 

" Colleges of Pharmacy for imparting higher phal"Illaceutical education 
in this country should be started to produce a better qualified clas& ot 
chemists than the ordinary compounders now available in this country. 

" .A. pharmaceutical society or association with official status should be 
inaugurated in thls country on similar lines and status of the .English 
society and the American association. -

" In our opinion the question of raising the status of the .A.yurvedic 
and Unani medicine trade should also be considered side by side with that 
of the phal"Illacopooial medicine trade as far as possible to make the 
movement more popular in this country." 

Finally the most important question of 'local manufacture' ought to 
be considered as pointed out by Dr. K. S. Ray, the Joint Honorary Secretal1, 
Indian Medical Association, Calcutta, in h18 memorandum. 

The Principal Medical Officer, Bibner State:-
"The Government should bear in mind the handicap that local drug 

industry has to put up with in competition with foreign firms which have 
been established for many years." 

The Sind Medical Union, Karachi:-
"Finally, we wish to state that some of the recommendations are 

likely to make the condition of the drug industry in India more oostly. At 
present the industry in India.is trying to stand up 011 its legs and in our 
opinion certain amount tlf protection and Iln<$Juragement is absolutely 
necessary to allow it to compete with the well organized and firmfily estab
lished industry of the west. We, therefore, recommend that your 
Committee will be pleased to suggest suitable tariffs to achieve our objects. 
We trust that your Committee will see thal1 the apprehension felt in some 
quarters that your Committee is formed to stifle our industry in its infantile 
condition is falsified .... 

Capt. P. De, B.BC., M.B., M.B.C.P., Officiating Professor of Pharmacology, 
School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta:-

" Now-a-days a number of firms haa taken up the m~nufacture of drugs 
and chemicals in India. Quite recently, the manufacture of biological 
products and organic antimony and arsenic compounds have also been started. 
While refraining from making any adverse criticisms on the quality and 
potency of these indigenous preparations, I would like to point out that 
some control is absolutely necessary on these preparations also. I have 
assayed a large number of tinctures and liquid extracts from some of ,these 
manufacturing firms and have found some of them below standard though 
it must be admitted that the majority of these preparations is quite up to 
the standard. I would like to quote the fonowing lines regarding tincture 
digitalis from a paper published by Lt.-Col. R. N. Chopra, I.M.S., and 
myself: 'One-third of the total specimens of tinctures' prepared from all 
kinds of leaf for the market which were sent to us -for assay' were found to 
be absolutely inactive and had to be condemned and discarded. .As these 
were prepared by reliable firms under most favourable conditions, the danger 
of using unstandardized preparations can be readily understood."" (The 
Indian Medical Ga2ette, Volnme LXIV, No.6,> Jnne 1929.) 



Honorary Captain Rai Bahadur Dr. Maharaja Kishen ](apur, Lahore:
. .. As this will' materially increase the cost of medical treatment it is 

very necessary that the Government should encourage local chemical and drug 
industries by State aided or model factories started by Government agencies 
in the beginning." 

Dr. S.;; 0:: "Das, ·H.B., Lecturel' in Pharmacology and Materia Medica,. 
Robertson Medical College, Nagpur:-

.. So far B8 local manufacture is concerned..,. 
" (i) All manufacturers should be registered; pel'mission for BUch 

JIlBnufacture is to be given by the central organization or' by the provincial 
body on being satisfied that the manufacturer has got sufficient equipment 
and efficient staff for the purpose and satisfied other ~onditions prescribed 
by the central body. (Licence fee should be a small one, otherwise it would 
be an indirect taxation on drugs.) 

... (ii)There should be oocasional inspections of the places of manu
fawtuN and oocasional testing of raw materials used for the purpose. 

" (iii) Each batch of manufactured articles should be accompanied 
by a certificate of potency and purity to be specified by the 'pharmacopooia 
for India, from an authority regarded as competent by the central body • 

.. (iv) There should be occasional testing of such products to serVe as 
a check. For this purpose a Central Testing house should be formed to 
ensure uniformity of testing standard." 

Dr. Phani Bhusan Mukerji, B,SO" H,B" .1I',B,O,S., ~ct\lrer in Radiology, 
Prince of Wales Medical College, Patna:- . . 

.. I would like to mention here that all legislative measures to pnt a 
lltop to importation of impure and understtength drugs and chemicals or 
thoir manufacture in this country will be incomplete if vigorous efforts were 
not made simultaneously· to encourage manufacture of medicinal prepara
tions in India out of the raw materials which are found and grow in 
abundance in this country. What I mean is that the proposed- legislatio;o. 
should also lay the foundation of a pharmaceutical industry in India. in. 
order that India may be independent of foreign countries for the supply of 
her needs of drugs and chemicals, The lesson that we learnt during the last 
war should not be forgotten in this connexion. We have plenty of raw 
materials for the manufacture of practically every drug that we neea for 
the treatment of our patients and it is a huge drain on, the nation's purse 
to lee these raw materials being exported to foreign countries at nominal 
oost and then to pay ten times the pl'ice for. the finished products which are 
made out of them." , 

But, Messrs. Smith Stanistreet & C~:.t Manufacturing Chemists Caicutta, 
call our attention to som~ of the dimculties which beset Indian manu
facture:-

.. We do not experience any sel'ious difficulties from Custom's regula
tions We should like to see the duty on some of the raw materials which 
are Dot indigenous reduced in conformity with the usage in other countries • 

.. The Excise Department, however, is a serious handicap to trade. In 
the first place the delays in getting the slightest business through the deJ?art
ment are appalling. These are perhaps only partly due to tne regulatIons, 
but they constitute a very serious difficulty.. Although this difficulty is 
largely departmental and may be ameliorated by increasing the' staff yet 
there seems to ue to be a great deal of unnecessary work due to useless and 
vexatious regulations • 

.. Our chief difficulties, however, as far as excise reJrolations are 
concerned. are due to differences in excise procedure' between ilie Provinces. 
The Central Government has issued a note to the effect that there should 
be. ~o excise ~~rictions as ~tween the ProvinC4!8, thl!ot is to say that II 
SPlr1tuoUS medlClDal preparation that has compiled. WIth regulations and 
upon which the d~ty. has been P!lid is free to bo, sent to every part of India. 
regardlCtiS of provlDClal boundaries. As the exc1S8 duty on medicinal spirit 
is the same in every province and as there are no customs frpntiere between 
the provinces this seems the only fair way of dealing with' the matier, and 
aU the provinces except the Madras and Bombay Presidencies have accepted 
this ruhng. 



II All I'egards Bombay, this Presidency requires that -each consIgnment 
of apil'ituou8.medlci.nal pr«:parations shall be entered on a separate .form and 
the duty paid on It credited to the Bombay revenues, and when this hal! 
been done a transport permit for the consignment is issued. 'This causes 
delay amounting·to weeks. . 

. •• The Madras PI'esidency insists on - these pI'eparations .~~~g sent to 
Madras in ·bond and the duty paid there. 'l'his has compelled .us to have 

. a,' paid representative in, Madras to clear the' goods through the Customs 
and pay the dutyl and the delay and trouble and extra expense are such as 
to put an end to this trade except as regards Madras, City itself •. 
~:'~ . i. We sent a note" through the Calcutta. Trades Association to the 

Simon lJommittell, regarding thIS excise problem. It seems to lIS that the 
l~venile from exci&e duty on medicinal spirituous preparations might be 
credited to the Central Govel'llment and thereafter. distributed to the 
different provinces according to population or any other method that would 
be convenient and fair. 'lhe revenue from these are comparatively very 
slIlall and do not jmtify these vexatious, harassing, and trade-destroying 
measures. 

" The establishment of drug manufacturing laboratories by the Govel'll
ment Medical Stol'es Depllrtment for the manur8cture and supply of artiCles 
which are manufactured in India to Govei'nment, Private, and' Missionary 
Hospitals and Dispensal'ies, Railways, and other Government Departments, 
lndian States, etc., is a serious encroachment on OUl'. legitimate province. 
When there were no manufacturers' of these products in India. the policy of 
maintaining Go\'ernment manufacturing laboratories was necessary. it 
certainly cannot be justified now. The Government l\ledical Stores should 
be merely a purchasing and distributing department and should be confined 
to Army supplies only. It is not only an anachronism to-day, but a serious 
and unfail' competitor to the drug and chemical trade in India, and militates 
against the growth of an efficient and qualified body of drug and medicine 
manufacturers and vendors in India without which any legislation for the 
betterment of the drug supply in India will be extremely difficult, if not 
impossible, to carry into practical effect. 

" Half the difficulties under which we as manufacturers labour, apart 
from those from which there is no escape such as high temperatures at 
eel"tain seasons and other disabilities due to our geographical position far 
froID central markets and machinery makers and designers, would disappear 
on, the e~tablishment of sound drug laws and the registration of all who 
deal in drugs and chemicals. .. 

SOlDe of these are-. 
The lack of a satisfactory drug mar~et. 
Adulterated and false indigenous drugs. 
S'peculation and 'cornering' of drugs. 
Dumping of inferior drugs from abroad. 

Interference with our markets by petty dealers who sell inferior drugs. 
District Boards' Local Boards, Municipalities and Health Departments buy 
frOID small local dealers who have no stocks, no facilities and no knowledge 
of dr,ugs. 

" Our othel' troubles, although good drug laws might help, require some
thing more. 

Some of these are-
High rates of railway freight 011 l'aw materials and products. 
High import duty on raw materials not produced in India. 
Manufacturing of galenicals by Government. 
Restrictions. between provinces. 
" Government can do a great deal to fost.er the dl'Ugs manufacturerll of 

India by dealing with the abovementioned difficulties and in addition would 
it not he possible to bRve a sort of Board of Control of drugs to prevent 
waste of public money by District Boords, Municipalities, etc" by inspecting. 
the quality of the drugs in these institutions and maintaining a register 
of til'IDS or individunls f"01l1 whom drugs lllay be purchasE'dP We believe 
there is a grent waste of public money in these institutions through inferior, 
dl'UgS and sbort measure and other evils." 
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Rai Sahib T. Bhattacharyya, B.A., Commissioner of Excise and Salt, 
Bengal, however, observee:-
• Of There are DO restrictions to the export of duty-paid spirituous medi
cinal preparations from Bengal, to any province in India except Bombay 
and Madras:" When the question of the principle to be followed regarding 
levy of duty on indigenous spirituous medicinal preparations was referred 
to all the' local Governments by the Government. of India, all provincial 
Governments except those of Bombay and Madras agreed that duty on indi.
genous I!pirituouR preparations should be retained by the province of lrlanu
fl1cture while Bombay and Madras were in favour of dictum of" duty 
following oonllUmption' even in regard to indigenous spirituous medicinal 
preparations. The followinp; rules regulating the import of spirituolll! 
medicinal preparations into 'Bombay and Madras have beeR prescribed by 
the Governments of Bombay and Madras:-

"Bomball.-Import is allowed only under jm import pass orpel'lllit 
granted by the Excise authorities in the district of import •. Duty. is either 
to be prepaid in the district of import before the issue of the intport pass 
or it may be credited by challan in the province of export on receipt of 
the import plUlll the words ' for credit to the Government of Bombay • being 
clearly written in red ink on the challan. Import is also' allowed 1.tuder 
bond for payment of duty in the district of import. . 

." Madra$.-Jmport is only allowed on an import pass or .. permit granted 
by the Excise Commissioner, Madras Presidency, .on prepayment of duty 
at the place of import. No payment of duty to. the CJ'(·dit of Madras 
Government is as ,a rule made in Bengal. Import is also allowed. by st'a 
under bond. ' 

Of As regards tlie analysis of each, item of spiriiuous'medicina.l preparation 
in the consignment, a request was made to the Excise Commis~ioner, Bom
bay, to dispense with the chemical test carried out on the arrival of the 
oonsignment . in Bombay and to accept the declared ,strength by manufac
turers supported by the certificate of the Assistant Chemical Examiner 
to the Gov.emment of Bengal. He has recommended to the' Govel"llml:'nt 
of Bombay this 8uggestion for approval. The final decision of that Govl1rn
ment has not yet been . communicated to us . 

.. It is a fact that there is no restriction to inter-provincial trade (expo~t 
and import) in spirituous medicinal prel)arations.' imported from foreign 
(lI)Ulltries which have paid the duty at the port of landing, 

Of As stated already there are no restrictions to the export. of, duty-paid 
spirituous medicinal preparations to all provinces in British 'India except 
to Bombay and. Madras. If Bombay and Madras agree to the retentIon of 
the duty. 011. exports of spirituous .medicinal preparatiou by the province 
of .manufacture the difficulties pointed out in f,he note. would .automatically 
disappear. If however, tht!)' insist ou getting the duty. ou imports of spiri
tuous medicinal preparations in .their proviuces, as at present, some of the 
difficulties would cease if they allow imports on llaymllUt of duty to their 
credit in the province of manufacture, sucb imports being coyered by 
passes to be granted by the Excise authOl'ity in tlteprovince of manu-
fneture;. .. . . . 

" As regards the difficulties point.ed out in the concludiJig ,llOrtio.n . of the 
note, I beg to observe as follows. 

"Concession rate of dub on rectified spirit and absolute alcohol is beinl! 
already enjoyed by manufacturers ,who are carrying. research or f!:;perimental 
work. ' 

" Manufacture of alk~loids comes under thegeueric .heading of bona 'fide 
medicinal preparations. Permission is granted to use spirit in dry extracts, 
ethyl esters of preparatioll8 used as medicine.. . .. . 

"The cost of. supervision of a bonded laboratory including leave and 
I)ension contributions is realized from the boneler for the .following reasons: -, ... : 

. (a) The duty on spirit used in the manufacture of mediciual- prepara.. 
tiona is realized at the concession rate of. Rs. 5 per L.P. gallon on the 
spirit content of the medicinal preparations at the time of their issue and 
noli ontha spirit taken under bond for purposeS of, manufacture.' . No· duty 
is realilf8d ou the spirit lost in the process of manufacture. 1'hii quantity, 
of spirit lost in manufacturing proeesses is considerahle· and the duty. on 
the sam& at the concessiou rate of, llil .. 5 would come to a considerabl9 swn. 
Thia is the primary reason for charging cost of supervision from the bonden. 



" Another advantage accrues to the bondel'8from their payment of the CORt 
of supervision, namE>IYJ that if no costs were levied, anyone might claim 
to set up a laboratory. ·The. constant threat of competition from small 
concerns and their; freq)1lent appearance and disappearance would be 

i,:Iiarassing to the est.ablished bonders. The obligation to pay for ~he staff is 
. a check on reckless enterprises." . 

Dr. Frank Noronha, <H.B.O.M., D.P.M., Superintendent, Mental Hospital, 
'Bangalore : -

"There are\ drug vendors of all sorts in large cities. They issue 
elaborate price lists giving cheap rates for drugs, and chemists of moderate 
means will, naturally get their supplies from them. There is no guarantee 
that these drugs are above suspicion. I have at present a stock of magnesi 
sulphas which has oecome partly oxidised and is quite ineffective. When 
deterioration of drugs due to climatic and other conditions takes place in 
this country, we should not depend on medicinal preparations of foreign 
manufacture. The foreign goods have to be obtained in large quantities at 
a time. If the same articles are made in this country they could be obtained 
in smaller quantities, freshly prepared, as often as necessary. 

I' Authorized manufacture on Ii. large scale of as many pharmacopooial 
requirements as possible, should be encouraged in this country. Whether this 
should be· undertaken by Government 01' entrusted·to a private agency is a 
matter of detail. But preparations of standard quality and potency should 
be made available in this country, at short notice. If the quality of local 
preparations is ensured there will be less demand for imported drugs. of 
doubtful q)1lality. . 

" The scientifi;: side of this question of drug control should be developed 
on an all-India basis. Pharmacological laboratories for the manufacture 
and supply of as many pharmacopooial preparations as possible, to meet the 
needs of the country I' should be established. The Central Government 
should give the lead ,n this matter and encourage private enterprise with 
the necessary Government control. The Indian practitioner needs to know 
where he gets his drug supply from and to be assured of its efficiency. 

" The legislative aspect with regard to the control over the sale of drugs, 
licensing of chemists shops, and the raising of the status of the' chemist 
should 00 the concern of each provincial Government." 

. Dr. B. S. MOllumdar, Secretary, Berhampur Medical Association, 
Murshidabad :-

"We would suggest the appointment, .for at least five years, of an 
Advisory Committee of experts, whose function will be simply to guide and 
see the local chemical and drug indusfries run on exact scientific lines. If,. 
after the expiry of that period, it is found that some controlling legislation 
will be of real benefit to the manufacturers and the suffering public alike, 
and if tliose concerned really want any such control, then and not till then 
will arise the necessity for a legislation. 

"Everyone wishes that all drugs and chemicals either of Indian or 
foreign make, which are used in the treatments of patients, should be of_ 
pure quality and of proper' strength; But no amount of legislation will 
succeed in maintaining their purity and strength, unless the manufacturers 
themselves realize the need of . using 'pure drugs, both for their own safety 
and that of. the public in general. 

"Further, only such control should be exercised which will not prove 
a discouragement to manufacturers of drugs and chemicals and ,,·hich may 
not inflict a death blow to the newly growing medicinal industry. . 

.. So. we would suggest that an Advisory Committee of expert pharma
ceutical chemists and medical men of India be formed and empowered to 
guide the local concerns on scientific and healthy lines. It will be the business 
of the Committee also to see that no proprietary medicine .with a secret 
formulse is put up in the market and to publish the formulse of the SNlret 
J'emedies already in the market." 

Rao Sahib T. S. Tirunlurti, B.A., M.B.O.M., D.T.M. & H., Professor, ME>dical 
ColIl'g6, Villagapatam:- .' . . .' .. . 

.. A greater insistence on qualified .chelilists and druggists or pharma
~i .• ", being employed as Managers or Superintendents of firms in which 



drugs and chemicals are manufactured and the employment of only quari/ie4 
cDmJlO'lMlder. for the dispensing of ~edicines should be aimeclat;. as first 
steps in legislative measures, which may be collSidered desirable in the futur9 
for greater control over the manufacture of drugs and chemicals and 
biological producta, used by the followers of the allopathic system of 
medicine." .. - - ... 

Dr. T. N. 'Mazumdar, Chief Health Officer, Corporation of Calcutta:'-'--
.. Legi.lation. regarding man.ufacfure and .ale ·ofdrug6.-WhIlh the pro~i~ 

,ions of the existing Municipal Act were drafted, the existing laws on the 
8ame subject in the following foreign countries, viz., Great Britain, United 
States of America, Victoria,New Zealand and New South Wales wer? 
incorporated with necessary modifications. ' 

.. Regarding legislation for control of adulteration of drugs, the Caleutta 
Municipal Act, 1923, ('Ontains certain provisions, which may be applied to 
the whole of India. The sections dealing with the same are given· below:-, 

Section. 3 (2) (a) (i) and (ii) 'adulteration' defined. 
These provisions are similar to those of United States Food and 

Drugs Act. I would suggest that Government should be ap.l)roached to 
-specify one or more particular pharmacopmias to which the drugs should 
eonfono. In cases where no pharmacopmias are mentioned, and where the 
composition is not stated on the label, the drugs must conform, to the B.P. 
standard. 

Section. 3 (42) 'misbranding !defined. 
Section. 406.-Prohibition of sale, etc., of adulterated or misbraI¥led 

food or drugs. . . 

Section. 4l2.-Prohibition of sale of unwholesome, etc., drugs. 
lledion. 4la.-Licensing of shops and places for retail sale of drugs. 
Se'ction.' 4l4.-Rules prescribing qualifications of compounders. 
Section. 415.-Prohibition· in respect of compoundhig of drUgs. 
Section. 416.-Saving as to practitioners of indigenous medicines. 
Section. 418.-Provision for inspection of factories of drugs. 
Seclion. 419.-Power to seize drugs unfit for medicine. 
Section. 420.-Destruction of the dtags seized under 419. . 
Section. 42l.-Taking before Magistrate drugs seized under 419; 
Section. 422.-Local ~vernment to declare standard of drugs. 
Section. 423.-Power of purchaser to have article' of drug' analysed. 
Section. 424.-COmp;:).\sory sale of drug for analysis. 
Secfion 426.-Drugs directed to be destroyed, to be property of the 

seizing authority." '. , . ' 

l\fajor D. Clyde, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Meerut, remarks:-
II The regulations should be of two kinds (1) something on the lines 

of Pure Food and Drugs Act in faroe at home and the Therapeutic'Substan
ces Act, and (2) the enforcing and the alteration of Acts for preventing 
adulteration of drugs which are at pl'ElSent farcical--such as the United Pro
vinces Prevention of Adulteration Act VI of 1912 as amended bv Act I of 
11l16. To t,,,ke this Act f\I'Rt.' it is obviouslv based on the English Sale 0" 
Food and Drugs Acta of 1875, 1879 and 1899. It has been in force in the 
United Provinces .for about twenty years and has been absolutely' ineffective. 

II With rep:ard to (1). a pure Food and Dru2s Act should be an all
India Act-(a) should lay down standards, (b) should lay down rules for thA 
affixiD~ of a label on to the bottle givin!!; the contents, date of expiry and 
quantity of af'tive drugs. Existing medical colleges should train students 
and issue certificates as dispensers. 

II These certified students should then be apprenticed to' a fimi havinl!; 
a' Qualifi"d wan at its head for a period of ODe year after which they should 
appear for the final examination. . 

. ': Shops havi~g n~ ~rtified dispenser should be licenSed' to sell only 
medlCmes put up In ongmal sealed packets by reputable firms; wao would 
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be liable to be prosecuted and not. the vendor, if the contents were found to 
be defective in quality, lu!>stance or nature from the label affixed to the 
packet. 

• .. All shops selling medicines and drugs of a proprietary nature to be 
bcenaed. 

~'A heavy penalty to be imposed if any firm, not having a qualified 
dispenser, sells any drug 01' mixture, or proprietal'y article which comes 
within the-schedule of poisons. 

" Indian Penal Code Rules regarding drugs are useless-
Section 274 demands that the one who actually adulterates the drug 

be prosecuted. 
Section 275 demands that it be proved that the seller, etc., knew it 

ia adulterated. 
Section 278 can never be proved. ~ 

Heavv penalties al'e favoured by many. Thus, the Civil Surgeon, Ailaha
bad, writes:-

"The lines of the Sale of Food and Drugs Act should be followed 10 
far as possible. As sufficient inspectors are not likely to be available, com
plaints from the medical profession should be invited and the health officers 
should collect samples. The essential is that effective penalties should exist, 
without which practitioners know it is useless to complain." 

And William Cot.ton & Co., Simla.:';'" 
. "Any manufacturer found out supplviri/!:' spurious or inferior drugs 

should be black listed. Also any licensed chemist found with such drugs in 
his possession should lose his licence and be otherwise penalised." 

M. N. Ghose, Esq., Officiating Chemical Examiner for Customs and 
Excise, Calcutta:-

"The control of therapeutic agents. indigenous 01' imported. is neres
Bary in this country. It is an admitted fact that the existing laws and the 
machinery for enforcing them are not adequate to deal with adulteration or 
other fraudulent practices, defective manufacture from carelessness or want 
of knowledge, anel too long storage whereby the efficacy of a. drug is materially 
alfe<'ted. Acts on thf'! Jines of the Un;t~d Kingdom or United Stat.es of 
America Acts are badly needed here. The conditions of this country, how
ever, being'different from those of the United Kingdom or United States of 
America, will not permit of the adoption of the Acts of those countries 
without suitable modifications. Moreover, it will not be IIdvisahle to lannf'h 
upon a. scheme which entails a huge expenditure, e.g., setting up a. central 
laboratory and erecting local stations for the testing of drugs. We should 
try to make the best of the existing departments and local organizations. 

" The sections of the Indian Penal Code which are intended to check the 
manufacture and sale of adulterated drugs are not sufficient safeguards 
against BUch offences, The merchandise Marks Act has also provisions for 
comhl\ting fraudulent use of "Marks, indicating standard composition" 
on labels of imported drugs. But for various reasons the above two laws 
have failed to effectively check the various sorts of offences. I think a speci
fic law is needed or the existing law should be modified suitably to combat. 
the difficulties where the existing laws fail. The want of some sort of 
.. Standard" is in my opinion another drawback which should be overcome 
before a satisfactory solution is reached. The United Kingdom and United 
States of America Food and Drugs Acts will be helpful in these directions. 

"Now. as regards the line in which the legisll\t.ion i" to he made:-The 
Acts analogous to the one needed here are the United Kingdom Food and 
Drugs (Adulterntion) Act, 1928, and the United States pf America Food and 
Drul!'!l Act, 19f)7. T have emlenvourert to point out in the following pnra
graphs, the main characteristics of these two Acts and how they can be 
modified to suit our purpose. 

Pro"isions.-The United Kingdom Act (1925) has scope fol'-
(1) Prohibition of the mixing of injurious ingredients and of se\lin~ 

the Same, 



(2) Prohibition of the mixing of ,drug with ipjurious ingredienw .!lnd 
of IIIlling the .ame. 

(3) Exemption in case of proof of absence of knowledge. 
(4) Prohibition of the sale of. articIea of food and of dru~ ~t of tke 

proper nature, substance and quality. . 
(5) Provision for the sale of compounded articles of food and compound

ed drllgll. 
(6) Protection from offences by giving' of label. 
(7) Prohibition of tho abstraction of any I part' 01 'an art"icle of food 

before .ale and selling without notice. . 

The United States of America Act aims at-
Prevention of the manufacture, sale or transpol'tation of adulterated 

or misbranded or poisonous or deleterious foods, drugs, medicines, etc., and 
for regulating traffic therein and fOl' other purpoaes. ' 

And I propose that legislation here should have the :provisions of the 
United States of America Act set forth above. ' 

Proceeding • 

.. United Kingdom.-The Local Authorities are the proper persons to take 
proceedings and, if t,hey fail to take, necessary action, the Ministry of Hea~th 
or Minister of Agriculture and }t'lSberJes may take arrangements for lts 
enforcement. 

United State. 01 America.-The Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary 
ot Agriculture and the Secretary of Commerce and Labour are authorized 
to make uniform rules and regulations for carrying out the provisions of 
this Act (Section 3). 

Hel'e the Minister in charge of Public Health Department will' be the 
proper authority to take proceedings in coDSllltation with other departments' 
If necessary. 

E:oon~ination 01 .pecimenB' 

"United Kingdom.-The certificate of the Public Analyst is sufficient 
evidence of the facts therein stated, unless the other party requires that he 
shall be called as a witness. . 

United Stat,. 01 America.-Examinations of specimens of drugs suspect
ed to be adulterated or otherwise defective shall be made by the Bureau of 
Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture (Section 4). 

My suggestion is that for the present the Public Health Laboratories And 
the Local Customs Laboratories should be the testing centres for indigenous 
and imported drugs respectively. 

Standardization 01 drug. 

"linited Kingdolll.-There are no standards for drugs set out, in the 
Act. Section (1) (b) declares that it is an offence to mix colour, stain or 
powder any drug with any ingredient or material so as 1.0' affect injuriously 
the quality or potency of the drug. It is at the same time an offence to sell 
a drug so treated. Although no mention is made in the Act of the British 
Pharmacopceia, there is no doubt that this authority is accepted by the 
courts as a prima lacie standard to which samples of drugs sold under 
B.P. Dames must conform. Section 2 of the Act enacts that "no person 
sball sell to the prejudice of the purchaser any article of food or any drug 
which is not of the nature or the substance or the quality of the article 
demanded by the purchaser." Allowances are however made in the c~ 
when it is shown by the defendant that (1) the added material, not being 
injurious to health, has been added because it is required for the, produc
tion of the drug as an article of commerce, etc., not fraudulently to 
increase its weight, bulk or measure, (2) the drug is the subject matter of 
a patent in force at the time and is supplied in accordance wi.th the epecifi
cation of the patent, (3) the drug is unavoidably mixed with 110m • 
• xUanoous matter io the process of collectioll or preparatioll, etc. 



-United Statu 01 Amllrica.-U.S. Pharmacopmia or the National 
Formulary are the recognized authority under this Act. -But - the term 
.. drug" as used in this Act inclues, in addition to above, all preparations 
which are. intended to be used for the cure, mitigation or preventIOn of 
diseases. • • A drug is deemed to be adulterated when it is sold under 
or by a name recognized. in the U .S.P. or N.F. but differs from the standard 
streng~, quality or purity. Misbranding is punishable, but if the label 
clearly displays 'the standard of, strength, quality or purity (although it 
may differ from that in U.B.P. or N.J!'.) the drug is not considered adul-
terated (Seo. 6 and 7). -

"I propose that for this country there shall be no fixed standard for' 
the purpose of the proposed Act (lJf. bec. (1) (b) U.K. Act). 1£ a drug 
profess to< be of B.I'., B.P.C. -or any other standard {as shown on laObi) 
It must conform to the relevant specifications. In other cases, the labels 
must clearly exhibit in which respects the preparations differ from 
the corresponding recognized preparations or what is their special 
characteristiCS. 1n 'the case of indigenous, i.e., Kaviraji and Hakeemi 
med.icines which, as a rule, are composed of a number of chemicals 
and herbs, etc., such standardization appears to be impOSSible. Some con
trol however should be ex~rcised in respect of, preparations containing 
dangerous minerals (e.g., Mercury, Arsenic, etc.), alkaloids, (e.g., strychnma, 
morphine, etc.), or nal'cotlCs, (e.g., bhang, ganJa, etc.), wn!.le stanaanll
zation of the simpler ingredients (e.g.,_ redu~ iron, copper, etc.), may 
be attempted. -

Misbranding, etc. 

"United Kingdom.-No person shall sell to the prejudice of the pur
Clhaser any drug which is not of the nature or the subStance or the quality 
of the artlCJe demanded by the purcbaser (Seo. 2). 

United Btate. 01 America.-'fhe criteria for declaring a drug misbrand
ed (Cf. Sec. 8):-

(1) If it be an imitation of, or offered for sale under the name of, 
another article. 

(2) If ,the contents _ of the package as originalll put. UI- shall have 
- been removed, in whole or in part, and other contents shall have 

been placed in such package. 
(3) If its package or . label shall bear or contain any statement, de

sign or device regarding the curative or therapeutic effect of 
such article or any of the ingredients or of substances contain
ed therein, which is false and fraudulent. 

Misbranding should be punishable here also and the criteria for this 
purpose may conveniently be the same as in the U.S.A. Act. 

Labelling (01 proprietary and patent' ,nedicines)-United State8 01 
America Act (VI. Sec. 8).-The manufacturer is required by the Act to 
aVOid in the label any suggestion, hmt or msinuatlOn, direct or iuwrect, 
by statement, design or device that may tend to convey a misleading im
pression.' It is his duty to carefully consider if the statements he proposed 
on his Jabel a~ strictly in harmony with facts. 

This should be introduced here also to check the defrauding of public 
by misleading labels. It is specially necessary in this country where 
poverty, ignorance and lack of sufficient number of qualified physicians 
oblige too many people to have recourse to patent medicines., 
, Poisono~, ingredienta.-United State. of America-It does not specifl 
the Bubstances that mayor may nOl; be· used as ingredients but it does re
quire the quantity or proportion of substances like alcohol, morphine, opium, 
(lOcnine

l 
heroin, alpha 01" beta eucaine and the like substances which may 

have ueleterious effect on human syswm when taken in large doses 
(cf. Sec. 8). 

This section should be adhered to in the case 9.£ all preparations. 
, Kaviraji and Hakeemi medicines may be treated as proprietary medi· 
cin8$ :within the meaning of the proposed legislation and they must con
form to the condit.ions set forth above with regal'd to pl'Opl'ietary medicines 
except undel' special circumstances. 
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The Civil Surgeon, Kamrup, Assamr writes: '- ' . 
.. I do not think with the low standards of professional' ethics in this 

country that much good will come of any legislation." 
And Dr. C. P. Chaube, H.B., B.S., Delhi:- . 

.. I am of opinion that barring patents, the prevalence of defective 
pharmacopwial drugs in. the market is entirely due. to a lack of ethical 
standards amongst the members of the medical professum, officials or non
offiCIAls. I am not including those who pass muster as doctors Without any 
Buch rights. Leaving them strictly alone no one can honestly deny the 
amount of loose certification present in recognized quarters, both ·high· and 
low, the seIt-dubbed specialists, and the degenerate practitioner out lor his 
pile. by Dl&intaining .a chemist's shop rather than a dispensary •. The lack 
of .mtegrlt1: 1D hospital w~rk, apart fro~ private pract}ce, which is the 
ruhug p8.llllion amongbt ollicers, results 1D the SUbordmate staff being 
morally undermined, 110 that wnen indents are put in the hands of store
keepers Without any guidance as to the. manUIacturer, they are ,free to 
choose their own cheDlllitB and their own manutacturers. As the stores in 
hospitals are to be distributed free, no one knows or cares. This statement 
does' not, however, apply to mijitary hospitals. l'he chemist practitioner' 
likewise concentrates on making the maxlIDum out of the DJ,lDlIDum, with 
the result that chemists are compelled to stock cheap and inferior drugs 
which alone have a sale, and the manufacturers, in turn, are compelled to 
prepare poorer stuff from sheer competition. I do not say that these traders 
tail to take advantage of the prevailing drift to increlUie their own profits 
still more by an even further lowering of standards than can be generally 
tolerated. 

II But I do feel. that the essential problem is greatly simplified if .we 
bear these facts in mind. Are we justllied in penallsing the manufacturer 
or the chemist. and burdening them with a blame which is only partly 
theirs? And if so, whom ·do we safeguard? l'he wilfully dense orth& 
intentionally obdurate? Honest practitIOners, let me add, can still ~d a 
BUlliciency of good drugs.". 

Dr. P. A. Mathew, B.A., H.B., B.S., Acting Professor of Biochemistry, 
Medical College, Madras, holds the same vie.w: - . 

.. Unfortunately, in India, any man can practice the profession of 
medicine and he can be his own chemist, druggist and pharmaceutlSt. 11; 
lookl to me that more harm to the public is done by quacks than by impure 
and inefficient drugs, and 80 long as the first cannot be controlled it will 
be impossible to control the seoond. I think that when there is no standard 
of medical knowledge and ethics, there is no use. of regulating the sale of 
drugs. It will Burely be a help to the qulaified man in his professional 
work, but the quack will remain untouched." 

Hence the necessity of registering practitioners, as suggested, among 
othel .. , by Dr. G. It. Parasul'am, Deputy Supel'intendent" lKovernn.ent, 
Mental liospital, Madras:-

.. So long as,anybody in the street (including the hawker cleaning ·th& 
ears of people for a quarter-anna) is allowed to be doctor, chemist and 
dispenser-all combined-nothlDg could be done. Legislation is required 
to define as to who a medical practitioner is and who a pharmaceutical 
chemist, whether it be under the western system of medicine or eastern sys
tem of medicine. There should be a register of practitioners under each 
Bystem and each practitioner should reglSter himself under one system or 
other and a Medical Council to decide. the qualifications for registering." 

However, Dr. A. S. Paranjpye, Department of Pharmacology, Seth 
Govardandas Sunderdas Medical College, Parel, Bombay. notes that there 
are no legal restrictions about medical practice in Germany:-

II There are no legal restrictions about medical practice in Germany 
and BO the only protection to the public against harmful use of drugs and 
poisona is from the fact-

(1) that celtain formalities have to be gone through for the pur~ 
chase of anyone of a number of scheduled poisona; 

(2) that certain potent remedies can be obtained only against a 
written prescription with date and signature' of a recognwed physician or 
~eDtist or a veterinary surgeon (Resolution of the Bundsnit of 13 V 1896). 



(3) that for the protection of the public and in the interests of the 
pharmacISts, the maJority ot the remedies can be sold only by the latter. 
This law (of ~~/19Ul) gives a. list (a) ot preparations and (b) of substances 
Which can be ottel'ed t.or sale or be sOld only by pharmacists. 'fhese remedies 
cannot b~ kept even by medICal practitIOners with them for the use of 
their patients unless they have a speCial -permit from the authorities to 
keep a. dISpensary, only in places where there is no pharmacy, for the conve
nience ~f their patients, but .not tor pront. (They a.re to be supplied at 
cost prICe.). ThIS law prohl.blts even the, use of {'Iinical samples ot drugs 
supphed by manufactuI'ers 1£ they contain any drug iucluded in the list 
(a) or (b). . 

(4) The so-called maximal doses have been officially fixed for nume
rous remedial agents; 

(5) the composition and the strength of the drugs are rea;ulated by 
the pharmacopooia.." . 

Unhappily ill, India, as remarked by A. Kitchner & Co., Chemists, Saba
ranpur, many medical practitioners open private dispensaries where they 
not only dispense their own prescriptions but also sell medicines in competi
tion with qualified chemists and druggists:-

II There are a lot of private dispensaries opened by medical practi
tioners themselves and they sell medicllles very cheap. 1n that, they use 
all sorts of cheap prepal'atlOns and inferior quality medICines, a.lso adulterated 
ingredients, and SpOll the trade of honest chemists and druggists. Also 
some unqualified self-styled doctors (compounders) do the same as above." 

That this leads to various kinds of abuse is noted by Mr. A. Selva.
nayagam, H.P,S. (India), co-opted Member, Madl'iIS .. While tracing the 
evil to its source, Dr. V. Rama Kama.th, Editor, "The Medical. 1'7"acti
tioner," Member, Madras Medical t:ouncil, suggests that the only way out 
of the impasse is to impart to medical students the training necessary to 
qualify them as chemists and druggists. . 

The Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, King Edward Medical 
College, .Lahore, wr~tes.:-

II If possible some sort of control may be exercised over Hakeems and 
Ayurveds a.nd nobody should be permitted to practise medicine in any form 
unless he has received tl'aining in a recognized institutIOn for a number of 
years and has obtained a diploma recogniZ6d by the State." 

As remarked by Dr. l\lanomohan Ray, Chief Medical Officer, Raj Dar
bhanga:-

"It has further been noticed that. such drugs as quinine, santonine 
and the like a.re daily used by Vaids, Kavirajs, and others in diffel"ent 
names and changed appeIlJ:ance.s and when such drugs are used by properly 
qualified persons it is usually given out by those' people that the patient's 
system is being poisoned by injudicious use of quinine and ,s~c~ other 
drugs, This is a sort of propaganda work dOlle by them to nunUllize tho 
effect of western medicines and propel' use of them, although they them
selves use them in different names and ~'hanged appearances, 

.11 Thus I am' of opinion that unless such injudicious use of drugs b,r 
ignorant people is also :;wpped by legislati~n along. with the enactment for 
maintaining the purity of drugs the suifenllg pubhc ca~not. have the real 
benefit of proper treatment, In fact, I thlllk the legislatIOn to control 
quacks is mOI"e important than that for eusuring the purity of drugs." 

And in the wol'ds of M. N. Ghose, El;q, , Officiating Chemical Examiner 
for Customs and Excise, Calcutta:-

"It is desirable that the practitioners in indigenous medici~es !n 
India (I mean Kaviraji and ~akeemi) ~nus~ have, thoro'!gh _ ed,!catlOn III 
their own lines. They may receive e~':lcatlOn III their own, l1lS~ltut~ons or be 
appl'entices under renowned practltlo,:!ers. A non-officlI~1 bce,:!s~g board 
should be created, if possible, to i.s~ue hce,nC6S to would-be practitioners. A 
r,harmacopooia of indigenous mediCines will be hel~f,!-l but I am n~~ sure 
'If the time is ripe yet. In any case quack medlcilles Gild practitioners 
must be discouraged." 



Captain S. D. VarniaD, Retired I.M.S., Rawalpindi, Bays:-
.. In fine, I have to Btate that frequently rejected drugs from the 

Government Medical Stores are being bought by Chemists and the same are 
at times supplied to medical practitioners, and the result is that patients 
do not derive the Bame benefit as they should and the doctors get a bad name. 
In my opinion the rejected drugs in the medical stores should .be destroyed 
inatead of being Bold to the public. I have noted in my private practice 
that patients fil'llt go' to the .. cheap doctors" as they call them and when 
they find that they can't get better even for minor ailments (like malarial 
ague) by taking two or three bottles, they have come to me; and, when 
they get better quicker, by paying a little more, they are thankful. I put 
tbis dawn to nothing but impure drugs which do not produce the desired 
effect. I have found in my pl'actice of nearly fifteen years, that patients (10 
not mind paying a little more for the rapid recovery of health, but the 50-
called .. cheap dlK'tors" though they themselves make more money tM'ough 
ignorant poor Indians (I mean patients), they not only harm the patients 
in the garb of cheapness, but ruin the good name of the noble lIIedical 
Profession. 

Which lJl(!ans that the public need education as suggested by M. 'f'i/'. 
Ghose, Esq., officiating Chemical Examiner for ,Customs and EXCise 
Calcutta:-

.. Now what I think most important in this oonnexion is that the public 
may be educated regarding the value of using good medicines and the, .injury 
to human health if the medicine is not up to the mark. Otherwise, the 
legislation will be practically useless. Sufficieut public opinion may be 
created throughout the country for which propaganda work must be undflr
taken by the local Governments throu/!:h Public Health Departme.nt, Muni
cipalitiee, District Boards, I..ocal Boards and Union Boards and .other local 
organi..ations. Government should encourage non-official association of 
chemists, pbarmacists, etc.. and help them, jf need be, financially in order 
to improve the standard of medicines and of the existing conditions." 

Dr. B. C. Daa, Il.B., Lecturer in Pharmacology and Materia Medica, 
Robertson Medical School, Nagpur, is of opinion that:-

.. Government should have a model garden for cultivating medicinal 
plants. All facilities should be given to private enterprise in £his connexion 
including maintenance of sn Information Bureaux for people interested 
in cultivation or manufacture of drugs." , 

This opinion is shared by Dr. A. C. Sen, L.Il.S., Delhi:-
II Herbariums of Materia Medica Farms should be established for enoou

raging cultivation of medicinal plants and herbs. on a large ·scala and 
ensuring uniformity of quality of drugs cultivated in India." . 

And also by Hony. Captain Rai Bahadur Dr. Maharaj Krishna Kapur, 
Lahore:- . 

II Production of medicinal herbs should be one of the paramount' duties 
of the Tndian Forest Departme.nts and Indian A/!:ricultural ·Departments-
This will develop the immense and vast r6R01lrCeS of Tnrlia in this ~onnexion:. 
Puniab Boil and Punjab forests are particl)larlv 'suitahle in this connexion'. 
Kashmir Rtate can he made, hv exarn:nle and precept, a 'gr<>a£' sOllrce for -the 
supplies of many valuahle herbs---Ro that India can be easilv maile-not only 
a self-llupported 'country but can also serve other oountries with its products 
in this line." , . 

Dr. C. R!'manujayya. L.Il.S., DiRt.rict Medi" .. 1 Offl~"r, East.' Godavari, 
Cocanada, pOInts to another source of danger to the pnblic:-

.. Arsenic, 'mercury, aoonite, opium are generally used by men who 
generally go by the name of quack doctors (those not passed in Indian 
medicine but who pre!lcrihe these drugs). Some .of them are impnre 'anrt 
also very poisonous. Legislation should be enacted by 'lVhich~jjoisons should 
not be pJ"eArribed exrent hv qualified mpn anrt sale of tlieRe shollld be 
Jirelllled. When alcohol and onillm are licensed it ill Qot understood whv 
IIrsenic: aile! mercury._ etc., should ~ot." . 
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APPENDIX F 

Biological product, an" Organo-metallic compound, 

I· 

Dr.' P. A. Mathew, B.A., M.B., B.B., Acting Professor of Biochemistry, 
Medical C/illlege, Madras:-

'l Biological products suffer from the element of commercialism all 
over the world, and biological products tbemselves are only in the experi
mental ;stage. To quote only one example: Thyroid gland extracts differ 
very much in potency in the different commercial samples and the standard 
of potency is different for different companies. India is not particularly 
suffering from the sale of any spurious biological products and until a 
definite and sufficient scientific knowledge of the biological products is 
available it is a bit hard to say whether they are of proper strength at 
present."· 

Dr. A. C.Ukil, M.B., M.B.P.II. (Paris),_ Calcutta:-
" Two categories of biological products are offered for sale in India

(1) Those imported from llbrol'd. 
(2) Those manufactured in India. 

. ".1 had once occasion to test the titre of some therapeutic sera imported 
from foreign countries and I found them to fall much below the titre men
tioned on the labels. This might have been due to one of two causes' (1) 
the sera had a correct titre when they were exported from the respective 
countries and which subsequently deteriorated under Indian climatic con
ditions, or (2) sera of low titre, which would not be allowed to be Bold in 
their own countrie~, are purposely dumped into India as a cheap and 
uncontrolled market. 

"I have never had occasion to do a similar test on sera manufactured 
in India. . In the absence of cold storage arrangements in most of the dis
pensaries, I believe that biologic.al products stocked in various parts of India 
deteriorate owing to the tropical heat; I have not made any systematic study 
into the rate of such deterioration, however. . 

"Besides sera, opotherapic llroducts also come under consideration 
'under this class~ Insulin is one of the drugs which has been found to lose 
its potency in the tropics." . 

Dr. V. K. Nar~yana Menon" X.B., B.B., Professor of Biochemistry, Medical 
College, Vizagapatam: - ". 

"I doubt whether the variou" biological products, as offered for sale 
here, actually retain the amount of activity credited to them. This would 
seem to be impossible from the conditions of storage, etc., obtained in most 
of the shops. On a few o('casions. I had t9 suspect the quality of both 
adrenalin and llituitrin. They did not produce the exppcted result, and 
I attributed this to the practice of selling old stock which had deteriorated. 
Recently I found that some samples of insulin got from the market did not 
possess the potency they should have. In an attemllt to demonstrate the 
hynop:lyclllmic convulsions in rabbits I failed to produce any chanlZe in the 
animals' condition in 4 to 6 hours by injecting doses varying from 20 to 100 
units subcutaneously, intramuscularly or intrap'eritoneally. ·About a month 
ago, I observed that 60 units in one rabbit and 100 units in another intra
venously (after 48 hours' starvation and frequent exercise) failed to produce 
the symptoms associated with hypoe:lyclllmia. In the latter case (lOa units) 
I observed that the blood sugar fell from an initial value. of 0·08 per cent 
to only 0·05 per cent at the end of 3i; hours" and there was no apparent 
change in the. animal's condition. In aU cases the animals .weighed from 
1.5 to 2 Kg. and had heen starved for 24 to 48 hours befol'e injecting ins11lin. 
On all occasions I used either Boots' or Burroughg Wellcome's product. 
Making allowance for the resistance factor, the very slow and ~ompa~ativ~ly 
slight inftuence on blood sugar can be accounted. for only ~y a deterlO~atlon 
in the potency of tlie p~paration." 

• E~racts from' replies to the Questionnairo, 
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Dr. 8 C. Das, v.iI'
l 

J..ecturer in Pharmacology and Materia Medica, 
Robertson Medical Schoo, Nagpur:-

.. Provided the process of manufacture and th!J raw. materials use·iI 
are good, I think, biological products manufactured In Indut ~hould prove 
better because of the following:-

. .. (i) They are likely to be more fresh,. and freshness is an important 
factor controlling the efficacy of these remedies. .. 

II (ii) The animals and organisms frpm which they are imide have 
lived uder same climatic conditions in which the patients themselves do, 
This is especially true of vaccines, which, being made fr01l1 variouS lOcal 
atrains, abnost approach autovaccines, the ideal thing to be used. .¥.~, 

" (iii) Another consideration is that they are usually cheaper (i1.lthougl 
I would never have cheapness at the cost of efficacy) • 

.. I have got good resuits from products of Bome local manufacturt>re 
of good reputation, and similar is the experience· of BOme of my friends and 
colleagues." 

Dr. Phani lJhusan Mukerji, B.SC., V.B., Lecturer in Radiology, Prince 
of Wales Medical College, Patna:-

"The biological products offered for sale in India. belong to two 
classes :-(a) Those of foreign manufacture and (b) those of country make. 

II With regard to class (a), my experience has· not been !>ne of uniform 
latisfaction i Borne of these products· give good results but most of them, 
especially tnose available in mufassal stations,. show indifferent and poor 
results. This may be due to deterioration consequent upon defective storage 
or during transit from the country of origin to India or to worthless and 
careless methods of preparation at source. . . 

.. With regind to (!lass (b), I can say that biological products prepar~ 
by such .firms 88 the Clinical Research Association or the BenjtaI Immunitv 
Company, or the Calcutta Research Association, or iha Bengal Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical Works, Limited-all of Calcutta--have given uniform good 
results when my patients could get fresh stock. 

"On many occasions, I had to come to the bitter conclusion that th!!. 
biological products which my patients had procured ·were. not of. the propel' 
*trength. 

" in my opinion the compulsory use of refrigerators by chemists' shop!! 
that stock these products should be enforced. It may add .0: little to their 
initial outlay but, in view of the importance of the matter, their use should 
be made compulsory, especially in those towns where electrio current from 
the mains is available to run these refrigerators. 
. .. In some cases, I have found the biological products purchased by my 
patients in a decomposed condition and, being unfit for administration, they 
~ad to be thrown away." 

II-

Memorandum by Dr. V. K. Narayarw Menon, M.B.B.S., P'I'olessoio 
01 Biochemil!try, Medical College, Vizagapatam, on 'the PQS8~ 
bility 01 manulac'turin!l biological products in 1ridia. 

The most important .requirement for the manufacture of biological pro.. 
ducts in this country is the availability of sufficient raw material of Buitable 
quality. There is certainly no dearth of material in this country for the 
manufacture of the various products. The numerous slaughter-houses provide 
ample. materia.t, which is at present wasted from this standpoint. The 
matenals obtatned from these slaughter-houses appear to possess the "lamE. 
eesential qualiti~ as in other co.untries. Silice giving my oral evidence 
befBre the Commlttee~ I have. exammed a few of them, e.g .• the thyroid gland 
lind the pancreas, With a VIew to satisfy myself 88· to their suitability· fen 
the ,.manufactur! o! potent .. p~eparations on· a larg~ Bcale. The resulta 
obtalBed amply Justify my opmlOD that the raw matenaIs avaiIabTe here are 

- Special memoranda other 'than those set out in Appendices Band O. 
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all good as any in any other country. I do not. tbink that special strains 0' 
animals are required so far as the manufacture of the common biological 
.products are concerned, such as extract of liver, thyroid, ovary, pituitary 
and adrenal glands, pancreas (insulin), etc. This point was raised during my 
examination as a witness, and I was told that several specimens of thyroid 
gland examined in Calcutta by one of the members of the Committee dit! 
not contain any iodine, indicating the desirability of special strains of animals 
for the manufacture of these products. Since then I' have personally 
.analJsed in my . laboratory here more than a dozen ralldom specimens of 
sheep's thyroid gland collected from the local slaughter-house. Every speci
men was found to contain a decent amount of iodine. The aVerage for a 
dozen such specimens was 0·4547 g. of iodine per 100 g.·.of the del'Sicated. 
I1:lond. ·This compares favourably with, 'tne iodine contenfj o!'.thyroid gland 
of animals in England.. ' ' 

Similar encouraging . results were obtained with the pancreas. Active 
fnsulin (IOuld be prepared fI:Om ox pancreas obtained from the slaughter., 
housel No attempt; 'however, was made to determine the content of insulin 
in' terms of units or milligrammes per Kg. of gland substance. . 

The suitability of other materials like the liver, adrenal gland, ovary, 
etc., is, I think, likewise unquestionable. Whole hver of animals. in this 
f'01intry is found to be effective in pernicious anmmia, etc., it naturally 
follows that the extract of this, made properly, must aJso be effective. 

It is, therefore, evident that the question of' availability of sufficient 
suitable material is no hindrance for the manufacture of biological products 
in this country. 

There "ppelll"ll to be 8. widespread belief that manufacture of biologicru 
products is a difficult undertaking in toe tropics, as the average tempera
ture is much higher than in the temperate countries. No doubt, decomposi. 
·tion or alteration of ootive constituents, and also autolytic reactions in 
tissues, are accelerated by the higher temperature of a tropical climate like 
ours ; and this may be regarded as operating unfavourably on the yield and 
potencv of the preparations. the most favourable temperaturA for the maxi
mum yield and maximum potency being as near zero as possible.. Generally 
fmeaking, an average temperature of 15 to 18°0 appears to be quite suitable. 
This can be easily achieved in this country by resorting to artificial refri. 
geration. Hence the climatic conditions here cannot be regarded as an 
obstacle for the successful manufacture of biological products. That a few 
firms in India have started the manufacture of gland products with great 
success is sufficient testimony to the fact that there is no Insurmountable 
difficulty in such a venture. 

The availability of sufficient expert technical labour is of important consi. 
deration in this connexion. I feel confident that there will be no difficulty 
in getting an adequate number of sufficiently qualified hands in course of 
time to man the manufacturing laboratories when established. If publicity 
is given sufficiently early regarding the possibility of employment in this 
direction, I ~m sure t~at a, su~cient num~r .of. well qualified enth,usiastic 
voung men wlil be avalh.ble In tIme. Even If It ]11 not so. ·the QUestIon call 
be easily solved by sending a few selected men for training abroad for a 
short period. The expense involved in this procedure' will be more than 
compensated for by the possibility of preventing the flow of money out of 
the country, at least to the extent ()f the price of imported preparations 
which appears to be not small at present, and, more than that, by the 
stimulus for' research which is indissolubly connected with the manufacturA 
of . biological. products, and which this country stands in such need of at 
present. 

As regards the method of control of the variouS biological products, one 
has to consider how best the quality of these can be preserved till they 
reach the consumer. Assuming that those preparations that arrive in this 
country from abroad, or that will be manufactured here, possess the maxi· 
mum possible potency and other qualities, the question arises as to what 
are the factors that contribute to their' deterioration. Among the latter 
are exposure to light 'and air leading ~ auto-oxidative ·pr:ooeSsea-:-lon!li~ 
continued exposure at even the atmospheriC temperature leadlll~ to macb
ntion of the active agent, the nature of which is unknown in many cases-



·ad esPeciaUy in the case of solutions, a slow change in the reliction of the 
m;;;{ium probably due to absorption of material from the container, leading 
in many InstaDC811 to precipitation of, th,e active ~nstitue!lt, or to a ~an~e 
in its physical characters, such 88 optical, behaviour, wlthou~ altermg ,Its 
composition. In cases like that of adrel!A~e ~uch. a chan~e 1l!- the oJ?t~cal 
properties is attended with a marked ~lIIIm~tloD; In physlolog.lcal acf:IVlty. 
Hence the method of storage of the various biOlogical products 18 of prllllary 
consideration for the maintenance of their quality. They should be stored 
in dark cold chambers -or refrigerators, and this must be insisted on in the 
case offinns that stock these products. In all cases, provision ?Dust be 
made fer-' periodical inspection of ~tocks by a competent authority, and 
lamples -that are declared as deteriorated shol;lld be condem!1ed, and :tnot 
allowed-to reach the consumer. The same apphes to the consignments that 
are imported from other countries. 

This raises the qnestion of the possibility .of utilizing the existing bio~ 
ehemical laboratories for the examination of the various biological products 
offered for Bale in the market 88 to their purity and potency. This,· I feel 
sure, can be easily undertaken by the existing laboratories, provided the 
Decessary additional ltaff and equipment are given. 

Closely allied to this is the question of the possibility of these laboratories 
undertaking the standardization of these drugs by chemical and biological 
means. The Bame remark 88 above applies here also. In both cases, namely,_ 
examination of biological products for purity and potency, and standardiza
tion of these by chemical and biological means, satisfactory results can be 
obtained by the close collaboration between the bio.cl1emical and pharma
eological laboratories wherever these exist together. 

In conclusion, I confidently feel that, financial considerations apart, 
there is practically no greatdifliculty in starting the manufacture of bio
logical products in this country. On the other hand, there is everything 
in favour of luch an enterprise. The consumer will be enabled to get really 
potent preparations probably at less cost j a new avenue for- employment 
will be opened j a fresh industry with great potentialities will be started; 
and an opportunity will be provided for harnessing the Indian talent for 
biological and bio-chemical research • 

. Memorandum by Lt.-Col. l/. H. King, I.M.S., Director and 
Dr. C. G. Pandit, J!.B., PIl.D., D.P.ll., ~ D.T,lr!., Assistan~ 
Director, the King Institute 01 Preventive lr!edicine, Madras, 
on t1~e practice 01 the King Institute, Guindy, in the manu
facture and storage of vaccine lymph. 

8ea'OB 01 work.-Large scale vaccine production in the climate of Madras 
Is restricted to the cooler months of' the year from October to February 
because it is found that the quality of lymph produced in the warmer months 
is poor. 

2. Vaccini/er,.-{a) The final vaccinifers are calves less than two yeara 
old. Those selected have either _white or red coats, for it is found that 
pigmented &kina usually do not yield as good lymph as fair skiDs. 

(b) For the production of seed lymph young buffaloes and rabbits are 
used. 

8. Precautions against disease in .vaccinifers
(a) Calve,,-

(i) Only healthy _ calves are Ilhosen free fl"om obvious diseases and 
from skin infections. 

(ii) Incoming stock is quarantined for fourteen days. 
(iii) The calves are obtained from rural areas in Salem district £tom 

which bovine tuberculosis has never been reported. So tuber
culin ~II are not done and the a~il!1aIs are ~ot poat-mo~mN. 
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. (b) BuHo,loel.-:-As for calves except that· the' animals are ohtained 
~ocaU.Y. 

(c) Ba,bbitl.-' 
(i) Only healthy young rabbits are used. 
(ii) They are quarantined for one month before and for one month 

after vaccination-the latter is necessary to be certain of the 
absence of encephalitis, etc., among these at the time of 
vaccination. . 

. 4. Seed Zymph.-The. calves are vaccinated with potent seed lymph. This 
UI usually obtained. from the best vesicular material on any calf" blit, as is 
w~ll known, lymph when carried, on from one calf to another i~ succession 
soon deterior~tes; so some method of 'rejuvenation' of lymph has to be, 
adopted. It 18 usual to do so by passage through a rabbit. Since 1922, 
the method followed by Doctor Nijland in Java has been adopted with slight 
:plodmpations. Thus "lymph from a calf is first passed on to the rabbit. '1'he 
J:abbit lymph is used to vaccinate a buffalo. The lymph from the latter 
serves as 'seed lymph' to vaccinate a number of calves-calf lymph being 
the lymph for issue. The potency of lymph is thus maintained by passing 
the lymph through a continuous and regular sequence of animals. Since, 
however, it is advisable for various reasons (given in the Annual Repol't for 
1929-30) to have the lymph as far removed from the rabbit as possible 
another buffalo passage has been added of late to this series, the cycle nOlf 
adopted being calf, rabbit, buffalo, buffalo-calf. Since its adoption tIll! 
method has given very satisfactory results. 
. 5. OoZlecti'on of lympk.-The lymph is removed from calves, 120 hours 

after vaccination. The average weigh"l of lymph collected' is 23 grammes. 
This is not a large yield. The calves used are a very small breed and are 
vaccinated only on the abdominal wall, not on the flanks as well. . The 
lymph is- then well ground and diluted with 50 per cent glycerine wl,ter 
(RH. 7'!l). Lymph is 'issued usually in a dilution of eit-her 1 in 7, but 
in the hot weather it is issued in a dilution of 1 in 5. . , ' 

6. Potency of Zympk.-Various methods have been advocated to deter
mine the ," potency of lymph. In 1927 under the Therapeutic Substances 
Regulations, the Ministry of Health in England laid down the following 
definite standard of potency for vaccine lymph: -" The thousand-fQ\.d 
dilution of vaccine. lymph shall be tested on rabbits and guinea pigll and . 
the lymph from which the dilution was prepared shall not be issued unless 
the characteristic lesions due to vaccinia virus are produ~d ill the test." 
In this institute, however,_ the" vesiculation test"" first introduced by 
Lt.-Col. punningham and Major Cruickshank is adopt!\d. Lymph is diluted 
600 times and, a known quantity of. diluted lymph is introduced on calves 
into linear' incisions, the total length of which is noted. The developed 
vesicles are counted and the result expressed as so many vesicles per inch 
of linear incisions. It was pointed out at the time that lymph which gave 
only one vesicle per inch was sufficiently potent to ensure a case success of 
90 per cent when used by the vaccinators in the field. As lymph gains in 
potency, more and more vesicles develop along the linear incisions until 
finally they cannot be counted. Such batches of lymph are called 'conti
nuous ' • Batches where a count was possible were called. ' discrete'. 

As regards potency, the practice in the institute is to reject all lymph that 
does not give at least two vesicles per inch in a 1 in 500 dilution on a calf. 
We think that is as good (and more easily done) as the test recommended. 
by the: Ministry of Health. II'!- recent y,:ars, aU the ~atch~of lymph made in 
,the institute have been showmg • contmuous' veslCulatlOn, thus delllon
strating in a striking manner the value of Nijland's method in maintaining 
the potency of seed lymph. For our own information as to cOUlparative 
vaIu", we now test different lymphs in a dilution of 1 in 500. ' " 

Allain, prior to issue elsewhere, all batches of lymph are, as a rule,. 
issued to vaccinators in the local range which is partially under the control 
of the institute. This is indeed a. great advantage, for it facilitates the 
.tudy of the behaviour of lymph in the field. 

7. l'uTitl/ of lymp11.-:As regards pUl-it" the lymph must satisfy all the 
r6quitiements laid down I~ the Therapeutic Su~stances Regulation!! referred 
~9.above. Lym~h to be Issued must be eXlul\lned bactel'iologioally and by 
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aJUnu» WlI\lul"tiull lIud (lther tests t.o exclude the preseuce of pathoeenic 
oJ"ga"~' ThllSQ testa are complied with, I,n 1ll,U1Y izu;titu;tio~s, t~ lY!l!~b 
is tunhei purified. ..,.ith chlDroform 0" clove !Ill, bu~ h~re we fincJ that ~IS 18 
ISI4 lleceBBary as, on ~unt of ~be /¥ltio~ of glycerine at the ~mperatul'e 
to which lymph is subjected dunpg transit, the lymph as received by the 
vaccinators is found to be sterile. 

8. Btorage 0/ Iymph.-It is well known ~hat heat affects lymph adyersely 
and the deterioration of lymph even at ordlDary roOlD tempera~utes 18 very 
rapid. b is absolutely esseutial, therefore, to, store the lymph lU cold store 
at a temperatu~ belo~ freezing. In our experl~ temper~tures very much 
below thi! freezwg pqwt ,lire, however, not· required for ord!nary storage up 
to six months or 80. It 18 preserved at II temperature pf 28 F.-the longest 
BtQr.g. of a~y bp.tch of lymph is ~igh~ inAAtps. 

M,moramlum by Dr. L. E. Napier, The Sohoql of TTopioo,l 
JI edioine, Caloutta. . 

Duriug the 1!Ist ten years, I have had considerable eJ:pel'ience in the 
Wi4t pi different "ntimonials in the treatment of kala-azar. 

Poiallllium antimony tartrate was the first antimony salt to be used in 
the treatment of this disease. It was II drug which was easily obtainable 
&II it was already used in medicine, but it had not previously "'->en used for 
intravenous injection, so that the oommercial samples were not particularly 
pure. Some of the bad, and in Ilome cases fatal results, which followed the 
injection of this substance Wllre undoubtedly due to the pl'esence of impuri_ 
ties. The next salt used was sodium antimony tartrate; the better results 
obtained with thill salt were in part due to the fact that it had to be manu
factured specially and was, tlierefore, freer from impul'ities. Then the 
IlCale prepal'ations of the antimony tartrates came on to the ~arket aqd 
as by tha~ time I realized fully the dangers of using impure drugs, I 
strongly advocated that only these scale preparations Sh0111d be u!l6dJ because 
the' drug could not be prepared in this form unless a degree ot purity, 
greater than that of most of the ordin·ary commercial salIlples, was attained, 
lfor some yeprs ~he scale prep~rations wel'\I almost exc\usivel~ ~mploye4, 

Sodium' antimony 'tartrate is still used for the treatment of kala-azar 
though mU\lh less extensively than before and I think it important that 
eom'lterc1al aamplea .old lOT this purpole 'hould be labelled "For intra
"enou, injection" and that all .ample • • 0 labelled should bll.o/ a certain qegrell 
0/ purity (the exact degree i. a, trmtter for th.1l chelJl-icaJ expert tp· .ettle),. 
. Thlt next advaqce in the treatlJlent of I!:pla-azar was the. introduction 

of the Jlentavalent compounds of antimony by Itlome German: chemil;ts 'in. 
19111. From 1921 up to the present, s!IDlples Qf these have been sent to 
India and 80me of them have been !l6lected by me as giving very excellent 
results in· the treatment of kala-azar; . In 1922. Dr. Brahmachari prepared 
and used in the treatment of the dis.ease a pentavalent preparation, urea,. 
stibamine. In the succeeding years otller indigenous pentavalent anthnony 
preparations have heen put on the market. At first the price of these pre, 
parations was very high, but with the establisilment of commercial competition 
there. "as considerable reduction in price. . The necessity to cut prices 
forced 8\lOnomy in manufacture with the attendant danger of a falling off 
in the (J.uality of the drugs. Here was a wonderful chance for dishonest 
commercut.i enterprise; any individual could have put into ampoules a 
60Iubie brown saltt containing little or no antimony, described it as a pen
tav~ent compound ,of antimony, called it by som!, name which suggested 
an~lmony and sold It at an enormous profit. PrOVlde~ it., were not actually 
pOl8Onousi he would probably have been able to sell it for some considerable 
tiQle, ~llCl when it fell into disrepute he could have changed the name and 
Btarte;d ag~in. I do Dot know if this was actually done; I had no personal 
e'.'p~neDce C!f such ~ oompound, myself. But there was undoubtedly a very 
dIStinct falhng off m the qualIty of Borne of the preparations that passed 
through my hands. In the chemical laboratory in the School of Tropical 
Medicine a numbe! of samples of urea-stibamine were tested; these samples· 
were made by various local manufacturers and were all reputed to be made 
acooring to Dr. Brahmachal'i's original formula~ that is to say they should 
have contained, about 35 per cent metallic antimony: Different ~amples were 
found .to contalD flvm 19 to 43 per cent of the ll1etaL ~he toxicity and the 
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therapeutic quality of the drug varies largely with the antimony content; 
1i0 that such variations in the antimony content might lead to -very serious' 
results, undertreatment on the one hand and overdosage on the other; I 
have had no experience of the latter; but, in the case of -one drug, after. 
getting good results with one batch, I got poor results with a second supply, 
undoubtedly on account of a falling off in its quality. 

- My experience of the variations in quality has been confined to indigenous 
compounds. The imported ones which I have used have maintained their 
standard; but, I might add, my experience has been only with two of the 
leading European manufacturers, one English, the other German. 

The toxicity of the different pentavalent compounds of an~iDiony varies 
considerably and so does their therapeutic activity r there is. apparently 
little association between the two qualities. The highly toxic compounds 
are usually unsuitable for therapeutic use as they can only be administered 
in very small doses; so also are the compounds of extremely low toxicity, 
but in this case for the reason that they.are often inert. The best compounds 
fall between these two extremes and have a minimum lethal dose of about 
200 mgm. per kilo., given intravenously to mice. 

Some drug manufacturers in this country test each batch of the drugs 
they prepare, both chemically and pharmacologically, but others having 
tested the toxicity of the original preparation assume that each batch, 
having approximately the same chell!ical composition, will have the same 
toxicity; this is a· somewhat risky procedure where antimony and arsenic 
compounds are concerned as very slight variations in the chemical composi
tion may be associated with very grave changes in the toxicity. 

The therapeutic value of a drug can only be tested by clinical trial. It 
would be extremely difficult to bring in legislation to prevent the advertising 
of a valueless drug and the making of unfounded claims as to its therapeutic 
efficacy. This is a matter over which the medical profession can help them
selves; no general practitioner should give or prescribe a drug which has 
not had an efficient clinical trial at some well-known institution. The 
laudatory remarks of advertisers should not be taken as evidence of the 
value of a drug. 

The doctor Ilhould, however, be protected against having Ilold to him, all 
a drug the efficacy 01 which hal been established, some other drug 0/1 
different composition. 

The efficacy of most of the antimonials appears to vary according to the 
antimony content. No 'standa1'd lor the antimony eontent, which eould 
be applied to all antimonials can be laid down, but manulacturfjrl 
.hould be compelled to ,tate the antimony content 01 their dT11g and to 
maintain -the ,amll percentage (allowing II Bmall margin lor normal variation) 
i,. all luture ;amp!es offered lor ,ale. 

Again, no universally-applicable limitations to tlle ttnicity 0/ a drug 
can be laid down. The dangers associated with toxic drugs is simply a 
matt~r of the ~ose in which: they. are given. A. highly toxic drug might 
conceivably be given to a patient With advantage, if the d08e were sufficiently 
minutel whereas a comparatively benign one might do' harm when given in 
large Closes. 

When a d-rog is placed on tlle market the toxicity should be a,certai,.ed 
ana ,tated, and all future samples sold .hould not have a to:cicity aP1lTe
ciably greater than that advertised. 

Deterioration.-Some antimonials deteriorate when kept, especially when 
they are not suitably packed •. 

No antimonial the toxicity of which increase, to any appreciable -extent 
when. kept ,lIouCd be placed on the market. -

It,8110U:ld be made compulsory, to. pack antimonials in. ,uck. a v.'ay that 'no 
d6tertorahon take, place, Bay/ wttlnn two year,. In the case of those which 
deteriorate despite good paCKing, within a given period (longer than two 
years~ each pack!ng should be Iltamped .. To be wed be/ore • • • 193 ", 
allounng a margIn 01 ,ome months lor lalety. It ,hould be mads illegal to 
,ell a drug when tlle period has 6:l:pired. 

Suggestiona.-Any legislation should apply both to the locally prepared 
and imported antimoniaI drugs. All drugs should be Bent to a bonded 
warehousel samples from each batch selected by an Official, these should be 
hated botn chemically and pharmacologically, and, if they passed the test, 



the batch could then be stamped and released. Such testing would be 
entirely independent of any testing that might be undertaken by the 
manufacturer in his own interests. 

If the organization were in being the actual cost of carrying out the 
teste would not be great. In the case of a well-established and reliable manu
facturel'll it would only be necessary to test a very small fraction of each 
consignment. To cover this expenditure a small stamping fee could be 
charged. .A. stamping fee of 1 pice per dose would cover expenses and 
leave a margin, and would not be a large amount for the patient to paY' 
for a guarantee as to the safety of the drug he was using. It would, of 
course, al80 be necessary to have inspectors purchasing drugs in the open 
market to ensure that deterioration was not occurring and that no substi
tution by the retailers was taking place. 

m* 
Le"tts1' H /O.G., dated 12th January 1931, Yrom ihe Manager, 

Me88r •. Parke, Davia ct Co .• Bombay. to Mr. Brier .of Messrs. 
Parke, Davi. & Co., ~etroit, Michigan, U.S.A. 

During the course of the examination, the keeping properties of biologi
cal products in this country was raised and I was asked if we could furnish 
definite data on this point and, if not, could we obtain it as it would be very 
helpful to them in arriving at conclusions as to what recommendations to 
make regarding expiry dates. We have, therefore, sent the following 
out-dated biologicals for examination and report: ~ 

2 X bulbs Diphtheria Antitoxin,· 2,000 units. 
2 X " Antidysenteric Serum. 
2 X " Antistreptococcus Serum. 
2 X " Tetanus Antitoxin, 1,500 units. 
2 X 1 c.c. Gonococcus Bacterin, 1,000 milIs. 
2 X 1 c.c. GonorrhCllal Bacterin Combined. 
2 X 1 c.c. Streptococcus Bacterin. 

1 may mention that all these have been 'returned' to us by various depots 
and have therefore been exposed during the greater portion of their 
potency to normal climatio conditions. 

Letter, dated 27th February 1931 from Messrs. Parke, Davis ct Co., 
Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A., to Messrs. Parke, Davis ct Co., 
Bombay. 

The lamples of out-dated biological products referred to in your letter of 
January 12, 1931, addressed to Mr. Brier, have been received and the 
samples and correspondence referred to the writer for deserving. attention. 

We are, accordingly, having retests conducted on Diphtheria Antitoxin, 
Antidyaenterio Setum and Tetanus Antitoxin, and will report ~o you the 
results of our tests as soon as the tests are completed. 

We beg to call your attention to the fact that there are no recognized 
methods of testing Antistreptococcus Serum, Gonococcus Bacterin, GonorrhCllal 
Bacterin Combined and Streptococcus Bacterin to 'determine their relative 
potency, hence there is nothing we can do with these samples. 

It is our belief, however. that your Government will lean lieavily toward 
the work of Sir Almroth Wright, of London in the matter of dating the 
bacterial vaccines. We are aware of the faj)t tbat Dr. Wright has publ~hed 
hi. views that certain bacterial vaccines at least are active for a much 
longer time than our present United States dating ·of eighteen months. It 
is also worthy of note that the Therapeutic Substances Act and regulations 

• Correspondence furnished by Messrs. Parke, Davis & Co., Bombay, 
relating to the keeping propel-ties of biological prodllcts imported by them 
into India. 
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i~sued 'by the English Government do not fix any definite limit to the dating 
on bacterial vaccines, but require that the manufacturers shall stand back 
of whatever dating they may use. The, United States regulations limit the 
dating on bacterial \>'accines to eighteen months, which is fue dating of 
these products which we ship to you and which, of course, must obtain to 
permit of shipment under United States Government regulations from the 
United States to another country. 

It is to be hoped, therefore, that if the Government of India do definitel,. 
legislate to control the manufacture and import of drugs a",d biological 
products that the datings they exact on hacterial. vaccines will not he It!llB 
than the present United States dating of eighteen months. 

Letter, dated 12th March 1931'jrom Messrs. Parke, Davis ~ Co" 
Detroit. Michigan, U.S.A., to :Afessrs. Parke, Davis ~ Co" 
Bombfll!i ' 

This win supplementol'lr letter to you of FebrUary. 27th concerning 
retests on a list of biological products submitted with your letter of January 
12, 1931. .As stated, in our previous communication, only three of these 
samples are afill!nable to definite potency tests,-nafileIy DiptIteria and 
'Tetanus Antito1tiI'l arid Antidysenteric Serum. We have now completed the 
tests on the samples of these three products which you sent us,and are 
:pleased to report our findings, as follows:-

Diphtheria Antitoxin, Rx. 082892. During the 47 months which have 
elapsed hetween the original potency test,which form at, the basis.of its' 
commercial filling, and the test conducted on March 9th, 1931; tliis antitoxin 
has lost 44 per cent in potency, or 81 little less than 1 per cl!nt per month. 

Tetanus Antitoxin, Rx. 079935. In the 44 months elapsed since this 
was tested for filling purposes, it has lost 45 pet dent in potency. 

You already know that these t!ontainers were filled iviili 40 per cent 
excess to carry a dating of three years, which provides for a little more 
than 1 per cent per month, for deterioration. Hence, our retests pn the 
two samples adequately confirm our United States Government re'gulations 
with "respect to such excess, and we can do no, better than to recommend 
that the India Government would make rto mistake in adopting the United 
States Government regulations as applying to such products. 

, AntJdysenteric Serum, }lx. 02390. The agglutination test has been 
repeated on this lot of Antidysenteric Serum in exact accoraance with tI1e 
original agglutination test made on Septembet' 8, 1928, and we are pleased 
to be hi. a position to state that the results at this time practically dupli
cate the original results, indicating that this lot of serum has noil loSt any
of its agglutinin titre since that !late. However, it mllst be stated that 
too much dependence cannot be placed on the agglutination test of anti
bacterial serums as a measiu'e of their therapeutic value, such a test b6ifi~ 
re('ognized as merely a measure of the relative development of imfuttM 
bodies in the horSes producing this serum. The United States Government 
dating limit on this serum is eighteen months. • . 

Copy 01 a report received Irom _ tlte Detroit Laboratories '0/ 
},lessT'. Parke, Dav1', ~ CfJ. 

Pituitary e:rtract 

We have t811ted the package ~f Pituitary Extract of iridian rliimi.ifil~t1ite'. 

This contains only 1·2 international Oxytoxic units per Il.C. and onlY 
1'5 of our Pressor units per c.c. These strengths would b8 tespectivelj 
12 per cent and 15 per cent of our standard for Pituitrin Ohstetrical. The 
package labelled 1/ Potent till Atigilst 31, 1932" at this time, seventeen 
months eltort of that expiratiorl date, is 80 low in strength",that it is wholly 
unfit for use. One C.o. would give about the effect of II minllhs' of our 
regular Pituitrin. 



APPENDIX G 

Medicine. made from indigenoul d'rUg. 

In accordance with the second term of reference to it, the Committee haB 
to re,POrt how far the reoommendations it has made regarding drugli and 
chemicals recognized by the British Pharmaoopmia may be extended. to other' 
known and -approved medicinal preparations, and to medicines made from 
indigenous drugs and chemicals. Now indigenous drugs and chemicals may 
enter into the composition of medicines prepared according to either C West· .. 
ern' or • Indian' methods. This section deals exclusivell with druga pre
pared aocording to the formula! and methods generally accepted by the ,Ayur-
veda, the Siddha, and the Unani schooll of Indian medicine. . 

I-
The first thing to be ascertained is whether indigenous medicinal pre

parations are ever adulterated and, if. so, to what an extent. 

Rao Sahib Dr T. B. Tirumurti, B.A., H.B.C.H., n.T.H. & &., Professor, 
Medical College, Vizagapatam:-

.. So for as the indigenous systems of· medicine are concerned, the 
tendency for adulteration of drugs used by the followers of those systems is 
negligible, as there is .no desire on the part of the vendors of those articles 
to adulterate them to bring down their prices below those imported into the 
country from abroad, owing to the absence of f~reign ~ompe~ition!' 

There is no doubt that such should be the case if things' were .as they 
ought to be, if things were still going as they used to go. To quote Kaviraj 
Narendra Nath Bidyanidhi, Calcutta:-
, " Each kaviraj teaches a number of pupils, makes his own medicines, 
and' dispenses' them. He is therefore a lIIedical school, manufacturing Imd 
dispensing chemist rolled up in one." . 

~yurvedachariya Pandit Harinarain Chalurvedi, Principal, Government 
Ayurvedic School, Patna: ~ . . 

.. Ayurvedic physicians generally prepare' the medicines in their own 
houses under their own supervision, hence they have· no occasion to think 
that their patients get medicines of defective strength and of impure 
quality .. The raw materials which are used in the preparation of· medicines 
are lI:enerally obtained either from the jungles or from the market. It is 
pOSRible, in some cases, that materials sold in the market may he of impure 
quality and of defective strength but attempts are made by the physicians 
to avoid Buch materials as far as practicable." 

But, though vaids and hakeems may still be their own manufacturers and 
prescribers, they unhappily are no longer their own collectors and suppliers. 
As expressed by Dr. Lakshmipathi, Medical Practitioner, Madras:-

. .. What is required now for giving a scientific foundation for Indian 
pharmaceuticals is not BO much the biological and chemical assays. and analy. 
les that are followed for the preparations included in the British Pharma.. 
copmia; but. more urgently, the careful identification and wise classification 
flf the several hundreds of every valuable medicinal plant drugs that flood 
the market and are used extensively by Indian physicians. As long as the 
Indian physicians selected with their own .hands the particular drug. they 
wanted to use under definite instructions for proper identification, secured 
hv personal cont8.(.-i; with the teacher or guru, it was a different matter.Now, 
the tendency unfortunately for the supplier and the manufacturer .of Indian 
medicines is to be different and distinct from the practising phyllician·. 
Under the circumstan<'e& it is eRSential that the quality of ths drugs used in 
the preparations should be carefully scrutinized . 

.. As the managing director of a. manufacturing concern; I had occa
sion; some time back, to call for tendeni for the supply of 480 Ib. of trivruth 
(iJlOtllIrIl fu,.~tllum.). I received several samples with tenders out of whicb 

• Summary' with reference to answere and 'memoranda other than those 
set out in Appendices Band C. Figures in brackets represent the number 
of witnesses. 

~ 



1 selectecl one and pla!'oo all' oiderfor' the required amoullt, lI"bich wali 
supplied. Six mQnths later, it came to light that the drugs supplietl had 
been adulterated with another root (though happily innocuous) and I had 
to burn away the remnant of the drugs worth Rs. 600 for fear that it would 
get, into, the market if I did not destroy it. 
: " " -II Again talisadi cMornam contains also 6 per cent' vamsalochana ac

oording to the prescribed .test, and the cost of vamsalochana ranges from 
RlI. 3 a lb. to Rs. 10 depending upon the quality. An unscrupulous manu~ 
facturer, who makes medicines, may omit vamsalochana altogether. or add 
vamsalochana of an inferior quality. or substituoo vamsalochana with a drul!: 
Q.al1ed ta"ak,hi. a kind of starch derived from a bulb. This makes aU' the 
diff~rence in the cost of production and he may certainly compete with a 
reliable manufacturer very easily., It is very difficult to detect his omission 
or adulteration. To my knowledge this is done in some cases • 

.. Moreover, with, the boom of Swadeshism, and the acknowledgment 
of Indian medicine as having a scientific, basis, there arose, in imitation 
6f foreign concerns, a number of manufacturers of spurious' preparations. 
intent upon makinp: money, by the sale of several proprietary medicines 
witbsecret lormulm." , ' 

The modern Ayurveda Pharmacy may be better described in the words 
of Dr~ 8ailesw:ar BanerJee, Visak-SlIBtri, Jagatbandhu Ayurvedic Ausbadha-
laya; Chatra:':'" ' 
, ""Like other Ayurveaicfirms my firm does not import any drug or 
chemical from outside India, nor does it use any drug or chemical prepared 
in India according to Western methods • 

.. I use herbs as well as some minerals, viz., mercury, borax. 'nitre; sul
phur, iron, silver, gold, mica, zinc, copper, etc., some chemicaJs-:-like sul~ 
phate of iron sulphate of copper, etc., a few arsenic and antimony com~ 
pounds, and few liquid preparations some of which contain a' little alcohol 
(not more than 5 per cent). Mineral acids are seldom used. Metallic oxides 
are used. but they are prepared according, to Ayurvedic methods. Vac-
cines ana sera are never used. ' . .. . 

II All the medicines I use are prepared by myself. Analytical test4 or 
biological controls of my preparations are aone" according to Ayurvedic 
methods. (Here I, beg to state for your infQrmation that flesh, bile. urine, 
fat and such other things of some animals are greatly used in our medicines.) 

, "Poisons such as arsenic, copper, sulphate of copper, zinc, aconite 
stramonium. nux vomica, etc., are used, but, according to the peculiar 
methods. (Here I beg to state for your information that flesh, bile, urine, 
used by Allopaths.) Lethal doses of these things are unknown to us." 

It may then be admitted that, contrary to time-honoured custom, the 
modem vaid and hakeem follows the example of his Western confrere in 
that he depends on others not onlv for his supply of raw materials, but to 
Borne extent also for the compounding of his prellcriptions and the prepara
tion of his medicines. And since Ayurvedic and Tibbi pharmacies have come 
to stay the Government hllB, in the interest of the majority of the Indian 
population, every right to enquire into the strength and purity of their 
drugs and medicinal preparations. That every thin!!: is not what it should 
be is amply borne out by the evidence, written as well as oral, placed before 
the Committee. 

From Pandit Surendra :l\Iohan, B.A., Principal, Dayanand Ayurvedic 
College, Lahore: ...... 

.. Pansaris sell impure and adulterated raw materials. In the case of 
many Ayurvedic herbs, they are not procurable in the' Punjab bazaars, 
and have to be sent for from hills or other provinces, as Bengal and Madras, 
etc. 

eI Standardization of well-known Ayurvedic preparations mentioned in 
A.v. "Text is desirable, but it is almost impossible under the present, cir
cumstances; owing to multifarious difficulties of procuring pure raw mate
rials. Sometimes certain ingredients, unavailable in the markets. are 
omitted from the' prescriptions, and in some cases certain ingredieuts. 
not mentioned in the text, are added to the medicine to increMe its 
actIvity. " 



From Hakeem Khwaja Shama&-ud-din, Municipal Commission.r~ 
Lucluww:-

U So far 88 Unaai indigenous medicines are concerned, I, II:B a hakeam, 
am of opinion that these are largely adulterated and 8O,I~ of defectlve strength, 
lWpure quality and potency throughout the country. 

From Hakeem Muhammad Yusuf, Calcutta:-
"The Unani and Ayurvedic preparations bought from the ordinary 

baniah or attar shops (i.e., shops of indigenous 'medlcinal ~ugs of persollS 
without any knowledgd of these systems of treatment),. of whlch there arl!' !'ny. 
number in every town, are inactive and sometimes useless. Such medlOlIles 
might not be positively harmful, but certoainly they delay the c!,~ ;rIoIld 
frustrate the very idea of treatment. So 111 that S9nse· they are lIllunous. 
Imitations and adulterations are not infx:equent." 

From Hakeem-ul-Ummat Allamai Hindi, Calcutta:-
"The drugs generally 88 I find for sale in the Calcutta market aond 

also in several other places are impure. In several cases the genume 
drugs are not available and some Bort of substitutes are sold; they are 
not properly preserved and kept by those who offer them f,?r· sale. In 
several C&Sell old drugs devoid ot all potency are sold. 

U I have inspected medicinal preparations purchased by my patients 
and have found (1) in several cases, on analysis, that the preparations do 
not contain all the drugs which have been fixed as the standard for that 
preparation; (2) in several cases the weight of the drugs a!lOOrding to the 
standard fixed is not present; (3) the drugs themselves whlch go to make 
up the preparation are very old and impure as· can be found on an inspec
tion thereot; (4) in several cases other drugs are fonnd in such preparatlons 
and (5) the process of. preparation is also defective.". 

From Hakeem Moulvi Muhammad Abdul Halim, Lucknow:-
. "From a long time there is a great complaint in the public, accus,

tomed to undergo the indigenous system of treatment, against the inefli
ciency of the medicines supplied to them and it is only on account of the 
correctness of the complaints that a learned hakeem so often feels ashamed. 
Till now, no attempt was ever made on behalf of Government or other pub
lic ·bodies to put an end to such irregularities and dishonesty; hut as the 
Government. now contemplates to adopt some restrictive measures, it is a 
duty of all cool-headed hakeems to help in this noble task, and thUM 
guarantee the efficiency of the treatment on one hand and save the country 
trom untimely death on the other. .. 

II Some famous hakeems individually tried their best to check the grow
ing deficiency of II!-edical market and started their dawa kh!'llas claiming to 
lupply good materlals, but I am bold enough to say that thelr efforts, though· 
valuable., could not achieve success. As for instance the late lamented Hakeem 
Ajmal Khan of Delhi started his illuStrious Hindustani Dawa Khana and. m.y 

,1ID:cle, the late Hakeem Hafiz Abdul Ali, his Makbbanul-Advia, but in 
Splte of· these two well-managed firms, one always feels great difficulty in 
purchasing reliable medicines. I shall go further and say that even thestJ 
two finus cannot reasonably claim the purity of thejr stocks; obviously 
because they do purchase the medioines from pansaris (dealers of indigenous 
medicines) who do not know the methods of storing according to formulal 
wri~ten in ~ur boo~ and are ~edy enough to continue selling, even knowing 
;thelr deficlency, slmply to gam greater benefit and save the damage of 
putting them aside, after expiry of their periods; and because they do 
engage untrained dawa sazes (compounders) who do not know the principle 
and formullB of pharmacy. 

, II Caliph Alarwan and Azaduddaula., tlJi8 two k~owledge-famed 
mon~chs, 80 much financially helped the hakeems of their kingdoms that 
some of our brethren travelled along Asia, Europe and Africa and tried 
a lot of herbs, and thus came to know the hidden properties of these bota
nical products. Thill practice was set aside owing to State refusal tp grant 
pecunl&ry aid. At present the hakeems only know the names and the 
attars do what they like. , 

• 0 •• ~ The attars 0 being fond of purch~ing ~heap medicines totally ignore 
qual~ty~ . As ~or lIlBt8~ce Banafsha (vlolet) 18 found of several specimens 
.varylUg lU pnC8! that 18, from He. 1 per seer to Rs. 10 per seer I can say 
with full authonty. that thel"e is a great difference between th" ·efticienCJ of 



aU these varieties, and 'the precious one is more efficient than others. :but 
the dealers .always supply inferior instead of superior quality. As for the 
compoundB, the dealers always prefer to prepare them from these low 
quality drugs, and, consequently, they prove less efficient than what we 
expect of them." . 

From Dr. Abdul Ali, B.SC., H.B.B.e., Luckncw:-
. " ~ have the honour to say that as I have been practising as a hakeem 

long pefor,e ~ took my degree of H.B.B.S., 1 have got some practical expl>
nence ,of ,llldigenous drugs. 
.' ." We ~n~ in our daily, practice that most of these preparation.. are 
mactlve. ThIS IS due to the following 'l'easons: - . , 

:(1) Pharmacists use drugs of inferior quality impl'operly stored for a 
long tIme. 

(2) They substitute stems for roots and leaves for flowers and some
times they substitute one drug for another which, .. is either not found in 
the market or costly. . ' , 

. (3) They omit those drugs which are either costly or not 'found in 
the market. 

(4) They use costly dl'Ugs in less proportion." 

Jfrom Vaidyabhushan 'Purushottamshastri Hirlekar, Amraoti:-
"A number of indigenous (Ayurvedic) pharmacoplllial preparations 

manufactured by native pharmacies are not found to be of the required 
potency, and this is mainly due to the inferior quality of, dJ·ugs used by 
them as also due to want of proper care in their preparation. 

" Being afraid of this drawback of these preparations, I generally do 
not use such preparations in my practice and consequently I cannot give 
any details of my experience. It can, however, be easily proved that such 
preparations on the Indian market are not properly manufactured and are 
not found to be up to the mark in their prescribed properties." 

In the course of his oral evidence Rasayanachal'ya K. PratabSinha, Super
intendent' of the Ayurvedic Pharmacy, Benares Hindu University,' most 
emphatically denounced the vegetable drugs sold in the bazaars which, he 
said, were very· bad and often not what they are supposed to be. This view 
'was also shared by the vaids and hakeelllS of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, t.he 
-United Provinces, and the Punjab who appeared before the Committee. 
, It is, therefore, abundantly clear from the evidence that some of the 
indigenous drugs sold in the bazaar and used by professionals in Indian 
'medicine are inferior in quality and defective in strength. The situation 
is such as to call for control, legislative control. 

Legislation is advisable; is it possible P 

To . quote Captain P. De, B.SC., late of I.M.S.} H.B'J H.B.C.P.~ Officiating 
Professor of Pharmacology, School of TropiCal Meo.icine anll Hygiene, 
Calcutta: - " 
. "In India several systelllSof indigenous medicine are in vogue and 
the methodB of preparation and administration of drugs in all these systelllS 
of medicine are quite different. Hence it is difficult to standardize their 
drugs and preparations. Without any definite standard to work upon, 
efficient control over· them, I am afraid, will not be possible. But the 
·fact cannot be ignored that the indigenous medicines require standardization 
llnd control in the interests of the consuming public. The practitioners of 
indigenous systelllS of medicine sometimes use very potent and poisonous 
remedies like opium, arsenic, mercury, etc., hence, if these' are left out of 

. the Committee's recommendations, adulteration will go on unchecked under 
the garb of indigenous medicinal preparations and the very object. for 
,which legislation is going to be enacted will be defeated. Therefore, I thmk, 
drug legislation which aims at controlling the drugs recognized by the 
British Pharmacoplllia without touching the indigenous s;rstenlB is . not 
likely to work well in India. Certain indigenous drugs" have already 
,been worked out by research workers in different pIIorts,.oL.India and several 
others are there whose chemistry has been~rll:ed out::.though the pharma
cological actions have not yet been outlined.:; All these i~dige~ous drugs 
could be brought under control by laying'down standards :which WIll have to 
be followed by practitioners of all these systems." 



·3b1: 
And Dr. K. Venkatachalam Pillai, Acting PI'ofessor of phal111acology, 

Me<ucaI l;o,lege, Madrall:-
.. Slandardization of indigenoWi drugs and remedies is highly desirable 

f1'010 the point of view of both the practitlooel' and the patient. 'l:he practL 
~wnar will thereby be brought t.o . pla<:u confidence in. tile clin!-cal efficacy. of 
tile .. tandardized drugs and II&tlSty hUllSelf that theU" Will will not be fol~ 
lowed by disastrous.results 00' &OOOuu·t of overdosage. Economy, freedom 
from danger and certainty of CUI"e will also. be vouclJSafed to the patients • 

.. But standardization pre-supposes a compete knowledge of the chemi6~ 
tl")" pharmacology, and theJ"apeutu:I! of drugs. ',rhis, unfortunately, is not 
Jmown in the ca..e of a gl"eat number of indlgenoWi drugs and if their use~ 
fuln81111 l1li therapeutic agents and their proper place in the economics of 
this country al'e to be realized and made u~e of, then it is high time that 
etepe are taken and C(H)pel'ative efforts are made to systematically and 
IIClentiJically study th_ drugs in well-equipped laboratories with specially 
trained wOI"kerB in. the varioWi presidency centres in this country. If this 
is not done early enough, many of the really valuable indigenous drugs may 
be 1000t to us for Bcientilic medical use • 

.. There are a good many of ineffective and harmful remedies among 
the indigenous medicines, but it is possible, as has been observed befol'e, 
that there are also others of high therapeutic value which are just now 
lost inextricably in the morass of the useless and the dangerous kind. Unless 
and until the following essential conditions are brought about it will be 
neither wise nor practicable to control the sale and use of indigenous drugs 
by unscrupulous and unqualified persons who trade on the credulity of tlui 
ignorant and believing pUblic: . 

(1) The useful I"emedies among the indigenous drugs should be sifted 
from the bad and u~eless ones by proper scientific study and they should be 
incorporated in the Pharmacopreias and made official drugs. .. 

(2) The dangerous drugs, which will be of therapeutic value if pro
perly prepared, must be clu'efully standardized and rendered innocuous and 
fit for medical use. 

(3) The useless and supposed therapeutic remedies must be demon-
.trated as such. • . 

" When these requirements are satisfied and useful drugs from among 
the indigenous remedies have been discovered, as a result of critical scienti
fio IItudy, and after they have been made offiCial and classified as therapeutic 
agents, then it may be possible by legislative means to control the sale 
and use of ineffective and harmful indigenous drugs." 

Mr. R. L. Sethi. X.A., B.SO., I.AoS., Economic Botanist to GoverllDlent, 
United Provinces, Cawnpore:- . 

.. The standardization of indigenous medicines is very essential. The 
active principld of the herbs var1 not only in different stages .of plant 
growth, but also in different parts of the country. Often different plants 
have one common name, and it is difficult to select the genuine one. ·A 
survey of the medicinal fiora for locating the right type and condition of 
the. herb is .a necessar1 preliminary. For instance, there are fifty types of 
• mskaradhwaja " but it is very difficult to select the right ono. All pre
parations must pass a standardization test before being allowed to come into 
the market." 

But, as remarked by Dr. Frank Noronha, M.B.O.M., D.P B., Superin-
tenden~, Mental Hospital, Bangalore: - • 

"The material used by the indigenous practitioners is derived from 
every BOurce in nature, animal, mineral and vegetable, and) in manY'cases 
the na.tnre and. quality of the material used is kno",,:n only to the person 
who diSpenses It. To control the use of such materIal by the application 
of scientifui principles is a formidable affair." .. 

. As .evidenced by the replies received (321) to queStion 7 of the question
naire regarding the standardization of various 'preparations made fro~ 
drugs. used . in the indigenous medicines on the Indian market, the question 
has been interpreted differently,' and a few witnesses (29) taking it to refel" 
to Ayurvedic and Hakeemi preparatiollS deprecate standardization as either 
impoll8ible (10) or inexpedient. . 
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Says Kaviraj Amrita Lall Das, Principal, Jamini Bhushan Ashtatlga 
Ayurvda Vidyalaya and Ayurvedic Arogyasala, Calcutta:-

"The very, subject has been engaging the attention of my colleag;ues 
and myself for some time past, and we have found the problem of, stan
dardization to be a most dilficult one to solve. The Ayurvedists maintain, 
rightly or wrongly, that chemical analyslS is not aU accordmg to. their 
sClence, but that there is something else much higher and beyond such 
analysis. They hold further that at present there is no scientist who can 
sit ilt judgment to decide the issue • 

. ,,' ·'c However, we have gone sufficiently deep into the matter to empha
tically declare that in our deliberately considered opinion the time is not 
ripe ·yet for taking up the question of standardizatIOn of indigenous drugs 
and chemical preparations, and any such attempt would be a set-back to 
medical progress. At the same time it is desirable that .steps should be 
taken to assure the purity and genuineness of the raw materials which 
toru the· ingredients of these preparations. -

" We think that the Eastern medical science c~nnot and should not 
be weighed or measured by the scale of the West if justice is to be done to 
the fOl'mer, the future sCIence of the world." 

And B. S. Mozumdar: Secretary, Berhampur MediCal ASsociation;-

. "We do not feel any necessity for standardizing various preparations 
of drugs used in the IndIgenous Medicines, as without it they have proved 
Ulieful and beneficial for several decades. 

"But only those indigenous drugs and their preparations can be 
standardized, on which real research has been made and whIch after research 
has been lound not safe to be used WIthout standarlllZatlOn. 

. "Interference with all the drugs will be rather harmful. An illua
tration on the point may be mentioned here. Interference by Excise Law 
has very nearly succeeded in wlpmg out of market the most useful Ayur
vellie SPU'ltUOUS pl'epal'ation, • lltll'lta-sanjibanl,' a me(llcine stimUlate 
and tonic of real worth and age-long rep'htation, which is as good as, if not 
!,upel'lor to, the tOlllC wmes unported trom abroad.", -

. To quote Dr. A. S. Paranjpye, Department of·PharmacoJogy, Seth G. S, 
Medical College, Parel, Bombay; - . 

"Probably this question refers to the preparations of C indigenous ' 
dl'UgS made according to ' Western.' methods (as tinctures, extract~, etc,), 
If so, and if the dl'Ugs are potent drugs, the preparations must be stan
dardized. Some years ago, when I was practising, I had received such 
preparations of kurchi and papaya but these were found to be inert and 
.use1e8B, as they did not show any of the known actions of these drugs. 
lllven If an • mdigenous.' drug is found pharmacologlCaliy active, the p''6-
parations sold in the market. may not be active and may be put on the 
market merely and dishonestly for the exploitation of the scientific results 
published. It is desu:able that standards for such drugs be recommended; 

II On the other hand, if this question l'efers to pl'eparations made ac
cording to 'Ayurvedic formulre and method,' thel'e are great dilficulties 
to be overcome before standardization· would become possible. Such prepa
l'ations are now manufactured by many' firms on a large scale but it is 
noh known whether they are all equally active or differ in their actions, 
if any. Any attempt to control these preparations will be interpreted by 
the iJ!.terested parties as an attempt to suppress the indigenous systems. 
Sdll,even in the interests of practitioners of indigenous systems who do 
not make their own preparations, some sort of standardization would be 
desirable j and with their cOo01?eration a Board consisting of 'indigellous 
practitiollers' should be constituted. Such a U'oard with the assistance 
and services of chemists and pharmacologists, offered by the Government, 
whenever required, will work out Ulrtain standards to be gradually laid 
down and enfol'C6d and this is one of the ways in which .the Government can 
help· (the'· progress of) the 'indigenous systems' to approach and becolUU 
seien tilio." 



'l'hou,h penonaUy in 'favour of 80m. eheck being 'put upon the p'r.
parations of Ayurvi!die medicines, Dr. Girindra Nath Mukerji, Editor, 
The .Journal ·of AYUrYeda, writes:- '. 

II For the present, indigenous medicines and lheir preparations 'need 
not be interfered with. The formulm of AyurYedic preparations are not 
88Cnlt.-their ingnldients, measure, and method of preparation are clearly 
written in their text..books. As a rule the Ayurvedic physicians use drugs 
and plants according to their theory and practice ; isolation of active princi~ 
plee of medicaments would not fulfil their requirements. No definite' 
standards of their drugs are available. They use drugs whicJi grow. upon 
the soil of India; they consider fresh products made locally more efficacious 
than modem tinctures and extracts. Minute 'and queer directions are 
given for collection of· drugs, their storage, and prenaration, which are. 
not intelligible to U8. To standardize Ayurvedic medicines by legislation 
would be to strike a death~below to, the science.as we find it to-day." 

This view, however, is not shared by Dr. Rao SahibT. S. Tirumurti; 
Profeesor, Medical Vallelle, Vizagapatam, who believes' that standardiza
tion may eventually lead to a greater "demand for and consequently an 
increased aale of indigenous preparations':~ . 
. . "Standardization of. preparations made from 'drugs used by practitioners 

of the indigenous 8ylItems of medicine according to the allopathic pharma
reutical methods will probably not affect the sale of these drng8 in the 
Indian market to any extent,. for the reason that such standardized drugs 
are not or will not be made use of by the practitioners of indigenous IIY&' 
tern.. The market which caters to the needs of the allopathic practitioners 
i. different from that resorted to by practitioners. of other systems. It is 
pOB8ible that the 8ale of indigenous drulls will be I!;reater. when they are 
wanted both by allopaths and non-allopathe, who will . use' them in: the ways 
to which they are trained." . 

Not a few (38) consider 8tandardization desirable.· in view of the' com~ 
pilation of an Indian Pharmacopooia.· . 

51-1; per cent of the witnesses (287) never use indigenous drugs and 38 per 
cent 'U88 them but little. Practitioners who largely depend on indigenous 
preparations are to be found in the United Provinces and in Bihar and 
Orisaa where they represent percentagee of 42 and. 39, respectively. . 

Of the 345 witnessee who have 8ent answers to question 8 of. the 
qnestionnaire-as to thepossibiIity of control over indigenou8 preparations 
in the 8ame way 88 pharmaceutical preparations and whether there were 
"B8es where luch preparations were proved to be inactive or harmful-223-
64·6 per cent--declare that they are not aware of any cases Where such pre
parations were proved to be inactive or harmful; 45-13·1 per cent-consider 
Ruch . preparations inactive i and 77-22·5 per cent-condemn them as harm
ful. 

As noted byS. N. De, :ar:BO., B.BO., Exporter, Importer and Mauufacturer, 
Calcutta:- . 

"It is quite pOBBible that the preparations may be inactive for not 
using standardized drul!:B. But they cannot be harmful as the roots, herbs, 
etc., are used as a whole in small doses aud not their active principles as in 
pharmacopooial preparations." . 

But unhappily a number of. ip:Uorant Qua('ks pose as vaids aud hakeemA 
and they are the kind of people who freely prescribe arsenic, mercury, 
".raton oil, strychnine, morphine, etc., 88 complained of by the witnesses 
from the Punjab and the Madras Presidency where 88 many as 42·8 nAr 
cent and 38·6 per cent. resnectively, are aware of cases of poisoniug fol~ 
lowing upon the administration of indigenous preparations; In' the words 
of the Medical Superintendent, Arthur Road and Maratha" Hospitals, 
Bombay:- . 

i, Lot~ of preparation&-lluch as arsenic, mercury, aud purgatives are 
given without proner dose and standardization and the result.<i in many 
cases have been disastrous. Phthisis cases, have flared u~hilitio ~~ 
IIlsp madv WQrse .,md fat~l diarrhmas have occurred," 



One hundred and ninety-eight replies out of 318 favoul'c(llItrol in the 
same' way as for pharmacopooial preparations. On the other hand, -112 
consider .such control not on!y 4ifficult but evon impossible. '.1:0 quote Maio~ 
B. Sahal, I.M.~.,. Kohat dlstrlct:~ . 

" I do not think it is possible to control indigenous. drugs in the same 
way as the pharmacopooial preparations, for the following rllasons:---':' 

(a) Most of these are used in a crude state in much the same manner 
as .herbs by the herbalists in' western ,countries. 
. (b) The active principles of most of these drugs are not knoWD; 80 

standardization is not feasible. . 
(c) The indigenous therapeutic agents are derived from such a multi

tude of sources as to render a knowledge of their chemistry: a herculean 
task, unless extensive and exhauStive research is instituted, an over the 
country, for the purpose." 

Twenty-eeven are of opinion that no control should be resorted to unless 
an Indian,Pharmacopooia has first been compiled. 

If standardization- of indigenous drugs is to be -made the sine qua non 
of their control, little help, if any, is to be expected from Western 
scientists. Let ns then turn to the professionals iii Indian medicine and 
see what they, can do in the matter. . 
. The optimistic note is sounded by Rasayanacharya K. Pratab Sinha, 
Superintendent of .the Ayurvedic Pharmacy, Benares lIindu University:~ 

"Q.~Youknow that the Government of India have appointed this 
Committee to go into the question of inferior quality of Western drugs on 
the market and, if we find that the drugs are really inferior, then to suggest 
Borne legislation for control. We want to ask you if the same is the ease 
with your drugs. You are' properly qualified, but there are a. large number 
of practitioners who have got no qualification. From your point of view, 
do you think that control is necessary? . 

A.-Yes it is urgently necessary. 
Q.-How would you bring about that control? In the case of pharma,. 

"Opooial drugs, we have got standards and medicines can be tested. lIow 
can we do' it in the 'case of your drugs 11 

, A.-It is very easy. We have got standard prescriptions and we know 
the particular drugs used. ' . 

Q.-But, Sometimes you mix 20 or 30 drugs? 
A . ....:.... You can find out by physical tests. 
Q.-Do you think that it will be po~ible to determine by physical 

tests alone as to what constituents the preparation contains!, 
A.-Yes, to a large extent. 

The witness made a statement in Urdu and the Chairman gave' the 
gist of it in English as follows:-

He has been working for the last five years in the Benares University 
and during that time he has brought together a large number of drugs 
and actually identified them. He said that in their books t~ere ar~ standard 
prescriptions which they used and t~~t it ought ~. be. qmte pOSSible, fr?m 
the physical characters of thE'se medlCmes or solublhty 1D water, turpentme 
or alcohol to determine whether the thing is genuine or not. He suggest
ed that ~ntrol should be brought in regard to these drugs also. The 
vegetable dl'ugs sold in the bazaars were very bad and often not what 
they are supposed to be. 

As regards the minerals, they c~iefl:v . use. thing~ like lo1tabhasm-;
prepared iron, silvl.>r or j!;old-and he said. there IS no difficulty about l.hmr 
identification. Chemical tests can be easily worked out for them. 

Other witnesses are less sanguine., Thus,' Hakeem Muhammad ~asim, 
Member Indian Medicine Board, United Provinces. Secretary, AnJuman
i-Muinui Tihbi (Registered Association of the Hakeems of the United 
Provinces), Lucknow:-

.. The condition of Unani chemicals and drugs is not much better. than 
that of Allopathic ones' consequently the need fOt-legislation is as urgent 
in respect to them .. B~t unfortunately it is not at present possibl~ tq dQ 
I!O mainly for tW() reaS()ns, 
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.. Fintl)', Unani chemicals and ~gs are prepared from plants, roots, 
herbe, etc., which have not, as yet, "been chemically analysed and their 
medidnal properties are unknown. It· would therefore be impracticable 
to chemically analyse preparations of Unani ingredients, and it would be 
imJKlllllible'~ pronounce 00 their potency and purity and otherwise. 

.. Secondly there is no standard pharmaoopmia of Unani medicines. 
• QarabadinJ which· serves the purpose of an Unani PharmacoplBia is not 
always cl<ally followed by the hakeems. They often diverge from the origi
nal formnbe and introduce their own changes. ;They do it sometimes for 
good reasons. It is therefore p068ible that the same pharmacopmial prepa
ration made b)' one hakeem may differ in its Ingredients ·(or in thepropor
tion of the ingredients used) with the one sold by other hakeems.·Until 
and unIeaa a pharmacopmia is standardilled it is extremely difficult to bring 
nnder an)' control the production and sale of Unani pharmaoopmial produc
tions." 

From the Zandu Pharmaceutical Works, Limited, Bombay:-
.. We are manufacturers of· Aynrvedic preparations and as suCh are 

willing that Aynrvedic medicines should be standardized, but we are con
vinced that they must be 80 standardized on the lines of Aynrveda only, 
lIubject to the following remarks:-

.. We ourselves have introduced reforms in the manufacture of Ayur
vedic preparations and we are proud to say that we are pioneers in. such 
reforms • 

.. Generally, the formulll! of Aynrvedic medicines are found in old 
Sanskrit books; bnt there has not been an agreement between tite vaidyas 
of nrious provinces about the identification of doubtful drugs. One drug 
is known by several names and one shastric name of a drug connotes different 
drugs, in different pJ'CWinces • 

.. The All-India Ayurvedic conference which had twenty sessions, up 
to now, has been investigating in the matter, appointing Committees to 
RllCertaio identification of doubtful drugs and is seeking an agreement between 
the physicians of India • 

.. VariouR books by botanists, vaidyaa and doctors are helping to 
BReenain the identification of indigenous drugs . 

.. But all theae attempta have not achi!,ved desirableresulta lis yet . 

.. The physiciana have also not come to an agreement with regard 
to the appearance, colour, taste, etc.; of the compounda and nothing haa 
,8'5 been decided which would be acceptable to tbe whole profession . 

.. We are aware that the bhasmas have heen analysed by chemists; 
IlUt .ueh analysia would not help the vaidya inasmuch as it cannot det.ect 
tbe putu, bbavanaR, etc., which have speeial value for vaidyas . 

.. For instance, the abhrak bhasma prepared with 50 putas and another 
prepared by 1,000 putu will give the same analytical results but the physi
dana nrge that both articles vary in efficacy to a very large extent. WI', 
tberefore, maintain that no Western chemical test would be applicable to 
Ayurvedie preparations • 

.. In this connexion we would atress the point that, even in the case 
of Western medicinal preparations, chemical standards alone do not estab
lish the standards of medical efficacy unless and until Ruch efficacy is proved 
hy pbysiological animal experiments and actual practice on human beings as 
i .. definitely proved in the case of many Western medicinal preparations 
time and again • 

.. We ourselves have introduced many reforms in the manufactUre of 
Ayurvedic preparations as mentioned before and welcome any further reform 
compatible with our system. But the inherent difficulties in introducing 
standardisation in Aynrvedic system are almost iDBurmountable, and the real 
aolution of thia important question would appear to lie in the direction of 
a creation of a Representative All-India Aynrvedie Vaidyas Committee to 
flnquire into and suggest Aynrvedic atandarda which could in futu!8 be 
applied with .. view to keep up the purity of the Aynrvedic preparatloDB." 

46 
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.The t~\Ith: is, thath in t~e. case· of. 'compo~nd!ld indigenous preparations, 
whIch {OJ m no less t an mne-tenths of. the IndIgenous therapeutic arsenal 
standardization is an impossibility. But, says Dr. Ramjeedas Bajoria Cal: 
cutta:,- ',. ' 

. " So ~ar as .the shastric medicines are concerned, that is to;~ay, mecli-
c~nes ~entlOned. In the Ayurveda, if. the formulre and. method of prepara
tIOn . Jald dow9 In. the books. are strIctly followed, the proper standard is 
obtamed' and It w1l1 not b!l Incorrect· to say ·that the books thus, lay down 
the s.tandard for them and no other method of standardization is necessarv. 
All that is necessary is to. ensure that tlie formulre and the methods of 
preparation are carefully 'followed." . , 

Unhappily vaids and hakeems have not only given up collecting their 
raw materials, but have also stopped .preparing their medicines. . In the 
words of the same witness:-

"It is a matter 'of common knowledge that many Ayurvedic practi
tioners .who ,.manufacture the various kinds of medicines themselves for their 
dispensaries maintain but a small establishment of a few servants of the 
menial class and these servants (with the assistance of young students where 
there are any) generally prepare the medicines. The practitioners being busy 
with their patients have little time to spare to look after the manufacturing 
wOJ-k. My experience of the conduct and management of the AVIllWCYlic 
department ·of this hospital has convinced me of the efficacy of Ayurvedic 
medicines if prepared in the right way, but their preparation is not an 
E'asy tas~ and, I fear, cannot be left in the hands of ordinary servimtS or 
amateurs 'rithout running the risk of i~pairing their quality." 

Nay .. more, 'not a few profcssio~alii'inlndian medicine 'u keep EngliRh 
drugs because the wedicines used :iu the indigenous systems take longer time 
to prepare and in order to avoid delay they use the ready-made\Vestern 
me,dicines." i" ' 

In his presidential .address at the 21st ,AIl-India Ayurvedic Conferenre. 
held at Mysore in December 1930, Mahamahopadhyaya KaviI'aj Gananath 
Sen Sharma, Saraswati, Vaidyasagar, Pranacharya, :M.A., L.:M.S., said i71·tl'1· 
alia:""':' . . . , 

"It is well known, at least among ourSelves, that some Ayurvedic 
physicians, even 'of the most orthodox type, use· a few Western medicinE'S 
11nder th!!. garb of Ayurvedic names. I disapprove of this action as snch 
physicia.ns ha"e not made a fnll and regular study of the action of these 
drugs .. Let 'us learn before we prescribe and be honest and frank and hav~ 
the courage to" openly advise our patients to take a few doses of quinine 
where quinine. is necessary 01' an injection of morphine and atroP.ine when 
the patient's pain must be immediately relieved.". . 

How far orthodox va ids may' unconsciously wander awayfl'Om the 1.ath 
of orthodoxy is illustrated' by the suggestions sent to the Committee by 
Pandit Surrendra Mohan, B.A., Principal, Dayanand Ayurvedic College, 
I,ahore;-

"I submit herewith three more suggestions about the improvemE'nts 
of indigenous systems, arrived at in consultation with Pandit Thakur I>att, 
Proprietor,' Aim'it Dhara, Dr. Asa Nand, :M.B.B.S.\ and Dr. Shankar Dass, 
R.SC., :M.B.B:8., Professors of our College, after the VIsit by the Drugs Enquiry 
Committee to this .College was over. 

(1) All qualified vaidyas and hakeems should have facilities for obtain. 
ing alcohol, opium and other articles of excise and at reduced Tates for 
the use of medicinal preparations, as in the case of Allopathio practitione~. 

(2) All qualified vaidyas and hakeems should be allowed to ~urchase 
and .use • poisons'. -: . . 

(3) There should be no ban. on the advertisemen~ of A~u.rved.ic 
medicines till the Government constltutes a Board of Indl&n medIcme in 
ev~r:v . province •. or makes real' efforts' to. revise the ancient, systems of 
medicine as' it, does in case of Allopathy ;'~ 



Bot the gl"eat drawback of the indigenous medicine is to be found in 
the thousands· of quacks who ·parade· in the. villages under the names 'of 
vaidJJ. and hakeems. The letter of Dr. K. S. Rangaswami, Rural Dispen
Ary, Modawaram, Cuddapah; on this point is pathetic in its simplicity:-

.. I may not be 'an expert to 'give you any evidence yet I 'take the liberty 
to write a few lines to bring to your kind notice the experience I had in 
rura~ l>arts, which I rtlCluest you .to kindly go thrpugh ill the midst of busy 
enqUifles. - , . 

.. With referen~e'to .bl·. Rama Kamath's evidence~ Hindu,18th Octo
ber 1930, page 5: 'Even in systems. other than Allopathic it must be 
made compulsory that nobody should be allowed to treat human ills unless 
he got a licence from. the Government.' At cities and big towns people 
are educated. aufficiently to understand good from bad and they naturally 
go for the best. medical aid either Allopathic or. Ayurvedic. But in villages 
there are many quack doctors . practising without any medical education. 
(Many do not know even to read and write.) They treat cases with - few 
Indian herbs as decoctions and powders, but thanks, many of them are harm
_ to life' except few. Taking the mineral side, they use mercury and 
.• nenie without proper purification and the favourite medicine being 
'80wveera mainam' for all diseases; with .the result that many get the 
poison. Even the symptoms of such poison, the quacks tel} the patients' 
people 88 the new symptoms of that disease. Few casel that come' to me 
ill the last Btage with Buch poisons had their days end. There is nobody 
to question them. For about 30 to 35 villages, this is the only rural dis
peDllary, but thel'a are 30 to 50 quacks going about from house to hou~e 
with Buch dangerous drugs. Propaganda, I started against such treatment 
but there is anii-propaganda by them and it will take some years for. 'them 
to believe Boientific treatment. There al'e many places like this. getting 
.nch dangerous ,treatment. Any medicines prepared according to shastras 
a1'8 UBeful .. 

. II It will be of divine gift to the country and the suffering humanity if 
the Committee, side by side, take up ·the question of prohibiting such 
"uacks from practice; and allow only persons with licence from Government." 

Or, in 1h" words of Hakeem Ghulam Kabir, Shefakhana-i-Kabir, Cal-
l'ltttai-'" . 
· "It is extl'eruely ne~ary to bring'. both the physicians and manufac
turers of drug.. and medlclDal preparatIOns under one complete control. 
This would be rendering a. useful service to Indians. The manufacture and 
lll'epal'ation of dru~ and medicines should be confined to those who have 
received regular (raIDing in a Tibbi School of medicine or under the guidance 

· of hereditary physicians. . 
· . " If we are to' adhere to the 'true spirit of Ayurveda, Sidha and.' 'fibbi, 
the need of ~ontrolling the manufacture of drugs and medicinal preparations 
d~ not arise. The true vaid or hakeem is supposed to use fresh juices, 
illfugiOll8, decoctions, etc., so that all tinctures, extracts, syrups, etc:, of 
indigenous dl'UgB found in the market must ipso facto fall within the class 
of Western medicines and be treated as such-as pharmacopalial prepal'&tioDs 
if standardized, or, in the absence of a standard, as proprietary preparations 
or patent medicines according as the composition is divulged or kept secret. 
Again, any vaid or hakeem true to his profession relies. on the experience 
of his forefathers and on his own and collects the drugs he. needs whatever 
he the names the others call them 'by; his materia medica 'is small and, 
though based on Ayurveda or Tibbi, ]a greatly dependent on family tradi
tion", .the amount of education received, and the flora. of the country he 
practises ini to him the drug is but an instrument, it is the method and 
the brain behind it that count." 

The modern conditions have raised two important points: (1) thee sup
ply of pure"raw materials and (2) the training of capable vaids and hakeems. 

The suggestions, whether written or oral, are many. Leaving details 
aside, they may be summarised as follows ,-

. WhatiB w~nted is a source of PUl'(1 unadulterated raw materials 
Ordinary people in bazaars should not be allowed to sell medicinal herbs' 
Buch Bale being l'eStricted to qualified herbalis·ts. Their shops ought to b~ 
l-egularly visited by inspectors well versed in the knowledge of raw Indian 
drugs. There ought to be reference collections of indigenous drugs nnd, 



if possible,. gardens in the' municipal areas in which to grow the medicinal 
herbs reqUlred by the local professionals in Indian medicine. Unani and 
Ayurv~da schools or colleges ought to .be opened in every Province and 
recognl;Z6d. by. the Government. Only dlplomated hakeems and .. vaida frolll 
·those lllstltutlOns should be allowed to practise after. registratiop. . 

Dr~; Ramjeedas Bajoria, Calcutta:..- .1 

" ." In my opinion a laboratory should be established under a Board of 
cohtr~l compo~ed 'of efficient Ayurvedic physicians for testing the raw 
materials s.old.m the market. and used for Jlreparing mediQ.ines, for, if the 
raw ma·tenal .IS ~a.d, the finished product IS bound to be bad in quality; 
places where medICmes are prepared should be inspected from time to time 
to see that ~he proper method is being followed; a minimum qualification 
should be laid down for persons to be employed in preparing them and 
those who want to prepare and sell medicines and raw materials ~ither 
II:s practitioners or for purpos.es of business should be required to take a 
!Icence from t~e Board. The lIcence should be subject to renewal at definite 
mterva,ls of tune and the Board should be authorized to refuse to renew 
or cancel a licence at their discretion if they think that the licence has been 
~bused. The Ayurvedic sch~!s should be required to give practical training 
'In the manufacture of medICmes also." 

Hakeem Moulvi Muhammad Abdul Halim, Lucknow.-
"The present practice of ellCh and everyone being able to sell or 

manufacture the medicine should be stopped at once. Firstly. the Govern
ment ought to issue licences for all drugs and herbs just like intoxicating 
ones. Whoever may be found to sell medicines without being licenstld and 
permitted by the proper authorities should be deemed punishable. Second
ly) the Government may appoint an inspector (at least one in every district) 
who may be fully aware of storing of medicines according to the rules men
tioned in our books and who may identify the superior quality from the 
inferior one. This inspector, at intervals, ought to inspect. the stores and 
report to the authorities conoerned, who may confiscate the licence or 'punish 
the guilty as the cruse. lllay be. Thirdly. the Government should start a 
school for training of manufllCturers and aU the dealers of compound medi
cines should be ordered to engage only these trained attars in their labo
ratories. Fourthly, the licences, similar to those of the dealers of uncom
pounded medicines' should be issued to the dealers of the compounded ones 
also and the same insJlector should inspect the laboratories and report to 
the authorities accordmgly. All persons should be prohibited by law to 
manufacture the medicines excepting those who have been granted licences. 
Presently the Government ought to adopt a liberal policy while granting 
licences in order to avoid discouragement. In order to meet the expenses 
I shall recommend the Government to levy a small tax on the dealers of 
medicine, both simple and compound. 

" In order to raise the standard of medicines to the highest efficiency 
I shaII urge the Government to start a botanical garden in which the herb~ 
and drugs of supreme quality' and nature may be cultivated and the seeds 
may be sold at rock-bottom prices to those desirous to help in this matter1 by starting such private gardens. Thus when there will be abundance or 
supreme quality materials. the sale of inferior quality would decrease or 
diminish by itself." 

Hakeem Sahib Dayal. Amritsar:-

" A Committee of Hakeems and Vaids should be appointed t·o compile 
a pharmacopOlia of drugs used in indigenous systems. Only educated attars 
with over five years' ex~rience should be pertnitted to sell drugs. New 
attars should be apprentICed to some attar's shop for a year. They should 
have a minimum qualificatio~ of h~vin~ .read. up to VIII ~tandard. Inspec
tors of vaids should be apPOinted m Cities WIth a populatIOn of 50,000; the 
appointment should be entrusted to local vaids, hakeems and attars. Pay 
should be at least Rs. 30 per mensem. He should be allowed private prac
tice. He should hold the post for three yea"!, not entitled to re-election. 
He should collect four sampl('S, sealed, one gIven to the attar, second to 
Government Department, third to the local Medical Committee and the 
fourth' should be opened in the presence of the' Medical Board which should 
consist of ten hakeems and vaids. Two members who should be selected by 
lottery and president would test the sample. 
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.. First three offences should be excused. For further offence the 

Committee tihall. notify the adulterated character of medicine. After fifth 
offence the druggists should be prosecuted • 

.. Eve!? inspector should publi~h a list of .reliable fir.~. Exhibition 
of indigenous drugs should be held In each Province and CItIes and sanads 
and medals awarded. Public should make complaints before the inspector 
who must make a note of them." , 

Ayurvedachariya Pa~dit Harinarain Chatuiyedi, Principal, GovemJllllnt 
Ayurvedic School, Patna: -" I 

" (a) All district mun!cip.alities should start a herbal ga~de~ in ~heir 
own localities where pure indIgenous drugs may be planted for IdentIfiCtr 
tion and public sale, if there be any • 

.. (b) All local bodies should also appoint a well qualified vaidya to 
look after the sale of impure drugs in the market." 

Vaidyabhushan Purushottamsbastri Hirlekar, Amraoti:-
.. A central body of learned Ayurvedic experts from all parts {If India 

be appointed and power be given ~ them. f!>r: supervision ~ver original .drugs 
(therapeutic agents), phannacoponal medICines and propnetary remedIes on 
the Indian market:-

(i) This body should give its decision as regards the' purity and 
potency of the medicines; 

(ii) chemists and ,medicine dealers should be ordered to keep' open 
for the buyers the report of this body; 

(iii) separate Provincial bodies be formed and they should supervise 
the mediCInes on the market from time to . time and make a report to the 
Central body,; 

(iv) this body should publish once or more times, a Jist of big 
pharmacies or manufacturing firms and dealers of medicines whose mlldi
cines are found faultless and usable; , 

(v) the dealers and pharmacies must possess a certificate from the 
body as to the faultlessness of the medicines they supply; 

, (vi) if p088ible, this body should publish a pamphlet giving the 
information as to the utility and usability with classes of distincton, if 
necessafI, of the medicines allowed to be kept on the Indian market, so that 
the purchasers may have a correct idea about the medicines they buy; and 

(vii) this body' sohuld settle the standard formullB of medicines to be 
allowed on the Indian market and supply these formullB to the pharmacies 
and manufacturing chemists." • 

Dr. Abdul Ali, B.SO., H.B., B.B., LUcknow:-
" (a) Shops of indigenous drugs should be inspected frequently . 
.. (b) Number of shops keeping very Costly drugs should be limited by 

iHsuing licences to reliable firms. This will facilitate more frequent inspec
tion and will relieve them of unhealthy competition." 

Pt. Surrendra Mohan, B.A., Principal, Dayanand Ayurvedic College, 
Lahore:- _ 

.. Being invited to express my point of view on the subject, I give 
some suggestions for the production of better and standardized Ayurvedic 
and Unani medicines; 

.. (I) Let the Government appoint expert Indian herbalists under 
the hilly Forest Department to collect ripe medicinal herbs in right season 
and preserve them properly. ' 

.. (2) Let the Government establish stores at suitable places in every 
Province for the sale of herbs, collected as in (I)J 80 that the vaidyas 
hakeems, ph,!rmacistsl .groce~ (pansaris) and even t.b.e western firms should 
purchase. theIr q.ua.ntltles. o.f mdigenous materials from these stores for the 
preparatIon of theIr medlcmes. 

. .. (3) Let ~arc~ laboratories be established to investigate the pro
p~rtles of ~th the IdentIfied a,!-d obscure drugs, but expert va ids, l!.Cquainted 
w~th chemIstry: and therapeutIcs, sh~uld be engaged to work side by side 
lFlth the chemIsts and doctors. IndIan mountains are rich in herbs, which 



li.r,e effiaclous in IIi~ny diSeaSes; "for' 'Yhich scientists know no cure or' prepare 
organIO ,or synthetlCa~ eompoullds of doubtful nature; but they are sent to 
the Indian mar~et ,wIth great assurance through their advertizing agencies 
a~d, aftel' a trial, for a year or two, they prove a failUl'e, as insut'i1t for 
diabetes, etc., whIle the natuml products of India dwindle away owing to 
our il!:lI?rance 01' indifference to th~m. The scientist of to-day has greater 
l'egard fOI' the laboratory made articles than for fresh herbs of nature with 
vitamines and other healing foroes. The Western methods of researoh are 
not sufficient to reveal the wonderful properties of the innumerable herbs 
of India. Let Ayurvedic shastras, dealing with thousand years old expel'iences 
of Indian sages, and ancient scientists, serve as a guide tor the investigators. 

"'(4) Drllgs'inspectors, well versed in Indian herbs and drugs; be 
appointed in every district to inspect, now and then, pansalis' shops to sec 
it they a~e selling fresh and, right drugs under proper names. They should 
be authonzed to destroy rotten materials. This method will set right grocers 
to sell proper things. ' 

" (5) Let a. training school be opened in every Province, 01' it may 
be att,ached to the Ayurvedic and Unani institutions for pansaris, to acquaint 
them with right drugs and teach them in what way and how long each 
material be kept. They 'Should also be instructed in simple pharmaceutical 
preparations, as syrups, oonfeotions~ etc. The Government will have to 
maintain an' experimental laboratory and a museum of Indian Materia 
Medica in suoh SclIOOls. The preparations of the sohool oan be sold to pubho 
to make it a part of the expenditure. While admitting boys, preference 
be given to pansaris' sons and relatives . 

.. (6). Licence be given to the trained grocers to sell Indian herbs, 
drugs and poisons. Indian practitioners will spontaneously, puroh.ase their 
requirements from suoh grocers. Illiterate pansaris will no more be seen 
after ten or fifteen years. Prepared from better ingredients, indigenous 
medioines will be more effective and consequently more useful to the public. 

" (7) CustolllS and Excise Regulations be revised to give 'greater 
facilities to the educated vaids and hakeelllS in procuring and keeping certain 
quantities of poisonous drugs than at present. 

" (8) Let the vaids and hakeelllS, educated in regular and recognized 
institutions, be registered, and given the right of issuing oertificates of age" 
illne!i8, death, etc.:! and be, taken into Government, Municipal and District 
Board services. Their, livelijIood being secured by' this, there will be seen 
less amorous advel,tisemeJlts ,in newspapers and on walls than at present. 

" "(9) There. should, be no bar, on advertisements, as this is the best 
method of infermation to publio of anything useful. Many patients, 'not 
cured by doctors and in hospitals" have been cured by the medicines advertised 
in papers. There has been no harm to publio health by these medioines; if 
individuals and, firms of western oountries are allowed, to sell their prepara
tions .in India through advertisement, why not Indian fi'rms and individuals 
be allowed to benefit their brethern by their Indian medicines. The adver
"tisers should however be 'warned to avoid illicit and amorous words and 
phrases in their notices, posters, pamphlets, etc., and legal action he taken, 
if necess~ry. III-, case of definite hal'ln to the patients' health and on COll
'firmation by analysis of the medioine, the matter should go to. court' for 
necessary action\ ,Ilgainst the advertisers, Indian, English, French 01' who-
soever he may be. , " ' ~ " ' ' 

" (10) If the Government desires that Indian people, should have 
standard and reliable indigenous and allopathic medicines, let. the Central 
and Provincial Governments establish big laboratories to prepare such drugs 
with Indian niaterials as far as possible, India is very vast in its resources 
and can supply the required quantities of medicines and drugs tQ its in
habitants, provided that the ruling nation is inclined to do so. The manu
facture of medicine in India on large scale will greatly solve the problem 

'of unemployme:qt . 
.. (11) Provided the Government is ready to adopt all or some of the 

suggestions given above, a ruling body, named Board of India in Medicine, 
will be a necessity in every Province and shall consist of vaidyas, hakeems, 
doctors, and some laymen (lawyers, educationists) to govern all the affairs 
concerning indigenous systems (Ayurvedic and Unani). All the above'sug
gestions have been' given with a firm hope that the Drugs Committee will 
l'ecommend them fOl' adoption, partly or wholly, to the Government 01 India 
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to rejuvenate Ayurvedic and Unani systems for public benefit. On the other 
hand, if the Committee is bent on proposing legislation to the systems that 
are already labouring under great loss in comparison with the rival system; 
Allopathy, there will be no greater ill-luck for India and its people-to see 
their anoient sciences ruined, which they cherished for thousands of years; 
hut the Almighty will help us to uplift them in. spite of the heavy forces 
working against them. Every science will live on its inherent mllrits; 1 
tr"~t in the Almighty and the public for support." 

~. 

BENGAL (8). 
Indigenous drugs when prepared according to Ayurvedic directions will 

never he harmful (6). When properly 'purified according to Ayurvedic 
methods poisonous substances are deprived of their injurious effects. What 
is primarily wanted is a thorough knowledge of the subject. 

Ayurveda Colleges for the training of ·kavirajs should be opened in every 
province and recognil(Ald by Government. Only doctors. diplomated from 
those Colleges should be allowed to practise after registration .(5). 

It is suggested to have a Central LaboratQry 'where Ayurvedic . doctors 
and Western scientists would co-operate in the study of indigenoull drugs 
(2). Research into the therapeutic value of indigenous drugs' as now carried 
on by Western scientists should be continued (4). 

Thel'e should he a separate Boara of selected hakeems and vaids to control 
indigenous drugs and the Board should regis.ter practitioners and dealers. 
Only medicines approved by the Board should be allowed to lie sold in the 
market. This Board should also compile a pharmacoPQlia from the standards 
that are already there .and as new things come out. they,should be added. 

It is very difficult to procure pure raw llla~rials. 'There ought to be 
reference collections (2) and, wherever possible, medicinal plants· ought to be 
grown under the supervision of experts, (4). , ... 

BIHAR AND' OBISSA (4). . 
IndigenoUs drugs are not harmful' if compounded according 'to, the' 'rules 

laid down in the standard works on Ayurveda and hakeem preparations (1). 
Research into the value of indigenous drugs as therapeutical agents should 

not only be .continued (3), but carried on a much larger scale (1);· and Unanr, 
(1). Kavirajs ought to be encouraged to do their own "'esearches andGov~ 
OJ'nIDent should come forward with grants and othel' generous' help (1): 
J..et vaida and hakeems have their own way (1). . 

What is wanted is a source of 'pure una_dulterated' raw materials (3). 
Ordinary peQple in bazaars should not be allowed to' sell medicinal herhs, 
only qualified herhalists (2). Their shops ought to be regularly visited by 
Inspectors with a knowledge of Indian. medicinal plants (2).. There ought 
to he reference collections· of indigenous drugs (2), and,. if -possible, gardens 
in the municipal areas in which to grow raw materials required by' the 
local vaidl (1). '.' ,., : 

Tihhi' and Ayurveda schools· should be opened in ~~ei-y Province and 
rN'Ognized hy Government. Only diplomated hakeems and vaids froID' tiu)IIe 
IK'hnQls should be '!tHowed to practise after registration (1): . . 

THB CENTRAL PROVINCES ,(2).' . 
There ought to be a museum where standard sllecimflDs of in'digeiiou~ 

dru~ 8~ould' be. kept. lind the Curator, ,!ould give advi~ to the neople who 
reqUIre It. " . .. . . . . ' . ; ., ,. " 

'G'overnnien~ . shOuld app~int' a C~nmittee" of expe~tS. to'. 'pro~o~Ce ,UPOIl 
the t~.prapeut\C .v~lue. of ,indigen.o~s d~ug~ (2).. , ..•• . . 

.. BOHBAy(2) ... ~ 
The idea of an Indian PharmacoplI!ia is ·that .. of .. book· inwhi~k there 

"'ould be standards for medicines used by. raids 'and hakooDl8.'· •. : . , 

. • Flummary .of the oral evidence in some 'Provinces. . Figures. in b, .1'8Qkew 
repi'l'Sellt the number of witneB8e8. ., . 
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Only men diplomated in Ayurved and Tibbi sciences who will use the 
preparations as indicated in their books should be allowed to practise as 
vaidsor hakeems. 

THE UNITED PROVINOES (6). 
A central depot in charge of Government for selling pure herbs. 
A central bureau in which standard samples should be collected in a sort 

of Museum and the people in, charge of it should supply information to those 
who enquire about ,them. . . 

V,..ids and hakeems should be qualified registered men. 
There should be' collaboration of Eastern and Western experts. 

THE PUNJAB (7). 
Attars keep English drugs because the medicines used in the indigenous 

systems take longer time to prepare and in order to avoid delay they use 
the ready. made Western medicines. 

Palisaris and attars keep drugs which are very old and have )o.~t all 
active properties. Inspectors are necessary (2). 

Control of raw materials. 
VII ids and Bakeems IlhQllld be qualified . registered men. 

APPENDIX H 

Patent and Propriew.ry meJJicines * 
Ro.o Sahib Dr. U.Rama Rau, Madras;-

.. They must be put a stop to' with a high hand. 'There is no gain
saying the fact that quacks and secret medicines flourish even to-day in the 
civilized countries of England and America and are making headway 
against doctors and their prescriptions through widespread advertisements 
and fascinating phrases. The harm done to India by these patent medicines 
and Secret remedies is incalculable. The value of patent medicines import
ed to India according to the trade report of 1926-27 was Rs. 27 lakhs, of 
which the United Kingdom supplied 15 lakhs, United States 3 lakhs and 
Germany 5 lakhs. How the Government of England negle.ctea to put dowu 
this growing evil in their own country cannot be better described than in 
the words of Dr. Sidne1 Biller, H.D'J in pis book on 'Popular Drugs! Be 
wrote: -' Many more mstanees might be prasented but enough has been 
said to show how great is the credulity of the p'lblic regarding these rema
dies. At present no attempt has been made to cope with this traffic. No 
Government than ours neglects to interfere. France and· Germany tolerate 
no quack remedies, while in the United States, although there exists a tax 
on proprietary articles, it is enacted that the composition .of all drugs must 
be set forth on the labels. Our Colonies_are vigorously attacking the prob
lem. Our Government alone remains apathetic. Deriving a revenue of 
something like £300,000 a year from this traffic, nothing is done· to regu
late the trade or to abate its evils. It is certainly found that hospital and 
aispensary patients have squandered more money on quack remedies than 
they would have paid for medical advice and treatment. Short of prohi
hiting the sale of these preparations. it ought to be secured by an Act of 
Parliament that the composition of all patent medicines should be set forth 
on the label. In this way the 'Publio would know what they were buying 
and would be able to judge for themselves whether the extraordinary claims 
made for them had any basis in fact.' 

.. Thus the consensus of medical opinion in England is to prohibit by 
an Act of Parliament the sale of such patent medicines whose composition 
was not given on the label, Likewise, the Government of India,. by an Act 
of legislature, must prohibit the importation of such patent medicines or 
tIieir manufacture in India whose composition is unknown. The Taxation 

II Extracts from replies to the questionnaire other than those set out in 
Appendix O. . 
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Enquiry Committee i~ their report to the Go!ernment of .India hav:e ob
served: 'Patent medIcines are generally consIdered as SUItable subject of 
taxation, partly for reasons of regUlation, partly because they involve a 
form of luxury consumption, which is occasionally harmful, and are taxed 
among other countries in the United Kingdom, Canada, South Africa, Italy, 
France, the United States of America and Japan, though it is understood 
that in the last case the abolition of the tax is in contemplation. The ta~ 
is usII&lIy levied in the shape of a stamp duty and is collected with compara.-, 
tive ease lIinea advertisement is an essential of. trade. In England the charge 
of duty extends to all medicines in which any proprietary right is claimed, 
or which are advertised or held out without disclosure of the formula, as 
a cure for any ailment or disorder incidental to the human body. The 
adoption of a definition on these lines would meet one objection taken to 
the tax, namely, that it would interfere with the business of the vaids and 
hakeems. It will be clear that such interference would only arise in the 
case of advertised medicines, and not in that of prescriptions made up for 
private patients. A suitable rate for the tax would be four 'ann as in the 
rupee. Its imp08iti()n should be accompanied by the application of a 
similar definition to imported patent medicines and an increase in the tariff 
rate on these to 50 per cent! I do not consider that the imposition of the 
tax will go to solve the question of the havoc done to the health of the 
pebple b;V the secret remedies. The disclosures made by the British Medical 
A_iatlon 80 faF back as 1912, in their book on 'Secret remedies, what 
they cost and what, they contain' are appalling enough to convince any 
Government, who have the health of the people at heart_ to take prompt 
legislative measures to eradicate this evil. Nothing short of prohibition 
of Buch patent medicines, indigenous or imported, which do not disclose the 
formula on the label will satisfy me as a medical man." 

Dr .. V. K. Parulkar, L.X.B., Bombay:-
"I believe that the sale of proprietary medicines with secret formulre 

is increasing. 
"Firstly, reading of advertisements of cures brought about by slIch 

preparationa produces great effect on patients who have tried treatment of 
medical men without result. Such people come to the conclusion that doctor's 
treatment is useless and seek to Ilnd some other remedy for their complaints. 
When Ii persOD belonging to this class reads such advertisements he feels 
happy and think. that it is possible to get rid of his disease. The assurance 
of cure and the force of arguments advanced to guarantee the same couplecl 
with the certificates of the men cured, make such a powerful impression on 
his mind that he is easily duped. . Specially, these advertisements make 
great effect on men who have got weak nerves as a result of self-abuse. They 
are oshamed to 'tell their secret to doctors and expect doctors to find out 
the cause. In some cases therefore doctors are not able to find out t.he 
('ause. in thll absence -of the clear history which patient should give to 
mediral men. Such patients therefore come to the conclusion that it is wise 
for them to try sucb remedies. Impotency in Buchcases is very common., 
FlIIC'h men spend tremelldous sums of money for gelting virile again. 

"Secondly, poor people who have not money enough to go to medical 
practitioners for tl'eatment resort to out-door departments of hospitals,. 
.. hel'8, if they are not cured, some come to believe wrongly that they aTe 
not cured because prOI)el' attention is not paid to them, they being free 
patients. 

"Thirdly, many patients suffering from venereal diseases avoid doctors 
Ollt of shame and try proprietary remedies in the beginning but, when they 
get worse, consult doctors and remain under their treatment. . 

"The only way, I think, in which this practice of self-drugging by 
proprietary medicines can be controlled, is by not allowing drugs with secret 
formulre to come to India and to put a stop to various quack remedies 
manufactured in India. ' 

, "It is the wen-worded and attractive advertisements that give stimulus 
~ the ~ale of such remedies. Therefore advertisements of proprietary medi
rIDes WIth secret {ormulre should not be allowed to appear in newspapers 
Manufactu~rs of. proprietary !pedie.ines should b~ prosecuted for advertising 
such r.el.neciJes Without procurmg m the first mstance permission of the 
authOrIties that tli. Government may appoint;" , 

. 41 
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Captain H. F. l\bneckshaw (late I.M.S.), Amritsar:.,.-. 
.. Indian market is over-Hooded with proprietary medicines, both foreign 

and Indian and ,both useful and useless. Many are harmful as well. It is 
partly the fault 'of medical men. They like to have a short cut to every cure 
and prescribe ready-made patent medicines, rarer the better, to impre~I'upon 
their neurotic patients and they do not scratch their brains to write' pres
criptions of well-tried old drugs. I have seen patients going about from one 
chemist to the other in search of the patent medicine written by specialists 
and genera). practitioners. They had to go to Lahore to buy it, or they had 
to wl'ite to: Bombay or Calcutta for it." 

The Chief Medical Officer, B.B. & C.1. Railway Company, Bombay:-
"The present day aoctor is more credulous than the gullible public. 

He will prescribe any patent medicine that is brought to his notice (the 
higher the price the better). The market is Hooded with proprietary articles 
to such an extent that some doctors are forgetting how to write prescriptions. 
Unless an article has the essential ingredient and strength notified on the 
label, prohibit importation or tax ,100--200 per cent ad valorem. 

Mr. l\Ianmatha Nath Chatterjee, Managing Director, the Whitehall 
Pharmacy Ltd., Calcutta:-
. "Medical men, of late, have been pl'escribing patent medicines' more 
than before, owing to increased propaganda work by the patent medicine 
makers and to the ineffectualness of the drug used by dispensing chemists, 
who have been compelled to stock drugs of inferior quality owing to constant 
price . cutting. . ' . 

" I have noticed that fOl:eign patent medicines containing simple drugs 
are more effective than those up here, the formuhe being the same in hath 
the cases. It is, no doubt, due to the chemically pure ingredients used by 
foreigners and the inferior commercial quality used here on account of poor" 
nes.~ of fund and poor buyers." 

Mr. A. J. Walmsby, Manager, The Planters' Stores and Agency Co., 
Ltd., Dibrugarh:-

.. This will be difficult to remedy now as most. imported proprietaries 
have some value, and the medical profe.qsion frequently prescribe proprietary 
medicines throJlgh fear of the drugs used iu other prescriptions being inert 
or below strength." ' 

Messrs. Smith, Stanistreet & Co., Ltd., Manufacturing Chemiats. 
Calcutta:-

"We do not 'think that anything in the way of legislation will be, of 
any use, but we do believe that a great deal will be done towards lessening 
their use by good .pure drugs legislation. Many of the public use, and very 
many aoctors prescribe, proprietary medicines in India because by that 
means they do ensure getting something which is of definite standard and 
strength, whereas if tlley use or prescribe pharmacopreial preparations they 
do not know what they will get with a very strong probability that.it will 
he below strength, or inert, or possibly harmful. A stamp duty should be 
imposed on all secret proprietaries as is in vogue in England, but probably 
on a lower scnle. The revenue from the sale of the s'tamps would go towards 
paying for the agents and lnhorntories required for enforcing the pure drug 
~nactments. " 

The Civil Surgeon, Hallaribngh:-
"Proprietary remedies are very popular, especially whE'!) SN'r~t. 

Control would be so unpopular.. that it would not be effective." 

Dr. T.H. S. Somervell, F.R.C.S." Tinnevelly:-
"As proprietary medicines are usually harmless, and as very little 

rontrol applies in England, the value of such a scheme here is douhtful." 

The Proprietor, New Medical Hall, Moulmein:~ 
" Allow it to go on, liS long l\R revenue 'comes in. Water will find 'its 

own level. Good remedies will inorense in sale and the bad will die out." - ~. , 
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Th, Superintendent, Central Jail, Hazaribagh:-
.. I think 80we are good. As regards control, this is a moot point. If 

~he .. tuff is not good, people would cuscontinue itli llSe. 1 800 no point in
exac:ting the formula of I!eCret preparations. The dose' of the drug is on the 
bottl~." 

The Edward Medical Hall, Multan~ Cantonment:~ 
.. l'roprietarll Medicine. with known Jormulw.-These should not be 

interfered with as they are cheaper and purer things. The doctors know 
,,-ell what they contain and the reputation of the maker is a guarantee that 
it is made up of good material. 'fo this category belong Kepler's prepara
tiona, Merck's Mag. Perhydrol, Vigantol, Bayer's Neosalvarsan and Plas" 
moquin, Esanofelle, etc., etc. 'l'hey are a great help for the doctor and the 
patient 118 they are a time saver for the both. 

II Patent Medic'ine. with unknown /ormulaJ.-They are really ,a fraud 
Bnd are vel")' expensive too on account of the heavy cost of advertising them. 
Their sale is 'tremendous and they are a source of great income to the makers, 
and the retailers. Even grocers and pan-sellers sell them. Their impart 
lD India cannot be stopped as it is an international question. As they are 
advertised in the great papers of Europe, so the demand cannot be stopped.
It should be left to the discretion of the public. Those who need and can 
afford to buy them, let them have it/' 

Messrs. Jagat Singh & Brothel'S. Chem~ts, Peshawar:-
II Sale of proprietary remedies forms the major portion of our bu.~iness, 

and, on the enforcement of any Drug Act, may be the only business left for 
chemists. It is not interfered with in other countries and should be left 
alone here also." 

The Civil SUI'goon, Saugor:-
" The sale of such medicines will continue on the increase so long as 

they are of approved efficacy and no conU'ol will in my opinion c1ieck their 
aale." 

Lt.-Col. N. S. Sodhi, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Lahore:-
"My opinion is that it would be hopeless to contl"Ol the sale of 

proprietary medicines. I should leave them alone. Educational propaganda 
may help but I doubt if it would be of much use." 

The Civil Surgeon, Allahabad:-
"The popularity of patent medicines is largely because of the very 

high prices current for dispensed medicines. Patients constantly ask for a 
pateut medicine in preference to a prescription. A large part of this trade 
ought not to be interfered with. The more dishonest part is very difficult to 
handle and is rife in all countries. Prosecution for fraud might be used
more often in gross cases." 

Lt.-Col. A. W. Overbeck-WI'ight, I.M.S., Superintendent, Mental Hospital, 
Agra:-

"Proprietary l'emedies are in many instances of great benefit. Their 
formulre however should invariably be registered at some central bureau 
and the sale of such remedies be declared illegal until so registered. Many 
of these are sold in ordinary shops and stores. The licensing of all shops 
dealing in BUell goods would enable some check to be kept on stocks and 
ensure old and deteriorated stock being weeded out." 

Colonel B. Higham, I.M.S., Chemical Analyser to the Government of 
Bombay:-

II I think that no secret remedy should be permitted to be sold. All 
proprietary preparationa should bear on their labels their percentage consti
tution aDd the names and address of the manufacturers in India or the 
importers, if of foreign origin. This would not be a complete safe-gnard 
because it would always be possible for manufacturers to attach labels that 
did not correctly describe the contents and in many cases this action would 
defy detection. However, it would be a certain amount of use because, for 
instance, if a preparation was found to contain opium that claimed to be 



free frolll that drug 01' vice :versa an .action should lie against the'manu
facturer 01' importer and the saille would hold in the case of other drugs for 
whiCh chemical te,sts are available. Naturally, in es.~ence, the only remedy 
against the use of secret remedies is education. Apart from this, the only 
reasonable course is an effort to protect the public agains·t harm as.it is 
impossible by law to protect them against the swindle of buying useless' drugs 
at exorbitant prices." 

Dr. Chanda Lal· Mathur, L.X.P., Retired Medical Practitioner, 
Muzaffarnagar:--

"The sale of proprietary remedies with secret fOl'lllula! ,.hould Le 
altogether stopped. In case this is not practicable the sale of only such of 
them be allowed as satisfy some competent authority appointed by the 
Government. N ames of such remedies may be announced in the Government 
Gazette from time to time." 

. Mr. R. L. Sethi, H.A., B.SC., Economic Botanist to the Government of 
the United Provinces, Cawnpore:--

" There is' an increasing sale of proprietary medicines, and the reason 
is apparent. The general populace is poor and they 'cannot afford the 
doctor's fee. Partly for this and partly for the sake of secrecy they fall an 
easy prey to advertised medicines. An effective control should be brought 
over their sale, and the following fonTIs are suggested:--

" (1) Proprietary drugs must be patented before being allowed to come 
to the market. They should not be allowed to be advertised unless they have 
passed a .test of genuineness by a central controlling agency. 

" (2) All patent medicines must have a formula on them. 
" (3) It must bear the date of manufacture. 

" This will stop a lot of quackery so rampant in the market at present.'J. 

Rao Sahib Dr. T. S. Tirumurii, B.A., •. B., c.H., D.T.H. & H., Pl'Of6SSQr, 
Medical College, Vizagapatam:--

" The country is being inundated with proprietary and patent medi-
cines manufactured mostly by foreign firms. . 

" In my opinion the only way by which the credulity of the masses can 
be 'removed is by their better general education and by propaganda against 
the UoSe 01 paten,t medicines, and by exPOS1.£T/I 0/ the contpos-itiofl> 01 ,/leret 
Temedie. by analysis, undertaken by a body of pharmacologists and chemists 
appointed by Government. 

" To protect the masses from unscrupulous vendors and manufacturers 
Df. drugs, chemicals, etc., patents and trade-marks should be refused for 
secret remedies. Only those proprietary medicines, the composition of which 

. is disclosed, should be recogmze.d. The possibilities of modifying the Patents 
and Designs Act and Trademarks Act to. achieve this objec1i should be 
referred to a Special Committee, consisting of legal, medical, technical and 
business-men and Government officials." . 

Dr. Sanat K. Sen-Gupta, L.H.S., Proprietor, Sen & Co., the English 
Pharmacy, Bilaspur:--

"It is the Government's duty to protect the poor and simple public 
from the usually unscrupulous proprietors of useless and unwholesome 
nostrums. The makers ought to be made to disclose their formullll to a 
Government Patent Medicine Board. The Board should judge that the 
prices charged and the curative virtues ascribed to it are reasonable and 
Inspectors should pay surprise visits to their factories and analyse their 
stuffs to see whether the preparations are actually made as declared." 

Major B. Sahai, I.M.S., Kohat district:--
" The pace at which proprietary remedies with secret formullll are being 

l>laced on the Indian market is very alarming indeed. These are boing 
advertised in such alluring and reassuring terms that persons suffering from 
diseases calling for urgent medical aid are being deceived into a false sense 
of safety by the million every day. In my opinion tbe sale of remedies with 
secret formullll should be prohibited by legislation. Firms and individuala 



who mauufa(,'ture prol'J"ietal"y remedies should be made to divulge tlleir 
formu1at to II Government department which should regIster tho particular 
preparatiolUl and iHsue permits for the sale thereof." 

'l'he" A.l:Itiistant Director of Medical Service, Kohat district:-
I. It will be observed that Major Sabai does not recommend what is 

believed to be the U.S.A. practice of compulsory detailing of formulre on 
the label of proprietary drugs, but recommends their divulgence to a Govern
ment Del)artment, who would issue permits if the formula! WOI·e. approved . 

.. It is cOll8idered that this would be the best, way of getting on the 
traek of any indigenous remedies which might repay .investigation, and even 
enrich the pharmacoplllia." 

Dr. G. P. Das Gupta, Benares:-
II (a) They will be on the increase so long as there is no law to control 

the quu.cks or other practitioners in indigenous medicines. They ought to 
b. brought to a certain standard of efficiency by legislation. 

II (b) All such remedies must be registered after they have been 
chemically and in other ways examined. The certificate must be attached 
to the label. The exact formullB will be considered secret and kept at the 
registration office. From time to time samples from the market should be 
examined to see that the formula! submitted are ad\lered to." / 

Dr. Harihar Ganguly, Deputy Physician, Carmichml Medical College, 
Calcutta:-

.. Proprietary remedies, both imported and locally manufactured, are 
widely advertised and sold in India-most of them have secret formula!. 
The Ideal thing would be to prevent the sale of all of them having secret 
formuill!. In the case of imported preparations-no remedies are to be allowed 
to be imported into India unless they bear a label giving the composition of 
the preparation and a certificate from the State Board of Control of the 
oountry of manufacture. Even in such cases," the Indian Council or Board of 
Control should exercise its discretion as to whether it can be introduced in 
India. In the case of locally manufactured medicin_no preparation is to 
be allowed to oome out in the market and be patented unless the composition 
of the preparation is declared and found to be harmless and" efficacious." 

Dr. A. C. Ukil, K.B., K.8.P.B. (Paris), Prof88S0r of Bacteriology, National 
Medical Institute, Calcutta:-

.. Proprietary medicines, both imported and locally made, are widely 
advertised and sold in India. Most of them have secret formullB and nobody 
knoWll if they oontain harmless or harmful ingredients . 

.. Regarding their control, I am of opinion that 
II (i) in thll calli 0/ imported preparation_no medicines are to be 

allowed to be imported into India unless they have a label giving the (:om
position of the preparation and a certificate from the State Board of Clontrol 
of the country of manufacture. Even in such cases, the Indian Board of 
Control should exercise its discretion as to whether it can be introduced into 
India. 

II (ii) in the ca8e 0/ loCfllly manufactured medicine_no preparation 
is to be allowed to come out in the market and be patented unless the 
composition of the drug is declared and found to be harmless and efficacious. 
All 'proprietary medicines locally made should bear their formula! on the 
label. -

II Before any drugs or proprietary medicines are exported from India 
the Customs Authorities ought to be empowered to see that they bear a lilbei 
giving the composition of such preparations and that they are approved by 
the State Board of Control as oonforming to the Indian standard." 

Dr. S. C. Da8, K.B., Lecturer in Pharmacology and Matel'ia Medica 
Robertson Medical School, N agpur : - ' 

« (i) No proprietary preparations with secret" formula! should be allowed 
to be imported or manufactured. 



.. (ii) Every proprietary drug or preparation must have on its lamil 
the names of at least the important constituents with their pel·centage 
which should include all the potent and specially poisonous ingredients. 

" (iii) Names of diseases or disorders on labels of medicines for}ohlic 
sale should be strictly limited to those for which the article, in view of tbe 
recognized medicinal action of its ingredients, is considered, singly· or in 
combination,. a treatment. The manufacturer must assume I·esponsil>ility for 
all therapeutic clainIs made for .his product and must not make any. false or \ 
misleading representation regarding his product or any false statement or 
incon-ect or fraudulent design or device regarding the therapeutic effect, 
either in label, circular or any literature,. not necessarily accompanying a 
bottle or packet . 

.. (iv) No manufacturer should be allowed to publish any testimonial 
from anybody attributing any therapo'lutic benefit fr01l1 his pI·oduct unless 
he himself assumes the responsibility for that and then too if censored aod 
declared reasonable and justifiable by the central controlling board . 

.. (v) Advertising in newspapers or elsewhere should not exceed, in the 
impressions produced, the terms of the label." 

The A.D.M.S., Madras district:-
" (a) My opinion is that such increasing sales are to a cOllsiderable 

extent detrimental, as they are based on the credulity of the Indian public 
rather than on the good results obtained. 

" (b) (i) In my opinion control on similar lines as outlined in the Sale of 
Food and Drugs Act 18i5, as amended by the S.F.D.A. of 1899 (England) 
should be exercised over them. (ii) It should be made impossible for the lay 
public to purchase proprietary remedies of a poisonons nature, especially 
hypnotics, without a prescription from a registered practitioner. (iii) The 
Medical profession in India should be debarred from issuing testimonials in 
favour of proprietary remedies." 

Dr. Phani Bhusan Mukerji, B.SC., H.B., F.B.C.S., Lecturer in Radiology, 
Prince of Wales Medical College, Patna:-

" I view with alarm the increasing sale of proprietary medicines with 
secret formulae in the Indian market. They are in most cases unnecessary 
and act as a drain on the national purse. I consider that if the manu· 
facturers of these medicines, whether of India or abroad, do not agree to 
divulge the secret formulae and mention them in the labels on the bottles, 
their .sale should be stopped by legislative measures. In my opinion, the 
proposed legislation should provide that, in the case of proprietary remedies, 
whether imported from outside or manufactured locally, the labels on the 
bottles should show the composition of the contents inside, giving the pro- -
portions in which the ingredients have been mixed, and a certificate must 
accompany each bottle signed by the competent Health Authority of the 
country of origin of the remedy regarding the following facts:-

• .. (1) That the purity lind potency of the ingredients used are 
guaranteed . 

.. (2) That the said remedy can be sold in the country where it lias 
been prepared under the existing laws of that country. 

II (3) That the remedy is really capable of producing those effects 
which are advertised for it. -

II (4) The date of manufacture of the remedy. 
II (5) The latest date up to which its potency and efficacy will last. 

"The Customs Authority should have the same powers over these 
remedies as over pharmacopooial preparatio~." 

Dr. J. Henderson, School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta:-
II I am completely opposed to the ulle of secret remedies of any kind. 

Reputable medical journals, both Indian and foreign, should be approached 
with a view to preventing the llse of their columns for the R!h·el"tisement 
of such remedies. The use of the mails for the transmissio!l of literature on, 
or samples of, sllch remedies should be made an offence if it is not already 
80." 
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The InspectGr-General of Civil Hospitals, AsSam:-. 
If Proprietary medicines, including those with secret formulm, are used 

by a public all over the world. I do not see how this can be controlled, 
except by considerably enhancing the customs dnties on all preparations 
which do not show their formulm on the bottle." 

The Civil Surgeon, Nowgong:~ 
If Control by law which permits sale only after such remedies have been 

analysed and certified to contain the ingredients which should be mentioned 
on their labels." ., . 

Dr. B. C. Oliver, K.D., C.K., Nagpur:-
If There should be an analysis of such publication of the formulm in 

the medical jonrnals and propaganda in the press against quack remedies. I 
do not see why there should not be a law passed, forcing the maker to submit 
his prescription to a Committee before he is allowed to make and sell." 

Dr. Frank Noronha, K.B., C.K., D.P.K., Superintendent, Mental Hospital, 
Bangalore: -

II The sale of proprietary remedies i~ increasing by leaps and bouuds 
and in my opinion the public consume them voraciously. The qualified 
medical man, however efficient he be, is ignored in the face of these pro
prietary stuffs. The advance of endocrinology and vitaminology has given 
an impetus to the growth of proprietary remedies. Many.a patient expresses 
a preference to a costly patent medicine, over a well-thought-out prescription 
of certain efficiencY and much cheaper in cost. They are either innocuous or 
are not what they pretend to be. In this country anyone can sell tbem, 
even a hardware mercbant is not precluded from doing so. Tbere are local 
made and imported patent medicines. 

"An official list of such preparations should be published by local 
Governments, and tbey should not be allowed 'to be sold except by licensed 
chemists. 

II A heavy import duty on foreign proprietary remedies and an excise 
duty on local made ones will make tbem expensive luxuries and prevellt people 
from fully indulging in tbem. I am aware that the amount of money that 
is spent on tbe so-called remedies is quite out of proportion to the benefits 
derived, which are mostly of a suggestive nature." . 

Dr. G. F. Rodrignes, K.D., Karachi:-
II There is an increasing demand for proprietary remedies amongst 

tbe public who wish to doctor themselves particularly. 
II A special Con neil in Pharmacy and Chemistry should be established 

by Statute to report on all non-official remedies and nostrums on tbe lines 
of tbe U.S.A. Tbose wbo cannot substantiate their claims to competent 
authorities should be told to stop their sales and advertising of such nostrums. 
If not, tbe Postmaster-General and Railways should deny them postal and 
transit facilities." 

Dr. C. P. Chaube, K.B., B.B., Delhi:-
II Some of these remedies are good, but the majority are of donbtful 

value. None of them has proved fatal by itself.80 far as I know. 
II Their sale is confined to literate people in urban areas, who really 

ought to know better than doctors themselves on the strength of advertise
ments. The rural areas are not getting enough medicines, patents or 
defective. The indirect harm from patents is thus confined to wilful people 
who nnmerically do not form a considerable majority. Therefore, the sale of 
tli_ medicines should be left alone to die a natnral death as such men get 
their lesson. Any measures adopted to discourage their 111'oduce direcily 
will merely help the vigilants on either Bide to evade it till the misguided 
have had their fill." 

Captain H. F. Maneckshaw, late I.M.S., Amritsar:-
.. There should be a law that before proprietary preparations' are 

"dVl'I-ti~p<1 in. Tndin. the sanrtion of the Controllinl!: Authorities should be 
t.ahn. This anthority should be Supreme Medical Council. The advertise
ments Rhould only he allowed to appear in Medical and pharmaceutical 
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journals and· not at all in lay. papers. I lay stress. on this point as I have 
noticed many of my European and Indian patients using these patent 
medicines without consulting any medical man and coming to grief. Further, 
without the permission of the Supreme Medical Council, no proprietary 
medicines should be allowed to be imported in India, both on economical and 
medical grounds. Money and health are both drained out of India. There 
should be total prohibition for sales of secret medicines." 

Captain G. R. Parasuram, A.I.R.O., B.A., M.R.C.P.E" DIPL. PSYCH" Deputy 
Supermtendent, Government Mental Hospital, Madras:-

"Most fantastic advertisements of drugs supposed to be of univel'Ral 
utility, supported by eminent public men without the least knowledge of the 
harmful effects of lending their names, should be subject to some sort of 
censorship. All advertisements regarding patent drugs should be allowed 
only after passing through the hands of a competent Board." 

Dr. K. M. Hil'anandani, O.M.S., L.C.P.S. (Bombay), L.A.H. (Dublin), 
Registered Medical Practitioner, Hyderabad, Sind: -

" There should be few Central Laboratol'ies of Registration and others 
of Analysis, and some others of Research, museums, and still some more for 
experimentation. Every year reports should be published, and all tl>e 
different proprietary remedies, alld everything pertaining to it, with the 
names of manufacturers, organizers, dealers, places of import and export, 
should be mentioned, together with names of any medical practitioners, who 
have associated and their actual cost and selling price." 

. Mr. T. Ramachandra Rao, Wholesale Chemist and Manufacturers' Repre
sentative, Madras:-

" Some of the proprietory remedies are certainly very good. There is 
no objection to secret formuille being allowed to exist, but control in regard 
to them may be exercised by registering them as patents. The ingredients 
used in the manufacture of the remedies should be given out to the office 
where the information will be. treated as confidential, but the proportions 
of those ,ingredients or the process of manufacture may still continue to be 
secret." . 

Lt.-Col. J. A. S. Phillips, I.M.S., Director of Public Health, Bihar and 
Orissa, Patna: - . 

" The safest course would be to insist on the prescription appearing on 
the label. But even in EUi'ol?e this has not been done and it is doubtful 
whether any attempt to do· thIS in India would meet with success." . 

Captain P. De., B.SC., M.B., H.B.C.P., late I.M.S., Officiating ProfE's.~or 
of Pharmacology, School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta:-

"Proprietary a'1ld patent '1Iledicilles.-The sale of proprietary and 
patent preparations is increasing by leaps and bounds. A glance at the 
trade returns of drugs and medicines (excluding chemicals and narcotics) in 
the sea-borne trade statistics of British India will convince . anybody of the 
truth of the statement. This state of· affairs has been created by incessant 
canvassing and advertisements rather than by the effi('acy of the patent 
medicines pla!'ed on the market. By every mail one is flooded with au 
amount of literature explaining the virtues' of these drugs to practitioners 
in such a way that one is tempted to try some of these preparations about 
",hose pUl'ity and efficacy doubts might exist. Besides, a larger number of 
\'epresentatives of various manufactul'ing firms are gOIng about in different 
parts of India explaining the virtues of these remedies to practitioners ana 
this also adds in no small measure to the increase of sale of the patent 
J)]'eparations. Then there is the menace of patent medicines with ·secret 
fOl'lnulm. These are much more serious from the public health point of view 
than some of the well-known patents with the names of 'the ingredients 
written on the label of the container. Laws should be devised to deal with 
them with a strong hand. In Ameriqa, no patent medicine is allowed in the 
market without the correct formula on the label. A crusade a"ainst these 
remedies is also being cal'1'ied on by the American Medical Association by 
pUblioations from time to time to bring the whole thing bare before the 
public. In England also, a publication entitled ' Secret Remedies' is issued 
Ily the British ,Medical ,Assoeiation with a view to warn the public against 
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the dangen of these patent medicines. In India something of this, nature 
might be done for discouraging the patent medicines. Remedies with: secret 
formulm should at once be completely banDed." 

The South Indian Medical Union, Madras:-
"Regarding the proprietary medicines, we do not think, we need 

bother about exercising any control over them. The remedy is in the hands 
of the medical men; if they do not encourage, by prescribing any but those 
whose formulm and composition are well known to them, the (Jthers with 
IIOOret formalm and composition are bound to go to the wall in course of 
time. '-"he Government should ban all those medicines which pretend to be 
.peci~; 'the' label should only say that such and such a medicine is good 
for such and sl,lCh a complaint." 

Lt.-CoI. L. Coo~, I.M.S., Civil Swgeon, ,~~ag~~ppr:-

.. With regard ,j;o Question 9 in the Questionnaire, you are treating 
wi~ ~mething which is not only necessary "but w~!C" is pracl~cabl,for 
legJslatlve measures. ' 

.. The proprietary preparations and other allied rubbish that are poured 
into this country, and made in this country, are increasing year by year, 
and call fop some action even if that action is only to protect the simple and 
ignorant populace . 

.. Not only should every proprietary preparation imported into this 
f'.Guntry have the necessary labels stalling the ingredients contained therein, 
but on these medicines there should be a heavy import duty. This will 
benefit the conntry as a whole, not only by protecting the public, but by 
increasing the revenue. As a coronal"y it will increase the scope of Arms in 
this country of placing their own 'panaceas' on the market. And ~his is 
where mattt>n will be a little more complicated. 

"If you limit such proprietary preparations as are manufactured in 
this country to only those that are advertised, you allow scope for evading 
the law, and the constitution of the law to cover every contingency will 
require ('areful deliberation. Even firms of the highest repute 'Put on the 
market mixtures which may be 'panaceas' for Fever or Cholera and 
although the ingredients are printed on the labels, the law should be compre-
hensive enough to inclu~ such mixtures. ' 

.. By all means allow firms to put such preparations on the market, 
but enforce them to register such preparations, the registration fee being 
large enough to adequately increase the revenues of the Excise Department . 

.. One must admit that whatever 'the alleged virtues of suchprepara
tions, it ia essentially a commercial proposition and, where a qualified 
practitioner is debarred from such a procedure, a firm of c;hemists who are 
generally wanting in knowledge of the clinical aspects of disease, are 
usurping and trespassing on the rights of the Qualified medical practitioners. 
One must recognize that this is a country where the high and low, ric\J and 
poor demand 'Something in a bottle' for the treatment of every ailment; 
tbe cult of the Christian scientist. the plagiarism of the Cone System, or 
the practical advice of the qualified practitioner has no place in the practice 
of medicines in this country. unless accompanied by , Something in a hottle', 
and the opportunities of the State for increasing its revenue from this 
idiosyncracy of the people is one that should not be missed." 

The Managing Proprietor, Francis Medical Hall, Rangoon:-

"There is an enormous sale of proprietary remedies, with no control 
whatsoever and particularly in, the hands of people who have not the least 
knowledge nor employ competent men 10 prepare same. The doses in most 
of tbe cases are imaj!:inary and sold broadcast. Every precaution should be 
taken to see that only those people who employ qualified pharmacists need 
manufaeture proprietary 'medicines and that every year .the, full range of 
the remedieS should he' sent in for chemical test as ,a protection against 
overdose. or indiscriminate use of drull8. Furthermore, every manufRcturer 
should be made to register himself, his firm,., ,lDarks and remedies 
manufacturfld and he prepared to' get his product~ chemically examined. 

48 
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Our intention being to he able to stop people who try to imitate well-known 
I!Illling lines by indiscriminate Ul!ll of drugs with no fear of consequences 
in the, event of any mishap by keeping themselves aloof under a false name. 
with improper address." . 

APPENDIX I 

Some lamples of Advertisements of Patent and Proprietary medicines. 

((/Ires snake bites on inhalation only. 
Seed of strength. Renowned. specific for functional debility in man. 
Specific for dysmenorrhooa,. painful menses, scanty 01' profuse, black, 

l"eddish or clotted. ,Cl1re8 sterility by regUlating the menstrual function. 
Corrects displacements, retroversions or bad positions of the (ootU8. 
Specific for chronic' gonol'l'hooa and after effects (gout, blindness, etc.). 

Highly useful where' silver nitrate injections have failed and done harm. 
Specific for leprosy of all types, cures coppery spots, coloured spots. 

insensibility, deformations, mutilations, perforating ulcers, conti-action of 
fingers, etc. 

Better than insulin. Reduces sugar in two weeks. 
Specific for all stal,!:es of pneumonia, bronchitis, pleuritis, cough and 

dyspnooa. 
Specific for spyhilis and its after effects. It has cured cases where 

salvl\I'San or neo-saivarsan has failed 01' has done harm. 
Infallible remedy for bleeding and blind piles 01' hoomonhoids. 
Specific for beri-beri and' epidemic dropsy. Speedily, cures swellings, 

palpitation, etc. 
Most wonderful remedy for nervous debility, sexual weakness, loss of 

manhood, l>rain-fag, headache, neurasthenia, heart 'palpitation, low vitality, 
insomll.ia, etc. . 

Swift, SUl~ and perfect cure of gonorrhooa without wash, syphilis with
out injection. Fistula, piles, sinus, etc., radically liured without operation. 

Guaranteed sovereign remedy for syphilis ulcers, carbuncle, can('er, 
piles, etc. 

Hydrocele and elephantiasis of any nature and standing, even hopelt'Ss 
'cases, are effioiently Ol\,l'ed without operation. 

Unfailing in seminal weakness. A magical charm of immense potency 
in wet dreams. A special dose prolongs the period of pleaslll"e. 

To increase sex power. Stands unique. A dose or two invigorate and 
l'ejuvenate the weak and the impot.ent. 

Pills which en'iure peace and pleasure by ,removing your complaints 
about wet dl"eluns, nervous irritation and indigestion. 

Brings strength to the weak organ. 
Real .boon to suffering humanity. The most infallible ~p(\('ifi(' fOJ' 

norvous debility, nervous weakness, dyspepsia, asthma, consumptlo~, gonor
rbooa, syphilis, venel"eals, meJlstru~1 ~nd other disease~ ~esUltl1~g from 
youthful indiscretions and loss of vltahty. Unparalleled lD Impartmg new 
iife and energy, regaining radiant health and rejuvenating the system. 

One pill talum two hours before supper restores manly power and vigour 
to the· system. If taken for three days' positively. cures spermatorl'hooa. 
Tf two bottles are taken continuously, l'omplete restoration of manly power 
is asslll-ed. 

It cleans the blood, purifies. it . 'and i~fuses stren~h-giving properties 
into it. To those who had left youth behllld and feel Its want, this ton it' 
will bring back good health' Quickly,' positively and perinanent.Iy; 

• Thflse have been taken at': ra~dom . nnd not with, any intention to 
particularise or specially comment, 
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AIlOiUl'e.r! a complete' cure' and fits women for conception within a. yea1', 
Let no 1!"Oman resign herself to fate and shut herself from the joys, of 
motherhood. 

Such is its potency that even cases given up as incurable by emiueuL 
practitioners have recovered under its use. It, heals up all urethral sores 
and vitalizes them 80 that the patient is enabled to exel"Cise wholesome 
InterCOUl'lse with pleasure and joy after tl'CatlUent. 

It preserves, the semen without loss, increases the quality and the 
quantity of the vital fluid. It is the only remedy in Ayurvedic system 
that can cure successfully impotency of any type. 

Cures menstrual disorders of every kind, hysteria, rheumatism, sterility, 
etc., impI'oves the general state of the blood. Most effective in bringing 
the reproductive functi0118 of women into, perfect ol'der, 

, The best blood purifier. Perfect digest~nt. "cqi,es constipation, gout, 
bloodlessness, apel'mator~hooa, sexual weakness, venereal diseases. 

Moot' effective and successful of all the medicines that have been dis
covered by the medical pmfession for the treatment')hf fever. Cures fevers 
of all kinds. 

The most lIuccessfuf, the safest and the easiest remedy thnmghout the 
world for weakness, nervousness, lifelessness, listlessness 'and other allied 
dise_. 

Produces aud enriches the blood, thickens the semen, restores youth. 

Saved from the grave. Cure, fOl' deranged nervous system, 

Sure remedy for helping expectant ladies to give birth to male children 
only. Male offspring guaranteed. 

Containing' diamond and gold,' keeps cheerful, improves digestion, 
increases appetite. Puts new life' in all vital organs of the body. Very 
useful for weak and old persons. 

White flow atops by its few days use and patient l-egains her health very 
halltily. By regular 'use of the medicine face becomes l'08y and cheerful. 

It is the approved and guaranteed treatment for all female complailltsJ 
h'l'egular, painful or scants menstruation, headache, giddiness, palpitation 
of heart, weakness and displacement of the womb. ' 

Cures white leprosy and lucodel'111a radically. Rupees 500 if proved fallible. 
Wonderful specific for all diseases. Regulates the nerves, bile and 

phlegm, increBlitlB vitality, mental and phYSical vigour and tones up the 
system. • 

Wonderful infallible medicine for ,syphilis, mercurial poi~oning, gOl1or1'hooa, 
urinary troubles and all sorts of blood impurities. 

,Powerful medicine for sexual debility, thinness of semen, impotency, 
night pollution and debility in general. 

Great remedy for all female .disea&es as leucorl'hooa, white, yellow or 
dark discharges, pain in the waist, back or 1I:omb, irregular monthly courses, 
sterility, etc. 

Removes sexual debility, infuses new life and energy into the nerves and 
muscles, increases memory, refreshes brain and enrIChes and purifies the 
blood; rejuvenates the weak and old; impotency vanishes, perfect manhood 
takes its place. 

Keeps one cheerful and active, strengthellS the heart, improves the 
digestive functions, increases the appetite, invigorates the body and puts 
new life in the system. Hundreds of persons suffering fmm severe anmmia, 
nervous breakdown and other allied diseases, after failing to get relief 
from other remedies, were benefited by using it. If you want to preserve 
your youth, if you wmh to regain your lost manhood, if you desire to 
attain Bound health of body and mind, use it, 

A reliable and speedy cure for all forms of malarial fevers, including the 
remittent and intel'Dlittent types, also for all eases accompanied with ague 
and for bilious fever and fOl' complete reduction of enlarged' spleen 
accruing in such 'cases. 
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,is a very efficac~ous remedy and quick ,i~ its action, giVIng immediate 

rehef ,to the ~uff!ll'mgs. of 8.!Ithma, bl'Onohltls, croup and diphtheria. In 
ast~ma ~he I'ehef 18, obtalDed on the. firll~ day of taking the medicine and the 
patient IS able to have a comfortable Dlght's rest and in a very short space 
of time the cure is effected. 

A safe and reliable cure, quick and certain in its action. If the medi
ci!le is rel!;ularly. administered both day and night, the distressing cough 
Will be relieved In a few days and the cure effected in a week or twelve 
days. 

, Cures primar;r, secondary and te~tiary syphilis, ulcerated, sores, ::black 
pimples on _~he face, glandular swelling, scurvy sores, blood iand skin dis
ea.s~/ and IS a m/lorvellous remedy, for impoverished 'lilood, nervous 
deblht~, premature decay or want of strength and energy and the fearful 
complalDts. And one who has used it will not deny the fact that it is the 
best blood purifier and a charm that infuses fresh vigour into the system. 
The mixture is pleasant to taste and is free from any injurious ingredient. 
It is lJerfectly hariuless in its action and is equally efficacious to the healthy 
and the diseased. " 

The great ~emedy for all kinds of cough and asthma. Thm'e is no other 
disease so painful and intolerable as that of cough. Victims of these dis
eases never get peace of mind in any stage when at sleep or awake. When 
the diseases are severe the body is bedewed with sweat, the face becoming 
pale, expression impossible, the respiratory efforts become violent a}ld the 
patient, is in a paroxysm of the most intense dysphonia. When the patient 
is in suoh a stage he feels the world whirl round him; let him take one 
dose and he is sure to feel immense relief. It is the specific for the consti
tutional cure of cough and asthma. We generally advise our patients to 
use this medicine first of all. Three bottles are quite sufficient to destroy 
the disease to its very germ and to give great relief and peace of mind. 

The wonderful invigorator of the nervous system. It is the best nervine 
tonic. It invigorates the brain, cheers the mind, removes all seminal 
weakness and acts as a sovereign remedy for sexual incapacity. It has the 
most exhilarating effect after use. It infuses a fresh vigour into the worn-out 
and infirm constitution. 

Rheumatism banished for ever. At last there has been discovered a 
treatment which really does cUre rheumatism, gout, lumbago, sciatica and 
uric acid iUs. You must not. delay a moment. ' 

Thinning hair ill often due to lack of natural oil which should be supplied 
hom the roots. ItsupplieiJ the, oil, stimulates the growth and nourishes 
bb~ . 

Leave your old self in the background where it beJDngs, discard th6 
• nerves', the depression, the weariness, poor digestion, pain and weakness, 
and experience at once the marvellous exhilaration of health--one of the 
greatest boons mankind has ever known-the lightning pick-me-up, tonic 
restorative and vitamin ellergiser. Minutes and hours only separate you 
from that sparkling vitality and vigo~ous buoYR:nt health wh!ch only it 
gives. You can benefit to-day because It acts rapidly and certalDly. Many 
go so far as to say, that it has saved their lives after years of suffe~i~g 
when nothing else has proved, of benefit. New nerves for old, new spirits 
for old new strength for old. Discard your poor nerve ridden aching 
painfui'" old self" for a vigorous body, alert brain, strong nerves, pertect 
Jlutrition and buoyant health. 

Cure indigestion-Do not negleot your stomach. Keep a bottle always 
in the house. You will find it more useful than any other bottle on your 
medicine shelf. -

Heals' all cases of local blood infections, inc1~ding boils, carb~nc1ell, 
leg trouble whitlows abscesses, poisoned fingers, pOisoned wounds, pOisoned 
bites. Tho~ands of families keep a box handy In the house, for outs, burns, 
IIcaids, biles, etc. It soothes and heals wonderfully and 18 perfectly safe 
(01' infants. 

It is an, effective antiseptic and germicide which immediately stl'i~es 
at-the cause of odol's. It is a. powe~ful deodo~ant. capable of. overcomlllg 
even the Bcent of onion and fish. It IB 80 safe It lllay be used III any bo.dy 
cavity, yet 80 powerful it kills even the stubborn B. Typhosus (typhOid, 
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and M. Au",us (pus) germs. We_could not make this statement unless 
we were prepared to prove it to the entire _satisfaction of the medical, 
prof_ion. 

Eminent doctors all over the country are prescribing it, because they 
have put it to stringent tests and have found it act qUlckly and certainly 
in every case of diarrhma, dysentery and other stomach and bowel 
complaints. 

Specific for baldn_, falling off of hair, etc. 
Rheumatism, gout, sciatica, lumbago, chilblains, etc. Relief guaraftteed 

or your money refunded immediately. Why suffer. Slip it in each sock 
or stockinl/;' beneath, the heel, and forget them. They draw out naturally_ 
and quickly the uric acid from your system, giving instant relief. . 

Thin hair shou~ age. The world looks up~~ thin and faded hair as 
signs of age. This is a selious handicap to all ,(workers.; Those labouring 
under it should use this. This time-tried preparation feeds the hair-at its 
roots, supplies the nourishment that makes it grow thick, and lustNuB 'and 
fostel'8 the development of the pigment to which it owes its natural colour. 
Thus there is no need to accept premature baldness or greyness as inevitable. 

Sore throat? Quick I Be on your guard for sore throat-the one 
thing that can often lead to serious ailments. Common forerunners of a 
nasty cold, • flu or bronchitis. Don't wait for complications. Heed nature's 
distress signal and apply the right remedy in time. Nothing can heal 80 
surely, so safely, /j() effectively, so quickly. It penetrates to the tissues and 
coakes out the inflammation at its very source. Ask your doctor. 

Drink habit leads to ruined homes} starving children~poverty, misery, 
divorce, hard times, disease, broken hearts, death and what noti> Con
quered by it. The sure remedy for curing drink habit. 

When a person feels so run-down' that they are too tired to think, too 
tired to work, too tired to take exercise and cannot even sleep properly, 
it is this that will regenerate them. 'It gradually strengthens evel'Y nerve 
and muscle of the body and gradually makes a person feel more and more 
• powerful.' It makes old people feel years younger and makes the young 
energetic. 

Cures paternal and maternal weakness. It touches the spot, 
Rejuvenate, penetrate and stimulate. These pills are powerful -exciting 

pills, acting especially on weak nerves. They are absolutely safe and reliable. 
They almost instantly restore lost manhood. They renew lost • power.' 
They are penetrating} r,ejuvenating and exhilarating. They can be taken 
in conjunction with the tonio-food specific. 

'fhis specific is unrivalled in the cure of Whooping Cough. Prescribed 
by medical men where ordinary medicines have failed. 

Sufferers from • Sugary' diabetes rapidly lose flesh, the skin becomes 
dry and harsh, 'the urine contains, sugar. This specific has given satisfaction 
in many cases. Saccharine crystals should be used instead of sugar. 

Gradually but surely, yet safely, removes superfluous fat. It also creates 
a healthy action of the liver and arrests degeneration of the kidneys. Sure 
and lIafe. -

To increase sex power. Stands unique. This is a tonic and stimulant 
for those suffering from sex ansesthesia. A dose or two invigorates and 
rejuvenates the weak and the impotent. Our most stimulating and invi
gorating ointment. 

Divine medi~~e for hernia. Cent p,:r cent success without operation. 
Wonderful medwme for hydrocele, orchltlB" elephantiasis and filaria. 

Become young again. Sensational discovery by German scientist. It gives 
youthful fl-eshness, ener~ lind appearance once more, puts an end to 
l18XUai troubles, menta~ fatigue, nervous breakdown and neurasthenia in maD 
and they -can be retamed for years in certain circuBlBtances. 

~t. m~es younger in apP':Brance, B'trengtli and energy; puts an end to 
lItt:r1lity, Irregular menstruatl(,m and all kinds of diseases peculiar to the 
fair sex. Removes superflous fat, headache, palpitation of heart Can 
be safely and advantageously taken during pregnancy. " . 

A wonderful medicine of the world (23 years old). Complete and perma
Ilent cure of gonorrhma. Gual'anteed m fifteen days. 



Sure and harmless cure of cataract· without knife. No matter what 
medicines have failed. Cure guaranteed. 

A golden and .miraculous remedy for lack of energy, loss of vigour 
nervous heart, neurasthenia, low spirits, melancholia, frontal headache: 
10iSS of memol'y I lack of self..confidence, fears of self 01' others, inability to 
concentrato the mind, weak will power, mind wandering, premature age, 
impotence, insomnia, disagreeable 01' terrifying dreams, sense of personal 
failure, nervous sensitiveness, fickle fancies, lack of couJ'age, inability to 
afl'ive at decision, confused thinking, halting speech, tendency to stumble, 
poor' circulation, variable appetite,. tired feeling on ri~ing, desire to avoid 
.tlie society of others, Sexual neurasthenia, wasting dise.a,ses: 
.' Latest wonderful discovery for unyielding urinary diseases. Specific for 
gonorrhrea. '. . •. 

Guaranteed sovei-eign remedy. for hernia, hydrocele, IIcl'Utal tUlllour, gout 
and rheumatism . which proved radical recovery without operation. 

An umazing elixir of 'life for young and old. The best and up-to-date 
ilervit'le and sexual tonic. Restorative and blood purifier. Cures loss of 
manhood, sexual incapacity, seminal weakness. Guaranteed harmless remedy 
9f highest reputation. Never fails. Energy in every dose. Removes tropical 
weakness, and la~situde and nerve troubles promptly. It is most suitable in 
the cure of all diseases arising out of abuses and excesses in life, after
effect of venereal and .syphilitic poison, all obstinate skin troubles due to 
impure blood; anlemia, female disoyders, consumption and convalescence, 
etc., etc., 

It is wonderfully efficacious in tuberculosis of the lungs or any other part 
of the .body .even in cases where tuberculin injection, change of climate, 
sanatoriulll and every other treatment fail. 

A single dose is effective. Complete relief in twenty-four hours. Radi
cal cure in a week. It is ·the best cure for patients, both male and female 
of all ages and in all stages of the diseases. It is a radical cure also as it 
el'adicates the germs of the disease,. gonococci. . 

Diabetes cured at last.. Amazing cure endors.ed by thousands of eminent, 
doctors. 

Nerve sedative and tonic. It is a valuable tonic medicine. It gives tone 
to the nervous system and imparts vigour to constitutions whiclJ have been 
weakened by excesses and overwork. . It improves the digestion, helps in 
the formation of .pure, healthy blood and removes anlllmic conditions and 
debility. It restores lost nervous vitality. It is highly beneficial in dia.
betes and other urinary disordel1l. 

These tiny eapsules-superior to copaiba, cubebs and injection~ure the 
same diseases as these drugs in forty-eight hours without inconvenience. 

The indicatiollS are sexual weakness. hypochondria, premature ejaculation, 
eunuchoidism, general neurasthenia, inferiority complex, impotentia sexualis. 
Functional inadequacy is now known to be largely due to endocrine insufli
ciency-especially gonadal, adrenal, pituitary and thyroid insufficiency. The 
giving of vital glandular or endocrinal substances in proper qualitative and 
qunntitntive assoeiation is scientific therapy to restore glandular energy 
and normal physiologic balance. 

Extension of life by this. 
The joy of living,. domestic felicity, renewed vigour, can be obtained by 

means of these gland preparations. 

APPENDIX J 

Slbllll1lUllry ul the oral evidelwe as " whole 

MADRAS (57)" 
With one exception the witnesses were of opInIOn that legislation to 

control the sale and manufacture of mediciual drugs ill India is absolutely 
essentinl. The Controlling Board should be govel'Ded by some association 
f\lrmed nnder the auspices of the Government whose members should he 

" The figures in' parentheses l'epresent the number of witnesses. 
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officials and non-officials recruited from all over India, and ·all of them 
Indian in the sense that tht!! should han all their interests in this country 
The control might be purely Provincial (4) or Central with Provincial 
branches (17) and should extend to all medicinal preparations without any 
exception (9)'; IIOme of the witnesses, liowever, would restrict it to Western 
medicines (3). 

We have section 56 of the Merchandise Marks Act and sections 274 and 
275 of the Indian Penal Code, but unfortunately they are not actually; 
given effect to. ' . - . 

Thel'e should be a Central Laboratory for testing drugs (8) working in c0-
ordination with Provincial laboratories (5) or with the Customs Depart
ment. Inspecto1'8 should be appointed with powers to go and pick up any 
apecimens' they like for testing in the laboratories (2). Some of the wit-
nesses (3) favour independent Provincial test houses. . . " 

While tbe greater Dumber thought that an Indian· Pharmacopooia is an 
urgent need (15) others would wait (2) and others would he satisfied with an 
Indian addendum to the British Pharmacopmia (5). 

In the impossibility of banning secret remedies entirely (rom Indi~ (11), 
the publication of their composition on the label ought to be made obligatol'Y 
(24) or the constituents should be made known to the Central Board. A 
'Very heavy duty may be put on proprietary preparations (11), though 
they will still soli (15) even if taxed from 20 to 30 per Cent of their value; 
hence" no taxation" say some (6). 

No advertisement of patent medicines should appear in lay papers (8) 
or at least advertisements which make extravagant claims for the .drug, 
and the newspapers should be penalized for publishing such advertisements. 
Advertisements should be certified by a competent authority before being 
published. ' . . . 

Though Central control for drugs and Provincial control for foods would 
be good (2) a Pure. Food and Drug.~ Act for' the whole of India is better (3). 

Biological products should be manufactured in India (4); The issue of 
vaccine lymph sIiQuld be from Government institutions~nly (3). . 

Drugs should be handled only by qualified persons (4). Every importer 
and every manufacturer of dl"Ugs should be licensed (10) and should pay a 
testing fee for the examination of their drugs and preparations (2). A 
licence fee is to the interest of the manufacturers .. They are allowed to 
manufacture; they are only paying for the privilege and helping to a very 
amall extent in financing the Control Board, which ougbt to be financed 
to a great extent from . licensing fees and. import duties. 

Put a stamp duty on all prepared drugs; a small duty of'say, 3 pies per 
nlpee, should not be felt and would be quite reasonable. 

Encourage local manufacturers by buying their products, and do not 
subsidize any of these unless they really are in need of it. 

All the reliable and reputed manufacturing firms to be put in class A 
and their products will be passed without scrutiny; the less known firms 
in class B and their products will be scrutinized (2). . 

Increased local manufacture will bring. the price of medicines down.' 
Every locally manufactured drug must bear a label showing that it. has' 
heen passed by the Controlling Board (2). ' 

Imported preparations should bear the date of ~aD1ifactur~. A liSt of firmA 
al,proved by Government should be prepared; no firm whose name .is not· on 
the list should be allowed to come and sell their products in this country. 

San one .. we should not impose very Birict and stringent' laws yet"; 
lIays another." if the control is lenient it will serve no purpose." . 

There are at present Customs laboratories at Calcutta, Bombay, 
Karachi, Rangoon and Madras -with a control laboratory at Lahore. 

When there is anything interesting from the Customs laboratory point 0' view, it is always communicated to the control laboratory. The con
trol man, being in touch with aU the laboratories, collects information from 
the several ports on the same and communicates his conclusioBs to all the 
laboratories for 'information lind guidance. A similar procedure mav be 
ndopted in the case of .. Central Pharmacological Institute and' the 
frovincial PhannacologiC$l I.aboratories. 
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Q.-Supposing we give the Custom laboratories in different places some 
extra staff to test drugs liiologically do you think you could control the 
import of poor quality of drugs ? ' -

A:-I think'so, provided We get adequate staff. 

_ THE UNITED PROVINCES (62) 

With two exceptions the witnesses thought that legislation to control 
the sale and manufacture of medicinal drugs in India is absolutely neces
sary. The control ought to be Central with Provincial ramifications (27) 
alth'!ugb some would pref~r to have it P~vincial (4). The (:entral Con: 
,~rol~mg Board to be a mixed body of official and non-official members all 
,;£ndlan;s. The control to extend to all medicinal preparations without' any 
excep~lon (9). - , _. -

There should be a Central Laboratory- with Prov;incial branches to test 
the strength an~ ,purity -of pharmac?~reial -and proprietary preparations 
and_ the composltl~n of patent medlCmes (17). The Customs laboratories 
shoul9 be kep,t 9"Ulte separate from the drug testing laboratories of the 
central orgamzatlOn; but there should be co-operation between routine 
and -research: There s~ould be, a test house at the ports- of entry, and 
every drug Imported mto India should be passed by a Medical Board 
I\ppointed for the purpose. 

All the drugs plaoed on the Indian market should be -up to a specified 
standard fixed by the Central Board of Control (3), Chemists and stock
holders should send their drugs for analysis (3), and inspectors should go 
round to pick specimens and send them to the laboratory to bo tested (8). 
A fee should be paid for the testing. 

Though the standards of the British Pharmacopreia with an Indian 
Addendum (3) might be adopted, the compilation of an Indian Pharmacopreia 
(24) is considered an urgent necessity (2) and ought to be undertaken imme
diately _ without waiting for the formation of a General Medical Council for 
India (7). It is admitted that some of the British Pharmacopreia standards 
and some of the,.ordinary methods of chemical examination have to be 
modified to suit the climatic conditions of this country (2). 

In the impossibility of banning patent medicines from India as suggested 
hy many (12), their composition should appear on the label of the container 
(36) or the formula should be submitted to some sort of Controlling Board 
who would see that the composition agrees with -the formula submitted and 
would then pass the drug for issue (8). Advertisements laying extraval!:ant 
claims. should be stopped (14) and no patent medicine should be advertised 
unless a committee of experts has examined it and given a CE'rtificate (2). 
Though some advocate a stamp duty (3) or an extra duty (2) on patent 
medicines, others deprecate- any kind of taxation on them because either Rome 
of them are good (5) or the tax will serve no purpose (3). It has even been 
advanced that any kind of control would serve as an advertisement and 
encourage the use of set'ret remedies. No one should be allowed to manu
facture patent medicines without a licence. 

Foods and drugs may he combined in .one Al~-India Act (7); or they 
may be dealt with separately (12), drugs hemg subject to Central and foods 
to Provincial control. 

Medicines should be handled only by registered qualified persons (4). 
AU chemists should be compelled to store biological products in cola 
storage (8). 

Biololtical nroducts should be manufactured in India (3) and the labels 
should show the date of manufacture (3) and tbe lease of life (1). The 
manufacture of sera in India should be absolutely forbidden '(3) unless we 
are satisfied that the standardization is in capable hands. ' 

Loc~lmanufacture ought to be encouraged. and protected and aU 
manufacturers should have a licence. The licence to be issued by a Central 
Board who will satisfy themselves that the firm has got sufficient capital 
and trained men capable of preparing medicines or biological products (4). 
Encourage by subsidies or by buyinlt -from local manufacturers, or by 
removing the excise di~cultie~. Tax the importation of th~e drugs -which 
('QuId be manufactured In India, but only when you are satisfied that your 
chl"cks in India are as effective as they are in America and Europe~ 



" lImall tnx of 3 pies per rupee might he levied on all medicinal pre
paratiOl18 without inconvenience to the public (5). 

Excise duty on both the imported and locally manufactured drugs to be 
impoaed rather than insist qn a licence. . . 

Any preparation which is not pRSSed and rt'gi~tered should not be allowed 
to be advertised (2). 

Research into' the therapeutic value of indigenou.~ drugs should- not only 
be eontinued but extended. 

Gardens for the cultivation of medicinal plants should be started. 

lfr. R.t. Sethi. Economic Botanist to the Government of the Up.ited 
ProvincelJ, Cawnpore, and Secretary, The United Provinces Drugs Enquiry 
Committee: -

II Q.-I see thall you have given us a fair-idea of·what you understand by 
control. Could you dilate upon your scheme a bit? 

A.-I am not a medical man &8 I have told you. I represent a body 
which is mostly concerned at present with the investigation. of 'indigenous 
drug industry-how best we could explore the ~edicinal flora and cultivate 
them P The idea is two-fold; one, whether we are iu a position to .. toll the 
outside export of tinctures and extracts and start manufacturin/t our own 
in India and; Eecondly, to supply pure material to the various vaids and 
hakeems. 'Ve are concerned with the United Provinces. We, have had two 
meetings flO far, and have taken evidence from certain vaids and hakeems. 
They told us that there is a great demand for these medicinal herbs and' in 
the city of Benares alone there is a consumption of herbs to the extent of 
aoout RH. 50,000 annuallv. They sUjZgested that, there should be, a,Central 
Depot in charge of the Government for selling such herbs. Regarding pro
duction of extracts and tinctures: it requires. co-ordinated work of doctors, 
chemists and botanists. The medicinal flora should first be investigated to 
see how it changes in, its active principles in different localities, to collect 
the crude material' at the best time and to give it to the chemist to extract. 
tinctures and lastly to the doctor to see whether it is useful in the ligh,t of 
the information ohtained from available old literature. The Committee is 
chiefly concerned with investigation of medicinal herbs and plants and to 
find out the possibility of CUltivating them on a commercial scale. 

O.-And you have arrived at a very similar conclusion to ours, and that 
i. that a central bureau should be instituted in which stanaard sample3 
should be collected in a sort of museum, and the people in charge of that 
should supply information to those who enquire about them?· 

A.-Yes. and the" same samples will be supplied to various plaCes where 
ot present .lot of mixture is supplied. . There is such a great 'demand for 
pu~ herbs. .' . 

Q.-The Cent.ral Depot· which you mention, i~ it to be 'something like a 
mUReum or a supplying dl'pot? 

A.-It will he a sort of a supplying depot; the collection is .already 
maintained hv the FOfl'st R(\~ear"h Institute to Dehra Dun. That is not 
difficult: the ·diffi('ulty is to cultivate the plant on a commercial·scale and· 
to supply to the people. 

Q.-Unless -there is on agn>eml'nt. I am not prl'paredto say that you. will 
",t your plant identified by Dl'hra Dun l' 

A.-The Government of the United Provinces can engage a botanist for 
t,\iat purpOAe. The present constitution of the Committee, consists of a 
doctor, a chemist and a botanist. The Committee is busy investigating 
various sides of the qUl'8tion. We have had only two meetings; the finlt a 
ROrt of preliminary meeting, and the second we held in. Benares; The third 
time we are meeting on the 5th Februarv in Lucknow and after that meet
;n~ the proposals' may be formulated for submission to the Government. 
1\Iy personal pl"Oposal .consists of having one or two farms of medicinal 
plants; one in the. plains and the other in the hills .. Then to identify the 
medicin"l lllants and to cultivate them on those farms to see how the active 
principle changes under different conditions.' People consider some medicinal 
planb a~ uselt'ss. but we found the active principle' of some more in one 
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Season than in another. They ean be given to the ehemist and then to Il 
doctor who can use them on patients and find out whether they are actually 
useful or not. 

The indigenous .system at present is under nobody's control. There is 
some control on the English' medicines because they come from firms of some 
repute, but in the case of indigenous products-any man in the street 
manufactures and· start.q supplying. There is no control over them. This 
side also reqJUires to be investigated. The inaigenous drug industry should 
come under the control of the Government when the proposed depot for the 
sale of the herbs is started, the question of storing will also be looked into. 
Storing is a very useful art which also requires investigation. No work is 
easy, every work has its own difficulties. The general publieis'very"l>oor 
and cannot· afford to purchase medicines manufactured in Western counilries. 
I have my;own personal hobby of dabbling in this art. ,I prepare certain 
indigenous medicines and I just distribute to the poor. The western system 
is not within the reach of the poor. and they cannot do without the indigenous 
medicines. It is important that it should be subsidized or helped by the 
Government. 

Q.-Is there anything which you would like to stress? 
A.-The main thing· is about the indigenouR industrv; the production of 

medicinal herbs,. their storing and the study of their effect on the patients. 
For investigation into. the various aspects of ·this question a Committee has 
been started in this Province. I am its Secretary. I think that is all 
I have to say." 

THE PUNJAB (70) 

Legislation to control the sale and manufacture of medicinal arugs in 
India is absolutely necessa~'. The control ought to be Central with Provin
cial ramifications (33) and it should extend to aU preparations without any 
exception (5). The control mav be in the hands .of Government (3). though 
some would prefer the Cont.rol1i~ Body to he absolutely ind<mendent a.q. 
for example, the General Medical Council. The Board should consist of 
official and non-official members with a non-official maiority. If not 
exclusively Indians, the Board should have a JIlajority of Indian Members. 

There are Food Acts, hut they are not at all effective. Foods and Drugs 
may be combined in an All-India Act (4), though it ·would be preferable to 
deal with them separately (13), drugs being subject to Central and foods to 
Provincial control. 

There should be a Central Laboratorv with Provincial branches (13) at 
least at the ports of entry (4), to test the stren~th and purity of pharma
copmial and proprietary prenarationR and the compbSition of patent 
medicines. The Customs ahould deal with the imnorted drugs which should 
be up to standard (2). Thero should be well-paid inspl'Ctors who I\hould go 
and pick up medicines and send them to the laboratory for analysis (12). 

Thougli the standards of the British Pharmacopooia with (8) or without 
(2) an Addendum might he adopted, the compilation of an Indian Pharma. 
copmia is considered an urgent neeessity (26) and ought to be undArtllken 
immediately (7) without waiting for the fonnation of a General Medical 
Council. 

In the impossihility of Imnnillg patent medicines entirely from India 
(10), their romposition should appear on the label (19), or a heavy tax 
Rhould be lIut upon them (5), a tax high enougl;t to mAke their use prohi
bitive. Advei·tifOements laying extravagant daims· should he lIrohilJite<1 om 
and all drugs which are in IIny way connl'ded with sexual functions should 
not be nllowed to appear in the lay press (2). Tax or no tax. sec .... t .-emedies 
will still sell (2), you cannot ston them altoe;eth*,r and Ilome of them are 
c1istinctly of value (2). A cOlltrollin'! bonro should havp t.hem analysed and 
then pass t~em, a mere formula on the label is not a sufficient gUl\l'I1ntee (9). 

Drug sellers should all be Jicensed. Onlv Rnecial chpmists who have R 
good .arrane;empnt for l)roper storinll should he allowed to sell bioloe;ical 
J1l'Odl1rtli (9). The lahelli shol11d bE'llr tilE" dnt!' of mllnl1fart·ure 111111 the !flase 
of life. 



Local manufacture might be encoul'aged by bounties 01' subsidies, and 
all manufacturers bhoul<1 be licensed. As the local drug industry develops 
iii may be protected by tariffs and higher duties may be put on all the goods 
imported (4). The excise duty ~n alcohol which is used for tl>;e prepar.ati?n 
of medicines should be brought down, and all other excISe difficulties 
removed (3). State managed model factories might be handed over to private 
penlOll8 when the experimental stage is over. The various agricultural units 
in the Provinces should be responsible for the production of medicinal herbs 
and plants (4). 

It is admitted that a duty of 3 pies in the rupee maybe levied on all 
medicinal. preparatioll8 which are either imported or produced in India 
wi~out inconvenience to the public. 

Every GoverQment should have a research laboratory where the re!leiuch 
into the therapep,tic value of indigenous drugs could be carried out. _ 

Medical practitioners should all be qli~lified an\i"registered. ' 
The qUCl;tion of the capacity of bottles is a serious one. 
Medical stores should destroy their old stocks and not be allowed to 

auction them for sale (2). . 
Legislation should be introduced gradually (2). 

THB NORTH-WEST FnONTIER PlIOVINCB (10) 

All the witnesses, barring one, were in favour of legislation to control 
the sale and manufacture of medicinal drugs. The control to be central 
with branches in the different Provinces (2). It should be a legal offenc8 

• to expose for sale any drug which is not up to the standard. 
Tbe British Phal'lllacopooia with an Addendum should serve the ,purpose 

(2); but the immediate prepal'ation of an Indian Pharmacopooia is desira
ble (5). 

Secret, remedies should not be allowed into -India (2) unless they are 
heavily taxed (1) 01' their co~position is shown. on the,la~el (2) or the fo~ula,' 
hali been submitted to a specIal Board and their perllllSSlOn has been obtamed 
to put the drug on the market (2). Patent medicines should not be advel'. 
tised beyond their possibilities (2). 

There are many l'easons why local supply is unsatisfactory j for one 
thing it uHually leads to a certain amount of COI·I·uption. 

Only qualified medical men should be allowed to practise (2). 
Controlling labelling is most important. 
Licence to sell biological products should only be given to chemists who 

have proved that they cltn store them properly. 
The control of food to be Provincial, that of dl'ugS Central. 

'BENGAL (76) 

Except for olle solitary dissident,. all the witnesses were of opinion that 
legislation to control the sale and manufacture of medicinal drugs in India 
ill . absolutely essential. Noth.ing short of Government control will be of 
any use was the general verdict, but 10 per cent of the witnesses favoured 
the formation of a Controlling Board with a majority of non-official members 
and a non-official President. 'rite control ougltt to be Central with Provincial 
branches and should extend to all medicinal preparations whether impOl'ted 
or manufactured locally. In the case of imported dl'Ugs they should all 
conform to the British Pharrnacopooia standards or be stopped at the Port 
of entry by the Customs. 

There is a Food Adulteration Act. There are a Bengal Municipal and 
a Calcutta. Municipal Act with provisions in them to deal with adulterated 
drugs, bnt in the absence of specified standards no action has' so far been 
taken because there is not the essential machinery necessary to fix standards. 
In spite of suitabre powers given, no prosecutions can be made fOl' want of 
sufficient facilities for analysis, and, however, a few prosecutions would 
inlrnediately raise the standards of strength and purity. Sanitary Inspectors 
are under the employment of District Boards, not under tne employment 
of the Govel'nment, and the DiIltl'ict 'Boards are loath to take any action. 



IJ'here should be' B Central Laboratory with Provincial t'amificatlons to 
test the strength and purity of .)harmacopreial and proprietary preparations, 
and the composition of patent medicines. This should be under' popular' 
control, and all dealers and manufacturers should contribute towards its 
establishment and upkeep. The results should be published periodically in 
both medical and ordinary periodicals and this would result in the formation 
of a black list. Samples for· analysis to be sent by visiting Inspectors 
specially appointed by the Medical Department. There should be a Test 
House at every Port of entry. It would be preferable if the Central Labo
ratory should restrict itself to the determination of standards and leave 
the routine analytical work to the Provincial branches. Routine and research 
should be kept apart. It should be made a rule that all ljl~ufact\1,rers 
should send samples of their p.reparations for analysis and proper tes~ing. 

Though"'the standards of the British Pharmacopreia,' with an Indian 
Addendum (7) might be adopted, the cO!llyilation of an Indian Pharma
copreia (42) is considel'ed an urgent necessity (37). It is admitted (5) that 
some of the official preparations of the British Pharmacopreia need being 
modified to suit Indian. conditions. The Pharmacopreial Comnlltter. shouU 
consist of Indians-medical men and chemists (1). 

In the impossibility of banning pate.nt medicines entirely from India (2), 
the publication of their cOInposition . on the label' ought to be made obli
gatory (31), or the composition might be registered by a Board of medical 
men (5) who need not make- it public. A very heavy duty may be put on 
secret remedies impqrted into . India and a stamp duty on those manufac
tured locally, though it is fairly Ilrobable that no amount of-legislation 
will ever check them entirely. . 

Foods and Drugs maybe combined in one Act (9); or they may be dealt 
with separately (17), Drugs being subject to Central and }'oods to Provincia1 
control. But a pharmacy Bill should precede the Food and Drugs Act or 
Pure Drugs Act (2) which ought to be managed by a Pharmaceutical 
Society (1). 

Only those chemists 'who could store biological products properly should 
be licensed (12)~ though it may be hard on small dealers (3). Biological 
products could oe manufactured in India (4). . 

All people handling drugs should be licensed (3). Unless we control 
kavirajs and hakeems all attempts. on the part of Government will prove 
·futile, In the Calcutta Municipal Act indigenous drugs are exempted; but 
control ought not to be restricted to allopathic medicines (4). The vendor 
of any medicinal drug of inferior quality should be prosecuted, 

Local manufacture ought to be encouraged and protected and all manu
facturers should have a licence (10). Manufacturing in the country on a 
large scale will bring down the cost price of medicines. Encourage local 
industries by bounties and grants j give them free alcohol, remove the excise 
difficulties, purchase their products for Government consumption in pre
ference to foreign products, reduce the railway transport fares.. lielp 
indigenous industries in the shape of bounties or by protective tariff or by 
legislation. Let Government help by indenting from local firms of good 
reputation, bonded firms which maintain good ch~mists. 

Excise regulations and inter-provincial duties are very irksome (4). The 
establishment charges of the Excise Department. put on the bonders should 
be reduced. Small dealers who get spirit under the same concessions as 
bigger fil'ms are not under the excise control and they are thus encouraged 
to issue understrength alcoholic preparations. Permission to manufacture 
tinctul"eB should be gl'antedl to bonded manufacturers only. Duty-free ,alcohol 
for analytical purposes should be allowed to firms with bonded laboratories 
(3). Excise laboratories should be suppressed and ollly Customs laboratories 
~~ . 

Remove unfair competition on the part of the Govel'nment Medical 
Stores Depots (5). 

It is generally more difficult to buy Indian raw products locally than 
to buy them from the European muket. It is very difficult to get l'eliable 
raw materials in any quantity (7). There shonld be a central body to 
examine and analyse raw materials and grade them, say according to their 
alkaloidal content (3) j this might also act as a Central Information Bureau 
1\'hel'e difficulties about l'l\W materials might bll refel'red to. Tbe collectiou 
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of faw matel"ials should be in the hands of experts al)pointed by those wh~ 
deal in dl·ug!< (3). All people handling I"aW materials ought to be Iicellsed 
(2). 'l'he Ii) per cent duty on cl"Ude drugs ",hould be suppressed, and expol·t 
tax on crude drUg!< might be levied. lteference collections of raw materials 
would ISOI·ve a very useful lJUI·Pose (4),. and the cultivation of medicinal 
plants might be undertaken under the supervision of men who know the 
business (2). 

Regulations prohibiting the supply of duty-free preparations. which are 
being Imported, so that they shOUld be produced locally, are requh·ed (6). 
Any tax will do, provided it does not raise the co",t higher than it ·IS now (3). 
It is conl:iidered that raising the price, say by one PIce in the rupee, would 
not mak~: much difference. 

Govel!liinent s":lould make such arrangements as would make the production 
of quinine in the country posl:iible (4). 

Stocks might be kept in bonded warehouses and dl·awn, when needed, on 
payment of duty. 

The list.of exempted preparations containing dangerous drugs should be 
alike in the Customs Mnd Exci",e schedules. Dealers ISOHing poisonous drugs 
should be licensed. . 

Out-of-date prel'a.·atiuns should not be bought at auctions and resold. 
The date of manufacture should be shown on the container. 

Extravagant claims in advertisements should be put a stop to (12). Tllerf't 
should be a Drugs Control Board 01· Licensing Board to wholD the ma!lu
facturers shOUld submit samples and their literature. No advertising should 
lJe allowed without a certificate from the Board. lIowever, some of the 
witnell8C8 believe that control over advertisements is impossible (2) and will 
not make the sales any the less. Let doctors stop prescribing patent modicinllS 
Bnd the public will not buy them. 

Cleanliness is very important. Inspectors ",hould see that all places are 
kcpt clean and suitable for dispensing. Doctors should have control over 
the dispensing chemists' shops. 

The Indian Merchandise Marks Act could effectively control the impor
tation of adulterated and understrength drugs and chemicals, should the 
law be properly worked by the Cu",toms Appl·alSCrs experienced in the dl"Ugs 
line. liealth Officers ulldcr the Calcutta Municipal Act have powers tOI' 
inspection of drugs and it is suggested that this should be extended to the 
whole of India. 

There ought to be fixed standards of weights and measuring scales. 
All drugs and chemicals should be given a definite tariff val~e in the 

Indiau CUI:ltoms Tariff., so that if the lDvoice value varied much from the 
tariff value the article would immediately be suspect. It should.: then be 
exammed and if found adulterated 0'· of infeJ"ior quality.it should be refused 
admission into the country or destroyed. 

There might be formed some sort of drug association in which some of 
the big dealen in drugs should join and see that impure dl"Ugs are not 
50ld in the market. 1'hey should have a laboratory ,,"here small deale~s 
could get their articles analysed. It" is feared that control by the executive 
might be very hard. 

Legislative control sllould not be very tight at the beghlning so as n(;t 
to stiHv local industry. It might be started as an experiment in a Province 
and then, if BuccessfuI, slowly and progressively extended to the whole of 
India. 

There should be research institutes to· standardize those local products 
which are prepared on allopathic lines. Research into the therapeutical, 
value of indigenous medicinal drugs should be continued (4). 

THE CENTRAL PROVINCES (12) 

Legislation to control the sale and manufacture of medicinal- drugs is 
ab:.olutely noc-essary. The contl"Ol ought to be Central with Provincinl 
ramifications. The central controlling body to set the standards which will 
be dealt with by the provincial branches. 'fhe central body to consist mainl,. 
of experts, both offiCial and non-official; though it is advisnbio to have a 
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Itrong non-official represollta~ion it is not necessary that thel'e should be 1\ 
non-official majority. The con Lrol should extend to all drug~, whether 
imported or manufactured locally. 

'l'here should: be a Central' Test House with dependent Provincial 'l'er.t 
Houses. 

,1}t0ugh there is I~Q immediate reason for modifying the sta~dal'ds of the 
Dntlsh Pharmacopwla (2), steps should be taken to compile an Indian 
Codex (4). 

Patent medicines should be banned, If found impossible, the composition 
should be shown on the label (8) or the formula should bl) subJDitted to a 
council of medical men and if they realize that the medicipe is .. JjllaBonably 
~alua~le and that its composition is harmless they w01d\i' perm~\ it to be 
advert,ised to th~ geneml public (2). In spiteo£" contrary. opmions (1) 
advertisements Ij~ould either' be c,ontrolled (2) or t~j;ally forbidden in lay 
llapers (1). . 

Local matiufa~'ture ought to be encouraged. J.\1~nufacturers should be 
given facilities to ·have their drug~ examined and :standardized at cheaper 
l'ates i and there ought. to be a Central Bureau of information where they 
could submit their difficulties and problems. Medical Stores Depots should 
be abolished and Government should not manufacture. Facilities should 

. be given for growing medicinal plants. 

Biological llroducts should be manufactured i~ India (2). 

All dispensaries, ev~n the so-called charitable dispensaries, sliould pay duty 
on' alcohol. ' 

No manufacturer should -be allowed to publish testimonials from any-
body unless censored by the Central Board. 

The control of drugs ought to be Central, that of foods Pro~incial. 

Poison licence should. be granted only to chemists and druggists. 

None but a registered medical man should be permitted to practise. 

Do not interfere with Ayurv'edic drugs for the present. 

BIHAR AN~ OUISSA (15) 

Legislation to control the sale and manufacture of medicinal drugs in 
India is absolutely necessa1'y. Nothing short of Government control will be 
of any use. The oontrol ought to be· Central with Provincial ramifications 
and ough~ to extend to all medicinal preparations, whether imported or 
manufactured locally. . 

There already exists a kind of legislatio,n in Bihar and Orissa in the 
form of Municipal Acts which require thut (1) shops for the sale of drugs 
which deal with Western remedies should be registered, and that (2) com
pounders should be qualified. In llractice, howevel·,. the law remains non
operative. For example, according to by-laws there should be a fee for the 
grant of a licence and " no person shall compound, mix, prepare, or dispense 
01' sell any. drug in any shop 01' place registered Unde1" section 288 unl.ess 
he holds a certiticate of the form prescl'ibed." Now the enforcement of" the 
law rests entirely with the municipalities, Bud, as the municipalities demur 
from enforcing it, and as the Government has no power to see it enforced 
because it goes aguinst the spirit of self-govermnent, the law l'Omains a dead 
lettel·. Moreo"l"er, the law is lame for section 284 says that "nothing con~ 
tained in sections 282 and 283 shall be construed to apply to the sale of 

,drugs used by practitioners of indigenous medi~ines." Again, a drug to be 
considered pure" must be of the natul'O, quahty, and substance d~manded 
by the purchaser", but thel'O are no standards of nature, quahty, and 
substance. 

There should be a Central Laboratory with Provincial l'amifications to 
test (1) the strength and p~r!ty of pharmacopwi~l, and proprietary prepara
tions, und (2) the compos1tlOn o,f patent lIledlclll~s. The results to' be 
published in pamphlet iOl'm 01' In. a Pharmaceut1cal Guzete. 

Iusist OJ!. defiuite standal'ds and cut dow!! the Sec1'Ct l'emedies •. 
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Tbou!th the standards of the British Pharmacopooia with an Indian 
Addendum (2) might be adopted, it would be preferable to have an Indian 
Pharmacopooia (lO). Although the Indian Medical Council may be con
sidered the right hody to decide upon the choice of a Board entrusted with 
the compilation of the Indian Pharinacopmia (2), still, being given a sufficient 
number of specialists, an' immediate start ought to be made (10) without 
waiting for the formation of a General Medical Council for India, for the 
time is ripe. It is generally admitted that some of the pharmacopooial 
preparations of the British Pharmacopmia need being modified to suit Indian 
~ple and the Indian climate. 
, In the 'impossibility of banning patent medicines entirely from India (1), 
the publication'of their composition on the label ought to be made obligator;y 
(10) and the fotnmla might be registered to prevent imitation (1). A ,~ertifi
cate from, the Public Analyst of the country of manufacture and OIie from 
the officer-in-charge or' the Testing in India might be made obligatory (1). 
No amount of extra taxation will bring down the enormous sale of patent 
medicines (1), though taxation may he favoured iby some (1). Moreover, an 
import duty, as suggested, ,would still leave untouched the secret remediell 
manufactured in India. 

n Foods and Drugs are to be controlled by the same analytical Board, 
they should be combhied in one Act (1); if not, they should'oe dealt with, 
separately, drugs being subject to Central and foods to Provincial control (1). 

There should be a directory wherein the names of reliable firms should 
be entered for the guidance of retail and wholesale chemists (1). 

Some of the original containers are labelled by the local wholesale 
suppliers, the label should show the name of the mannfacturer (1). 

It issus:gested that only those chemist~ wlio could store biological products 
properly should be licensed (2), but the proposal is impracticable (1). ' 

Legislation is bound to fail if we stop the source of supply from outside 
without making provision for an adequate output at home (1). So local 
manufacture ought to be encouraged (4) and ,protected. An export tax on 
raw material leaving the country (1) would be preferahle to R, tax on drugs 
imported which can be manufactured locally (2), We have enough raw 
material to satisfy the needs of the local manufacturers and those of the 
forei!!:n manufacturers, so exportation need not be stopped or restricted (1\. 
Bnt the rilles laid down by the Exci5A Department regarding morphia and, 
opium and spirits are very irksome (2). 

Obscene advertisements and those conrel'ning drugs which 'are said to 
cure anything ought to be controlled (4), Why not have a Board of Censora 
a8 is done for Cinema Films (I)? ' 

Test Houses ought to be distinct from research laboratories (1). 
Control sltol1ld not be restricted to Allopathic medicines only (1). 

BOMBAY (65) 

Legislation to control the' sale and manufacture of medicinal drugs in 
rndia ia absolutely neressary, The control ought t.o be Central 'with Pro
vincial branches and in the hands of Government. No distinction need 
be made between imported and locally manufactured drngs. ' 

TIlere should he a Central Laboratory with Provincial branches to test 
the Rtrenlrt.h and purity of pharmacopmial and proprietary preparations, 
tho laborAtories now existing in different parts of India could be utilized. 
Samplea foJ' anRlysis to be sent hv InRnectors specially appointed for the 
nl1FPtI8e (10). There shouM he J\ Test,Honse at everv Port of~ntrv. The 
Men-handise Marks Act mil!ht, be extended and made operative by ,giving 
the Custom~ powe .. to examinp 011 imported a1"tic1 .. ~ an,l C'hecking wronl!lv 
written labels and refusing entrance to every article below standard (7); 
LornJly manufortured orticleR to he dealt with hy the Provinci"l Labora" 
~;ori"R. It. wonld be, pr~fel'ahle if the Central Labontory should restrict 
ittwlf to t.he (letermmah'ln of standarils and leave the rout.ine nnalytical 
work t .. the Provinriol Test Houses. Rnutine and research should he kept 
aport. (6). Tt should be made a rule that 11.11 manufacturers should send 
sllml!lell of th~ir prenarations fnr analysis and proper testinj! and shnuld 
obtam a certificate from the Analvtiral Dppartment hrfol'll is.quing their 
prodll(~ts fo1' sale Il~d advertising them. • 
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Though the standards of the British Phnrmacopooia with an Indian 
Addendum (2) might be adopted, the compilation of an Indian Pharma
copooia (28) is considered an urgent necessity (26). It is admitted that 
some of the British: Pharmacopooia standards need being adjusted to local 
conditions. . 

In the impossibility of banning patent medicines entir~ly from India 
(6),. the publication of their composition o,! the label ought to be made . 
oblIgatory (26) or, the formula should be submItted to some· sort of ControlliRg 
Body who would have the product analysed to see that it agreed. with the 
formula submitted and would then. nass it for issue (14) the formula rpmain1 
lDll: secret. Except for a few whICh are accepted as household remedies (2) . 
all patent medicines whether imported or locally manufactured should be 
taxed heavily (4) or a stamp- duty should be put on thelll (3) of not less than 
two anJias in the rupee. ,Patent drugs should be sold, I>y licensed chemists 
only and their advel'tisingshpuld be controlled (16). 

Foods and D~!I maybe' combined in one Act (6);' or they may be dealt 
with separately.(I7); Drugs being subject to Central and Foods to Provincial 
Control. The sooner a Pure Drugs Act is prepared the better (4). Any 
infringement of it should be treated as a criminal, not a civil, offence (3). 

Only preparations of British Pharm~preia standard should be imported 
into India. Chemists should only import and sell standard preparations. 
It. should be made obligatory that the importer's or manufacturer's name 
appears on the- container, with the date of manufacture and the date of 
exportation to India (7). . 

. No dealer should be allowed to sell drugs or to deal in chemicals unless 
he is a duly licensed person. The drugs should be sold in their original 
sealed package. A guarantee of cent per cent purity should be given on 
each individual package so as to permit of tests of sealed original packages 
and prohibition of impOl·t of the contents if not up to the standards. The 
seller must be willing to have the stuff tested at some Government Laboratory 
and if not up to the <luality he should be penaliozed for it, and the penalties 
should be enforced. All the marks on the label should be distinct and not 
ambiguous. 

Tax all medicinal drugs. The 15 per cent duty as it now exists and in 
addition to that the ad valOTem duty. It is suggested to put a stamp duty 
of one anna in the rupee. It is, however" desirable that tbe tariff should 
not be excessive; - it should not affect the pI'ices' unduly (2) and should be 
just· sufficient to give protection to the infant local industry for a number 
of years (2). . 

Local manufacture ought to be encouraged and protected and all manu· 
facturers should· have a licence. Encourage· local drug manufacture bv 
bounties and give protection in the way of tariff; either a duty on all 
imported' drugs which can he manufactured locally or reduction of the 
Customs duty on raw mnterials which cannot be obtained in India. Remove 
the Excise difficulties and the inter-provincial restrictions. Give manufac
turers dutv-free spirits; do not ask them to pay full duty on wastage of 
alcohol which occurs during transit and allow them to use recovered alcohol 
once again for the same preparation. Purchase their products in preference 
to foreign ones. Close the Medical Stores which come iu the way of private 
manufacturers and let not Government be -a manufacturing body (14). 
Reduce the transportation charges by railway; actually you clln get things 
much cheaper from England than y~u can get them from a place in India 
(10). Help 'indigenous dl'ugs industries in the shape of ,bounties. or by 
protective tariff, or by legislation. I,et biological products be manufactured 
in India (4). 

It is ~ery difficult to get reliable raw 'materials in any quantity, as 
there is no regular organization. no regular supplying trade of raw materials, 
and no agency. to test their q\lality, so that on the· whole local ms.nufacturers 
prefer to impOl·t them. Government should establish an agency in the 
('ollntry to standardize the raw materials available therein and then certify 
that, a' ')larticlllal' lot is of a parti!'ular quality so that it will be easy for 
the manufacturers to .standardize their pre)lal'Btions. . . 
! The cultivation of mE'dicinal l)lants under competent supervision should 
he :unc1ertaki-n; there Ahould be a Drugli Culture Department and the 
AgriCllltul~al D<'pnrtment ought to. tnkellp the keeping of all-drug farnls. 



n anY0!l8 is bent upon growinl!; 'nledicinalplants f01" the purpose ofmanu~ 
facturing'drugs he ought to be given full facilities D1 Government in the 
ahape of free land. etc. There ought, to be B sort of museum where < a: 
collection of stanjl:ard locally grown drugs should' be kept and the officer
in-charge would advise the manufacturers of the special time of the year 
and the district in which a particUlar drug grows. 
< ,Articles manufactured in India should be allowed to be purchased at duty
free rates. 

No bounty I A few firms should combine and show what they cali do. ' All 
the liealers,. the manufacturers, and the retailers should. combine and form 
• society or a council which would have its own laboratory and the dealers 
themselves would, control the quality 'of the drugs they are selling. 

:. ~glatration of all manufacturers and hefore registration ,they must show 
that, they have a laboratory and personnel with sufficient knowledge of 
manufacture. Technical experts should be trained if we want local 
manufacture. 

There should he a standard committee with as many non.officials as you 
please provided they are competent to understand. 

The Poisons Act should be revised. 

Weights' and measuring glasses should be inspected as per Government 
test. 

Old stocks of medicines should not be sold by auction as have been done, 
80 we are told, by the Medical Stores on more than one' occasion. . , 

Only registered' medical men should be allowed to practise. 

Researcli into the therapeutic value of indigenous drugs should not only be 
continued, but developed by opening more laboratories or strengthening 
those already in existence.' , 

Tho application of the regulations should, not be too stringent at' first, 
said some of the witnesses. Others were of opinion that if you want to have 

'an Act you ought to abide by it; there is n~ sense in not being strict from 
the very beginning. . . 

The AmericaB Medical Association have established' a' Co~n~il 'of 'Phatmac:v 
and Chemistry. All drugs Bnd nostrums are subjected, to scrutiny to 
substantiate their claims and, if they are not verified, then the Postmaster
General is informed and mail and transit facilities are denied to the CUlprits, 
after they have been proclaimed. The post office should have the powers by 
Statute to stop all bogus advertisements and transit of bogus drugs as they 
have now the powers of stopping seditious and indecent matter transmitted 
through the post. There should be some sort of control established, as in 
America to protect the ignorant people who are not capable of taking care 
of themselves. ' " . , 

T. A. STEWART, ESIl.,"Collector of Customs with M. NIOGi, Esq., Officiating 
Chemical Examiner, Bombay Customs .House:- . 
. Q.-The most important, question we. have to -ask you is, whether the 
Customs can help us in controlling the quality of drugs that are imported P 

A.-That presupposes the establishment of. a standard for dI:Ugs. 
ASsuming an Indian Pharmacopooia . were. drawn up. and legislation were 
introdu('ed which would forbid the importation of drugs not conforming to 
the Indian ,Pharmacopooia, the question is whether we could or .could ,not 
undertake the necessary analysis. For myself, I would say that it is impos
sible. At the present moment. such tests as we are doing in our laboratory 
are about as much as we can do and any addition to it would not only mean 
the expansion of OUP laboratory, which is impossible, but it would also, add 
to ,the number of complaints regarding the delay in getting goods through 
custolnS. ,There is another objection T would urge to the proposal. We would 
have no control over drugs produced in India ... which would be essential.. If 
I were constituted one authority, there woula be another and I could quite 
eaSily· 'contemplate 'BBme amount of disagreement between the two authori
ties., It 'might even happen that drugs, that have been passed as correct 
II,' us; might be. the, Rilbject of. review by an internal controlling Authority 
Bnd it would be unfortunate, not only fol"', myself. and the other authority, 
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put it would be unfortunate for others also, if there was any attempt to 
enforce ·the Drugs Act.. PeJ:sonally, as an administrative officer, I should 
'prefer very much that there was one authoritv and it is obvious that I 
cannot be that authority. • 

Q.-There is one o1;her point about the tariff valuation: it has been 
·8ugge.~ted that if the invoice value is considerably lower than the tariff 
valuation, then the sample should be taken and tested and valued according 
to quality. Do you think that the tariff valuation scheme could be ext&nded? 
. A . ....:..The tariff valuation scheme is a simplification from our point of view. 
It runs for a year. Then we review the valuation in relation to the trend 
of prices throughout the 12 months and take into account any ~eneral 
·tendency in trade. Each September or October there is 8'generai,'meeting 
of' our Appraisers from each Customs House that meets in Calcutta under 
the Chairmanship of the Director-General ()f Commercial Intelligence. They 
pool their ideas and, as a r611ult of that, tariff valuations are fixed for the 
next. year and these come into operation on the 1st January. That is 
obviously, a, simplifictaion from our point of view sinoe instead of examining 
invoices we have our value already determined for us and it is only a matter 
of caIeulation. But we do record the invoice values for the purpose of 
determining the tariff valuation at the next Conferenl'6. 

Q.-We thought that tariff valuation might be extended to control medi
cinal drugs and chemicals. The only other way is to have a separate depart
ment to control the purity of drugs. Then you have to let everything into 
the country and depend upon the taking of samples 'by this special depart-
mentP . 

A.-one of the obvious pre-requisites for fixing a tariff valuation is that 
there should be a more or less uniform import. For example, take Ammonia 
Chloride; it usually comes in hundredweights or in multiples· of it. You 
may get it in 2-ounce bottles; you may get it in much smaller bottles and 
you have a distinct price range for the various size bottles. I liave' not 
examined the question of drugs, but in chemicals I happen to be dealing 
with a matter at the present moment. IIi the case of Peppermint Oils you 
may have a varialJon of Rs. 11 per pound. Obviously you cannot fix one 
tarilf to cover all this. Trade is not uniform at every port. As a general 
rule, we do find that according to the packing of the 1Z00ds, there is a varia
tion in price. I think it is an acceptable proposition that all oils conforming 

, to one standard would conform more or less to one price, and. if we had any 
doubts that the invoice price was far below the tariff valuation or our ordi
nary knowledge of what the price of a commodity is, it would give rise to 
doubts as to whether this was the genuine article. 

Q.-Do you think something could be done on that line? 
A.-It is quite in line with what we are doing every day. In i1efeuce of 

the public, we are operating the Merchandise Marks Act. 
, Q.-Do you think that can be extended to drugs!' 

A. .-Thllt we would take as being a quality of an intellip:ent Appraising 
Officer. He should take notice of facts of that sort with a view to carrying 
the matter further. 

Q.-In determining the tnriff valuation, you invite the opinions of several 
other institutions .also P 

A.-They are circulated to all the Chambers of Commerce anel thl'ir criti
"isms are invited. After tentative fixation of the valuation, the Director. 
General of Commercial Intelligence very often goes on tour and meets these 
bodies and discusses any point they may have to raise in connexion with the 
tariff valuation. 

Q.-And, if it is satisfactory, their opinion is taken into accountP 
A.-I don't say their opinion is always taken because they VI'ry oft"" 

want the duty as low as possible and we want it as high as possible; but I 
will say that any representation that they make receives very full considera-
tion. . 

Q.-It has been brpul!:ht to our notice that quinine 1V88 often i!ll" ... ri .. ~ 
as two I!:rains and on examination in the Customs was found anI, as one 
grain. It aopeal'!! that the Customs people altered the two grains into on. 
"min and allowed them to p&ssP 



A.-If it is a case that a" certain drug or mixture was imported, on tha . 
label of which was the statement that this contains two grains and on exami~ 
nation we dilKlOver that it only contains one grain.,Ltbe labelling of that
substance as containing two grains while it actua.uy contains one grain, 
constitutes an offence under the Merchandise Marks Act. The power that 
18 vested in us iii to confiscate the goods, but if we think that the man him~ 
self is not at fault we might waive our right of confiscation or impose 
merely a. nominal pena.lty on condition that he corrects the mis-statement 
on the label. It is very seldom that we do confiscate because in so many 
eases the error is not that of the importer and, if he can I"emove that en'or 
80 that there is no danger of the public. being deceived in the matter, then 
we chOOllCl·to exercise leniency. 

'11" Q.-Ian't it possible that the error on the· part of the manufact}lrer may 
have been suggested by the dealer i' 

A.-That is quite' 80 and, if we see any teIidency on the part of any manu· 
facturer, we do proceed to confiscate and to the impositlOn of: penalties, 
but in an isolated case it ill not necessary to call for severe measures, provided 
we can correct the misapprehension. ., 

Q.-The general complaint from the medical men is that quite a large 
proportion of drugs imported into the country as well as manufactured are 
of defective strength. Have you come across many instances where the goods 
have been below standard i' 

A.-We have no standards to judge by. If a. thing comes in labelled 
B.P. we test a sample and if it does not confonn to B.P. strength, then we 
insist on erasing the B.P. mark. I don't know that we are even justified 
in doing 80. 

Q.-Ithas been suggested that there should be the date of manufacture, 
but they have also suggested that there ought to be the date on which a 
drug rea.ches Indiai' 

A.-That is a. matter for the importer and his manufacturer. I certainIt 
eannot undertake to see that everything was dated: that means entirely 
1lIIpa.cking a.ll the cases. It is absolutely impossible. You can put the onus 
on the importer that before he distributes his goods, he must have them 
dated, but it is impossible for the .Customs. 

Q.-There is one other point; if regulations are laid down with regard 
to fabelling, could you check that as you are checking goods through 
Customsi' 

A.-So long as it did Dot involve an analysis of every sample. 
Q.--8ince when has your laboratory been operatingi' 
A.-It has been operating since 1929. 
Q.-What is the nature of the work done there P 
A.-There is very little that we don't do. 
Q.-You don't take the help of the Government analyserP 
A.--We did, two years ago; but we decided that it was better to havlI 

oor own laboratory working under oor own control and incidentally it is 
cheaper. 

Q.--8upp08ing a central laboratory wa.s started in each port, both 1m," 
testing imported articles a.s well as those obtained by agents from the 
marketP 

A.-The suggestion has been made and I resisted for this reason that 
we found, when oot work was being done by other laboratory, we could 
not get it done with the expedition that we desired. At present I can refer 
at once to my Chemical Examiner, which is not possible for me when any 
other officer is in charge of the laboratory. 

Q.-Do they have a. separate laboratory in London or have they a Central 
LaboratoryP 

A.-I believe, in London they have a Central Laborato!,!. but the differ. 
ence is that they have an extraordinary simple tariff in the United King. 
dam. There are very few articles liable to duty in the United Kingdom, 
while almost every article is liable to doty in British India. 

Q.-You have no infonnation as regards the United States of America? 
.i.-No. 



APPENDIX K. 

J'he Age1J,CY for inspection, etc. 

bemi~official' from the Chair~an, 'Drugs E~quir~ coinuifttee, ·to the Medicai. 
· Public Health and Excise Departments of al~ the Local Governments, 

dated 27th February 1931. ,. . . 

· In connexion with the proposal for the appointment of officers £01' carry
mg out control over drugs by inspection of shops, seizure' of articles. 
Ct'll;ection of samples for analysis, institution ot criminal prosecutions, etc., 
whIch the Committee may recommend for consideration; four suggestioIUI 
have bee!l made, namely, to appoint officers of (1) the Excise Department, (2) 
the MedICal Department. (3) the Health Department, or (4) separate special 
officers, as such officers. I shall esteem it a great favour .if you will let 
me have the benefit of your views on these suggestions and your· opinion 
as t.o. ~he. best ~~~rse which n;tay be adopted with special refel'ence to the 
feaslblhty of utIlISing the serVlces of the officers of your department. I 'am 
afraid I have to request you for a very early reply as the period fixed for 
the submission of our report expires by the end of March. . . 

Demi-official from Major-General W. V. COPPINGER1 . C.I.E., D.8;0., M.D., 
F.B.C.il.I., I.M$., Surgeon-General, Bengal,. to the Chairl]lan, Drugs 
Enquiry Committee, dated the 3rd March 1931, NQ. 65. . 

· This case is similar to that of the Poisons Act where inspection is mainly 
done by the Excise authorities but assisted by Government Medical Officers 
nominated by the District Magistrate or other local authority. I.am inclined 
to think that in this case the principal duties of inspection Should remain 
with the Excise Department aided if neccssal'y by special inspectors. with 
medical qualifications in the larger centres. In the districts, the Magistrate 
should have .the power to depute selected. Government Medical Officers to 
perform this' duty when necessary. . 

I am not anxious that this duty should be thrQwndirectly on the. Medical 
;J;>epartment as it is largely a police one and might upset the' friendly 
relations which should subsist between the Medical Department and the body 
of private practitioners. . 

Demi-official from Lt.-Col. F. COOK, Officiating InspeC~r-General of Civil 
Hospi~als, Bihar and Orissa, to the Chairman,. Drugs Enquiry' Committee, 
dated the 3rd March 1931, No. 2622. 

Your demi-oflicial letter No. 1682 of the. 27th February 1931. I 8lU of 
opinion that officers of the Excise Department should be appointed for 
carrying out control over' drugs by inspection of shops, seizure of ar.tides. 
etc., this cadre is specially adapted and has experience in this work. 

-The Medical Department can assist by their· local. knowledge. which 
kp,owledge would be imparted to the authorities concerned. . 
· Such rules and orders to be communicated to the. Medical Department in 
this work would be circularized as circumstances warrant and from experience 
gained in working the control. . . ' 

Demi-official from Col. H. M. MACKENZIE, M.B., I.M.S., CH.B. (Edin.)~ D.P.H • 
. (Cantab.), Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals,. Pnnjab, to the Chairman, 

Drugs Enquiry Committee, dated the 2nd March 1931,. No. 1912-G. 
Your No. 1681, dated the 27th February 1931. In my opinion the officeI'll 

'Of the Excise Department could best take on the procedures referred to 
by you. .. '.' 

Medical Officers of Health might also be given BOlUe powers. 
1f

t 
after trial it was fou~d that the. work COUld. not be satisfactorily 

carrIed out by the abovementIOned classes of officers, It would be necessary 
-to appoint special officers for the work. .. . ......., 

I do not think. the officers of the Civil Medicnl' Department could' 'be 
utilized in this connexion, but they might be asked to :~-ePOl·t· to one of the 
officers concerned cases in "'hicbthey had reas.on· to:beheve that dl'UgS of a 
low stl.\ndard were being sold. 
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Dcmi-officiai from Col. H. It. NUTr, H.D., F.R.C.S., 1.M.S., Inspector-Generai 

of Civil Hospitals, United Provinces, to tho Chairman, Drugs Enquiry 
Committee, dated the ard.March 1931 .. No. 24-C. 

Your No. 1683, dated the 27th February 1031. I think this would best 
be done by officers of the Excise and Medical Departments. But the medical 
olfWera &elected for this work should mostly be specially trained in Pharma
cology and drug assay, and devote their whole time to this special duty. I 
do not think the ordinary medical ollicer will have either the special training 
required, or the time for these duties in a large town. 

In small: toWIIS they could howover carry out sOllle routine inspection 
work, etc. 

Demi-officiul f!"Om tho -Surgeon-General with the Government of Bombay, 
to the Chairman, Dl'Ugs Enquiry Committee, No. 87(1)-24-B of -193~. 

[lfe/cTcuce.-Your No. 1677, dated 27th Februal'Y 19:31.] 

. The 1l:cneraI proposal to seize samples for analysis and institute prosecu
tions will require legislative enactment 'and .could, 1 thmk; be best mcorpo
rated in .. lfood and Drugs Act. Such Acts would probably have to be 
Provincial, the Government of India making provision for its own case unde~ 
the Sea Cw;tolUl! Act. 

In Buch an Act various people might be declared by Rules made. under 
the Act to be authorized • Insl?ectors' for the purpose of the Act, and 
those in the case of the district mIght include the Collector, the Civil Surgeon, 
the District Medical Officer of Health, any Assistant Director of Public 
Health, etc. 
, . I think it would be a mistake to cI'eate special officers for this purpose. 

As regards initiation of prosecution, that should be for the police on' 
information furnished by the analyst. 

I would suggest that the Punjab Prevention of. Adulteration Act might 
be coDliulted in this connexion. 

Domi-official from Major-General C. A. SPBAWSON, C.I.E., M.D., F.B.C'.B., 
V.B.S., I.1\1.S., Surgeon-Genel'al, Madras, to the Chairman, Drugs 
Enquiry Committee~ dated the 3rd March 1931, No. R. 254-A. 

I consider that the most 8uitable agency for the drug control that you 
suggest would be by members of the Hllalth Department. Neither the Excise 
Department nor the Medical Department are suitable for such work. Doctors 
employed on hospital duty cannot be spal'ed to go about collecting samples 
wher-eas the duties of Health Officers naturally take them about the towns 
and bring' drug shops and similar places more to their notice. I have not 
consulted the Director of Public Health in giving the opini<>n.· 

Lettel' from the Chief Medical Officer, Delhi Province, Delhi, to the Chairma'!o 
Drugs Enquiry Committee, Calcutta, dated the 19th/20th March 1931, 
No. 769/187. 

I am of opinion that these duties should be eah'ied out by the Excise 
Department on information supplied by the Medical and Health Depart-
ments. .. 

Demi-official from Lt.-Col. BUBA, I.M.S., Officiating IDlipector-General of 
Civil Hospitals, Assaml to the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry Committee, 
Calcutta, dated the. 12tn March 1931, No. 2074. 

With reference to your letter No. 1680, dated the 27th February 1931, 
I ""rite to inform YOll- that I fJllly agree· with the views expressed by 'the 
Director .of Publio Health in his lette!' No, 2198, dated 7th March 1931, to 
your address. ' . 
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bemi"omciai from Lt.-Col. C. I. BRIERLEY, V.I.E., I.M.S., C'hiijf Medical 
Officer and, Inspector-General of Jails, North-West Frontier Provincc 
Peshawar/Nathiagali, to the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry Committee' 
Calcutta, dated the IOth March 1931, No. 3997-S. ' 

As far as ,the North-West Frontier Province is concerned I consider 
that the control over drugs by inspection of shops, seizure of articles collection 
of sam~les for analysis and institution of criminal prosecutions etc., should 
be carried out by the Health Department of the Province. I would how
ever add that the work should be entrusted to an officer of commissioned 
status. 

, . ~ I 

Demi-official from Lt.-Col. C. A. GILL, D.P.H., I.M.S.,. Director of Public 
Health, Punjab, LahO!:e, to the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry Committee, 
d.ated the 21st February 1931. ,), , 

Iii reference to your letter of the 13th of February, I think the best 
method of arranging for the collection of samples and drugs for analysis at 
the proposed central institution would be for the Drugs Act to contain a 
clause empowering the local Governments, who have adopted the Act, to 
nominate Inspectors for collecting samples for the purposes of analysis. We 
are appointing such Inspectors under our Pure Food Act and these Inspectors 
could readily collect samples of drugs as well as of foodstuffs. As at present 
arranged, the Inspectors under the Pure Food Act will be Medical Officers 
of Health and Sanitary Inspectors, but later on it may be necessary to 
appoint whole-time Inspectors. 

Demi-official from the Director of Public Health, United Provinces, to the 
Chairman, Drugs Enquiry Committee, dated the 7th March 1931, No. 159. 

[Re/erence.-Your demi-official letter No. 1691, dated the 27th February 
1931, to Colonel Mearns who has proceeded on leave out of India.] 

I am of opinion that officers of the Public Health Department should be 
entrusted with the duty of inspecting shops, serzing articles, collecting 
samples of drugs for analysis and instituting criminal proceedings. Under 
the United Provinces Prevention of Adulteration Act it is already one of 
the duties of the medical officers of health and sanitary inspectors in this 
Province to detect adulteration of, drugs and bring offenders to book and 
they seem to be the only suitable agency that should' be employed for the 
work your Committee have in view, particularly as officers of the Excise 
Department have no technical knowledge of medicinal drugs and officers of 
the Medical Department have no staff which could undertake. regular inspec
tions and go about the towns. The Public Health Department and its 
officers can provide both technical knowledge and staff in urban and rural 
areas. In the case of the more important drugs, such as quinine, etc., 
where a sanitary inspector's knowledge may be inade<)juate. the Medical 
Officer of Health himself can take samples. The proposed duties will moreover 
fit in with their normal duties under the Municipalities Act and the Food 
and Drugs Act. 

Demi-official from Dr. A. DA GAJoIA, M.D.J. D.P.H., Director of Public Health, 
. Bombay, to the Chairman, Drugs ~nquiry Committee, dated the 5th 

March 1931, No. 47/B of 1931. . 

[Re/erencll.-Your letter No. 1688, dated the 27th ultimo.] 

I think that Public Health Laboratories under the Director' of Public 
Health should deal with the analysis of drugs-

(1) As regards drugs like cocaine, etc., they may continue to be 
apprehended, for the present at least, by the Excise Department. 

(2) For other drugs, special officers will have to be appointed nnder 
the Public Health Department which will, in future, utilie them also for 
the detection of adulteration of foods. 
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In the Bombay Presidency there are eight officers in the Public Dealth 
J)epartment-five Assistant Directors of Public Health~ two officers in charga 
of· Public Health Laboratories and one in charge of Vaccine Institute. The 
number of Public Health Laboratories will have to be increased. 

At present the major contribution of two-thirds in the case of Medical 
Officers of· Health and half in the case of Sanitary Inspectors is paid by 
Government to the local bodies: My personal view is that,. as in some of 
the other Presidencies, the cadre of Medical Officers of Health and Sanitary 
Inspectors should be provincialized, the minor contribution being recovered 
from the local bodies. 

Demi-official from Lt.-Col. T. D. MURISON, D.P.H., I.M.S., Director of Public 
Health, Assam, to the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry Committee, dated the 
7th March 1931, No. 2198. 

In reply to your letter No. 1695. dated the 27th February 1931, I Write 
to say that the only officers of this department whose . services could be 
utilized for the purpose of inspections of drugs, shops, seizure of articles, 
collection of samples for analysis and institution of criminal prosecutions, 
etc., are the urban health officers. They are recruited from the sub-assistant 
Burgeollll class and then trained in the Bombay Sanitary Surveyors training 
class. 

If this is approved by the Government of Assam, to whom reference will 
have to be made for orders, the services of the urban health officers may be 
utilized for this purpose. 

The arrangement, I consider, would not be satisfactory. 

Demi-oflicial from Maior C. M. GANAPATM, K.B., D.P.H., I.M.s.~ Director of 
Publio Health, Central Provinces. Nagpur. to the Chairman, Drugs 
Enquiry Committee, dated the 10th March 1931~ No. Nil. 

E:r:ci.e DePoTtment.-I fail to see how thi~ department which deals with 
seizure of drugs like opium, cocaine and illicit manufacture of liquor. can 
be in a position to know whether the drugs in common use are adulterated or 
not. 

Medical DepaTtment.-Civil surgeons and medical practitioners of 
established repute who deal with drujZs daily are certainly of great use if 
so employed but the difficulty is that they may not find the time to inspect 
shops; seize articles and collect samples for analysis. As for· the institution 
of criminal proceedings. I am almost certain that they will not have the time 
to I1ttend courts. Assistant medical officers or sub-assistant surgeons may 
11180 perhaps be employed. 

"eolth. ])eparlment.-These Provinces have three health officers. two 
1mblicity officers, one officer in charge of the Vaccine and Puhlic Healt,1t 
Institute and several assistant medical offieers or sub-assistant sure;eons in 
charp:e of epidemic dispensaries. I consider that the health officers, if 
permitted by the local bodies who emnlov them, could be utilized for this 
nurpose in their respective towns. With regard to the Public Health 
Tnstitute, this institution is still in its infancy inasmuch as no ""parate 
buildinjZ has as vet been constructed nor has the reouisite staff been 
provided as yet. This work can onlv be undertaken usefullv when the abo_ve 
conditions are fulfilled. As regards the 8.ssistant medical officers or sub
aqsistant surgeons. the obvious question which arises is whether in the absence 
of adeq.lIate traininl! and experiencethev are competent enough to be 
employed to deal with such an important subiect. All the same T helieve 
bv careful selection some of them at least may be so employed in adaition to 
their ordinary dutiell. It would be just I\.A well for me to point out to vou 
that their ordinary duties involve considerable touring for tackling epidemics, 
eto. 

RTHlcial ORicer •. -1 am inclined to the view that . officers with special 
f:rainine; in this line or chemistry should be annointed for this purpose. 
By virtu(, of their special qualifications they would in mv opinion command 
mo.,. f'l'nfidpn('4'l not. only from the public bi1tal~n from the shopkeepers who 
after all are the 'heep led to the slaughter. Further, such· officers would 
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.not, ge!1erally spea~illg, ha1'Qss the shopkeepers more than that which would 
,result If these duties were 'entrusted to any other body of officers This 
suggestion. brin~s ill its track the question of increased expenditure. . 

t~emi-official from J?r. ¥. B:. H;HAIDIATA Y.B.C.B., Bengal PubHc Health 
Del>a~tment, '\Ynters BUlldmgs, Cafcutta, to the Chairman; Drugs 
EnqUlry Committee, Calcutta, dated the 13th March 1931, No. 3453-G • 

. I~ reply to your letter N~. 1690, dated the 27th .February 1931, I am 
!Vntm~ to say th~t ~he questign _ of the agency to be employed for the 
lUspectlOn of drugglSts shops, collection of dry samples and seiz)lre of articles 
has been examined in the Bengal Public Health' Department. While the 
employment of special Drug Inspectors might be the most efficient method 
it would certainly be the most expensive. Under the Bengal Food Adultera: 
tion .. Act" 1919, qualified sanitary inspectors have .already been collaterally 
appomted as food inspectors by the district boards and municipalities, 
under -:whom ther are serving. Under the Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923, 
whole-time food mspectors are employed by the Calcutta Corporation. If 
the above sanitary inspectors and food inspectors could be suitably trained 
and limitedly authorized to inspect druggists' shops, collect and seize drug 
samples, they would form a ready and inexpensive agency for the purpose. 
Dispensary doctors could also be impressed for the. same work within their 
bWD. jurisdictions. The institution of prosecut.ion proceedings should be done 
under the special orders of the district board or municipal chairman repre, 
senting the local authority.' " 

. . 

Letter from Major A. M. V. HESTEBLOW, Y.B.OH.B., B.SO., D.T.H. & H., 
I.M.S., Acting Director of Public Health, Madras, to the Chairman, 

. Drugs Enquiry Committee, Calcutta, dated the 7th March 1931, R No.. 
271-1 Sany. ' 

I am of opinion that failing the appointment of a special staff for the 
plirpose, the duties may be' entrusted to the officers of the Excise Depart
ment. 

Demi-official from Lt.-Col. G. JOI,LY, O.I.E.,I.l\I.S .• Director of Public Health; 
, 'Burma, to the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry' Committee, Calcutta, dated 

the 6th/7th March 1931, No. 3871/6-s-4/27. 

1 think that the choice of officers must lie between the Excise Depart
ment and the Health Department. In places where the Health Department 
is well developed, such as in municipalities with an adequate health staff;' 
I think the work should be left to them. In all other areas· I consider it 
should come under the Excise Department, it being left to the Local Govern
ment to decide in each case which department should be responsible. In 
Burma there are ~nly. one or two towns in which the Health Department 
could undertake the work at present, but, as the Health: Department deve
lops, it could takeover more and more .. 

Demi-official from H. E.' HORSFIELD, Esq., I.C.S., Commissioner of Exciso 
and Salt, Patna, to the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry Committee,· dated the 
28th February 1931, No. 11282/ XXX-18 of 1930-31. 

I have received your letter No, 1694 ()f the 27th instant. Unfortunately 
I know no more of the scope of your enquiry than I have learnt from t~e 
proceedings published in the Press ~r?m time to time. I und~rstan~ tha~ It 
is' oOlicerlled with the sale of me(hcmal drugs and preparatlOns, .mcludmg, 
many others besides those of a spirituous 01' narcotic character with which 
the' ExCise DElpartment as. such a~e concerned. Whnt ~y be t~e nature of 
the inspection of shOllS selhng medical drugs and prepnrntlOns which you have 
in·view I·do not know. • 

There at'e two' obvious ol,jections to the employment of exciSe offirel·s·.on, 
such inspeotions- _ . 
' ... (a) They ~ill hnve rio .technical 'or. scielitific .kno~'lodge whatever of the. 

substanCes soldi ."." . '.; 
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(b) The present scale of supervising executive and clerical establishment.s 
is only sufficient for the discharge of certain particular d~ties under n«.>~al 
conditions. It haa to be expanded to discharge those duties when conditIOns 
heoome ahnormal and exparu;ion would be necessary to discharge additional 
duties. This would involve additional financial charges. The additional 
volume of wOI·k would, in view of the volume of the trade in drugs and patent 
medicines, probably be considerable. There are other contemplated additions 
tt. the work of the department which have only heen tentatively suggested 
&0 far, but may materialize in the future. I regret that I cannot answer your 
query ahout the best method of utilizing the services of Excise officers 
lI'ithout kaowing more precisely and in gl'eater detail what you have in 
view. 

Demi-official from Rai Sahih 'fABAXE8WAB BHATTacBll&YA) .... '" Commissioner 
of Excise and Salt, Bengal, to the Chairman,. Urug& :EnqNiry Committee, 
dated the 5th March 1931, No. 497-E. . 

Your demi-official letter No. 16819, dated the 27th February 1931, about 
appointment of officers for control over drugs reached me on the 3rd instant 
on my return from tour. In my opinion, the officers to be appointed for 
the purpose should have sufficient knowledge of the contents of the drugs, 
their IlIIe and .. fFect. The officers of the Excise Department will be very 
iU-IIuited for the purpose as most of them have very little knowledge of 
medicinal drugs. I am of opinion, if any officers of the existing departments 
of Government are to he empowered to have the proposed control over the 
drugs, they should be of the Medical and the Public Health Departments. 

Demi-official from the Assistant Secretary to the Commissioner of Excise, 
Madras, to the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry Committee,. dated the 4th 
March 1931, No. 530-Abk. 

In reply to your letter qlUoted above, I am dh·ected to say that if it is 
suggested that the Excise Department should undertake the supervision of 
druggists' shops, etc., with a view to prevent the use of impure or ineffective 
drugs the reply is that officers of this department have neither the time nor 
the training and knowledge required for the purpose. It would seem that 
the supervision must necessarily be entrusted to officers having the technical 
experience required. 

Demi-official from J. N. L. SATHB, Esq., I.C.S., Excise Commissioner, United 
Provinces, Allahabad, to the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry Committee, dated 
the 10th March 1931, No. 12427. 

I presume that your present inquiry relates to all medicinal drugs and 
not merely to drugs containing excisable articles. If 80 the new duties will 
involve supervision over medical halls and chemists' and druggists' shopa 
in respect of all the medicinal drugs dealt in by them, for which officers of 
thia department are not specially CJiIlalified. Your letter also does not make 
it clear how much actual work the proposals of your committee will involve 
in practice. If it is appreciable this department will be unable to undertake 
it without additional stuff. The work really belongs to the sphere of the 
Medical or Health Department. I . think therefore that it might with 
advantage he entrusted to officers of either of these departments. In any 
case, I cannot commit my department to undertake the work ·before I know 
precisely what the duties will involve in practice. 

Demi-official from the Commissioner of Excise, Assam, to the Chairman DMlgs 
Enquiry Committee, Calcutta, dated the 16th March 1931, No. 5374-E. 

I write in reply. to your ~e~i-?!licial ~o. 1700, d~ted the 27th February 
1931, to 811Y that lD my oplDlon IDspectlOn should In the ordinary Course 
be l'a.rried out by the ~edica,l II:nd ~ublic Health Departments (which, in this 
PI'O\'IIH'Cl, al'e not entl~ely dlSt,ngulshah!e, but that powel'll of inspection for 
the purpose of de~IDg and preventll!g offences !,-gainst the Dangerous 
Drugs Act, tile EXCIse Act, and the Opmm and OplUm-smoking Acts must 
also he reserved for the Excise Department. . 

[)1 
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Deini-official frQ~ G. P. BURTON, Esq., X.A., I.C.S., Excise Commissioner, 
. '. Central ProVinces, Nagpur, to the Chai~an,' Drugs Enquiry Commit

'teet CaIeutta., dated March 1931, No. Nli. 

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 1702 dated the 
27th February 1931, regarding the agency to be employed for the' control and 
inspection of drug shops. . 

In the absence of details regarding arrangements to be recommended 
by the Drngs Enquiry Committee it is difficult to appreciate how mnch 
work the agency employed will have to .do. Of the officers mentioned in 
your letter I think that 'the executive staff of the Excise' Department 
could most appropriately be employed for the purposes in view,. inas
much'as these officers already haye to keep an eye'bn'the"salesof various 
drugs and medicines Containing excisable substances. Except in the largest 
towns, the supervision and inspection of druggists' shops should not involve 
a great deal of additional time and labour. Should the work in large 
towns involve the appointment of additional staff, your Committee will, 
no doubt, make recommendations regarding the authority which should be 
responsible for providing the necessary funds. I should add that the 
above represents my personal views on the subject, which I gather you 
desire, and should not, the~foreJ be taken as binding on the Local Govern-
ment, who are not responslble lor them. .. 

Demi-official from the Exoise Commissioner, Burma, to the Chairman, 
.Drugs Enquil'Y Committee, dated· the 16th March 1931, No. 494-2-E-56. 

Reference-Your demi-official of the 27th Februal'Y 1931. The only drugs 
wi'th which the Excise Department is concerned are opium, ganja, cocaine 
and morphia. Control over the sale of these drugs is already exercised 
by this department and it is not understood in what way that control can 
be varied. 

In regard ·to the sale of other drugs, the Health Departments of the 
:various municipalities are concerned and not this department. 

Demi-official from the' Commissioner of 'ExcUJ8, .Bombay, to the Chairman, 
Drugs Enquiry Committee, dated the 23rd l\br.ch 1931. 

On this important matter this department should have been consulted 
officiaI1:v and given -adequate time to inquire and make a considered reply. 
I am niuch handicapped in giving an opinion .as I do not fully know the obje<;t 
or scope of the inquiry of your Committee. No officer of this department 
was examined 'by the Committee in Bomb~y, . 

Subject to these 'remarks, I give the following un~fficial opinion, as far a8 
shops for the sale of opium and intoxicating drugs are concerned. 

The Excise Department deals with opium, intoxicating drugs, i.e., ganja, 
·bhang,. charas (the latter is at present allowed in Sind only), cocaine and 
morphia. Excise officers also can under the Poisons Act inspect shops selling 
poisons. The Excise Department is therefore the proper agency which sbould 
control intoxicating drugs being the sole agency which should control and 
inspect opium and intoxicating drugs shops. If this ('ontrol were given over 
to or shared by another department or special officers, there would be 
friction. The duplicatiou would also result in unnecessary wasteful addi'tion 
to the cost, whether central or provincial. of administration, a matter 
especially to be deprecated in these days of retrenchment. 

Further. if another department or other offi('ers were given powers to 
inspect these shops, the licensees. owing to the inevitable' increasing inter
ference with their husiness, would not pay fee for their shops" much les.q 
vend,' and this would seriously affect the provincial revenues. 

lienee any regulations and measures which may be imposed regarding 
s~ch shops. should be exercised solely by and through the officel"G of the 
E.xrise Department. 

I would further point out that increase of restrietions. regulations and 
inspections, etc., of such shops and sales are certain, unle!lS ve1'Y earefully 
considered, to result in converting the lioit tl'ltde in. drugs more. and more 



into an illicit one, which of COUrile' is subject to no regulations. There is Ii 
'very large illicit opium. trade in Bombay, due to the very high opium duty 
and other restrictiOns. Thel'e is an immense import and sale of charas, 
which is wholly illicit, as licit sale was abolished m 1922-23. The licit aale 
of charas is being reintl'Oduced. There is much sale also of cocaine. Increase 
of restrictions on licit sale of ganja,. opium and charas are bound to iuC!-ease 
thu illicit trade, and so defeat one of the presumed objects of your C(;mmitte&. 
l'lle Imposition of too much restriction on, or increasing too much the price 
of, the comparatively harmless or less harmful indigenous intoxicating 
drugs will, I consider, merely result in the population taking to the deadly 
foreign intoxicating drugs, viz.,.heroin and cocaine. It will be impossible 
to prevent, the extensive Import and sale of these. There are now half a 
million drug addu,ts,.in Egypt out of a population of 14 millions. If. YOIl 
quo~ my opinion iJ,t' your report, you might .~indly state tllat it is ,demi
offiCial. 

APPENDIX L 

Government Medical Store8 Depots 
(1) 

Memorandum by \he Aaaistant Direcklr-General, Indian 
Medical Service (Sklres) 

'l'he pl'imal'Y object of the fOI'mation of the Government Medical Stores 
Department was to ensure the supply of drugs, instruments, appliances, 
Rundries, etc. (human and veterinary), of uniform quality and pattern for 
the Anny in India and to this end Medical Stores Depots were maintained 
in four large centres in India, viz., Madras, Bombay, Calcutta and Lahore 
Cantonment,. and one at Rangoon. in Bunna. 

Originally these Depots were, as theil' name impliesl stores pure and 
simple: they obtained drugs and medical and aurgical equipment from Home 
or from the Indian market and issued them to military and semi-military 
charges. . 

Prior to 1894 these Depots were under the control of the local Surgeon
Generala but, after this time, were taken over by the Government of India 
and their control W88 vested in the Director-General, Indian Medical Service, 
aud Army Department. 

In course of time their sphere of activity was extended and by a normal 
proceea of evolution it W88 changed in character 88 the Civil Me<l1cal Depart
wents of local Governments had turned to them as sources of supply as they 
found that .they were paying very highly for importing stores and that, in 
the event of non-compliance or partial compliance with orders, their insti
tutions were liable to be gravely embarrassed; they .were also at the mercy 
of contractors at Home who were always glad to unload inferior preparations 
on clients in foreign countries. . . 

This example in time W88' followed by many .municipal and district bodies 
aud Indian States. In addition to the extension of their areas of supply, 
the Depots gradually commenced the pref,aration of drugs, and the manu
facture of instruments and appliances. t is obvious that as India and 
neighbouring 'countries furnish a large propOl·tion of the raw drugs required 
in the European market it must be cheaper to prepare the finished. products, 
tinctures, extracts, etc., locally than to purchase them at home and ship 
them out again in a new form. The development of manufacture and pre
paration of Burgical instruments, appliances and drugs has continued. and 
the Medical Stores Department turns ou!; preparations of guaranteed B.P. 
Btandard at prices with which the European market cannot compete. Facto
ries for the preparation of dl'Ugs

l 
etc., are located at the Medical Stores 

Depots at Bombay and Madras on y. 
In 1910 a conference of the oflicers-in-charge, Medical Stores Depots or 

as they were then called II Medical Storekeepers to Government" was held 
in order to decide whether the Government of India was getting a fair return 
for money wpent on Medical Stores DeJ.>ots and whether) assumin~ that they 
were profitable institutions, their pohcy was defensible, in VIew of the 
extension to India of the activities of the trade. . 
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It Was }>I"Oposed sometime before the outbreak of the Great Wal' that 
stocks at Medical Store Depots should be reduced in order to save·the interest 
on funds locke~ u'p in the form of medical stores. Fortunately this proposal 
had not materialized when the War broke out and therefore the Medical 
Stores Department was better able to cope with the situation which had to 
be faced. Shortly after the declal'l\tion of the Great War heavy demands 
pourned i~to Medical Store Depots in connexion with the forces despatch
ed to vanous theatres of War, East. Afric!!" Mesopo~ami.a a!ld Egypt; the 
D.epots ~ere also called upon to eqUip vanous new lllstltUtlOns, e.g., hOli
pltal ships, transports and ambulance trains. It Boon became apparent 
that stocks in the Depots would not prove.adequate to meet future demands 
and in 1<'ebruary 1915 a large indent was submitted to the Director-General 
India Store Department, London, to provide a reserve to replenish expendi~ 
ture from field medical units. ,.' 

Throug;hout thl;! 'remainder of the year 1915 the wOl'kof supplying medical 
~nd. vet.erma!-'Y sWr~s.,to the Army in India; to overseas forces and to civil 
~stltutlOns III India proceed~d smoothly and this was largely due to the 
mcreased output of the factones of the Madras .and Bombay Medical Stores 
Depots. . 

At the end of 1915 extraordinarily heavy demands were received from 
Mesopotamia and extensive purchasing in India was adopted and it was then 
possible to meet all demands without delay. 

In 1916 a base depot of medical stores was mobilir.ed at Bombay for 
despatch to Basra to supply five divisions and was entirely equipped from 
the Medical Stores Department and staffed by three experienced Indian 
Medical Service officers as well as several assistant surgeons and clerks of the 
Medical Stores Department. This depot was improvised ana despatched 
from Bombay to Basra with several hundred tons of stores within about a 
fortnight of the receipt of orders. This depot served in Mesopotamia as the 
sole source of supply of medical stores in that country until January 1917, 
the Medical Stores Depot, Bombay, being responsible for the replenishment 
of its stocks. It was relieved from that time by a British unit from England. 

In 1<'ebruary 1916 the stock of first field dressings having been depleted 
by large demands the manufacture of. these was undertaken by the Medical 
Stores Depot, Madras, and between }'ebruary and September of that year 
90,000 were turned out. Up to the end of 1\laroh 1920, a total of 316,000 of 
these dressings had ,been made at this Depot. ' 

In February 1917 a further demand was made on the resources of the 
Medical Stores Department by the decision of the Government of India that 
all schools, colleges, laboratories and other scientific institufions which 
formerly submitted their indents to the Director-General, India Store Depart
ment, London, should in futul'e obtain their supplies of such articles as were 
stocked at these Depots which were not obtainable in the local market. 

During 1917 several ships conveying medical stores to India were sunk 
by enemy submarines and orders were issued by Government that the utmost 
efforts should be made to utilize local products as a result of which many 
drugs, instruments, appliances, etc., were obtained in India. At this time 
a considerable expansion took place in the outturn of depot factories both 
in regard to quantity and variety of articles manufactured and the depart
ment was still ahle to fulfil all demands. It was found at that time that 
the experiment 'of ordering instruments and appliances from Indian firms 
was not a success as they could not be depended on to supply articles of first
class material and workmanship, Messrs. Eyres & Co. of Bombay were able 
to turn out excellent work. In justice to the Indian firms it must be ad
mitted that they had difficul~ in obtaining steel and other materials of the 
proper quality, 'What they were able to Iilupply, however, enabled the 
Medical Stores Department to overcome temporary difficulties which it would 
have heen iIiPossible to surmount without their aid. . 

In 1917 operations were undertakc:n against the Mahsuds in ~Valliristan 
and the supply of medical and vetel'mal'y stores fell to the Medical Stores 
Depot Lahore. During this year also several garrison battalions arrived 
in India from England and 55 new battalions were )'aised in Ind~a for which 
medical and veterinary equipment had, to be provided without aelay. The 
number of hospital sh,ips at this time plying ~ and from India was 19. 
providing accommodatIOn for nearly 9,000 patients, and of these 8 had 
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originally been fitted.up in India and al119 replenished their stores from the 
Medical Stores Depot, Hombay. In 1918, 851 new battalions of infantry were 
created and these were provided with medical equipment without delay. 

~he following figures afford an index of the expansion of Indian tl'OOpS 
dunng the War up to the date of the al"lllistice in November 1918:-

Pre.war Enlisted Sent 
strength. dlll'!Dg the war. overseas. 

Combatants including reservists.. 194,000 721,000 - 662,000 
Non-oombatants •• 45,000 427,000 391,000 
Animals 175,000 

.. ,' t .. , 

On 6th' May; 1919., :war suddenly broke out with Afghanistan and a base 
depot No.1· was at once collected at Lahore !;Iut did, not start work until 
24th June, until ,,:hich time the duty of dealing with all indents from the 
North-west l'"rontier and Baluchi~tan foroos fell o¥ the Medical Stores Depot, 
Lahore, and the force to be supplied amounted at one time to 340,000 men 
and 158,000 animals, while the mobilized medical units employed included 
:!II field ambulances, 12 casualty clearing stations, 53 staging sections, 15 
sanital'y sections, 8 advanced depots of Medical Stores, Ii base depots, '10,000 
beds in General Hospitals and 11 ambulance trains. -

After 24th June stores were supplied in bulk by the Medical Stol'e Depot, 
Lahore, to the Base Depot and distributed by it to mobilized units. At this 
time also, in addition to the existing peace and war vetel'inary units, 3 camel 
veterinary b08pitals each for 500 camels, a camel convalescent depot and a 
horse convalescent depot each for 1,000 animals aswell as ailaitional field 
and mobile veterinary sections were fonned in addition to two base depots 
of veterinary stores the equipment of which had been held in reserve at the 
Medical Stores Depot, Lahorel Rna which were mobilized and located at 
Quetta and Peshawar. These base depots supplied the mobilised units with 
Veterinary stores and replenished their stock from the Medical Stores Depot, 
Lahore. A statement sliowing ,the number of new field medical units, the 
equipment of which was provided and fitted up by the Medical Stores Depots 
ot Hombay, Madrasl Calcutta and Lahore Cantonment during the War is 
shown as an Appenaix I.· 

A lltatement showing the number of indents dealt with, the outtum of 
factories of the Medical Stores Department and the amount e.'Cpended on the 
local purclll1l!e of stores by the Medical Stores Depots .at Bombay, Madras, 
Calcutta and Lahore- Cantonment during the years 1914-1920 year by year 
is shown as an Appendix II.· 

Indents to the value of £436,244 were sent to the Director-General of 
Stores, India Office, London, frOID the Medical Stores ,Department, in con
n~on with. tllfJ WM between Ifebruary 1915 and September 1919 and indents 
to the value of £762,086 to him from the Medical Stores Department between 
August 1914 and August 1920 for stores required to meet ordinaT1J require
ment. a,idlor ,tack purposes. 

In addition to meeting milital"y requirements, the Medical Stores Depart
ment continued throughout the War to supply the nee~ of the many hundreds 
of civil institution8, Government and non-Government medical and veteri
nary, which draw their supplies fmm Medical Stores Depots; it was at times 
neceBllary to restrict the issue to. civil institutions of art,ICles urgently nee.ded 
for military purposes or of artICles the export of whICh from the U~llted 
Kingdom was prohibited but it is believed that no serious inconvemence 
was caused by such restrictions. Many institution. wh.ich. lormerly made 
their own arranoementa for medical .upplie. applied d'lM'ing thl!. War for 
permi83ion to deal with. tile Medical Sfores Department and, in most tn8tanclls, 
tlli. WOl given. . 

The above narrative does not by any means set forth the full extent of 
the activities of the Medical Stores Department during the War but is in
tended to show the impol-tout fuuction fulfilled by it at that time both as a 
means of supply of medical stores to the Army as well as to tHe-Civil Medical 
Departments. 

In 1919 the Government of India deputed a Committee called the 
II Medical Services Committee" to inquire into, among other matters con
nected with the medical services, the question of the reorganization of the 

• See page 409 infra. 
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Gove"!-ment Medical Stores De~artment. The findings of the Committee 
emb",dled several proposa~ for unprovement in the department which they 
oollsldered had be!,n worklllg under great difficulties. 

Stores required by the Medical Stores Department are obtained
(1) by importation through the India Office, 

. (2) from ot~e.r Govern~ent dePa:rtmen~, such as, the India Army 
SerVlce Corps; MIhtary Engllleer SerVIces, Director of Botanical Survey and 
Central Board of Revenue, 

(3) -by purchase from business firms 'and cOlltractoI·S in India 
(4) 'by manufacture and pI-eparation at Medical Stores Depot's. 

The ~nly Depots whic~ poss~s factories are those a~' Boinbay and Madras. 

, The present' organizatioliof the Department is that the Director-General 
Indian Medical Service, is, in conjunction with the Director of Medicai 
Services in India; 'i-espo~sible to the Government of India in the Army 
Department for the eqUipment and supply of all military meaical StoI"eS 
and, "'i~~ the Qu~rtermastE:r-Generat in India .. for military veterinary stores. 
In additIOn, he IS responsIble for the supply of medical stores to those 
Government and GoveI·nment aided hospitals (both medical and veterinary) 
which obtain their stores from the Medical Stores Department on the civil 
side. 

It should here. be noted that since. the question of medical supplies was 
made a "Provincial Transferred" Bubject civil institutions have the option 
of purchasing their supplies from the Medical Stores Department or from 
othel' sources as they desire but· the Army is obliged to purchase its require
ments from the Medical Stores Department.-This applies to all classes of 
civil institutions and includes Railways. 

Eaeh of the Medical Stores Depots is under the supervision of an I.M.S. 
officer of experience assisted by one or more assistant surgeons and sub
assistant surgeons with a staff of office -and store clerks, store assistants, 
compounders and a menial staff which includes packQrs. 

At each of the manufacturing depots there is a highly qualified and 
experienced advisory chemist who tests and standardizes all pI-eparations 
turned out in the factory which is under his direct control; he is assisted 
by highly trained assistants.' The total present establishment of the Depots 
is as noted below: - - . 

Madras 212 
'Bombay 180 
Lahore 126 
Calcutta. 115 
Rangoon 56 

'fhe policy of the Medical Stores Department is, as noted in paragraph 1 of 
this note, to supply drugs, etc., of uniform quality to those Government 
institutions, both military and civil, which submit indents and not in any way 
to enter into competition with private enterprise. but rather to encourage 
it. It does not aim at making a substantial profit but only paying its way. 
In previous years it has been shown on occasions that, owing to various 
causes, the department has run at a loss. At the same time institutions 
which deal with it are assured of a su~ply of drugs of ~.P. Standard and 
good quality as is also the case with lllstruments, apphances, etc. Every 
effort is made to obtain articles locally which can be shown to be of a stand
ard equal to those imported as regards quality. and price and ind~genous 
materials are purchased locally for the preparatIOn of ..drugs, etc., III the 
factories wherever practicable. . 

Imported stores are obtained through the agency of the Director-General 
India Store Department, London, to whom an indent known as the' Hom. 
Indent' is submitted twice yearly, the indents being known as the July ane 
January Home Indents. 

The former based on a seheme and submitted by offioors-in-l'harge of Depots, 
is scrutinized,' checked, pI"iced and consolidated in th!s office and sent to the 
Director-General, India St<?re Department, London, .lll Septe~ber for stores 
reqpired during the first eIght months of. the fol}owlllg finanCIal year. :r'he 
latter, after undergoing the same process, IS sent 111 l\Iarch for stores reqUired 
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during the remammg four months of the financial year and is based OJl 
actual expenditure. During the year 1929-30 the total expenditure for all 
Depots on imported stores was Re. 14,98,520 while that for stores purchased 
locally was Re. 30,10,390. Local stores are obtained by-calling for tenders. 
by advertisement to reach Depots by 15th December each year. Recom
mendations are submitted to the office of the Director-General. Indian Medical 
Service, together with the schedules of comparative statements of tenders on 
15th February and orders are issued by him by 31st March after consider
ing the recommendations. The schedules are then endorsed ip Depots showing 
what items have been accepted and forwarded to the Controller of Military 
Accounts concerned. 

Acceptance of tenders is communicated to tenderers and they are required 
to furnish security deposit in proportion to. the value of their contract as 
set forth in the tender form. When local articles for which annual contracts 
have not been arranged are required, tenders are innted' by officers-in~ 
charge of Depots and, on their submiBSion, the lowest,rates offered are gene
rally accepted, the contractors being bound to supply articles .as per samples 
submitted.. If the total amount of the purchase exceeds the financial powers 
of the officer-in-charge, sanction of the competent financial authority· (i.e., 
Director-General, Indian Medical· Service) is obtained before the purchase 
is made. Purchase of local articles can be made either by annual contract 
or otherwise by an officer-in-chal1!:e of the Depot up to the limit of his con
tractual powers, which is RB. 1,000 for each item. Supply orders are placed 
with contractors from time to time for all stores required either on or out of 
contract. Those for spirits and other excisable articles are accompanied by 
a duty-free certificate. 

When it is found that an article which has hitherto been prepared. in 
the factories of the Depots can 'be obtained locally at a more reasonable rate 
the preparation of that item is closed down and it is purchased locally. The 
same applies to imported stores. 

The following are a few of the stores which have previously beenim,ported 
from Home but have now been placed on the local list as it has been found 
possible to obtain these locally at more favourable rates:-

(a) Paraffinum molle. 
(b) Glycerine. 
(c) India rubber gloves. 
(d)N ovarsenobillon. . 
(e) Ammonium carbonate. 

The method of pricing stores obtained ,from Medical Stores Denots. both 
local and imported, has already been noted in this office No. 628/766 of 
13/14th Fehruary 1931 to your address: 

A priced vocabulary of medical stores is published and issued to aU 
military and civil institutions who obtain their supplies from the depots but is 
not issued to the trade. Instructions for indenting officers are contained at 
the beginning showing the method of indenting, the charges for issues on 
repayment, etc., so that these officers may be cognizant of what they are 
paying for, supplies and extra charges. The rates of the priced vocabulary, 
which include 20 per cent for overhead charges but not packing and freight 
charges which are extra, are amended from time to time as prices lluctuate 
and are in accordance with the system of pricing noted above. The pricing 
of the priced vocabulary is carried out in the office of the Denuty Financial 
Adviser (Ordnance),. Government of India, in consultation .with· the Director 
General, Indian Medical Service, and lists of amendments are issued by the 
former from time to time and are sent to officers-in-charge of Depots, Con
trollers of Military Accounts concerned and to indenting officers. The . rates 
quoted in the priced vocabulary apply equally to all the Depots. 

When stores are despatched by rail they are 'ordinarily sent. by goods 
train and for military charges they are sent at special concession rate, but 
at consignor's risk, and a military credit note is used. For civil charges a 
civil credit note is used but stores are charged for at full freight rates. 
Statements have been made by certain persons in giving evidence before the 
Drugs Enquiry Committee that stores are sent by the Depot.s at reduced rates. 
This only applies to military charges and does not affect civil. 

With each consignment of stores special instructions are issued in the 
form of a 'store forwarding memo,' 80 as to ensure that indenting officel'B 
may ohtain their stores in good order. If complaints are submitted as to 
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1081 by abort weight, breakage, etc., each case is investigated by the officers
in-charge to whom it has been submitted and decided on its merits. If it 
i~ found that the. complaint of the inden~ing officer is justified the 1088 is 
made up by the Depot concerned but every precaution should be taken by 
indenting officel's on the receipt of stores to see that they are correct before 
they are taken over. Stores which are not required are permitted to be 
returned and credit is afforded for them. Similarly many" forms of packing 
materials can be returned to the Depots and credit is afforded for them. 

Complaints from time to time have been received from civil institutions 
that the prices charged for stores supplied to them by the Medical Stores 
Depots were relatively high in comparison with those supplied by private 
firms but this is at variance with the opinion expressed by many members 
of fil'ms in gil1ing evidence befQre the Drugs Enquiry Committee and in my 
opinion this only tends to substantiate the statement of the policy of 
Government that it is not the intention to compete with the prices obtaining 
in firms but to base the Medical Stores Department prices independently. 
In some cases our prices are higher and in others lower than those of firms 
but they are not elaborated with any idea of undercutting those prices or of 
competi"ng with them in any way. Other char/!:es which have been made againt;t 
the lIedical Stol'eS Department are that sufficient stocks of many items are 
not available and consequently delay in receipt of these is experienced. In 
consequence of these complaints many articles which have hitherto been 
obtained by local Governments from the Medical Stores Depots have been 
obtained elsewhere. As a set-off to this the Inspector-General of Civil 
Hospitals,. Punjab, asked in 1930 whether the Medical Store Depot, Lahore, 
rould undertake the supply of stores to 394 Municipal Dispensaries and 
DistrictE'oards in the Punjab who wished to indent on it. 

In 1928-29 the Surgeon-General with the Government of Madras tried the 
experiment of obtaining stores for six hospitals in Madras from a firm in 
England which had offered very generous terms for supply, but was obliged 
to acknowledge to the Secretary to Government, Local Self-Government, 
Madras, that there had been considerable delay in complying with indents 
and that the prices charged by the Company were, on the whole, greater 
than those which would have been charged hy the Medical Stores Depot. 
Madras, and that the l'xperiment had not resulted in any economy to 
Goverl1Il\ent. 

In 1924 the Government ·of Madras had raised the question of the 
l-elatively high cost of stores from this Depot a8 compared with that of local 
firms and an inquiry was instituted by this office. 

Price lists were obtained from two leading firms of wholesale chemists in 
Calcutta aud Bombay and the relative price of their drugs taken for com
parison with those of the same" drugs a~ the Medical Stores Depot, Madras. 

It was found that the wholesale prices for drugs from the former firm 
ill Calcutta and from the latter in Bombay were actually 33 pill' cent and 55 
pf'r cent higher than the Medical StOl'es Depot prices even with a 10 per cent 
added. 

In 1927 the Officer in charge, Medical Stores Depot, Madras, took up a 
similar question with the Surgeon-General, Madras, and in order to arrive 
at a definite result by comparison, had the drul!:s pOl·tion of an annual indent 
of the largest hospital in Madras priced from t.he catalogues of two wholesale 
firms of chemists in India and olle of the largest wholesale drug manufacturers 
in Great Britain. 

The results obtained were very striking and showed that the wholesale 
prices from the three firms were considerably higher than those of the 
Medical Stores Depot even with the additiou of a 10 per oont profit for non
Government institutions. 

One of the rensons. why Government is ahle to turn out preparations at 
a less cost in many instances is that it has the advantage of low purchasing 
rates for bulk purchases of raw materials and a benefit results to both civil 
and military institutions from this; the present arrangement may be con
sidered as a. co-opel'ative society between the Army and Civil Government 
from whi('h both derive equallv substantial benefits. If the Civil Government 
Departments decide to discontinue obtaining their Bupplil's from the Medicnl 
Stores Department aud obtain them locally the activity of the latter will 
have to he curtailed. Rt01'f'8. Rt·afl': hudgf't. f'tl' .. reduced nnd. in the event. of 
,a erisili, luch as, tne lnte Great War, it will not he possible to rea.'I8ume the 
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work of supply to them as supplies will only be made to the Army. I 
do not think it can be shown that there are enough firms in India which are 
capable of taking the place of the Medical Stores Department at present or 
of expansion to such a degree as to do 80 in anything like the near future 
and the result will be that the Civil Department will have to depend for its 
supply on probably two, or three firms in India and in the event of prices 
being raised will have no alternative but to import stores. It should here 
be noted that the average daily outturn of stores from each of the four 
Medical Stores Depots in India is between 21 and 3 tons. 

From s"perusal ~f the narrative of the work done by the Medical ~ores 
DepartmenJ;,..d~ing the Warl in earlier pages of these notes, the inference 
to be drM'll ~ obl{jous. 

In colUllaaioDl I'fwoiJJd point out thaj; in, spi,te of the fact that. civil, 
institution. are not compelled to obtain, their .stores bom the Gove~ent 
M~ical Stc:es Depart':'l~mt the outturn of all deWts ,shpwl\;& steady increlllje 
aa 18 shown In Appep III below. " 

APPENDIx I 

Statement of new field medical units, the medical equipment of which was 
provided and fitted bp by the Medical Stores Depots at Bomhay, 
)ladras, Calcutta and Lahore Cantonment, during the war. 

Field ambulances 
Casualty clearing stations 
Staging sections 
Sanitary sections 
General Hospital sections of 100 beds each 
Advanced depote of medical stores .• 
Base depot of medical stores 

APPENDIX II 

253 Sections. 
93 ' 

116 
31 

258 .. 
13 Depots. 
II .. 

Rt,atement showing the expansion in the work of the d~pots at Bombay, 
Calcutta" Madras and Lahore Cantonment during the war. 

Amount 
Number of expended on 

Year. idents dealt Outturn on local purchase 
with. factories in lb. of stores. 

Rs. 
1914-15 .. .. .. .. 13,093 853,019 6,74,511 
1915-16 .. .. .. . . 15,481. 1,786,961 10,67,106 
1916-17. .. .. .. . . 16,347 1,192,534 30,31,942 
1917-18 .. .. .. ... 18,052 1,030,646 37,92,563 
1918-19 .. .. .. .. 22,391 1,107,334 33,35,328 
1919-20 .. .. .. .. 19,690 1,322,541 30,19,829 

ApPENDIX III 

Statement showing the increase in work done in Medical Stores Depots . . 

-- 1913-14 1921-22 1929-30 

1. Number of annual indents .. .. 3,020 3,598 4,062 
2. Number of supplementary indents .. 10,287 17,627 12,477 
3. Number of vouchers for stores issued .. 28,035 40,588 37,423 
4. Number of vouchers for storeS received .. 14,910 17,484 16,81l 
6. Number of packages issued •• .. .. 63,664 135,314 160,553 
6. Weight of stores issued in tons .. .. t 3,361 4,663 

t Figures not available. 
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(2) 

Lettel·NI:!. 1406, d~ted the 26th Ja.nuary 1~31, from the Secretary, Drugs 
Enq~lry Committee, to. the Assistant Director-General, Indian Medical 
ServICe (Stores), 

I am directed to say that the points mentioned below have arisen for 
the consid~ratio~ of the Committee in the course of the enquiry and that 

, the Comm.lttee wo~ld be grateful if you would .be good enough to let them 
have full mformatlOn and the benefit of your views thereon. The points in 
question are:-

(1) Are deteriorated drugs and other materials ever auctioned by the 
Stores Depots; 

(2) to what extent are the Stores Depots using;,;I'l\dian raw, materials 
for the manufacture of medicinal preparations j and . 

(3) is there any unfair competition in regard to the price of drugs 
and other medicinal preparations and, if so, to what extent between private 
manufacturers and the Medical Stores Depots? 

"I am also to request you to forward to me' at your earliest convenience 
1.\' eopy of the latest priCe list of drugs and other medicinal preparations, 
issued by the Medical Stores Depots, for the nse of the Committee. 

Letter from the Assistant Director-General, Indian Mlldical Service (Stores), 
to the Secretary, Drugs Enquiry Committee, Calcutta, dated. the 13th/ 
14th February 1931" No. 628/766. .. , . 

With reference to your No. 1406, dated the ,26th 'JanunJ"y 1931, I have 
the honour to reply as follows:-

(1) 'Enquil"y" has been made from Medical Stores Depots as to whether 
any drugs or preparations which have been condemned on account of deterio
ration have been sold by publio auction or otherwise during the past five 
yea!'s and, with the exception of the Medical Stores Depot, Calcutta, all 
report'that none have been disposed of in this way. The Depot reports 
that in September 1927, 492 lb. of chloroform which had been condemned 
as unfit for amesthetic purposes was sold ata reduced rate to Messrs. Bengal 
Chemical & Pharmaceutical -Works, Limited, Calcutta, for 'manufacturing 
purposes only under instruotions from this office and that was the onl;v 
occasion on which stores were disposed. of in this way. . , 

(3) There is no unfair competition in regard to the price' of drugs and 
other medicinal preparations. The rates contained in the priced vocahulaJ"y 
of Medical Stores are fixed as follows:....,... 

LocaZ Btores.-Actual purchase rate plus 20 per cent on account of 
departmental charges. 

Manu/aci1£red ,tores.-(a) Actual cost of raw materials used plus (b) 
cost of labour plus (c) 20 per cent on (a) plus (II) on account of departmental 
charges. ' 

. Imported dores.--<a) Invoiced rate plus (II) 121 per cent on account 
of fl"eight and paoking plus (c) 15 per cent on (a) plus (II) on account of 
customs duty plus (d.) 20 per cent on (a) plus (b) plus (c) on account of 
departmental charges. 

The allegation that the price fixed by the Stores Depot is not regu
lated by the actual cost price- and that it is 10wel'8d with a view to gain 
an advantage over the prices fixed by the private manufacturers is not in 
any way based oIl fact. The pricing of stores is controlled by the Military 
Finance authorities in conjunction with this office. 

A copy of pricod vocabulary of Medical Stores, Section I Drugs and Vul 
I.ahoratol"Y Equipment, duly corrected and upte date is forwarded herewith. 

Letter from the Assistant DirectOr-General, Indian Medical Service (StorE's), 
to the Secretary, Drugs Enquiry Committee, Calcutta, dated the 9th 
Maroh 1931, No. 628/1009. 

With reference to your letter No. 1718, dated 28th F~ruary 1931, (in 
continuation of letter No. 1406), I have the honour to forward herewith for 
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the uae of the Committee two lists containing the information asked for 
therein--

Lilt A showing the quantities of raw matel'ials bought from Indian 
li(Iurces in 1929-30. 

Lilt B showing the quantities of raw materials imported from abroad. 
ia 19'29-30. 

Lilt A 

Statewen. IlhowHtg .quantities of raw lllatel~ls bought fwllt Indian 
·li(Iuroos. 

Artielee. Quan
tity. 

LB. 
Acid hydroohlorio oommercial 1,6\10 

It nitric .. 1,286 
.. 8ulphurio 1,966 
.. sulpburio B.P. 8,316 

Aaafoetida B.P. 411 
Ajowan molius B.P. 31 
Anetbi '.aotua B.P. 10.87' 
Aanatii oartes B.I'. 2,H6 
Ammoniaoum B.I\. '.. 64 
Aloee B.P. .... •• 743 
Artemeaia brerifolia 11,298' 
Bel .. fraotoa B.P. 47p 
BeUadonnas folia B.P. 8,320 

" radis B.P. ',920 
lIenaoinum B.t>. •• 1'6 
Ckrdamomi leJIliaa B.P. 901 
Carai fractol B.P. 183 
{''iDnamomi cortes 1,812 
Cupri IIllpbaa B P. 816 
Cooonu' oil.. 3,28' 
Ca.,.ophyllum B.P. 8,093 
Cania pode B.P. '0 21 
Croton seed... 200 
Canuabis Indicae B.P. 66 
Caplioum fruotus 26 
Catechu nignm B.P. 366 
Chinta B...... 2,9&8 
Cincbona nb .. e cortex B.P. 761 
Coriander 'ruotUII B .. P.. 13' 
RoM galJioa. B.P. 4 
Ferri salpba B.P. 6,'6' 
Fenioali fruotaa .. 116 
GUDlmi Indioi B.P. 8,682 
Hon.,. 682 
Kino B.P .. .. 96 
MorphinRB hydroohlor 8.P. 36 
Mynbae B.P. .... 130 
Mag. IDlpb .. B.P. 372,"" 
Myrietioae B.P, .. 17' 
Ii oois YOIIoioae aemina , • •• 8,180 
Oleum eueelypti B.P. .. .. 4,039 
Oleum lenb.nthinae rectifioatam' 

B.P. .,.. 41,7'3 
Oleum aracbie B.P. ..' 14,617 
O"iam B.P.. 809 
Pterooarpi lignum B.P. 116 
Podopb1lJi noinae B.P. 16 
Piper mgrum B.P. " 87 
Qainine .alphae.... 6,\/37 
Qainine aDid hydrooblor II.P. 1,369 
Quioklime.. .... 6,675 
Rice _,472 
Beam .. B.P. 2,640 
Sapo duma B.P, 978 

.1. 
Articlea': 

Sennae folia, B.P. •• 
8eYum preparata, B.P ••• 
Saoobaram purificataw, B.P. •• 
Stryohnine Hydrochloride, :B.P. 
Silver .. .. .. .. 
Soilla .. B.P. ..' 
Spiritus reotifieatDB, B.P. 
'l'amarindus, :B.P... ., 
l'urmerio, B.P... .. 
Valeriana rbizoma, B.P. 
Zingiberia; B.P. .. .' 
Bores Parillcstus, n.p. 
Calfeina eitma, B.P. 
Caloii ohloride orude 
Calumba radis, B.p. '.' . 
Camphora, B.P... .. .. .. 

Vo. (raw) fine white powder 
Do, Oil .. ., 

Cantharis (IDiBtering lIiee) ., 
Cera lIava, B.P... .. 
o alia (Beet blue, Basara) 
Gluoobum , ,. 
Glue .... .' 
GI,01rinum, :B.P... .. 
Olyoynhizae Radis; B.P. 
LiDseed .. .. ,', 
Liquor Ammoniae fortia 
Oleum oitronella •• , • 
ParaftillDm durum, B.P. 

1>0. molle, B.l'. 
Plamm OIidum pul.is, B.P. 
1'0teaeii !Brbonas, B.P. 

Do. iodidum, B.P 
Do. aulpbaa, B.P. .. 

Pyrethrum powder (Lefroi'~ 
powder) 

Salt .... ..... 
Soilla E:niooata (Urginae, B.P.). 
Soda caustio uommeroia) ,. , , 
Sodii sulpbas (,rude 
Tin foil ., 
Talo Jourified 
Wbitsoing 

. Wire iron fine 

. Zingiberis radix 
Zinc cuttings , , ' 
AOItone .. .. 
Alnmm sulphate ferrio 
Figa .. .. 
Prlll188 •• 
Oil kerosene 
Golden syrup 
Wool cottou 

Quan
tity; 
D. 

1,057' 
6,G73 

81,808 
11 
98 

2,730 
8~8,2U 

12_ 
26 

16u 
_,906 

904 
408 

1,200 
378 

1,174 
1,831 
1,866 

10 
98 

286 
4,649 

60 
36,436 
6,344 

200 
4,091 
2,366 

23,1711 
98,60& 
1,11i:; 

Iii 
7,997 

6'7 

268 
2,307 
1,610 

97 
20,077 

I 
800 

a,61i1 
186 

1,906 
aoo 
2S_ 
f2 

J 
8 

2,667 
n 

147,1811 
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List B 
Statemeht Ilhmying quantities of raw materials imported from abroad. 

ArtioJeB. Quan- AltioleS~ Quan-
tity. tit,.. 

Aoidum hypophosphorouB 
Do. Nitrioum, U.S.P. 
Do. Oleioum, B.P. •. 
Do. .Phosphorio oonoentrated. 

Aoonite Radix • • • • • • 
Aether Aoetious' • • • • 
Antimonium eulphuratum 
Arnioa flores •• ' 'r" 
Arsenio iodide, B. P. " .' • ,',' 
Barium ohloride 
Cantharidinum •• 
Casoara Sagrada •• 
Colobioi COlmU8 •• 

Do. semina 
Colooynthidis pulp 
Digitalie folia .• 
Ergota 
Gelaemi radix 
Gentianae radix, B.P. 
Guaiaci resina, B.P. 
Gum Sandaree .•• 
Hamamelidis folia 
Hydraetie rhi.oma, B.P. 
BYOBOlami folia •• 

" .. 

LB. 
6 

',aoo 
60 

600 
2fiO 
40 

1 
6 

10 
36 
1 

3,000 
:UO 

10 
90 

460 
8,000 

26 
6,000 

16 
46 

400 
40 

1,100 

1 aborandi folia 
Jalpae radix 
Lobelia .; •• .. 
Lieter'. double cyanide powder 
Oleum Lavandulae B.P. 

II Limonis B. lrfJ 
.. Myrietioa8).,;, , ••. 
.. Roamarini B.P. • • 

Pix oarbonae preparata B. P. 
Potassii o&ustio oommeroial 
Quillaiae cottax pulvis B.P. 
tlarsae radix B. P. ' .. 
Soammomae resinae 
Benegaredix B.P. 
Stramonii folia •• 
Strophanthi emin. 
Stryohnine •. 
Stryn: preparata B.P. 
Sapo Animalie •• 
Valemna rbi.ome 
VirginiAn Prune bark 
Viburnnm •• 
Litmu. blue 

APPENDIX M 
List o-J cruds d'l"'ug.i1npO'rted intO' India (p·repared by the 

CO'mmittee) 
Cacumilla Sabinre. 

'I Scoparii. 
• ColchIcum Corm. 
* Cortex Cascara Sagradre. 
* " CascariJIre. 

" Coto. • " Euonymini • 
* " Harnamelidis. 

" Mezerei. 
" Pini Alb. 

• " Pini Canadensis. 
• " Pruni Virgo 

" Simarubre. 
• " Quillaire. 
• " Viburni Prunifol. 
• Cooous Cacti. 
• Ergota. 

Folio Arnicre. 
II " Buchu. 

.. Cocre. 
" Belladonnre. 

" Damianre. 
•• ',,, Hamamelidis. 

" Hyoscyarni. 
• " Jaborandi. 

" Matico. 
• i' Uvre Ursi. 
• F ores Anthemedis. 
• " Arnicre. 
• " Convallarire. 
• " Papaver Rhmdos. 
• Herb Grindelire. 

" Lobelire. 

Herb Monsonire. 
!' Puisatillre. 

.. LIgnum Quaiaci. 
* " Hrematoxylli. 
* " Quassie. 

J I Sassafras. 
RaUlx Bryonire. 

* " Aconiti Napelli. 
" Amicre. 
" Baptisire. 
" Cimicifugre. 

• " Gelsemini. 
* " Gentianre. 

" Inulre. 
" Ipecacuanhre . 
" Jalapre, 

.. .. .. 

.. .. 
It 

* 
* 
.. 
* 

" Kramerire • 
.. Pareirre. 
" !'yn:thri . 
" Rhel. 
" Sumbui. 
" Sarsre. 
" Senegre. 
" SciIlre. 
" Serpentarii. 
" Stillingire. 
" Taraxaci . 
" Zedorri. 
" Rhizoma Hydrastis. 

Semen Angelicre. 
• " Carui. 

" Colchici. ' * 
* 
* 

.. Stro:phanthi. 
" Anisl. 

• Mentioned in British Pharmacopmia. 

D. 
ao 

2,000 
650 

110 
60 

460 
60 
1 

30 
2,200 

26 
630 
126 

1,200 
100 
40 
2· 

460 
10 

170 
80 

1,100 
l' 



APPENDIX N 

A PhaNlUlCopreia for India 

That the one great desire of the medical profession in India was 'to have 
a phannacopwia of their own became apparent from the very first stage 
in the enquiry. The following circular letter was accordingly issued in 
the name of the Chairman:-

Dear Sir,. 
In connexion with the work of the Drugs Enquiry Committee now sit

ting, a very importalJt"'point has arisen ... viz., the standards of strength and 
purity to be adopted in the event of legislation following upon the report 
of the Committee. There would appear to be a choice of two methods:-

(1) To compile an Indwn h,armacopreia.-This bOOk would include indi. 
genous drugs in addition to drugs and preparations selected from the 
pharlJlllCoplBias of other countries, the standards of which could be modi
tied, if necessary, according to the requirements and climatic .condition 
of this country. 

(2) To adopt as a standard, the British, United States or lIome other 
suitable pharmacopmia. 

The Committee would be greatly obliged if you and your colleagues 
would Bend them a memorandum upon the advantages and disadvantages 
of these methods, with any suggestions you would like to put forward. 

Your valued opinion upon this im}lortllnt point will be greatly appre
ciated by the Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 
(~igned) R. N. CHOPRA. 

The a1lllwers are worth recording as they reflect the general feeling on 
the subject.· 

(1) 

Lt.-Col. J. D. Sandes, I.M.S., Professor of Medicine and Physician, 
Medical College, Calcutta: - . 

II It would be preferable in my opinion, to adopt the British Pharma
coplBia as the standard for India. 1 do not think the time is yet ripe for an 
Indian PharmacoplBia. Before the latter is possible, much further investi~ 
gation· and experimental work with indigenous drugs will be necessaq. 
There might perhaps be an. Indian Appendix to the British PharmacoplBu& 
which would give a list of recognized and standardized drugs of Indian 
origin." 

(I) 

The Principal, The Prince. of Wales Medical College, Patna:-
.. I have consulted the staff here who are concerned and the S1lgges

tions received are in favour of an Indian PharmacopOilia. But so long 
as that work1 which would certainly take time to compile, is not ready, 
the British PnarmacoplBia should be used with necessary addenda. . I believe 
the League of Nations (Medical) are endeavouring to standardioze all drugs." 

(3) 

Hajor W. C. Spackman, W.B.O.B.B., I.M.S., Bombay:-
II Indian Plwrmacopreia.-It would be desirable to base this on the 

British PharmacoplBia because this has been the basis of teaching pharma
cology in the medical schools of India, and of foreign graduates the great 
majority possess British qualifications. There would be an advantage in 
incorporating preparations from the American and Continental codes where 

• See also the summaries and extracts from aDllwers in the other appen. 
dices. 
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they II.re not represented in the Brit.ish Phal'macopwia and such indigenous 
dl'u~s .01' J,>reparations as are. of proved value. must clearly be added to give 
a dlstll~ctlve character even If many of us Will lack the necessary 8(:quaint
ance .wlth the,m to use. them. The main difficulty would appear to be in 
selecting ,the h~t and fiXing stand~rdsJ but if a suff!ciently representative and 
balanced committee got together I~ should be possIble, especially as so much 
could be taken' 6'110 bloc from available sourees (the British Pharmaeopmia 
.J ' ' 

"I see. n~ alternat~ve ~nethod to the above formation of 'an Indian 
Pharmaeopo1l3 if the legISlatIOn contemplateif is to be pushed forward." 

. " (t) 
"id .1·" 

,. Sir l'amulji ~':' Nal'l~i_i~~, Kt., L.X. & II., F.C~P.S., X.B.C.P., Bombay:-
.. "I am i.n. favour of adoptil.lg ~ a s~an~ard the British Pharmacopruia, 

With the additIOn of proved efficaCIOUs indigenous drugs. I have been in 
~el1eral. ~nd .eonsulting practice since ~he ~as~ 58 years, having graduated 
In medICine In 1872; I used to presc1'lbe' indigenous drugs, but there was 
no standard and no uniformity in their preparations. If we have purely 
an Indian, Pharmacopwia with the additions of drugs from other llharma
copwias, the difficulty will be enormous in case of medical practitioners 
already practising. It will require a new materia medica and the course 
of instructions in the medical colleges must be different from what it is now. 
This, I say, will cause consider;1ble inconvenience and difficulty to thousands 
already practising, who have been fOI' years familiar with the dnl!!S of 
British Pharmacopwia. . '" 

"Taking as our standard the British Pharm~copwia, with the addi
tion of indigenous drugs of proved efficacy and properly standardized, we 
may have a text-book f.9l· all Indian Medical Colleges and that would cause 
no inconvenience to medieal practitioners already in practice." 

(5) 

Sir Nasarwanji Choksey, Kt., O.I.B., Bombay:-
" (1) An Indian Pharmacopwia is, I think, absolutely necessary, and 

should mclude indigenous drugs, and preparations; from pharmacopwias of 
other countries as well. To standardize all such in a.ccordanee with Indian 
requirements and climatic conditions will be an herculean task, lasting for 
several years and will require a board of selected workers. That will have to 
be done however. ' , 

"(2) Pending' the completion of such investigation, the standards 
should be those of the British Pharmacopwia with additions from the French 
Codex and the U.S.A. Pharmacopwia." 

(6) 

The Supel'intendent, Ronaldshay Medical School, Burdwan:-
"I and my ,Colleagues suggest the compilation of an Indian Pharma

eopooia including' indigenous drugs." 

(1) 
Captain P. De, B.SC., M.B., M.R.O.P.E., Calcutta;-

"The compilation of an Indian Pha!"macopwia including indigenous 
drugs in addition to d.rug~ ~nd preparatIOns select~d from th~ pharma
copwias of other countries IS mdeed a very. welcome Idea. In View o! ~e 
fact that all civilized and progressive countries have got !" pharmaoopwia,. it 
is natural that India should have one of h~r o~n. It IS also all, ~l1tIal 
concomitant of legislation for pure drugs which IS contempla.ted, ~I Without 
definite workable standards, no Act can work: smoothly. The BrItISh Fhar
macopwia and the United States Pharmacopwla staD;dards cann~t be adop~d 
in toto" on account of the climatic and other. conditions peculiar to, IndIa. 
Due to these it will become necessary to modIfy the strength and dosage ~f 
pharmacopooi~l preparations to suit Indian requirements. Further~ In<lia 
18 a veritable home of herbs and drugs and most of these herbs ana drugs 
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are used in the various indigenous systems of medicine which are in vogl'. 
in India from times immemorial. Therefore, a comprehensive scientific study 
should be made of all these drugs of purely IndIan origin and standards 
should be laid down in the proposed Indian PharmacoplBia. This will Joean 
the work of some time, even granting that there, will be a competent staff 
of chemist. and pharmacologists engaged in the research work solely wid! 
the above object in view. So, if we have to wait fDr the formatiDn Df an 
Indian PharmacopIBia and to depend on the standards to be laid down 
therein, I am afraid the prDpDsed legislatiDn on pure drugs will have to. wait 
fDr quite a long time. As it is, India is much behind in her activities and 
if the oompilation of an Indian PharmacDpIBia is to. precede legislation for 
pure drugs, it will indeed be a very sad state of affairs . 

.. Therefore, while believing in the usefulness and convenience of hav
ing an Indian PharmacopIBia, I would not be a party to stop the passage 
of legislation till such time as a pharmacoplBia ,laying/down standardS is 
compiled. Let the standards adopted in the British PharinacoplBia be the 
guide for the present and a beginning be made' in the compilatiDn of all 
Indian PhannacoplBia. When the standards are finally laid therein, the 
8tandards of the British Pharmacoplllia cDuld be modified so as to suit the 
requirements of India." , ' ' 

(8) 

Major-General C. A. Sprawson, I.M.S., SurgeDn-General with the GDV
'el'nment of Madras:-

"Of the alternatives put forward by Colonel Chopra, viz., the (!Om
pilation of an Indian PharmacopIBia or the' adoption, presumably after 
adaptation, of the existing pharmacopIBia of another country, my preference 
ill for the former for the following reasons:-

" (1) The making of an Indian PharmacoplBia seems inevitable SDme 
day. The present use of the British PharmacopIBia with an Indian Adden
dum is a little cumbrous and does not bring into COlTect perspective those 
J ndian drugs that are already admitted' to pharmacDpIBial status. 

" (2) Other Indian drugs may be found worthy Df admission and will 
obtain, admission more I'eadily if submitted to, a Committee actually in 
India. 

.. (3) It may be found that India alone, could introduce metl'ic 
measures in its pharmacopIBia to the exclusion of other measures more 
readily than it cDuld rio if it adopted the pharmacoplBia of anDther (·Duntr)". 

" Against the, making of an, Indian 'Pharmacoprei!l may he urged-
" (1) The expense. 
" (2) The labour of a Committee sitting fDr a, prolonged period at 

the start and sitting again at various intervals to. keep the pharmacop'llia 
up to. date. ' 

.. (3) The consideratiDn that all doctDrs and pharmacists in India 
are at present trained in the British PharmacopIBia with Indian addemla 
and a new introduction will entail some dislocation . 

.. (4) The consideration that India has nDt in such abundance the 
pharmacological plant necessary for drug standardization' and that the 
leading druggist firms in India are either British or American and therefore 
the carrying out Df the work necessary for the maintenance of the Phal'
macopIBial standardS will be bDth more difficult and more expensive . 

.. In spite of these objections, I favDur the .formation of an Indian 
Pbarmaeopmia." 

(9) 

Dr. H. V. Tilak, •. R.O.S., lI.B., P.Il.P.8., BDmba!:-
" l am of cipinionthat it IS better' to compile an Indian, Pharma

ropa,ia because several indigenDus drugs such as 'punamava, va.~aka. kal
rne!1:h; kurciIi, etc., are now being extensively used and it ill essential that 
they aI'" standardized as regards strength and purity." ' .. 
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(10) 
. Lt.~CoI. K. G, Pandalai, I.M.S., President, Faculty of Medicine Univer-

sity of Madras: ~ , 

"I have the honour to forward herewith a copy of the resolution of 
the Faculty adopted at its meeting held on the 22nd October 1930. 

:' 'l;'he F!1culty of Med~cine of the University of Madras is of opinion 
~hat It. I~ desirable ~o c.ompIie an Indian Pharmacopceia which will contain, 
In addition to th~ indigenous drugs, drugs ?r preparations selected from 
other pharmacopcelas and that the preparatIOn of such a pb~rmacopceia 
should be started'at an early date. ' . 

.. In the event of legislation in the near futur\t. following upon the 
report of the Drugs Enquiry Committee, the legal ~dards tb,at may be 
laid. down should be thPlie of the pharmacopceias concerned. When the 
Indian Pharm8.Olllpooa is completed the standards should confqrm to those 
'.commended iD: the Inditln Pharmacopceia." 

(11) 
The Principal, Medical College, Madras:-

"The introduction of an Indian Pharmacopceia which would include, 
(1) drugs and preparations selected from pharmacopceias of other countries 
standardized to the requirements and conditions of India, (2) indigenous 
drugs of allied species and (3) such others as have been scientifically proved 
to be of therapeutic value, tliougli ideal from the standpoint of determina
tion, utility and economy, would in my opinion not be possible, at the pre
'sent time. India is uependent on other countries for the supply of a great 
number of manufactured drugs and the exporting countries mostly follow 
the standards of the British Pharmacopceia or the United States Pharma
copceia. There will therefore be a practical difficulty in adopting standards 
exclusively applicable to India alone. The appropriate time for the com
pilation of an Indian Pbarmacopceia will be when a sufficient· number of 
drug-manufacturing centres have sprung up to cope with the medical needs 
of the country. Moreover, the introduction of. drastic variations in the 
present official standards will adversely affect the export trade of such of 
those of raw drugs as are sent out of India at present for lack of manufac<
turing facilities ·for the preparation of finished products. 

"The British Pharmacopceia and the United States Pharmacopceia 
standards cannot be adopted in toto on account of. climatic ana other condi
tions peculiar to India. Due to these, it will become necessary to modify· 
the strength and dosage of pharmacopceial preparations to suit Indian re
quirements. 

"A comprehensive scientific study should further be made of all 
drugs of purely Indian origin, which are reputed to be therapeutic agents, 
in provincial central laboratories with a competent stoff of chemists, phar
macologists and clinicians. The result of the investigatiolU' obtained at 
these centres should . be reported to a Pharmacopceial Committee which 
.will be an official body meeting at convenient and suitable intervals of 
periods and empowered to examine and report on drugs and their thera
peutic usefulness. Those that are declared by this committee to be really 
valuablj! as therapeutic agents should be included in an addendum to the 
British Pharmacopceia which, for the present, can be accepted, with neces
sary modifications, as the standard. The modifications such as differences 
in strength and dosage, which will have to be determined to suit the condi
tions in India. may also bo stated in the addendum to the British 
Pharmacopooia. " 

(11) 
The Principal, Carmichml Medical College and Hospital, Calcutta:--

"I am of opinion that an Indian Pharmacopooia shonld be compiled. 
The book should include indigenous drugs in addition to drugs and prepara
tions selected from the pharmacopceias of other countries, the standards of 
which could he modified, if necessary, according to tlie requirements and 
climatic condition of India. 

"I placed your letter before the Hospital Committee and aU the 
members present, with the exception of Dr. P. Nandi, hold the same view . 

.. I understand that Dr. P. Nandi, whose views on the question deserve 
careful consideration, has submitted a separate memorandum to you. II 
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(13) 

'J'he Editor; 'rhe Journal of Ayurveda, Calcutta:-
, Ii It is essential that an Indian Pharmacopooia should be prepared'.o 

eerve, as the, authoritative ,work of refel'llDce. It is to be based principally 
011 the British Pharmacopooia and should oontain notices of galenicals suited 
io our Boil and climate. The appearance of a newnati!)nal pharmacopooia 
will be oonsidered as an' event of, considerable interest, for it may reason
ably be assumed that it will reflect the progJ:8SS of the science relating to 
pharmacy and medicine during the period the materia medica of the West 
has been cultivate<l in India. A mere Addendum to the British PharDla
,copOlia does noil serve the purpose adequately. The importance of such a 
work a& ,the Indian Pharmacopooia would become manifest when it, is con-, 
sidered that it will" be designed to represent a standard to which Imedical 
men, pharmacists, publio analysts and chemical and 'pharmaceutical> manu. 
facturers are expected to conform. ,The appearance of the' Indian Pharo 
rnacopooia must, not be considered as an innovation. As far back as -iSH 
I The Bengal Pharmacopooia', was published by Sir W. B. O'Shaughnessy 
under the authority of ,the Government. Twenty-four years afterwards, in 
1868, the Pharmacopooia' of .India- appeared, sanctioned· by. Her Majesty's 
Secretary' of State for India in Council. It was based on the British Phar
macopOlla, but it contained notices of, indigenous drugs of approved value. 
In the proposed pharmacopooia, standardized preparations of Indian plants 
and minerals, tested by central laboratories, should find a place.'~ 

(14) 

The Professor .of Ph~rmacology, MedicaJ College, Vizagapatam:....-
II Out of :the two' alternatives, namely, either· having. an Indian 

Pharmacopooia or adopting as our standard some other pharmacopooia like 
the United States Pharmacopooia or the British Pha/.'IIlacopoeia, I think 
the former method is more advantageous. ' . ' , 

"Recent researches on scientific lilies have' demonstrated the value of 
certain iudigenous drugs and their' wide clinical trials by reliable authori. 
'ties have placed the therapeutic value of these drugs beyond ,doubt. We 
haft thus goil I kurchi' for 'dysentery, 'kuth' for' asthma, ., punarnava' 
for dropsy, 'daruharidra' for' oriental Sore ana several other drugs which 
are now fairly widely used by' medical practitioners all. over the country. 
Iu order. to maintain' uniformity ill- the' preparations' and in 'order to ensure 
thai!' 'the patient is getting the, right kind of the preparation that the 
medical man has prescribed, a"n official recognition: of these drugs, is eSSen
ti~' ,:'!', , ' ' 

" Apart from these drugs there are a number of other drugs too which~ 
B.r,,:;'Very commonly ,used in this country but which are not yet officially 
recegnized. :A.s for examplo, the ethylesters and sQdiumsalts of chaulmoogra 
and hydnocarpus oil which are so extensively used these days are still lack
ing official recognition. As a pharmacopooia is expected to give a list of 
preparations and drugs which are proved to be of real value, an inclusion 
of the well-known remedies like those given above is highly desirable. This 
liat .in. this' c.Ol1ntry may be' sufficiently, large to justify. a separate official 
book to define their properties. methods of preparation, doses, etc. Pharo 
macological research is gradually progressing in this country and there is} 
~erY hope that after some years Ii fairly large 'number of new drugs, may 
lWLuire an official reoognition. Similarly it may be found that certain druj!:s 
are superfluous aud may be omittf>d from the pharmacopooia, or their strength 
chan/ted or otherwise modified. The methods of 'preparation of certain drugs, 
will ha,va to be revised according to the special climatic conditions, 
of this, country. As there is more likelihood of the drugs deteriorating' 
more rapidly in 'tliis tropical climate, a time will have to be given to certain 
nreparatioDs to maintain their potency. All 'these considerations lead ODe 
to,' think that & new Indian Pharmacopooia, 'compiled in these days of 8cienti-' 
fie l'tlSearch atter taking into. full consideration the specialrequiremonts' 
of 'this country and after freely consulting the pharmacopooias of other 
countries, will 'be highly desirable. . ", 
: ~: "In th~ .~ven~ of Borne legislation being' passed' to regulate the sale or drugs. in ,this, country, an ,official book defining the exact requirements 

f!lrr' the, preparation ofa drug will, no d~ubt, be helpful to facilitate the con •. 
tro . of, druga. ' " . 

1)3 
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" ~he~'e has been a ~endellCY these days to have an intel'national phar
ooacopalla. mstead of h~vmg numerous national pharmacoplllias. There a1'e 
ooo,,:e tha~ twenty,«?fficlal beeks of differ!,nt c~untries, in ,the ,werld to-diy. 
It ,Is,thelf~fore possible that, seme cenfuslen might ar15e 111 dispensing pre
scriptIOns m ol,le c;ountry written by & physician of & different country. An 
exan~ple of thIs ~s affo~ded, by petent remedies like the tincture of the 
aCOnite ~oot, In th~ nlDetIes, the United ~tate8 PharmacoplIlia. strength 
of the tlDc'ture aconite was 312 per cent whde the German Pharmacoplllia. 
strength was only 10 per cent. One can therefore easily imagine the result 
if a. prescription written by a. German physician was dispensed by an Ameri~ 
can ,pharma~ist, This diversi~y of strength has rightly given a demand for 
an mternatlOnal pharmacepllll& and the problem was discussed more 'than 
!lnce. ,The qu,!stien however Il;rises }n t~e cas~ of potent"remedies 'Only and 
If an mternatlonal standard 18 malDtamed With regard·'.o these remedies 
there is no reasen why there should not be an Indian Pharmacopooia t~ 
JIleet the requirements of this country, 

"I am therefore of opinion that, instead or' adopting some other 
phal'macopooia as our standard, we should have our own pharmacopooia 
which no doubt will serve a very useful purpose." . 

(15) 

The Professor of Matelia Medica and Pharmacology, Grant Medical 
College, IJombay: ~ 

"I p,refer the comJ?ila~ion of an India~ Phal'lIl.lCOlllllia. 'I'bis beok 
ought to mclude these mdlgenous drugs which have been found USf'ful 
arte1' research work and additions made to it from time to time; ulslI 
preparations selected from the pharmacoplllias of' other countries, the 
standards. in all the cases being tne same, according to the requirements 
and climatio conditions of this country, I see no disadvantage in this 
method, .The advantages will be-

(1) Drugs prescribed in any part of India will be always of the 
same standard as prescribed in the Indian PharmacoplIlia; 

(2) the standards will be according to the requirements and cll-
matic conditions of this country~the most essential point; . 

(3) drugs will be more useful to the patien~ i 
(4) praotitioners will be sure of the standards of drugs which their 

patients are receiving, and 
(If) will give more encouragement for research wo.rk in indigenous 

di'llgs, fer those drugs having the same action in different pharmacopmias, 
. "I have consulted my celleagues at the Sir J. J. Hospital and they 

1\11 approve of .the idea of having an Indian Pharmacoplllia".1 

(16) 

The Professor of Pharmacology and Materia Medica, Seth Govardhan
das Sunderdas Medical College, Bombay:-

." In the event of legislation following upon the report of your Com
mittee .... standards of strength and purity of drugs will have to be sP'!'li
lied. Jror that purpose, it would be advantageous to have an Indian 
Phnt'milceplllia which would include also Indian drugs or Jndian 8ubstitutlls 
for foreign drugs, so that it would make India independent, of other 
countries in the choice of her drugs and preparations to be used in thi. 
country as well as for the revision or alteration of a list· so prepared 
without waiting for the revision of the pharmacoplllias of other countri61 
lis that of Great Britain which is now overdue and delayed on accouut ef 
s(,me demestic difficulties of the Committee. The Indian Pharmacllplllia 
will also lay down standards suitable to this climate and other ronditions, 
in addition to those of purely Indian drugs which have been found useful. 
Dut such a oompilation will take some time and it would be necessary 
to accept seme foreign pharmacopooia for the transitory period. 'fhi. 
should be, as I hepe, the expected new edition of the British Pharma.
coplllia or" failing that, the United States Pharm.copooia. as these are 
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written in a language that can be understood in this Ctiti.ntry. A. pet. 
DlAnent committee should, however, be appointed under the Act to pre. 
pare a pharmacopwia for India and to revise it at certain fixed .intel'Vals, 
on the lines of the pharmacopwia commission of the United States ot 
America. Such a Committee should be composed of representative phal'. 
m&cologlllts, pll.umaclts, pIlBrma(:eutical clleml~tiS, phY~lclans and mell1-
bera of the civil (civil Jiospitals) and military (medical stores) medical 
administrations, with powers to co-opt experts, when neeessary, in other 
liubjects. Perhaps it would be advantageous to have such a Committee 
to serve a double function, that of the 'pharmacopwia Committee, as well 
as that of the Council of Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American Medical 
ASIIOClatlon, -andp~l1lItead of establlllhmg an mdependent laboratory, of thell' 
own they .. hould,.mtilize; as far as possible, the services of existing labo
ratories 811 the medical or science colleges and medical research institutes 
in diifervnt paliB of India • 

.. I have given just Bome indications of the schewe I should-like to 
recommend withoufl full details which can be, worked out if it is aoceptable. 
l'be scheme can also -be discussed along with tbe oral evidence.'~ , 

(17) 
The Lecturer in Pharmacology, Robertson Medical School, N agpur : -

.. It ,,'ould be preferable to compile an Indian Pharmacopooia -which 
would include indigenous drugs of proved utility" in addition to drugs 
and preparations selected from the Pharmacopwias of other coontries, 
modified according to the requirements and climatic oondition of this 
country • 

.. This is necessary because the standard of European or American 
Pharmacopi.eias does not suit well the IQcal and clnuatic peculiarit1(,s 
Df this country, at least with regard to cel-tain drugs . 

.. This would lead to more thorough investigation of indigenouOi 
drugs, BOme of which may be found to be approaching or equalling the 
eftiwcy of modern standard drugs; and this would help materially 'to 
reduce the cost of treatment,-an important factor in the management 
of Indian patients • 

.. This would indirectly stimulate the development of pllat'ma. 
eeutical industry in this country which also would tend to reduce the 
price of medicine. It would become urgently necessary for this reasol1 
to introduce strict legislative control over 

"(a) Manufacture of drugs and chemicals-in India, and 
U(b) their importation from abroad. 
" (a) So far as manufacture in India is concerned-

.. (i) All manufacturers s,hould get their names registered and 
apecify the method and process employed for each manufacture, 

U (ii) There should be, if possible, some agency for occasiolUt.l 
inspection of the places of manufacture in order to check the introduction 
of faulty or neglectful methods. 

" (iii) No manufacturer should be allowed to 'pnt OJI the market 
any preparation, _ unless each batch of manufactured article, be certified b)' 
a competent authority to be of the standard of purity and potency specI
fied· by the Pharmacopooia for India. 

II (b) As regards the importation of drugs and chemicals from 
abroad:- -

.. (i) All importers should get their names registered with details 
of imported arti!lles and their manufacture. ' -

.. (ii) Every batch of manufacvure of such imported articles; 
should be acoompanied by a cel-tificate of purity and potency specified by 
the Pharmacopooia for India. 

II (iii) In case the certifying agency be a foreign one and one 
"'hieh the autbOl'ities here do not· l'egard as thoroughly competent or 
reliable, the importer should be liable to .get such imported articles certi. 
fied by -agencies regarded as competent, before he puts_ tile imported 
articles on the market." -
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(18) 
l'he Head of the Department of Pharmacology, Lucknow University, 

Lucknow:-
.. The proposal to compile an Indian Pharmacoplllia- is undoubtedly 

the best, in the event of legislation fallowing upon the results of the 
'Drugs Committee'. The British Pharmacopooia IS naturally based on 
experience and observations in the Western countries and is at times at variance with the requirements and· climatic conditions obtaining III 
India. It is a known fact that certain drugs deteriorate rapidly due to 
climatic conditions of this country. To find stable substitutes may require 
different methods of preparation. A properly compiled Indian Pharma
copooia. will be a great help to the medical profession as well as to the 
chemists and pharmacists. It will provide the medical'profession in this 
country_ with authoritative information about the large numher of indigenous. 
drugs which hav.e been recently investigated on scientific lines and found 
to be as useful as .the imported ones. The British Pharmacopwia' Com
mission has already decided that an addendum to the Britu.h Pharma
copaaia is to be drawn up by the local authorities. It is obvious. that an 
Indian Pharmaoopooia. will be more desirable than the proposed addendum. 
The Indian pharmacopooia will comprise (1) Imported drugs and their pre
para1;ions of determined strength and purity and (2) Indigenous drugs 
which have so far been scientifically investigated and found therapeuticillly 
useful • 

. " If the proposal" for ·compilation of an Indian Pharmacopooia IS 
agreed to, it would seem desirable that the future Indian Medical Coun
cil should be given the power to publish under their direction a book C011-

taining a list of medicines and compounds and the means of prepariD~ 
them together with the weights and measures by which they are to be 
prepared and mixed and containing such other matters and, things re
Jatmg thel'eto as the Indian .l\1edical (;ouDcil snould tnlnk fit-to be called 
the Indian Pharmacopooia-as under the British Medical Act, An Indian 
Commission, on the luJes of the British l'harmacopooia Commission, would 
eventually have to be appointed under the authority of the. Indian Medical 
('.onncilto prepare such a publication." • 

(19) 
The Medical Association, Benares:-

.. The Medical Association, Benares, unanimously BUl)ports yoU!' pro
position No. I (regarding the compilati6n of an Indian PlJal'macopwia), 
for the following reasons: - -

, (1) That it would encourage research work in indigenous drugs 
peculiarly suited to the requirements and needs of the -country. 

II (2) That in the treatment of tropical diseases several indigenous 
drngs are quite successfully employed in their treatment. 

II Hence it is extremely desirable to compile an Indian Pharma-co
pooia on the terms propased by you." 

(20) 
The Registrar, -Osmania University, Hyderabad, Deccan:-

II Report of the Sub-Committee of the' Medical Faculty, Osmania Uni
. versity, appointed to cansider the question of having an Indian 

Pharmaoopooia raised in the letter of the Chairman, Drugs Enquiry 
Committee. 
II We are unanimously cif opinion that it is desirable to compile all 

Indian Pharmacopooia at the earliest possible date. This should include, 
as the letter mentions, indigenous drugs .in addition to _ those selected 
from the pharmacopooias of other countries, the standard being modified, 
if 'necessary, to suit local climatic conditions. . . _ 

.. To make the work one of real utility. and of manageable propor
tions, we believe--

el (1) A number of drugs and preparations which find a place in 
the current edition of the British Phm'maeopllliaj which is our present. 
standard, but are little used, might safely be omitted (and will Dl'Obablv 
be omitted in the next edition of it). 



iI (2) In the case of vegetable drugs, locally obtainable 'sp!,,<:iea 
might be WI8d instead of foreign on_always, of course, on COudltlon 
that this does not involve a lowerin& of therapeutic efficiency. 
. " (3) Drugs of proved value but not yet included in the Britillil 
Pharmacopc:eia might be included-this would apply particularly to drugs 
of Indian origin investigated by modem methods. ' 

.. (4) As regards standards of strength and purity-
.. (a) In the case of preparations for which international stan~ 

dania have been already fixed, these standards should Dot be changed • 
.. (/I) In other cases, changes may be made if nl'OOBSary. 

II (5) We would also recommend the adoption of the metric system, 
and the ~raduation of measures at 25 0 (as in the United States Pharm~ 
copc:eia) lDIItead at 15 c (as in the British Pharmacopmia) as the former is 
nearer to our prevailing temperature conditions • 

.. We would state at once that if saving of labour is alone the en.! 
in view the COUl"Be we recommend (the preparation of an Indian Pharma~ 
copmia) has every argument against it fOJ' all this labour can be saved 
by adopting bodily as our standard some other pharmacopmia, be it the 
liJitish, 88 at present, or any other • 

.. We believe that the undertaking of the compilation of an Indian 
Pharmacopmia will stimulate investigation of indigenous drugs and the 
manufacture locally of their preparations, 88 nothing else can. 

n As regards the actual work of compiling the pharmacopmia, it 
ahould be entrusted to a Pharmacopmial Committee of the General Medical 
Council of India with sub-committees for various sections of the WOl'1i: 
as is done in other countries. We of the Medical Faculty of this Univor~ 
.lty would be glad to give our hearty co-operation in the work.'~ . 

(21) 
The Principal, Medical College, Vizagapatam, and Pl'esident, I!'aculty 

of Medicine, Andhra University:- . 
.. I am in favour of adopting a. standard such as the British Pbarma

, copmia. 'l'here 18 not suHicient Known about the mdlgenous drugs and. 
their preparations to be included in any pharmacopooia at present." 

(22) 
The Superintendent, Lytton Medical School, Mymensingb;-

.. I beg to add that I am in favour of compiling an Indian Phar
macoplIlia. 1f that is not practicable, I am in favour of adopting as a 
standard . the I British Pharmacopmia'." 

(23) 

Rai Barinllth Ghosh Bahadur, K.D., Calcutta:-
.. I would prefer having choice of plan I. In doing SOl so far as r 

_, things of plan II do not altogether stand dissociated. In giving effect to 
plan I, things of plan II necessarily have to be drawn upon as much as ia 
decided by the Council whose construction has boon suggested by me in reply 
to your question No.· 6. I would mention that even the current B.P. ia one 
largely modified from the previous one by absorption of materials current in 
India and the Colonies. Plan I is suitable from- several other important 
aspects, namely, the economic aspect, saving 88 much as possible the country's 
loIis coll88«Juent npon import from other countries. Beside." there are the 
a&peets of making India self-contained 88 regards its drugs as much as is 
poasible and also of promotion of drug cultivation and drug collection on a 
scientific basis in the country-India being a country of all climates and of 
tuitable geological structure for Buch an undertaking which to India. might 
be a source of good' profit even. The idea of such a culture on, scient.ific 
lin. ~ a~ady afloat, in AnIerica, a point to wp.ich I ,already drew public 
atteDtion In my openlDg address at the All-india' Medical Conference that 
eat in Calontta two ye~rs ago. F~herl adoption of plan I would go a 
&reat way to do away With communahsm 1n the science of medicine iu India 



often to tho detriment of the sufferers-to wit-the spirit of difference not 
unofte~ seen be~ween a kabiraj and a doctor. of ·medicine· .trained on up-to
date hnesrelativ~to the use ·of therapeutlO agents. The longstanding 
controversy, whether popular or by experts, as to the Iluitablitty of jndian 
drugs on their own merit based on long empirical test would thus he largely 
speedier reconciled. .An Indian corpus of the pharmacopmia can also be 
taken as a necessary corollary to the worthy suggestions of Sir George Watt 
in his address at the first Indian Medical Congress and plan II would mean 
much of preserving a status quo which from the time of 8ir George has been 
felt as needing a change on very justifiable grounds to which we have many 
others to. presently add-as I have shown above and which all found an 
expression in my address at the All-India Medical Conference referred to 

·above. And, lastly, the adoption of plan I would have the ljD;erit of. promoting 
a co-operative pursuit in prolluctive scientific investigation by our· University 
graduates, thus opening a field for. them too." . . . ; 

(24) 
Dr. A. C. Ukil, H.B., H.S.P.B. (Paris), Calcutta:"":'" 
, "Once the principle of control is admitted, the best means of doing 

that in India may now be thought out. 
"1\-IOiit of the Western countries have established standards for their 

pharmacllpmias which, though they resemble closely regarding many drugs,. 
differ also regarding some and the standards of many. In India, the B.P., 
standard has hitherto been most in use. But I feel that each country, must 
evolve its own standards according to the availability and quality of the 
raw products, the system of therapy prevalent in the countrY 'since ancient 
times and the experience of clinicians, chemists, pharmacologists and 
botanists. . It has been the experience of clinicians that, with certain plants, 
watery extracts yield the desired result, while none is obtained from using 
an alcoholic extract and it has so happened that crude drugs have yielded 
results where alkaloids extracted by modern methods have remained inactive. 
It has also been found that barks and other parts of various plants vary 
in alkaloid content in different parts of India and also according to seasons 
and the age of the plant. 

" Hence, raw as well as finished products ought to be standardized and 
controlled. 

" As regards the sources of B.P. preparations, there are already many 
which can be replaced in India, e.g., gentian, rhubarb, squill, hyoscyamus, 
aconite, digitalis, belladonna, podophyllum, e.tc. 

"Hence most of-us feel that the compilation of an Indian Pharma
copmia has become an urgent necessity. It will mean that the raw products 
of the country will be utilized as also medioines will be offered at a cheap. 
price, a great point iIi the national economy. Such a pharmacopmia will. 
assimilate into it such preparations of the United States, British and German 
Pharmacopmias as will be found absolutely necessary for the present, but ,nil 
also have to incorporate a large number of Ayurvedic and Hakeemi drugs 
which have been found to be efficacious on clinical trial since long years. ] t 
may be argued that many Indian dt:ugs have not yet been properly studied, 
but before and during the compilation of the pharmacopmia in many Westet"u 
countries, medicines were given empirically when they were found to be, 
efficacious on clinical trial. It should not be forgotten that though, labo
ratory research makes the foundation for systematized knowledge. clinical' 
trial is the final arbiter regarding the efficacy of a drug. 

" Thus it stands that three categories of drugs will have to be incorpo
rated into the proposed Indian Pharmacopmia:-

" (1) Preparations taken from the foreign Pharmacopwias; 
" (2) those indigenous medicines which have been up till now scienti-. 

fically investigated and st~ndardi~ and therefore can be incorporated into: 
the proposed Pharmacopmia forthWith; and .-. 

" (3) those indigenous medicines which have been found efficacioUl$, 
on clinical trial but which require further investigation. . . , '. 

. cc As; before any legislative control can be enforced, we' must lay down 
the standards codified in a pharmacopmia, the .appointment by Statute of a' 
committee to compile the Indian l'harmacopaJia takes precedence over ·that ' 

, ~f a Board of Control. . . 
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. ," The Indian Pharmacopreia Committee should be composed of 35 
membe1'8 as follows:-

, , "(i) President. , 
'I (ii) Professor ?f Pharmacology of the following institutions:-

Calcutta MedIcal College, Carmichllli Medical College Calcutta' 
Patna Med.ical College; Lucknow Medical College; Lahore Medi~al College; 
Grant Medlc~l College, Bombay; Seth G?rdhandas Medical College,_ Bombay; 
MY80re MedIcal College; Madras MedIcal College; Vizagapatam Medical 
College; Rangoon Medical College; and Calcutta Sohool of Tropical 
Medicine." 

" (iii) Three Directors of Public Health Laboratories. 
u'(iv) TWd"eminent physiologi~ts. 
II (v) Three 'eminent clinicians attached to hospitals. 
" (vi) Two pharmacists. ' ' '' 
.. (vii) Three pharmaceutical chemists. 
" (viii) Two botanists . 
.. (ix) Two representatives of pharmaceutical industry . 
.. (x) Two eminent kavirajis who have also studied Western medicine 
.. (xi) One eminent hakeem who has studied Western medicine . 
.. (xii) Two representatives who are special workers, selected by the 

Indian Medical Association. 
"As a corollary to the compilation of the Indian Pharmacopreia will. 

come the question of forming a Board of Control. The Board of Control 
should consist of members selected more or less like that suggested for the' 
Indian Pharmacopreia, but there should be a fair proportion of non-oflicial 
specialists in it. The work of the Board of Control will be carried out by 
an organization as follows: - ' , 

.. (1) A Central Laboratory for the biological ILssay of all products 
IKlnt from the provincial laboratories and for the assay of sera, vaccines, 
chema-therapia preparations and organo-therapeutic drugs. This should be 
the chief laboratory where not only the assay will be done but standards 
suitable for Indian conditions should beset up for being followed uniformly 
in aU the provincial branches. 

" (2) Provincial laboratories-which should maiIM:y be concerned with 
the examination of pharmaceutical products and proprietary medicines 
manufactured in the respective provinces. The existing pUblic health labo
ratories may be utilized, and, if necessary, enlarged, to carry on this part 
of the work. All biological products should be examined in the central 
laboratory, 

.11 For the better working of these laboratories and institutes the indi
genollB talent should be utilized as far as possible. It will be found that a. 
higher teaching of pharmacy and pharmaceutical chemistry at the Univer~ 
sities will greatly facilitate tbe supply of competent workers. This means 
that the Universities, in collaboration with the public health laboratories, 
will have to arrange for training up to M.Sc., Ph.D., and D. Sc.,. in phar
macy and pharmaceutical chemistry. As an intensive researcli will have 
to be carried on in connexion with the incorporation of indigenous drugs 
into the proposed pharmacopreia, it is necessary that ~ sCream of W'orke1'8 of 
the proper standard should be forthcoming. In settmg up standat:ds, the 
question of deterioration of the titre in ·the tropics has got to ,be studIed and' 
considered also. 

U When all the best preparations of' the indigenou.s systems of me~i
cines have been studied and incorporated into the IndIan Pharmacoprela, 
there will be no need to preserve the old methods of the indigenous svstems 
which will he fonnd to he u8eles~ on trial. The indigeno~ systems will then 
automatically fall into. disus~ .. But attempts il? sta,!dardl~ the prese,nt ~ay 
Ayurvedic or Hakeeml medlcmes are beset With difficulties and legIslative 
cOntrol cannot therefore be enforced in spite of the fact that they may be 
11891888 or even hannfu!' We must tap the wisdom of these preparations 
before they are finally disCar·ded. Public O1>i!,-iOl~ as well as clinica! exp~ri-
8nC8 make it incumbent for various research 1DstltuteS to ma~e an lnt,ensl.ve 
study of the indigenowi systems on both old and modem hnes. SpeClal 
facillti811 and money grant. should be given to all bona fide research workers 
in this dirt'Ction. ' 
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" All the attention of the Indian Pharmacopmia Committee and of the 
Bo~rd of Controlsho~ld be dev.oted for the first few years tQ the ·Btandardi •. 
z!"tlon of the dru.gs Included In the Pharmacopmia. .. Then. will come the 
tIme for the passmg of a 'Thel'apeutic' Substallces Act', for. we have no 
standards at the present moment to go by. ' 

" Regarding, the assay of biological products and certain drugs, the 
League of :Nations have done useful work in fixing up standards and I would 
advise the. use of these international standards for sera, glandular products 
and other drugs which have hitherto been worked out. In o61er matters 
we have the United States, English and German Standards to go by. I 
would advise the retention in· the. Indian. Pharmacopmia of· well-tried indi
genous preparations which have been found useful Dn. i cliniclI,L,trial but 
regarding which, the modern, scientific methods of invell~~gat~on, have failed 
to identify and isolate the, ~tive principle. ' , 

" It should be' the purpose of the Central Institute to teacli Indians to 
manufacture therapeutic a~nts of the proper standard. rt should, be the 
ai~ of the Central as well as of Provin~ial Governments to encourage phar
maceutical and biological industries by subsidies, the supply of duty-free 
alcohol and the offer of expert help, where necessary, with a view to make 
bdia ultimately self-contained with regard to the supply of medicines •. 

"It is well known that a certain number of preparations, epecially' 
tinctures and alkaloids, are being manufactured' in India now according to 
the British Pharmacopreia. It may be argued that so long as they are 
manufactured here. some sort of control should be exercised to see that they' 
conform to the B.P. standard. In my opinion, there should be a temporary 
legislative Act to see that those preparations which are advertised as con
forming to the B.P. standard are actually so. AU such preparations, before 
being supplied to the market, should bear labels regarding their strength and-
date, of preparation." . , . . 

(25) 

Dr. Romesh Chandra Roy, L.ll.S., Calcutta:~. 

"I was requested by Reverend Father Cains at the conclusion of· 
my oral evidence on 5th instant to submit, to' Y011 in writing a short note 
about the lett.ers tbat I addressed the Hon'ble Sir Surendra N: Baimerjee 
I\uil Hon'ble B. Chakravarti as Ministers on the subject of. preparing an 
IndianPharmacopreia. As I have no copies of those letters. I send you. such' 
summary as I can recolIect at this distant date,' 

Scheme 01 work lor prepa,;ng an. Indian Pharmacopreia.,· 
'(As at pr~ent aU' executive and practically all legiSlative power i. 

iii. the hands of Government. it is the Government that we must look up to, 
leaving private efforts out of count.) . , " 

.~ (A) Preliminary toork-(For each Province in India)--
, . "(i) Provincial 80vernments are' to simuJtaneously notri.t) publieJ,. 

and widely their, intention-' " , 
".J.a} At the end of ten years' of the date of notification to intf 

fJf"ohibitive duty on all pharm8copreial drugs imported. from abroad. e~cept 
those that cannot he prepared here or· be available here by the end 0' the 
ten-year period; and 
, " (b) To lormat, once. a statutory • Provincial, Phanrr-acopoeisl 
Ol)mmittee' for that Province only, consisting of localrepresen:tatives of-;-

(a) Government departments of Agriculture, Botany" 
Forest, Medical and Chemistry; also the Minister 
in charge of Commerce 

'(b) Pharmaceutical and chemical soeieties ' 
(c) Medical associations ... 
(d) Merchants .•. ; ;.. ..• . .. 
(r.) ''Private Allopathic practitioners (Indian) 

'(f) l'Iakeemll . ... . ;.. ', .. 
(If) Ayllrvecl ic' practitioners . , " 

. ~., . 

6 
6 
2. 
2 
2' 
2' 
,2.' 

'Totaf' ,.' .. "~2·:'.' ' ," -
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" Pltarmacopreial Committee-(B) Spade wor'~ 
" By means of several wub-committies and their salaried officers and 

servants, the Pharmacopmial Committees will-
"(1) CoUect through private and paid agencies in the open market 

as well as through Government assistant and sub-assistant surgeo~ 
information about-

(a) action, use and dose; 
(b) availability and quantity available; 
(c) cost locally; and 

. (d) means of collection and transport; of all ·druga used indige-
nously. in tbe various parts of that province. 

" (2) Utilize all standard treatise. on indigenoUB drug. and collect. 
together the drugs of known worth and availability. 

" (3) Analy.e or get analysed through private agencies (controlled 
by the Committee), experiment and study all new Or unproved or nntried 
drugs wllected, and thereafter, to classify them. (For this purpose alcohol 
should be cheapened to these agencies.) 

" (4) By advice, monetary grant, transport or other facilities, 
encourage private agencies and Government farms to cultivate pharma-
copmial drug plants imported from abroad. . 

. "PharmacopaiaZ Committee-CO) FinaZ ,tage (at the end of ten years 
from. the date of the notification or earIier)-

"(1) Each' Provinoe· is to formUlate its own local pnarmacopreia, 
for nse in that Province only. The use of such drup:s of the British Pharma
copmia as cannot by that time be available here should be incorporated in 
the Provincial pharmacopmias for a further period of five years. The B.P. 
may be allowed to be used alternatively for a period of five years only, after 
the promulgation of the Provincial Pharmacopmia. 
. "(2) After ten years of use of Provincial Pharmacopmias in All
India Pnarmacopreia should be substituted, with liberty to each Province 
to use only certain specified drugs provincially. 

" (3) Up to a .period of ten years following the promulgation of an 
.All-India Pharmacopmia (i.e., .for 10 x 3 years from now) private agencies 
using IMian labour and capital may be given substantial .ibsidies for the 
cultivation and manufacture of indigenous drugs used in the Provincial or 
.All-India Pharmacopmias. 

"(4) All standard Ayurl1edic and Hakeemi drugs not included in 
the Pharmacopmias of Provinces or of All-India, but used bv followers of 
indigenous modes of treatment, should also be ,tandardizea and codified 
according to law." 

(26) 

Dr. M. R. Samey, PH.D;, H.D., Bangalore:-
"·In compliance with your letter No. 192, dated 14th OctoJ>er ,1930, 

requesting me to let you have a memorandum upon the advantages ,and dis
advantages of the two methods Nos. I and II referred to by you in the letter; 
I have great pleasure in submitting the memorandum as required by you 
and trust that you will be llleased to consider the suggestions put forward 
by me to facilitate the work of your committee and confer lasting benefits 
upon the nharmaceutical and medical profession in India ana the public iIi 
general. The Clompilation of an Indian Phar.macopa!ia is I .ine qua 11.011.'1 
for effective drugs control in India. The adoption of· the pliarmacopmia of 
any other country as a standard for,India- would be anomalous and meaning
less and legislation on such outlandish basis is quite )lnsuitable to the 
country. . . 

,II In the enclosed memorandum I have endeavoured to show the fallacy 
of such a procedure and, on a careful consideration of my arguments, pro, and 
CO"",, you will, I am sure, .recommend the compilation of an Indian Pharma
Clopmia, which would include indigenous drugs, in additiou to drugs and pre
parations selected frolll t;he pharmacopmias of other countries, the standards 
of which could be modified mutatis mutandi." suitable to the requirements 
and climatic conditions of· this countrY. . 

54 
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. ,. 'l'hanki.n~ you most cordially for your earnest solicitations of my 
fjonsldered opmlon and affording me a special QPportunity w draw up a 
memgrftlldl1m ul>0n thie iml>ortftllfi }>Oillt. 

MemOranalltll 

"Four hundred years before Christ, the Rishis of India met at a. 
conference on t~e banks of the Holy Ganges, to detel'llline the Beasons when 
the most pof:entlal herbs a~ to be gathered to eradicate disease and thus laid 
the foundation fo~' an Indian 1;'ha~acopreia and to-day, in the'twentieth 
centu~y after Chr~s~, we are II;gltatlDg to cogitate upon the propriety or im
P!Oprlety of compiling an I,!-d.lan Ph~rmacopreia as against the apish adop
tion as a standard, the Bntlsh, Umted States or some other nondescript 
outlandish pharmacopwia to suit our country. . 

, "The Drugs Enquiryl Committee, hailing again from the historic 
banks of the Ganges, has conceded to include this question of an Indian 
Phannacopwia ou~ide the pale of its original scope of enquiry and four 
and twenty centuries of national deliberation on this very important point 
cannot, I. am sure, lead the Committee to form any two opinions about the 
supreme Importance and necessity of recommending in their Report the 
compilation of an Indian Phannacopreia, including indigenous drugs in 
addition to drugs and preparations selected from the phannacopreias of 
other countries, the standards of which could be modified necessarily according 
to the requirements and climatic condition of India.. ' 

," Awakened to the need of the hour, after a couple of dOll6ns of cen
turies, shall not the druggists, chemists, botanists, phannaoologists and 
practitioners combine to make India self-contained as regards such a vital 
need as a Phannacopwia for India laying down its own standardsP Will the 
Germans or Japanese submit to British standardsP Has the United States 
condescended to adopt the British Phannacopreia, as its standardP No, no, 
no self-respecting and virile nation does it. Then why should India, the 
mother of herbs and minerals. disoomfit herself by such adoption of alien 
standardsP India is already disgraced in many ways by the adoption of out
landish standards and let us not brand the badge of inferiority in this 
department as well, for ever and ever. 

" Even without the adoption of a foreign phannaoopreia as the standard 
for India, five crores of rupees are drained from our oountry by allowing 
influx of foreign drugs and chemicals, annually, and it is to be fiddling when 
the country is bleeding, to legalill6 this preventable drain by adopting alien 
phannacopreias. 

II Iudia has a source of great potential wealth in its home-grown drugs, 
an industry which only requires the attention of the people to develop on 
economic hnes, says a correspondent of the Lancet, and that attention can 
be drawn .by the compilation of an Indian Phannaoopmia • 

. 11 Many or the drugs used .in Europe and America, for whit-Ii some 
sort of standard has been laid down, grow in various parts of India. Chemi
calor biological assay of all these can be made and their value relative to 
those growing in other parts of the world ascertained. It will lie neceS!1ary 
not only to assay the plants growing wild in different parts of India, but 
also to find out their seasonal variation and the soils in whil·1i. they grow 
best. Says the correspondent of the Lancet. Artemesia grows wild in some 
pa!'ts of the Himalayas, in Baluchistan, and Hindukush mounta.ins. India 
could supply the wh~le world with santonin, if only a little ~t~n~ion w~ 
given to its cultivation. It has been recently shown that digitalis deteri
orates during transit or storage, and to secure an active preparation it is 
desirable to get fresh leaves from Indian sources and \1igitalis I£'aves of 
el[cell~nt quality are now available in)ndia. Again,. Ephedra Vulgaris p:ro'!8 
wild IrI many parts of Northern Indll~ and there IS a p:reat demand ·for It 
from outside' India. America alone ordering 34 tons of Ephedra during 1928 
worth four lakhs of rupees. Such researches will be stimulated by compiling 
Indian Phannaooplllia. and putting the seal of authority thereon, e:Il totTtedra: 
so thu Drugs Enquiry Committee should recommend the compilation· thereof 
as an essential preamble to drull oontrol iu India. ' 
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.. The Committee of Revision of tile United States Pharmacopooia in 
1880 and 1881, under the talented leadership of Dr. Chal'les Rice, broadened 
the IICOpe of the United States Pharmacopmia in the direction of standardizing 
its products, and under Profes~or Remington the movement avanced onward 
and upward, with mighty strides in 1900. Six years later on 30th June 1906. 
the 'Bill known as the National Pure Food and Drugs Act became a law of 
the United States and has been admirably working there these twenty-five 
years • 

.. So twenty-five years after revision of the United States Pharmacopooia 
& pure Drugs Act became possible and we in India have not. the temerity to 
forge ahead an Indian Pharmacopreia after twenty-five centuries of a con
ference of Rishis on the banks of the Ganges. Look at this picture and 
that. The practillal Yankee depicts mental agility, and the moody Indian 
delineates mental lethargy. Uncle Sam's Calendar of an year is brimful of 
& century of Indian Calendar of practical achievements and, even under the 
big stick of Britain, India is proglllSSing as & snail • 

.. An Indian Pharmacopreia Committee must 'be appointed forthwith 
composed. of the botanist, the chemist, .. the pharmacologist, and .the 
therspeutist, and the Drugs Enquiry Committee may consider its labours 
amply rewarded if it. can effect the appointment. of iUch a committee or Royal 
Commission on Indian Pharmacopreia." 

(27) 
. Mr. M. N. Niyogi, Officiating Chemical Examiner, Customs and Salt, 

Bombay:-
.. I should like to refer first how an Inilian Pharmacopooia should bo 

prepared. This should consist of two parts, A and B . 
.. Part A is to consist of Allopathic drugs, and may be on the model of 

the B.P. In Fact, as & working standard at the start, the B.P. may be 
adopted. . . 

.. Part. B is. to consist of drugs employed in Ayurvedic' and Unani 
systems. of medicines. There may, of cour$e, be some overlapping. . 

.. The drawing up of part B, however, is beset with some quite large 
difficulties. The main one is that very little or practically little is known of 
the active therapeutic constituents of many of the drugs employed. Much 
work will have to be done before this part ·B can become anything like 
comprehensive or authoritative. No single research laboratory can hope to 
exhaustively study the numerous drugs that are employed. My suggestions 
lID, this matter are as follows:-
. ".A semi-official central co-ordinating Pharmacopmial Committee, 
Clonsisting of eminent medical men (Allopathic and Ayurvedic' and Unani),. 
and chemistll must be established. At the disposal of this body,. a research 
funcl must be placed. This body must disburse these funds to research workers 
in' medical colleges, University laboratories and other research institutions 
for studying and reporting on specific subjects or materials of investigation, 
iJelected by the centralco-ordinating body. (The disbursement may be on 
some such lines as grants are made by the Chemical Society in the United 
Kingdom or according to the analytical investigation scheme.) The funds 
so disbursed to' each worker must be just sufficient f~ the cost of materials 
and apparatus, etc. A system of research. by fully paid workers, the cost of 
running a laboratory, etc., being further met by the Government, etc.,. will 
not quite be satisfactory. for the simple reason (1) of cost, (2) many such 
laboratories cannot be maintained and (3) the paid research worker is liable 
after some time to think the whole thing & routine. Under the. method 
that I suggest, more laboratories and, what is equally important, more minds 
ean tackle problems • 

.. The results obtained by the workers will be carefully scrutinized by 
the -central co-ordinating. Committee, and tentatively adopted, till confirma
tion is obtained from several independent workers. In order to assess 
correctly the results reported' from various stations. the central Committee 
.,iIl have to refer reSults 'to an expert and' impartial testing station. So a 
MIIall central testing station with an expert medical man and a chemist with 
Imo"ledge of drug investigation may be started. It will be attached to. the 
tlelltral co-ordinating Committee. Further, to aid the co-ordinating Com
mittee, a conference of Jl)edical practition\l~, chemi~ts and research worl!:ers 
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may' be held annually where there will be 'full discussion and exchange of 
views, thus suggesting fresh points of attack of various problems; and also 
'giving a more or less authoritative sanction to the. various standards 
tentatively put forth. . 

" Such an arrangement will alSo indirectly serve to put the indigenous 
systems of medicine on a more scientific and better understood basis." 

(28) 

Dr. Phani Bhusan Mukerji, B.BO., M.B., F.R.O.B., Lecturer in Radiology, 
Prince of Wales Medical College, Patna:- . 

~, I have some observations to make with regard to the standards that 
should be fixed for testing the purity of drugs. India must have her own 
pharmacopceia 'and her. own standards' of purity and efficacy of the drugs 
which. are used on her own children. The standards laid down by ~he British 
Pharmacopceia are meant for the reqjUirements of the British Isles and British 
people. They require to be modified when applied to conditions obtaining 
in India. I would rather wait a few years before pressing for legislation for 
drug control and in the meantime strain every nerve to get the foundations 
of an Indian Pharmacopceia laid, rather than rush through a legislative 
measure taking the British standards laid down. in the B'ritish Pharmacopcei'" 
as standards of purity I potency, and strength of drugs to be 'used in India 
on Indian patients ana m Indian surroundings." . . 

(29) 

Dr. Harihar Ganguly,. Deputy Physician, Carmichllll Medical College, 
Calcutta:-

.. If laws are to be passed insisting on drugs being of a certain 
standard the first step must be a decision on the matter of standards in 
lndia. Most of the foreign countries have established standards which have 
been .codified in their pharmacopceias. Though they resemble closely regard
ing many drugs, 'they differ regarding some and in the standards of many.. In 
India the B.P. standard is in 'Use .. But unfortunately some of the drugs 
which are mainly imported are apt to lose their potency when they are landed 
and stocked in India owing to the climatic factor. Hence I feel that India 
must evolve her own standards according to her climatic condition and also 
availability and quality of her raw materials.' The compilation of an Indian 
Pharmacopceia will meet the purpose. A committee, should be appointed 
from time to time to revise the pharmacopceia. There should be'a permanent 
council or Board of Control having Central and Provincial laboratori6ll. 
There should be a. central laboratory for the biological assay of a.ll products 
sent from the provincial laboratories and for the assay of sera, vaccines, 
chemo-therapio preparations and organOo therapeutic drugs. This should be 
the chief laboratory where not only the assay will be done but standards 
suitable for Indian conditions should be set up for beipg followed uniformly 
in all the provinces . 

.. There should be Provincial laboratories which should mainly be 
concerned with the examination of pharmaceutical products and proprietary 
medicines manufactured in the respective Provinces. The existing public 
health laboratories may be utiIil1led and if nel'essary enlarged to carryon lhis 
part of the work." 

(30) 

Dr. Santiram Chatterjee, L.M.S., Honorary Secretl\ry, Calcutta Medical 
Club:-

.. We are decidedly of opinion that the time is now ripe for the 
compilation of an Indian Pharmacopceia which will include the mor~ 
important drugs and preparations of the western pharmacopceia as also th~ 
commonly used indigenous drugs. We' are furth!lr of opinion that, such 
compilation should be taken in hand as early as possible.", 
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(31) 
Dr. A. C. Sen, L.K.8., Delhi:-

"An Indian Pharmacopmia, meeting _ the special conditions of the 
country should be compiled and will adopt drugs, formulre, standards of the 
British, American and other PharmacopOlias: also include active and useful 
drugs of Indian origin. - Standards laid <Iown in this compilation --would be 
our legal guide." -

• (32) 

Rai' Bahltdur Maharaj Kishan Kapur, D.P.R., D.T.H. & -R., lo.K.B., 
Lahore:-

"A standing committee should be formed to bring out "an .Indian 
PharmacopOlia and keep it up -to date. The suggestion is to have it in two 
parts (1) international, in which drugs and medicines of foreign countries are 
put in i (2) purely Indian, in which indigenous drugs are included.l/lfter due 
I'esearcn and thorough investigation." 

(33) 

The Honorary Secretary, The Delhi Medical Association:~ 
" In conclusion, my association stresses the need of an [ndian Pharma

copmia which should include indigenous drugs found useful after due 
chemical, biological and clinical tests in addition to drugs and preparations 
selected from the pharmacopmias of other countries the standards of which 
could be modified 'to suit the requirements and -climatic conditions 1)f -this 
country.'.' 

(34) 

Dr. K. B. Mhaskar,. K.D., Bombay:-
"Compilation of a PharmacopOlia of India should be undertaken and 

provision made for it/! repeated revision by a permanent committee. This 
pharmacopmia should contain such of the useful drugs as are found in the 
pharmacopmias of other nations, and should adopt, as far _ as possible, 
substitutes from the indigenous system. No drug should however be admitted 
into the pharmacopOlia unless evidence of its therapeutic efficiency is satis
factory. This pharmacopOlia would be of great help to the practitioners who 
follow the Western system of medicine." 

Scheme /0'1' compiling an Indian Pha'l'macoplEia suggested by Rev. Fr. 
J F. Oai'UII, S.J.. Phal"lllacolog<tst ot the Hal/ine,Institllte, Parel, 
Bombay-one of the members of the Drugs Enqlli1"lJ Oommittee. 

The preparation of the first draft of the Indian Pharmacopmiamay be 
entrusted to an Indi~n PharmacopOliat Board • as!!isted b1 a small staff.t 

• Board. 

Three full-time Members (one chemist, one pharmacist,' 'one pharma-
cologist). _ . -- ... 

Two part-time Members (one botanist, one clinIClan). 
Four Honorary Consultants (one pharmacologist, one bacteriologist, 

one therapeutist, one bioc~e~ist). 

One assistant botanist. 
One assistant physician. 
One laboratory assistant. 
One typing clerk. 
Two menials. 

t _ Establishment. 

The cOst for two years will approximate about Its. 1,50,000. 

65 
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APPENDIX 0 

Quinine policy 

(1) 
Memorandum by Dr. E. S. :ai"~ M.A., B.Sc., M.B.Oh.B. (Edln.), 
Joint Honorary Secretary, Indian Medical Association, Oalcutta 

In pursuance of your request, I now o~r the following comments in 
elaboration of my remarks on the quinine policy of the Government o~;India. 

11;1 the first place, I .would emphasize the terrible incidence of malaria 
in India., The ravage caused b'y this disease is enormous. The number 
.of malaria.. cases treated at thE!. hospitals and dispensaries in British Pro

. vinces durmg. the year 1926-27, ('Vide Annual report of the Public Health 
Commissioner with the Government of India, 1927) is 8,398,775 and the 
incidenQ\\ in the differE\nt provinces will be seen from the following ta.ble:-

State.Public, Local State.Special "d 

~ Fund and private and railway III • 
aided dispensaries. dispensaries. .S) 

Provinces. Year. 
s:i.~ 
o III 

~ ~ ..: ..: s:i~ 
0 

0 0 0 ,s"' 
.g "d ] "'1. 1Il~ <i ~ >.~ 

~ .t:~ ... 
~ ::I 0 

0 -0 P-4 Eo! 

Delhi {1926 2,478 192,331 234 3,364 Nil. 198,407 .. 1927 2,061 95,1)81 306 2,573 Nil. 100,021 
Bengal Presi- 1926 6,315 1,615,259 8,450 151,121 384,512 2,165,657 

dency. 1927 6,573 1,576,110 7,747 126,710 395,955 2,113,095 

The Punjab •• 1926 8,663 1,239,666 3,825 251,693 15,114 1,518,961 
, ... ~1927 7,796 1,088,053 2,902 227,938 13,065 1,339,154 
Madras Presi· 1926 59,304 636,815 840 33,404 29,382 759,745 

dency. 1927 38,579 747,111 1,024 25,134 23,936 835,784 

Assam 1926 • 2,190 226,297 1,931 20,082 7,534 258,034 .. >1927 2,310 232,882 1,664 22,839 8,224 267,919 
:Behar and I ~ 1926 3,060 725,696 1,860 75,973 98,489 905,078 

Orissa. 1927 2,934 667,539 1,774 66,348 96,451 835,046 
The Central > 1926 . ·2,513 215,122 931 39,231 32,407 290,204 

Provinces. r" 2,664 213,814 846 36,890 33,352 287,566 
The United 1926 5,513 752,503 5,797 103,017 100,690 967,520 
. Provinces. 1927 4,959 719,594 5,243 98,381 100,220 947,358 

'Bombay.Presi. 1926 8,307 577,7116 3,581 92,212 112,944 .794,900 
dency •. 1927 8,319 609,972 4,287 77,583 119,714 899,875 

The North.west 
}1926 i,800 213,863 4,659 43,731 17,249 276,302 

Frontier Pro· 
. ';vince •. 1927 1,671. 195,878 3,668 31,897 14,172 247,286 

f926 13,940 219,055 4,794 26,178 Nil. 263,967 
Burma •• 1927 .15.776 246,348 4.375 25,748 Nil. 292,247 

Total {1926 114,083 6,614,393 36,902 840,076 793,321 8,398,775 .. 1927 93.642 6.392.382 33,836 742,041 805,089 8,085,951· .' . 

. • ~cluding 18,961 cases treated at subsidised dispensaries in the United Provinces. 

. -The actual number of cases, however, is much greater than indicated in 
the table if we take the figures of the Native States and the cases treated 
outside the hospitals by private .ptactitioners. . 

The high mortality from malaria (Bengal alone being responsible for 
B lakhs a year) together with the tempprary and permanent incapacity will 
show that the consequen~ .economic loss must be stupendous. 

The Royal Agricultural Commission; was of opinion that both for the 
prevention and for the treatment of malaria a much wider distribution of 
quinine is necessary (paragraph (11) and the above figures show what an 
enormous quantity:of quinine iii' needed fo~ the treatment of malaria in India. 
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At pI'esent, the high.price of 'luinine militates against ihis. Dr.Charl~ 

~cntley, the pl"llIient Dll"ector of Public Health, Bengal, has declal'ed that. 
.. among the poor';!r classes very large numbers would welcome the remedy~ 
at a reasonable prICe. 1 have been repea~ly assured by such peopl~, that 
'hey would be too glad to use them, 'provlded the cost be not beyond tlieir 
means (vide Bentley's Quinine Policy-Public Health Department Publica-' 
tion, 1IJ28, page 5)." 'rhat quinine is not consumed to such extent· as" 
w.ould b!, helpful from the standpoint of helping the eradication of the' 
"d~~ IS .~owever not due to t~e apathy on the 'part of the people but 

their l'.lablhty to buy-a fact .whlch has been pointed out again and again 
by varIOUS Government agenCIes. 

It"'.would be inte.resting to compare the quinine cons!lmed per. heaq in. 
the dIfferent countnes. ,"hereas ltaly consumes 16 grams of qumilie 'per, 
head and Greece 24 grains per head, in Inma. the per capita consumption 
is only 31 grains. In Bengal, division by. divisIon, Burdwan. consumes 1'07, 
grain "per capita, Presidency Division. l·al.grain,- Rajshahi 1·07' grain, 
Vacca 1'50 grain and Chittagong Division 2·62 gl'ains' per head (jf,popu
lation. These statistics compared with the pl"evious figures of-maJaria 
fncidence, again, show how inadequate is the present distrilJution of quinine:. 

The members of the Quinine Conference held at the Secretariat at Delhi on 
3rd December 1925, under the presidency of Mr. R. B. E. Ewbank, Deputy' 
Secretary to the Government of India, Department of Education, Health 
and Lands, unanimously recorded a resolution declaring that "the demand 
for quinine in this country is almost unlimited provided that it is available 
at a price within the means of local Governments and consumers." 

India consumes 160,000 lb. of quinine per annum whereas according to" 
Dr. Charles Bentley, if 100,00.9 lb. of quinine is not' consumed in Bengal, 
alone, no appreciable general effect is .likely to be visible from its use .. 

Here I would remark that the mere prevention of adultel·ation withou& 
at the same time reducing the cost in the price of quinine will not enable the 
masses of India, owing to their extreme poverty, to derive much benefit< 
011$ of it. It is therefore essential to check profiteer1l1g as far as possible, and' 
I shall now touch briefly on some of the main reason~ which opel'ate lIIains1r 
the reduction in price of quinine. . 

Taking the average of five years, in the Govel·nment Cinchona i>lan~a~" 
tions, Bengal, the growing of einchona gives the cost of quinine sulphate' 
in the bar before el."iraction as being Rs. 5-3-0 per lb. }'or the same five, 
years the cost of extracting quinine sulphate f!"Om the bark varied from 
.B.s •. 2 to Rs. 3-6-0 per lb. Therefore the total cost of manufactuI'e of quinine 
sulphate for the period of five years has been Rs. 9 (vide Malaria; Curse, 
Cause and Cure, by Elizabeth, Duchess of Carnarvon, page 20). Yet' in: 
January 1926, the price of quinine sulphate was Rs. 26 per lb. and in: 1930-
it is Rs. 18 per lb. 

It is nothing short of tragic that this sheer profiteering should' Prevj,Lif 
in a commodity which is IlIisential for world's health and happiness;' iIi 
the interests of.the Quinine Ring which controls and determines ~he world, 
prices. As a resui17 o~ the Quinine Convention of 1913, the world prices of 
quinine are determined by the Amsterdam Bureau and the majority of 
sales are made according to prices fixed tIp by the bureau. Small ..quanti
ties of South American barlt are, however, sold independently (vide Malaria 
(Jurse, Cause and Cure, page 22). It would seem the Indian Government 
has agreed to abide by this price arrangement principally to help the' 
interests of AngJo.Dutch Plantation Co., which works in complete harmony, 
with the Dutch" Combine, ~he Kina Bure'!'u. T~~ Govern~ent" can, if it. 
wills, manufacture the entire amo~mt .of Its .qulDlDe requirements •. There 
are two Government-owned factories Ill. India one at· Mungpoo lIt the 
Darjeeling district, Bengal, and the other at N aduvattam, near Ootacamund~ 
in the Nilgiris. The Government agencies manufacture on the average 
46 000 lb: of quinine, of which 17,000 lb. are manufactuI;Cd at Mungpoo. The 
ld~ngpoo farm alone has at present a capacity of manufacturing 50,000 lb. 
of quinine per annum and in order to produce this amount about 1,000,000 lb, 
of locally grown bark would be required. India exports in· the averagct 
6,000,000 lb. of bark annua}ly .. Shipm~nts are m~de from. Southern India 
(vidll Handbook of CommerClal Informa~lon forIndla, comJllled by C. W. E. 
Cotton, I.C.S., for Government of II\dla, pa~e 316). India can grow more 
much more cinchona. The Director of the Botallic SUl"Veyof Illdia, in h~ 
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repol'~ ~f 1~28-2~, emphatically declares that the difficulties of production 
of qUInine In this country are soluble. Yet India imports annually some 
60,000 lb, of manufactured foreign quinine. . 
" We ,find that the GovernJiIeht not OJily fixes its price almoot at the'level 

- detel'nuned by the Amsterdam Bureau (thereby forcing the poorer classes 
to g!l without the ,only n~edi~ine tha~ counts .i~ Mala~ia). but also. ~~ 
nothing to replace the foreign nuportatlOn of qUinine by mdlgenous qUInllle: 
The excuse put forwa~d br the Gove~nment. is th!ltl if the price is not' 

.fixed at· a l~vel approximating to t~e rlllg pl'lce, qUinine would be exported 
out of India. Th;lS . lame . and halting excuse 'Will not bear scrutiny. The 
Govern~e~t can! If It so choos~, impose a he~vy export. duty and thus pre
vent qUlllllle gOlllg out of India. Moreover, If prevention of export is the 
only objeot in view, why does not Government spend the-whole 01' part 
of the pro~t .d~rived from the sale of quinine upon the anti-malarial and other 
health activities.' -
. The .-ecent Governmen:i report of the cinchona plantations and factory 
III Bengal fOI' the year 1929-30 shows that there has been a further increase 
ill. surplus stocks.. The profit on the year~s workingnmounted to Rs. 4,53,972. 
It would ,be of interest in this connexion to refer briefiy to the discussion 
which took place over the Government stock of surplus quinine at a meeting 
of the Public Accounts Committee, dated the 4th July 1930, when Mr. 
B. Das and Mr. Abdul Matin Chowdhury, now a member of the Drugs 
Enquiry Committee, asked a number of questions with a view to emphasizing 
the necessity of reducing existing stocks. As a result of discussion it was 
shown that, the Government finds. itself unable to dispose of these stocks to 
the Provincial Governments free of cost, .owing to the stringency of the 
Devolution Rules; while on their part the Provincial Governments find they 
cannot purchase quinine from the Central Government owing to lack of 
funds. Thus between the Central and Provincial Governments stocks go to 
waste and the suffering humanity receives little or no alleviation. 

Mr. Bajpai, however, gave out the pious intention of the Government 
to convene a conference of representatives of the local Governments as soon 
as the position of Government of India vis a vis the local Governments 
are decided under the new constitution after the Round Table ConferenCe. 
No worse case of procrastinatioQ.· could be cited; but in regard to the pro
posed quinine conference the statement made by Sil' George Schuster' is 
far from reassuring: "It might be that the aftermath of the Round Table 
Conference is much more likely to bury this subject .. Personally I am dis
appointed at this result and at the attitude of the Provinces." 
. In conclusion, I would reiterate the terrible incidence of malal'ia in 'this 

country, the inadequacy of the present supply of quinine, the high cost 
of quinine which prevents its greater use, and the urgent need for an 
entire change of the Government's quinine policy directed at' once to lower
ing materially the cost of quinine, encouraging the use of the indigenous 
8upplies and taking steps against adulteration. As a matter of fact, the 
tendency towards adulteration would be l'etarded by reduction in price.· 

• Enclosure to the memorandum. 

fT .. StaIr_an, Thuraday, Jan. 1, 1931-3a.,,'8 dictation to Indla-Cinchonllo 
.hodar~y Air Mail. 

London, lIee. 20. 

No OIlB ullable to take qullllne, On account of idiosyncrlUly or otherwl .. , should be p ..... d 
lUI ftt to reside III malarious· regione of the tropics. Tbis state",ent wao made b~ Major' 
O.n .... l Sir Cbarles MacWatt, Director-Oeneral of the Indian Medical Service, 192a-:.2J6, in a 
paper read at the Cinchona Tercentenary Celeb ... tion. at the Wellcome Historical Hall. 

U I have aeen II he continued, U more than one high-caste ortbodox Hindu die from malarial 
fever which co':lmenced as mild intermittent attacks and become progre8lively worse limply 
because tlley would not take quinine wbich they oon.idered a We.tern remedy, made by 
machinery, and, therefore. forbidden." , 
• Gen..,.al MacWatt added. that within the Empire existed a large proportion of tlte malarial 
bact. of the world; and, 108 according to Sir Itonald u,oaa, two million fatal cues occur every 
year, our responsibilities were great. 1>r. A. Balfour estimated tbat tlte direct 1098 sustained 
bv tlte British Empire due to sickness and death cauled by malaria amounted to between 
£52,000,000 and £62,000,000 ann ually. . . 

. lat'a', advantage. 

Altltough fndia a.id J,ava .tarted tlte produotlon of Cincltona about tlte same time, Java 
bad outdistanced Indll' III a dramatic manlier and now produced over 90 per cent of the 
\wrld" supply of cillohona bark, and India oniT aOOu$ ,4 per oem. Tbi. repreaented ODi¥. 
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Letter Irom the Government Quinologist, Government Quinine I'actory, Jrlungpoo 
1'.0" dated the Ird Karch 1931, No. 1128-112-2, to the Secretary, Druga 
:Inquiry Oommlttee -

The following table shows the cost of the quinine in the bark and of 
extraction for the last five years:-

i:II_'_ 

\ Cost in )lack. Cost of extrac- I Total cost. tion. 

J 
.-

lIS. lIS. RS. 
1925-26 4'18 2'03 6'21 
1926-27 3'84 1'1S9 5-43 
1927-28 4'08 ,2'72 7'52' 
1928-29 4'u6 2'72 7'32 
1929-30 4'83 2'72 7-65 

The selling price was fixed at B.s. 24 per lb. in November 1924 and at 
B.s. 18 per lit. in May 1926. Since then it has remained at B.s. 18., The 
selling price is fixed to I\gree with that of.. private firms and for -aily infor
mation as to why that should be, the policy of Government, I would refer
you to Mr. C. C. Calder, the Director of the Botanical S111"Vey of India" and 
the Superintendent of Cinchona Cultivation in Bengal or (lirect to the • 
Imperial Government of India. 

(3) 

Letter hom the Secretary, Drugs :InqUiry Oommittee, to the Quinologist, 
Government Olnchona l'actory,lIIungpoo/.aduvattam, dated the 10th Karch 
1931, No, 17'1&/1778. 

I have the honour to say that the Committee will feer much obliged if 
you will kindly let me have information on the following points:-

(1) The species of cinchona which are being grown ill; the Governmenll 
plantation and in private plantations. ' 

(2) The area. under plantation i'n each case. 

I am to enqllire whether it is a fact that the C. luccirulira plantations 
have practically all been. replaced by (J. ledg6riana. 

about one-tbird of tbe .;"oun' actually consumed in India; 80 tbat abe could'nol aupply tbe 
needs of othe. parts of the Empire aud fell very abort indeed of supplying her- own needs, 
and wao oblil!Od to depend on Dutch plantations in Java to -meet her want&-and tbat ,at a 
very bigb price wbicb wae dictated and llxed by the Java 'ring '_ very unsatisfactory .tate 
of aflaira 

Sir Patrick Hehir had e.timated that for India alone 970,000 lb. of quinine "WOUld be the 
minimum amount. required to }lave any effect on the malaria problem. This repreaellted about 
.ix times the amount .t present consumed; 10 that were India in a position to provide merely 
for ber own requiremente ahe would at onee have to increase her production by eighteen 
'ime.. Hence there Wall an urgent need for an increased production of cinchona and quinine 
within tbe Brltisb Empire. In India tbe productIon of cinchona could be greatly increaoed 
by extending the area under cultivation and by more intensive cultivation. It was potfBibht 
aloo that tbere were other luitable places witbin tbe Empire Bucb as, tbe Blopes of Kenya, tbe
'langaolika. where cinoboua could be lucceufully grown. 

A .wadel/.j / .... e. 
Concluding, General HacWatt added, .. If, we were Involved in anotber war we .bould 

en,deavour to pflKi!lce t~e munitioll. to. wage it witbin the Empi~e. al far as pOHible. In 
lh •• ebronic and lotenslve .warfare agam. the deadly foe-malaria-India can Bupply only 
4 per cen' of ita munition, to combat i7 in tbe Bbape of alkaloid. of tbe cincbona bark We -= ~~\~d t:: ~n~::i~ntb.ii,:::m:n: ft~:; ~mpire to 8'"" wbat is required and tbat' at a 

.. In India the de_nd' for lOme years haa been for 8wadeobi producte--cinebona 
plantationl are very taudable Swadeobi products, giving occupationa $0 tbe denllena of tha 
lIOil iii Kotber India anel keeping money in tbe country ". 
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(4) 

Letter lrom the Government Quinologist, Government Quinine Factory, Xungpoo, 
,dated the 14th Xarch 1931, No. 326-112-3" to the Secretary, Drugs Enquiry 
Committee. 

In reply to YOUl' enquiry No. 1775 of l\Iarch 10th, I have tho honour to 
inform you- _ " 

(1) The species of cinchona grown in the Government of Bengal plan-' 
tati~ns are O. ledlleria~, (J. 8Uccir.'Ubr~ and the hybl'i~ betweelhthese two 
sp~cles.. In Madras, cmchona officmall.l and the hybnd betw.eeJi this and 
v, 8UCCIT'Ulira are also grown.: 'l'hel'e are no private pl~tations in Hengal 
and very few now in Madras. The Deputy Director ot Agriculture- (Om
chona); Ootacamund, could give you more information on thIS point than I 
can. 'He could also give you the area of the l\bdras Government plantations. 
of . ,,:~ic~. he has charge., .,' 

(2) The area of the cinchoha plantation bel~nging to the Bengal Govern~; 
ment is' 2,877.3 acres.' (This i. the amount· actually growing cinchona, the 
total plantation area is much ~arger.) : " 

The Government of India also have a plantation in Burma. . For parti
culars of this I would refer you to tlte Director of the Botanic Survey of 
India. . •. 

(3) Oi'ne110na 8uecirulim pialltntions have not been replaced by O. ledlle
riana during this·~ntury. 1'111 about 1885 a great deal more 8uccirubra was 
grown than ledgeriana or other species. But when the manufacture of 
quinine was begun, in addition to the prev:iously manufactured cinchona 
febrifuge, in the Government factories, the replacement began and very little 
8uccirubra was planted again till about ten years ago when it .began to find 
favour among medical men who advocated its cultivation becanse they mis
takenly believed it contained more total alkaloid than O. lcdgeriana. It 
really contains about the same amount but as the quinine is less the others 
are more than in ledge1'iana and, as the therapeutic effect of quinine appears 
to be a little higher than the average of the rest the total effect of 3ucci7'ulira 
must be a little less than that of ledgeria-na. -Bengal now has 286'4 acres 
under mcci?:ubra., 

(5) 

Letter from A. Wilson, Esq., X.A.,. B.Sc., Deputy Direc\or of Agriculture 
(Cinchona), Ootacamund, dated the 19th March 1931, No. 321, \0 the 
Secretary, Drugs, Enquiry Committee. 

With reference to your letter No. 1776, dated 10th March 1931, I have 
the honour to inform you-

(1) . The species of cincllOna gl"OWI!- on the Government plantations are 
C. officinalis, (J. rollusta alia C. ledllenana •• 

(2) The approximate area under each is-;, 

(JincllOna offici.naZi. 
Cinchona robusta 
Cinchona ledllcriana 

139 acres 

957 " 
939 " 

': (3) There are not more than 50 acr,:s of cinchona :under cnltivat~on, so 
(ar .as nly information goes, in South India, mostly of cl'll£ho-na 'edgerlana. 

(6) 

1(ote, dated Srd Kinch 1931, by C. C. Calder, Esq., B.Sc., B.Se:. (Agr.), 
I'.L.S., Superintendent, Oinchona O~tivatlon in Bengal. 

. t. Q.-Do. y,?u. ihi!lk the. Quinhie Convention is trtificially setting ,ull 
the price of qlllnllle In Ill$llai' 
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A.-The Kina: Burean, a body sitting jn'-Holland to work the agreetnbnt' 
between cinchona planters and quinine manufacturets, determines· the price 
for quinine. The agreement is working smoothly andr generally Kina Bureau 
prices.are ~ered.to. Gover~ment'in India follows world, i.e.,'Kina Bureau, 
rates In fiXing prIces. In thIS sense the bureau is the determining ageqcy 
80 far as Indian prices are concerned. 

2'. Q.-Do you thhik Indian bark shQuld be sold at a very much cheaper rateP . ., . . , 

A.-Very little and a continually dwindling quantity of indian bark is'.sold~ 
Formerly it came in considerable quantities to the Government Madras, 
Factory. Now the drugs of a greatly diminished industry a~ being exported; 
I have no exact knowledge of the price this bark fetches, but to judge by 
the dwindling supply and the lack of aU interesttin its growing'the price 
cannot be remunerative. Private Indian grown bark;' once fairly .'plentiful, 
may be said to be a rarity now on the. market and when if. appears i~ is 
ahsorbed at prices below world rates because of its. inferior quality., N,o 
Government grown barks are on sale for quinine manufacture, all Government 
grown stocks being ntilized in Government factories. A "{ery considerable 
area of cinchona in South India was formerly in private ownership'" and 
management. This area was due to the direct incentive of Government and 

. both seed and trees went from the Goyernment plantations to its building 
'lip. -The statement that Government never encouraged anybody 'in thiii indllS
try '8ppears to me to be extreme. So far as Bengal is concernea we are fre
quently asked for seed and advice and those who show interll)!t ara:helped't!oth 
, ways, Frequentlv we have to advise correspondents, be~ on' growing it 
where it has no chance of success, to desist in their own interesl;.~. . 

3. Q.-Sullposing the Indian Government did' not adhere to the quinine 
ronvention-they are not purchasing sufficient bark for .India: so for 8S 
I rememher about 60 ner cent of the supply have to be purchased from 
outside-don't you think that India will be the loser? 

A.-I am not sure that I understand this quest.ion but I assume the 
. questioner was speaking of foreign (Java) grown bllr1c imnorted on Govern
ment account for Government (not nrivate) purposes. It is difficult at this 
dae:e to judge whether Iudi .. would or would not he the loser if this bark 
had not heen purchased, My opinion is that the purchase waf' a !tood 
insurance against failure in local supplieq besides heinl!: an in.urance aeainsil' 
an enidemic of malaria and that, Tlossihly. the timely purchase tended to 
st.ahilise prices. Foreign purchase of bark has now ceAsed. Nor am I sure 
of what the written answer to Question 3 attempts. PrASumllhlv. however, 
the representAtive of the Union Drue: Company was thinking of the develop
ment of a private bark extrlLCtionR h)1~iness in his replv to question ~* and 
WAS 8.'l8nming (erroneously, I thitik) the free.. supply of hark at the disposal 
of the ring. . ..i 

4. Q.-Are large stocks of quinin.,l.:ept in the country by the Government? . ~ 
A.-Yes, Government at present hold large stocks of quinine . . 
5, Q.-In the export returns vou still find that certain quantities of 

cin!'hona bark are 'being exported? 

A.-The dwindline: Quant.itiell of private Indian grown bark exnorted are 
not at the disposal of the Kina Bureau and if thev go abroaa this is because 
there is no demand fop this hark from private Indian firms or lie.cause prices 
abroad make it more lucrative to ship them out. . 

• Replv of the reprASent.atives of- the Union Drug Company; J.imited. 
Calcutta, . to question No.3: - , . 

II If I have to place Iln:v confiilence' in the reports that have been 
puhlished in the papers, I think Government· can do without purchasing 
Quinine for Quite five years: And in five years' time I think the manu
ffll'tnrf'rs ,,'iIl hp propPl'ly f'f\uipped to sn'ppl,Y the 60 peio cent which the 
(lowl'llment don't prodnce," 
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• 6. Q~7"'W'hat would you suggestp - . . . 
A.-III. my opinion the question of quinine extraction by private enterprise 

is one of minor .importance for India. .If it pays and local bark is available 
in quantity, such an industry as the extraction of quinine from bark can 
easilY" be left to look after itself. Apart from its Jl.SSociated technical and 
chemical pJ;Oblems, which Indian chemists' should be quite capable of manag
ing, thel'e are no inherent difficulties in this side of the business. But the 
tone of the answel's generally, if I mistake not, expresses a widespread belief 
that" more could he done to produce quinine in India and to cheapen it. 
What this boils down to is the production of bark. In my opinion, much more 
of this could be produced. But it is a question of finance anciy,. so far as 
bark production. is concerned, knOWledge Rnd experiment. And linked with 
the problem of. bark production is the equally large.nddifficult problem 
of financing consumption of quinine. 
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